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ABSTRACT 

Clostridium difficile is toxin-producing antimicrobial resistant (AMR) enteropathogen of 

international One Health importance. This opportunistic bacterium can cause life-threatening 

infectious diarrhoea in humans and livestock, particularly piglets, most often after 

perturbation of the gut microbiota by antimicrobials. C. difficile infection (CDI) presents a 

major clinical and economic challenge to public health systems worldwide, reaching epidemic 

states in some regions. In recent years, there have been dramatic increases in the incidence 

and severity of CDI, and its associated morbidity and mortality, in both healthcare and 

community settings. 

Worldwide, livestock has been identified as important amplification reservoirs for clinically 

important strains of C. difficile, raising the possibility that CDI may have a zoonotic or 

foodborne aetiology. PCR ribotype (RT) 014 and multilocus sequence type (ST) 11 are major 

C. difficile lineages of One Health importance. In Australia, these lineages are well-

established in porcine and bovine populations, respectively, and also contribute to the burden 

of CDI in humans. However, the true extent of genetic overlap and potential for zoonotic 

transfer of these lineages between livestock and human populations remains unclear. This 

thesis provides novel and critical insights into the genetic diversity, evolutionary history, 

AMR and zoonotic potential of C. difficile isolated from livestock and humans in Australia. 

First, this thesis describes the prevalence, concentration and molecular epidemiology of C. 

difficile on the carcasses and in the faeces of neonatal calves in Australian abattoirs. Calves 

were found to be contaminated with high levels of C. difficile spores during the slaughter 

process and are reservoirs for clinically important strains of C. difficile, predominated by 4 

ST11 RTs 033, 126, 127 and 288. Furthermore, the unique slaughter age of these animals 

presents a significant and perhaps under-appreciated risk factor for contamination of carcasses 

during the slaughter process and may compromise the quality of meat for domestic and export 

markets. 

Next, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and state-of-the-art high-resolution phylogenomics 

were used to investigate microevolution and zoonotic transmission in >240 strains of RT014 

and ST11. Core genome analysis revealed that C. difficile common to humans and livestock in 

Australia do not form distinct populations but actually share a very recent evolutionary 

history. Moreover, for the first time, this approach substantiated inter-species clonal 

transmission (over local and national distances) of both C. difficile RT014 and ST11 between 
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livestock and humans in Australia. These findings provide compelling evidence that CDI has 

a foodborne or zoonotic aetiology. Further, they challenge the existing paradigm that CDI is 

primarily a healthcare-associated infection. 

Finally, this thesis provides the first analysis of the pan-genomes, and the most 

comprehensive investigation to date of the resistomes, prophage repertoire and key virulence 

loci for these important lineages. RT014 and ST11 are characterised by ultra-conserved core 

genomes and massive open pan-genomes. Such findings are indicative of a versatile sympatric 

species with both the capability and high propensity to move freely between different host 

populations. Much of this repertoire stems from large diverse collections of clinically 

important temperate prophages of the Siphoviridae and Myoviridae present in both lineages. 

Also, significant RT and ST-specific heterogeneity were found in key virulence loci such as 

the S-layer and toxin gene loci, with a number of novel variants identified. Also, an extensive 

array of clinically important AMR genes and mobile genetic elements were identified. These 

genetic loci conferred phenotypic resistance to clindamycin, erythromycin, tetracycline, and 

aminoglycosides, and in the case of ST11, fluoroquinolones. Importantly, no reduced 

susceptibility to first-line human CDI therapies vancomycin, metronidazole and fidaxomicin 

was observed. However, this thesis describes a cryptic vanB2-like vancomycin resistance 

gene cluster in C. difficile, the first such report for this species, signalling that we may be very 

close to seeing a fully vancomycin-resistant strain of C. difficile.  

This thesis has made significant contributions to our understanding of the zoonotic potential 

and AMR burden of this important pathogen. This knowledge will be essential for the 

development of a “One Health” approach to control strategies to reduce the impact of CDI in 

humans and animals. 
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1.1 SCOPE  

Clostridium difficile is one of the most important causes of healthcare-associated infections 

worldwide, responsible for a quarter of all cases of infectious diarrhoea, an array of serious 

life-threatening complications including pseudomembranous colitis, sepsis and toxic 

megacolon, and many deaths1. The last two decades have seen a paradigm shift in the 

epidemiology of C. difficile infection (CDI). The disease came to global prominence in the 

early 2000s due to the emergence in North America and transcontinental spread of strains of a 

virulent lineage PCR ribotype (RT) 027 in the hospital environment2. CDI reached an 

epidemic state in many developed countries with high incidence and severe disease in 

healthcare settings and the community. In some regions of the world, including Australia, 

community-associated CDI (CA-CDI) now accounts for up to 30% of all cases3-6. Moreover, 

it is becoming clear that genetically diverse sources of C. difficile play an important and 

previously under-recognised role in CDI transmission, challenging the existing paradigm and 

long-held misconception that CDI is primarily a healthcare-associated infection7-9.  

Possible reservoirs of toxigenic C. difficile external to the healthcare system include wild, 

domesticated and performance animals, food, water, soil and production animals, particularly 

pigs and cattle, and their effluent or effluent by-products10-13. In North America and Europe, 

genetically indistinguishable strains of C. difficile, predominated by the virulent strain lineage 

RT078, have been recovered from humans, production animals and retail meat destined for 

human consumption, fuelling speculation that CDI may have a foodborne or zoonotic 

aetiology14,15. C. difficile RT078 is multi-locus sequence type (ST) 11 and belongs to the 

evolutionary lineage clade 516.  

To date, RT078 has not been isolated from livestock in Australia, however, several other 

toxigenic RTs (126, 127 and 033) also belonging to ST11 are well established in cattle 

populations in Australia and have been isolated from humans with CDI in Australia in recent 

years17. In pig herds in Australia, the molecular epidemiology is different with the most 

prevalent lineage (RT014, clade 1) also the most common RT isolated from humans with CDI 

in Australia and most regions worldwide13,18,19.  

C. difficile also shows a capacity to cause significant enteric disease in various animal 

species20-23, thus the ‘One Health’ relevance of these livestock-associated strains is increasing, 

and clearly warrants attention. The One Health paradigm is a philosophical approach to 

improving and safeguarding the health of humans, animals and their shared environment24. 
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Specifically, an improved treatment of disease common to humans and animals can be 

achieved through the application of interdisciplinary approaches such as collaboration 

between clinical and veterinary medicine and analysis of environment derived isolate datasets 

[www.onehealthinitiative.com/]. 

The advent of the next generation sequencing (NGS) era has driven a major research focus on 

the evolutionary biology and genetic diversity in epidemic RTs 027 and 0782,14,16,25-30, 

however, to date very little is known about the genetic variation, evolution and zoonotic 

potential in the RT014 and non-078 ST11 lineages. So far in Australia, assessment of genetic 

overlap between human and livestock populations of C. difficile has been limited to low-

resolution genotyping tools and the analysis of small discrete regions of the C. difficile 

genome such as the 16S–23S rRNA intergenic spacer region (ISR), and the pathogenicity 

and binary toxin loci13,17. Based on indistinguishable RT and toxin gene profiles alone, it is 

reasonable to propose that zoonotic (animal to human) or anthroponotic (human to animal) 

transmission of C. difficile may be occurring, although the true extent of genetic overlap 

between these populations remains to be determined. 

 

1.2 THESIS AIM AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Using state-of-the-art genomics, the overarching aim of this PhD project was to provide novel 

and critical insights on genetic variation, antimicrobial resistance (AMR), evolution and 

zoonotic potential in livestock-associated lineages of C. difficile in Australia.  

Also included in this thesis is a cross-sectional study of C. difficile in Australian neonatal 

calves at slaughter (which provides contemporaneous isolates for the genomic analysis), and a 

phenotypic analysis of antimicrobial susceptibility. The strain collection analysed comprises 

over 200 C. difficile isolates from Australian calves, pigs and humans belonging to two 

different lineages of emerging One Health importance (RT014 and ST11). For comparative 

purposes, the collection was supplemented with isolates from Europe, North America and 

Asia, and with several published C. difficile genomes. It was anticipated that the exquisite 

sensitivity afforded by high-resolution core genome phylogenetic analysis would provide 

evidence to either support or refute inter-species transmission. Moreover, surveying diversity 

throughout the genomes of a collection of C. difficile strains of clinical and veterinary 

importance would be crucial for greater understanding, and therefore improved control, of this 

important pathogen.  

http://www.onehealthinitiative.com/
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The research had 5 primary objectives; 

I. Advance our understanding of the prevalence and genotype of C. difficile in 

Australian veal calves. 

II. Define the extent of genetic overlap and potential transmission between animal 

and human C. difficile populations. 

III. Characterise the phenotype, genotype and underlying genomic context for AMR 

in these populations. 

IV. Characterise genetic diversity in clinically important loci. 

V. Describe the first pan-genomes for livestock-associated lineages. 

 

1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE 

The thesis is organized into 7 Chapters. This introductory Chapter summarises the scope, 

research objectives and overall structure of the thesis.  

In Chapter 2, a comprehensive literature review of C. difficile and CDI is presented. This 

Chapter provides the motivation for conducting research on C. difficile, highlighting the 

public health importance of the bacterium and its complexities at a clinical and molecular 

level. The review has a strong emphasis on genetic diversity and evolution in C. difficile, and 

its potential as a zoonotic pathogen.  

Chapter 3 details the materials, methods and bioinformatics pipelines used for this research 

and provides a procedural/technical framework for future studies. 

Chapter 4 presents a study on the prevalence and molecular epidemiology of C. difficile 

recovered from Australian newborn calves at slaughter. This work extends our previous 

prevalence and genotypic observations and importantly quantifies the extent of carcass 

contamination in this population. Isolates from this Chapter contribute the strain population 

sequenced and analysed in Chapter 6. 

Together, Chapters 5 and 6 describe the application of whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and 

bioinformatics to investigate the genetic diversity and evolutionary history of C. difficile 

lineages RT014 (Chapter 5) and ST11 (Chapter 6) isolated from livestock and humans in 

Australia. Analyses are supported by the inclusion and comparative analysis of strains and 

sequenced genomes from North America, Europe and Asia. The respective strain collections 
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were subjected to WGS and epidemiological characterisation (PCR ribotyping, toxin profiling 

and in silico MLST). High-resolution phylogenies are reconstructed using large sets of core 

orthologous genes and core genome single nucleotide variants (SNVs).  

Antimicrobial susceptibility testing was performed, and the underlying genetic context of 

resistance investigated and compared between C. difficile lineages through in silico resistance 

gene profiling and comparative genomic analysis of transposons. Comparative and 

phylogenetic analyses were performed on multiple clinically important genomic loci, 

including the pathogenicity locus, binary toxin locus, agr locus and bacterial S-layer cassette. 

Finally, prophage diversity was characterised and projections of the core, accessory and pan-

genomes for these populations were analysed. Chapter 6 also includes an illustrative clinical 

case report. 

Chapter 7 contains a general discussion and summarises the main conclusions of this thesis. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The following literature review is presented in three sections. To begin with, there is a general 

introduction to C. difficile and CDI (section 2.2). This section comprises the following topics; 

history, taxonomic classification, clinical and economic burden, host susceptibility and 

clinical presentation, pathophysiology, laboratory detection and therapeutics.  

In the second section (2.3), a comprehensive review of C. difficile genetic diversity and 

evolution is presented, comprising a 2015 paper published in Clinical Microbiology 

Reviews31. The review encompasses the following topics: C. difficile typing and molecular 

epidemiology, phylogenetics, genome diversity, evolutionary mechanisms and CDI 

epidemiology (including the evolution of hypervirulent lineages, nosocomial transmission, 

community-associated disease and zoonotic reservoirs). Throughout there is a strong focus on 

how WGS has furthered and continues to redefine our understanding of this important 

pathogen. The review has been updated and the sections on community acquisition and 

zoonosis have been expanded upon. 

In the final section (2.4), a summary of my previous Australian C. difficile livestock 

surveillance studies is presented, providing the context for the research aims of this project. 

 

2.2 C. DIFFICILE AND C. DIFFICILE INFECTION 

2.2.1 A brief history 

Originally named Bacillus difficilis due to difficulties in cultivation in vitro, the bacterium 

was first described in 1935 by Hall and O’Toole as a component of the healthy neonatal 

intestinal microflora32. These investigators and others would go on to verify its high toxigenic 

potential through studies in mice and guinea pigs and identify a toxin only 10-100-fold less 

potent than that produced by Clostridium botulinum33,34. For the next 3 decades, the bacterium 

was assumed a normal resident of a child gastrointestinal tract and received little attention 

with only occasional reports of infections34,35. With the introduction of the antimicrobial 

clindamycin in 1969, the number of cases of life-threatening pseudo-membranous colitis 

(PMC) increased considerably and the cause of PMC emerged as an area of research interest. 

In the 1970s, seminal work by groups headed by John Bartlett, Frank Tedesco, Bob Fekety 

and Joe Silva led to the identification of C. difficile as the cause of antibiotic-associated PMC, 
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as well as the vast majority of cases of clindamycin-induced antibiotic-associated diarrhoea 

(AAD)34,36-38.  

During the 1980s and 1990s, the introduction and widespread use of broad-spectrum third-

generation cephalosporins in healthcare led to a substantial increase in the frequency of C. 

difficile-associated diarrhoea (CDAD) in many developed countries39,40. In the early 2000s, 

the bacterium’s notoriety and clinical burden on global healthcare systems increased 

dramatically with the emergence of a virulent fluoroquinolone-resistant strain associated with 

high morbidity and mortality39 (discussed further in 2.3.8.1).  

2.2.2 Taxonomic classification 

The Clostridium group represents a phylogenetically diverse and ancient prokaryotic lineage, 

estimated to have diverged from the Bacterial Domain 2.34 Ga (billion years) ago. This date 

is much earlier than the Escherichia, Campylobacter and Helicobacter groups (ca. 1.37-1.89 

Ga) and around the time concentrations of molecular oxygen in the atmosphere began to 

increase41. Described under the phylum Firmicutes, the class Clostridia incorporates a group 

of obligatory anaerobic, endospore-forming Gram-positive organisms.  

The taxonomic classification of the Clostridium group has had a turbulent history. 

Classification of Clostridia was initially made on the aforementioned phenotypic 

characteristics, however, 16S rRNA sequencing showed that the Clostridia were 

phylogenetically incoherent and required significant taxonomic revision42. According to 

Collins et al.42 C. difficile belongs to cluster XI, which represents a taxonomically 

heterogeneous group more closely related to the non-spore forming species 

Peptostreptococcus anaerobius and Eubacterium tenue than the type species of the Clostridia, 

C. butyricum.  

Notably, by this scheme, C. difficile does not cluster with many other familiar clostridial 

species such as C. botulinum, C. tetani, and C. perfringens, all of which can be pathogenic for 

humans and animals via toxin-mediated virulence mechanisms. Bergey’s manual43 now places 

C. difficile in the Peptostreptocococcaceae along with a number of other Clostridium species 

including C. bifermentans, C. glycolicum, C. bartlettii, C. sordellii, and C. sticklandii, as well 

as members of the genera Eubacterium, Peptostreptococcus, Sporacetigenium and Filifactor.  

In recent years, further taxonomic revision of the Clostridia has been proposed. In 2013, based 

on analysis of 16S rRNA and ribosomal protein sequences, Yutin and Galperin suggested the 

placement of all organisms in cluster XI within the family Peptostreptococcaceae and 
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changing C. difficile to Peptoclostridium difficile44. Despite NCBI taxonomy adopting the 

name change, the wider C. difficile research community did not. In particular, the 

phylogenetic depth within cluster XI was seen as too great to support only a single genus and, 

furthermore, the name change proposed by Yutin and Galperin was deemed invalid and not 

ratified in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology (IJSEM).  

In 2016, Lawson and colleagues suggested another reclassification, this time based on 

comprehensive phenotypic, chemotaxonomic and phylogenetic analyses45. It was proposed 

that C. difficile and its closest relative C. mangenotii (16S rRNA 94.7%) be reclassified as 

Clostridioides, a novel genus of which Clostridioides difficile would be the type species and 

one likely to be formally recognized in the near future in the IJSEM45 (Figure 2.1). For the 

purposes of this thesis, the bacterium will remain as C. difficile.  

2.2.3 Clinical and economic burden  

Currently, C. difficile infection (CDI) as it is now known presents a significant clinical burden 

to global healthcare systems. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) ranks C. 

difficile as the most important antimicrobial resistant threat to public health in the USA, 

requiring “urgent and aggressive action”46. In 2013 alone, the CDC estimates there were 

250000 infections and 14000 deaths46. Another North American study reports that in 2011, 

the clinical burden of CDI accounted for almost 500,000 infections and 29,000 associated 

deaths with an incidence of 93 nosocomial cases per 100,000 population47. These data equate 

to ~1.6 CDI cases per 10,000 overnight stays (bed-days)6. European and Australian hospitals, 

on average, experience 7 and 4 cases of CDI per 10,000 bed-days, respectively4, while rates in 

Southeast Asian countries range widely from < 1 (Taiwan) to 17.1 (China) cases per 10,000 

patient bed-days48.  

Community-associated CDI (CA-CDI) represents an additional burden to healthcare systems 

and its significant rise in recent years challenges the assumption that CDI is primarily a 

hospital-acquired infection (discussed further in 2.3.8.2). CDI also presents a significant 

economic burden to global healthcare systems due to increasing costs associated with 

treatment, infection control, disease recurrence, patient length of hospital stay and mortality, 

especially among the elderly and immune-compromised49. In the US alone, healthcare 

expenditures attributable to CDI have been estimated at US$1 billion to US$4.8 billion per 

annum46,50,51. 
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Figure 2.1 Phylogenetic structure of Peptostreptococcaceae 

Neighbor-joining tree based on 16S rRNA gene sequence data, showing the phylogenetic position of members of 

the family Peptostreptococcaceae. Scale bar shows the number of base substitutions per site and Bacteroides 

fragilis was used as an outgroup. Reproduced from Lawson et al.45 

 

2.2.4 Clinical presentation and host susceptibility 

CDI is a toxin-mediated disease of the colon, with three or more watery, non-bloody stools 

per 24 h period being the hallmark of symptomatic illness52. Other clinical features consistent 

with CDI include abdominal swelling, tenderness and pain, lethargy, nausea, vomiting, 

dehydration, tachycardia, cramps and fever53,54. Disease severity can vary from mild or self-

limiting “nuisance” diarrhoea to severe and, in some instances, fatal sequelae including PMC, 

toxic megacolon, paralytic ileus, fulminant colitis, bowel perforation, sepsis, and death36,52,53. 

Definitive diagnosis of CDI requires laboratory detection of C. difficile toxin and the presence 

of the clinical symptoms consistent with CDI55 (discussed further in 2.2.6). Endoscopic and 

radiological examinations are also frequently performed and leucocytosis, hypoalbuminemia, 

high serum creatinine and high faecal calprotectin levels are considered useful indicators for 
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CDI52,55,56. Visualized on endoscopy, the presence of yellowish white pseudomembranous 

plaques within the gut are pathognomonic for CDI, and are invariably restricted to the colon 

and rectum53,57 (Figure 2.2). Plaques are composed of fibrin, mucus, epithelial and 

inflammatory cells and may be confluent in advanced CDI or absent in less severe cases of 

CDI52. 

 

Figure 2.2 Endoscopic and histopathologic visualization of C. difficile colitis  

(A) Endoscopic visualization of a healthy colonic mucosa. (B) Endoscopic visualization of C difficile-induced 

pseudomembranous colitis. Classic pseudomembranes are visible as raised, yellow plaques scattered over the 

colonic mucosa. Images courtesy of Gregory Ginsberg, MD, University of Pennsylvania. (C) Typical volcano 

lesion associated with acute pseudomembranous colitis. Neutrophils fill lamina propria and burst through defects 

in surface epithelium, forming an inflammatory pseudomembrane. Image reproduced from Carpenter et al.58. 

 

CDI is transmitted by the faecal-oral route through the ingestion of dormant C. difficile spores 

and clinical infection develops when these spores successfully germinate and proliferate 

within the gut lumen, resulting in toxin production52. The endogenous colonic microbiota 

plays an important role in host susceptibility to CDI. Via a process known as colonization 

resistance, the endogenous colonic microbiota prevents overgrowth of C. difficile by 

competing for nutrition and/or acting as a mechanical blockade of enterocytes59-61. Moreover, 

studies show the gut microbiota plays a role in the deconjugation of taurocholate to 

chenodeoxycholate (a key component in inhibiting spore germination in the ileum and ceca) 

and the biosynthesis of secondary bile salts such as deoxycholate that inhibit vegetative cell 

growth in the colon59-61.  
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Antimicrobial exposure significantly disrupts the resident colonic microbiota, creating a 

dysbiosis, a reduction in colonization resistance and subsequent C. difficile colonization and 

proliferation62 (Figure 2.3). Exposure to antimicrobials is therefore considered the single 

most important risk factor in the development of CDI with more than 90% of cases occurring 

in conjunction with antimicrobial therapy1,62. Almost all antimicrobials have been implicated 

and the relative risk varies with the choice of antimicrobial agent, the duration of treatment 

and the use of combination therapy. Antimicrobials with activity against bowel flora 

including clindamycin, aminopenicillins, third-generation cephalosporins and 

fluoroquinolones are most often associated with CDI62. Even after removal of the offending 

antimicrobial, the microflora remains perturbed for weeks or even many months meaning the 

individual is susceptible to further colonization and/or infection1. Mice treated with a single 

dose of clindamycin or a cocktail of antibiotics exhibited significant disruption of the 

microbiota and were susceptible to CDI up to 21 days post-exposure63. Colonization 

resistance is only restored after the microbiota replenishes1,62 (Figure 2.3).  

 

Figure 2.3 Antibiotic exposure and CDI risk 

(a) Colonization resistance maintained. (b) Exposure of the gut to antimicrobials encourages dysbiosis and the 

risk of CDI increases. (c) When the antibiotic treatment stops, the levels of the antibiotic in the gut diminish 

rapidly, but the microflora remains disturbed for a variable period of time (indicated by the break in the graph), 

depending on the antibiotic given. (d) Finally, after the microflora recovers, colonization resistance to C. difficile 

is restored. Figure adapted from Rupnik et al.1. 

 

Other risk factors for development of CDI include co-morbidities, surgical and non-surgical 

gastrointestinal procedures, vitamin D deficiencies, Crohn’s disease, irritable bowel disorders, 
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use of gastric acid suppressants, duration of hospital stay, admission to ICU, 

immunocompromised status (particularly oncology and haematology patients) and immune 

senescence (>65 years of age)62,64,65. Individuals working in animal husbandry or living in (or 

visiting) areas with a high density of livestock are at increased risk for acquiring CDI10 and 

this is discussed further in 2.3.8.4. Many of the above factors also contribute to a higher risk 

of developing refractory or recurrent CDI. Historically, recurrent CDI occurs in 20%–25% of 

patients treated with vancomycin or metronidazole, and usually within 30 days of cessation of 

antimicrobial therapy66,67. Recurrence is more often due to reinfection with a new strain, 

rather than a failure in treatment or relapse where C. difficile has not been successfully 

eliminated from the gut66,67. 

2.2.5 Pathophysiology 

C. difficile can exist in a vegetative state or as a genetically quiescent endospore68 (Figure 

2.4). The spore ultrastructure contributes to their unique survival properties including 

resistance to desiccation, oxygen, extremes of temperature and many chemicals and 

disinfectants including alcohol hand washes69-71. Furthermore, C. difficile spores are 

ubiquitous in the environment and on inanimate objects, highly transmissible and responsible 

for persistent contamination of healthcare environments72,73.  

In a perturbed anoxic environment such as the human gut post-antimicrobial exposure, C. 

difficile spores will germinate into the vegetative form, proliferate and start to produce its 

major virulence factors; toxin A (TcdA, 308 kiloDaltons, kDa) and toxin B (TcdB, 

270 kDa)74. Both toxins belong to the family of large clostridial toxins (LCTs) and share a 

similar structure and mechanism of action with LCTs found in C. perfringens (TpeL toxin), 

C. novyi (α-toxin) and C. sordellii (lethal and hemorrhagic toxin)75.  

Overall, TcdA and TcdB show similar enzymatic activities76 however, recent studies of 

isogenic toxin mutants in hamster and piglet models provide convincing evidence that toxin B 

alone is essential for CDI77-79. TcdA and TcdB are composed of four structurally homologous 

domains. The N-terminus comprises domains responsible for glucosylation of host cell 

GTPases (glucosyltransferase domain, GTD) and autoproteolysis (cysteine protease domain, 

CPD). The C-terminus comprises domains responsible for host cell binding (receptor binding 

domain, RBD) and translocation of GTD and CPD into the host cytosol (translocation 

domain, TD)76,80. Crucially, the interaction of the toxin and host cell is mediated through the 

recognition of cell surface receptors by a series of combined repetitive oligopeptides (CROPs) 

found within the RBD domain76,80.  
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The two toxins have different receptors; sucrase-isomaltase and the glycoprotein 96 (gp96) 

have been proposed as candidate receptors for TcdA81,82, whereas chondroitin sulfate 

proteoglycan 4 (CSPG4), poliovirus receptor-like 3 (PVRL3) and, most recently, members of 

the frizzled family of G protein-coupled colonic epithelial receptors have been identified as 

specific cellular receptors for TcdB83-85. Following expression, the toxins bind to receptors on 

host enterocytes and translocate to the endosomal compartments via clathrin-dependent 

endocytosis74,86. Once internalized, the low pH of the endosome facilitates translocation of the 

GTD into the cytosol. Next, it binds to and inactivates, by glucosylation, several host cell 

small GTP-binding proteins including Rho, Rac, and Cdc4274,86. 

These proteins regulate the actin cytoskeleton and apoptosis, thus their inactivation results in 

a severe pathophysiological cascade involving actin disassembly, enterocyte apoptosis, the 

breakdown of epithelial tight junctions and an overall loss of epithelial integrity87. In vitro 

cellular apoptosis is seen clearly in the characteristic “cell rounding” phenotype or cytopathic 

effect (CPE, Figure 2.6). In vivo, the resulting increase in permeability of mucosal surfaces 

combined with severe toxin-induced inflammation at the site of mucosal damage leads to 

massive fluid accumulation manifesting as watery diarrhoea74,86,87. 

Binary toxin (C. difficile transferase, CDT) is an ADP-ribosylase related to ι-toxin of C. 

perfringens and CST toxin of C. spiroforme88. CDT is only produced by some strains, 

accounting for ~20% of CDI cases in nonoutbreak situations18, but is very common in strains 

of animal origin10. CDT is a bipartite toxin comprised of an enzymatic component (CDTa, 

~53 KDa) which mediates ADP-ribosyltransferase activity, and a binding/ translocation 

component (CDTb, ~99 KDa) which translocates CDTa to the cytosol87,89. The exact role of 

CDT in pathogenesis remains unclear but it shares a mechanism of action similar to that of ι-

toxin. CDTb recognizes and binds to LSR (lipolysis-stimulated lipoprotein receptor), a 

common gut epithelial cell surface receptor90. This binding recruits CDTa and the CDTa-

CDTb complex is internalised by an analogous mechanism to that of TcdA/TcdB. CDTb 

facilitates translocation of CDTa into the cytosol where it ribosylates actin resulting in a 

reconfiguration of the cytoskeleton and rerouting of vesicular traffic to the cell surface89-92. 

Studies show that CDT-induced microtubule protrusions enhance C. difficle adhesion to the 

surface of intestinal epithelial cells93.  

Moreover, CDT has recently been shown to elicit pathogenic host inflammation resulting in 

suppression of a protective host eosinophilic response94. Clinically, C. difficile strains that 

produce CDT are associated with more severe diarrhoea, a higher case-fatality rate, CDI 
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recurrence and an increase in the prevalence of CA-CDI89,95. Moreover, LCT- CDT+ strains of 

C. difficile demonstrate enterotoxic effects on cell lines and rabbit ileum and have been 

recovered from diseased patients (including those with PMC), findings which confirm their 

pathogenic potential96-99. Diversity and differential expression of the toxin genes which 

encode TcdA/B and CDT are central to CDI pathogenesis and discussed further in 2.3.5. 

 

Figure 2.4 The C. difficile spore 

 (A) Scanning electron microscopy of sporulating cells in 5-day-old colonies organised in long chains. (B) 

Transmission electron microscopy of a cross-section of a C. difficile spore showing the densely stained 

exosporium layer which contributes to the spores resistance properties. Figures adapted from Lipovsek et al. and 

Joshi et al., respectively72,100.  

 

Figure 2.5 Cytopathic effect caused by C. difficile toxins 

Scanning electron microscopy of TcdB-induced cytopathic effect (CPE) on mouse intestinal epithelial CT26 

cells. (A) An untreated monolayer of epithelial CT26 cells. (B) Epithelial CT26 cells exposed to 10 ng mL−1 of 

TcdB for 4 h. Scale bar: 20 µm. Figure adapted from Huang et al.101. 

 

In addition to toxins, C. difficile produces several other putative virulence factors associated 

with motility, germination, sporulation and adhesion, which influence the extent of 

colonization and the severity and duration of CDI. Putative factors include fibronectin binding 

protein (FbpA)102, fimbriae103, groEL (hsp60)104, para-cresol production105, flagella proteins 
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FliC and FliD106, cell surface polysaccharides PSI-PSIII107, sporulation transcriptional 

regulator Spo0A108 and surface layer/cell-wall proteins Cwp84, Cwp66, CwpV and SlpA109-

113. 

2.2.6 Laboratory detection 

Rapid and accurate diagnosis of CDI is essential for optimal patient treatment and 

implementation of infection control procedures55. Several diagnostic tests are available for 

CDI and can be broadly grouped into those that detect the production of toxin [toxin enzyme 

immunoassay (EIA) and cell culture cytotoxicity assay (CTA)], those that detect the organism 

[glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) test] and those that detect the potential for toxin production 

[nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) for toxin genes and toxigenic culture (TC)]114-117. 

Each test brings inherent advantages and disadvantages, and decisions to use a particular 

assay are often a trade-off between specificity, sensitivity, cost and turn-around time118,119.  

Detection of C. difficile toxins A and B (by CTA) in faeces of patients with clinically 

significant diarrhoea is generally accepted to be a gold standard for CDI diagnosis in the 

laboratory114. TC is a second reference standard and importantly provides an isolate for 

epidemiological typing and surveillance studies, although it does suffer from longer turn-

around times and inability to differentiate asymptomatic carriers from those with CDI114,117. 

Currently, guidelines proposed by the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and 

Infectious Diseases (ESCMID), the Society for Healthcare Epidemiology of America (SHEA) 

and Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) recommend the following two-step 

diagnostic algorithm.  

Crucially, the first step involves tests with a high negative predictive value (NPV) capable of 

reliably excluding patients without CDI such as a GDH test or NAAT for toxin-encoding 

genes tcdA and/or tcdB. This is then followed by a specific EIA for C. difficile toxin. The 

overall design is meant to account for variable positive predictive values (PPVs) in low-

prevalence populations114,118,120,121. Despite these recommendations being in place for several 

years now, this approach has not been widely adopted by many European laboratories122 and 

an optimal diagnostic strategy remains controversial114,118,122. 

2.2.7 Therapeutic options 

Paradoxically, the antimicrobials metronidazole and vancomycin are first-line therapies for 

CDI and recommended for treatment of mild-to-moderate and severe disease, 

respectively123,124. These agents have been the preferred CDI treatment modality for over 30 
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years and, whilst they still generally still retain good in vitro efficacy against C. difficile, there 

remain several clinical considerations. Increasingly, these agents, particularly metronidazole, 

are associated with unacceptably high rates of CDI recurrence, reduced efficacy and minimal 

inhibitory concentration (MIC) creep (with metronidazole), and with vancomycin, a risk of 

selection for acquired glycopeptide resistance in enterococci and staphylococci123-125.  

Fidaxomicin is the latest antimicrobial approved for treatment of CDI126. Among its many 

favourable attributes are a novel bactericidal mechanism of action (inhibition of RNA 

polymerase-mediated transcription at a site distinct from where rifamycins interact), a low 

propensity for resistance development, very high colonic and faecal concentrations, and an 

ability to inhibit toxin and spore production in vitro127-130. Importantly, fidaxomicin displays a 

narrow spectrum of activity, consequently minimizing disruption of the colonic microbiota131-

134. Several other novel antimicrobial agents are in various stages of development and show 

potent activity and efficacy in vitro including surotomycin, cadazolid, ramoplanin and the 

promising narrow spectrum agent ridinilazole135-138.  

Faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) involves introducing a homogenized faecal 

suspension from a healthy donor into the diseased recipient’s bowel with the aim of 

reinstating the colonic microbiota to a healthy pre-morbid state and restoring colonization 

resistance139. After transplantation of donor faeces, patients show increased bacterial species 

diversity in their colonic microbiota, similar to that of the original donors140. Delivery can be 

achieved by enema, colonoscopy, nasogastric/jejunal tube or orally via pre-prepared 

capsules139. FMT is highly efficacious and has an extensive record of success in treating CDI, 

particularly severe and refractory disease, with high cure rates in immunosuppressed, elderly 

and other at-risk populations139,141-145. Moreover, FMT has minimal adverse effects and is 

cost-effective compared to antimicrobial-based therapies, although questions remain 

regarding the long-term effects and optimal delivery routes139,141-145. 

Immunological therapies aimed at bolstering the host immune response against C. difficile 

toxins are promising strategies and cost-effective alternatives for CDI treatment and 

prevention146. Studies show immune responses, particularly the levels of serum IgM and IgG 

antibodies, are much higher in patients with asymptomatic C. difficile colonization compared 

to patients with CDI. This observation suggests that inadequate humoral immune response 

and/or a paucity of C. difficile anti-toxin antibodies may contribute to the development 

of CDI146-148. Currently, several passive immunisation and active vaccination strategies are 

being developed and are at various stages of clinical evaluation including monoclonal, bovine 
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and ovine antibodies against C. difficile toxins A and B149,150, and toxoid, recombinant and 

DNA vaccine candidates151-153. Mucosal CDI vaccines and binary toxin vaccines are also 

attractive prospects146. 

Other non-antimicrobial strategies for treatment of CDI include oral bacteriotherapy with non-

toxigenic C. difficile strains or their spores, probiotics (Saccharomyces boulardii), toxin 

neutralization and bacteriophage therapy137,154-158. Surgery is generally performed in severe 

cases where despite antibiotic treatment there are signs of severe sepsis, bowel perforation, 

and toxic megacolon. The most commonly performed surgeries are subtotal colectomy, 

resection, and/or end-ileostomy121. 

 

2.3 DIVERSITY AND EVOLUTION IN THE GENOME OF C. DIFFICILE 

Knight et al. 2015. Clin. Microbiol. Rev. 28:721-74131 

2.3.1 Summary (abstract) 

In the last 2 decades, PCR and sequence-based techniques, particularly whole-genome 

sequencing (WGS), have significantly furthered our knowledge of the genetic diversity, 

evolution, epidemiology, and pathogenicity of C. difficile. The bacterium has a diverse 

population structure comprising hundreds of strain types spread across at least 6 phylogenetic 

clades. The C. difficile species is defined by a large diverse pan-genome with extreme levels 

of evolutionary plasticity that has been shaped over long periods by gene flux and 

recombination, often between divergent lineages. These evolutionary events are in response to 

environmental and anthropogenic activities leading to the rapid emergence and worldwide 

dissemination of virulent clonal lineages. Moreover, genome analysis of large clinically 

relevant data sets has improved our understanding of CDI outbreaks, transmission, and 

recurrence. The epidemiology of CDI has changed dramatically over the last 15 years, and 

CDI may have a foodborne or zoonotic aetiology. The WGS era promises to continue to 

redefine our view of this significant pathogen.  

2.3.2 Methods for determining strain relatedness 

Several typing methods have been used to investigate the epidemiology, genetic diversity, and 

evolution of C. difficile. Some methods are based on macro analysis of genome architecture 

[restriction endonuclease analysis (REA) and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE)], whilst 

some focus on the analysis of single regions within the genome (PCR ribotyping and 
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toxinotyping). Sequence-based methods provide differentiation of strains on a single 

nucleotide level and can target multiple loci [multi-locus sequence typing (MLST), double-

locus sequence typing (DLST), and multilocus variable-number tandem repeat analysis 

(MLVA)] or even the entire length of the bacterial genome (WGS)159-161. Strain nomenclature 

is often based on one or more of these schemes as shown by the designation for epidemic 

strain C. difficile 027/BI/NAP1, where 027 refers to the PCR ribotype (RT), BI the restriction 

endonuclease group, NAP1 the North American pulse type.  

For C. difficile, PFGE and PCR ribotyping have been most widely adopted in North America 

and the rest of the world, respectively161. In PFGE, chromosomal DNA is digested with 

restriction endonucleases such as SmaI and DNA fragments are separated in an agarose 

medium under pulsed electric current producing a strain-specific fingerprint or pulse-type159. 

PFGE provides a high discriminatory method for surveillance of CDI outbreaks and tracking 

of patient transmission events159,160. PCR ribotyping exploits the variations in the intergenic 

spacer region (ISR) located between the 16S and 23S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes resulting 

in an RT-specific set of amplicons after PCR amplification162.  

The collation of existing and assignment of new RTs was the responsibility of the Public 

Health Laboratory Service Anaerobe Reference Unit in Cardiff, UK, however, this 

responsibility has now moved to the Health Protection Agency funded C. difficile Ribotype 

Network (CDRN) based in Leeds, UK. Currently over 600 RTs exist in the CDRN database 

(W Fawley, personal communication). RT nomenclature is under constant review and recently 

there has been a concerted effort to reconcile the conventional (agarose-based) and newer 

(high-resolution capillary-based) library data163. 

Toxinotyping is a restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) based PCR method for 

differentiating C. difficile strains on the basis of variability in restriction sites in the 

Pathogenicity Locus (PaLoc) which encodes and regulates the main virulence factors TcdA 

and TcdB (discussed further in 2.3.5). In toxinotyping, variability (insertions, deletions and 

sequence mutations) are characterised relative to reference strain VPI 10463 (toxinotype 0) in 

which the toxin genes were first sequenced and currently, 34 variant toxinotypes are described 

(I to XXXIV)164,165. PCR for toxin genes is also widely used and characterises C. difficile 

strains as positive or negative for TcdA (tcdA+/-, A+/-), TcdB (tcdB+/-, B+/-) and CDT (cdtA/B+/-, 

CDT+/-)161,166,167. For example, C. difficile RT027 is positive for all toxin loci (A+B+CDT+). 
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MLST is a robust and accurate typing method for identifying clonal relationships among 

strains of bacteria. For C. difficile, MLST has comparable discriminatory power to PCR 

ribotyping and provides unambiguous data that are easily shared between laboratories159. 

Based on the earlier scheme of Lemee et al.168, the scheme developed by Griffiths et al.169, in 

which STs are assigned based on allelic variants of seven highly conserved housekeeping 

genes (adk, atpA, dxr, glyA, recA, sodA, and tpi), has been widely adopted for studying CDI 

epidemiology169-172. Furthermore, a large well-curated database [PubMLST hosted at 

http://pubmlst.org/] provides simple and rapid ST assignment and allows submission of novel 

alleles173.  

Conventional MLVA and typing from whole bacterial genomes (MLST, in silico MLVA and 

Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) typing) currently offer the highest level of bacterial 

strain discrimination159,161. In particular, core genome SNP typing, also known as single 

nucleotide variant (SNV) analysis provides ultra-fine scale resolution of bacterial populations 

and has been used to investigate transmission events in a range of globally important 

pathogens including C. difficile7,27,134,174-179, Staphylococcus aureus176, Escherichia coli180, 

Streptococcus pneumoniae181,  Klebsiella pneumoniae182 and Mycobacterium tuberculosis183.  

The applications, limitations and future perspectives of current C. difficile typing schemes 

have been extensively described elsewhere9,159-161. An overview of the performance 

characteristics, techniques, and time/cost considerations for the seven most commonly used C. 

difficile molecular typing platforms are shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 reproduced from an 

excellent 2013 review by Knetsch and colleagues159. 

 

Table 2.1 Performance characteristics of C. difficile typing tools. 

 
HG: housekeeping genes; ISR: intergenic spacer region; MLST: multilocus sequence typing; MLVA: 

multilocus variable-number tandem repeat analysis; PCR: polymerase chain reaction; PFGE: pulsed-field gel 

electrophoresis; REA: restriction endonuclease analysis; SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism. 

http://pubmlst.org/
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Table 2.2 Techniques, time and costs associated with C. difficile typing tools. 

 
CE: capillary electrophoresis; DI: DNA isolation; ER: enzyme restriction; GE: gel electrophoresis; LP: library 

preparation; MLST: multilocus sequence typing; MLVA: multilocus variable-number tandem repeat analysis; 

PCR: polymerase chain reaction; PFGE: pulsed-field gel electrophoresis; PPP: PCR product purification; REA: 

restriction endonuclease analysis; SE: sequencing; SNP: single nucleotide polymorphism; TA: template 

amplification. aCost index for the equipment set-up: low < EUR 10,000 < moderate < EUR 100,000 < high. 
bCost index per test for materials: low < EUR 10 < moderate < EUR 100 < high. cThis estimated turnaround 

time is based on using Illumina Miseq176. dThe hands-on time was determined by turnaround time subtracted 

with the average runtime of the Illumina Miseq184. 

 

2.3.3 C. difficile phylogeny and molecular epidemiology 

C. difficile has a clonal population structure. In 2004, Lemee et al.168 conducted the first 

analysis of C. difficile isolates using MLST. They identified three distinct phylogenetic 

lineages but noted that geographical affiliation or host species or a particular phenotype (e.g. 

strains causing severe disease) was not associated with any particular lineage. In 2006, Stabler 

and colleagues185 using DNA microarrays, a Bayesian evolutionary model, and a more diverse 

C. difficile population identified four phylogenetic lineages or clades. The majority of STs 

clustered into a single heterogeneous lineage, but the remaining three represented emergent 

virulent lineages; RT017 (ST37), RT027 (ST1) and a more distantly related group RT078 

(ST11)185. Later, the same authors undertook a phylogenetic analysis of C. difficile WGS data 

and confirmed the lineage topology known at that time (four clades) and, in addition, 

provided a more in-depth and robust phylogeny26. Through evaluation of WGS data from six 

strains representing these four clades, calculations of the evolutionary distance between the 

clades were made.  

Based on these and other data the last common ancestor was estimated to have emerged 

somewhere between 1.1 and 85 Ma (million years) ago26. However, it is worth noting that 

methods for dating bacteria are imperfect and based on models and assumptions about 

evolutionary rates (in this case divergence of orthologous genes between C. difficile and C. 

tetani) which may not be entirely accurate. Using a different MLST scheme, Griffiths and 

colleagues169 identified an additional lineage containing toxigenic RT023 (ST22), bringing 
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the total number of clades to five. This population structure has since been confirmed by other 

studies, including some using WGS170,171,186.  

MLST clade 1 represents a highly heterogeneous cluster of toxigenic and non-toxigenic STs 

(numbering over 100) and RTs including many of clinical significance: RT014 (A+B+CDT-, 

STs 2, 14 and 49), RT002 (A+B+CDT-, ST8) and RT018 (A+B+CDT-, ST17), all of which are 

RTs consistently among the most frequently recovered from patients with CDI18,48,187,188. 

Clade 2 contains hypervirulent RT027 (A+B+CDT+, ST1) and several other RTs of clinical 

importance including RT176 (A+B+CDT+, ST1), RT198 (A+B+CDT+, ST1), RT244 

(A+B+CDT+, ST41) and RT251 (A+B+CDT+, STs 188 and 231)189,190. To date, clade 3 has 

received, by comparison, little interest, but this clade does contain RT023 (A+B+CDT+, ST5, 

ST22) which has been isolated from humans in Europe18.  

Clade 4 contains RT017 (ST37), which has a variant toxin profile (A-B+CDT-) and is often 

clindamycin and fluoroquinolone-resistant (FQR). Despite the absence of toxin A and CDT 

expression, RT017 causes widespread disease and has been associated with outbreaks in 

Europe191,192, North America193 and Argentina194, and is responsible for much of the CDI 

burden in Asia48. Clade 5 containing RT078 (ST11) has been the focus of much interest 

because of its significant divergence from the other clades and its association with animals, 

particularly livestock195. However, recent MLST and WGS studies have shown clade 5 to be 

more heterogeneous than first thought, including not only RT078 but numerous RTs (RT033, 

RT045, RT066, RT126, RT127, RT237, RT280, RT281 and RT288) from a diverse collection 

of clinical, animal and food sources worldwide17,171,196.  

More recently, there have been reports of two novel lineages. One, designated clade 6, 

contained a single ST (ST122, RT131) and appeared as a sister lineage to clades 1 and 2172. 

Recently, its status has been questioned as in another study ST122 was not an outlier, rather 

part of the heterogeneous clade 1 or possibly a hybrid of clade 1 and 2197. The other novel 

lineage, designated C-I as it was reminiscent of the cryptic clades of E. coli197, was highly 

divergent, entirely non-toxigenic and potentially a new species or subspecies of C. difficile197. 

Figure 2.6, taken from this recent study by Dingle et al.197, shows the currently described C. 

difficile population structure of six phylogenetic clades. 

MLST demonstrates the high level of genetic diversity within the species and shows that RTs 

are clade-specific170. Recently, however, the concept of clonal C. difficile lineages has been 

extended to include more than just RT affiliation. Kurka et al.198 examined the genomes of 
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strains belonging to 21 different RTs from different MLST lineages, looking at differences in 

a number of conserved genes including RNA polymerase A (rpoA) and gyrase B (gyrB). They 

found that strains with the same sequence deviations in these and many other genes clustered 

into groups which mirrored the RT diversity inferred by MLST e.g. all strains of RT126, 

RT127 and RT033 (clade 5) clustered together. This is interesting as it shows that RT is not 

only indicative of differences in the amplified 16S-23S rRNA ISR but also of specific 

differences in the nucleotide sequences of a number of conserved genes. Similarly, gene 

variations in hypervirulent RTs 027 and 078 are MLST lineage specific199. 

 

2.3.4 The C. difficile genome 

In 2006, Sebaihia and colleagues described the first fully sequenced and annotated ‘closed’ 

genome of C. difficile (strain 630, RT012)200. This virulent, highly transmissible and 

multidrug-resistant strain of C. difficile was originally isolated in 1982 from a patient with 

PMC in Zurich, Switzerland.  Sequencing and annotation of strain 630 revealed a large 

circular chromosome of 4290252 bp (4.3 Mb), 3776 putative protein coding sequences (CDS, 

genes) and a GC content of 29.06% (Figure 2.7)200. A circular plasmid (pCD630) of 7881 bp 

containing 11 CDS was also identified200.  

Figure 2.6 Phylogenetic clades of C. difficile 

Maximum-likelihood (ML) tree generated from the alignment of 

1426 core genes of 73 C. difficile isolates, representing extremes 

of clinical severity, geographic diversity, abundance and 

nontoxigenic strains. Clades are indicated by their designated 

number (1-5 and C-I). Non-toxigenic isolates are indicated by 

black branches, toxigenic isolates are indicated by branches 

colored according to MLST clade. The ST and RT (in brackets) 

of a well-characterised representative of each clade are 

indicated. Figure adapted from Dingle et al.197. 
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Five years later, Monot and colleagues201 re-annotated the genome of strain 630 using a 

combined transcriptomic and proteomic approach, and in doing so updated the putative 

functions of over 500 previously putative or unknown genes.  

 

Figure 2.7 Circular illustration of the 4.3 Mb chromosome of C. difficile strain 630 

The concentric circles represent the following (from the outside in): 1+2, 3776 putative CDSs (transcribed 

clockwise and counterclockwise); 3, CDSs shared with other sequenced clostridia (blue); 4, CDSs unique to C. 

difficile (red); 5, mobile elements (red/pale red: transposons, pink: prophages, brown: partial 

prophages/transposons, blue: skin element, magenta: genomic island, brown: partial prophage/transposons); 6, 

RNA genes (blue: rRNAs, red: tRNAs, purple: stable RNAs); 7+8, G+C content/ deviation (plotted using a 10 kb 

window. Figure adapted from Sebaihia et al.200. 

 

Since this time, several fully ‘closed’ high-quality genomes ranging in size from 4.1-4.3 Mbp 

have been fully sequenced and annotated: CD37 (RT009, isolated in the USA 1980), M68 

(RT017, Ireland 2006), CF5 (RT017, Belgium 1995), M120 (RT078, UK 2007), DSM 1296T 

(type strain ATCC 9689, ST3)202, strain 5.3 (ST15, Australia)203, G46 (RT027, UK 2006)204, 

R20291 (RT027, UK 2006), 196 (RT027, France 1985), 2007855 (RT027, USA 2007) and 

BI1 (RT027, USA 1988)25,26,205. Reference genomes 630 (clade 1), R20291 (clade 2), M68 
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(clade 4) and M120 (clade 5) play an important role in the NGS data analysis pipeline. They 

comprise an unambiguous and contiguous sequence of known nucleotides spanning the entire 

chromosome and plasmids (if present), therefore providing an extremely high quality and 

closely related reference for mapping and comparative analysis of the rapidly expanding 

number of C. difficile resequencing projects2,14,27,178,197,206-209. 

As was the case with strain 630, WGS of these C. difficile strains revealed much about the 

architecture of the C. difficile genome. C. difficile has a highly dynamic and mosaic genome 

comprising a high proportion (~11% in strain 630) of mobile genetic elements (MGEs) 

including bacteriophages, IStrons, skin elements, CRISPRs (clustered regularly interspaced 

short palindromic repeats), genomic islands and transposable and conjugative elements 

accompanied by an extensive range of accessory genes200,201,203,205,210. Many of the CDS 

identified in the genome of C. difficile are associated with adaptation and proliferation in the 

gastrointestinal tract (germination, adhesion, and growth) and survival in challenging sub-

optimal environments (endospore formation)200,201. These findings support the view that C. 

difficile lives within a highly dynamic niche and is able to spend a long time co-existing with 

its host200. This is in contrast with the genome of C. botulinum where many of the genes 

unique to this species encode proteins associated with rapid killing (cytolysins and 

neurotoxin) and saprophytic feeding (extracellular proteases and chitinases). Moreover, the 

genome of C. botulinum is much more stable than that of C. difficile, reflecting the short-lived 

host association compared to that of C. difficile211.  

Large genomes are typically indicative of a bacterium that is able to adapt and thrive in 

multiple, often adverse, environments as seen with Pseudomonas aeruginosa (genome size 

6.3 Mb)212. This is true also for C. difficile with a genome up to 42% larger than other closely 

related clostridial species such as C. bifermentans and C. sticklandii, and larger than most 

other Firmicutes213,214. This large complex genome reflects the ability of the bacterium to 

survive, often for long periods, within a diverse range of human, animal, and abiotic 

environments.  

2.3.5 Pathogenicity, binary toxin and accessory gene regulator loci  

Encompassing a 19.6 kb region of the chromosome, the Pathogenicity Locus (PaLoc) has 

received significant attention as it contains the genes encoding the major virulence factors, 

toxin A and toxin B, and thus plays an essential role in the pathogenesis of CDI78,197. The 

PaLoc is present in all toxigenic strains but absent in non-toxigenic strains where it is 

replaced by a 115 bp non-coding and highly conserved region known as the integration site215.  
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In addition to tcdA and tcdB, which encode TcdA and TcdB, respectively, the PaLoc contains 

three other genes, tcdR, tcdE and tcdC (Figure 2.8). Positive and negative regulation of the 

toxin expression is controlled by tcdR and tcdC, respectively. tcdR encodes an alternative 

RNA polymerase sigma factor (TcdR) which initiates transcription of tcdA and tcdB216. TcdC 

is a small transmembrane protein, which acts as a putative anti-sigma factor by sequestering 

bacterial transcription factors that are necessary for recognition of tcdA/tcdB promoters by the 

TcdR-RNA polymerase complex217,218. Expression is growth phase dependent. During 

exponential phase, tcdC is highly transcribed, whilst tcdA, tcdB and tcdR are only minimally 

expressed. During stationary phase, the converse is true219.  

For several years, strains with an aberrant tcdC (deletions, nonsense mutations, and premature 

stop codons) have been linked with a reduction in log phase repression of toxin expression 

and a hypervirulent phenotype (more toxin, severe disease and higher mortality)218,220. The 

exact role of TcdC and its various forms in CDI pathogenesis remain a contentious topic221-

223. tcdE encodes a protein structurally and functionally similar to holin proteins found in 

bacteriophages224. Holins are cytolytic proteins responsible for the lysis and release of phage 

progeny from bacterial hosts; thus it is postulated that TcdE promotes the secretion of TcdA 

and TcdB into the extracellular environment224. Variations in the RBD of tcdB have also been 

associated with a hypervirulence phenotype170,185. These hypervirulence-promoting loci 

variants are common in certain RTs such as 027 and 078 and have a strikingly congruent 

association with specific clades170.  

Some RT lineages show atypical arrangement of the PaLoc, specifically the genes for LCTs A 

and B. RT237 (toxinotype XXXI) is positive for toxin B but negative for toxin A (A-B+) 

whilst also possessing binary toxin (CDT+)225. In RTs 033 (toxinotypes XIa and XIc) and 

RT288 (toxinotype XIb), CDT is present, however, only a partial 3’ fragment of the PaLoc 

remains encompassing tcdC and part of tcdA (tcdB, tcdR and tcdE are completely absent)96,164. 

RT033 has recently been isolated from six epidemiologically unrelated cases of CDI in 

France, suggesting that despite the absence of LCTs there remains a pathogenic potential96. 

Additionally, the prevalence and clinical burden of these two LCT negative, CDT positive 

RTs is likely to be underestimated. A recent study by Androga et al.226 found that current 

molecular diagnostic assays (which rely on amplification of toxin A and B genes) fail to 

detect C. difficile RT033. Another notable variant lineage is RT017 (MLST clade 4, 

toxinotype VIII, A-B+CDT-)227.  
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A recent study by Monot and colleagues228 presents a comprehensive analysis of three clinical 

C. difficile strains harbouring atypical PaLoc architecture, including the first report of A-

B+CDT+ strains within cryptic MLST clade C-I (STs 181 and 206-like), and the first 

description of a strain harbouring toxin A but negative for toxin B (A+B-, ST200-like, clade 

5). In addition, contrary to earlier reports, the authors demonstrate that the PaLoc can be 

inserted at different sites within the C. difficile genome. Moreover, the authors propose a 

novel model of PaLoc evolution in which ancestral mono-toxin PaLocs (tcdA or tcdB) have 

fused together to create the classic bi-toxin PaLoc that we are familiar with today228.  

 

Figure 2.8 Genetic map of C. difficile pathogenicity and binary toxin loci 

(A) The structure of the 19.6 Kb pathogenicity locus (PaLoc) and flanking regions. Boxes indicate open reading 

frames with arrows showing the direction of transcription. Toxin genes tcdA and tcdB are shaded in green, 

regulatory genes (tcdR and tcdC) are in red and tcdE is in blue. Genes located outside the PaLoc are in grey. (B) 

The structure of the 6.2 Kb binary toxin locus (CdtLoc) and flanking regions. Boxes indicate open reading 

frames with arrows showing the direction of transcription. The binary toxin is composed of two unlinked 

proteins, CdtB (binding component) and CdtA (enzymatic component), encoded by cdtA and cdtB, respectively 

(shown in green). Regulatory gene cdtR is shaded red. Genes located outside of CdtLoc are in grey (CD630 

designation). Figure adapted from Carter et al.86. 

C. difficile binary toxin is encoded by two genes, cdtA and cdtB, co-located within a 6.2 Kb 

CDT locus (CdtLoc) chromosomally distinct from the PaLoc89. cdtA and cdtB are transcribed 

monocistronically but translated as two distinct protein units CDTa and CDTb89,229. A third 

co-located gene cdtR is predicted to encode a LytTR family response regulator required for 

optimal expression of CDT (Figure 2.8)229. As with the PaLoc, variations in the CdtLoc exist 

between different lineages. CDT positive strains invariably belong to toxinotypes III, IV, V 

and XI89,96. In CDT negative strains (to date predominantly found in MLST clades 1 and 4), 

cdtA and cdtB are present as non-functional pseudogenes, having accumulated numerous 

frameshift mutations and in-frame stop codons89,229. 
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There is evidence that toxin synthesis and indeed sporulation in C. difficile is modulated by an 

accessory gene regulator (agr) quorum-signalling system located distinct from the 

PaLoc230,231. In C. difficile the agr locus comprises genes encoding a quorum signal 

generation pathway (agrB and agrD) and genes encoding a quorum response pathway (agrA 

and agrC)230,231. agr-mediated quorum signalling presents an advantageous mechanism for C. 

difficile toxin production as there is a fitness advantage through coordinating information 

about cell density and synchronizing gene expression on a population level rather than on a 

single cell level230,231. 

Moreover, significant differences in agr locus content between non-hypervirulent (RT012–

agrBD, agr1 locus) and hypervirulent (RT027, RT017 - agrBDAC, agr2 locus) strains have 

been described which may suggest a role for quorum sensing in the evolution of virulent 

lineages230,232. Very recent evidence suggests the agr1 locus is essential for virulence and 

pathogenesis of disease. In a murine model, isogenic agr1 mutants are unable to produce 

toxins A and B or colonize the GIT, features that are restored upon complementation with 

wild-type agr1233. 

2.3.6 Ultra-low genome conservation 

C. difficile can be defined by its pan-genome ‒ the genetic repertoire of the species or ‘gene 

pool’. The pan-genome is comprised of a core genome (those genes present in all isolates) and 

an accessory or adaptive genome (genes absent from one or more strain or unique to a 

particular strain)234. Scaria et al.235, using microarray and WGS data derived from a small but 

diverse collection of clinical and animal strains, estimated the C. difficile pan-genome to be 

comprised of 9640 CDS. This figure is comparable with that of Salmonella enterica (n=9966) 

and higher than that of Staphylococcus aureus (n=4221) and Streptococcus pneumoniae 

(n=3934)236. However, the figure is likely an underestimate based on the narrow geographic 

area (USA and UK) from which most of the strains originated. Moreover, as discussed in the 

following sections, C. difficile possesses an ‘open’ genome with extreme levels of plasticity, 

with access to and frequent exchange with multiple host environments and bacterial gene 

pools. Consequently, as more C. difficile strains from divergent lineages and diverse animal 

and environmental sources are sequenced this estimate will likely increase.  

Estimates of the core genome of C. difficile are many orders of magnitude lower (~600-3000 

CDS)26,235,237. Stabler et al.185 and Janvilisri et al.238 showed that much of the core CDS in C. 

difficile encode proteins involved in essential cellular processes such as metabolism, 

biosynthesis, DNA replication, transport and cell division, as well as processes associated 
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with pathogenicity (colonisation and adhesion, motility and AMR) indicating their essential 

role. In addition, many of the core genes show divergent sequences that may indicate host 

adaptation and specificity238. As seen with the pan-genome, the size of the core-genome is 

influenced by the strains analysed. Thus, it is probable that as the number of strains belonging 

to divergent lineages such as clade 5 are sequenced, the size of the core genome will likely 

decrease further. The contrasting estimates of the size of the pan and core genome of C. 

difficile highlight the ultra-low levels of genome conservation in the species. To date, three 

studies have used comparative genome hybridization (CGH) to measure this in C. difficile, 

with estimates that the shared core genome of C. difficile might be as low as 16%—smaller 

than that of any bacterial species described to date185,200,238. Ultra-low conservation is rare in 

bacteria, even in species considered to have high levels of genetic variability e.g. 

Campylobacter jejuni (59.2%), Helicobacter pylori (58.5%), S. pneumoniae (46.5%) and E. 

coli (~40.0%)239-241 and more typical for phylogenetic distances between genera within a 

family, rather than strains within a species. Such large phylogenetic distances between C. 

difficile lineages threaten the very definition of C. difficile as a species and support the 

recently suggested taxonomic revisions42-44,242. 

2.3.7 Mechanisms shaping diversity and evolution in C. difficile 

The remarkable genetic diversity in the C. difficile genome mirrors the wide variety of 

phenotypes, ecological adaptations and physiological versatilities seen in the species. This 

diversity and plasticity is a result of the acquisition of foreign DNA coding for novel 

phenotypes and has been shaped over long and short time periods by mechanisms of lateral 

gene flux such as homologous recombination and horizontal gene transfer (HGT)26,170,197,243.   

2.3.7.1 Transposable elements and AMR 

A key factor in driving genetic diversity and epidemiological changes in C. difficile is 

AMR244, exemplified by the emergence and spread of epidemic lineage RT027 (discussed in 

2.3.8.1). In C. difficile, resistance can occur by mutation in antimicrobial target genes such as 

DNA gyrase (fluoroquinolone resistance) and RNA polymerase (rifamycin resistance) or by 

the acquisition of exogenous DNA containing resistance elements125,244. The latter is mediated 

by a range of transposable genetic elements capable of changing their position within the 

genome. Some C. difficile transposons are mobilisable, meaning they rely on complex host-

mediated mechanisms for conjugation and full mobility245,246. Some elements are self-

transmissible and are known as conjugative transposons (CTns) or integrative and conjugative 

elements (ICEs). CTns are capable of excision, transfer, and integration into the genome of C. 
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difficile and species of other genera, and through the expression of integrase (int), excisionase 

(xis) and in some elements a site-specific recombinase (tndX)247. This means there is the 

potential for various bacteria to acquire new DNA from the highly diverse C. difficile pan-

genome as well as for C. difficile to acquire genes from the intestinal metagenome248.  

Through traditional PCR and, more recently WGS based studies, numerous transposable 

elements have been described in C. difficile. Tn5398 contains two copies of the ermB gene 

(encoding a 23S rRNA methylase), which upon expression confers an MLSB (macrolide-

lincosamide-streptogramin B) phenotype246,249, the most common resistance type observed in 

C. difficile125,244,250. Another Tn which harbours ermB is Tn6218, a stably integrated Tn with a 

number of described variants occupying different PaLoc-independent chromosome locations 

in different RTs197. Some variants of Tn6218 also possess the cfr gene resulting in resistance 

to clindamycin, florfenicol and chloramphenicol251, and reduced susceptibility to linezolid in 

vitro (MIC 6-16 mg/L)252.  

Analysis of the genome of C. difficile strain 630 identified six putative CTns (CTn1, CTn2, 

CTn4, CTn5, CTn6 and Ctn7) associated with genes encoding efflux pumps and ATP-binding 

cassette transporters200,201. One of these putative CTns Tn6164 contains aminoglycoside 

[ant(9)Ia and ant(6)Ib] and tetracycline (tet44) resistance genes. In reference strain M120 

(RT078), Tn6164 is located within a novel 106 Kb genetic island that is largely made up of 

mobile elements from non-clostridial species such as S. pneumoniae, E. faecalis, and 

Thermoanaerobacter sp.253. The presence of this element occurred sporadically in human 

strains of RT078 and it was absent from other RTs. Notably, although numbers were low, 

patients infected with strains containing Tn6164 had higher rates of mortality (29% vs. 

3%)253.  

Another CTn of interest is Tn6194—the most common ermB-containing element in European 

clinical isolates of C. difficile254. Tn6194 has been associated with epidemic RT027, 

particularly strains belonging to a lineage isolated in the USA and Asia26. In addition to ermB, 

Tn6194 carries genes proposed to function as recombinases and integrases, suggesting the 

potential to travel laterally between C. difficile strains (intra-species transfer)2,26. This 

potential has been confirmed by the successful excision and transfer of Tn6194 in strain 

630248. More recently, Tn6194 has been shown to be capable of inter and intra-species 

transfer. Wasels and colleagues255 transferred a variant of Tn6194 (identified in the genome of 

an RT001 strain) into the genomes of two different C. difficile RTs as well as a strain of E. 

faecalis255. Resistance to tetracycline in C. difficile is also common and primarily mediated by 
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tetM, which encodes a ribosomal protective protein and is carried on Tn916 and Tn5397 

elements256,257. Notably, Tn5397 is capable of intra- and inter-species transfer in vitro256. 

Other less common Tns identified in C. difficile include Tn4453a/b (chloramphenicol 

resistance)258, TnB1230 (tetW)259 and Tn6215 (ermB), the latter capable of transfer between 

C. difficile strains via bacteriophage-mediated transduction260. 

Strain 630Δerm is a macrolide susceptible C. difficile mutant derived from strain 630, which 

has been often used as a tractable strain for genetic analysis of C. difficile. In a study by van 

Eijk et al.261, WGS revealed CTn5 as one of several genetic features which might explain the 

underlying phenotypic differences between 630 and its erythromycin susceptible derivative. 

Specifically, in 630 CTn5 resides within an adhesin (CD1844), however, in 630Δerm the 

same transposon can be found interrupting the methyltransferase gene rumA261.  

2.3.7.2 Bacteriophages 

Other important components of the C. difficile mobilome are bacteriophages (phages). Phages 

have coevolved with C. difficile over very long periods and phage infection is an inherent part 

of the natural history and biology of C. difficile262,263. Phages are capable of mediating HGT 

via a process known as transduction, whereby host DNA is packaged into the head particle of 

a phage and subsequently inserted into the genome of a recipient cell. Consequently, the 

acquisition of phages by, and loss from, the C. difficile genome are significant genetic events, 

which have influenced host evolution262,263.  

C. difficile carries a diverse collection of integrated phages (or prophages) comprising 

numerous members of the Siphoviridae and Myoviridae families including ϕC2, ϕMMP04, 

ϕCD119, CDHM1, ϕCD38-2, ϕCD119, ϕCD27 and ϕCDIF1296T, ranging in size from 31-

131 kb with a GC content not dissimilar to that of the C. difficile genome (28-

30%)26,185,200,247,264-266. There is increasing evidence that phages may play a role in CDI 

pathogenesis. All sequenced prophages identified in the genome of C. difficile have contained 

putative integrase genes suggesting they have access to the lysogenic lifestyle247. Recently, 

phage ϕC2, which is common to clinical strains of C. difficile, was shown to mediate the 

transfer of a Tn6215 containing ermB between two strains of laboratory strains of C. 

difficile260. Viral DNA identical to that of phages (ϕMMP02 and ϕMMP04) found within C. 

difficile has been recovered from stool obtained from patients with CDI, indicating these 

phages are induced during infection. Furthermore, in vitro induction of these phages increased 

significantly in the presence of fluoroquinolone antimicrobials demonstrating how the 
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established CDI risk factors of antimicrobial exposure may influence phage biology and 

ultimately promote phage-mediated HGT247. Notably, Hargreaves et al.231 describe the 

presence of agr homologs within the genome of phage CDHM1. It is hypothesized that 

expression of these agr-like genes during phage lysogeny may influence gene expression in 

the host bacterium (specifically flagellum assembly and toxin synthesis) through a quorum 

signalling mechanism231,247. Moreover, phages ϕCD119, ϕCD38-2 and ϕCD27 modulate 

toxin production in C. difficile; however, the genetic basis of the interaction is not yet 

understood231,247 

Few studies to date have investigated the host range of C. difficile phages. Some phages infect 

multiple RTs and phages have been recovered from human, animal and environmental 

populations of C. difficile264,265. As a consequence of the coevolution of phages and their host, 

many species of bacteria, including C. difficile, have developed ways to resist infection. In C. 

difficile, strain specificity for phages and the host’s ability to resist infection is likely defined 

by the number, distribution, and diversity of CRISPRs267-269. Often associated with cas 

proteins, the CRISPR-cas system utilizes a series of phage specific spacers (CRISPR array) to 

identify and degrade spacer homologs found in phage DNA, a mechanism reminiscent of 

RNA interference in eukaryotes and hypothesized to be a putative bacterial adaptive 

immunity system270. Hargreaves and colleagues267 recently showed that some phages can 

evade CRISPRs through polymorphisms in spacer regions. Remarkably, they also showed 

that some C. difficile prophages possess CRISPR arrays of their own which, if fully 

functional, present a mechanism which can influence infection by other phages. Given the 

role of phages in mediating HGT, the interaction between C. difficile CRISPR arrays and 

phages will have undoubtedly impacted upon the evolution of C. difficile, particularly the 

extent of HGT. 

2.3.7.3 Homologous recombination 

Homologous recombination is a powerful driver for shaping genetic diversity in a wide 

variety of bacteria and Archaea, ranging from commensal opportunistic pathogens to free-

living terrestrial and marine extremophiles243.  The ratio of nucleotide substitution rates as a 

result of recombination relative to mutation (r/m) is a measure of the rate of homologous 

recombination on sequence diversification in bacteria which varies considerably among 

species243. For C. difficile, this rate has been estimated to be 0.2243 or slightly higher (0.63 -

1.13)26. These rates are low compared to other gut pathogens such as Vibrio parahaemolyticus 

(39.8), S. enterica (30.2) and H. pylori (13.6) but comparable with other Firmicutes E. 
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faecalis (0.6) and S. aureus (0.1)243. For C. difficile, the r/m is maybe an underestimation 

resulting from the geographical segregation of global C. difficile populations. As many studies 

have now illustrated, homologous recombination has played a very significant role in shaping 

the evolution of genes associated with gastrointestinal adaptation and virulence potential in C. 

difficile. 

Many C. difficile genes and associated operons show a mosaic structure that could have arisen 

only by homologous recombination. In recent years, much attention has been paid to 

investigating the evolution and phylogeny of these areas of the genome, particularly the 

PaLoc. Recently, Brouwer et al.271 demonstrated that the PaLoc is capable of being 

transferred between C. difficile strains by a conjugation-like mechanism. They were able to 

demonstrate the transfer of the PaLoc from a toxigenic C. difficile strain (630Δerm) to three 

non-toxigenic strains [RT009 (CD37), RT138 and RT140]. Analysis by cytotoxic assay 

revealed that the resulting transconjugants produced toxin B at levels similar to that of the 

donor strain271. Analysis of the transconjugants showed that the PaLoc was transferred on 

variable sized DNA fragments (range 66-272 kb) and not contained within an obvious mobile 

element. The authors noted that in 630Δerm strains those regions immediately upstream and 

downstream of the PaLoc were homologous to regions of chromosomal DNA in non-

toxigenic strain CD37, thus facilitating recombination and integration of the PaLoc within this 

region271. Such chromosomal transfer of the PaLoc is reminiscent of high-frequency 

recombination (Hfr) of bacterial chromosomes mediated by CTns, and followed by 

homologous recombination as seen in species such as V. cholerae272 and Bacteroides sp.273. 

CTn1, CTn2, and Tn5397 are possible candidates for Hfr-mediated transfer as they are in 

close proximity to the PaLoc and transfer-proficient271. Evidence of PaLoc transfer between 

strains by this mechanism is thought to be occurring in wild populations and is a key driver of 

evolution within the C. difficile genome26,170. Furthermore, elements analogous to the C. 

difficile PaLoc exist within other closely related species, notably tcdA and tcdB related toxin 

genes in C. novyi, C. perfringens and C. sordellii274 which suggest the PaLoc in C. difficile 

may have arisen by inter-species recombination. When present, the PaLoc is always found at 

the same chromosomal location170,215, however, PaLoc presence and composition varies 

between isolates and in some instances even among isolates of the same ST197, again 

reflecting the genetic diversity within the species. 

Recently, the evolutionary history of the PaLoc has been reconstructed197. Dingle and 

colleagues compared the core genomes and PaLoc phylogenies of over 1600 toxigenic and 
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non-toxigenic isolates from the UK and Australia. Using a subset of these isolates of mixed 

toxigenic status and representing all previously described clades, the distribution of the PaLoc 

among the C. difficile population was assessed. Interestingly, the resulting phylogeny (which 

was based on the maximum-likelihood alignment of 1426 concatenated ‘core’ genes) showed 

a highly divergent lineage comprised only of nontoxigenic strains (C-I), whilst the remaining 

non-toxigenic strains were distributed alongside toxigenic isolates in several clades197.  

Remarkably, further analysis of this data set identified 26 independent events of PaLoc 

acquisition, exchange, and loss, the most recent being ~30 years ago in clade 1197. The overall 

PaLoc phylogeny showed numerous clade-specific acquisitions, many occurring after clades 

had diverged. For the most recent instances of PaLoc exchange, several clade-specific 

homologous recombination events involved very long chromosomal fragments (up to 232kb). 

Such large-scale recombination in the C. difficile genome has been reported elsewhere26. In 

that instance, several large regions of SNPs were observed throughout the core genome, 

suggesting recent exchange between RTs, some of which were separated by large 

phylogenetic distances. Such findings are significant since they indicate that homologous 

recombination is a key driver for C. difficile (and PaLoc) evolution, and thus the virulence 

potential of C. difficile197.  

The 16S-23S ISRs of C. difficile are highly variable and differences in ISR define PCR 

ribotype162,275. Recently, it has been proposed that both inter- and intra-strain recombination 

events have influenced the evolution of, and account for, the heterogeneity and mosaicism 

observed in the ISR276. Similar recombination events have been described in rRNA operons in 

other bacterial species including E. coli, Haemophilus parainfluenzae and Vibrio 

cholerae276,277. 

Another example of homologous recombination driving genetic diversity can be seen in the C. 

difficile S-layer, a paracrystalline, immunodominant, cell surface antigen, and the basis of S-

layer typing and a component of serological typing of C. difficile278. The S-layer forms an 

important interface between the bacterium and its host. It is thought the S-layer has a central 

role in adaptation to life within the gastrointestinal tract and evolves in response host 

immunological selection113. The S-layer is made up of a number of S-layer proteins (SLP), 

principally slpA. SlpA is encoded by the slpA gene located within a 36.6 kb cell wall protein 

(cwp) gene cluster. In addition to slpA, the genes secA2 (encoding a secretory protein) and 

cwp66 (encoding an adhesin) comprise a genetically variable 10 kb cassette186. Recently, 

through the analysis of genome sequence data, the extent of the cwp cluster diversity has been 
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determined, at the same time providing clues about the evolution of these important loci186. 

Analysis of the nucleotide sequences of the 10 kb slpA-cwp66-secA2 cassette from 58 

genetically diverse C. difficile strains revealed 12 distinct stable variants spread across five 

phylogenetic clades. These findings suggest frequent and independent horizontal transfer of 

the cwp cluster has taken place throughout the C. difficile population, a process referred to by 

the authors as S-layer switching186. Adding to the diversity in this locus was the finding of a 

novel cassette in three of the five clades, which appeared to encode components of a putative 

S-layer glycosylating cluster, the first such finding in a Clostridium species186.  

2.3.7.4 Forces of selection  

Clonal diversification is influenced by the process of natural selection, whereby synonymous 

nucleotide changes in CDS evolve under a neutral model of selection, whilst mutations that 

provide a reproductive advantage or ‘fitness’ are fixed in a bacterial lineage by positive or 

Darwinian selection and deleterious mutations in the genome are subject to purifying or 

negative selection279. To date, a single study by He et al.26 investigated the selective forces 

acting on the C. difficile genome. To do so, the authors used a codon-based model of 

molecular evolution to analyse CDS from the non-repetitive core genome of 9 C. difficile 

isolates representing divergent clonal lineages (MLST clades 1-5). The calculation of the 

relative ratio (ω=dN/dS) of non-synonymous substitutions (dN) and synonymous substitutions 

(dS) in these core CDS allowed for inference of signatures of selection. Between highly 

divergent lineages such as clade 5 (strain M120) and clades 1-4 (including strains BI, 630, 

CD196, CF5 and M68) there was evidence of strong purifying selection (mean ω=0.08). This 

paucity of dN in the core genome of divergent strain M120 suggests a long divergence time 

and further supports its status as an ancient lineage.  

In contrast, between recently diverged clones (strains representing 1-4), the value of ω was 

close to 1, indicating enrichment of dN in the core genome of these lineages. Whilst this may 

suggest these core CDS were under neutral selection, it is probable that purifying selection is 

somewhat delayed in these recently divergent lineages due to insufficient evolutionary time 

passing for purging of non-synonymous substitutions26. He et al. also noted that selection was 

not homogenous in the core genome, with 12 CDS under positive selection. These CDS 

encode proteins associated with the bacterial cell surface, membrane and response regulators 

and likely reflect the influence of host immune selection on the C. difficile genome26. It is 

worth pointing out that this analysis was restricted to the core non-repetitive genome of a 

select group of C. difficile clones. It is highly likely analysis of the accessory genome and 
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recombinant/repetitive parts of the core genome, which are heavily enriched with SNPs, are 

under varying degrees of purifying and Darwinian selection. 

2.3.8 Deciphering the complex and dynamic epidemiology of CDI 

The NGS era has seen the development of exquisitely sensitive, cost-effective and benchtop-

ready WGS technologies280. Combined with the development of powerful phylogenetic and 

comparative analysis algorithms, these technologies have afforded researchers with the 

opportunities to begin to unravel the complexities CDI and redefine our understanding of this 

continually evolving pathogen. 

2.3.8.1 Evolutionary history of epidemic lineage RT027 

In the last two decades, RT027 [toxinotype III, ST 1, MLST clade 2, BI/NAP1, A+B+CDT+] 

has emerged as a major pathogen in humans associated with large highly publicised outbreaks 

of CDI, initially in North America and later in Europe281-283. One notable example was an 

outbreak of CDI at the Stoke Mandeville hospital in the UK. In a 3-year period (April 2003 

and March 2006), 498 patients were diagnosed with CDI whilst admitted to the hospital, of 

which 127 died284. RT027 possesses a number of attributes which result in a hypervirulent 

phenotype including increased production of LCTs285, the presence of binary toxin (CDT)98, 

higher sporulation rates286,287, aberrant forms of tcdC220, production of toxin B variants with 

an enhanced spectrum of cytotoxicity288 and mutations in the DNA gyrase resulting in 

fluoroquinolone resistance (FQR)289. Consequently, patients with RT027 infection showed a 

poorer response to treatment and a marked increase in morbidity and mortality281,282.  

The emergence and global dissemination of RT027 brought about a massive change in the 

global molecular epidemiology of C. difficile. This was likely a result of the culmination of a 

number of events related to epidemiological, host and pathogen factors, in particular, the 

selective pressure applied by the extensive use of fluoroquinolone antimicrobials in healthcare 

settings as well as human travel250,290. WGS has played a significant role in elucidating the 

underlying genetic reasons behind this change. In 2009, Stabler and colleagues undertook a 

three-way genomic comparison of a non-epidemic 'historic' (1985) RT027 C. difficile strain 

(CD196), a recent epidemic and hypervirulent RT027 strain (R20291) and an RT012 strain 

(630), the genome of which had been published earlier25. The authors aimed to relate genetic 

differences in the genomes of these strains to phenotypic differences in AMR, toxicity, 

survival, and motility. The study identified five large genetic regions present within the recent 

027 strain but absent from the pre-epidemic CD196 strain counterpart, including 

transcriptional regulators, a unique phage island, and a two-component regulatory system. 
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The authors looked for the presence of these genetic markers in a larger set of C. difficile 

RT027 genomes and found that many were acquired very recently, potentially explaining the 

genetic basis behind the emergence of RT027 and its successful dissemination25. In addition 

to the acquisition of new genes, numerous point mutations and nucleotide inversions have 

been identified within or upstream of putative coding regions in epidemic strains of RT027 

which likely result in a change in gene functionality and phenotype210. 

In 2013, He et al. sequenced the genomes of 151 strains of C. difficile RT027 collected from 

1985 to 2010 with the aim of accurately inferring the population structure2. They 

demonstrated that RT027 acquired FQR (Thr82Ile in gyrA) independently on two separate 

occasions resulting in two distinct epidemic lineages (FQR1 and FQR2) with different 

patterns of global spread (Figure 2.9).  

The FQR1 lineage was thought to have originated in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, (earliest isolate 

dated 2001) and contained epidemic strains associated with severe outbreaks throughout the 

USA and later sporadic cases in South Korea and Switzerland. The majority of epidemic 

strains belonged to the FQR2 lineage. FQR2 showed a notable star-like topology in North 

America, suggestive of a rapid population expansion, likely from a single progenitor clone. 

Transcontinental dissemination of this FQR2 into Europe occurred on no less than four 

occasions, and into Australia once (Figure 2.9). The separate acquisitions of FQR and a novel 

conjugative transposon (CTn5-like) common to both lineages were thought to be the key 

genetic changes responsible for its rapid emergence and subsequent successful worldwide 

dissemination2. A similar study on the variant toxin strain lineage 017 has recently been 

published291 and a large-scale analysis of epidemic lineage 078 is currently underway (T. V. 

Riley, personal communication).  

The RT027 lineage is more variable than first thought. Previously presumed to be RT027-

REA type BI, three novel and clinically relevant RTs [176 (BI-6), 198 (BI-11) and 244 (BI-

14)], first isolated in the USA between 2001 and 2004, appear to have emerged from the 027 

lineage190. Of these emergent strains, RT244 has generated much recent interest, specifically 

its pathogenic potential and community acquisition. RT244 infection is associated with a 

higher mortality rate and patients with RT244 infection are more likely to develop severe 

disease, hypoalbuminemia and to have renal impairment189,292. WGS of an RT244 strain 

isolated from a patient who died of severe CDI in Australia revealed a variant toxin B 

resulting in an enhanced cytopathic effect in vitro189.  
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Figure 2.9 Transcontinental dissemination of RT027  

Global spread (arrows) of lineages FQR1 and FQR2 inferred from the phylogeographic analysis. Country colour 

indicates where fluoroquinolone-resistant and -sensitive RT027 isolates have been reported. The width of the 

arrow is approximately proportional to the number of descendants from each sublineage. Inset, an enlarged view 

of the transmission within Europe. Figure adapted from He et al.2. 

 

In another recent study by Eyre et al.177, fifteen outbreak isolates of RT244 were sequenced 

from across Australia. All strains were genetically highly related (within 16 SNVs of each 

other) and a cluster of seven cases from three states differed by just four SNVs. However, 

despite this high degree of genetic similarity, no geographic clustering could be identified 

suggesting a single source, possibly in the food chain. Furthermore, these outbreak strains 

were highly related to a strain isolated from a patient with CDI in the UK who had recently 

returned from Australia177. These findings highlight both the pathological and dissemination 

potential of RT244 and emphasise the need for ongoing surveillance of strains of this lineage 

and other newly emergent RTs. The study of Eyre et al.177 also provided a novel insight into 

the evolution of this RT. Initially thought to be a relatively recent evolutionary event190, 

RT244 and RT027 lineages actually share a relatively ancient common ancestor with current 

outbreak strains CD196 (RT027) and MDU-064e (RT244) separated by 12026 SNVs and 

many hundreds/thousands of years of evolution177. 
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2.3.8.2 Microevolution and transmission in the hospital environment 

CDI has traditionally been considered hospital-acquired40 and it was a widely held assumption 

that much of the C. difficile transmission in hospitals occurs horizontally among symptomatic 

patients40,293. In the past, examination of the molecular epidemiology of CDI outbreaks by 

MLVA, MLST, and PCR ribotyping has supported this view. However, while MLVA is 

useful in outbreak investigations, the discriminatory power of MLST and PCR ribotyping is 

insufficient to distinguish between strains or investigate patterns on an ultra-fine-scale9,175. 

WGS and estimates of the C. difficile molecular clock (a theoretical approximation of 

evolutionary change over time) have begun to reshape C. difficile surveillance and outbreak 

investigations9.  

Didelot et al.174 estimated the C. difficile evolutionary rate (molecular clock) to be 3.2 × 10-7 

mutations per nucleotide/per year (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.3 to 5.3 × 10-7) equating to 

approximately 1.4 mutations per genome/per year. This estimate of the within-host mutation 

rate is based on the application of a complex model of coalescent theory to the genomes of 

serially isolated strains from 91 cases of CDI. The authors analysed a total of 486 C. difficile 

genomes obtained from CDI cases arising in Oxfordshire, UK, during 2006-2010. Combining 

this estimate with meaningful epidemiological data (hospital admission and patient ward 

movement); they were able to generate a genealogical timeline for pairs of genomes with 

similar STs and identify plausible transmission events. As expected, these events were all 

highly associated with pairs of patients sharing the same space and time in the hospital. 

Surprisingly, there was a large proportion of genome pairs, isolated within 30 days of each 

other and matched by traditional typing e.g. MLST or PCR ribotyping, that were too distantly 

related to be direct transmissions. This was an important finding and suggested that 

transmission between symptomatic patients in hospitals contributed far less to the overall rate 

of infection than first thought174.  

In light of these results, the question remained as to what extent do alternative sources, such 

as patients with asymptomatic colonisation, or community and environmental sources of C. 

difficile contribute to the overall burden of disease. In a 2013 landmark study by Eyre and 

colleagues7, over 1200 isolates of C. difficile obtained from symptomatic patients in Oxford 

University Hospitals throughout 2007-2011 were sequenced with the aim of identifying the 

genetic relationship between strains. The authors began by estimating the evolution rate and 

mean within-host diversity by evaluating the genomes of isolates from the first and last 

samples of 145 patients. Applying a coalescent model of evolution and taking into account 
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separation time between bacterial isolates, they estimated an evolutionary rate of 0.74 SNVs 

(95% CI 0.22 to 1.40) per genome per year and a mean within-host diversity of 0.30 SNVs 

(CI 0.13 to 0.42). Using these prediction intervals, pairs of isolates separated by less than 124 

days of each other and differing by 0-2 SNVs were considered to be because of direct 

transmission. A comparison of 957 isolates collected between 2008 and 2011 revealed just 

35% of isolates showed evidence of direct transmission from an earlier case (2007-2011)—a 

figure significantly lower than anticipated. Moreover, in one-third of these patients, no 

plausible epidemiologic link could be made (e.g. no contact with another patient in a hospital 

or in the community, Figure 2.10). Remarkably, 45% of isolates had >10 SNVs, indicating 

they were genetically distinct from all other cases (Figure 2.10) and likely from a source 

other than the hospital environment.  

Importantly, these data demonstrated that genetically diverse sources of C. difficile play a 

more substantial role in C. difficile transmission than first thought. Although asymptomatic 

carriage may be an important source of CDI and could account for many unexplained cases294, 

these recent findings7,174,294 represent a significant milestone in C. difficile transmission 

research as they challenge the prevailing view that horizontal transmission from symptomatic 

patients is the source of most cases of CDI in healthcare settings, a concept that is currently 

the basis for infection control and prevention guidelines293,295.  

In the past decade, coinciding with an increase in frequency and severity caused primarily by 

the emergence of the epidemic strain RT027, the rates of recurrent CDI have also increased, 

presenting clinicians with a difficult challenge296,297. To better understand the epidemiology of 

CDI recurrences, Eyre and colleagues applied WGS and core genome SNV typing to 93-

paired isolates of C. difficile from patients with recurrent CDI (65 treated with vancomycin, 

28 with fidaxomicin) with the aim of resolving the nature of the recurrence134. Following a 

similar methodology to their earlier study7, an evolutionary rate of 0.74 SNVs/called-

genome/year was used to define relapse (≤ 2 paired SNVs) and reinfection (≥ 10 SNVs)134. 

For 79.6% of participants, there were < 2 SNVs between the paired isolates, indicative of 

infection with the same strain. For cases of recurrent CDI attributable to RT027, fidaxomicin 

showed levels of protection comparable with vancomycin, however for non-RT027 strains, 

fidaxomicin was superior to vancomycin in preventing both reinfection with a new strain and 

relapse134.  
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Figure 2.10 Diverse sources of C. difficile in the hospital environment 

Genetic variation and epidemiologic relationships among 957 isolates obtained from patients with CDI. (A) 

shows the number of SNVs between each sample obtained during the period from April 1, 2008, through March 

31, 2011, and the most closely related previous sample obtained after September 1, 2007. (B) shows the 

percentages of isolates that were classified as genetically related, according to the different SNV thresholds, 

along with the epidemiologic links between related isolates. Figure is taken from Eyre et al.7. 

 

Since these early studies by Eyre, He and colleagues, WGS and core genome SNV typing has 

become the gold standard method for analyzing C. difficile outbreaks and transmission events 

and is providing researchers and clinicians with insight on the persistence and spread of C. 

difficile within healthcare facilities. SNP-based surveillance and outbreak investigations have 
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now been performed at national and institutional levels in Germany27, Ireland178, Australia177, 

The Netherlands298, Costa Rica299, China300, USA179 and the UK301,302.  

2.3.8.3 Community-associated CDI 

Historically CDI has been considered a nosocomial or healthcare-associated infection, with 

disease occurring almost exclusively within high-risk hospitalised patient populations3. In the 

last decade, an increasing body of evidence from large-scale surveillance studies indicates that 

community-associated CDI (CA-CDI) comprises a significant fraction of total CDI cases and 

its incidence has been increasing globally303. CA-CDI accounts for around a third of all CDI 

cases in the US and increased four-fold during the period 1991-20055,6,304-306. US data from 

2011 (15451 cases of CDI in 14453 patients) reported 48 cases of CA-CDI per 100000 

population47. In another US study, comparable incidence rates for CA-CDI and hospital-

associated CDI (HA-CDI) were found (11.2 cases/100000 person-years and 12.1 

cases/100000 person-years, respectively)305. A recent European multi-centre study (97 

hospitals in 34 European countries) found 14% of 506 cases were classified CA-CDI with 

rates varying markedly across the participating countries (0% in Switzerland, Spain and 

Romania to 82% in Turkey)18. In Australia, data from 2011-2012 showed CA-CDI accounted 

for up to a quarter of all cases (26% of 5109 CDI cases) and has been increasing in recent 

years4,177,307. 

Accurate surveillance of CA-CDI relies on differentiating it from cases of HA-CDI. Current 

surveillance definitions for CA-CDI and HA-CDI are based on 2007 guidelines proposed by 

ESCMID308 and the US CDC309. In the scheme proposed by McDonald et al.309, CA-CDI is 

defined as cases with symptom onset in the community or ≤ 48 h after admission to a 

healthcare facility (HCF), providing the onset of symptoms were after the last discharge from 

a HCF (Figure 2.11). By this scheme, cases can also be characterised as healthcare facility 

onset, healthcare facility-associated (HO-HCFA), community-onset, healthcare facility-

associated (CO-HCFA) and indeterminate (Figure 2.11)309. Although widely adopted, these 

guidelines are not without their limitations (see the review by Bloomfield and Riley303). One 

notable example is the misinterpretation of CA-CDI as HA-CDI. Often outpatients visiting a 

HCF during the day for dialysis and chemotherapy as well as patients who receive hospital 

care via in-home medical visits are considered hospital ‘inpatients’303.  
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Figure 2.11 Timeline for surveillance definitions of CDI exposures 

CDI patients with symptom onset during the window of hospitalization marked by an asterisk (∗) would be 

classified as having community-onset, healthcare facility–associated disease (CO-HCFA), if patient was 

discharged from a healthcare facility within the previous 4 weeks; would be classified as having indeterminate 

disease, if the patient was discharged from a healthcare facility between the previous 4-12 weeks; or would be 

classified as having community-associated disease (CA-CDI), if the patient was not discharged from a healthcare 

facility in the previous 12 weeks. HO-HCFA, healthcare facility–onset, healthcare facility–associated disease. 

The figure is taken from McDonald et al.309. 

 

Many studies have noted that individuals with CA-CDI do not have the ‘classical’ risk factors 

for CDI acquisition, and are generally younger, healthy and female, without contact with 

hospitalized patients and remarkably, often without prior antimicrobial exposure3,303,310,311. 

Other risk factors associated with CA-CDI include the use of proton pump inhibitors and 

gastric acid suppressants and contact with infants aged less than 2 years312-314. Compared with 

HA-CDI, CA-CDI is more common in peripartum women315 and individuals with chronic 

kidney disease, and haematological/oncological malignancies303,316. In up to 40% of CA-CDI 

cases, infection is more severe and there are adverse outcomes (hospitalization, treatment 

failure, complications, colectomy, and recurrence)317,318.  

Notably, C. difficile strains acquired in the community differ in genotype from predominant 

hospital strains (e.g. 027, 014, 002, 106, and 001)319. In particular, RT078, a lineage 

characterised as toxinotype V, NAP7/8, ST 11 (MLST clade 5) and A+B+CDT+ has emerged 

as a significant pathogen associated with HA-CDI and CA-CDI in the Northern Hemisphere. 

In 2005, an epidemiological survey of 38 hospitals from 14 different European countries 

found RT078 was the 11th most frequently encountered RT, comprising ~3% of 322 toxigenic 

isolates320. By 2008, RT078 had risen to become the third most frequently encountered RT 

comprising ~8% of 389 toxigenic isolates (data from a pan-European study:106 laboratories 

in 34 countries)18.  
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The marked increase in prevalence was particularly evident in the Netherlands, where from 

2005-2008 Dutch hospitals would see the total incidence of RT078-associated cases increase 

from 3% to 13%16. The authors of that study also found that compared to RT027, the RT078 

lineage was associated with infection in younger patients and community onset16, with similar 

observations made by others321. Comparable rates have been found in North America5,6,322-325 

with one study reporting 46% of all RT078 isolates were community-associated195. 

Furthermore, studies show RT078 shares similar genetic features (LCT/binary toxins and 

tcdC mutations) and a disease phenotype (increased mortality and morbidity) with 

RT02716,98,199,326. 

2.3.8.4 Animal reservoirs and zoonotic potential 

In an attempt to understand the changing epidemiology of CDI in humans, particularly the 

insidious rise of CDI in the community setting, numerous studies have looked to see if CDI 

has a foodborne aetiology by investigating the prevalence and genotype of C. difficile in 

animals and food. C. difficile is widely recognized as a commensal and enteric pathogen in a 

wide range of host species10,20,21,23,327. To date, C. difficile been recovered from wild animals 

(rabbits, wild birds, shrews, racoons, feral swine, ostriches, Kodiak bears, zebra, kangaroos, 

elephants, ibex, tamarin monkeys and chimpanzees), domesticated animals (cats and dogs), 

marine organisms (bivalve molluscs), performance animals (horses and foals) and, most 

notably, food-producing animals/livestock (pigs, piglets, cows, calves, sheep, lambs, goats 

and poultry)10,17,28,179,328-342.   

In many of these studies, differences in prevalence, strain lineage, toxigenic status and AMR 

were found, influenced by many factors including the age of the animal, geographic region 

and veterinary and agricultural practices10,21,327. Moreover, the host susceptibility to C. 

difficile and clinical presentation also vary widely among species and was comprehensively 

reviewed recently23. These prevalence studies also highlight the ability of C. difficile to adapt 

to a wide range of host immune systems and gastrointestinal environments, again reflecting 

the diversity seen in the pan-genome.  

Livestock species (food animals), in particular pigs and cattle, are viewed as significant 

reservoirs for C. difficile (Table 2.3). Prevalence of C. difficile in domestic pigs and piglets 

averages around ~40%, ranging from 0% (Belgium and Switzerland) to ~50% (USA and 

Slovenia) and 100% (Spain and The Netherlands, Table 2.3).  
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In cattle and calves, C. difficile prevalence averages around 14%, ranging from 0.5% 

(Switzerland) to ~20% (Italy, Belgium, and the USA) to ~50% (Australia and Canada, Table 

2.3). On average, a lower prevalence has been reported in ovine hosts (sheep and lambs, ~6%) 

with prevalence in poultry varying considerably (0.3% in the USA to 62% in Slovenia, mean 

~19%, Table 2.3). Notably, the most common C. difficile lineage identified in many of these 

studies was evolutionary divergent MLST clade 5, predominated by RT078 and, in some 

countries, its close relatives RTs 033, 045, 066, 126 and 127 (Table 2.3).  

Detection of C. difficile in livestock has raised concerns that food animals are a potential 

source of CDI in humans310,343. C. difficile spores can be transmitted from the farm 

environment to humans through a number of mechanisms including direct contact, airborne 

dispersal, avian, rodent or arthropod vectors, contamination of meat with faeces during 

slaughter and via animal effluent or effluent by-products such as compost15,310,344-348. To date, 

C. difficile has been recovered from a diverse range of animal and plant foodstuffs sourced 

from processing plants, retail trade, farms and markets throughout Europe, North America and 

the Middle East (see the excellent recent review by Rodriguez and colleagues327). These 

include retail meat (pork, chicken, lamb, beef, goat, buffalo and turkey), seafood (salmon, 

perch, shrimp, scallop and mussels), and salads and vegetables (lettuce, ginger and carrot) 

with a mean prevalence of C. difficile in these products ranging between 0 and 15 %327,347.  

Of particular concern is the isolation of epidemic virulent lineages RT078 and RT027 from 

pork, beef and chicken in the Northern Hemisphere, with recovery rates varying between 3% 

in Europe and 42% in the USA349,350. These data are alarming and provide support for the 

theory that C. difficile has the potential for zoonotic transmission10,15,349,351. 
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Table 2.3 Global prevalence of C. difficile in food-producing animals 

Host species Country‡ Year 
Prevalence 
[n/N (%)] 

Clade 5 RTs  
Ref 

Present Predom. RTs  

 

Bovine 

Calves AU 2013 203/360 (56.4) ✓ 126/127/033   17 

Calves BE 2012 4/18 (22.2) ✓ 078  352 

Calves BE 2012 21/300 (7.0) ✓ 078/126/033/045  353 

Cow BE 2012 14/202 (6.9) ✓ 078  352 

Cow† BE 2013 10/101 (9.9) ✓ 078  348 

Calves CA 2006 31/278 (11.2) nr 
 

 354 

Calves CA 2011 88/172 (51.2) ✓ 078  340 

Cow CA 2012 36/874 (4.1) ✓ 078  355 

Calves DE 2013 176/999 (17.6) ✓ 078/033/045  334 

Cow IR 2014 2/50 (4.0) nr 
 

 356 

Calves IT 2015 87/420 (20.7) ✓ 078/126  357 

Calves SI 2009 4/42 (9.5) ✓ 033  341 

Cow SI 2016 54/540 (10) nr 
 

 358 

Calves SI 2016 243/2442 (10) ✓ 033  358 

Calves CH 2010 1/204 (0.5) ✓ 078  359 

Calves CH 2012 6/47 (12.8) ✓ 033/066  360 

Calves NL 2012 6/100 (6.0) ✓ 033  361 

Cow NL 2012 1/105 (1.0) nr 
 

 361 

Calves US 2008 64/253 (25.3) ✓ 078  362 

Calves US 2011 56/200 (28) nr 
 

 363 

Cow US 2011 24/186 (12.9) ✓ 078  364 

Cow US 2011 220/2490 (8.8) nr 
 

 365 

Cow US 2011 17/944 (1.8) ✓ NAP7  366 

Cow† US 2013 18/252 (7.1) ✓ NAP7  367 

Cow US 2014 2/330 (0.6) ✓ 078  368 

Porcine 

Piglets AU 2013 114/185 (61.6) ✓ 237  369 

Piglets AU 2014 154/229 (67.2) ✓ 033  13 

Pigs BE 2012 0/194 (0.0) ✓ 078  352 

Piglets BE 2012 18/23 (78.3) ✓ 078  352 

Pigs BE 2013 1/100 (1.0) ✓ 078  348 

Piglets CA 2010 90/121 (74.4) ✓ 078  330 

Piglets CZ 2012 19/30 (63.3) nr 
 

 370 

Piglets DE 2013 147/201 (73.1) ✓ 078/126  371 

Pigs IR 2014 90/150 (60) nr 
 

 372 

Pigs JP 2013 2/250 (0.8) nr 
 

 373 

Pigs JP 2013 2/250 (0.8) nr 
 

 373 

Piglets JP 2014 69/120 (57.5) ✓ 078  374 

Pigs KR 2015 2/659 (0.3) ✓ 078  375 

Piglets SI 2008 133/257 (51.8) ✓ 078/066  376 

Piglets SI 2009 247/485 (50.9) ✓ 066  341 

Piglets ES 2009 140/541 (25.9) nr 
 

 377 

Piglets ES 2009 144/144 (100) ✓ 078  378 

Piglets SE 2014 45/67 (67.2) ✓ 046  379 

Pigs CH 2010 0/165 (0.0) nr   359 

Continued on next page 
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Host species Country‡ Year 
Prevalence 
[n/N (%)] 

Clade 5 RTs  
Ref 

Present Predom. RTs  

Piglets TW 2016 114/134 (85.1) ✓ 078/126/127  380 

Pigs NL 2009 33/100 (33.0) ✓ 078  29 

Pigs NL 2010 66/66 (100.0) ✓ 078  381 

Pigs NL 2011 14/50 (28.0) ✓ 078  382 

Piglets NL 2011 71/71 (100.0) ✓ 078  339 

Pigs NL 2011 58/677 (8.6) ✓ 078  383 

Pigs NL 2012 9/136 (6.6) ✓ 078  361 

Pigs US 2009 15/382 (3.9) nr   384 

Pigs US 2009 34/143 (23.8) nr   384 

Piglets US 2009 61/122 (50.0) nr   384 

Piglets US 2010 241/513 (47.0) ✓ Toxinotype V  385 

Piglets US 2010 183/251 (72.9) nr   386 

Pigs US 2010 32/68 (47.1) nr   386 

Piglets US 2011 252/2936 (8.6) ✓ Toxinotype V  387 

Pigs US 2011 55/345 (15.9) nr 
 

 365 

Piglets US 2012 183/251 (72.9) ✓ Toxinotype V  388 

Pigs US 2012 39/68 (57.4) ✓ Toxinotype V  388 

Piglets US 2012 176/594 (29.6) ✓ Toxinotype V  389 

Pigs US 2014 1/150 (0.7) ✓ 078  368 

Ovine 

Lambs AU 2013 14/215 (6.5)    337 

Sheep AU 2013 1/156 (0.6)    337 

Sheep IR 2015 1/50 (2.0) nr   356 

Sheep SI 2014 1/105 (1.0) nr   390 

Sheep NL 2012 2/11 (18.2) nr   361 

Poultry        

Hens SI 2008 38/61 (62.3) nr   329 

Hens NL 2012 7/121 (5.8) nr   361 

Broilers US 2011 2/300 (0.7) ✓ NAP7  391 

Hens US 2014 1/340 (0.3) ✓ 078  368 

Broilers ZW 2008 29/100 (29) nr   392 
 

‡2-letter country codes (International Organization for Standardization, ISO): AU, Australia; BE, Belgium; CA, 

CH, Switzerland; CZ, Czech Republic; DE, Germany; ES, Spain; IR, Iran; IT, Italy; JP, Japan; KR, Korea; NL, 

The Netherlands; SE, Sweden; SI, Slovenia; TW, Taiwan; US, United States of America; ZW, Zimbabwe. ✓, 

present; , absent; nr, molecular typing data not available/not reported; NAP7, North American Pulse Type 7. 

Unless specified otherwise (†gastrointestinal contents/carcass) all C. difficile prevalence data originates from 

culture of faecal samples.  

 

Characterizing the genetic overlap of C. difficile strains isolated from different reservoirs 

facilitates a better understanding of possible transmission routes. Several studies have 

attempted to determine the extent of genetic relatedness between C. difficile isolates of 

human, animal and food origin. Initially, isolates of C. difficile sharing the same RT or PFGE 

pattern (e.g. RT078 or NAP7/8, respectively) were typed by MLVA or MLST, providing 

greater discriminatory power than non-sequence based methods. In 2010, Bakker and 
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colleagues30 found 85% of RT078 isolates from human and porcine origin in the Netherlands 

were genetically related by MLVA. In 2012, Stabler et al.171 used MLST to analyze a 385 C. 

difficile isolates from different geographical locations (Europe, North America, and Australia) 

and sources (human, food, and animal). The authors found isolates from animal and food 

origin actually belonged to the same MLST lineages (for example STs 1 and 11), and many 

isolates from humans, food and animals were indistinguishable171.  

In 2013, Knetsch et al.14 used WGS and high-resolution core genome SNP typing to compare 

65 C. difficile RT078 isolates of human and porcine origin in The Netherlands. An RT078 

population-specific mutation rate was estimated to be 2.72 x 10-7 substitutions per site per 

year (95% CI 1.43-3.99 x10-7) and is equivalent to 1.1 SNPs per genome per year—a figure 

comparable with earlier estimates7,174. A maximum-likelihood phylogeny built on 401 

phylogenetic SNPs showed isolates of human and porcine origin clustering together. 

Furthermore, the genomes of pigs and humans harboured identical AMR genes (tetracycline 

and streptomycin). Notably, the analysis showed a pair of human and pig isolates from the 

same pig farm in The Netherlands to be indistinguishable (zero SNPs difference in their core 

genome)—providing the first ever confirmation that interspecies transmission of C. difficile 

had occurred. Whilst this certainly supports the theory that CDI is a zoonosis, a common 

source and/or zooanthroponotic (human to animal) transmission cannot be ruled out. 

2.3.9 Conclusions and future perspectives 

C. difficile remains a formidable pathogen, and the financial and clinical burden of CDI 

continues to challenge health care systems the world over. The genome of C. difficile is large 

and genetically diverse, showing remarkable levels of plasticity and ultra-low levels of 

conservation among strains. Complex mechanisms of HGT and recombination between close 

and distantly-related clonal lineages, and between different genera, have had a profound effect 

on the evolution of many clinically important loci, such as the PaLoc, ISR, S-layer, CRISPR-

cas, and AMR genes. Many of these mechanisms are mediated by an extensive and diverse 

collection of transposons and phages that have coevolved with C. difficile over long periods.  

These evolutionary events have occurred numerous times and collectively led to the species 

diversifying into hundreds of strains types spread over at least 6 phylogenetic lineages. WGS 

and estimates of the in-host mutation rate (molecular clock) have provided novel insights into 

important aspects of CDI, including ward-based transmission, outbreaks, refractory disease, 

and the diverse nature of C. difficile in the hospital environment. Moreover, recent studies 

have used WGS to elucidate the genetic basis of the microevolution and transcontinental 
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dissemination of epidemic RT027 strains and have shown for the first time the possibility of 

inter-species transmission of C. difficile between pigs and humans.  

Notwithstanding these advances, numerous areas of study of C. difficile biology are still in 

their infancy, and there remains much to learn. Further studies are needed to elucidate the 

complexities of CRISPR-cas elements and the agr locus in C. difficile. With mounting 

evidence that livestock are a potentially significant reservoir of CDI, further work is needed to 

investigate the extent and direction of C. difficile transmission between animals and humans 

as well as genetic exchange between animal and human isolates. There is a need to better 

understand the overall phylogeny of clade 2, particularly the global epidemiology of RTs 

other than RT027, and determine their contribution to CA-CDI.  

By occupying niches within multiple host species, C. difficile is able to access and exchange 

DNA with an enormously diverse metagenome. Further analysis of the vast array of mobile 

elements such as phages and CTns present in C. difficile from diverse sources will advance 

our understanding of C. difficile pathogenesis and diversification of lineages and at the same 

time expand our knowledge of the C. difficile pan-genome. In the coming years, WGS will 

continue to provide insights into this important pathogen, providing researchers and clinicians 

with information that can be used to reduce the overall burden of disease caused by C. difficile 

in humans and animals.  

 

2.4 C. DIFFICILE IN AUSTRALIAN LIVESTOCK 

Reports in North America and Europe of C. difficile being isolated from livestock and retail 

meats of bovine and porcine origin have naturally raised concerns about the risk to public 

health10,393. Furthermore, the capacity for the bacterium to cause significant disease in piglets 

and calves20,362,394,395, and the resulting economic and animal health implications for the 

livestock industry has led to C. difficile and CDI emerging as an important One Health 

issue22,310.  

Until relatively recently little was known about the prevalence or genotype of C. difficile in 

Australian production animals. The first studies were those of Squire and colleagues who 

found that C. difficile was present in pig herds in Western Australia (WA) and commonly 

isolated from neonatal piglets with idiopathic diarrhoea (scouring)369. Moreover, the C. 

difficile strain population in these WA piggeries was dominated by a unique type, RT237 (A-
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B+CDT+, ST167)—an RT which belongs to the same MLST clade as RT078 (clade 5)171,369. 

To date, this RT has not been identified elsewhere and still persists in this particular WA 

piggery environment396. Notably, in a murine model of CDI, RT237 produced more weight 

loss in infected mice than RT078369. The absence of RT078 was surprising as it dominates 

production animal carriage studies in North America and Europe. It was hypothesized that 

due to Australia’s geographical isolation and strict quarantine laws on the importation of 

livestock and animal products, livestock populations in Australia may be colonized with 

different C. difficile RTs and clonal lineages than those seen in other parts of the world.  

Following on from these studies many questions remained, including; ‘does the data from 

WA piggeries reflect the situation in other pig herds in Australia?’ and ‘what is the prevalence 

and genotypes of C. difficile in cattle in Australia?’ In 2013/14, in collaboration with industry 

partners, our laboratory sought to address these questions by undertaking two large-scale 

surveillance studies of C. difficile in Australian production animals13,17. Summaries of these 

studies are provided below, the results of which provide the context for the research aims of 

this thesis detailed in Chapter 1.  

2.4.1 C. difficile in Australian cattle and calves 

In 2013, our laboratory conducted a cross-sectional study investigating the prevalence and 

genetic diversity of C. difficile in Australian cattle and calves at slaughter17. In that study, 975 

samples of carcass washings, gastrointestinal contents and faeces, from cattle and calves were 

collected from abattoirs across five Australian states. Direct and enrichment culture was 

performed and C. difficile isolates were characterised by toxin gene profiling and PCR 

ribotyping. In faeces, the prevalence of C. difficile was high and decreased significantly with 

the age of the animal; 56% (203/360 samples) from < 7-day-old calves, 3.8% (1/26) in 2- to 

6-month-old calves, and 1.8% (5/280) in adult cattle. No C. difficile was recovered from 

gastrointestinal contents or carcasses; however, this was restricted to adult animals only, and 

in one state (WA).  

The majority of isolates (76.6%, n=160/209) were positive for toxin genes tcdA and tcdB 

(A+B+), among which 54.5% (114/160) were also positive for the binary toxin genes (cdtA 

and cdtB; CDT+). Twenty-one RTs were identified (Figure 2.12). Surprisingly, RT078 was 

not isolated. In its absence, three closely related clade 5 RTs (127, 033, and 126), all found in 

humans with CDI in Australia and overseas18,96,397,398, predominated in < 7-day-old calves and 

comprised 77.8% (158/203) of isolates. These findings demonstrate that veal calves (unlike 

older cattle) are potentially sources/reservoirs of C. difficile, including toxigenic strains 
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known to cause clinical disease in humans. Moreover, the early slaughter age of these veal 

calves—a practice currently restricted mainly to Australia, New Zealand and the UK, is a risk 

factor for possible foodborne transmission.  

 

2.4.2 C. difficile in Australian neonatal pigs 

In 2014, our laboratory conducted a nationwide surveillance study investigating the 

prevalence and genetic diversity of C. difficile in Australian pig herds13. In that study, 229 

samples of faeces from neonatal pigs (piglets, aged < 7 days) were collected from 21 farms 

across 5 states in Australia. Direct and enrichment culture was performed and C. difficile 

isolates were characterised by toxin gene profiling and PCR ribotyping. Overall, 67.2% 

(n=154/229) of faecal specimens were culture positive for C. difficile with no significant 

difference in prevalence between piglets with or without diarrhoea, or between farms with or 

without a history of idiopathic diarrhoea.  

Twenty-three RTs were identified, among which 84.4% (130/154) were toxigenic (Figure 

2.12). RT014 (A+B+CDT-) was the most prevalent RT comprising 23.4% of isolates. This 

finding was surprising as RT014 is currently the most prevalent RT in humans in Australia, 

accounting for ~25% of CDI cases19,127,187 and is consistently among the most common RTs 

causing CDI in Europe18,188,399 where it is also a leading cause of disease in the community18. 

Notably, as with the cattle study, RT078, the major production animal ribotype in the 

Northern hemisphere28, was not detected. However, we did identify two closely related clade 

5 RTs (033 and 237) comprising 13.0% and 10.4% of isolates, respectively. Both RT033 and 

RT237 show atypical PaLoc architecture (A-B- and A-B+, respectively) and are known to 

cause CDI in humans96,99,400. These findings show that colonization of Australian neonatal 

piglets with C. difficile is widespread, and pig herds in Australia are a potential 

source/reservoir for CDI in humans. 
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Figure 2.12 Diversity of C. difficile RTs in Australian livestock 

Summary of PCR ribotypes and associated toxin gene profiles isolated during recent livestock surveillance 

studies in Australia. (A) Results from 2013 cross-sectional study of cows and calves at slaughter (209 isolates)17. 

(B) Results from 2014 national porcine surveillance study (154 isolates)13. Ribotypes are prefixed with either 

official C. difficile Ribotype Network (CDRN) designation (UK) or internal nomenclature (QX and AU). Each 

RT is presented along with its toxin gene profile (A-/+, B-/+, CDT-/+) followed by the number and percentage of 

isolates it represents. Known clade 5 RTs are shown in red (UK 033, UK 126, UK 127 and UK 237) and RT014, 

a lineage typically associated with carriage and disease in humans is shown in blue. 
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2.4.3 Summary 

These studies clearly demonstrate that livestock in Australia are reservoirs for C. difficile, 

including strain lineages of clinical importance (RTs 014, 033, 126 and 127). To date, 

assessment of genetic overlap between strains originating from humans and livestock in 

Australia has been limited to low-resolution genotyping tools focusing on small discrete 

regions of the C. difficile genome (ISR, PaLoc, and CdtLoc). Based on RT data and toxin 

gene profiles alone, it is possible that zoonotic (animal to human) or anthroponotic (human to 

animal) transmission of C. difficile may be occurring.  

Nevertheless, in order to say with certainty that clonal transmission between these populations 

is occurring, a typing method with a level of discrimination far beyond that achievable by 

conventional typing methodologies is required. Therefore, as detailed in Chapter 1, the 

overarching aim of this thesis is to apply high-resolution WGS and core genome 

phylogenetics to investigate the genetic diversity and evolutionary relatedness of C. difficile 

from human and livestock in Australia. 
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3.1 MATERIALS 

3.1.1 Buffers, reagents, and solutions 

Pre-prepared solutions and general molecular reagents and kits are listed in Table 3.1. Buffers 

and solutions prepared by me during this study are detailed in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.1 Pre-prepared solutions, general and molecular biology reagents and kits 

Name Manufacturer 

  

Amoxicillin Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

AmpliTaq Gold® polymerase Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA 

Agencourt AMPure XP beads Beckman Coulter Inc., Lane Cove NSW, Australia 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Buffered water PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Ceftriaxone Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Cell lysis solution Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

Cell suspension solution Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

Clavulanic acid Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Chelex-100 resin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Clindamycin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Deionized water PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Distilled water PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Diethyl pyrocarbonate (DepC) Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

DNA hydration solution Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

DNA ladder 100 bp Invitrogen, Life Technologies, VIC, Australia 

dNTP mix Fisher Biotech, Wembley, WA, Australia 

Erythromycin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Ethanol Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Scoresby, VIC, Australia  

Etest strips BioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France 

FastDNA Fungal/Bacterial DNA Kit MP Biomedicals, San Francisco, CA, USA 

Fidaxomicin Optimer Pharmaceuticals, San Diego, CA, USA 

Gentamicin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Gentra Puregene Yeast/Bact. Kit Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

Glucose Merck, NJ, USA 

High-purity water Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

Haemin Invitrogen, Life Technologies, VIC, Australia 

KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR Kit  Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA 

KAPA Hyper Prep Kit Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA, USA 

Laked sheep blood PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

L-cysteine Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

L-proline aminopeptidase Remel Inc, KS, USA 

Lytic enzyme solution Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

Lysing matrix B MP Biomedicals, San Francisco, CA, USA 

Magnesium chloride Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA 

Meropenem Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Continued on next page 
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Methanol Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

Metronidazole Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

MinElute PCR Purification Kit QIAGEN, Venlo, Limburg, the Netherlands 

MO-BIO kit Carlsbad, CA, USA 

Moxifloxacin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Nextera XT Library Prep Kit Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA 

MiSeq Reagent Kits Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA 

Phosphate buffered saline PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Piperacillin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Potassium chloride Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA 

Primers** Geneworks, Hindmarsh, SA, Australia 

Proline aminopeptidase DIATABS Rosco Diagnostica, Taastrup, Denmark 

Protein precipitation solution Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

Proteinase K Promega, Alexandria, NSW, Australia 

QIAamp DNA Mini Kit Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany 

QIAxcel Alignment marker Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel DNA dilution buffer Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel DNA size marker Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel calibration marker Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel mineral oil Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel separation buffer Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

QIAxcel wash buffer Qiagen Sciences Inc, Germantown, MD, USA 

Qubit dsDNA and ssDNA HS Kits Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA 

QuickGene Microbial DNA Kit Fujifilm, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

QuickGene DNA tissue kit Fujifilm, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Reaction buffer II Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA 

Rifaximin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

RNase A Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

Sodium chloride  Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Sodium hypochlorite Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Spectinomycin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Taurocholic acid sodium hydrate PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA 

Tazobactam Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Tetracycline Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Tobramycin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Trimethoprim Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Tris Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

Tris-HCl Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, VIC, Australia 

Tryptone BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA 

Tween Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Ultraclean Microbial DNA Kit MO-BIO Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA 

Vancomycin Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 

Vitamin K Invitrogen, Life Technologies, VIC, Australia 

Yeast extract Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St Louis, MO, USA 
  

**All primers were stored at -80°C and reconstituted in a volume of HP H2O appropriate to their 

concentration. To minimize freeze-thawing cycles 10 μl working aliquots were removed from the original 

suspension and stored at -20°C. Any remaining resuspended primer was stored at -80°C. 
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Table 3.2 Buffers and solutions 

Name Preparation 
  

10% Taurocholic acid 

 

Taurocholic acid sodium salt hydrate (3 g) and deionized water, dH2O (27 

mL). Solution sterilized by autoclaving. 
 

5% (w/v) Chelex-100 

solution 

Chelex-100™ resin (50 g), DepC-treated H20 (1000 mL) and HP H2O (60 

mL). The resin was washed three times with HP H2O over a period of 7 d 

then resuspended in 1000 mL of HP H2O and stored in 20 mL aliquots at 

40°C. Immediately before use, a 10% Chelex aliquot was washed with 20 

mL HP H2O, vortexing three times over 15 min, and diluted to a 5% 

solution with 40 mL HP H2O before being stored at 40°C until use. 
 

2% (w/v) bovine serum 

albumin (BSA) 

Bovine serum albumin solution (1g) and DepC-treated water (50 mL). 

Solution stored at 4°C. 

  

1HP H20 refers to Type 1 ultrapure filtered water, in accordance with ISO 3696 and refers to water with 

>18MΩ resistivity. Tris-HCl = Trishydroxymethylaminomethane-buffered hydrochloric acid. 

 

3.1.2 Bacterial culture media 

Pre-prepared bacterial culture media and their suppliers are listed in Table 3.3. Unless 

otherwise specified, media were stored at 4°C and brought to 37°C before use. Solid media 

were pre-reduced for at least 2 h and liquid media for at least 4 h prior to inoculation401. 

Table 3.3 Pre-prepared culture media 

Name Manufacturer 

  

Blood agar (BA) 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

ChromID C. difficile agar (CA) 
 

bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France 

Brain heart infusion broth (BHIB) 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

BHIB + 15% (v/v) glycerol 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

BHIB + L-Cysteine (0.1%) 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Amies transport medium with charcoal 
 

Medical Wire and Equipment, Wiltshire, UK 

Cycloserine cefoxitin fructose agar (CCFA) 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Brucella agar with vitamin K (1 ug/mL), haemin 
(5ug/mL) and 5% laked sheep blood (v/v) 
 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 

Robertson’s Cooked Meat enrichment broth (CMB) 
containing gentamicin (5 mg/L), cycloserine (200 
mg/L) and cefoxitin (10 mg/L) (GCC) 

PathWest Media, Mt Claremont, WA, Australia 
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3.2 C. DIFFICILE CULTURE AND IDENTIFICATION 

All anaerobic culture was performed in an A35 anaerobic chamber [Don Whitley Scientific 

Ltd., Shipley, West Yorkshire, UK] at 35°C, in an atmosphere containing 80% nitrogen, 10% 

carbon dioxide and 10% hydrogen at 75% relative humidity401,402. American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC) strains 43593 (C. difficile) and 27853 (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) were 

used to monitor anaerobiosis401.  

3.2.1 Isolates 

For species verification and purity, all C. difficile isolates analysed in this study were sub-

cultured onto pre-reduced blood agar (BA) [PathWest Media]. After 24/48 h anaerobic 

incubation, C. difficile colonies were confirmed by their characteristic colony morphology 

(flat, irregular, ground-glass appearance), chartreuse fluorescence under long-wave UV light 

(~360nm, Figure 3.1) and odour (horse manure smell)36,402,403. The identity of uncertain 

isolates was confirmed by Gram stain and by detection of L-proline aminopeptidase activity 

[DIATABS, Rosco Diagnostica, Taastrup, Denmark] as previously described404,405. Pure four-

day-old cultures were cryopreserved at -80°C as suspensions in brain heart infusion broth 

(BHIB) with 15% (volume/volume percent, v/v) glycerol [PathWest Media]401. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Appearance of C. difficile on blood agar and under long wave UV light 

The characteristic appearance of C. difficile colonies grown on BA for 24 h (A) and longwave (~360 nm) 

ultraviolet light (B). Image adapted from Edwards et al.406. 

 

For certain isolates, species verification was corroborated by Matrix-Assisted Laser 

Desorption Ionization-Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS). Isolates were 

grown on BA anaerobically for 48 h and spectral analysis was performed using a Microflex 

LT Mass Spectrometer [Bruker Daltonics GmbH, Bremen, Germany] as previously 

described407,408.  
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3.2.2 Stool specimens 

Stool specimens were cultured directly onto ChromID C. difficile agar (CA) [BioMérieux, 

Marcy l’Etoile, France], incubated anaerobically and inspected at 24 and 48 h. Presumptive C. 

difficile colonies appeared as grey and black ground-glass, flat colonies with smooth or 

filamentous edges (Figure 3.2)409,410. Colonies matching these criteria were subcultured onto 

BA and processed as detailed in 3.2.1. Care was taken to check for colourless but otherwise, 

C. difficile-like colonies belonging to the RT023 lineage. This RT lacks the ability to 

hydrolyze esculin and therefore does not produce a black pigment on CA resulting in potential 

false-negative results410,411. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Appearance of C. difficile on ChromID C. difficile agar 

Colonies of C. difficile on CA after (A) 24 h and (B) 48 h of growth. Image adapted from Boseiwaqa et al 410. 

 

To ensure maximum recovery of C. difficile, stool specimens were also added into a cooked 

meat enrichment broth (CMB) containing gentamicin (5 mg/L), cycloserine (200 mg/L) and 

cefoxitin (10 mg/L) (GCC) [PathWest Media] and incubated at 37°C for 10-14 days412. To 

enhance spore selection, 1 mL of broth was added to equal volume of absolute ethanol 

[Sigma-Aldrich] and incubated at room temperature (rt), after which a 20 μl loopful was 

plated onto CA and processed as described above. Non-inoculated broths were included as 

negative controls.  

 

3.3 RECOVERY OF C. DIFFICILE FROM CALVES AT SLAUGHTER 

The methods described here relate specifically to the bovine abattoir study (Chapter 4), for 

which a detailed study design can be found in section 4.2. I gratefully acknowledge the 

assistance of Mr Chris Sentence [Food Safety Services, Lyndoch, SA, Australia] in both 
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facilitating access to the abattoirs and for collecting the samples.  Miss Papanin Putsathit and 

Dr Briony Elliott [UWA] assisted in performing the culture aspects of this project. 

3.3.1 Sampling of calve carcasses 

Sampling of carcasses followed the meat industry standard carcass swabbing technique for 

calves as outlined in Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS) Meat Notice 

2003/06413 with some modifications outlined below. For context, carcasses are defined as all 

parts of the animal’s skeletal musculature and bone extending to and including the tarsus and 

carpus joints, all cervical vertebrae and up to five coccygeal vertebrae413. 

A total of 3, 25 cm2 (75 cm2) sites were swabbed per carcass using pre-hydrated and sterilized 

PolywipesTM sponges [MWE, Corsham, UK]. To prevent crossover contamination between 

carcasses, sampling templates were sterilized prior to swabbing by immersion in a 3.5% 

solution of sodium hypochlorite (household bleach) for approximately 30 s. Despite a short 

contact time, this concentration of hypochlorite significantly exceeds the 3000 parts per 

million (ppm) required to generate >6 log10 reduction in C. difficile spore viability414. 

Afterward, the template was rinsed with potable water and shaken dry.  

Calve sampling was performed at three standardized locations; the lateral side of the sternum 

(S1), the flank region below the caudal edge of the 13th rib (S2) and the mid-loin area (S3, 

Figure 3.3)413. However, it is common for young calves to show extreme unevenness of the 

carcass with the backbone protruding several centimetres above the meat. In this instance (and 

was the case for all calves sampled in this study), a site immediately adjacent to the mid-loin 

site was used to obtain a more regular and replicable surface for swabbing. Sampling of 

carcasses either took place immediately after slaughter, at the end of the processing line or as 

they entered the chiller after hosing or washing of the whole carcass was complete. It was not 

possible to select carcasses randomly and carcasses were sampled as they became available. 

All sponges were placed in a sterile plastic bag after swabbing and transported under ambient 

conditions to UWA and stored at 4°C. 

3.3.2 Sampling of calve faeces 

Samples of calf faeces (~50g) were collected aseptically, directly from the rectum 

immediately after the carcass left the viscera processing area of the slaughter line but not 

necessarily from the same animal from which carcass samples were to be taken.  
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Figure 3.3 Carcase sampling sites for young calves 

S1, the lateral side of the sternum. S2, the flank region below the caudal edge of the 13 th rib. S3, the mid-loin 

area. Image reproduced from the Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), Meat Notice 2003/06413. 

 

3.3.3 Culture of C. difficile from carcasses and faeces and spore enumeration 

Each carcass sponge (3/animal) was added to a Stomacher bag [Colworth, London, UK] 

containing 25 mL of peptone saline and homogenized in Stomacher 400 [Colworth] for 30 s. 

The fluid was then transferred to a sterile container. Using a sterile hockey stick, 100 µL was 

plated directly onto CA and processed as described in 3.2.2. In addition, to maximize 

recovery of C. difficile, the remainder of the carcass washing (24.9 mL) was concentrated by 

centrifugation (3000 x rcf (relative centrifugal force) for 10 min) using a 5470 centrifuge 

[Eppendorf]. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in ~200 µL of the 

remaining liquid. The pellet was resuspended by flicking and the suspension equally split 

between CA (100 µL) and CMB (100 µL) and processed as described in 3.2.2. Faecal samples 

were cultured directly on CA and added to enrichment CMB as described in 3.2.2.  

Viable counts (vc) for carcass sponges were determined by counting the number of colonies 

identified on direct culture (100 µL on CA) using the formula; 𝑣𝑐 =  𝑁 𝑥 𝑉/𝐴, where N is the 

total number of colonies identified on CA, V is the multiplication integer for upscaling to 25 
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mL (250) and A is the carcass surface area in cm2 (75). Final counts, including mean and 

range values, are given in cfu/cm2 as previously described413.  

For faecal samples, serial dilutions were made in 0.85% saline [PathWest Media]. A 10 µl 

loop of each dilution was spread-plated onto a CA and incubated anaerobically for 48 h before 

performing total plate counts. For this study, the limit of detection was considered the 

concentration of C. difficile spores that yielded a positive count, that is, one or more cfu per 

plate. The mean and range values were calculated and all results were given in cfu/mL. 

 

3.4 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL TYPING 

All C. difficile isolates analysed in this study, including those typed in previous projects were 

characterised by PCR for the following: 

1) The presence of C. difficile toxin genes tcdA, tcdB, cdtA, and cdtB 

2) Variations in the ISR between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes 

 

3.4.1 DNA extraction 

Following anaerobic culture on BA for 1-2 days, chromosomal DNA was prepared by 

resuspension of a loopful (~1 μl) of C. difficile colonies in 5% (w/v) Chelex-100 solution 

[Sigma-Aldrich]. The suspension was vortexed thoroughly and heated at 100°C for 12 min 

before centrifugation at 14000 x g (gravity) [Eppendorf 5417C microfuge, Hamburg, 

Germany] at 4°C to pellet cell debris. The resulting supernatant (~50 μl) was removed and 

stored at -20°C until use.  

3.4.2 Toxin gene profiling 

Fragments of the toxin B gene (tcdB), binary toxin genes (cdtA/cdtB) and repeating (rep) and 

non-repeating regions of the toxin A gene (tcdA) were amplified using previously established 

protocols166,167.  

PCR amplification was performed in a 20 μl reaction volume consisting of 5 units of 

AmpliTaq Gold Taq DNA polymerase [Applied Biosystems], 0.2 mM of each dNTP [Fisher 

Biotech, Wembley, WA, Australia], 0.2 μM of each primer [Geneworks, Hindmarsh, SA, 

Australia], 2.5 mM MgCl2 (tcdA rep) or 2 mM MgCl2 (tcdA, tcdB, cdtA/B) [Applied 

Biosystems], 0.01% BSA [Sigma-Aldrich], 2 μl of 1x reaction buffer II comprising 50mM 

KCL and 10mM Tris HCL pH 8.3 [Applied Biosystems] and 2 μl template DNA (Chelex 
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extract). Details of the primers used in this assay and their respective targets/products are 

shown in Table 3.5. 

Using a Gene Amp 1700 thermocycler [Life Technologies, Foster City, CA, USA], PCR 

amplification proceeded with the following conditions: initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 

min, 45 amplification cycles of 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s and 72°C for 1 min, with a final 

extension cycle of 72°C for 7 min. Included in each run was a negative control containing the 

reaction mix with 2 μl HP H20 [Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Scoresby, VIC, Australia] and 

a positive control with 2 μl DNA extracted from C. difficile reference strain R6 (ribotype UK 

027) which is positive for tcdA, tcdB, and cdtA/B.  

Toxin PCR products were run on the QIAxcel automated capillary electrophoresis platform 

[Qiagen], as per the manufacturer’s instructions. A low-resolution screening cartridge capable 

of separating fragments ranging from 15 bp to 5 bp was used as well as an appropriate DNA 

alignment marker (15 bp to 1 kb) and DNA size marker (100 bp to 2.5 kb). ScreenGel 

software v1.0.2.0 [Ambion Inc., Austin, TX, USA] was used to inspect electropherograms 

and identify presence or absence of bands corresponding to the expected size of the amplified 

toxin gene fragments. Isolates that yielded a product of 250 bp from primers NK3-NK2 (tcdA) 

and an approximate 1300 bp product from primers NK11-NK9 (tcdA rep) were classified 

toxin A-positive. Isolates that failed to produce a 250 bp product were classified toxin A-

negative166,415. 

3.4.3 PCR ribotyping 

PCR ribotyping involves amplification of the intergenic spacer region (ISR) between the 16S 

and 23S rRNA genes. Variations in the ISR are strain type-dependent and result in various 

type-specific amplicons after PCR amplification. This technique is achieved through binding 

of primers to conserved regions at the 3’ and 5’ ends of the 16S and 23S rRNA genes, 

respectively162,275.  

PCR amplification was performed in a 50 μl reaction volume consisting of 3.75 units of 

AmpliTaq Gold Taq DNA polymerase [Applied Biosystems], 0.4 mM of each dNTP [Fisher 

Biotech], 0.4 μM of each primer [Geneworks], 4 mM MgCl2 [Applied Biosystems], 0.02% 

BSA [Sigma-Aldrich], 5 μl of 1x reaction buffer II comprising 50mM KCL and 10mM Tris 

HCl pH 8.3 [Applied Biosystems] and 10 μl template DNA (Chelex extract). Details of the 

primers used in this assay and their respective targets/products are shown in Table 3.5. 
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Using a Gene Amp 1700 thermocycler [Life Technologies], PCR amplification proceeded 

with the following conditions: initial denaturation at 95°C for 10 min, 25 amplification cycles 

of 94°C for 1 min, 55°C for 1 min and 72°C for 2 min, with a final extension cycle of 72°C 

for 7 min. Included in each run was a negative control containing the reaction mix with 10 μl 

HP H20 [Thermo Fisher Scientific] and 10 μl DNA extracted from C. difficile reference strain 

R6 (RT 027, toxinotype IIIb) was used a positive control. PCR ribotyping products were 

concentrated and purified using a MinElute PCR Products Purification Kit [Qiagen] as per the 

manufacturer’s instructions. This step removes enzymes such as DNA polymerase, primers, 

and salts, producing a high-quality DNA product for subsequent visualization by capillary 

electrophoresis.  

PCR ribotyping products were run on the QIAxcel automated capillary electrophoresis 

platform [QIAGEN], as per the manufacturer’s instructions. A high-resolution cartridge 

capable of separating fragments ranging from 15 bp to 10 kb was used as well as an 

appropriate DNA alignment marker (15 bp to 1 kb or 5 kb) and DNA size marker (100 bp to 

2.5 kb). ScreenGel software [Ambion] was used to inspect electropherograms prior to data 

import into a BioNumerics database as detailed in 3.4.4. 

3.4.4 BioNumerics and C. difficile reference strain collection 

PCR ribotyping products typically range in size from 250 bp to 700 bp. The separation of 

these fragments by capillary electrophoresis produces a strain-specific fingerprint profile, 

which can be imported into and analysed by statistical algorithms in the software 

BioNumerics [Applied Maths, Saint-Martens-Latem, Belgium]. The C. difficile research 

laboratory at PathWest/UWA maintains a custom BioNumerics database containing 

thousands of collected and typed isolates of C. difficile, from diverse animal and humans 

sources dating back to the early 1980s. In addition, the database includes a comprehensive RT 

library comprising reference strains obtained from the following sources: 

1. C. difficile Ribotype Network, Public Health England (CDRN, Leeds, UK) formally the 

Anaerobe Reference Laboratory (ARL, Cardiff, UK), 

2. The European Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (ECDC, Stockholm, Sweden), 

3. Leeds-Leiden reference library (LL, a collaboration of University of Leeds, United 

Kingdom and University of Leiden, The Netherlands).  

C. difficile RTs of specific importance for this PhD are listed in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 C. difficile reference strains 

RT Strain Toxinotype, toxin profile Source 
    

UK 012 R14/CD630/ATCC BAA-1382 0, A+B+CDT- JB 

UK 014 R8/R11446 0, A+B+CDT- JB 

UK 020 R40/R10079 0, A+B+CDT- JB 

UK 033 R10/IS 58 XIa, A-B-CDT+ EK 

UK 126 R12/R15822 V, A+B+CDT+ JB 

UK 127 M322630/JIR8514 VI, A+B+CDT+ JR 

UK 078 R13/R10725 V, A+B+CDT+ JB 

UK 027 R6/SSCC 28297 IIIb, A+B+CDT+ LA 

SSCC, Sterile Site Culture Collection; WACC, Western Australian Culture Collection 

NCTC, National Culture Type Collection; JB, Dr John Brazier [ARL/CDRN] 

EK, Dr Ed Kuijper [ECDC]; JR, Dr Julian Rood [Monash University, Australia] 

LA, Dr Luis Arroyo [University of Guelph, Canada] 

 

 

For all isolates, ISR banding patterns were analysed using the densimetric curve and band 

profile analysis modules of BioNumerics v7.5. For final assignment of RT, dendrograms were 

generated using Dice and Pearson coefficients with similarity to reference RTs represented 

using either Neighbor-Joining (NJ) or unweighted-pair group method (UPGMA) algorithms. 

Isolates with banding patterns matching the reference RTs were assigned nomenclature 

following that of the CDRN e.g. UK 027 or UK 078. Isolates that could not be identified with 

the available reference library were designated with internal nomenclature, prefixed with QX 

e.g. QX 009. 

 

Table 3.5 Oligonucleotide primers used in PCR ribotyping and toxin gene assays 

Gene/target Primer Oligonucleotide sequence (5’ → 3’) 
Product 
size (bp)† 

Reference 

     

ISR   CD16S CTGGGGTGAAGTCGTAACAAGG ‡ 162 

 CD23S GCGCCCTTTGTAGCTTGACC   

tcdA NK3 GGAAGAAAAGAACTTCTGGCTCACTCAGGT 251 415 

 NK2 CCCAATAGAAGATTCAATATTAAGCTT   

tcdA rep NK11 TGATGCTAATAATGAATCTAAAATGGTAAC 1265 415 

 NK9 CCACCAGCTGCAGCCATA   

tcdB NK104 GTGTAGCAATGAAAGTCCAAGTTTACGC 203 166 

 NK105 CACTTAGCTCTTTGATTGCTGCACCT   

cdtA cdtApos TGAACCTGGAAAAGGTGATG 375 167 

 cdtArev AGGATTATTTACTGGACCATTTG   

cdtB cdtBpos CTTAATGCAAGTAAATACTGAG 510 167 

 cdtBrev AACGGATCTCTTGCTTCAGTC   
     

†, Product sizes based on DNA sequence of VPI 10463 strain (GenBank accession X92982) for tcdA, tcdA 

rep, and tcdB, and on CD196 (GenBank accession L76081) for cdtA/B 
‡, Variable (strain-specific). ISR, intergenic spacer region (16S-23S rRNA) 
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3.4.5 Capillary electrophoresis PCR ribotyping 

As part of the RT014 analysis (Chapter 5), a small selection of isolates were also typed by a 

new high-resolution capillary gel electrophoresis-based PCR ribotyping platform (CE-

RT)163,416. All CE-RT analysis was performed by Dr Niki Foster [PathWest]. Primers, 

amplification conditions, sequencing, and fragment analysis was performed as previously 

described163,416. The CE-RT reference library used by PathWest includes 100 RTs assigned by 

the CDRN Reference Laboratory and 162 locally assigned ribotypes including the most 

prevalent ribotypes currently circulating in Australia. 

 

 

3.5 ANTIMICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTING 

3.5.1 Agar dilution methodology 

MICs were determined using the agar incorporation methodology as described by the Clinical 

and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) document M11-A7417. Select C. difficile isolates 

were screened against a panel of 16 antimicrobial agents prepared by PathWest Media. 

Details of the antimicrobial agents, their solvents, and tested ranges are shown in Table 3.6. 

Antimicrobial stock solutions were prepared as described in CLSI document M100-S23418. 

All susceptibility testing was performed on Brucella agar plates supplemented with vitamin K 

(1 ug/mL), haemin (5ug/mL) and 5% laked sheep blood (v/v) [PathWest Media]. Fidaxomicin 

(FDX) was supplied by Optimer Pharmaceuticals Inc., [San Diego, CA, USA]; all other 

agents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All agar plates were dried in a 35°C incubator 

prior to inoculation. Overnight cultures were resuspended in 0.85% saline to a density 

equivalent to McFarland standard of 2.0.  

For batch testing of isolates, an A400 Multipoint inoculator was used with a 52 well replicator 

block [AQS, Mfr. Ltd, UK]. For quality control (QC) purposes, reference strains ATCC 

700057 (C. difficile), ATCC 25285 (Bacteroides fragilis), ATCC 29741 (B. thetaiotao-

micron) and ATCC 43055 (Eubacterium lentum) were included in each round of testing. 

Additionally, Brucella agar plates without antibiotic were used as controls and incubated in 

both aerobic and anaerobic environments. Inoculum checks were performed on all QC strains 

and on 10% of test isolates. 
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Table 3.6 Antimicrobial agents and ranges 

Antimicrobial agent Antimicrobial Class Code Solvent 
Testing range 
(mg/L) 

     

Fidaxomicin Macrocycles FDX DMSO 0.002 - 4 

Vancomycin Glycopeptides VAN Water 0.06 - 4 

Metronidazole Nitroimidazoles MTZ DMSO + water 0.06 - 4 

Rifaximin Rifamycins RFX MeOH 0.0005 - 2 

Clindamycin Lincosamides CLI Water 0.03 - 32 

Erythromycin Macrolides ERY EtOH/water 0.06 - 256 

Amox-clavulanate Penicillins/ β-lactamase 
inhibitors 

AMC Buffered water 
 

0.06 - 8 

Ceftriaxone Cephalosporins CRO Water 2 - 128 

Moxifloxacin Fluoroquinolones MXF Water 0.12 - 32 

Meropenem Carbapenems MER Water 0.25 - 16 

Tetracycline Tetracyclines TET Water 0.03 - 64 

Trimethoprim Folate pathway inhibitors TMP Water 4 - 128 

Piperacillin/tazobactam Penicillins/β-lactamase 
inhibitors 
 

TZP Water 0.25 - 16 

Gentamicin Aminoglycosides GEN Water 1 - 512 

Tobramycin Aminoglycosides TOB Water 1 - 512 

Spectinomycin Aminoglycosides SPC Water 1 - 512 

DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide 

 

MICs were recorded as the lowest concentration of an antimicrobial that completely inhibited 

the bacterial growth on the agar plate. MIC90 and MIC50 values were defined as the lowest 

concentration of the antibiotic at which 90 and 50% of the isolates were inhibited, 

respectively419. The MIC50, MIC90, and MIC range (all in mg/L) were calculated for each 

antimicrobial and RT, host and geographic grouping. Where appropriate, cumulative MIC 

distributions and geometric means (GM) were also calculated419,420. Anomalous and unusual 

results were repeated, as were results that appeared discordant with the isolate genotype. 

For clindamycin, erythromycin, amoxicillin/clavulanate, ceftriaxone, moxifloxacin and 

meropenem, tetracycline and piperacillin/tazobactam, clinical breakpoints are those based on 

recommendations of CLSI418. The breakpoints for vancomycin and metronidazole were those 

recommended by the European Committee on Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing 

[EUCAST, http://www.eucast.org] based on epidemiological cut-off values (ECOFFs) which 

distinguish wild-type (WT) isolates from those with reduced susceptibility421. For 

http://www.eucast.org/
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fidaxomicin, a European Medicines Agency (EMA) proposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 

mg/L was used [report WC500119707, http://www.ema.europa.eu/]. Currently, there are no 

published breakpoints for rifaximin, however, a tentative resistance breakpoint of >32 mg/L 

as proposed by O’ Connor et al.422 was applied. Currently, there are no published breakpoints 

for trimethoprim, gentamicin, tobramycin and spectinomycin. A summary of the clinical 

breakpoints used in this study is shown in Table 3.7. 

 

Table 3.7 Clinical breakpoints 

Antimicrobial agent Code 
Breakpoint (mg/L)  

Reference 
S I R  

       

Fidaxomicin FDX 1    ‡ 

Vancomycin VAN ≤ 2  ≥ 2  421  

Metronidazole MTZ ≤ 2  ≥ 2  421  

Rifaximin RFX   ≥ 32  422 

Clindamycin CLI ≤ 2 4 ≥ 8  418 

Erythromycin ERY   > 8  418 

Amoxicillin-clavulanate AMC ≤ 4 8 ≥ 16  418 

Ceftriaxone CRO ≤ 16 32 ≥ 64  418 

Moxifloxacin MXF ≤ 2 4 ≥ 8  418 

Meropenem MER ≤ 4 8 ≥ 16  418 

Tetracycline TET ≤ 4 8 ≥ 16  418 

Trimethoprim TMP     nr 

Piperacillin/tazobactam TZP ≤ 32 16 ≥ 128  418 

Gentamicin GEN     nr 

Tobramycin TOB     nr 

Spectinomycin SPC     nr 

       

S, susceptible; I, intermediate; R, resistant breakpoints 
‡ EMA proposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 mg/L [report WC500119707, http://www.ema.europa.eu/] 
421 EUCAST clinical breakpoints - bacteria v5.0 [Dec 31, 2015; www.eucast.org/clinical_breakpoints/] 
422 Tentative rifaximin resistance breakpoint proposed by O’ Connor et al. 2008 
418 CLSI document M100-S23  

nr, no range available 

 

 

 

3.5.2 Gradient diffusion methodology 

Where applicable, some isolates were also screened for antimicrobial susceptibility by Etest 

methodology [bioMérieux, Marcy l'Etoile, France]. Overnight cultures were resuspended 

in 0.85% saline to a density equivalent to McFarland standard of 2 before inoculation 

(swabbing in three directions) onto pre-dried Brucella agar423,424. Sterile forceps were used to 

place the Etest strip onto the centre of the agar plate. Incubation times and interpretive 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/
http://www.ema.europa.eu/
http://www.eucast.org/clinical_breakpoints/
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breakpoints were the same as detailed above. MICs were read at the point that the zone of 

complete inhibition intersected with the MIC scale on the Etest strip. For quality control, B. 

fragilis ATCC 25285 was included in each run. Where applicable, Etests were performed in 

triplicate from independent inocula.  

 

3.6 WHOLE-GENOME SEQUENCING 

In this thesis, WGS was performed on a total of 225 C. difficile isolates. For comparative 

analyses, an additional 26 C. difficile genomes from previous international studies were also 

included (see Chapters 5 and 6), bringing the total number of C. difficile genomes to 251. 

WGS was performed at a number of different institutions using different gDNA extraction 

methods, library preparation protocols, sequencing chemistries and NGS platforms. A 

summary of the sequencing performed in this project is shown in Table 3.8. 

A detailed methodology for those isolates sequenced at UWA (by DRK) is provided in 3.6.1. 

Section 3.6.2 provides summaries of the sequencing and data management protocols 

employed at the collaborative institutions as well as appropriate acknowledgements of 

technical and/or bioinformatics assistance. 

 

Table 3.8 Summary of whole-genome sequencing 

Institution Abbreviation N Isolates 
   

School of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine 
UWA, Nedlands, WA, Australia 
 

UWA 45 

Australian Genome Research Facility 
The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, VIC, Australia 
 

AGRF 95 

Modernising Medical Microbiology Research Group 
Wellcome Trust Centre for Human Genetics 
Oxford University, Oxford, Oxfordshire, UK 
 

OU 16 

Microbial Pathogenesis Laboratory  
Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Hinxton, Cambs, UK 
 

WTSI 32 

Clinical Research Centre 
The University of Queensland, Herston, QLD, Australia 
 

UQ 7 

Institute for Immunology and Infectious Diseases 
Murdoch University, Murdoch, WA, Australia 

iiiD 30 

   

 N sequenced 225 
   

Other previously sequenced C. difficile genomes  26 
   

 Total genomes 251 
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3.6.1 Detailed whole-genome sequencing protocol 

I gratefully acknowledge Mr Adam Merritt [PathWest], Miss Stacey Hong [UWA] and Miss 

Fanny Peters [UWA] for their assistance with DNA extraction and sequence library 

preparation. 

3.6.1.1 Genomic DNA extraction 

WGS of bacterial genomes starts with an input of high purity, large molecular weight 

genomic DNA (gDNA), the quality of which is of the utmost importance for all downstream 

analyses. In addition to quality, overall yield is also important as it determines which library 

preparation method may be used. C. difficile spores present a significant obstacle to gDNA 

extraction, particularly if we desire high yields. In this thesis a custom gDNA extraction 

protocol was developed which involves four principal steps; 1) anaerobic culture of C. 

difficile for a time period which optimizes vegetative growth, 2) enzymatic and anionic 

detergent-based lysis of vegetative cells, 3) removal of RNA and proteins, and 4) purification 

and concentration of high purity, archive quality gDNA (100–200 kb gDNA fragments with 

A260/A280 ratios >1.7). The protocol was specifically developed and optimized for 

generation of template gDNA for use with the Illumina Nextera XT library protocol (3.6.1.3).  

The protocol summarized below is a hybrid and modification of two existing commercial kit 

methods; the Gentra Puregene Yeast/Bact. Kit [Qiagen] and QIAamp DNA Mini Kit 

[Qiagen].  

I. From 24 h growth on BA, 1-3 colonies from each isolate were inoculated into pre-

reduced 10 mL BHIB + L-cysteine [PathWest] and incubated anaerobically for ~16 h. 

II. A 1.8 ml volume of the bacterial broth was transferred to a 2 mL snap-lock tube 

Eppendorf tube and centrifuged at 5000 g/rcf (~9000 rpm) for 10 min. The supernatant 

was carefully removed and 1 mL of PBS [PathWest] added. Tubes were mixed by 

inversion (5-6 times) and centrifuged at 5000 g/rcf (~9000 rpm) for 10 min. 

III. The supernatant was carefully removed and 300 μl of cell suspension solution [Qiagen] 

was added, pipetting up and down ~5 times to mix. Lytic enzyme solution [1.5 μl, 

Qiagen] was added and mixed by inverting 25 times before incubating for 30 min at 

37°C and centrifuging for 1 m at 16000 g (12275 rpm) to pellet cells. 

IV. The supernatant was carefully discarded and 300 μl of cell lysis solution [Qiagen] was 

added and mixed by pipetting 5-6 times. The tubes were then incubated for 5 min at 

80°C and 1.5 μl RNase A solution [Thermo Fisher Scientific] was added before 

inverting 25 times and incubating for 60 min at 37°C. The tubes were incubated on ice 
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for 1 min before adding 100 μl of protein precipitation solution [Qiagen]. Tubes were 

vortexed for 20 s at high speed and incubated on ice for up to 60 min. 

V. The tubes were centrifuged for 3 min at 16000 g (12275 rpm) with the precipitated 

proteins visible as a tight white/cream pellet. The supernatant from the previous step 

was carefully poured into a clean 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube containing isopropanol 

(300 μl). The supernatant-isopropanol solution was mixed by inverting gently 50 times 

and centrifuged for 1 min at 16000 g (12275 rpm) with the resulting precipitated DNA 

visible as a small white (but often translucent) pellet. 

VI. After carefully discarding the supernatant, the tubes were drained by inverting on a 

clean piece of absorbent paper, taking care that the pellet remained in the tube. To wash 

the pellet, 300 μl of 70% EtOH was added to each tube and inverted 5-6 times before 

centrifuging for 1 min at 16000 g (12275 rpm).  

VII. At this stage, the supernatant was discarded and any remaining liquid in the tube was 

carefully drained as before. The tubes were allowed to air dry for 5 min before 100 μl 

DNA hydration solution (1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris·CI pH 7.5) [Qiagen] was added, 

followed by a vortex for 5 s at medium speed to mix.  

VIII. Finally, tubes were incubated at 65°C for 1 h to dissolve the DNA and incubated at 

room temperature overnight with gentle shaking. All final gDNA was store at -20°C or -

80°C until use.  

3.6.1.2 Quantification and normalization of genomic DNA 

Quantification of stock gDNA extracts was performed by fluorometry using a Qubit dsDNA 

and ssDNA High Sensitivity Assay Kits and Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer [Life Technologies] as per 

manufacturer’s instructions. In preparation for sequence library creation (3.6.1.3), samples 

were normalized to a final concentration of 0.2 ng/μl. 

3.6.1.3 Preparation of sequencing libraries 

A key component of a WGS pipeline is the generation of pooled multiplexed DNA libraries. 

Nextera XT is a commercial DNA sequencing library preparation kit developed by Illumina 

[Illumina Inc. San Diego, CA] that has been widely used in C. difficile sequencing 

studies177,178,203,425. Its suitability for high-throughput C. difficile WGS lies in its ultra-low 

DNA input requirement, as little as 1 ng426. Library construction using the Nextera XT is 

achieved in a four-step process.  

First, in a modified transposition reaction known as ‘tagmentation’, two engineered 

transposomes (transposase enzyme bound to multiple transposon end complexes) are added in 
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equimolar ratios to double-stranded input DNA (dsDNA). The transposomes integrate into 

and fragment dsDNA, simultaneously ligating or ‘tagging’ the fragments at both ends with a 

unique 19 bp inverted repeat oligonucleotide sequence or ‘adapter’426. This process is very 

sensitive to input DNA concentration, therefore accurate quantification is vital426. All C. 

difficile libraries prepared with the Nextera XT used a starting input of 5 μl gDNA [0.2 ng/μl 

= 1 ng total].  

In the second step, a limited-cycle PCR reaction uses these adaptor sequences to amplify the 

fragment or ‘insert’ DNA, concomitantly adding barcoding indices and sequence primers on 

both ends of the DNA fragment426. A summary of the tagmentation and PCR steps is shown 

in Figure 3.4. 

Next, a PCR purification step is performed using Agencourt AMPure XP beads [Beckman 

Coulter, Brea, CA]. In this step, PCR products bind to paramagnetic beads and waste 

products/unwanted reagents are washed away leaving purified amplicons. In order to select 

for fragment sizes suitable for 2 x 250 bp paired-end (PE) MiSeq chemistry (see 3.6.1.4), a 

modification to the manufacturers’ instructions was made in that 25 μl (not 30 μl) of AMPure 

XP beads was added to each PCR-amplified product during the PCR purification step. 

The final step can be broken down into four parts; a) magnetic bead-based normalisation of 

the library to ~4 nM; b) pooling of each sample in equal volumes (5 μl); c) denaturation of 

dsDNA to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA); and d) dilution and quantification of the library to 

a final concentration of ~0.125 ng/μl (using fluorometry as detailed in 3.6.1.2). These steps 

ensure equalization of library concentration and avoid overrepresented samples in the final 

library. At this stage, the library consists of sheared, adaptor-ligated, indexed, ssDNA ready 

for sequencing on Illumina NGS platforms such as the MiSeq and HiSeq426. 

3.6.1.4 Illumina sequencing chemistry 

A total of 45 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at UWA using the Illumina MiSeq platform 

[Illumina, Inc. San Diego, CA]. Illumina’s NGS technology is the current industry standard, 

providing rapid, high throughput, and highly accurate sequencing solutions for studies of 

microbial genomes280. The chemistry underlying the Illumina platforms is based on the 

principles of clonal amplification and sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS).  

Clonal amplification 

Also known as cluster generation, this process occurs within a proprietary flow cell - a glass 

slide with multiple lanes coated with a lawn of single-stranded oligonucleotides 
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corresponding to the sequences of the adapters ligated during the DNA library preparation 

stage. During a MiSeq run, library DNA is hybridized to the flow cell, polymerase and 

deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) are added and a compliment of the hybridized 

fragment is created (Figure 3.5). 

The strands are clonally amplified through hybridization to the second oligo on the surface of 

the flow cell, which is complementary to the second adaptor on the other end of the DNA 

fragment. This process is known as BridgePCR or bridge amplification. Again, a polymerase 

and dNTPs are added and a compliment of the hybridized fragment is created forming a 

double-stranded bridge. This bridge is denatured resulting in two single-stranded copies (one 

forward and one reverse) of the original molecule, which is tethered to the flow cell (Figure 

3.5). The bridge amplification process is repeated over and over creating up to 1000 identical 

copies of each single template molecule within a space of < 1 μM, an area known as a 

‘cluster’. This process is simultaneously occurring for millions of single molecule clusters 

(Figure 3.5). During a MiSeq run, the cluster density is reported in real time, with a very 

good quality MiSeq run generating clusters in the region of 9x106 clusters/mm2 (Figure 3.6). 

Sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) 

SBS technology allows for massively parallel sequencing of hundreds of millions of clusters 

on the surface of the flow cell. Sequencing is comprised of many cycles and the number of 

cycles determines the length of the read e.g. 250 cycles = 250 bp reads. During each cycle, a 

single fluorophore-labelled dNTP is incorporated into the 3’ end of the nucleic acid chain, and 

due to the presence of the dye, subsequently, serves as a terminator for polymerisation. At 

each dNTP incorporation event, a laser is used to excite the clusters and a detector records the 

emitted wavelength unique to a specific nucleotide being added at that position (A, C, G or 

T). The emission wavelength along with the signal intensity determines the nucleotide base 

call (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6). After image capture, the fluorophore is cleaved regenerating a 

3’ end of the nucleic acid chain for incorporation of another dNTP. Terminal extension and 

emission capture proceed in this manner for the duration of the sequencing cycles, growing 

the nucleic chain by one nucleotide per cycle (Figure 3.5). 

The above process can be performed using single-end (SE) or paired-end (PE) sequencing 

protocols. In PE sequencing, duel-index libraries are prepared, in which both extremities of 

DNA fragment are ligated with adaptors. Consequently, in each cycle of SBS, sequencing of 

both ends of the fragment takes place (simultaneously) resulting in longer high-quality reads. 

Moreover, PE sequencing facilitates the detection of genomic rearrangements, repetitive 
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regions, insertions and deletions (indels) and improves the overall quality of mapping and de 

novo assemblies280.  

For all C. difficile isolates sequenced at UWA (by DRK), multiplexed libraries were 

sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq using SBS v2 chemistry generating 250 bp PE reads, as per 

manufacturer’s instructions. Data was uploaded in real-time to Basespace, Illumina’s cloud 

computing environment [https://basespace.illumina.com/]. Demultiplexed and compressed 

forward and reverse fastq files (fastq.gz) were retrieved from BaseSpace via Secure File 

Transfer Protocol (SFTP) and processed as detailed in 3.7.2. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Sequencing library preparation: tagmentation and limited-cycle PCR 

Nextera XT transposome with adapters is combined with template dsDNA (A). Tagmentation reaction 

simultaneously fragments dsDNA and ligates adaptors to both ends of the fragments (B). Limited cycle PCR to 

add sequencing primer sequences and indices for multiplexing (C). Image adapted from Nextera XT DNA 

Sample Preparation Guide [http://support.illumina.com/]. 

https://basespace.illumina.com/
http://support.illumina.com/
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Figure 3.5 Clonal amplification and sequencing-by-synthesis  

Adapter-modified, ssDNA is added to the flow cell and immobilized by hybridization.  Massively-

parallel bridge amplification generates clonally amplified clusters. Clusters are denatured and 

cleaved; sequencing is initiated with the addition of primer, polymerase (POL) and 4 reversible 

dye terminators. Finally, post incorporation fluorescence is recorded; the fluorophore (fluor) is 

removed before the next synthesis cycle. Single-end (SE) method showed. Image adapted from 

Voelkerding et al.427.  

Figure 3.6 MiSeq flow cell cluster visualization 

(A) Pseudocolor illustration of the 4 emission wavelengths of fluorescent labels 

depicted in red, green, blue, and yellow. Each fluorescence signal originates from 

a clonally amplified template cluster. (B) A composite image of the 4 fluorescence 

channels. Images adapted from Voelkerding et al.427. (C) typical raw cluster data 

from C. difficile MiSeq run performed at UWA (density ~9x106 clusters per mm2). 

Each dot represents a cluster of reads attached vertically to the flow cell. The right 

panel shows an enlarged section from the left image (top right square). 
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3.6.2 Summary of other whole-genome sequencing protocols 

Summary WGS protocol (AGRF) 

A total of 95 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at the Australian Genome Research Facility 

[AGRF, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Victoria, Australia]. Library preparation, 

sequencing, and initial raw data processing were performed by technical staff at the AGRF.  

Isolate culture and gDNA extraction and normalization were performed by DRK as detailed in 

3.2.1 and 3.6.1.2 before dry-ice shipment interstate to the AGRFs sequencing centre in 

Victoria. Library preparation was performed for all samples using the Nextera XT kit as per 

manufacturer’s instructions, with the following modifications. To select for fragment sizes 

suitable for 2x100 bp PE HiSeq sequencing, 25 μl of AMPure XP beads [Beckman Coulter] 

was added to each PCR-amplified product during the PCR purification step. At this stage, the 

optional bead-based normalization step in the Nextera XT protocol was omitted and samples 

underwent quality control as per AGRFs standard quality control protocols. Briefly, samples 

were normalised manually to 5nM using an Agilent D1000 TapeStation [Agilent 

Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA] and dilution in Tris-based elution buffer + 0.1% Tween 

20 [Sigma-Aldrich]. Next, qPCR was performed using the HT7900 Fast Real-Time PCR 

system [Applied Biosystems] and the KAPA SYBR FAST qPCR Master Mix and primer 

premix [Kapa Biosystems] to determine the molar concentration (nM) of each sample, before 

normalization of the final pooled library to 2nM ready for sequencing.  

Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 using SBS v4 chemistry generating 100 

bp PE reads as per the manufacturers’ instructions. Raw data output from the HiSeq 2500 was 

processed using the software bcl2fastq v2.15.0 [Illumina].  

Summary WGS protocol (OU) 

A total of 16 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at the Wellcome Trust Centre for Human 

Genetics [Nuffield Department of Medicine, Oxford University (OU), Oxfordshire, UK]. All 

gDNA extractions, library preparation, sequencing and initial raw data processing was 

performed by a team of scientists under the supervision of Professor Derrick Crook (OU).  

At UWA, C. difficile isolates were grown anaerobically on BA for 4-5 days before storing 

under ambient conditions as heavy spore suspensions in Amies Transport Medium [MWE]. C. 

difficile extraction was performed using a combination of three commercial kits: 1) the 

QIAamp DNA Mini Kit [Qiagen], 2) FastDNA Fungal/Bacterial DNA Kit [MP Biomedicals, 

California, USA], and 3) QuickGene Microbial DNA Kit [Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan] as 
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previously described7,186. Multiplexed PE libraries were generated using a standard Nextera 

XT protocol [Illumina]. Pooled libraries were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform 

using SBS v2 chemistry generating 150 bp PE reads as per the manufacturers’ instructions. 

Data was provided to UWA in Binary Alignment Map (bam) and corresponding fastq files 

were generated for each sample using the SamToFastq module within Picard tools v1.119 

[https://broadinstitute.git-hub.io/picard/].  

Summary WGS protocol (WTSI) 

A total of 32 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute 

[WTSI, Hinxton, Cambridgeshire, UK]. All gDNA extractions, library preparation, 

sequencing and initial raw data processing was performed by a team of scientists under the 

supervision of Dr Trevor D. Lawley (Microbial Pathogenesis Laboratory, WTSI). 

C. difficile culture and transportation was performed as detailed above (OU). Extraction of C. 

difficile gDNA was performed using an enzymatic and phenol-chloroform based protocol as 

previously described14,181. Multiplexed PE libraries were generated using customized Illumina 

indexing protocols as previously described181,428. Sequencing was performed on an Illumina 

HiSeq 2000 platform [Illumina]; generating 100 bp PE reads as per the manufacturers’ 

instructions.  

Summary WGS protocol (UQ) 

A total of 7 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at the Centre for Clinical Research, The 

University of Queensland [UQ, Brisbane, QLD, Australia]. All gDNA extractions, library 

preparation, sequencing and initial raw data processing was performed by a team of scientists 

under the supervision of Professor David L. Paterson (UQ). Whole gDNA was extracted from 

C. difficile isolates using Ultraclean Microbial DNA Isolation Kits [MO-BIO, Carlsbad, 

California]. Multiplexed PE libraries were generated using a Nextera XT protocol [Illumina] 

as per the manufacturers’ instructions. Sequencing of multiplexed PE libraries was performed 

on an Illumina MiSeq platform using SBS v3 chemistry [Illumina] generating 300 bp PE 

reads as per the manufacturers’ instructions.  

Summary WGS protocol (iiiD) 

A total of 30 C. difficile isolates were sequenced at the Institute for Immunology and 

Infectious Diseases [iiiD, Murdoch, WA, Australia]. All library preparation, sequencing and 

initial raw data processing were performed by a team of scientists under the supervision of Dr 

Mark Watson (Director, Laboratory Services, iiiD). Miss Grace Androga, Dr Briony Elliott 

https://broadinstitute.git-hub.io/picard/
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and Mr Alan McGovern (all members of the Riley laboratory at UWA) assisted with gDNA 

extraction. 

Extraction of C. difficile gDNA was performed using a QuickGene Tissue lysis kit [Fujifilm] 

and FastPrep-24 high-speed benchtop homogenizer [MP Biomedicals] as per the OU protocol. 

Whole gDNA was quantified by fluorometry as described in 3.6.1.2. Stock gDNA (>100 ng 

per sample) was shipment on dry ice to the iiiDs sequencing centre in WA. Multiplexed PE 

libraries were generated using a KAPA Hyperprep Kit [Kapa Biosystems] with TruSeq 

adapters [Illumina]. Library QC was performed on an Agilent TapeStation [Agilent 

Technologies]. Libraries were sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform using SBS v4 

chemistry [Illumina], generating 300 bp PE reads as per the manufacturers’ instructions.  

 

3.7 BIOINFORMATICS 

3.7.1 Computing infrastructure and data storage 

Routine bioinformatic analyses were performed on a laptop running BioLinux v8 with 2 cores 

and 8 gigabytes (Gb) of memory. Large-scale bioinformatic analyses were performed using 

the cloud-based Australian eResearch environment NeCTAR (Ubuntu v15.04 LTS with 16 

cores and 64 Gb of memory, [https://nectar.org.au/]) hosted, in part, on servers at the Pawsey 

Supercomputing Centre [Perth, WA, Australia]. All study data was maintained and is now 

archived at the Institutional Research Data Store (IRDS) provided by UWA. 

3.7.2 Processing and quality control of raw sequence data 

The presence of sequencing adaptors in Illumina raw read data can affect the quality of 

downstream applications such as de novo assembly, reference mapping, and variant calling429. 

All raw PE read data generated for this project was trimmed for quality and adapter content 

with Trimmomatic v0.33430 with the following settings: LEADING 3; TRAILING 3; 

SLIDINGWINDOW 4:20; MINLEN 36; and ILLUMINACLIP NexteraPE.fa:2:30:10 or 

TruSeq-PE.fa:2:30:10. 

Quality control of all raw and trimmed sequence data was evaluated using FastQC v0.11.3 

and MultiQC v0.6431,432. These programs generate numerous quality metrics including the 

total number of sequences, per sequence GC content, per sequence Phred quality score, 

sequence length distribution and overrepresented sequences/adapter content. Trimmed read 

https://nectar.org.au/
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data that did not meet the following criteria was repeated: 95% of total reads with Q score† ≥ 

30; theoretical coverage‡ ≥ 20, and appropriate read length and GC content (29 ± 2%).  

†Q score (Phred score) of 30 means 99.9% accuracy in base calling (1 in 1000 bases with 

error). ‡Calculated using C=LN/G433, where C stands for coverage, N is the number of reads, 

L is the read length (i.e. 100, 150, 250 or 300) and G is the haploid genome length based on 

CD630 (4290252 bp, for RT014 strains) and M120 (4047729 bp, for ST11 strains). PE read 

sets with poor QC results, particularly those with anomalous GC content were scanned to 

identify possible sources of contamination using Kraken v1.10.4434. 

3.7.3 Open access data 

As appropriate for each study, trimmed PE sequence data, annotated sequence data and 

accompanying metadata were made available for public use by submission to the following 

repositories: Genbank [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/]; NCBI Short Read Archive (SRA, 

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/]; FigShare [https://figshare.com]; and the European Nucleotide 

Archive [ENA, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/]. Individual sequence accession numbers are 

provided in the appropriate result Chapters. 

3.7.4 Comparator and reference genomes 

As appropriate for each study, comparator genomes originating from previous studies were 

obtained and included in bioinformatics analyses. PE sequence data was downloaded in fastq 

format by SFTP using the SRA Toolkit v2.7.0 [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/] and 

processed as detailed in 3.7.2. A list of fully sequenced and annotated C. difficile reference 

genomes used in this project is provided in Table 3.9. 

Table 3.9 Reference genomes 

Strain 
ID 

Year of 
isolation 

Country of 
Origin 

RT ST Clade 
Size 
(bp) 

GenBank 
accession 

Reference 

         

CD630 1982 Switzerland 012 54 1 4290252 AM180355 200 

CD37 1980 USA 009 3 1 4010233 AHJJ00000000 205 

M68 2006 Ireland 017 37 4 4308325 NC_017175 26 

CF5 1995 Belgium 017 37 4 4159517 FN665652 26 

M120 2007 UK 078 11 5 4047729 NC_017174 26 

R20291 2006 UK 027 1 2 4191339 FN545816 25 

CD196 1985 France 027 1 2 4110554 FN538970 25 

2007855 2007 USA 027 1 2 4179867 FN665654 26 

BI1 1988 USA 027 1 2 4118573 FN668941 26 
         

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/
https://figshare.com/
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra/
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3.7.5 Multi-locus sequence typing 

ST was determined in silico for all isolates using the scheme of Griffiths et al.169 and 

implemented using the short read sequence typing algorithm SRST2 v0.1.5425. A summary of 

the MLST genes and known alleles are provided in Table 3.10. Serving as a reference 

database for SRST2, current C. difficile allele and ST profile definitions were downloaded 

from the Bacterial Isolate Genome Sequence Database (BIGSdb) v1.15.2 

[http://pubmlst.org/]173. SRST2 takes as input PE sequence data in fastq format and rapidly 

performs three key steps.  

First, the fast and efficient read mapper bowtie2 v2.2.4435 was used to align short reads to all 

reference allele sequences. Next, for every allele alignment, the mpileup module within 

SAMtools v0.1.19436 generates pileup files (containing base-pair information at each 

chromosomal position) which are parsed by SRST2 for coverage, divergence and the number 

of matching and mismatching bases. Last, binomial P-value distributions were generated for 

each locus match, compared to expected distributions and the overall lowest P-value (score) 

was reported as the corresponding allele type. As with conventional MLST, the combination 

of allele numbers is used to determine the ST, in the order adk, atpA, dxr, glyA, recA, sodA, 

tpi (Table 3.10). As of July 2017, the C. difficile database contained over 420 STs.  

The following reference genomes of known ST were included as positive controls in each 

batch of analyses; R20291 (ST1), M120 (ST11), M68 (ST37) and CD630 (ST54). All results 

were manually checked by command-line inspection of the pileup result files. In particular, 

query and discordant results were checked for quality and depth of base call. For 

corroboration of ST, raw reads were also assembled de novo (see 3.7.7) and submitted to 

BIGSdb as contigs. For assignment and verification of a new ST, novel allele sequences and 

novel allele combinations were submitted to Dr David Griffiths at Oxford University. Results 

were presented as ST and corresponding phylogenetic clade.  

For evolutionary analysis, phylogenies based on ST were generated using the statistical 

method of maximum-likelihood (ML) inference437. For each genome, allele sequences for the 

seven MLST loci (totalling 3501 bp) were concatenated together, aligned using MUSCLE 

v3.8.3.1438 and converted to phylip (.phy) format for rapid ML tree building with PhyML 

v3.1439. Default parameters were used and the reliability of each node was supported by 1000 

random bootstrap resamplings of the data. Selection of the best-fit substitution model was 

based on Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) scores as determined with jModelTest2 
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v2.1.10440. Final trees were mid-point rooted and curated using FigTree v1.4.2 and MEGA 

v6.0441,442. 

Table 3.10 Housekeeping genes used in the Griffiths C. difficile MLST scheme 

Locus Size (bp) N alleles† Encoding Function 
     

adk 501 30 Adenylate kinase ATP catabolism  
     

atpA 555 41 ATP synthase subunit alpha ATP synthesis 
     

dxr 411 43 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-
phosphate reductoisomerase 

Oxidation/reduction 

     

glyA 516 59 Serine 
hydroxymethyltransferase 

Amino acid interconversion 

     

recA 564 34 Protein RecA Repair and maintenance of DNA 
     

sodA 449-450‡ 53 Spore coat protein 
superoxide dismutase 

Spore coat assembly 

     

tpi 504 58 Triosephosphate isomerase Glucose synthesis 
     

†Data from BIGSdb [http://pubmlst.org/], accessed 8th Aug 2016169 
‡Variable: 449 min; 450 max 

 

 

3.7.6 Single nucleotide variant analysis pipeline 

Setting up this analysis pipeline was a complex challenge involving many months of method 

development, refinement, and troubleshooting. I gratefully acknowledge the following 

individuals for their invaluable comments and suggestions; Dr Micheál Mac Aogáin [Trinity 

College Dublin, Ireland], Dr Xavier Didelot [Imperial College London, UK], Dr Tanya 

Golubchik [WTSI], Dr Cornelius Knetsch [Leiden University, the Netherlands], Assoc. Prof. 

Timothy Perkins [UWA], Dr Briony Elliott [UWA] and Prof. Thomas Riley [Murdoch 

University, Western Australia]. I am also greatly indebted to Dr David W. Eyre [Oxford 

University, UK] for sharing his invaluable experiences with this methodology and for 

providing the custom python script for pairwise SNV calculation (see APPENDIX VII).  

3.7.6.1 Introduction 

SNV analysis is a highly discriminatory method for transmission and outbreak detection in 

bacterial pathogens and is currently the gold standard for reconstructing large phylogenies of 

closely related microbes9,443. SNV analysis is restricted to the non-repetitive core genome 

which contains essential genes that are often vertically inherited and most likely to have the 

strongest signal-to-noise ratio for inferring phylogeny9,443.  

http://pubmlst.org/
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The first SNV analysis pipeline was developed by Simon Harris and colleagues at the WTSI 

for transmission analysis of S. aureus428. Since this time, numerous studies have been 

published on SNV analysis of bacterial pathogens, including C. difficile, however, they nearly 

all have subtle, but nonetheless different, methodical approaches to SNV analysis. In the 

process of developing and testing the pipeline described in this thesis, 11 genomic and 

microevolutionary studies (listed in APPENDIX VIII) were extensively reviewed to identify 

an optimal consensus methodology. A detailed methodology is provided below and is 

summarized in Figure 3.8. 

3.7.6.2 Reference mapping, processing and quality control 

The first step and perhaps the most important in a variant analysis pipeline involves mapping 

of raw sequence data to a closely related reference genome. A number of statistical mapping 

algorithms have been designed and optimised for high-throughput NGS studies, including 

BWA, bowtie, Stampy, SOAP, Novalign and Smalt444. Of these, BWA, Stampy, and Smalt 

have been most widely used in C. difficile genome studies7,14,134,174,177,178. An illustration of 

read mapping and variant detection is shown in Figure 3.7. 

PE reads from each sequenced isolate were mapped to an appropriate C. difficile reference 

chromosome using Smalt v0.7.6 [http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0]. Developed 

by WTSI, Smalt achieves efficient and extremely accurate mapping of NGS reads to reference 

genomes. This is achieved in a three-step process. Smalt first generates a hash index of short 

k-mers of length < 25 (nucleotides, nt) sampled at equidistant increments along a reference 

genome chromosome. Next, the reference index is used to then rapidly identify potentially 

mapping segments in the query genome (PE reads) and lastly, the matching sequence 

segments are selected for alignment with a banded Smith-Waterman algorithm445,446. 

The use of a phylogenetically related ‘closed’ reference genome provides optimal results for 

mapping and subsequent variant calling. Here, selection of an appropriate reference genome 

was based on the results of MLST clade e.g. clade 1 STs: (CD630, ST54, accession 

AM180355); clade 2 STs:  (R20291, ST1, accession FN545816); clade 4 STs: (M68, ST37, 

accession FN668375); and clade 5 STs: (M120, ST11, accession NC_017174). For clade 3 

and unknown or novel STs CD630 was used.  

To optimize sensitivity, Smalt reference indices were generated using increment size of 3 (-s 

3), seed size of 20 (-k 20) and mapping was run with an exhaustive search option (-x). The 

output of Smalt is BAM files used in downstream base calling.  

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0
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Figure 3.7 Short-read mapping and variant detection 

(A) Illustration of short-read mapping (blue and green bars) to reference genome (grow indicated in grey). Data 

shown for mapping of PE reads from strain P8 (Chapter 5) to a ~2000 bp region of C. difficile reference strain 

CD630. (B) Illustration of bone fide variants at CD630 chromosome site 1278983 (T>C, coloured in red) and 

false positive variants at sites 1278908 (C>A) and 1278926 (G>T), also in red. Visualisation performed using 

Bamview v1.2.11447. 

 

In preparation for variant calling, raw BAM files were sorted lexicographically and filtered 

for the presence of PCR duplicates using SAMtools v0.1.12–10436. Quality evaluation of 

BAM files was performed using BBmap v36.28 [http://sourceforge.net/projects/-bbmap/] and 

Qualimap v2.1.1448. The most informative metrics generated include number and percentage 

of reads mapped to the reference genome, the percentage of reference genome covered, mean 

mapping coverage, mean mapping quality and mean read length.  

http://sourceforge.net/projects/-bbmap/
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3.7.6.3 Variant calling and filtering 

Candidate SNVs were identified for each BAM file across all mapped sites in the reference 

chromosome using the programs SAMtools v0.1.12–10 and bcftools v0.1.19–96436. To 

enhance the power of variant discovery, all BAM files were considered simultaneously 

utilizing the principles of Bayesian imputation and linkage disequilibrium across loci, 

implemented by the algorithms SAMtools mpileup and bcftools view436,449,450. Parameter 

selection for mpileup (strand bias, depth, mapping quality, dealing with gaps and indels) was 

tuned for optimal variant discovery and was a consensus of the aforementioned genomic 

studies. The command line optional parameters used for all analyses were ‘-E -M0 -Q30 -q30 

-o40 -e20 -h100 -m2 -D -S’ where;  

 Flag Description 

-E  Recalculate extended BAQ on the fly thus ignoring existing BQs 

-M Cap mapping quality at INT 

-Q Skip bases with baseQ/BAQ smaller than INT 

-q Skip alignments with mapQ smaller than INT 

-o Phred-scaled gap open sequencing error probability 

-e Phred-scaled gap extension seq error probability 

-h Coefficient for homopolymer errors 

-m  Minimum gapped reads for indel candidates 

 

The mpileup algorithm generates a binary call file (BCF) providing, for each chromosomal 

position of a reference sequence, the overlapping read bases and indels at that position in the 

input BAM files(s). The bcftools algorithm view was used to call variant sites and convert the 

BCF file to its human-readable counterpart (variant call file, VCF) used for all subsequent 

variant filtering steps. 

 

Artifacts of the sequencing process can lead to ambiguous base calls and falsely identified 

variants. It is, therefore, vital that variant call files are stringently filtered to remove false 

positives and ensure that only high quality bona fide variant sites are used for phylogenetic 

analyses. Filtering was performed in three stages as detailed below. 

I. Filtering for quality, depth, and heterozygosity 

Candidate SNVs must only be called from high quality mapped sites and those with a high 

likelihood of a correct genotype. To achieve this, vcf files were screened to remove low 

quality and spurious base calls using the SnpSift module of SnpEff v4.2451. Firstly SNVs had 

to be supported by a Phred-scaled quality score (QUAL) >200 which equates to a base 
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mapping/variant call error rate of 1/1x1020. Secondly, SNVs had to be supported by a read 

consensus of 75% and a minimum of 5 reads (including one from each of the forward and 

reverse strands). Next, SNVs occurring in regions of unusual depth (> threshold of 3X median 

depth for that isolate) were removed. Lastly, the mpileup algorithm assumes a diploid model 

where each sample sequenced has two alleles. Since we are sequencing a single clonal 

bacterium, the presence of any heterozygous calls where half the reads carry the reference 

base and half the alternative base likely represent false positives and these were removed174.  

II. Filtering for repetitive regions and indels 

An inherent limitation with using short PE reads for variant calling is the ambiguous mapping 

of reads to repetitive non-unique regions of the reference chromosome. It is, therefore, 

prudent to exclude those calls that fall within these regions and can be achieved by identifying 

and then masking regions of self-similarity in the reference chromosome. First, each reference 

genome was blasted for self-similarity using Dustmasker v0.1.07 an implementation of the 

DUST module within Blast452.  

Next, regions of self-similarity were used to generate a mask of each respective reference 

chromosome (fasta file where repetitive regions are replaced with N’s). The coordinates of 

these regions were formatted as a tab-delimited text file (.bed) and screened against the vcf 

using SnpSift451. SNVs were only accepted if they fell outside of these regions. Currently, 

mapping and variant calling algorithms cannot adequately deal with indels (insertions and 

deletions) and are best omitted from SNV analysis pipelines174. Vcftools453 was used to filter 

variants from vcf files if they were designated as indels. 

III. Filtering for recombinative regions 

Homologous recombination has the potential to distort bacterial phylogenies and can result in 

exaggerated branch lengths and an elevation of the evolutionary distance between strains454. 

In order to mitigate its effects, two approaches were taken. Firstly, using VCFtools453, a 

simple density threshold filter was applied which filtered regions with two or more variants 

within a 12 bp window174. Next, we screened the sequence data with Gubbins (Genealogies 

Unbiased by RecomBinations in Nucleotide Sequences) v1.4.9455. To generate the required 

input for Gubbins, consensus fasta files were produced for each sample using VCFtools with 

variant sites positioned (transposed) onto the respective reference chromosome. Consensus 

fasta files were then concatenated together resulting in a multiple sequence alignment of 

length equal to the respective reference chromosome e.g. clade 1 STs = 4290252 bp. Gubbins 

was run with default parameters. Gubbins iteratively scans the sequence alignment, 
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identifying regions of heightened base substitution density. Putative recombination ‘hotspots’ 

were formatted as a tab-delimited text file (.bed) and removed from the sequence alignment 

using SnpSift451. This results in a final set of high quality concatenated non-repetitive, non-

recombinative core genome SNVs in ‘clonal frame’174,455. 

3.7.6.4 Maximum-likelihood phylogenetics 

ML trees were constructed from the final SNV alignment using RAxML (Randomized 

Accelerated Maximum-Likelihood) v7.0.4456. In preparation for tree building, multiple 

alignments were converted to phylip (.phy) format and jModelTest2 v2.1.10 was used to 

determine the appropriate evolutionary model and approximation for substitutional 

heterogeneity for the dataset440,456. RAxML was run with 1000 bootstrap replicates. Final ML 

trees were curated using FigTree v1.4.2 and MEGA v6.0441,442. 

3.7.6.5 Variant annotation and pairwise SNV analysis 

Annotation of SNVs was performed using SnpSift451. Provided with a database of finished C. 

difficile genomes (see  3.7.4), the SnpEff module rapidly annotates and categorizes variants as 

synonymous, non-synonymous and intergenic, and predicts the effects of variants on genes 

(frameshifts, stop codons etc.). Pairwise SNV differences (ΔSNVs) between all isolates was 

calculated using a custom python script kindly provided by Dr David W. Eyre (University of 

Oxford, UK, see APPENDIX VII). Final data was presented as a pairwise sample heat map 

in Microsoft Excel. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Single nucleotide variant analysis pipeline 

Summary of SNV pipeline steps and bioinformatics tools 
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3.7.6.6 Evaluation of pipeline accuracy and sensitivity 

A number of in silico experiments were performed to evaluate the sensitivity and accuracy of 

this SNV pipeline. The approach and results are detailed below. 

I. NGS simulation studies 

A series of simulated sequencing runs were performed on the CD630 reference genome 

(AM180355) using the program ART v2.3.7457. ART takes a genome in fasta format and 

generates PE reads based on simulation of NGS processes i.e. it replicates the conditions of 

Illumina sequencing platforms, complete with empirical error models and base quality scores. 

First, to test the SNV pipelines accuracy in detecting and filtering out false positives arising 

from sequencing errors, wild-type (WT) CD630 reference genomes were simulated with ART 

(options: MiSeq, default v2 SBS chemistry, mean read depth of 40X). The resulting PE reads 

were analysed with the SNV pipeline as above. Next, to determine if the pipeline could 

accurately detect an expected number of true variants, mutant versions of the CD630 

reference genome were generated using SNP mutator v0.2.0 [US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA), https://github.com/CFSAN-Biostatistics/snp-mutator]. In total, nine 

mutant whole-genome sequences were generated containing 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 

random substitutions, respectively, relative to the WT CD630 reference genome. These 

mutant sequences were simulated with ART as above. The resulting PE reads were analysed 

with the pipeline and assessed for the pairwise SNV differences with each other and to the 

WT CD630. 

Results: After filtering for false variant calls, the correct number of true core genome variant 

sites relative to original AM180355 were detected in all 10 simulated sequences (nine 

mutants; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 sites, and one WT; 0 sites).  

II. Re-analysis of C. difficile strains Heino-B17.3 and Heino-H88 

As part of the ST11 analysis (Chapter 6), comparator C. difficile genomes B17.3 (accession 

ERR257046, human RT078) and H88 (ERR257061, porcine RT078) were re-analysed for 

SNV differences. In the original study of Knetsch et al.14, these isolates were determined to be 

identical (0 SNVs). The downloaded PE reads from both genomes were analysed with the 

pipeline and assessed for the pairwise SNV differences with each other. 

Results: After filtering for false variant calls, zero SNV differences were found between the 

core genomes of ERR257046 (B17.3) and ERR257061 (H88), a result which both 

corroborates the earlier study of Knetsch et al.14 and validates the SNV pipeline described in 

https://github.com/CFSAN-Biostatistics/snp-mutator
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this thesis. Both B17.3 and H88 differed by 27 SNVs from reference genome M120 (RT078). 

Note: in this thesis, B17.3 and H88 are designated as V042 and V048, respectively. 

III. Dual sequencing of C. difficile strain AI0499 

As part of the ST11 analysis (Chapter 6), C. difficile strain AI0499 (RT033, designated as 

V035 in this thesis) was sequenced twice at independent institutions using different gDNA 

extracts. The PE reads from both genomes were analysed with the SNV pipeline and assessed 

for the pairwise SNV differences with each other.  

Results: After filtering for false variant calls, zero SNV differences were found between the 

two independently sequenced core genomes of C. difficile strain AI0499. Both genomes 

differed by 888 SNVs from reference genome M120 (RT078). 

IV. Resequencing and SNV analysis of C. difficile strain CD630 

C. difficile strain CD630 (R14/ATCC BAA-1382) was re-sequenced as detailed in 3.6.1 and 

mapped to the previously published CD630 reference genome (AM180355). The mapping 

files were analysed with the pipeline and assessed for variation from the original ‘progenitor’ 

reference sequence. 

Results: After filtering for false variant calls, 15 SNVs were found to exist between our 

CD630 (R14) and the reference CD630 (AM180355). Whilst at the time this result was 

completely unexpected, this phenomenon has since been reported by other groups who have 

shared and resequenced laboratory reference strains of C. difficile. Collery and colleagues458 

recently reported that a resequenced genome of isogenic mutant C. difficile strain 630Δerm 

had acquired 7 unique SNPs compared to its progenitor strain CD630 (AM180355, sequenced 

in 2006) and a further 9 SNPs and a DNA inversion not found in CD630 or a second isogenic 

mutant derivative 630E. Our version of strain CD630 (R14/ATCC BAA-1382) was supplied 

by the ARL/CDRN at least 5 years ago, and been subjected to numerous subculture and 

cryopreservation events, which have undoubtedly led to the genome polymorphisms observed 

here. Our SNV data indicate that resequencing of R14 is not suitable for quality control of the 

SNV pipeline. Nonetheless, this exercise and the findings of Collery et al. underscore the 

importance of effective strain curation and, wherever possible, access to master seed banks for 

resequencing of laboratory reference strains.  
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3.7.7 Genome assembly and annotation pipeline 

3.7.7.1 De novo assembly 

De novo assembly involves merging overlapping sequence reads into larger contiguous 

sequences known as contigs with the aim of reconstructing the original chromosome without 

the aid of a reference genome. Compared to short read mapping, reference-free assembly 

results in an unbiased and more complete picture of the original genome459. In this project, 

trimmed PE reads were assembled using the short read assemblers SPAdes v3.5460 or in cases 

where genome contiguity was low, repeated with the A5 pipeline v4.6.2014461. SPAdes 

assembly was performed with optimized k-mer selection and run in sensitive mode, which 

tries to reduce the number of mismatches and short indels. A5 was run with default 

parameters. 

3.7.7.2 Post assembly enhancement 

Draft genome assemblies can be contiguated, meaning to align, order and orientate contigs to 

a closely related reference genome. Fully contiguated genomes provide a better platform for 

discovery and comparative analyses of closely related isolates462. All draft assemblies were 

processed using Abacas v1.3.1463. Abacas uses the fast alignment program MUMmer464 to 

rapidly identify areas of synteny between the query contigs and a closely related reference 

genome. Abacas then rapidly orders and orientates the aligned contigs generating a 

pseudomolecule with gaps (represented by N’s) separating contigs. Abacas was run on all C. 

difficile assemblies with the following parameter flags; -p (nucmer algorithm) and -a (append 

unmapped (unique) contigs to the end of the pseudomolecule in their original order). 

Selection of an appropriate reference genome was based on the results of MLST i.e. 

belonging to the same phylogenetic clade.  

The overall length of a draft genome and the number of contigs have major bearings on what 

is considered a good quality draft genome. Simply put, the larger the genome and fewer the 

number of contigs the better—and this will be reflected in the N50 metric, defined as “the 

largest length (L) such that 50% of all nucleotides in an assembly are contained in contigs of 

size at least L”465. These values can be dramatically improved by the closing of gaps present 

in scaffolds and extension of existing contigs. All assembled genomes in this project were 

processed using GMcloser v1.5.1466. The GMcloser algorithm has three steps: 1) Abacas 

scaffolds are split into subcontigs and aligned with the original SPAdes or A5 contigs; 2) PE 

reads are mapped to the alignment and likelihood-based calculations are used to determine the 
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correct mappings to be used to fill the gaps, and 3) gaps are closed and contigs are extended at 

their termini, increasing the overall length of the assembly. 

GMcloser was run on all C. difficile assemblies with the following parameter flags; -t (use 

Abacas scaffold); -q (use SPAdes contigs); -r (use trimmed PE fastq files); -l (designate 

appropriate read length i.e. 250); -i (designate appropriate insert size i.e. 600); -c (connect 

subcontigs pairs that encompass a gap); and -et (extend scaffold termini). Final assemblies 

were trimmed to remove contigs of <300 bp using the FASTX-Toolkit v0.013 

[http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastxtoolkit/]. As part of method development, metrics pre-and post 

contiguation/gap filling were determined for a random selection of 10 C. difficile genomes. 

The pipeline yielded a significant decrease in contig number (median decrease 24.1%, range 

9.6-98.0%), and significant increases in the size of the largest contig (median increase 72.8%, 

range 9.4-80.1%), N50 (median increase 17.8%, range 2.2-26.4%) and the total length of the 

assembly (median increase 0.94%, equating to 40420 bp, range 0.71-4.94%). 

3.7.7.3 Ab initio annotation and quality assessment 

Bacterial genome annotation involves accurately identifying and labelling genomic features 

including predicted coding sequences (CDS), transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 

and CRISPRs, on a set of assembled contigs, plasmids or a complete chromosome467,468. 

Annotation of all assembled C. difficile genomes was performed ab initio using the rapid 

bacterial genome annotation pipeline Prokka v1.11469. Firstly, CDS were predicted using 

Prodigal v2.6.3470 and interrogated against multiple protein databases using BLAST+ 

v2.4.0471. As a primary source of annotation, Prokka was configured to first parse a custom 

database of annotated proteins originating from the reference genomes listed in 3.7.4.  

Next, the databases UniProt, RefSeq, TIGRFAMs, and Pfam were searched using BLAST+ 

and HMMER v3.1472-475. Finally, Barrnap v0.7 [https://github.com/tseemann-/-barrnap], 

Aragorn v1.2.36476 and Minced v0.2.0 [https://github.com/ctSkennerton/minced] were used to 

detect rRNA, tRNA and CRISPRs, respectively. Quality assessment for all genome 

assemblies was performed using Quast v2.3477. Quast takes as input, draft assemblies in fasta 

format and rapidly generates and evaluates multiple metrics including percentage GC, N50, N 

contigs, largest contig size, total length. Additionally, a prediction of the number of genes is 

made with the algorithm GeneMark.hmm478. Final coverage (median depth of bases at each 

position) was determined by mapping of the trimmed PE reads to the final assemblies using 

Bowtie2 v2.2.9435 and evaluated using SAMtools v0.1.12–10436. 

http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastxtoolkit/
https://github.com/tseemann-/-barrnap
https://github.com/ctSkennerton/minced
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3.7.8 Core ortholog phylogeny 

A consensus orthology-calling approach was used to determine the Strict Core Genome 

(SCG) for C. difficile genomes using the program GET_HOMOLOGUES v2.02479 and 

follows the approaches of previous studies of the C. difficile core genome235,237,480. Annotated 

assemblies derived from Prokka (.gbk format) were analysed for clustering of homologous 

CDS using the following reciprocal BLAST hit algorithms: COGtriangles (COG) v2.1481, 

OrthoMCL (OMCL) v1.4482 and a heuristic version of the bidirectional best-hit (BDBH) 

algorithm479. To ensure confidence in clustering of homologous and not paralogous gene 

families the following stringent conditions were applied; (i) minimum BLAST pairwise 

alignment coverage of 90%, (ii) minimum sequence identity of 95%, and (iii) e-value 

threshold of 1e-10, (iv) an inflation parameter of 1.5 (for OMCL), and (v) inparalogues were 

excluded. To be considered part of the SCG, a homologous sequence had to be present in 

100% of genomes (a single CDS per taxa). Finally, an intersection of the homologous clusters 

identified by COG, OMCL and BDBH algorithms was performed generating a robust 

consensus SCG479.  

Gene-by-gene alignment of the SCG was performed using MAFFT v7.304 in iterative 

refinement mode (L-INS-I mode)483. Alignments were concatenated using AMAS v1.65484, 

converted to phylip format and used as input for ML tree building with RAxML as detailed in 

3.7.6.4. To alleviate the confounding effect of homologous recombination in SCG 

phylogenies, the RAxML best fit tree (highest log likelihood) and MAFFT alignment were 

used as input for ClonalFrameML v1.0, a powerful phylogenetic algorithm developed by 

Didelot and Wilson485. ClonalFrameML simultaneously detects clusters of loci containing 

elevated densities of base substitutions, identifies them as recombination events and generates 

a final ML tree that has been corrected/adjusted for recombination. Default parameters were 

used and the reliability of each node was supported by 1000 random bootstrap resamplings of 

the data. Final ML trees were curated as detailed in 3.7.6.4. 

In Chapter 6 over 200 genomes are analysed. Due to the extraordinary computational time 

associated with running the COG and OMCL algorithms on such a large dataset (for both 

algorithms, runtime scales quadratically with number of genomes under analysis), it was 

decided to run only the BDBH algorithm. Further, as described by Contreras-Moreira and 

Vinuesa479, to increase the accuracy and stringency of this modified approach, the BDBH 

algorithm was run in multiple iterations with each of the 207 genomes blasted only against 

itself (to detect inparalogs) and against selected C. difficile ST11 reference genomes (22 in 
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total). The reference genomes encompassing all major ST11 RTs and were selected at random 

from clinical (n=10), environmental (n=2) and veterinary (n=10) strains (see Chapter 6). An 

intersection of the cluster results for each BDBH run was then performed yielding a final 

robust consensus set of orthologous gene clusters for ML tree building with ClonalframeML. 

3.7.9 Pan-genome analysis pipeline 

To explore the entire genomic repertoire of the C. difficile RT and ST populations, pan-

genomes were estimated and analysed using Roary v3.6.1486 and PanGP v1.01487. Prokka-

annotated genomes (.gff format) were used as input for Roary and the pipeline was run with a 

default BLASTP sequence identity of 95%. Definitions of the pan, core and accessory 

genomes followed the model proposed by Tettelin et al.488. The core genome contains loci 

conserved across the whole data set i.e. CDS present at least once in every isolate, the 

accessory genome contains partially shared and strain-specific genes and the pan-genome 

encompasses the full complement of CDS in the data set. Estimates of the pan, core, and 

accessory genomes were also calculated for host and ST groups with data analysis and 

visualization performed using command-line R and Perl scripts available at 

https://github.com/sangerpathogens/Roary.  

Estimates of the core and pan-genome size and trajectory were made following a method 

similar to that described by Tettelin et al.489. The pan-genome profile tool PanGP was used to 

generate distribution plots of (i) total genes, (ii) conserved genes and (iii) new genes found 

upon sequential addition of ‘N’ genomes. For each data set, PanGP was run using distance 

guide (DG) subsampling algorithm with 100 replicates and 1000 permutations of genome 

order. For each plot, the median gene cluster values for each permutation of genome order 

were used to analyze trajectory patterns of the pan and core genome by fitting of nonlinear 

regression curves as follows. The curve fitting of pan-genome was performed using the 

following power-law regression based on Heaps law489. 

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑥𝐵𝑝𝑎𝑛 + 𝐶𝑝𝑎𝑛 

where y denotes pan-genome size, x denotes genome number and Apan, Bpan, and Cpan are 

fitting parameters. Here, Bpan is equivalent to the parameter γ used by Tettelin et al.489 in 

estimating the open or closed nature of a pan-genome. When 0 < Bpan < 1, the size of the pan-

genome increases unboundedly with sequential addition of new genomes and can be 

considered ‘open’. Conversely, when Bpan < 0 or > 1 the pan-genome trajectory approaches a 

constant (plateau) as further genomes are added and can be considered ‘closed’.  

https://github.com/sangerpathogens/Roary
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The curve fitting of core-genome was performed using the following exponential regression 

model as described previously by Tettelin et al.489,490. 

𝑦 = 𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑥 + 𝐶𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 

New gene plots were derived from the pan-genome showing the number of new ‘strain-

specific’ genes contributing to the pan-genome per additional sequenced strain as a function 

of the number of strains. Finally, functional categorization of the C. difficile proteome (total 

repertoire of CDS) was performed by comparison of all amino acid sequences found in the 

pan-genome against the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database using 

the web tool blastKOALA (genus_prokaryotes database file, n=7022896 genes, last accessed 

11/04/16)491.  

3.7.10 Comparative genomic analysis 

C. difficile genomes were investigated for the presence and genetic diversity of a range of 

clinically important loci and genomic elements as detailed below. 

3.7.10.1 Prophages 

Prediction of prophage sequences within C. difficile genomes was investigated using 

PHASTER v1.0, a new implementation of the PHAST (PHAge Search Tool) web 

server492,493. Prophages were detected by querying of contigs against viral and prophage 

databases in GenBank. Prophages were scored on the principle of completeness, i.e. the 

presence, quality and synteny of known phage genetic features including overall length, the 

number of genes, GC content, attachment sites (att) and phage specific genes, particularly 

those encoding head-neck-tail and capsule proteins. Results were recorded as intact or 

complete (scoring between 90 and 150), questionable (scoring between 60 and 90) and 

incomplete (scoring below 60) as described by Arndt, Zhou et al.492,493.  

3.7.10.2 Acquired AMR genes 

Acquired AMR genes were detected directly from trimmed PE reads using the AMR database 

ARG-ANNOT [http://en.mediterraneeinfection.com/] complied within SRST2 v0.1.5425,494. 

The ARG-ANNOT/SRST2 pipeline was chosen for this purpose because, in an in-house 

evaluation, it was superior (in speed and accuracy) in detecting and characterizing resistance 

elements in C. difficile genomes compared to comparator tools PubMLST173, CARD495 and 

ResFinder496 (data not shown). The following reference genomes were included in each run; 

CD630 (ermB+, tetM+), M120 (tetM+, aadE+, ant(6)-Ib+) and R20291 (negative for AMR 

genes). Mutations in genes associated with AMR e.g. rpoB and the quinolone resistance-

http://en.mediterraneeinfection.com/
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determining regions (QRDRs) of gyrA/B, were detected by curation of annotated assemblies 

using tools listed in 3.7.10.4. 

3.7.10.3 Transposons 

To provide a genomic context for acquired AMR genes, annotated assemblies were 

investigated for the presence of transposons (Tns) using a custom reference sequence library, 

comprising complete Tn nucleotide sequences previously identified in C. difficile and other 

related species (Table 3.11). Putative Tns were manually investigated for the presence of 

signature genes, CDS/gene number, sequence homology and overall synteny.  

Table 3.11 Transposon reference library 

Tn 
GenBank 
Accession 

Reference Tn 
GenBank 
Accession 

Reference 

      

Tn916 U09422.1 497 Tn6073 JF422665.1 248 

TnB1230 AJ222769.3 498 Tn6103 JF422666.1 248 

Tn1545 X61025.1 499 Tn6107 JF422667.1 248 

Tn1549 AF192329.1 500 Tn6110 JF422668.1 248 

Tn4451 U15027.1 501 Tn6111 JF422669.1 248 

Tn4453a AF226276.1 502 Tn6164 NC_017174.1  26 

Tn5382 AF063010.1 503 Tn6190 NC_017174.1 26 

Tn5386 DQ321786.1 504 Tn6194 HG475346.1 26,248 

Tn5397 AF333235.1 257 Tn6215 KC166248.1 260 

Tn5398 AF109075.2 505 Tn6218 HG002387.1 197 
      

 

3.7.10.4 Loci associated with pathogenicity and host-pathogen interaction 

Annotated genomes were investigated for the presence, synteny and allelic variation of loci 

associated with pathogenicity and host-pathogen interaction. Loci included, but were not 

limited to, the pathogenicity locus (PaLoc), binary toxin locus (CdtLoc), S-layer and cell wall 

cluster (cwp), accessory gene regulator (agr) locus and sporulation and mobility genes. For 

the aforementioned loci and genomic elements, comparative genomic analysis was performed 

using the following tools and algorithms: Artemis v16.0.0506, Blast+ v2.4.0507, Easyfig 

v2.1508, Clustal Omega v1.2.3509, MUMmer v3.0464, MEGA v6.0441, BIGSdb v1.15.2173, and 

Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) v9.0.5510. For single loci phylogenies, Neighbor-Joining 

(NJ) trees supported by 500 bootstrap replicates were generated using MEGA v6.0 and 

FigTree v1.4.2 with evolutionary distances calculated using the Tajima-Nei model441,442. 

Phylogenies built from larger alignments of concatenated loci were generated and curated as 

detailed in 3.7.6.4.  
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The following publication has arisen from this Chapter:  

 

KNIGHT DR, Putsathit P, Elliott B, Riley TV. Contamination of Australian newborn calf 

carcasses at slaughter with Clostridium difficile. Clin. Microbiol. Infect. 2016; 22:266.e1–

266.e7.   
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Increasingly, studies have shown that genetically diverse sources of C. difficile play an 

important and previously under-recognised role in CDI transmission7. Numerous settings 

outside the hospital have been identified as important reservoirs of C. difficile, particularly 

production animals such as piglets and calves10,327. C. difficile RT078 is the most prevalent C. 

difficile lineage in production animals in North America and Europe and significantly 

contributes to the burden of CA-CDI in those regions18,195. Moreover, isolates of RT078 have 

been recovered from humans, production animals, and retail meat destined for human 

consumption, suggesting zoonotic transmission may be occurring14,29,30.  

RT078 has not been recovered from livestock in Australia; however, three related toxigenic 

RTs (126, 127 and 033) have been previously identified predominating in the gastrointestinal 

tracts of Australian calves at slaughter17. In that study, faeces were collected from cattle at 

abattoirs across five Australian states. C. difficile prevalence was high, particularly in < 7-

day-old calves; 56% (n=203/360 samples) and decreased markedly with age; 3.8% (1/26) in 

2- to 6-month-old calves, and 1.8% (5/280) in adult cattle17. This Chapter extends prevalence 

and genotypic observations on C. difficile recovered from newborn calves at slaughter and, 

importantly, quantify the extent of carcass contamination in this population.  

 

4.2 STUDY DESIGN 

4.2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this study were fourfold: 

i. Determine the prevalence of C. difficile in faeces and on carcasses of Australian 

neonatal calves at slaughter. 

ii. Determine the concentration of viable spores in faeces and on carcasses of Australian 

neonatal calves at slaughter. 

iii. Perform epidemiological typing of C. difficile isolates recovered and identify any 

genetic overlap with C. difficile isolates from humans. 

iv. Assess the potential risk of foodborne transmission of C. difficile from contamination. 
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4.2.2 Study population 

Carcass sponges (n=300) and faeces (n=30) were collected from veal calves (Bos taurus, 

Friesian and Jersey breeds) aged less than 14 days from three abattoirs (A1-A3) in South 

Australia (SA, n=1) and Victoria (VIC, n=2, Figure 4.1). Sampling took place in April 2013 

and was performed by Mr Chris Sentence and colleagues at Food Safety Services [Lyndoch, 

SA, Australia].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Veal calf breeds and abattoir locations 

Examples of Friesian (A) and Jersey (B) calves aged < 14 days. Images sourced from Victorian Department of 

Agriculture [http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/]. (C) Locations of abattoirs sampled in this study: South Australia 

(SA, abattoir A1) and Victoria (VIC, abattoirs A2 and A3). The median distance between abattoirs was 484 km. 

 

http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/
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To maximize farm coverage, at each abattoir samples were taken from at least two “lots” with 

each lot having originated from a geographically distinct veal farm, the identity of which 

remained confidential. Samples were collected in 6 independent batches (A-F), with abattoir 

A1 sampled twice (Table 4.1).  

Table 4.1 Summary of carcass and faeces sampling 

Abattoir State Batch ID Carcass washes (N) Faeces (N) 

A1 SA A 50 5 

A2 VIC B 50 10 

  C 50 0 

A3 VIC D 50 10 

  E 50 0 

A1 SA F 50 5 

  Total 300 30 

SA,  South Australia, VIC,  Victoria 

 

 

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 C. difficile recovery from Australian veal calves at slaughter 

The prevalence of C. difficile on the carcasses and in the faeces of veal calves is presented in 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively. C. difficile was recovered from 25.3% (n=76/300) of 

carcase sponges and 60.0% (n=18/30) faecal samples.  

Recovery of C. difficile from carcasses varied across the abattoirs sampled (range 10.0-58.0%, 

Table 4.2). In addition, prevalence appeared to vary with herds as marked differences were 

observed with the two batches sent from abattoir A1 [batch A (58.0%) and batch F (10.0%), 

Table 4.2]. Of those samples positive for C. difficile, 88.2% (n=67/76) were by direct culture 

methods (growth on C. difficile ChromID, CA), with the remainder (n=9/76) positive only 

after culture in an enrichment broth. Several samples (n=6) contained more than one strain, 

identified by differential morphology on BA (Table 4.2).  

Recovery of C. difficile from faeces varied across the abattoirs sampled (range 30.0-90.0%) 

(Table 4.3), however, the numbers of samples of this type were small (n=30) as they were 

collected specifically to determine gastrointestinal concentration. Of those samples positive 

for C. difficile, 44.4% (n=8/18) was by direct culture methods, with the remainder (n=10/18) 

positive only after culture in an enrichment broth. One sample contained two different strains 

(Table 4.3). No growth was recorded in any of the non-inoculated control broths. 
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4.3.2 Concentration of C. difficile on carcasses and in faeces 

Viable counts on CA were performed on 50% of faecal (n=15/30) and carcass (n=150/300) 

samples. For faecal samples, 66.7% (n=10/15) had detectable levels of C. difficile spores 

above the limit of detection. Of these, levels of C. difficile ranged from 2.0 x 103 to 2.3 x 106 

cfu/mL, with a median concentration of 2.5 x 104 cfu/mL (Figure 4.2). For carcass samples, 

16.7% (n=25/150) had concentrations of C. difficile spores above the limit of detection. Of 

these, the median count was 7 cfu/cm2. The highest concentration detected was 33 cfu/cm2 

(Figure 4.2).  

 

Figure 4.2 Enumeration of viable C. difficile spores from carcasses and faeces 

Plots showing the concentration of C. difficile in faeces (A) and on carcass sponges (B) from Australian calves at 

slaughter. Δ denotes the number of isolates above the limit of detection (faeces, 10/15 and carcasses, 25/150). 

 

4.3.3 Toxin gene profiling 

Toxin gene profiles for the 101 C. difficile isolates collected in this study are summarized in 

Table 4.4. Example positive PCR electropherograms for tcdA/tcdB and cdtA/cdtB are shown 

in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. The C. difficile isolate population recovered from 

the slaughtered calves was overwhelmingly toxigenic with 94.1% of isolates (n=95/101) 

positive for one or more toxin genes (Table 4.4). Of the 101 C. difficile isolates, 59 (58.4%) 

were positive for the main virulence loci containing tcdA and tcdB (A+B+), of which 59.3% 

(n=35/59) were also positive for binary toxin genes cdtA/B (CDT+).  
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Notably, a large proportion of isolates (35.6%, n=36/101) presented an uncommon toxin 

profile; negative for both tcdA and tcdB but positive for cdtA/cdtB (A-B-CDT+). The 

remaining six isolates (5.9%) were non-toxigenic (A-B-CDT-, Table 4.4).  

 

Table 4.2 Recovery of C. difficile from carcass washings 

Sample Abattoir State Batch N 
N pos‡ 

(%) 
Direct and 
enrichment  

Enrichment 
only 

N 
Isolates‡ 

Carcase  
washing 
  

A1 SA A 50 29 (58.0) 29 0 34 

A2 VIC B,C 100 32 (32.0) 23 9 33 

A3 VIC D,E 100 10 (10.0) 10 0 10 

A1 SA F 50 5 (10.0) 5 0 5 

      Total 300 76 (25.3) 67 9 82 

SA, South Australia; VIC, Victoria; ‡, some samples contained multiple strains 

 

 

 
 

 

Table 4.3 Recovery of C. difficile from faeces 

Sample Abattoir State Batch N 
N pos‡ 

(%) 
Direct and 
enrichment  

Enrichment 
only 

N 
Isolates‡ 

Faeces 
  

A1 SA A 5 4 (80.0) 0 4 4 

A2 VIC B,C 10 3 (30.0) 1 2 4 

A3 VIC D,E 10 9 (90.0) 6 3 9 

A1 SA F 5 2 (40.0) 1 1 2 

      Total 30 18 (60.0) 8 10 19 

SA, South Australia; VIC, Victoria; ‡, some samples contained multiple strains 

 

 

Table 4.4 Summary of toxin gene PCR results for 101 C. difficile isolates  

Status 
Toxin 
profile 

LCT loci Binary toxin loci 
N (%) 

tcdA tcdB cdtA cdtB 

Toxigenic A+B+CDT+ + + + + 35 (34.6) 

Toxigenic A+B+CDT- + + - - 24 (23.8) 

Toxigenic A-B-CDT+ - - + + 36 (35.6) 

Non-toxigenic A-B-CDT- - - - - 6 (5.9) 

 Total     101 (100) 

LCT, large clostridial toxin 
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Figure 4.3 PCR amplification of C. difficile LCT genes tcdA and tcdB 

Capillary-gel electropherograms generated using ScreenGel as detailed in section 3.4.2.  Isolates that yielded a 

PCR product of ~251 bp from primers NK3-NK2 were recorded as tcdA positive (*)415. Isolates that yielded a 

PCR product of ~203 bp from primers NK104-NK105 were recorded as tcdB positive (*)166. Examples shown 

are from C. difficile isolate AI0480 (A+B+CDT+). For all analyses, a 15 bp to 1 kb DNA alignment marker was 

used (†). RFU denotes relative fluorescence units. Product size was ascertained by including a calibrated DNA 

size marker (100 bp to 2.5 kb) and C. difficile control strain R6 (SSCC 28297, positive for tcdA and tcdB) was 

included in each run. 

 

Figure 4.4 PCR amplification of C. difficile binary toxin genes cdtA and cdtB 

Capillary-gel electropherograms generated using ScreenGel as detailed in section 3.4.2. Isolates that yielded a 

PCR product of ~375 bp from primers cdtApos-cdtArev were recorded as cdtA positive (*)167. Isolates that 

yielded a PCR product of ~510 bp from primers cdtBpos-cdtBrev were recorded as cdtB positive (*)167. 

Examples shown are from C. difficile isolate AI0480 (A+B+CDT+). For all analyses, a 15 bp to 1 kb DNA 

alignment marker was used (†).  RFU denotes relative fluorescence units. Product size was ascertained by 

including a calibrated DNA size marker (100 bp to 2.5 kb) and C. difficile control strain R6 (SSCC 28297, 

positive for cdtA and cdtB) was included in each run. 

 

4.3.4 PCR ribotyping 

A total of 17 unique RTs were identified in this study and are listed with their abattoir 

distributions in Table 4.5. ISR banding patterns for all RTs and their respective toxin profiles 

are shown in Figure 4.5, and an example PCR electropherogram is shown in Figure 4.6.  
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Of the 101 isolates of C. difficile recovered from calves, 89.1% (n=90/101) were assigned one 

of eight internationally recognized RTs, prefixed with UK; 033, 052, 056, 070, 126, 127, 137 

and 288 (Figure 4.5). Two further isolates (2%) were very close, but not exact matches with 

known UK RTs 053 and 103, and were identified as 053-like and 103-like, respectively 

(Figure 4.5).  

Nine isolates (8.9%) yielded 16S-23S rRNA ISR banding patterns that were unable to be 

matched to our available reference library and these were designated with internal 

nomenclature prefixed with QX; 006, 104, 141, 231, 232, 233 and 234 (Figure 4.5). RT127 

was the most prominent ribotype comprising 32.7% of isolates followed by RT288 (28.7%) 

and RT137 (14.9%). RT288 was found almost exclusively in the first batch of abattoir A1 

(Figure 4.5). Strains associated with C. difficile community-associated outbreaks in Australia 

(RT244 and RT251)177,511 were not recovered; neither were strains implicated in outbreaks 

overseas (RT027, RT078)2,16. Interestingly, a number of clade 5 RTs other than RT078 

predominated in this population (see Discussion). A graphical comparison of the ISR patterns 

for these RTs and RT078 is shown in Figure 4.7. 

 

Table 4.5 Summary distribution of 101 C. difficile RTs from Australian calves 

RT 
Abattoir (Batch ID) 

N (%) 
A1 (A) A1 (F) A2 (B,C) A3 (D,E) 

RT127 7  17 9 33 (32.7) 

RT288 26 1 2  29 (28.7) 

RT137 1 5 7 2 15 (14.9) 

RT033 1  4 2 7 (6.9) 

RT126   2  2 (2.0) 

QX006   2  2 (2.0) 

QX233    2 2 (2.0) 

RT056    2 2 (2.0) 

QX104 1    1 (1.0) 

QX234  1   1 (1.0) 

QX232   1  1 (1.0) 

RT052   1  1 (1.0) 

QX141 1    1 (1.0) 

QX231   1  1 (1.0) 

RT070    1 1 (1.0) 

RT053-like 1    1 (1.0) 

RT103-like    1 1 (1.0) 

    Total 101 (100) 

Ribotype prefixes: RT, official UK (CDRN) designated type; QX, internal nomenclature. 
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Figure 4.5 Diversity of C. difficile RTs isolated from Australian calves at slaughter 

Dendrogram cluster analysis of PCR ribotyping banding patterns for 17 unique C. difficile PCR ribotypes 

identified in this study (n=101 isolates). The corresponding toxin gene profile is also provided for each RT, and 

for comparative purposes, epidemic reference RTs 078, 244 and 027 are also added (†). Dendrogram was 

generated using the UPGMA clustering algorithm with Dice coefficient. Assigned band peak positions are 

shown with optimization and tolerance set to 1.00% and 0.5%, respectively. Raw data analysis, RT assignment, 

and visualization was performed using BioNumerics as detailed in section 3.4.4. 
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Figure 4.6 Amplification of C. difficile 16S-23S rRNA intergenic spacer region 

Example capillary-gel electropherogram of amplified ISR fragments using primer pair CD16S-CD23S162. The 

result shown is for RT126 (isolate AI0480). Electropherogram generated using ScreenGel as detailed in section 

3.4.3. For all analyses, a 15 bp to 5 kb alignment marker was used (†).  RFU denotes relative fluorescence units. 

Product size was ascertained by including a calibrated DNA size marker (100 bp to 2.5 kb) and C. difficile 

control strain R6 (SSCC 28297, RT027) was included in each run. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 ISR banding patterns for clade 5 RTs 

Graphical representation of PCR ribotyping banding patterns for the four clade 5 CDT+ RTs and their similarity 

to the archetypal clade 5 livestock-associated RT078. 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 

This study determined the prevalence and genotypic characterisation of C. difficile in and on 

Australian veal calves at slaughter. In addition, the first estimate was made of the viable C. 

difficile concentration on the carcasses of veal calves at slaughter.  

4.4.1 High prevalence of C. difficile in Australian veal calves at slaughter 

The overall prevalence of C. difficile in calve faeces was high (60.0%) and a significant 

proportion of calve carcasses (25.3%) was positive. The prevalence data from calve faeces 

was consistent with our previous study published in 201317. In that study, faeces were 

collected from cattle at abattoirs across five Australian states. C. difficile prevalence was high, 

particularly in < 7-day-old calves; 56% (203/360 samples) and decreased markedly with age; 

3.8% (1/26) in 2- to 6-month-old calves, and 1.8% (5/280) in adult cattle17.  

These Australian prevalence figures are higher than reported in similar studies overseas; 0.5-

10% (Switzerland, Netherlands, Belgium and Slovenia)341,353,358,359,361 and 11.2-28% (Canada, 

Germany, Italy and Belgium and the USA)334,352,354,357,360,362,363. The data is comparable to a 

recent European study in small family-run dairy farms (66.7%)512 and to a Canadian study 

looking at long-term surveillance of C. difficile on a veal farm (32-51%)340. To date, a limited 

number of studies have examined the prevalence of C. difficile on cattle carcasses or hides 

and all have focused on adult animals. The prevalence of C. difficile on carcasses reported 

here (25.3%) is higher than in any of those previous studies; 3.2% (USA)367, 4% (Iran)356 and 

7.9% (Belgium)348. 

4.4.2 The many factors influencing C. difficile prevalence in cattle 

The contrasting levels of C. difficile reported across these studies may be influenced by 

several factors including methodology, seasonality, antimicrobial exposure and age of the 

animal. These are important considerations when evaluating any risk to public health and food 

biosecurity.  

First, the sensitivity and optimisation of the methods used to detect or recover the bacterium 

vary widely among these studies, including the use of enrichment culture with or without 

taurocholate or alcohol shock341,348,365, the use of selective or chromogenic agars17,341, and the 

use of molecular methods such as qPCR358,363,513 and 16s rDNA pyrosequencing514. Also, for 

cattle carcasses, protocols for the collection, storage and processing of samples differ between 

geographic regions357,364,367. Moreover, many of these studies differ in the type of 

production/farming system under investigation (large-scale intensive systems vs. family-run 
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farms)355,358, study design (cross-sectional, point-prevalence or longitudinal)17,352,353, the diet, 

housing and breed of the animal358 and even in the type of slaughter technique performed 

(ritualised (Halal) vs. traditional slaughter)514.  

Second, in North America, studies show that recovery of C. difficile from bovine meat and the 

level of C. difficile toxins in veal calves are highest during winter months354,515. This suggests 

a possible seasonal component to C. difficile colonization in animals, analogous to the 

seasonality seen in human disease516. In this present study, sampling took place in late 

summer (April); it is therefore plausible that there may be a higher prevalence in colder 

months of the year.  

Another factor which could account for the contrasting recovery rates is antimicrobial 

exposure. Antimicrobial use appears to be a common practice in veal production in 

Europe353,357,512 and the USA340. As is the case with humans, the exposure of animal species 

such as pigs, calves and horses to antimicrobials disrupts the host’s colonic microbiota and 

can lead subsequent overgrowth of C. difficile20,336,358,517. To date, a limited number of studies 

have assessed the link between antimicrobial treatment and C. difficile shedding in cattle. 

Costa et al.340 found the rate of C. difficile shedding in veal calves increased as animals are 

administered oxytetracycline whilst progressing through finishing operations. Magistrali et 

al.357 reported a significant correlation between C. difficile shedding and antimicrobial use in 

cattle herds, particularly polymixin E, β-lactams and the use of multiple classes of 

antimicrobials.  

In the Australian context, the onset and continued colonization of veal calves by C. difficile 

may well depend on exposure to antimicrobials in the calving environment, particularly 

cephalosporins to which C. difficile is intrinsically resistant. These agents are important in 

both veterinary and clinical medicine; however, in major livestock producing countries such 

as Denmark and the USA, concerns over injudicious use and the propensity to select for 

resistance in serious Gram-negative pathogens have seen their use in food-producing animals 

majorly constrained518-521. Ceftiofur is a potent third-generation cephalosporin (3GC) and the 

veterinary equivalent of ceftriaxone—a known exacerbator of CDI522. Despite being restricted 

in Australia to the treatment of respiratory disease in cattle, a 2009 report by Jordan et al.523 

found it was routinely used ‘off-label’ in 25% of 197 large Australian pig herds. Currently, 

data on ceftiofur use in cattle populations in Australia is lacking, however, it is reasonable to 

suggest the prescribing practices seen in Australian swine populations are likely to be 
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occurring in bovine food-producing species and potentially driving amplification of C. 

difficile in these populations. 

Interestingly, the presence of diarrhoea or enteric disease is not a good indicator for increased 

rates of C. difficile recovery. Unlike the situation in piglets22, the pathogenicity of C. difficile 

in calves is poorly understood. Based on the detection of C. difficile toxins and intestinal 

lesions in diarrhoeic calves, an etiological role for C. difficile in calve enteritis and bovine 

neonatal diarrhoea has been suggested354,362. However, numerous studies have failed to find 

an association between the diarrhoeal status of the animal at the time of sampling or the 

presence of enteric disease and the rate of C. difficile recovery341,354,362,376.  

Last, and perhaps most important, the age of the animal at the time of sampling significantly 

influences recovery of C. difficile. In this current study, calves were slaughtered 7 to 14 days 

after birth. This is in stark contrast with practices in North America and Europe, where calves 

are routinely slaughtered between 21 and 27 weeks of age353,357. This difference is significant 

as it is well documented that C. difficile prevalence in production animals is highest during 

the neonatal period and rapidly declines after the first few weeks of life339,353,357. Rodriguez-

Palacios et al.354 reported young calves to be twice as likely to test positive for C. difficile 

than older calves. In a recent longitudinal study in calves in Europe, Zidaric and colleagues353 

found C. difficile prevalence peaked at 18 days of age (16%), before a significant decline at 

day 25 (2%). Similarly, Magistrali et al.357 sampled calves at three separate time points and 

found a prevalence of 20% at 0-16 days, 0.7% prevalence at 90-120 days and 0% prevalence 

at slaughter (150 days), a trend corroborated by other groups339,340 and our previous 

experience in Australian calves17, piglets13 and lambs337. 

Thus, the age of slaughter is a significant and perhaps underappreciated risk factor for carcass 

contamination during the slaughter process. The reason for this trend remains to be fully 

understood, although it is likely a consequence of the time taken for newborn calves to (i) 

establish immunity524 and (ii) establish colonization resistance—the protective mucosal 

defence conferred by a fully developed and healthy microbiota525. Pigs are gnotobiotic at birth 

and monogastric for the first 6-8 weeks of life22,23. Similarly, in calves, the rumen microbiota 

undergoes major developmental change during the first weeks of life and is influenced by a 

multitude of genetic and environmental factors526,527. During the first hours and days of life, 

calves will inevitably ingest C. difficile spores from the contaminated calving environment, 

resulting in colonization. C. difficile is better able to colonize, proliferate, and produce toxins 

in virgin gastrointestinal tracts354,528. Conversely, it is likely that the competitive protection 
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provided by a more established and adapted rumen microbiota may make C. difficile 

colonization more difficult. 

4.4.3 Veal calves are contaminated with high concentrations of C. difficile and present 

a credible risk to the microbiological quality of meat products 

The presence of C. difficle on 25% of carcasses in this study is high and likely a result of 

spore contamination from faecal and gastrointestinal contents during the slaughter process. 

From a public health standpoint, this finding suggests there may be a risk of contamination of 

meat destined for human consumption. However, quantifying this risk is difficult. Currently, 

the infectious dose of vegetative cells or spores that result in C. difficile colonization and 

disease is unknown, and unlike other enteric pathogens such as Campylobacter spp. and 

Salmonella spp. there are no established guidelines for recommended maximum levels in 

animals at slaughter. CDI is further complicated by the requirement for gastrointestinal tract 

perturbation and onset also depends on the health of the individual, thus host factors are 

equally if not more important than organism factors in the initiation of disease52. 

Nevertheless, enumeration of viable cells in and on sampled animals provides an opportunity 

to quantify the immediate risk to the retail meat production process and consequently any risk 

to the consumer.  

In this study, high concentrations of viable C. difficile in veal calve faeces (median count 2.5 

x 104 cfu/mL, highest count 2.3 x 106 cfu/mL) were found. To date, few studies have 

investigated concentrations of C. difficile spores in calve faeces or in meat of bovine origin. 

Using qPCR, Bandelj et al.529 found a median concentration of 1.5 x 103 C. difficile spores per 

gram (CDsp/g) of faeces in veal calves aged 1-2 days. Weese et al.530 reported viable counts 

in retail ground beef to be 20-240 CDsp/g, slightly higher than in meat from porcine origin 

(10-60 CDsp/g) or poultry origin (10-99 CDsp/g)530,531. If converted to CDsp/g, viable count 

data in the present study is comparable with the results of Bandelj et al. (2.5 x 104 CDsp/g vs. 

1.5 x 103 CDsp/g, respectively) but much higher than Weese et al. (2.5 x 104 CDsp/g vs. 20-

240 CDsp/g, respectively). However, in doing so two assumptions must be acknowledged, 

first, that 1 ml of calve faeces is roughly equivalent to 1 g of animal meat or faeces and, 

second, that a single cfu equals a single spore—it is likely several individual spore cells may 

be aggregated together in a single cfu.  

The viable counts on carcasses also appear high (median count 7 cfu/cm2, highest count 33 

cfu/cm2). Whilst there is no comparable C. difficile count data for bovine carcasses, counts 

were not dissimilar to concentrations of C. difficile spores found in the vicinity of hospitalised 
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patients with CDI; sink (2.26±5.90 cfu/cm2), toilet floor (1.87±2.40 cfu/cm2), and chair arm 

(1.33±4.69 cfu/cm2)532. Taken together, these data clearly indicate a substantial C. difficile 

spore concentration in the faeces and on the carcasses of Australian veal calves at slaughter, 

which poses a credible risk to the quality of downstream meat processing. 

Importantly, sampling of carcasses in this study occurred post-evisceration, after washing of 

the whole carcass was complete and prior to chilling, meaning the carcass would receive no 

further cleaning or processing other than refrigeration and sectioning. Thus, contamination 

recorded at this stage is critical and reflects an immediate risk to downstream food preparation 

and to the consumer. For other established foodborne pathogens, such as E. coli O157, 

Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella Typhimurium DT104, the risk to the consumer is 

mitigated through extensive quality control through all stages of slaughter, processing and 

packaging of meat products in the abattoir environment533-536.  Abattoirs implement a variety 

of sanitation procedures during the slaughter process, aimed at the removal of faecal debris 

from carcasses and the prevention of cross-contamination of meat products533. In particular, 

hot water decontamination treatments and acid washes are effective measures for controlling 

levels of common enteric pathogens on cattle and pig carcasses363,537,538. Cutter and 

colleagues538 reported significant reductions in counts for Salmonella Typhimurium DT104 

and enterohemorrhagic E. coli can be achieved using spray treatments with trisodium 

phosphate (>3 log10 CFU/cm2), lactic acid (>2 log10 CFU/cm2), or acetic acid (>2 log10 

CFU/cm2).  

In Australia, the regulatory body AQIS413 provides guidelines for monitoring levels of 

foodborne pathogens in livestock and recommends corrective actions are taken when total 

viable counts for foodborne pathogens exceed the accepted national standards (e.g. E. coli, >6 

positive samples in a 55 sample window)413. Corrective actions are focused on reviewing 

protocols for carcass dressing, slaughter sanitation, and worker hygiene and are aimed at 

cleaning up the abattoir environment and reducing the risk of food contamination. Failure of 

an abattoir to reduce levels of pathogenic bacteria on carcasses and meat can ultimately lead 

to suspension of operations413. Currently, no such guidelines exist for C. difficile. It was not 

possible to obtain information on the sanitation standards and cleaning protocols in place in 

the sampled abattoirs, however, the data clearly indicate current methods are inadequate for 

removing and/or killing C. difficile spores.  

C. difficile is spread via the faecal-oral route; therefore the recovery of the bacterium from 

numerous livestock species has raised concerns about foodborne transmission. In the past 
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decade, initially in North America and later in Europe, reports began to emerge of strains of 

toxigenic C. difficile being isolated from retail meat. In an often-quoted US study from 2007, 

Songer et al.350 found that 42% of uncooked beef, pork and turkey products (n=37/88) 

contained toxigenic C. difficile, with virulent NAP1 (RT027) and NAP7 (RT078) lineages 

predominating350. Other studies from North America report much lower rates of 12% 

(Canada, ground beef and pork, n=28/230)530, 20% (Canada, ground beef and veal, 

n=12/60)539, 9.5% (Texas, retail meat outlets and sausage manufacturing plants, n=23/243)540 

and 8% (Pennsylvania, ground veal products, n=4/50)363. In Europe, the prevalence of C. 

difficile generally appears lower; 3.3% (Belgium, ground burger beef and sausage pork, 

n=8/240)541, 2.4% (Sweden, ground meat, n=2/82)542 and 0% (Austria, beef pork and 

chicken, n=0/84)338. 

C. difficile spores present a significant challenge to hygiene control in the abattoir 

environment, and to the quality of meat products destined for human consumption. C. difficile 

spores are extremely durable and can persist for long periods in adverse biotic and abiotic 

environments68,72. They are resistant to commonly used surface disinfectants543, remain viable 

after freeze-thaw cycles and many months stored at -20 and -80°C544, and can survive for 

extended periods of time at up to 71°C—the recommended cooking temperature for meat, and 

the temperature needed to achieve up to 7 log10 reduction of most non-spore-forming 

foodborne pathogens e.g., Salmonella spp. and E. coli545. Notably, Rodriguez-Palacios and 

colleagues report that a sub-boiling temperature of 96°C is required to achieve a 6.5 log10 

reduction in C. difficile spores (99.9% of spores inhibited within 1-2 min)545. With mounting 

evidence that C. difficile poses a credible foodborne risk, future cooking guidelines will need 

to be revised to account for these survival characteristics. 

To date, despite our laboratories ongoing attempts, C. difficile has not been recovered from 

retail meat in Australia. Domestic consumption of newborn veal meat in Australia is likely to 

be very low. Major supermarket chains in Australia do not sell veal products sourced from 

newborn or ‘bobby’ veal calves. Bobby calves are male dairy calves aged less than 30 days 

(typically < 14 days) at the time of slaughter and weigh < 70 kg. These calves are culled 

because they are male and considered surplus to dairy industry requirements. They are 

produced to ensure the continuation of milk supplies in the mothers—a practice currently 

unique to Australia and New Zealand. Notwithstanding the dairy industry’s attempts to 

improve welfare outcomes for calves546, it is possible that major food retailers in Australia 

want to distance themselves from the health and welfare issues associated with this 
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practice547, choosing instead to sell veal meat sourced from older juvenile or ‘stirk’ calves 

which are aged 2-6 months and weigh over 150 kg. Australia is a major producer of beef and 

veal, generating ~4% of the world’s beef/veal supply and ranked the third largest exporter in 

the world548. In 2014-15, 650,000 calves were slaughtered in Australia, producing 37,000 

tonnes (carcass weight) of veal. Moreover, 74% of total beef and veal production (1.9 million 

tonnes equating to around AU$9 bn) was exported to over 100 countries in Asia, the Middle 

East, Africa, North America and Europe548. Bobby calves likely represent a small component 

of total veal exports; however, considering the findings of this study, the microbiological 

quality of veal meat products exported to other countries has the potential to be compromised. 

4.4.4 Australian veal calves are a reservoir for clinically important RTs 

Another factor in assessing the risk to public health is the molecular epidemiology of strains 

recovered from slaughtered animals. In this current study, PCR ribotyping of all 101 isolates 

revealed a heterogeneous strain population comprising 17 unique RTs. Multiple toxin profiles 

were observed and a high proportion of C. difficile isolates (94.1%) were toxigenic. RT127 

(A+B+CDT+) was the most common RT identified comprising 32.7% of isolates, followed by 

RT288 (A-B-CDT+, 28.7%), RT137 (A+B+CDT-, 14.9%), RT033 (A-B-CDT+, 6.9%) and 

RT126 (A+B+CDT+, 2.0%).  

Consistent with our previous study, RT078 (A+B+CDT+, toxinotype V) was not detected. 

RT078 is ST11 and part of evolutionary divergent clade 5, one of six currently known 

phylogenetic C. difficile lineages549. RT078 has received considerable clinical and research 

interest due to; i) a strong association with a wide range of wild and production animal 

species, ii) its isolation from retail meat and iii) its emergence as a significant pathogen 

associated with HA-CDI and CA-CDI in the Northern Hemisphere10,16,18,28,195,327,350. 

Accordingly, RT078 is considered a lineage of One Health importance and one that shows a 

clear propensity for adaptation and life within the animal gut, as well as a high potential for 

zoonotic transfer. Its absence in Australian calves is significant, albeit not totally unexpected. 

To date, RT078 has not been found in any of our bovine, ovine or porcine surveillance 

studies13,17,396,550 or in wild or performance animals in Australia (T.V. Riley, unpublished 

data). Furthermore, this RT is infrequently seen in humans in Australia (~100 per annum, 

nationally) and these rare cases are most likely importation events from overseas, returning 

travellers or imported food such as pork (T. V. Riley, personal communication). 

In the absence of RT078, the strain population was predominated by several other binary 

toxin-positive (CDT+) RTs (033, 126, 127 and 288), comprising 70.3% of isolates. This 
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finding is consistent with our 2013 study where three CDT+ RTs (033, 126 and 127) 

comprised 77.8% of isolates17. Previous MLST studies have identified that RTs 033, 126 and 

127 all belong to the same evolutionary lineage as RT078, ST11/clade 5170-172,198. At the time 

of this study, it is unknown which ST or clade RT288 belongs to, however, it is highly likely 

that it also belongs to ST11/clade 5 (see Chapter 6). Given the genetic similarity and shared 

ancestry of these RTs to RT078 and their clear epidemiological links to animals, it is likely 

RTs 033, 126, 127 (and maybe 288) are occupying a similar ecological role in livestock in 

Australia as that occupied by RT078 overseas. Clearly, the genetic and phenotypic 

characteristics of these strains and their phylogenetic relationship to RT078 requires further 

investigation. 

RT126 shares a very similar ISR banding pattern with RT078, separated by just a single band 

(Figure 4.7). Consequently, many studies report these two RTs together as a single group 

(078/126)198,551-553 which cannot be resolved by MALDI-ToF MS554. In addition to sharing 

the same ST, they also share the same toxinotype (type V) and tcdC deletion (39 bp)165,172,198. 

Prevalence of RT126 in this study was low (2%), but not dissimilar to our earlier study (6%)17 

and a recent study of veal calves in Germany (4%)334. Zidaric and colleagues353 reported the 

multiclonal presence of RT126 in cattle in Belgium and, along with RT078, RT126 

dominated other RTs over the course of the longitudinal study, suggesting superior adaptation 

to the animal host. RT126 has also been found in 20% of pigs in Germany but was notably 

absent in our recent cross-sectional study in Australian piggeries13.  

Prevalence of RT126 in humans is generally quite low, although this does vary between 

geographic regions. In Germany and Slovenia, prevalence was 1-2.7%554,555 and a 2008 pan-

European survey listed RT126 as accounting for 3% of infections18. In Italy, RT126 was the 

most frequently encountered RT in clinical populations from 2002 to 2005 and was invariably 

FQR188,556,557. In Kuwait, over the 3-year period 2003 to 2005, 10.5% of CDI cases were 

attributable to RT126 with many cases classified as severe (PMC, mortality within 30 days, 

colectomy or admission to intensive care)398. Hung et al. report a RT126 clone common to a 

cluster of three CDI cases in Taiwan, one of which developed severe CDI with relapsing 

PMC397. Later the same group conducted investigations in swine herds on several farms in 

Taiwan and found RT126 highly prevalent (~28.0%) in piglets and sows with a high gyrA 

mutation rate (Thr82Ile) conferring FQR380,558. A limited number of cases of RT126 has been 

reported in Australia, most notably in two unrelated oncology patients in WA559. These cases 

are discussed further in Chapter 6. 
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RT127 is distinguished from its close relatives RTs 126 and 078 by 1 and 2 ISR bands, 

respectively (Figure 4.7) and characterised as toxinotype VI165. RT127 seems well 

established in calf populations in Australia as it has been the most prevalent RT identified in 

both the 2013 study (comprising 50.2% of isolates)17 and this current study (30.7% of 

isolates). The exact contribution of this lineage to CDI in Australia, however, remains unclear. 

RT127 has been recovered sporadically from humans with CDI in WA and the Eastern States 

in the last decade (T.V. Riley, unpublished data) but was not highly prevalent (< 1%) in 

recent national surveillance studies127,187,560,561. Outside of Australia, RT127 has only been 

reported in Taiwan. The recent studies of Wu et al.558 and Tsai et al.380 reported RT127 as the 

most prevalent RT found in swine herds across numerous regions in Taiwan, accounting for 

43.0% and 37.7% of isolates, respectively, the vast majority of which were FQR.  

RT288 comprised 28.7% of C. difficile isolates in this study, however, it was absent in our 

earlier investigation17. To date, this RT has only been reported in a single study562 which 

included just three isolates originating from cattle (Spain), a horse (Canada) and a partridge 

(Slovenia). Its prevalence in human infection appears low (T.V. Riley, unpublished data), 

however; it shares very similar genetic features (including ISR banding pattern, see Figure 

4.7) with RT033—an emerging RT of clinical and veterinary significance. Like many other 

clade 5 RTs, RT033 and RT288 produce binary toxin, however, they exhibit atypical 

arrangement of the PaLoc. In these RTs, tcdE, tcdR and tcdB are completely absent, however, 

tcdC and a small portion of the C-terminus of tcdA remains, which can be differentiated by 

ecoR1 restriction into at least three known subtypes designated toxinotype XIa and XIc 

(RT033) and XIb (RT288)96,164,219,562. Prevalence of RT033 in this study was 6%, lower than 

previously seen in Australian calves (20%)17 and pigs where it was the second most common 

RT (13%)13. Outside of Australia, RT033 predominated in calves in Germany (57%)334 and 

Slovenia (75.5%)358, but was present in very small numbers in other European 

studies341,353,361. Reports of RT033 in clinical populations are increasing. In France, Eckert et 

al.96 reported a cluster of six epidemiologically unrelated cases of CDI attributable to RT033, 

indicating that despite the absence of toxin A and B, there remained a pathogenic potential.  

Geric et al.,563 also describe the presence of LCT-, CDT+ strains (at the time, not assigned to 

RT033) in a collection of isolates causing CDI in the USA. In Australia, Androga et al.99 

reported the recovery of RT033 from a 15-yo male with ulcerative colitis and severe 

diarrhoea. Most recently in Italy, Grandesso and colleagues564 described a case of C. difficile 

RT033 colitis in a patient after a protracted hospital stay and broad-spectrum antimicrobial 
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therapy (for K. pneumoniae pancreatitis). Furthermore, the prevalence and clinical burden of 

these and other potentially undiscovered LCT-, CDT+ RTs is likely to be underestimated—a 

recent study by our laboratory found that current molecular diagnostic assays (which rely on 

amplification of tcdA/tcdB genes), failed to detect strains of C. difficile RT033226.  

4.4.5 Chapter summary 

This Chapter examined the prevalence, concentration and genetic diversity of C. difficile on 

the carcasses and in the faeces of neonatal veal calves at three abattoirs in Australia. The high 

prevalence and viable count data presented confirm that Australian neonatal calves are 

contaminated with C. difficile spores during the slaughter process and further support the role 

of livestock as amplification reservoirs for C. difficile. Furthermore, the unique slaughter age 

of these animals presents a significant and perhaps under-appreciated risk factor for 

contamination of carcasses during the slaughter process and may compromise the 

microbiological quality of meat for domestic and export markets. 

A diverse collection of toxigenic RTs was identified, predominated by binary toxin-positive 

clade 5 RTs 033, 126, 127 and likely also 288. These RTs share a recent evolutionary history 

with RT078, a major C. difficile lineage of One Health importance, and have all been 

recovered from humans with CDI in Australia in recent years.   
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The following publication has arisen from this Chapter:  

 

KNIGHT DR, Squire MM, Collins DA and Riley TV. Genome analysis of Clostridium 

difficile PCR ribotype 014 lineage in Australian pigs and humans reveals a diverse genetic 

repertoire and signatures of long-range inter-species transmission. Front. Microbiol. 2016; 

7:2138.   
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Diverse sources of C. difficile play a critical role in CDI transmission, challenging the long-

held misconception that CDI is primarily a healthcare-associated infection. In the 2013 

landmark study of Eyre and colleagues7, WGS of 957 isolates from 1250 patients with CDI at 

hospitals and in the community around Oxford, UK, found that 45% were genetically diverse 

(differing by >10 SNVs in their core genome). Over a third of these cases were erroneously 

linked by contact with another symptomatic case, staff contact or epidemiological type e.g. 

RT/ST. Using an estimated molecular clock of ~1 SNV per-genome per-year the authors 

concluded that these isolates were genetically distinct from all other cases and likely 

originated from either asymptomatic carriage or a source other than the hospital environment7. 

Key reservoirs of C. difficile external to the healthcare system include food, water, soil, and 

animals, in particular, livestock such as pigs and cattle and their effluent or by-products such 

as compost and manure10,11,303. 

RT014 [toxinotype 0, NAP 4] is a highly successful clade 1 lineage of C. difficile consistently 

among the most common RTs causing CDI in Europe18,188. RT014 is also currently the most 

prevalent RT in Australia, accounting for ~25% of CDI cases19,127,187. In 2013, a study of C. 

difficile in 21 piggeries across 5 states in Australia found RT014 to be the most prevalent RT 

in neonatal pigs, accounting for 23% (n=26/154) of isolates13. To date, assessment of the 

genetic overlap between these two populations has been limited to low-resolution genotyping 

tools and the analysis of small discrete regions of the C. difficile genome such as the 16S–

23S rRNA ISR and the pathogenicity and binary toxin loci31. Based on RT and toxin gene 

profiles alone, it is possible that zoonotic (animal to human) or anthroponotic (human to 

animal) transmission of RT014 is occurring.  

In this Chapter, to further define the extent of genetic overlap and detect evidence of potential 

transmission events, WGS and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics were performed on 

a contemporaneous collection of Australian RT014 isolates of human and porcine origin. In 

addition, the overall genetic repertoire of this RT014 strain collection was investigated by 

pan-genome analysis and characterization of the C. difficile RT014 resistome, prophage 

content and in silico virulence potential. 
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5.2 STUDY DESIGN 

5.2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this study were fivefold: 

i. Utilise WGS and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics to detect evidence of 

potential RT014 transmission events within and between host species, 

ii. Determine the in vitro susceptibility of C. difficle RT014 from porcine and humans to 

a panel of antimicrobial agents and investigate the genotypic and genomic aspects 

underlying any phenotypic resistance, 

iii. Determine the core, accessory and pan-genome for this lineage, 

iv. Investigate gene conservation in a set of clinically important loci associated with 

virulence and host-pathogen interaction and, 

v. Describe the diversity of prophages in this population. 

 

5.2.2 Study population 

To achieve the objectives of this study, a total of 40 C. difficile contemporaneous RT014 

isolates from humans and pigs in Australia were sequenced and analysed. Porcine isolates 

(P1-P16) were sourced from pigs aged < 14 days from 6 piggeries (farms) during the period 

April 2012 and December 201213. The farms were located in four states; Victoria [VIC; n=7 

isolates, n=2 farms (MAR, BRM)], New South Wales [NSW; n=4 isolates, n=2 farms 

(YNG1, YNG2)], Queensland [QLD; n=3 isolates, n=1 farm (MDB)] and South Australia 

[SA; n=2 isolates, n=1 farm (SHK)]. All piglets, with the exception of P1-4 (farms YNG1, 

YNG2), were from farms with a history of idiopathic neonatal scouring.  

Human isolates (H1-H24) were sourced from CDI patients as part of a national CDI 

surveillance program conducted between November 2012 and April 201319. Isolates 

originated from 7 laboratories (sites) associated with tertiary hospitals in the same four states; 

VIC [n=9 isolates, n=2 sites (MLB, CLN)], NSW [n=8 isolates, n=3 sites (MQP, RWK, 

SLD)], QLD [n=4 isolates, n=1 site (TNG)] and SA [n=3 isolates, n=1 site (ADL)]. CDI 

cases were defined according to guidelines proposed by Cohen et al.121; 11 were identified as 

HA-CDI, 11 as CA-CDI and 2 as indeterminate (INDET). For comparative analysis, the 

genomes of previously sequenced clinical C. difficile RT014 strains from European studies; 

ATCC43600 (GenBank accession SRP044633)172, Ox1533 (ERS139376), Ox593 

(ERS139417) and Ox1475 (ERS139420)186 were included in all bioinformatics analyses, 
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making a total of 44 genomes. Prior to sequencing, the previous typing results for all 40 

Australian isolates13,19 were verified by repeat PCR assays for ribotype and the presence of 

toxin genes (Figure 5.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Indistinguishable RT and toxin gene profiles for porcine and human RT014 

 

 

Isolate ID tcdA tcdB cdtA cdtB 
P16  + + - - 
H9 + + - - 
P6 + + - - 
H23 + + - - 
H19 + + - - 
H4 + + - - 
H7 + + - - 
H21 + + - - 
P7 + + - - 
H12 + + - - 
P4 + + - - 
P8 + + - - 
H8 + + - - 
H2 + + - - 
H10 + + - - 
P15 + + - - 
H1 + + - - 
R8‡ + + - - 
P2 + + - - 
H11 + + - - 
H3 + + - - 
P13 + + - - 
P1 + + - - 
P12 + + - - 
H20 + + - - 
H6 + + - - 
H5 + + - - 
H17 + + - - 
P3 + + - - 
H18 + + - - 
H14 + + - - 
P11 + + - - 
P5 + + - - 
H24 + + - - 
P9 + + - - 
H16 + + - - 
P14 + + - - 
H15 + + - - 
H13 + + - - 
H22 + + - - 
P10 + + - - 
R40‡ + + - - 

Dendrogram cluster analysis of PCR ribotyping banding patterns for 40 Australian isolates of C. difficile RT014 

analysed in this study (H1-24, human, P1-16). Reference strain R8 (RT014) is included and was used for RT 

assignment. The corresponding toxin gene profile is also provided for each isolate, and for comparative purposes, 

reference strain R40 (RT020), a RT often grouped together with RT014 is also included. ‡Reference strains 

provided by Dr John Brazier at the ARL/CDRN. Dendrogram was generated as detailed in Figure 4.5. 
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Locations from where the study isolates were recovered are shown in Figure 5.2 and 

comprehensive metadata of all isolates and genomes analysed in this study are provided in 

Supplementary Table 1, APPENDIX V.  

 

Figure 5.2 Location of the study farms and hospitals 

 

5.3 RESULTS 

5.3.1 C. difficile RT014 genome metrics and features 

Metrics and general features for 44 RT014 genomes evaluated in this study are summarised in 

Table 5.1 and individually listed in Supplementary Table 2, APPENDIX V.  

Sequencing yielded a median PE read count of 5259522 (99% ≥Q30), resulting in a 

theoretical fold coverage of 99X across all isolates. Illumina PE reads have been submitted to 

the ENA under study PRJEB12970 (sample accessions ERS1078744-ERS1078783, 

Supplementary Table 2, APPENDIX V). Annotated C. difficile assemblies are freely 

available at the online research data repository FigShare using the following link 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4290266.  

Genomes ranged in size from ~4.0 to ~4.4 Mb; harbouring between 3654 and 4248 CDS and 

an average of 53 tRNAs, 13 rRNAs and 11 CRISPRs. Overall, CDS accounted for 79-87% of 

the average genome size (4.26 Mb) and GC percentage ranged between 28-30% (median 28.6, 

Table 5.1 and Supplementary Table 2, APPENDIX V).  

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4290266
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Table 5.1 Metric summary for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes 

Metric Median (Range) Metric Median (Range) 

  
  

Genome size (Mbp) 4.26 (4.02-4.40) N tRNA 53 (32-77) 

GC% 28.64 (28.26-29.46) N rRNA 13 (7-26) 

N genes 3910 (3728-4305) N CRISPRs 11 (8-19) 

N CDS 3832 (3654-4248) N Contigs 124 (27-422) 

CDS length 768 (63-8877) Largest contig  544003 (233681-1854258) 

Total CDS length (Mbp) 3.49 (3.33-3.75) N50 100109 (18427-564959) 

Coding % (of genome) 82.40 (79.39-87.17) Density (CDS/Mbp) 906 (869-979) 
    

 

 

5.3.2 In silico multi-locus sequence typing  

An MLST phylogeny for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes is shown in  

Figure 5.3. RT014 was differentiated into three STs: ST2 (H strains, n=20, P strains, n=1), 

ST13 (H strains, n=6, P strains, n=10) and ST49 (H strains, n=2, P strains, n=5). Notably, 

human and porcine populations were intermingled, particularly in the ST13 group. All STs 

display allelic conservation in 5 of the 7 housekeeping genes (adk, atpA, glyA, recA, and 

sodA) but differed by single polymorphisms in tpi and dxr genes (Table 5.2).  

 

Table 5.2 Conservation of housekeeping genes used in C. difficile MLST scheme 

Gene (bp) 
Allele 

ST2 ST13 ST49 

adk (501) 1 1 1 

atpA (555) 1 1 1 

dxr (411) 2 6 (T201C) 2 

glyA (516) 1 1 1 

recA (564) 5 5 5 

sodA (450) 3 3 3 

tpi (504) 1 1 3 (G3A) 

MLST clade 1 1 1 

Single nucleotide polymorphisms are shown in parentheses  

 

 

5.3.3 CE-ribotyping 

In light of the MLST results, an opportunity arose to type a selection of RT014 by the new 

high-resolution capillary gel electrophoresis-based PCR ribotyping platform (CE-RT, see 

3.4.5). Six isolates of RT014 (P1, P8, P16, H8, H19, and H20) comprising 2 of each of STs 2, 

13 and 49 were typed. The CE-RT pattern analysis for these six isolates is shown in Figure 

5.4. Despite differences in ST, all RT014 isolates were indistinguishable from each other and 
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were designated as CDRN/Webribo reference CE ribotyping pattern 014/6 according to the 

schemes of Fawley et al.163 and Indra et al.416, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Population structure of 44 C. difficile RT014 based on MLST 

Maximum-likelihood MLST phylogeny. The scale shows the number of nucleotide substitutions per site, based 

on concatenated MLST allele sequences (7 loci, 3501 bp). For global phylogenetic context, well-characterised 

representatives of MLST clades 1 (ST54, RT012), 2 (ST1, RT027), 3 (ST22, RT023), 4 (ST37, RT017), and 5 

(ST11, RT078) are also shown (*). For comparative purposes ST14 (RT020), an RT often grouped with RT014 

is also included. Tree is mid-point rooted and is supported by 1000 bootstrap replicates (only values >50 are 

shown). The branch depicting ST11 contains a break (overall length = 0.0144). Branch and taxa 

coloring/labeling for RT014 strains; teal=human (H), purple=porcine (P), red=ST2 (n=21), green=ST13 (n=16), 

blue=ST49 (n=7). 
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Figure 5.4 CE-RT analysis of RT014 from three ST lineages 

CE-RT pattern analysis for six isolates of RT014 (P1, P8, P16, H8, H19, and H20 typed by conventional (Qiaxcel-based, QXL) PCR ribotyping comprising 2 of each of STs 2, 

13 and 49. CE-RT patterns for reference RTs 014/0, 014/5 and 014/6 have been included for comparison. Despite differences in ST, all six QXL-typed RT014 isolates were 

indistinguishable from each other and were designated as CDRN/Webribo reference CE ribotyping pattern 014/6 according to the schemes of Fawley et al.163 and Indra et al.416, 

respectively. The UPGMA dendrogram was generated using Pearson correlation coefficient.  

Isolate ID QXL Ribotype CE Ribotype Webribotype 

R8 RT 014 CE Reference (014/5) 014/5 

R8 (rpt) RT 014 CE Reference (014/5) 014/5 

H20 RT 014 [ST 2] RT 014/6 014/6 

P8 RT 014 [ST 49] RT 014/6 014/6 

H19 RT 014 [ST 13] RT 014/6 014/6 

H8 RT 014 [ST 49] RT 014/6 014/6 

N/A N/A CE Reference (014/6) 014/6 

R15 RT 014 CE Reference (014/6) 014/6 

P1 RT 014 [ST 13] RT 014/6 014/6 

P16 RT 014 [ST 2] RT 014/6 014/6 

N/A N/A CE Reference (014/0) 014/0 

N/A N/A CE Reference (014/0) 014/0 

N/A N/A CE Reference (014/0) 014/0 
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5.3.4 Phylogenetic analysis of core orthologous gene clusters  

We employed a stringent consensus orthology-calling approach to identify a set of 

homologous genes present in all 44 RT014 strains that could be used for robust high-

resolution phylogenetic analysis. A total of 1296, 1334 and 1296 orthologous gene clusters 

were identified by OMCL, COG and BDBH algorithms, respectively (see 3.7.8). An 

intersection of these three estimates yielded a robust consensus set of 1260 orthologous genes 

(1019160 bp) used for ML tree building with ClonalframeML. Microevolutionary analysis of 

44 RT014 strains is shown in Figure 5.5.  

The 21 strains comprising the ST2 group were resolved into multiple strain clusters (Figure 

5.5). Some strains that shared a common geographic and temporal relationship were located in 

distant parts of the phylogeny suggesting significant genetic heterogeneity e.g. H21-22 and 

H23-24 (all Nov-12, VIC-CLN). Conversely, some strains showed clustering despite an 

absence of a common geographic and temporal relationship e.g. H4 (NSW-MQP, Dec-12), 

H9 (QLD-TNG, Nov-12) and H21-22 (both VIC-CLN, Nov-12). Most notable was the 

clustering of 8 human ST2 strains (H3, H10-12, H15, H17-18, and H20) with a single porcine 

strain (P16, Figure 5.5, Box A). These strains originated from multiple states (NSW, QLD, 

SA, and VIC) and were collected over an 11-month period (Jun-12 to Apr-13). These data 

suggest a very recent shared ancestry and possible long-range transmission events.  

The 16 strains comprising the ST13 group were resolved into numerous distinct clusters 

(Figure 5.5). The phylogeny revealed a cluster of 3 human and 5 porcine strains (H1, H6, 

H13, P1-4, and P15, Figure 5.5, Box B). These strains originated from NSW and SA and 

were collected over a 12-month period (Apr-12 to Mar-13), again suggesting long-range 

transmission but also short-range inter-farm transmission (P1-3 and P4). Two other clusters 

were exclusively of porcine origin: P12-14 (QLD-MDB, Dec-12) and P10-11 (VIC-BRM, 

Aug-12). A third cluster contained H7 (NSW-SLD, Mar-13) and H19 (VIC-MLB, Nov-12). 

The 7 strains comprising the ST49 group were differentiated into 3 distinct clusters, one 

containing all 5 porcine strains (P5-9, Figure 5.5). The phylogenetic distance between P5-9 

and the 2 human strains (H8 and Ox593) suggest a lack of recent common ancestry and 

limited genetic overlap. The 4 international strains (Ox1533, Ox1475, Ox593 and ATCC-

43600) did not show significant clustering with any of the Australian RT014s (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5 Population structure of 44 C. difficile RT014 based on core orthologous genes 

ClonalframeML radial phylogram constructed from a gene-by-gene alignment of 1260 orthologous gene clusters 

(1019160 bp). The tree is mid-point rooted and the nodes are supported by 1000 bootstrap replicates (only values 

>50 are shown). Scale bar represents the number of the number of substitutions per nucleotide site. Branch and 

taxa colouring/labelling for RT014 strains; teal=human (H), purple=porcine (P), red=ST2 (n=21), green=ST13 

(n=16), blue=ST49 (n=7). Boxes A and B indicate inter-species clustering in ST lineages 2 and 13, respectively. 

The legend shows corresponding information for strain ID, origin, site and date of collection. 

 

5.3.5 Single nucleotide variant analysis 

SNV analysis provides ultra-fine scale resolution of bacterial populations and when 

interpreted in the context of a species molecular clock (a theoretical approximation of 

evolutionary change over time) is a powerful tool for identifying subtle genetic variability and 

signatures of clonal transmission9,174. For C. difficile, a number of studies have calculated a 

fixed-rate molecular clock in the region of 1.47x10-7 to 5.33x10-7 mutations per site per year, 

equating to 1-2 SNVs per-genome per-year2,7,14,174. Therefore, a cut-off of 0-2 SNVs has been 

proposed as a signature of a recent clonal transmission event14,174,178,179. 
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Using this approach an average of 93.5% of sites within the CD630 chromosome (4012699 

bp) were mapped to a median depth of 98.4X. Reference mapping and a stringent filtering 

pipeline yielded 1287 high-quality bona fide SNVs across the 44-sample data set. Of these, 

24.2% (n=311) coded for nonsynonymous (dN) gene changes, 69.5% (n=894) coded for 

synonymous (silent, dS) gene changes and 6.4% (n=82) of sites were intergenic. SNV 

annotation revealed one notable dN gene resulting in a moderate/high impact: gene 

CD630_04600 (ABC-type transport system, permease (886 aa), polymorphism G549814T 

(Gly825*). Of the 1287 SNVs, 79.6% (n=1024) were transitions [interchanges of purines 

(A↔G) or of pyrimidines (C↔T)], whilst 20.4% were the transversions [interchanges of a 

purine (A or G) with a pyrimidine (C or T)].  

A SNV based ML phylogeny of 44 RT014 in clonal frame is shown in Figure 5.6. A heat 

map of pairwise SNV differences between all 44 genomes is shown in Figure 5.7. The ML 

tree is in agreement with the de novo phylogeny revealing (i) ST specific branches, (ii) a 

general absence of geographic clustering and (iii) intermingling of human and animal strains 

in all 3 lineages. Applying a fixed-rate molecular clock of 1-2 SNVs per-genome per-year, 6 

clonal groups (CGs) were identified, defined as strains differing by ≤2 SNVs in their core 

genome (Figure 5.6, CG1-6). Overall, 42% of human strains (12/28) showed a clonal 

relationship with one or more porcine strain (Figure 5.6). A temporal analysis of the 6 CGs is 

shown in Figure 5.8. Based on geographic and temporal distributions, CGs 2 and 3 show 

signatures of long-range intra- and inter-species transmission events.  

CG3 comprised 3 human and 5 porcine strains (all ST13) collected over a 12-month period 

(Apr-12 to Mar-13, Figure 5.8). The strains originated from 6 distinct sites in NSW and SA 

separated by an average distance of 696 km, ranging from ~2 km (farms YNG1 and YNG2, 

both in NSW) to 1162 km (hospital sites ADL and SLD in SA and NSW). Within CG3, all 

human strains were classified as HA-CDI. Furthermore, we observed an apparent 

directionality in transmission events with all porcine strains isolated in Apr-12/Jun-12 prior to 

the human cases were in Nov-12, Dec-12, and Mar-13 (Figure 5.6). 

CG2 was the largest CG, comprising 9 human and a single porcine strain (all ST2). The 

majority (75%) of human strains were classified as CA-CDI. As with CG3, strains originated 

from sites distributed across a vast geographic area. The average distance between sites was 

894 km with the largest distance (1597 km) found between sites TNG (QLD) and ADL (SA). 

Three human strains originated from a single site in QLD (TNG, Nov-12 to Jan-13), 3 from a 

single lab in VIC (MLB, Nov-12) and two from different sites in NSW (MQP and RWK, 
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Nov-12 and Dec-12, respectively, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8). The single porcine strain (P16) 

originated from site SHK in SA and was collected in Jun-12 prior to all human strains. 

Overall, 50% of the human strains within CGs 2 and 3 originated from cases classified as CA-

CDI whilst a seventh strain (H3) was categorized of indeterminate origin121, which in all 

probability, represents acquisition outside of the hospital system (onset >4 weeks after leaving 

hospital).  

 

Figure 5.6 Population structure of 44 C. difficile RT014 based on SNVs 

Maximum-likelihood phylogeny based on non-repetitive, non-recombinant SNVs (n=1287) identified after 

mapping all sequence reads against the CD630 reference genome (accession AM180355; 4290252 bp). RAxML 

tree is mid-point rooted and is supported by 1000 nonparametric bootstrap replicates (only values >50 are 

shown). Branch and taxa coloring/labeling for RT014 strains; teal=human (H), purple=porcine (P), red=ST2 

(n=21), green=ST13 (n=16), blue=ST49 (n=7). Taxa labels include ID: ORIGIN-SITE, ISOLATION DATE, 

and ACQUISITION STATUS (if known). The black boxes indicate a clonal group (CG) where all isolates differ 

by no more than two SNVs (0-2). To enhance the visual resolution of the relative evolutionary distances (branch 

lengths/tips) between test genomes, C. difficile CD630 was omitted from the final phylogeny (mean 1069 SNV 

differences from test genomes). 
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The remaining 4 CGs showed clustering by host origin. Three CGs contained exclusively 

porcine strains indicating clonal populations in the respective piggeries: CG1 (n=5, ST49, 

VIC-MAR, Apr/Jul-12); CG4 (n=3, ST13, QLD-MDB, Dec-12) and CG5 (n=2, ST13, VIC-

BRM, Aug-12, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8). CG6 contained 3 human ST2 strains collected in 

Nov-12 (n=2, CA-CDI) and Dec-12 (n=1, INDET) from geographically distinct sites in NSW 

and VIC (~711 km apart). As observed in the de novo phylogeny, the ST2 group showed 

significant genetic diversity with strains H4, H9 and H21-22 present on a branch distinct from 

the other ST2 strains. The extent of variation in the ST2 group is illustrated by a distance of 

133 SNVs between strains H9 and H23, which are found on most peripheral parts of the tree. 

Lastly, as seen in Figure 5.5 (core ortholog phylogeny), the 4 international RT014 strains 

were distantly related to the Australian strains and an average of 1069 SNVs was found 

between RT014 strains and reference strain CD630 (ST54, RT012) (data not shown). 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Core genome SNV distances between 44 C. difficile RT014 

Heatmap of pairwise core genome SNV differences (Δ) between all 44 isolates, sorted by ST: red=ST2 (n=21), 

green=ST13 (n=16), blue=ST49 (n=7). 
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Figure 5.8 Temporal analysis of C. difficile RT014 clonal groups 

Isolation windows for all RT014 clonal groups; CG1 (4 months), CG2 (11 months), CG3 (12 months), CG4 (1 

month), CG5 (1 month) and CG6 (2 months). Date of isolation (mmm-yy) shown on the x-axis. 

 

5.3.6 In silico AMR profiling 

Sequenced RT014 genomes were surveyed for the presence of acquired AMR genes. SRST2 

identified 61 AMR genes with 60 (98.4%) found exclusively in porcine strains of ST lineages 

13 and 49 (Figure 5.9). The methyltransferase gene ermB was found in 75% (n=12/16) of 

porcine strains (ST2, n=1/1; ST49, n=5/5; ST13, n=5/10) and a single human strain of ST2 (p 

<0.005, χ² test). A diverse collection of tetracycline resistance (tetR) genes were identified 

with a varied distribution in porcine strains of ST13 and ST49 but notably absent from human 

strains. Resistance elements tetM, tetW, tetA(P) and tetB(P) were found in 68.8% (n=11/16), 

50.0% (n=8/16), 18.8% (n=3/16) and 18.8% (n=3/16) of porcine strains, respectively (Figure 

5.9).  

Despite C. difficile being inherently resistant to aminoglycosides, 56.3% (n=9/16) of porcine 

strains carried one or more genes belonging to an aminoglycoside-streptothricin resistance 

cassette (aph3’-III-Sat4A-ant6’-Ia). Seven porcine strains (five from ST49 and 2 from ST13) 

carried the complete cassette, whilst two (both ST49) retained only aph3-III (Figure 5.9). A 

single porcine strain (P12, ST13) harboured the lincomycin resistance gene, lnuC previously 

described by Achard et al.565.  

Manual curation of the draft assemblies found all isolates harboured bacitracin (uppP2) and 

tellurium (terD1-4) resistance genes and the multidrug efflux resistance gene cme, which in E. 

faecalis has been shown to confer resistance to ethidium bromide, safranin O, and 

erythromycin566. Also, all isolates harboured a complete but cryptic (phenotypically silent) 

vanGCd operon comprising syntenic vanR, vanS, vanG, vanY and vanTG567-569. All genomes 
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were negative for resistance mutations within rpoB (encoding RNA polymerase) or the 

QRDR of DNA gyrase genes gyrA/gyrB. Finally, as is characteristic for C. difficile, all strains 

harboured a gene encoding a β-lactamase inducing penicillin-binding protein (blaR).  

5.3.7 Prophage discovery 

A total of 73 intact, 85 questionable and 223 incomplete prophages were identified in the 44 

RT014 genomes. A summary of the distribution of intact prophages is shown in Figure 5.9 

and their genetic features are individually detailed in Supplementary Table 3, APPENDIX 

V. The 73 intact prophages were made up of 7 different prophage ‘types’ with a varied 

distribution across all host populations and ST lineages. Clostridial prophage ϕC2 was most 

commonly found (n=38) followed by ϕMMP02 (n=14), CDMH1 (n=9), ϕCD6356 (n=7), 

ϕCD27 (n=3), ϕCD38-2 (n=1) and ϕSM101 (n=1) with some strains possessing multiple 

copies of some types, particularly ϕC2 (Figure 5.9 and Supplementary Table 3, 

APPENDIX V).  

The mean number of intact prophages per-genome for human and porcine populations was 

1.29 and 2.31, respectively (p=0.48, T-test). Prophage size ranged between 12.2 kb to 

108.2 kb in length (median of ~50.5 kb). GC content of the prophages ranged between 26.7 

and 37.4 % (median of 29.4 %), which is comparable to the average GC content for the C. 

difficile host (28.6%).  

5.3.8 In vitro antimicrobial susceptibility 

MICs were determined for a panel of 16 agents including vancomycin, metronidazole, 

fidaxomicin, rifaximin, clindamycin, erythromycin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, piperacillin-

tazobactam, ceftriaxone, meropenem, moxifloxacin, tetracycline, trimethoprim, gentamicin, 

tobramycin and spectinomycin. Summary MIC data for 40 Australian RT014 strains are 

presented in Table 5.3 and MIC distributions for all 16 agents against all isolates are shown 

in Figure 5.10.  

Overall, rifaximin was the most active agent (geometric mean (GM) MIC=0.004 mg/L, 

Kruskal-Wallis H-test p < 0.0001), followed by fidaxomicin (GM MIC=0.03 mg/L, p < 

0.0001), metronidazole (GM MIC=0.33 mg/L, p < 0.0001) and then vancomycin (GM 

MIC=0.89 mg/L, p < 0.0001). All isolates were fully susceptible, with no significant variation 

between human and porcine populations, to the first-line human therapies vancomycin, 

metronidazole, and fidaxomicin, as well as rifaximin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, moxifloxacin, 

trimethoprim and piperacillin-tazobactam (Table 5.3). Comparison of human and porcine 
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groups found differences in MIC for tetracycline (human GM MIC=0.08 mg/L vs. porcine 

GM MIC=5.85 mg/L, respectively; p < 0.0001); erythromycin (GM MIC=0.65 mg/L vs. GM 

MIC=24.42 mg/L; p < 0.05); clindamycin (GM MIC=0.99 mg/L vs. GM MIC=8.72 mg/L; p 

< 0.05) and meropenem (GM MIC=1.09 mg/L vs. GM MIC=1.68 mg/L; p < 0.05, Table 

5.3).  

In vitro antimicrobial activity for tetracycline, erythromycin and clindamycin were largely 

congruent with the results of resistance gene profiling, with markedly different susceptibility 

profiles observed for human and porcine populations (Table 5.3). Overall, 32.5% of isolates, 

predominantly of porcine origin (H, n=1/24, P, n=12/16; p < 0.005, χ² test), presented an 

MLSB phenotype. Of these, 92.3% (n=12/13) harboured a concordant genotype (ermB), 

whilst a single strain (P10) was negative for ermB. Overall, 27.5% of isolates, exclusively of 

porcine origin (H, n=0/24, P, n=11/16) presented a tetR phenotype. Overall concordance with 

genotype was only 69% (n=11/16) as several strains harbouring only tetW (n=2) or tetA(P) 

and tetB(P) did not show resistance in vitro.  

As expected, all isolates showed high MICs to the aminoglycosides gentamicin, tobramycin 

and spectinomycin, irrespective of harbouring aph3-III, Sat4A or ant6-Ia. The absence of 

rpoB and QRDR mutations appeared a good indicator of phenotype as no rifaximin or 

moxifloxacin resistance was observed. 

5.3.9 Genomic context for AMR 

To provide a genomic context for AMR, draft genomes were screened for the presence of Tns. 

A summary of identified Tns is shown in Figure 5.9. All 11 tetM positive isolates harboured 

identical elements showing >99% sequence identity and near perfect synteny with Tn5397 

(accession AF333235.1), the primary tetM encoding conjugative transposon found in C. 

difficile (Figure 5.11)570. The archetypal Tn5397 element is 20658 bp in length and possesses 

3 characteristic features: tndX (a serine recombinase used for excision and integration), tetM 

and ORF 14* which is interrupted by a 1831 bp group II intron256. The RT014 Tn5397-like 

elements showed conservation in 16 of 17 ORFs present in Tn5397. ORF 14 was truncated by 

2648 bp and did not contain the classical Tn5397 group II intron (Figure 5.11). The variant 

ORF 14 encodes a 333 amino acid (aa) product with 100% identity to a peptidase of the 

N1pC/P60 superfamily of peptidoglycan hydrolytic enzymes and is present in several 

Firmicute genera (accession WP_002324551.1).  
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In C. perfringens, tetA(P) and tetB(P) genes are carried on plasmid pCW3 and found 

complemented and overlapping by 22 bp571. In RT014 strains P12-14, tetA(P) and tetB(P) 

were found in the same configuration, only no discernible plasmid or Tn could be identified. 

The nucleotide sequences for tetA(P) was only a 92% sequence ID match for C. perfringens 

(accession L20800) but a 100% match to C. septicum (AB054982) and Turicibacter sp. 

(CP013476.1, a gut bacterium of the family Erysipelotrichaceae572. The nucleotide sequences 

for tetB(P) was a 99% match for C. perfringens (L20800) and Turicibacter sp. (CP013476.1).  

It was not possible to identify any apparent transposon upon detailed genomic analysis of the 

8 strains harbouring tetW. All tetW genes in this population were identical and shared 100% 

sequence identity with tetW of transposon TnB1230 originating from the ruminant anaerobe 

Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens (accession AJ222769.3, Figure 5.12).  

The genes comprising the aminoglycoside-streptothricin cassette (aph3’-III-Sat4A-ant6’-Ia) 

were not found on any known mobilizable element. However, for the 7 strains harbouring all 

3 genes, a 7272 bp region sharing 99% sequence identity with a multi-drug resistance (MDR) 

cassette found in a strain of Erysipelothrix rhusiopathiae isolated from swine (accession 

KP339868.1, Figure 5.13) was identified. The genomic origin for the aph3-III genes found in 

P10 and P11 were matches for other E. rhusiopathiae genomes (data not shown).  

All 12 ermB positive strains harboured elements resembling the uncommon conjugative 

transposon Tn6194 (HG475346.1). This 28 kbp element was often fragmented in the RT014 

genomes, particularly in the tail region. Therefore, Tn6194 was identified on the presence of 

35 characteristic CDS including the following defining genetic features: (i) a single copy of 

ermB (unlike Tn5398 which has two), (ii) excision module comprising integrase (int, 1446 

bp) and excisionase (xis, 258 bp) genes, and (iii) toxin (ζ) and anti-toxin (ε) genes (Figure 

5.14)255,570.  
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Figure 5.9 Resistome and prophage analysis of 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes 

Heatmap visualizing the distribution of AMR elements, associated phenotypes and prophage content shown 

alongside the MLST phylogeny (Figure 5.9). Presence (), absence (), MICs were not determined for UK 

strains Ox1533, Ox1475, Ox1593 and ATCC43600 (). Some genomes harboured duplicate copies of 

prophages; P3 (2x ϕC2), P7 (2x ϕC2), P15 (3x ϕC2), H8 (2x ϕC2), H19 (2x ϕC2 and 2x ϕMMP02) and Ox1475 

(2x ϕC2). 
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Table 5.3 Antimicrobial susceptibility data summary, analysed by host species 

Agent 
Human RT014 (n=24) 

 
Porcine RT014 (n=16) 

P-value‡ 

Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 
 

Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

            
 

VANa 0.5-1 1/1 0.94 100 0 
 

0.25-1 1/1 0.81 100 0 p > 0.05 

MTZb 0.12-0.5 0.5/0.5 0.36 100 0 
 

0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.28 100 0 p > 0.05 

FDXc 0.004-0.12 0.03/0.06 0.03 100 0 
 

0.004-0.12 0.06/0.06 0.03 100 0 p > 0.05 

RFXbd 0.002-0.008 0.004/0.008 0.004 100 0 
 

0.002-0.015 0.004/0.008 0.004 100 0 p > 0.05 

AMCb 0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.23 100 0 
 

0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.25 100 0 p > 0.05 

CLIb 0.12-8 2/4 0.99 88 12 
 

0.25->32 >32/>32 8.72 31 69 p < 0.05 

ERYb 0.06->256 0.5/4 0.65 96 4 
 

0.12->256 >256/>256 24.42 31 69 p < 0.05 

CROb 4->128 16/32 13.85 79 21 
 

8-32 16/32 16.71 81 19 p > 0.05 

MEMb 0.5-2 1/2 1.09 100 0 
 

0.5-2 1/2 1.68 100 0 p < 0.05 

MXFb 0.5-2 1/2 1.22 100 0 
 

0.5/1 1/1 0.84 100 0 p < 0.05 

TETb 0.06-0.25 0.06/0.12 0.08 100 0 
 

0.06-32 32/32 5.85 31 69 p < 0.0001 

TZPb 0.5-8 4/8 3.89 100 0 
 

0.5-8 4/8 4.18 100 0 p > 0.05 

TMP 8-64 32/64 28.51 NR NR 
 

16-64 32/64 33.42 NR NR p > 0.05 

GEN 16-64 16/64 20.16 NR NR 
 

16-32 16/32 19.03 NR NR p > 0.05 

TOB 16-128 32/128 31.09 NR NR 
 

16-32 16/32 22.63 NR NR p > 0.05 

SPC 16-128 32/128 57.02 NR NR 
 

32-128 32/128 47.26 NR NR p > 0.05 

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; AMC, amoxicillin-clavulanate; CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; CRO, ceftriaxone; 

MEM, meropenem; MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin-tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim, GEN, gentamicin; TOB, tobramycin; SPC, spectinomycin 

S, susceptible; NS non-susceptible (intermediate and resistant breakpoints) 

GM, Geometric mean, ‡Kruskal-Wallis H-test (values in bold are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level) 
†, testing not performed on UK isolates; NR, breakpoints are currently available for trimethoprim, gentamicin, tobramycin, or spectinomycin 
a, Breakpoint for VAN is recommended by EUCAST and is based on epidemiological cut-off values that distinguish WT isolates from those with reduced susceptibility 
b, Breakpoints are those recommended for anaerobes by CLSI418 
c, Proposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 mg/L as recommended by EMA (report WC500119707, http://www.ema.europa.eu/) 
d, Resistance (≥32 mg/L) is as described by O’Connor et al.422. 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/
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Figure 5.10 MIC distributions for 16 antimicrobial agents against 40 C. difficile RT014 

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; AMC, amoxicillin-clavulanate; 

CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; CRO, ceftriaxone; MEM, meropenem; MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, 

tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin-tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim, GEN, gentamicin; TOB, tobramycin; SPC, 

spectinomycin. 
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Figure 5.11 Genetic organization of Tn5397 in C. difficile RT014 

A representative Tn5397-like element from porcine strain P5 is shown compared to conjugative transposon Tn5397 (accession AF333235.1). Arrows indicate open reading 

frames (ORFs/Orfs) and direction of transcription. Characteristic features tetM (tetracycline resistance gene), tndX (site-specific recombinase gene) and Orf14 are shown in 

brown, orange and pink respectively, with the remaining ORFs shown in green. Orf14 is significantly truncated in P5 and completely lacks the 1831 bp group II intron (ORF 

14*), a characteristic feature of Tn5397257,570. Figure prepared using Easyfig508. Gray vertical blocks between sequences indicate regions of homology (Blast nucleotide identity, 

>99%). Overall size (and GC%) of elements in P5 and AF333235.1 are 18011 bp (38.5%) and 20658 bp (38.4%), respectively. 
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Figure 5.12 tetA(P) and tetB(P) nucleotide homology and tetW phylogeny  

(A) BlastN results for tetA(P) and tetB(P) genes found within the genome of strain P12 (representative of 

elements also present in P13 and P14). (B) Mid-point rooted Neighbor-Joining tree generated from tetW 

nucleotide sequences (1920 bp) from C. difficile strain P10 (representative of all tetW positive genomes, n=8) 

and seven homologous elements in related species. GenBank accessions are provided in parentheses. 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 5.13 Genome architecture of aminoglycoside-streptothricin cassette  

Artemis visualization of genome region of strain P5 harbouring aminoglycoside-streptothricin cassette (aph3’-

III-Sat4A-ant6’-Ia). CDS highlighted in green indicate the 7272 bp region with >99% homology to multidrug 

resistance cassette found in a strain of E. rhusiopathiae (KP339868.1, 60643 bp). The exact region also present 

in 6 other strains harbouring the full aminoglycoside-streptothricin cassette (P2, P4, P6, P7, P8, and P9). 

 

Figure 5.14 Characteristic features of Tn6194 

Artemis visualization of genome region of strain P8 showing excision/integration and accessory modules of 

Tn6194 (green). Characteristic CDS used for identification are highlighted in bold outline and include (i) a single 

copy of ermB which encodes a ribosomal RNA adenine N-6-methyltransferase, (ii) excision module comprising 

integrase (int, 1446 bp) and excisionase (xis, 258 bp) genes, and (iii) toxin (ζ) and anti-toxin (ε) genes. The full 

size of the original element is ~28 kbp255,570, however, in nearly all RT014 genomes the tail section was 

fragmented. Notably, int and xis were invariably found adjacent to a tRNA gene (Arg). 
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5.3.10 Presence and sequence conservation of genes associated with virulence and host-

pathogen interaction  

Isolates had previously been characterised by PCR as positive for the major virulence factors 

toxin A (tcdA+) and toxin B (tcdB+), but negative for binary toxin genes (cdtA/B-, Figure 

5.1)13,19. In silico analysis corroborated these results, confirming all strains harboured genes 

common to the typical RT014 PaLoc (tcdR, tcdB, tcdE, tcdA and wildtype tcdC) and CdtLoc 

(cdtR and cdtA/B pseudogenes). Comparative and phylogenetic analysis of tcdA was not 

attempted due to the difficulties in sequencing repetitive stretches of DNA found within the 

CROP domain of tcdA198. 

Nucleotide sequence conservation in a set of 45 genes present in all RT014 genomes was also 

investigated. The genes included 14 highly conserved ‘phylogenetic marker’ genes previously 

described by Kurka and colleagues198 and 31 additional genes associated with the bacterial 

cell wall (n=10), AMR (n=7), C. difficile toxins (n=5), quorum sensing (n=3), motility 

(n=2), sporulation (n=2) and other functions (n=2). Details of the 45 genes, their products 

and the results of the sequence conservation analysis are shown in Table 5.4. Overall, 68.9% 

(n=31) of the 45 analysed genes showed 100% nucleotide conservation across all 44 RT014 

genomes, irrespective of host species or ST lineage (Table 5.4). The remaining 14 genes 

(atpA, rpoA, rpoB, rpoC, blaR, tcdR, tcdB, tcdC, slpA, cwp66, cwp2, cwp11, cwp25 and agrB) 

showed variations in their nucleotide sequences (range 72.0–99.9%) across the RT014 

genomes. Phylogenies for each of the aforementioned genes are shown in Figure 5.15, trees 

A-N.  

Notably, variations in nucleotide sequence for some genes were congruent with one or more 

ST lineages. For example, there were two distinct and conserved clusters corresponding to ST 

lineages 49 and 2/13 for each of the genes encoding RNA polymerases (rpoA, rpoB, rpoC) 

(Figure 5.15, trees B-D). For blaR, three distinct clusters were identified corresponding to 

STs 2, 13 and 49 with a single divergent sequence seen for strain H9 (Figure 5.15, tree E). 

Similarly, for atpA, 3 distinct sequences were found, largely congruent with ST lineage 

(Figure 5.15, tree A).  

Three genes within the PaLoc showed sequence divergence across the data set (tcdR, tcdB and 

tcdC) (Figure 5.15, trees F-H). Three main clusters, highly congruent with the 3 ST lineages 

were found for tcdR, a positive regulator of toxin expression. The majority (91%) of strains 

shared an identical tcdC sequence, with 4 human ST2 strains (H4, H9, H21, and H22) 

showing identical but divergent sequences. For tcdB, 2 conserved clusters were identified 
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(ST13 and STs 2/49). As with tcdC, strains H4, H9, H21 and H22 possessed distinct tcdB 

sequences. Inspection of the 597 bp C-terminus RBD found that all RT014 tcdB were 

identical and allele type 3 according to the scheme of Dingle et al.170.  

C. difficile genes involved in the production and regulation of the bacterial surface layer (S-

layer) are co-located within a 36.6-kb cassette known as the cell wall protein (cwp) gene 

cluster. According to the scheme of Dingle et al.186, with the exception of strain Ox1475 

(detailed below), all RT014 strains were S-layer cassette type variant 10, harbouring identical 

allele types for the major cwp genes CD2790 (allele 7), cwp2 (allele 8), cwp66 (allele 9), 

cwp84 (allele 12) and secA2 (allele 8). There was significant sequence divergence in the 

principal cwp gene slpA, encoding the major S-layer precursor protein and immunodominant 

antigen slpA186. A total of 4 slpA allele types were identified showing broad congruence with 

ST lineage: allele type 7 (n=8, human/animal STs 49/2), allele type 9 (n=29, human/animal 

STs 13/2), allele type 41 (n=6, human/animal ST13) and allele type 241 (n=1, strain Ox1475, 

ST2, Figure 5.15, tree I). We found evolution in slpA occurred under purifying selection 

(Tajima’s D, p < 0.001; Nei-Gojobori Z-test, p < 0.001). Strain Ox1475 also showed 

divergent sequences for other slpA locus genes cwp2, cwp11 and cwp66 (Figure 5.15, trees 

J-L) and 2 distinct variant groups were found for cwp25 corresponding to mixtures of STs 

2/49 and 2/13 (Figure 5.15, tree M).  

Finally, all RT014 genomes harboured an uncommon agr locus type (type agr3) comprising 

syntenic agrC, agrB and agrD genes (Figure 5.16). Within agr3, sequence variation was only 

observed in the agrB gene (encoding a quorum sensing peptide) with two separate groups 

corresponding to STs 13 and 2/49 (Figure 5.15, tree N).  
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Table 5.4 Analysis of 45 loci associated with virulence and host-pathogen interaction 

Gene Product Locus tag 
nt 

 
aa 

 Gene phylogeny 
Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID 

Genes analysed in Kurka et al.198 

atpA(V) V-type ATP synthase subunit Alpha CD630_29560 1779 100.0  592 100.0  - 

atpA ATPase subunit Alpha CD630_34700 1503 99.7  500 100.0  Figure 5.15, tree A 
atpD V-type ATP synthase subunit D CD630_29540 699 100.0  222 100.0  - 

atpB ATPase subunit Beta CD630_29550 1374 100.0  457 100.0  - 

rpoA RNA polymerase A CD630_00980 948 99.8  315 100.0  Figure 5.15, tree B 

rpoB RNA polymerase B CD630_00660 3717 99.9  1238 99.9  Figure 5.15, tree C 

rpoC RNA polymerase C CD630_00670 3486 99.9  1161 100.0  Figure 5.15, tree D 

gryA Gyrase A CD630_00060 2427 100.0  807 100.0  - 

gyrB Gyrase B CD630_00050 1902 100.0  633 100.0  - 

infB Translation initiation factor IF-2 CD630_13090 1941 100.0  646 100.0  - 

recA Recombinase A CD630_13280 1047 100.0  348 100.0  - 

dnaK Heatshock protein 70 CD630_24610 1848 100.0  615 100.0  - 

groEL Heatshock protein 60 CD630_01740 1629 100.0  542 100.0  - 

fusA Elongation factor G CD630_00700 2067 100.0  688 100.0  - 

Motility 

fliD Flagellar hook-associated cap protein CD630_02370 1524 100.0  507 100.0  - 

fliC Flagellin C CD630_02390 873 100.0  290 100.0  - 

Sporulation 

spo0A Stage 0 sporulation protein A CD630_12140 810 100.0  274 100.0  - 

sodA Spore coat protein-superoxide dismutase CD630_16310 705 100.0  234 100.0  - 

AMR 

blaR β-lactamase inducing penicillin-binding protein CD630_04700 1800 98.7  599 97.8  Figure 5.15, tree E 

cme Multidrug resistance transporter protein CD630_31980 1251 100.0  416 100.0  - 

vanR vanGcd: response regulator CD630_16240 702 100.0  233 100.0  - 

vanS vanGcd: sensor histadine kinase CD630_16250 1143 100.0  380 100.0  - 

vanG vanGcd: D-alanine--D-alanine ligase CD630_16260 1099 100.0  366 100.0  - 

vanY vanGcd: D-alanyl--D-alanine decarboxypeptidase CD630_16270 807 100.0  268 100.0  - 

vanTG vanGcd: alanine racemase CD630_16280 2139 100.0  712 100.0  - 

          
Continued on next page 
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Gene Product Locus tag 
nt 

 
aa 

 Gene phylogeny 
Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID 

Toxin genes [Pathogenicity locus (PaLoc) and Binary toxin locus (CdtLoc)] 

tcdR PaLoc: RNA polymerase sigma factor CD630_06590 555 99.3  184 98.9  Figure 5.15, tree F 

tcdB PaLoc: cytotoxin B CD630_06600 7101 99.9  2366 99.8  Figure 5.15, tree G 

tcdE PaLoc: holin-like pore forming protein CD630_06610 501 100.0  166 100.0  - 

tcdC PaLoc: negative regulator CD630_06640 699 99.9  232 99.6  Figure 5.15, tree H 

cdtR CdtLoc: binary toxin regulator CD630_26030 747 100.0  248 100.0  - 

Cell wall (S-layer and cwp cluster) 

slpA S-layer protein CD630_27930 2199-2304 78.1  720-768 65.3  Figure 5.15, tree I 

sec2A Cell surface secretory translocase subunit CD630_27920 2346 100.0  781 100.0  - 

cwp84 Cell surface binding protein 84 CD630_27870 2412 100.0  803 100.0  - 

cwp66 Cell surface binding protein 66 CD630_27890 1833 72.0  611 63.0  Figure 5.15, tree J 

cwp2 Cell surface binding protein 2 CD630_27910 1872 90.4  623 89.2  Figure 5.15, tree K 

CD2790 Putative LmbE-like deacetylase CD630_27900 708 100.0  234 100.0  - 

cwp5 Cell surface binding protein 5 CD630_27860 1578 100.0  525 100.0  - 

cwp11 Cell surface binding protein 11 CD630_27950 1602 98.9  533 99.2  Figure 5.15, tree L 

cwp13 Cell surface binding protein 13 CD630_17510 2388 100.0  795 100.0  - 

cwp25 Cell surface binding protein 25 CD630_27910 942 99.6  313 99.7  Figure 5.15, tree M 

Quorum sensing (agr locus) 

agrC Sensor kinase CDR20291_02638 1380 100.0  459 100.0  - 

agrB Accessory gene regulator CD630_27500 579 99.8  192 99.5  Figure 5.15, tree N 

agrD Cyclic autoinducer peptide CD630_27491 147 100.0  48 100.0  - 

Other 

fbpA Fibronectin-binding protein A CD630_25920 1776 100.0  591 100.0  - 

gluD NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase CD630_01790 1266 100.0  411 100.0  - 

nt, nucleotide; aa, amino acid 

Locus tag, systematic gene identifier in sequenced genomes 

CD630, RT012 reference strain (Genbank AM180355) 

CDR20291, RT027 reference strain (Genbank FN545816) 
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Figure 5.15 Conservation in loci associated with virulence and host-pathogen interaction  

Trees A-N depict Neighbor-Joining (NJ) phylogenies for 14 genes found to display nucleotide sequence 

divergence across the 44 RT014 strain collection. Gene tree legends: A, atpA; B, rpoA; C, rpoB; D, rpoC; E, 

blaR; F, tcdR; G, tcdB; H, tcdC; I, slpA; J, cwp2; K, cwp11; L, cwp66; M, cwp25 and N, agrB. The ST lineage 

is represented by coloured circles; ST2 (●), ST13 (●) and ST49 (●). For comparative purposes, corresponding 

gene sequences from C. difficile reference genome CD630 (▲) are included in each phylogeny. The agrB gene 

sequence from CDR20291 () is also included (tree N). For trees G and H, taxa labels for divergent tcdB and 

tcdC sequences are shown (H4, H9, H21 and H22). Similarly, for trees I-L, a taxa label for divergent slpA, 

cwp66, cwp2 and cwp11 sequences from human strain Ox1475 are shown. For tree I (slpA), the corresponding 

allele types are shown170,186. Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE and NJ trees were generated in MEGA6 

with evolutionary distances calculated using the Tajima-Nei model. Scale bar shows the number of substitutions 

per site. All trees are mid-point rooted and supported by 500 bootstrap replicates (not shown). 

 

 

Figure 5.16 agr locus architecture in RT014 

Artemis visualization of uncommon agr locus in RT014. agr locus (coloured green) comprises syntenic agrB, 

agrD and agrC genes. The example shown is from strain P5. Note: agrC in C. difficile is homologous to virS in 

Salmonella sp. 
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5.3.11 Pan-genome and proteome analysis 

To explore the entire genomic repertoire of the C. difficile RT014 population, estimates of the 

pan, core and accessory genome were generated. The core genome is defined as orthologous 

loci conserved across the whole data set, i.e. genes present once in every isolate. The 

accessory genome contains partially shared and strain-specific genes and the pan-genome 

encompasses the full complement of genes488. 

Plots visualizing the number of total genes, shared genes and distinct new genes as a function 

of the number of sequenced genomes are shown in Figure 5.17. The RT014 pan-genome 

comprised a total of 7587 genes, whilst the core and accessory genomes were 2296 and 5291 

genes, respectively. The RT014 pan-genome shows characteristics of an ‘open’ pan-

genome488. As depicted in Figure 5.17, the size of the pan-genome increases unboundedly 

with progressive sampling of new genomes. At n=44, the pan-genome has already exceeded 

double the average number of genes found in a single RT014 genome (3832) and the plot is 

yet to reach a plateau indicating more sequenced strains are needed to capture the complete 

gene complement. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.18, the number of new genes does not 

converge to zero upon sequencing of new strains (at n=44, an average of 48 new genes are 

contributed to the gene pool). Supporting these observations, analysis of the pan-genome 

curve using a power-law regression model based on Heaps law found the pan-genome is 

certainly open (Bpan = 0.43, see 3.7.9).  

The core genome curve depicts a trend of core genome size contraction with progressive 

addition of sequential genomes (Figure 5.17). Exponential regression analysis shows the core 

genome decreases steadily with each sampled genome, converging at 2296 genes at n=44 but 

does not reach a plateau. The core genome accounts for 30.3% of the total gene repertoire and 

57.8% of an average RT014 genome CDS (range 50.1-60.6). Some studies report results in 

the context of a relaxed or soft-core genome, defined as those genes present in only 90 or 95% 

of strains573,574. The C. difficile RT014 soft-core genome was estimated to be 3322 and 3150 

genes, respectively. Analysis of the accessory genome for this data set identified a collection 

of strain-specific genes also known as singletons (41.1%, n=2169). Of these, over 850 were 

assigned hypothetical or putative gene functions, many of phage origin (data not shown). 

Finally, the pan-genomes of human and porcine RT014 groups (Figure 5.19) were compared. 

The estimated pan, core and accessory genome sizes for 28 human strains and 16 porcine 

strains are 6278, 2935 and 3343, and 5688, 2546 and 3142 respectively.  
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Proteomic analysis of the pan-genome was also performed in which a single representative 

sequence from each gene cluster (n=7587) was interrogated against the KEGG gene database 

(Figure 5.20). Overall, 44.2% (n=3355) of the predicted CDS were assigned to a functional 

category by KEGG. The functional categories with the largest number of assigned CDS are 

genetic information processing (7.84%) and environmental information processing (7.66%). 

Together, 17.3% of CDS belong to varied metabolism-based categories. Near identical 

proteomic profiles were obtained for human and porcine groups (≤0.75% difference in any of 

the 17 categories, Figure 5.21). A large proportion of CDS (~55%) were unidentified by 

KEGG, a result corroborated by an alternative database, the RAST Server575 (data not shown). 

This suggests that the biological and physiological function of a large proportion of the C. 

difficile RT014 pan-genome/gene pool remains to be experimentally verified. 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Core and pan-genome analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes 

The total number of genes in the pan (blue) and core (green) genomes are plotted as a function of the number of 

genomes sequentially added (n=44). Box plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles with medians shown as 

horizontal lines and whiskers set at 10 and 90th percentiles. For the pan-genome, the continuous curve (blue) 

shows the fit (r2 = 0.999) of the power-law regression model. The pan-genome size is calculated at 7587 genes at 

n=44 and displays characteristics of an open genome: (i) the trajectory of the pan-genome increases 

unboundedly as the number of genomes are added and (ii) Bpan (≈ γ,489) was estimated as 0.43. For the core 

genome, the continuous curve (green) shows the fit (r2 = 0.979) of the exponential regression model. The number 

of core genes converges to 2296 at n=44, accounting for 30.3% of the total gene repertoire.  
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Figure 5.18 Strain-specific gene analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes 

A plot of the number of new ‘strain-specific’ genes contributing to the gene pool per additional sequenced strain 

as a function of the number of strains (n=44). Consistent with an open pan-genome, the number of new genes 

does not converge to zero upon sequencing of additional genomes (at n=44, an average of 48 new genes are 

contributed to the gene pool). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Pan-genome analysis of C. difficile RT014, by host species 

The total number of genes in the pan (blue) and core (green) genomes from (A) humans (n=28) and (B) porcine 

(n=16) are plotted as a function of the number of genomes sequentially added (see 3.7.9 and Figure 5.17 for 

details).  
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Figure 5.20 Proteome analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes 

Functional proteomic characterisation of CDS identified in the C. difficile RT014 pan-genome (n=44). A total of 

3355 CDS (44.22%) were classified by KEGG. CDS categorized as “unclassified” were identified by but no 

functional classification currently exists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.21 Proteome analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes, by host 

Comparison of proteomic profiles for human (teal) and porcine (purple) RT014 pan-genomes. Near identical 

proteomic profiles were obtained for human and porcine groups (≤0.75% difference in any of the 17 functional 

categories). 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 

RT014 is a highly successful lineage of C. difficile and among the most common RTs causing 

CDI in healthcare systems throughout the developed world18,47,188,399. RT014 has established 

significant reservoirs in both human and porcine populations in Australia13,19,127,187. These 

findings, together with a notable increase in CA-CDI in Australia, particularly in populations 

not considered to be at risk of CDI, have fuelled speculation that zoonotic transmission is a 

potential source of human infection4,11,303. Using WGS and high-resolution core genome 

phylogenetics I describe for the first time the evolutionary relationships and extent of genetic 

overlap between strains of RT014 sourced from human and pigs in Australia. Furthermore, I 

provide a characterisation of the RT014 resistome, prophage content, and virulence potential 

as well as the first pan-genome analysis for this important lineage. 

5.4.1 Microevolutionary analysis of C. difficile RT014 from livestock and humans 

reveals signatures of long-range intra- and inter-species transmission 

In silico MLST differentiated the 44 RT014 strain population into three STs (2, 13 and 49), all 

found within MLST clade 1 and all containing both human and animal strains. MLST is 

limited in genetic resolution as it focuses on just 0.1% of a typical 4.3 Mb C. difficile genome 

(7 genes, 3501 bp). Notably, the newer CE-RT typing system163,416 was unable to differentiate 

RT014 belonging to different STs which suggests the ISR is highly conserved across all three 

STs and possibly evolves at a much slower rate than the genes used in the MLST scheme. 

This also has implications for infection control and surveillance, as it means that caution 

should be taken when inferring transmission between two sources based on indistinguishable 

strain typing by conventional and capillary ribotyping platforms. 

Phylogenies based on the alignment of large sets of orthologous genes and on SNVs in the 

core genome provide ultra-fine scale resolution of C. difficile populations7,170. Both 

approaches were utilised and were in agreement in identifying two defining features of the 

RT014 population structure. First, there was a general absence of geographical and temporal 

clustering for human strains and some porcine strains, indicating diversity exists between 

strains that are indistinguishable by RT. This is particularly evident for the isolates from MQP 

and SLD (NSW) and MLB and CLN (VIC) that were dispersed throughout the phylogeny 

(Figure 3). Second, there were multiple instances of human and porcine strains, some 

originating from Australian towns separated by thousands of kilometres and collected many 

months apart, that were either indistinguishable (0 SNVs) or very closely related (1-2 SNVs) 
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in their core genome. Together, these data strongly suggest that over an extended period there 

has been frequent, long-range transmission of C. difficile RT014 between pigs and humans in 

Australia. Overall, SNV analysis substantiated inter-species transmission events for 42% of 

human strains and 37.5% of porcine strains. Strains belonging to the 2 inter-species clonal 

groups (CG2 and CG3) were isolated over long time periods; 11 and 12 months, respectively. 

In each case, porcine strains were collected several months prior to the corresponding human 

clone, possibly demonstrating a directionality and therefore evidence of zoonotic 

transmission. Moreover, 50% of the human strains within CGs 2 and 3 originated from cases 

classified as CA-CDI, which represents acquisition outside of the hospital system (onset >4 

weeks after leaving hospital).  

The exact mode of transmission between pigs and humans remains unclear. In one study, the 

authors suggested that individuals working in pig husbandry or living in (or visiting) areas 

with a high density of pigs are at increased risk for acquiring C. difficile due to exposure to 

pig faeces14. To our knowledge, none of the human cases were linked to livestock 

occupations, or lived or worked close to piggeries; however, the transmission may have 

occurred via an asymptomatic intermediate8. The finding that over half of the clonal cases of 

CDI occurred without recent healthcare exposure, and were separated by vast geographic 

distances, suggest a persistent community reservoir. A similar observation was made for a 

2010-2012 outbreak of infection with C. difficile RT244 in Australia177. 

Outside Australia, studies show retail meat, salads and vegetables are contaminated with C. 

difficile spores15. Within Australia, two livestock/agricultural practices have been identified 

which could present a significant risk for CA-CDI: (i) slaughtering of neonatal animals 

destined for human consumption, and (ii) the recycling of effluent to agriculture and compost 

manufacture with the dissemination of contaminated vegetables and compost in the 

community setting11,22. Porcine CDI is almost exclusively a disease of neonates with C. 

difficile prevalence highest during the first 2 weeks of life, resulting in extensive spore 

contamination of the farrowing environment22. However, unlike the Australian dairy industry 

where there remains a consumer demand for neonatal veal products12,17, suckling age piglets 

are not slaughtered for meat on a large scale and are unlikely to contribute to a persistent or 

substantial community reservoir. There are opportunities for long-range C. difficile spore 

dissemination and contamination of food destined for human consumption including airborne 

transmission346 and avian, rodent or arthropod vectors344. In Australia, compost manufactured 

from pig faeces and piggery effluent pond sludge is widely available for retail sale. Treated 
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effluent pond wastewater is applied to land used for agriculture or pasture, or recycled for use 

within the facility. There is abundant evidence that C. difficile is found in treated biosolids 

and effluent576-578, including piggery effluent and wastewater treated in an on-site ponding 

system579. C. difficile also survives land application of biosolids345. Windrow composting 

reduces C. difficile spore load in biosolids but this is dependent on the endogenous strain and 

strict adherence to best-practice composting methodology345. In Australia, C. difficile has 

been isolated from 20% (14/71) of vegetables grown in soil enriched with organic material 

and obtained from 11 diverse retailers. This comprised 5% (1/19) of carrots, 6% (1/18) of 

onions, 22% (4/18) of beetroot and 50% (8/16) of potatoes580. This is a higher prevalence than 

that reported in studies using a similar methodology in the USA (0% in root vegetables, 2.4% 

in other vegetables)581 and Canada (4.5%)582. Notably, there were a small number of instances 

of clonal transmission between piggeries in different states. Live animals, including suckling 

age piglets, are routinely moved between farms, sale yards, breeding centres and abattoirs, 

and could contribute to the long-range dissemination of spores. Sow movement poses a 

particular risk, as they are housed on-farm in environments heavily contaminated with C. 

difficile. Unsurprisingly, C. difficile spores can be isolated from the faeces and skin of healthy 

sows339. 

5.4.2 C. difficile RT014 harbours a diverse repertoire of AMR genes and mobile 

genetic elements of clinical importance 

AMR plays a central role in driving epidemiological changes in C. difficile populations, a 

phenomenon exemplified by the emergence and global dissemination of fluoroquinolone-

resistant epidemic RT0272. In this study, we found all Australian RT014 isolates susceptible 

to first-line human CDI therapies vancomycin, metronidazole, and fidaxomicin, as well as 

rifaximin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, meropenem, moxifloxacin, piperacillin-tazobactam and 

trimethoprim. These data are consistent with our earlier study127 and a large multi-site 

European study188. Acquired AMR in the RT014 population was limited to clindamycin, 

erythromycin, and tetracycline and mediated by clinically important mobile genetic elements. 

Clindamycin exposure is recognized as a specific risk factor for CDI and clindamycin-

resistant clinical strains of C. difficile are common throughout Europe, Asia, North America, 

Australia and the Middle East127,244. Clindamycin-resistant isolates usually show resistance to 

macrolide antimicrobials such as erythromycin (MLSB phenotype) and resistance is most 

often mediated by ermB methylation of bacterial 23S rRNA244. In this study, 75% of porcine 

strains and a single human strain presented an MLSB phenotype, all but one of which carried 
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the ermB gene on a conjugative transposon, Tn6194. To our knowledge, this element has not 

been isolated from clinical strains in Australia, or from animals elsewhere in the world. 

Tn6194 is the most common ermB-containing element in European clinical isolates, 

particularly epidemic RTs 027, 001 and 017244. Moreover, this element is recognized as one 

of the defining genetic features of the epidemic RT027 sublineage FQR1 which disseminated 

and caused outbreaks with high mortality in North America and sporadic cases in Asia2. 

Furthermore, genetic studies show this Tn is fully mobilisable with the capability of both 

intra-species transfer to different C. difficile RTs and inter-species transfer to E. faecalis255. 

Despite a broad spectrum of activity against both Gram-positive and negative bacteria 

including many gut anaerobes, tetracycline exposure is considered to be low risk for CDI 

induction244. However, tetR can be found in up to 41% of clinical C. difficile isolates and may 

be clinically significant since they represent reservoirs for genes encoding efflux and 

ribosomal protective proteins244. In this study, 69% of porcine strains presented a tetR 

phenotype, all of which carried the tetM gene on a conjugative transposon very similar to 

Tn5397. This element is the primary tetM encoding conjugative transposon found in C. 

difficile and like Tn6194 is capable of intra- and inter-species transfer in vitro256. The group II 

intron interrupting orf14 is a defining characteristic for Tn5397 which was the first element of 

its kind to be found in a Gram-positive organism244,257. Genetic studies show that in Tn916 (a 

close relative of Tn5397), orf14 encodes a putative protein homologous in the C-terminal 

region to the invasion-associated protein (iap) p60 from Listeria monocytogenes583. Moreover, 

the p60 homologue of Tn916 is essential for intercellular transposition, providing indirect 

evidence that the intron in Tn5397, which contains reverse transcriptase, RNA-binding, RNA 

splicing and zinc finger-like domains, undergoes splicing in vivo584,585. The p60 homologue 

present in the Tn5397 variant belongs to a large superfamily of N1pC/P60 peptidoglycan 

hydrolytic enzymes and is present within many Firmicutes including Enterococcus and 

Clostridium. To our knowledge, the variant Tn5397 described in this study is novel and 

further demonstrates the heterogeneity seen among the Tn916 family of transposons256. The 

absence of the intron in the Tn5397-like element is unlikely to affect the element’s ability to 

conjugate; however, further studies will be necessary to verify this. 

tetW also encodes a ribosomal protective protein and can be found in a wide range of 

environmental and clinical bacteria259. The tetW element we report is different to that 

previously described in C. difficile259 but identical to the tetW gene from TnB1230 in B. 

fibrisolvens. This obligate anaerobic species is a predominant rumen commensal and capable 
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of genetic exchange (ermB) with C. difficile in vitro586,587. The absence of an upstream 

promoter necessary for tetracycline resistance may explain why those porcine strains 

harbouring tetW but not tetM (P10 and P11) failed to show resistance in vitro586. This study 

also provides the first report in C. difficile of tetA(P) and tetB(P), elements encoding efflux 

and ribosomal protective proteins, respectively. Further studies will be necessary to verify if 

the absence of genetic architecture provided by pCW3, the plasmid that normally harbours 

these elements in C. perfringens, is the reason strains harbouring only tetA(P)/tetB(P) did not 

show resistance in vitro.  

The acquisition and genomic integration of bacteriophages represent a major source of genetic 

diversity in C. difficile263,588. The RT014 population in this study harboured numerous 

complete prophages belonging to the Caudovirales, the order of tailed bacteriophages. All 

detected prophages had GC content not dissimilar to that of the C. difficile genome (28-30%) 

and putative integrase genes suggesting they have access to the lysogenic lifestyle. Several of 

the C. difficile phages identified in this study have been extensively studied in vitro revealing 

putative roles in the fitness and virulence of the host species. Studies show ϕC2, which was 

common to almost all RT014 genomes in this study is capable of mediating the transduction 

of Tn6215-encoded ermB resistance between laboratory strains of C. difficile260. Siphovirus 

ϕCD38-2 and myovirus ϕCD27 have been shown to modulate toxin production in C. difficile 

in vitro, however, the genetic basis of the interaction is not yet understood247. Viral DNA 

identical to that of the Clostridium myovirus ϕMMP02 has been recovered from stool 

samples obtained from patients with CDI, indicating these phages are induced during 

infection247. Lastly, myovirus ϕCDHM1 has been found to contain agr gene homologues and 

therefore has the potential during phage lysogeny to influence expression, by a quorum 

signalling mechanism, of multiple genes associated with flagella assembly and toxin 

synthesis231.  

Pigs are well-known amplification reservoirs for C. difficile and other enteric pathogens22,589. 

Our data further confirm pigs are reservoirs for clinically important AMR elements, many of 

which are capable of reciprocal genetic exchange across large phylogenetic distances. Such 

promiscuous behaviour provides C. difficile with a potential selective advantage over taxa 

inhabiting the same gut ecosystem, be it the pig or human intestinal tract.  

The marked differences in AMR between the human and animal RT014 populations suggest 

limited genetic overlap and an absence of a common source, a finding which contrasts with 
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the results of our evolutionary and phylogenetic analyses. However, it is important to note 

that the genomic elements mediating AMR as well as prophages are discrete parts of the 

highly dynamic accessory genome and their acquisition and loss from C. difficile occur under 

forces of selection such as antimicrobial exposure. Thus, the observed discordance may 

reflect different selective pressures in their most recent host environment (e.g. livestock vs. 

hospital and community settings). Use of tetracyclines and macrolides in animal husbandry is 

widespread, particularly for disease treatment and prevention (metaphylaxis)523,590. Such use 

creates a massive selective pressure and an ideal environment for the development and spread 

of AMR591. Conversely, the use of these agents in human medicine is relatively low, with 

neither antimicrobial ranking among the 10 most commonly prescribed antimicrobial agents 

in Australian hospitals592, however, they remain popular in the community. It is conceivable 

that within the healthcare system, the RT014 accessory genome is changing in vivo in 

response to a reduction in antimicrobial selective pressure. Furthermore, discordant 

phenotypes between bacterial clones are not without precedent. In a 2011 UK study, WGS 

was able to identify an S. aureus transmission event between patients during a MRSA 

outbreak, a connection which was initially repudiated due to discordant tetracycline (tetK+/-) 

and penicillin (BlaZ+/-) genotypes and phenotypes176. 

5.4.3 RT014 from humans and pigs show similar virulence potential in silico 

The finding of similar and in some cases identical virulence loci in human and porcine strains 

of RT014 indicates a very similar virulence potential. Most significantly, all RT014 strains 

irrespective of host species or ST, harboured genes encoding large clostridial glucosylating 

toxins TcdA and TcdB, both major C. difficile virulence factors important for disease78. 

Consistent with other clade 1 RTs, all RT014 genomes were negative for mutations in tcdC, a 

putative negative regulator of toxin production and the genes encoding binary toxin 

(cdtA/cdtB) were both present as non-functional pseudogenes, having accumulated numerous 

frameshift mutations and in-frame stop codons89,220. Additionally, all human and animal 

RT014 strains harboured similar, and sometimes identical, alleles for virulence loci associated 

with motility (fliC, fliD), adhesion (groEL and fbpA), sporulation (spoA) as well as type IV 

pilin genes102,104,108,593,594. 

Another notable finding was the presence in all RT014 genomes of an uncommon accessory 

gene regulator (agr) locus, agr3, the first such report in this lineage. Via a complex quorum-

sensing system, the agr locus can both bolster and subvert C. difficile toxin synthesis and 

sporulation231. Locus type varies between different C. difficile lineages, for example, epidemic 
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RTs 027 and 017 harbour an agr2 locus (agrBDAC genes), whilst strains of RT012 harbour 

an agr1 locus (agrBD only). Moreover, using isogenic mutants, agr1 has been shown to be 

essential for pathogenesis in C. difficile233. The agr3 locus comprises syntenic agrC, agrB and 

agrD genes and has been found in strains of RTs 078 and 027 but also notably within the 

genome of both the prophage and natural lysogen of C. difficile ϕCDHM1, a finding which 

suggests horizontal gene transfer and a potentially novel way for phages to manipulate host 

behaviour231. Further studies are ongoing to elucidate if the agr3 locus is present exclusively 

within the RT014 host chromosome or lies within with any of the numerous prophage 

sequences found in this lineage. 

5.4.4 Sequence divergence in genes associated with pathogenicity and host-pathogen 

interaction largely correlate with ST affiliation 

Sequence deviations in numerous conserved genes correlate with RT affiliation, a finding 

which further extends the concept of clonal C. difficile lineages170,198. Here sequence 

divergence in the same 14 phylogenetic marker genes from the study of Kurka et al.198 was 

analysed, and supplemented by a further 31 genes associated with pathogenicity, mobility, 

sporulation, AMR and host-pathogen interaction. Over two-thirds of the gene set showed 

100% sequence conservation irrespective of host species or ST lineage but differed from 

homologs in related clade 1 reference CD630. The majority of conserved loci encoded 

proteins involved in the essential host functions such as motility, sporulation and protein 

synthesis but also AMR. These data complement the results of Kurka et al.198. indicating that 

evolution in these genes is strongly associated with RT affiliation.  

Conversely, genetic variability in a number of genes (and their proteins) correlated with 2 or 3 

of the RT014 sublineages STs 2, 13 and 49. Variation was most notable in genes involved in 

pathogenicity (PaLoc) and host interaction (S-layer cassette) both regions of the C. difficile 

chromosome that have been shown to translocate by recombination and play an important role 

in clade evolution186,197. The RT014 S-layer cassette was particularly variable with 4 slpA 

allele types identified and was evolving under purifying selection. Forming an important 

interface between the bacterium and its host, the C. difficile S-layer evolves in response host 

immunological selection and plays a central role in adaption to life in the gastrointestinal 

tract. It is possible that sequence variability seen in this locus reflects time spent within 

different host species.   
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5.4.5 The C. difficile RT014 lineage is characterised by a large diverse pan-genome 

and low levels of genome conservation 

C. difficile is one of the most versatile bacterial pathogens and a model sympatric species. It 

possesses a large complex genome which diversifies through genetic exchange with a vast 

community of prokarya and archea present in both its primary habitat, the mammalian 

gastrointestinal tract, and a wide range of secondary habitats including soil, water, and non-

mammalian species31. C. difficile RT014 is characterised by a large pan-genome of 7587 

genes, itself comprising a core of 2296 genes (representing 30.3% of the pan-genome) and an 

accessory gene repertoire totalling 5291 genes. Previous studies have yielded varying 

estimates of the C. difficile core genome ranging from ~600 to 4100 genes, comprising 

anywhere between 16% and 40% of the C. difficile genomes under analysis235,238,480. Such 

variation in size is due to inherent differences in (i) methodology (some used microarray and 

others used different gene prediction and ortholog clustering algorithms), (ii) the use of strict 

vs relaxed core genome definitions, and (iii) sample size/diversity (some were limited to only 

a few isolates or an individual strain lineage). Nonetheless, taken together these studies show 

C. difficile displays ultra-low levels of genome conservation, a trait rarely seen in bacteria and 

lower than other bacterial species considered to have high levels of genetic variability such as 

C. jejuni (59.2%), Helicobacter pylori (58.5%), S. pneumoniae (46.5%) and E. coli 

(~40.0%)239-241,574.  

The open or closed nature of a bacterial pan-genome is dependent on a number of factors 

including the host species’ capacity to acquire and replicate exogenous DNA, the relative rate 

of evolution and diversification and lifestyle of the species489. The RT014 pan-genome is 

open and characterised by significant variability and plasticity, a remarkable finding 

considering the relatively small number of strains analysed, and one which will likely only 

increase as more RT014 genomes are sequenced. The large accessory genome and presence of 

a large number of singletons (41% of the accessory genome) suggests the RT014 genome is 

highly submissive to lateral transfer of exogenous DNA, a trait emphasized by the diverse 

collection of transposons and phages (intact and incomplete) identified in this study.  

The respective pan-genomes (and proteomes) of the porcine and human RT014 strain 

populations were very similar. Taken together with the microevolutionary analysis, this 

suggests RT014 has the capability and propensity to move freely between porcine and human 

populations. This lineage is well adapted to multiple animal hosts having been recovered from 

cattle, horses, cats, dogs, hares, rabbits, goats, racoons and multiple avian species562. By 
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occupying niches within multiple host species, the RT014 lineage is able to access and 

exchange DNA with an enormously diverse metagenome, therefore greatly enhancing its 

ability to adapt to fluctuating environmental factors and its likelihood of success. 

5.4.6 Chapter summary and concluding remarks 

In conclusion, the present study provides novel insights on the genetic variability and strain 

relatedness of RT014, a C. difficile lineage of emerging One Health importance. Human and 

porcine strains of RT014 do not form distinct populations; rather strains share a recent 

evolutionary history with evidence of long-range inter-species transmission. Moreover, the 

RT014 lineage is characterised by a large open pan-genome, the presence of numerous 

prophages and clinically important AMR elements.  

Throughout Australia, gross contamination of the piggery environment with C. difficile spores 

and agricultural recycling of piggery effluent is now commonplace and undoubtedly result in 

spillover contamination of vegetables grown in organically enriched soil and compost in the 

community setting. Reducing the levels of C. difficile spores in the piggery environment is of 

paramount importance, not only for mitigating the risk of community acquisition but also for 

improving animal health. In hospitals, C. difficile spore transmission and overall CDI rates 

can be significantly reduced through stringent infection control measures such as case 

isolation, reduced use of third-generation cephalosporins, hand hygiene and deep 

environmental cleaning522,595. In pig populations, the sheer scale of the potential C. difficile 

reservoir combined with the extreme resilience and high transmissibility of C. difficile spores 

and relatively unfettered use of antibiotics means infection control measures cannot be easily 

implemented and maintained. This is further complicated in Australia by a lack of acceptance 

of C. difficile as a pathogen in animal populations (despite abundant evidence to the contrary) 

and at times disagreement between clinicians, veterinarians and the livestock industry 

regarding appropriate risk management of C. difficile in animal populations22,343. 

Finally, CDI is a complex phenomenon and our understanding of CDI transmission dynamics, 

particularly in the food chain and community setting is still in its infancy. Ongoing molecular 

and phenotypic surveillance of C. difficile strains in humans, animals, food, and the 

environment is imperative if we are to identify opportunities for interventions and reduce the 

overall CDI burden. As we have seen with RT014, WGS will surely play a central role in this, 

providing a level of discrimination far beyond that achievable by conventional typing 

methodologies. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The last two decades have seen a paradigm shift in the epidemiology of CDI. The disease 

came to global prominence in the early 2000s due to the emergence and transcontinental 

spread of strains of a virulent lineage RT027 in the hospital environment2. CDI reached an 

epidemic state in many developed countries with high incidence and severe disease in 

healthcare settings and in the community. In some regions of the world, including Australia, 

CA-CDI now accounts for up to 30% of all cases3-6 . In both the Northern hemisphere and in 

Australia, production animals have been identified as potential reservoirs for CDI and the 

recovery of indistinguishable strains from human and animal populations has fuelled 

speculation that CDI may have a zoonotic or foodborne aetiology10,12-14,17,596.  

C. difficile ST11 is a diverse evolutionary lineage comprising numerous RTs, at least 5 of 

which contribute considerably to the global burden of CDI in humans and production 

animals10,28,195,393. The principle ST11 strain lineage, RT078, is well-established in porcine 

and bovine populations throughout North America and Europe (see Table 2.3, Chapter 2) and 

responsible for much of the CA-CDI in those continents16,18,195.  RT078 is not present in 

Australian livestock and causes only sporadic cases of CDI in human populations in Australia 

(T.V. Riley, personal communication). However, earlier work, including the study presented 

in Chapter 4, has shown that Australian livestock, particularly young calves and piglets, are 

reservoirs for a heterogeneous population of C. difficile RTs which belong predominantly to 

the same lineage as RT078, ST1112,13,17. 

These non-078 ST11 RTs (126, 127, 033 and 288) have all been isolated from humans with 

CDI in Australia in recent years (T.V. Riley, personal communication) and are clearly 

lineages of emerging One Health importance. Whilst there has been focused attention on 

studying the genome and phylogenetics of RT07814,28,30,253,597 and other hypervirulent RT 

lineages such as 0272 and 017291, almost nothing is known about the evolutionary history, 

genetic diversity and virulence/zoonotic potential of these non-078 ST11 RTs. In this Chapter, 

WGS, comparative genomics and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics are used to 

examine the evolutionary history and genomic diversity of the C. difficile ST11 lineage. 
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6.2 STUDY DESIGN 

6.2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this study were sixfold: 

i. Utilise WGS and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics to detect evidence of 

potential ST11 transmission events within and between host species, 

ii. Describe the evolutionary relationships between Australian and international 

populations of ST11, 

iii. Determine the in vitro susceptibility of C. difficle ST11 from clinical, veterinary and 

environmental origin to a panel of antimicrobial agents and investigate the genotypic 

and genomic aspects underlying any observed resistance, 

iv. Determine the core, accessory, and pan-genome for this lineage, 

v. Investigate genetic diversity in virulence- and pathogenicity-associated loci and, 

vi. Describe the diversity of prophages in this population. 

 

6.2.2 Study population 

To achieve the objectives of this study, 185 contemporaneous and historical C. difficile strains 

belonging to ST11 from clinical, veterinary and environmental origin in Australia and 

overseas were sequenced and analysed. For comparative analysis, the genomes of 22 

previously sequenced clinical C. difficile ST11 strains from European studies14,26,198 were 

obtained from GenBank and included in all bioinformatics analyses, making a total of 207 

genomes.  

A summary of the origin and geographic distribution of the study isolates is shown in Figure 

6.1 and comprehensive metadata of all isolates and genomes analysed in this study are 

provided in Supplementary Table 4, APPENDIX VI. A summary of isolate and 

hospital/farm codes is provided in Table 6.1 and a summary of the molecular epidemiology 

of the study isolates is provided in Figure 6.2. 

C. difficile strain molecular epidemiology 

Initially, strains were selected based on their RT belonging to ST11 e.g. RTs 033, 078, 126 

and 127, however, as part of other ongoing surveillance and genomic studies, several other 

uncommon/novel RTs were identified as belonging to ST11 and were also included in the 

study. The molecular typing results for all 185 available isolates were verified by repeat PCR 
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assays for RT and the presence of toxin genes. Overall, the study population comprised 16 

different RTs and 3 toxin gene profiles (Figure 6.2). 

C. difficile from clinical sources 

C. difficile strains of clinical origin (n=150, CLIN, C001-C150) were sourced from patients 

with CDI in Australia (n=92), Europe (n=36), Asia (n=14), North America (n=7) and New 

Zealand (n=1), and were collected between 1980 and 2016 (Supplementary Table 4, 

APPENDIX VI). These isolates originated from 62 unique healthcare facilities/hospitals 

(HCF01-HCF62). CDI cases were defined according to guidelines proposed by Cohen et 

al.121; 66.6% (n=138) were identified as HA-CDI, 5.8% (n=12) as CA-CDI. 

C. difficile from veterinary and environmental sources 

C. difficile strains of veterinary origin (n=52, VET, V001-V052) were sourced from the 

following host species: bovine (n=35), porcine (n=9), equine (n=1), leporine (n=1), 

macropodine (n=1) and asymptomatic pig farmers (n=5), and were collected between 2007 

and 2015, from Australia (n=38) and Europe (n=14, Supplementary Table 4, APPENDIX 

VI). Fourteen isolates originated from the abattoir study (Chapter 4). C. difficile strains of 

environmental origin (n=5, ENV, E001-E005) originated from pig effluent (n=4) and organic 

potato (n=1), all collected from Australia in 2015. Together, these 57 isolates originated from 

16 unique farms, abattoirs, veterinary laboratories and one organic market (FRM01-FRM16). 

Collaborators 

The following individuals kindly provided isolates for this study:  

Dr Patrizia Spigaglia, Infectious, Parasitic and Immunomediated Diseases, Istituto 

Superiore di Sanità, Rome, Italy,  

Dr Stuart Johnson, Loyola University Medical Center and Hines Veteran Affairs 

Hospital, Illinois, USA, 

Dr Frederic Barbut and Dr Catherine Eckert, National Reference Laboratory for C. 

difficile, Hospital Saint-Antoine, Assistance Publique Hôpitaux de Paris, Paris, France, 

Associate Professor Pei-Jane Tsai, Department of Microbiology and Immunology, 

National Cheng Kung University, Medical College, Tainan, Taiwan and, 

Professor Kazuhiro Tateda, Department of Microbiology and Infectious Diseases, Toho 

University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan. 
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Figure 6.1 Origin and geographic distribution of C. difficile isolates 

(A) shows the distribution of 207 C. difficile isolates by country of origin (Australia is further broken down by 

state). Isolate origin is indicated by colour: blue=clinical, red=veterinary and green=environmental. (B) shows 

the geographic distribution of C. difficile isolates from six Australian states (n=135). Within each state, a pie 

chart breakdown is provided showing the number and type of sites that contributed isolates for this study e.g  

hospital sites (blue), farm/abattoir sites (red) and environmental sites (green). State codes: NSW, New South 

Wales; VIC, Victoria; SA, South Australia; QLD, Queensland; WA, Western Australia; TAS, Tasmania. 

B 

A 
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Table 6.1 Study codes 

Study code Description 

  

Isolate prefixes  

C001-C150 Clinical isolates of C. difficile, CLIN, n=150 

E001-E005 Environmental isolates of C. difficile, ENV, n=5 

V001-V052 Veterinary isolates of C. difficile, VET, n=52 
  

Institution prefixes†  

HCF01-HCF62 Healthcare facilities/hospital sites, n=62 

FRM01-FRM16 Farm/veterinary laboratories, n=16 
  

†Unique ‘blinded’ prefixes are used to ensure anonymity for the healthcare and 

veterinary/farm institutions from which the study isolates originate. 

Origin: CLIN, clinical; VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental. 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Molecular epidemiology of C. difficile ST11 strain population 

Dendrogram cluster analysis of PCR ribotyping banding patterns for 16 unique C. difficile ST11 RTs analysed in 

this study (n=207). The corresponding toxin gene profile is also provided for each RT. Origin: CLIN, clinical; 

VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental. The dendrogram was generated using the UPGMA clustering algorithm 

with Dice coefficient. Assigned band peak positions are shown with optimisation and tolerance set to 1.0% and 

0.5%, respectively. Raw data analysis, RT assignment, and visualisation was performed using BioNumerics as 

detailed in section 3.4.4. Note: PCR ribotyping and toxin gene profiling could not be confirmed for 20x RT078† 

and 2x RT126‡ strains (only sequence data were available), molecular epidemiology for these strains is based on 

previously published works14,198. 
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Table 6.2 C. difficile RT distribution by country 

PCR ribotype      
(toxin gene profile) 
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RT126 (A+B+CDT+) 29 
 

6 1 16 1 1 
  

1 
 

3 
  

8 3 
    

69 (33.3) 

RT127 (A+B+CDT+) 24 
   

1 
     

6 3 
  

19 1 
    

54 (26.1) 

RT078 (A+B+CDT+) 20 
      

2 8 
       

10 
   

40 (19.3) 

QX124 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX149 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX216 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX220 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX360 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX399 (A+B+CDT+) 
 

1 
                  

1 (0.5) 

QX404 (A+B+CDT+) 
           

1 
        

1 (0.5) 

QX528 (A+B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX538 (A+B+CDT+) 
            

1 
       

1 (0.5) 

Total A+B+CDT+ 
                    

172 (83.1) 

RT033 (A-B-CDT+) 10 
     

6 
       

7 
   

5 
 

28 (13.5) 

RT288 (A-B-CDT+) 1 
             

4 
     

5 (2.4) 

Total A-B-CDT+ 
                    

33 (15.9) 

QX009 (A-B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

QX060 (A-B+CDT+) 1 
                   

1 (0.5) 

Total A-B+CDT+ 
                    

2 (1) 

Grand Total 92 1 6 1 17 1 7 2 8 1 6 7 1 
 

38 4 10 
 

5 
 

207 

ISO Alpha-3 country codes: AUS, Australia; NZL, New Zealand; USA, United States of America; CAN, Canada; ITA, Italy, AUT, Austria; FRA, France; IRE, Ireland; 

NLD, The Netherlands; GBR, United Kingdom; ESP, Spain; JPN, Japan; TWN, Taiwan; THA, Thailand. Ribotype prefixes: RT, official UK (CDRN) designated type; 

QX/AU, internal nomenclature. Origin: CLIN, clinical; VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental. 
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6.3 RESULTS 

6.3.1 Genome sequence data and metrics 

Overall, sequencing yielded a median PE read count of 1827688 (99% ≥Q30), resulting in a 

median theoretical fold coverage of 109X (IQR 55-155X) across all isolates. For newly 

sequenced strains, Illumina PE reads will be submitted to the ENA at the time of publication 

under study PRJEB22563. WGS data for isolates C129-136 and V042-051 were sourced from 

the study of Knetsch et al.14 and are available from the ENA (study ERP001419, accessions 

are listed in Supplementary Table 4, APPENDIX VI).  

WGS data for isolates C026, C044 and C128 were sourced from the study of Kurka et al.198 

and kindly provided by Dr Marc Monot (Institute Pasteur, Paris). Sequence data for these 3 

strains are available from the NCBI (study PRJEB190, BioSamples SAMEA3138953, 

SAMEA3138817 and SAMEA3146273, respectively, Supplementary Table 4, APPENDIX 

VI). Sequence data for RT078 reference strain M120 (accession NC_017174, isolate C137 in 

this study) is available from the ENA (study ERP000157, Supplementary Table 4, 

APPENDIX VI). Annotated assemblies will be made freely available at the time of 

publication via the repository FigShare (http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4822255). 

Metrics and general features for 207 ST11 genomes evaluated in this study are summarised in 

Table 6.3 and individually listed in Supplementary Table 5, APPENDIX VI. Genomes 

ranged in size from ~4.0 to ~4.3 Mb; harbouring between 3418 and 4134 CDS and an average 

of 69 tRNAs, 9 rRNAs and 6 CRISPRs. Overall, CDS accounted for 79-84% of the average 

genome size (4.03 Mb) and GC% was 28.2-29.3% (median 28.7, Table 6.3 and 

Supplementary Table 5, APPENDIX VI).  

Table 6.3 Summary genome metrics for 207 C. difficile ST11  

Metric Median (Range) Metric Median (Range) 

Genome size (Mbp) 4.03 (3.82-4.33) N genes 3719 (3455-4268) 

GC% 28.66 (28.20-29.27) N tRNA 69 (24-291) 

N CDS 3640 (3418-4134) N rRNA 9 (4-28) 

CDS length 777 (59-8982) N CRISPRs 6 (5-17) 

Total CDS length (Mbp) 3.33 (3.06-3.58) N Contigs 79 (35-458) 

Coding % (of genome) 82.68 (79.05-83.74) Largest contig 320805 (115181-1571746) 

CDS density (per Mbp) 903 (883-961) N50 121019 (18971-292273) 
    

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4822255
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6.3.2 In silico multi-locus sequence typing 

Of the 207 sequenced genomes, 200 (96.6%) were confirmed as ST11 and belonging to 

evolutionary clade 5 (Table 6.4). The remainder (n=7, 3.4%, six RT126 and one QX360, and 

all of Australian origin) were assigned to a novel clade 5 lineage, ST258 (Table 6.4).  

Table 6.4 Summary of MLST results  

Gene (bp) 
Allele 

 
Metadata for ST258 isolates 

ST11 (n=200) ST258 (n=7) ID RT State Origin  

adk (501) 5 5  C017 RT126† WA Adult CDI, 2012 

atpA (555) 8 24 (C138T, T205C)  C018 RT126† WA Pediatric CDI, 2012 

dxr (411) 5 5  C062 RT126† WA Adult CDI, 2012 

glyA (516) 11 11  C072 RT126† WA Adult CDI, 2012 

recA (564) 9 9  C115 QX360† TAS Adult CDI, unknown 

sodA (450) 11 11  C145 RT126† WA Pediatric CDI, 2008 

tpi (504) 8 36 (G326A)  V008 RT126† WA Kangaroo, 2009 

MLST clade 5 5        

Polymorphisms are shown in parentheses; †A+B+CDT+; WA, Western Australia; TAS, Tasmania 

 

ST258 is a double-loci variant (DLV) and thus a very close relative of ST11. ST258 and ST11 

show allelic conservation in 5 of the 7 housekeeping genes (adk, dxr, glyA, recA, and sodA) 

but differed by polymorphisms in aptA and tpi genes. This result was somewhat unexpected 

as, at the time of writing, all RT126s have been reported as ST11. PCR ribotype was 

confirmed for the above isolates. Given the close evolutionary relationship to ST11, it was 

decided to include the 7 isolates of ST258 in all subsequent analyses.  

 

6.3.3 Microevolutionary analysis 

Genetic relatedness, clonal transmission and the overall structure of this strain population 

were investigated by reconstructing high-resolution phylogenies based on (i) core orthologous 

genes, and (ii) non-repetitive, non-recombinant core genome SNVs. 

First, using the modified orthology calling approach detailed in 3.7.6, a robust consensus set 

of 1276 orthologous gene clusters (1021284 bp) was identified across the 207-sample data set 

and used for ML tree building with ClonalframeML (Figure 6.3, phylogeny A). Next, using 

the SNV pipeline detailed in 3.7.6, an average of 96.9% of sites within the M120 

chromosome (4047729 bp) were mapped to a median depth of 100X. After filtering for 
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recombination, a total of 1076 high-quality bona fide SNVs were found across the 207-sample 

data set and used for ML tree building with RAxML (Figure 6.3, phylogeny B).  

Population structure 

Both phylogenies showed near identical population structure and branch topology, revealing 6 

distinct evolutionary clusters which are broadly congruent with RT/ST lineage and toxin gene 

profile (Figure 6.3). The six clusters were as follows: (i) a large group of 99 strains primarily 

comprising RT126 and RT078 (designated the RT126.078 cluster); (ii) a group of 33 strains 

comprising exclusively RT033 and RT288 (the RT033.288 cluster); (iii-v) three distinct 

groups of strains (44, 3 and 21, respectively), belonging predominantly to RT127 (RT127 

clusters I-III); and (vi) a small divergent group of 7 ST258 strains (the ST258 cluster). The 

11 different QX RTs were scattered across the various LCT+ clusters and notably absent from 

the LCT- 033.288 cluster (Figure 6.3).  

Clonal transmission within and between host species 

Remarkably, in all clusters, there was significant intermingling (genetic overlap) of clinical 

and non-clinical strains. This observation further supports the hypothesis that strains of C. 

difficile ST11 common to humans, animals and the environment share a recent evolutionary 

history. To provide ultra-high resolution of this strain population and to examine this 

hypothesis further, the SNV phylogeny was investigated for signatures of clonal transmission. 

As in Chapter 5, a cut-off of 0-2 SNVs in the core genome was used as a signature of a clonal 

transmission event14,174,178,179. Figures 6.4–6.9 show detailed annotated ML sub-phylogenies 

of each of the 6 clusters identified.  

A total of 25 clonal groups (CG1-25) were identified across the 6 clusters and are detailed in 

Table 6.5. These CGs comprised 25 distinct C. difficile clones of major ST11 RTs 078, 126 

127, 033 and 288, and encompassed a total of 122 isolates of clinical and nonclinical origin. 

Overall, 19/25 CGs comprised C. difficile strains isolated from the same host species e.g. all 

human, all porcine or all bovine, a finding which strongly suggests intra-species clonal 

transmission has taken place. Remarkably, the remaining 6/25 CGs comprised C. difficile 

strains isolated from different host species e.g. human/porcine or human/bovine or even 

human/macropodine, a finding which strongly suggests inter-species clonal transmission has 

taken place. Furthermore, many CGs revealed long-range transmission of C. difficile clones, 

across local, national and international distances (Table 6.5).  
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Figure 6.3 Population structure of 207 C. difficile  

Circular ML phylograms constructed from (A) gene-by-gene alignment of 1276 orthologous gene clusters (1021284 bp) and (B) non-recombinant, non-repetitive core genome 

SNVs in clonal frame (1076 bp). Similar tree topology is observed in both phylogenies with 6 major strain clusters identified [RT126.078 cluster, RT127 clusters I-III, 

RT033.288 cluster, and ST258 cluster]. ClonalFrameML and RAxML trees, A and B, respectively, are mid-point rooted and the nodes are supported by 1000 nonparametric 

bootstrap replicates (data not shown). Taxa are colored according to RT lineage: blue, RT126 (n=69);  orange, RT127 (n=54); red, RT078 (n=40); green, RT033.288 (n=33); 

grey, OTHER (n=11). Clinical (n=150), environmental (n=5) and veterinary strains (n=52) are designated with C, E and V prefixes, respectively. 
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Figure 6.4 Phylogenetic analysis of core 

genome SNVs in RT126.078 cluster 

ML phylogeny of RT126.078 cluster based on 

evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=99). 

Taxa are colored according to RT lineage: blue, RT126;  

red, RT078; and grey, OTHER. Taxa labels comprise: 

strain ID; host species; source; country; 

state/province; farm/hospital, and year of isolation. 

A total of 10 clonal groups were identified (CG1-10, 

highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ by no 

more than two core genome SNVs (0–2). Further 

details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 

6.5. RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 6.3. 

C100 (RT033, indicated in green) is included as an 

outgroup. To enhance the visual resolution, the branch 

depicting C100 contains a break (mean of 170 SNV 

differences from test genomes). ‡, M120 (accession 

NC017174) was used a reference chromsome for read 

mapping and SNV calling. For quality control 

purposes, the original PE reads for this strain (accession 

ERR027342) were obtained from the study of He et 

al.26 and processed and analysed as an additional test 

genome. SNV analysis correctly showed C137 and 

M120 to be indistinguishable (zero core genome SNV 

differences).  
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Figure 6.5 Phylogenetic analysis of core genome SNVs in RT127 cluster I 

ML phylogeny of RT127 cluster I based on evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=44). Taxa are 

coloured according to RT lineage: orange, RT127; blue, RT126 and grey, OTHER. Taxa labels comprise strain 

ID; host species; source; country; state/province; farm/hospital, and year of isolation. QX RTs are given in 

parentheses. A total of 4 clonal groups were identified (CG11-14, highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ 

by no more than two core genome SNVs (0-2). Further details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 6.5. 

RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 6.3. M120 (RT078 indicated in red, accession NC_017174) is 

included as an outgroup. To enhance the visual resolution, the branch depicting M120 contains a break (mean of 

131 SNV differences from test genomes). 
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Figure 6.6 Phylogenetic analysis of core genome SNVs in RT127 cluster II 

ML phylogeny of RT127 cluster II based on evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=3). Taxa are 

coloured according to RT lineage: orange, RT127; and red, RT078. Taxa labels comprise strain ID; host 

species; source; country; state/province; farm/hospital, and year of isolation. A single clonal group was 

identified (CG15, highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ by no more than two core genome SNVs (0-2). 

Further details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 6.5. RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 

6.3. M120 (RT078, accession NC_017174) is included as an outgroup. To enhance the visual resolution, the 

branch depicting M120 contains a break (mean of 128 SNV differences from test genomes). 

 

Figure 6.7 Phylogenetic analysis of core genome SNVs in RT127 cluster III 

ML phylogeny of RT127 cluster III based on evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=21). Taxa are 

coloured according to RT lineage: orange, RT127; red, RT078; and grey, OTHER. Taxa labels comprise strain 

ID; host species; source; country; state/province; farm/hospital, and year of isolation. QX RTs are given in 

parentheses.  A total of 3 clonal groups were identified (CG16-18, highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ 

by no more than two core genome SNVs (0-2). Further details for these clonal groups are provided in Further 

details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 6.5. RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 6.3. M120 

(RT078, accession NC_017174) is included as an outgroup (mean of 85 SNVs from test genomes). 

CG15 

CG16 

CG17 

CG18 
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Figure 6.9 Phylogenetic analysis of core genome SNVs in RT033.288 cluster 

ML phylogeny of RT033.288 cluster based on evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=33). Taxa are coloured according to RT lineage: green, RT033.288; and 

red, RT078. Taxa labels comprise: strain ID; host species; source; country; state/province; farm/hospital, and year of isolation. Strains of RT288 are identified in 

parentheses. A total of 6 clonal groups were identified (CG20-25, highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ by no more than two core genome SNVs (0–2). Further 

details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 6.5. RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 6.3. M120 (RT078, accession NC017174) is included as an 

outgroup. To enhance the visual resolution, the branch depicting M120 contains a break (mean of 170 SNV differences from test genomes).  

Figure 6.8 Phylogenetic analysis of core genome SNVs in ST258 cluster 

ML phylogeny of ST258 cluster based on evolution in core genome SNVs (1076 sites, n=7). 

Taxa are coloured according to RT lineage: blue, RT126; red, RT078; and grey, OTHER. 

Taxa labels comprise: strain ID; host species; source; country; state/province; 

farm/hospital, and year of isolation. QX RTs are given in parentheses. A single clonal 

group was identified (CG19, highlighted in grey), where all isolates differ by no more than 

two core genome SNVs (0–2). Further details for these clonal groups are provided in Table 

6.5.RAxML tree generated as detailed in Figure 6.3. M120 (RT078, accession NC_017174) 

is included as an outgroup. To enhance the visual resolution, the branch depicting M120 

contains a break (mean of 586 SNV differences from test genomes). 
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Table 6.5 Summary of clonal groups 

CG ML cluster† 
N 
strains 

Clone 
Transmission details 

Type C. difficile source Range Year(s) Comments 

         
1 RT126.078 3 RT078 Intra-species CDI International 

and national 
2010-2012 Three HCFs located in the Netherlands 

(Rotterdam) and in Australia (WA and NSW) 
 

2 RT126.078 2 RT078 Inter-species Piglet faeces and 
asymptomatic farm 
worker 
 

Local 2011 A single farm in Heino, Netherlands. 
Corroborates work of Knetsch et al.14 
 

3 RT126.078 6 RT126 Intra-species CDI International 
and national 

2007-2013 Three HCFs located in Australia (NSW, WA, 
VIC) and a single HCF in Tainan, Taiwan 
 

4 RT126.078 12 RT126 Intra-species CDI International 
and national 

2006-2013 Three HCFs located in the Toscana region of 
Italy, a single HCF in Illinois, USA and three 
HCFs in two states of Australia (WA and 
NSW) 
 

5 RT126.078 2 RT126 Intra-species CDI Local 2012 A single HCF located in NSW, Australia 
 

6 RT126.078 2 RT126 Intra-species CDI Local 2006 A single HCF located in NSW, Australia 
 

7 RT126.078 7 RT126 Intra-species CDI (both CA-CDI) Local 2011 Two distinct HCFs located in NSW and VIC, 
Australia 
 

8* RT126.078 2 RT078 - - - - QC‡ 
 

9 RT126.078 2 RT078 Intra-species CDI (one CA-CDI) National 2013-2016 Two distinct HCFs located in WA and NSW, 
Australia 
 

10 RT126.078 2 RT078 Intra-species CDI National Unknown A single HCF located in Illinois, USA 
 

11 RT127.I 7 RT126 Inter-species CDI, calf faeces and 
calf carcase washing 

National 2012-2013 Three distinct farms located in two states in 
Australia (VIC and QLD), and one HCF in 
NSW, Australia 
 

12 RT127.I 24 RT127 Inter-species CDI (one CA-CDI), 
calf faeces and calf 
carcase washing 

National 2011-2014 Five distinct farms located two states in 
Australia (VIC, NSW), and five distinct HCFs 
located in two states in Australia (NSW, WA) 
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CG ML cluster† 
N 
strains 

Clone 
Transmission details 

Type C. difficile source Range Year(s) Comments 

13 RT127.I 4 RT127 Intra-species CDI (one paediatric) National 2006-2008 Three distinct HCFs located in Australia (NSW 
and WA) 
 

14 RT127.I 3 RT127 Inter-species CDI, calf faeces National 2011-2012 A single HCF located in NSW, Australia and a 
single farm located in QLD, Australia 
 

15 RT127.II 2 RT127 Intra-species CDI (both CA-CDI) Local 2006 A single HCF located in VIC, Australia 
 

16 RT127.III 6 RT127 Intra-species CDI Local 2010 A single HCF (ward) located in Tokyo, Japan 
 

17 RT127.III 2 RT127 Intra-species CDI Local 2011-2012 A single HCF located in Tainan, Taiwan 
 

18 RT127.III 4 RT127 Intra-species CDI Local 2005-2006 Three distinct HCFs located in WA, Australia 
 

19 ST258 5 RT126 Inter-species CDI (one paediatric, 
one CA-CDI) and 
kangaroo faeces 
 

Local 2009-2012 Three distinct HCFs and one veterinary 
hospital, all located in WA, Australia 
 

20 RT033.288 3 RT033 Intra-species CDI Local 2006 A single HCF located in VIC, Australia 
 

21 RT033.288 2 RT033 Intra-species CDI Local 1980-1982 A single HCF located in VIC, Australia 
 

22 RT033.288 6 RT033.288 Inter-species CDI (one paediatric), 
calf faeces and calf 
carcase washing 

National 2012-2013 Four distinct farms located in three states in 
Australia (NSW, VIC and QLD), and two HCFs 
located WA and VIC, Australia. Notably, one 
strain is RT288, the remainder being RT033. 
 

23 RT033.288 6 RT033 Intra-species§ Piglet faeces, soil 
irrigated with effluent, 
and treated liquid 
effluent 

Local 2012-2015 Two farms located in SA, Australia 
 
 
 
 

24 RT033.288 6 RT033 Intra-species CDI National 2011-2013 Six distinct HCFs located across France 
 

25 RT033.288 2 RT288 Intra-species Calf carcase washing 
 

Local 2013 A single farm located in SA, Australia 

CG, clonal group; †, phylogenetic cluster identified in Figure 6.3; RT, PCR ribotype; CDI, Clostridium difficile infection; CA-CDI, community-associated CDI; HCF, healthcare 

facility; SA, South Australia; QLD; Queensland; NSW, New South Wales; VIC, Victoria; WA, Western Australia; §, transmission between piglets (faeces) and environment 

(soil/effluent). ‡, M120 (accession NC_017174) was used a reference chromosome for read mapping and SNV calling. For quality control purposes, the original PE reads for this 

strain (accession ERR027342) were obtained from the study of He et al.26 and processed and analysed as an additional test genome. SNV analysis correctly showed C137 and 

M120 to be indistinguishable (zero core genome SNV differences). 
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6.3.4 Case report: an RT126-ST258 clone in unrelated oncology patients in WA 

Two of the RT126 strains analysed in 6.3.3 (strains C017 and C018) originated from 

unrelated oncology patients from different WA hospitals in 2012. Prior to conducting the  

large genomic study presented in this Chapter, these two CDI cases were investigated and 

published as a standalone case report559, the details of which are presented below and 

discussed in 6.4.1.  

Introduction 

Herein, a detailed report on two cases of clonally-transmitted CDI in unrelated oncology 

patients from different WA hospitals in 2012 is presented. In both cases, patients had 

oncological malignancies and were undergoing chemotherapy and antibiotic treatment prior to 

isolation of C. difficile. These CDI cases were geographically and epidemiologically distinct, 

and there was no opportunity for direct transmission between patients. Case history and 

patient information were provided by the attending physicians as detailed below and 

preliminary SNV analysis of C. difficile strains WA0853 (C017) and WA1258 (C018) was 

performed in collaboration with Dr David W. Eyre and Prof. Derrick W. Crook (Oxford 

Univerity). 

Attending physicians 

Case 1 - Dr Julie Hart, Dept. of Microbiology, PathWest Laboratory Medicine, Sir Charles 

Gairdner Hospital, Nedlands, WA 

Case 2 - Dr Nicholas Gottardo, Dept. of Paediatric Oncology and Haematology, Princess 

Margaret Hospital, Subiaco, WA 

Case 1 

In late 2011, a 59-year-male from Kalgoorlie WA was admitted to Sir Charles Gairdner 

Hospital (SCGH) in Perth WA with acute onset right-sided hemiplegia. A CT scan 

demonstrated a left subcortical parietal mass. A biopsy of the mass by stealth guided 

craniotomy revealed a grade IV glioblastoma/astrocytoma. The patient received 2g cephazolin 

intravenously perioperatively for surgical prophylaxis, but no other antibiotics during this 

admission. He was treated with dexamethasone and did not receive chemotherapy. 

Approximately 3 weeks after the initial admission he developed non-severe CDI; afebrile, 

diarrhoea, abdominal pain, white cell count 12.30 x109 /L [normal range (NR) 4-11 x109 /L], 

neutrophil count 11.28 x109 /L [NR 2-7.5 x109 /L], normal serum creatinine 88 µmol/L [NR 
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60-110 µmol/L] and normal serum albumin 38 g/L [NR 35-50 g/L]. There was no evidence of 

shock, ileus or megacolon. The patient was commenced on oral metronidazole 4 days after 

symptom onset, by which time diarrhoea had already improved.  

The patient's stool tested positive for C. difficile GDH by enzyme immunoassay (C. DIFF 

CHEK™-60, Alere) and positive for C. difficile toxin genes by real-time PCR (GeneOhm™ 

Cdiff Assay, Becton Dickinson). Bacterial culture was performed at SCGH and the C. difficile 

isolate (WA0853) was submitted to the C. difficile reference laboratory (CDRL, PathWest 

Laboratory Medicine, Perth WA) for epidemiological typing. The patient was transferred to a 

palliative care service and was not readmitted to hospital. 

Case 2 

In 2012, a 2-year-old female from rural WA was admitted to Princess Margaret Hospital for 

Children (PMH), also in Perth WA, but located several kilometres apart from SCGH, for the 

treatment of stage 4 neuroblastoma. Over a period of approximately 18 months, she was 

treated both as an inpatient and outpatient at PMH with multiple courses of intensive 

chemotherapy, including megatherapy with autologous stem cell rescue, tumour resection, 

radiotherapy, and immunotherapy. Treatment was complicated by extended hospital 

admissions requiring multiple courses of broad-spectrum antibiotics. This included an 

admission for Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteraemia from intra-abdominal sepsis post tumour 

resection, where she was treated with intravenous piperacillin-tazobactam and a short course 

of metronidazole, followed by oral ciprofloxacin.  

During these admissions, the patient repeatedly grew C. difficile from stool, with cytotoxin 

not detected by cell culture cytotoxicity neutralisation assay. As she did not have diarrhoea 

during these episodes she was not specifically treated for CDI. Prolonged excretion of 

norovirus was also detected by PCR in all her stool specimens from April 2012 through to 

January 2013. In December 2012 she was admitted with non-severe CDI; fluid diarrhoea, 

fever, white cell count 17.7x109 /L [NR 6-17.5 x 109 /L], neutrophil count 10.21 x 109/L) [NR 

1-8.5 x 109/L], hypoalbuminaemia 25 g/L [NR 32-48 g/L], normal serum creatinine 17 

µmol/L [NR <45 µmol/L] and again isolated C. difficile (isolate WA1258), which was sent to 

the CDRL for typing. There was no evidence of shock, ileus or megacolon. She was treated 

with oral metronidazole and diarrhoea resolved, however, the patient did subsequently 

experience on-going C. difficile growth from stools throughout 2013 but did not require 

treatment. 
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Molecular and genomic investigations 

In both cases, characterization of the recovered C. difficile isolates by PCR showed the 

presence of the main C. difficle virulence factors tcdA (toxin A), tcdB (toxin B) and cdtA/B 

(ADP-ribosyltransferase, binary toxin). In addition, both isolates presented a 16S-23S rRNA 

spacer banding pattern congruent with RT126 (Figure 6.2). The finding of two RT126 

isolates within a short time period in seemingly unrelated oncology patients in our local 

hospitals prompted further comprehensive investigation.  

The genetic background of both isolates was investigated by WGS, MLST and SNV analysis. 

Both isolates were determined to be ST258 and belong to MLST clade 5, the same 

evolutionary lineage as virulent RT078. Also, both isolates possessed a variant tcdC gene 

(C184T, Δ39 bp) which results in a significantly truncated TcdC protein - a putative negative 

regulator of toxin expression217,220.  

Table 6.6 Summary of strain and clinical details for case report 

 
WA0853 (C017) WA1258 (C018) 

RT (TP) 126 (A+B+CDT+) 126 (A+B+CDT+) 

ST (clade) 258 (5) 258 (5) 

tcdC Variant, (C184T, Δ39 bp) Variant, (C184T, Δ39 bp) 
   

Patient 59-year-old male with grade IV 
glioblastoma/astrocytoma 

2-year-old female with stage 4 
neuroblastoma 

Hospital SCHG, Perth WA PMH, Perth WA 

Date Jan-2012 Apr-2012 

 

Microevolutionary analysis showed the core genomes of the two isolates were 

indistinguishable (zero SNVs identified, Figure 6.10) indicating that either transmission of a 

single C. difficile clone between patients had occurred, or both cases were the result of 

exposure to a common source. 

 

Figure 6.10 Genetic relatedness of case report isolates WA0853 and WA1258 

Heatmap showing pairwise core genome SNVs between RT126-ST258 isolates WA0853 (C017) and WA1258 

(C018) and comparator M120 (RT078, accession NC_017174). 

WA0853 WA1258 M120

0 586 WA0853

0 WA1258

M120
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6.3.5 In silico AMR profiling 

Acquired AMR loci 

Screening of the 207 genomes for the presence of acquired AMR genes revealed a large 

diverse collection of resistance loci: 479 individual genes of 22 types across 4 antimicrobial 

classes (lincosamides/macrolides, tetracyclines, aminoglycosides and glycopeptides). Of the 

four major RT lineages, RT126 lineage harboured the highest number of acquired AMR genes 

per isolate (mean 4.13, p <0.0001, χ² test) followed by RT078 (2.47), RT033.288 (0.87) and 

RT127 (0.57). A summary of acquired AMR gene content by origin and by RT lineage/origin 

is shown in Figure 6.11 and Table 6.7, respectively. 

Figure 6.11 Summary of acquired AMR gene content in strain population, by origin  

Origin: CLIN, clinical; VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental 

 

The methyltransferase gene, ermB, which confers resistance to lincosamide and macrolide 

antimicrobials, was found in 13.0% of strains, more often in clinical isolates than in 

veterinary and environmental isolates (p = 0.012, χ² test), however, its presence varied 

significantly across RT lineages (Table 6.7). In RT126, 31.9% (n=22) of isolates harboured 

ermB, significantly more than found in RT078 (5.0%, p <0.005, χ² test), RT127 (3.7%) and 

033.288 (0.0%) lineages (p < 0.001, χ² test). All ST258 isolates were negative for ermB.  
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Overall, 47.8% of isolates harboured one or more tetracycline resistance (tetR) genes. Four 

types of tetR genes were identified (tetM, tet-40, tetO and tet-44) with a varied distribution 

across RT lineages. Overall, 79.7% (n=55) of RT126 isolates harboured the tetM gene which 

encodes a ribosomal protective protein, significantly more than found in RT078 (55.0%, p 

<0.007, χ² test), RT127 (14.8%) and 033.288 (3.0%) lineages (p <0.0001, χ² test, Table 6.7). 

Similarly, 75.4% (n=52) of RT126 isolates harboured the tet-40 gene which encodes a 

tetracycline transporter protein (efflux pump), significantly more than found in the RT078 

lineage (50.0%, p <0.007, χ² test). The tet-40 gene was absent from RT127 and 033.288 

lineages (Table 6.7). The tetO and tet-44 genes encode ribosomal proteins which confer 

protection against the translational inhibition activity of tetracyclines. These genes were 

exclusively found in RT078 isolates (tetO, n=1; tet-44, n=6, Table 6.7).  

C. difficile is inherently resistant to aminoglycosides. Despite this, 45.4% (n=94) of isolates 

harboured one or more aminoglycoside/streptothricin resistance genes. Many genes were co-

located in clusters, and their presence across RT lineages varied widely. Overall, 39.6% 

(n=82) of isolates harboured the well characterised aminoglycoside-streptothricin resistance 

cassette, aph3’-III-sat4A-ant6’-Ia598. Carriage of this cassette was highest in the RT126 

lineage (73.9%, p <0.0001, χ² test) and ranged from 13.0-27.5% in the other major RT 

lineages (Table 6.7). Notably, all ST258 isolates were negative for aminoglycoside-

streptothricin genes. A small number of isolates possessed other aminoglycoside and/or 

streptothricin gene clusters including aac6-aph2', aac6-Im-aph2'-Ib and ant6-Ib-ant9-Ia, the 

latter exclusive to 5 RT078 from the Australia and M120 reference strain. 

A single clinical strain (C032) from Italy harboured lnuC, a gene originally identified in 

Streptococcus agalactiae and encoding a nucleotidyltransferase conferring resistance to 

lincomycin565. Unlike the RT014 lineage, none of the 207 ST11 genomes harboured a 

vanGCd operon. Remarkably, analysis of strain V035 revealed the presence of seven 

vancomycin resistance genes with >99% sequence identity to vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, 

vanYB, vanSB and vanRB (detailed further in 6.3.8). 
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Table 6.7 Summary of acquired AMR gene content, by RT lineage and origin 

RT Origin N 

Acquired AMR genes and gene clusters 

ermB lnuC tetM tet-40 tetO tet-44 
aph3’-III-
sat4A-
ant6’-Ia 

aac6-
aph2' 

aac6-Im-
aph2'-Ib 

ant6-Ib-
ant9-Ia 

vanB2 

n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % n % 

126 

CLIN 58 20 34.5 1 1.7 52 89.7 49 84.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 48 82.8 1 1.7 1 1.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 

VET/ENV 11 2 18.2 0 0.0 3 27.3 3 27.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 27.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Total 69 22 31.9 1 1.4 55 79.7 52 75.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 51 73.9 1 1.4 1 1.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 

078 

CLIN 30 2 6.7 0 0.0 20 66.7 16 53.3 1 3.3 6 20.0 9 30.0 1 3.3 1 3.3 6 20.0 0 0.0 

VET/ENV 10 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 20.0 4 40.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 20.0 1 10.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Total 40 2 5.0 0 0.0 22 55.0 20 50.0 1 2.5 6 15.0 11 27.5 2 5.0 1 2.5 6 15.0 0 0.0 

127 

CLIN 34 2 5.9 0 0.0 8 23.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 20.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

VET/ENV 20 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Total 54 2 3.7 0 0.0 8 14.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 13.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

033.288 

CLIN 17 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

VET/ENV 16 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 37.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 6.3 

Total 33 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 21.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 3.0 

OTHER 
CLIN 11 1 9.1 0 0.0 6 54.5 3 27.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 54.5 1 9.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

Total 11 1 9.1 0 0.0 6 54.5 3 27.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 6 54.5 1 9.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

GRAND TOTAL 207 27 13.0 1 0.5 92 44.4 75 36.2 1 0.5 6 2.9 82 39.6 4 1.9 2 1.0 6 2.9 1 0.5 

Origin: CLIN, clinical; VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental 
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Polymorphisms in DNA gyrase 

Full-length sequences for gyrA and gyrB, encoding DNA gyrase subunits A and B, 

respectively, were manually inspected for polymorphisms within their respective Quinolone-

Resistance Determining Regions (QRDRs). Sequences were submitted to BIGSdb for 

assignment of an allele number, according to the scheme of Dingle et al.170. Figure 6.12 

provides a summary of gyrA/B alleles identified in this population along with their associated 

non-synonymous amino acid changes in GyrA and GyrB. A breakdown of gyrA/B allele 

combinations is provided for each RT lineage in Table 6.8. 

Overall, 2 distinct alleles were identified for gyrA (2 and 31) and 4 alleles were found for 

gyrB (12, 39, 93 and 96). Of these, 4 alleles (gyrA 31 and gyrB 39, 93 and 96) have point 

mutations which lead to non-synonymous amino acid changes within the gyrA/gyrB QRDRs 

and potentially result in phenotypic resistance (Figure 6.12). The most common allele 

combination was gyrA 2 and gyrB 12 (71.0% of isolates, n=147) followed by gyrA 31 and 

gyrB 12 (22.7% of isolates, n=47), with the remaining isolates (n=13, 6.3%) split between 

allele gyrA/gyrB allele combinations 2/39, 2/93 and 2/96 (Table 6.8). 

 

 

Figure 6.12 gyrA/B allelic diversity and associated QRDR mutations  

Box A Diversity of gyrA and gyrB alleles identified along with their associated non-synonymous (dN) amino 

acid (aa) changes. Those changes within and outside QRDRs are shown in red and green, respectively. Box B 

Location of dN changes in GyrA and GyrB. Codes: Thr, threonine; Ile, isoleucine; Lys, lysine; Asn, asparagine; 

Gln, glutamine; His, histidine; Ser, serine; Val, valine; Ala, alanine; Asp, aspartic acid; Glu, glutamic acid. 

A 

B 
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Table 6.8 gyrA/B allele combinations, by RT and origin 

RT (n) Origin 
gyrA, gyrB allele combination, n (%) 

2,12 2,39 2,93 2,96 31,12 

126 (69) CLIN 23 (33.3) 5 (7.2) 2 (2.9) - 28 (40.6) 

 
VET/ENV 7 (10.1) 1 (1.4) 2 (2.9) - 1 (1.4) 

078 (40) CLIN 20 (50.0) - - 1 (2.5) 9 (22.5) 

 
VET/ENV 10 (25.0) - - - - 

127 (54) CLIN 32 (59.3) - - - 2 (3.7) 

 
VET/ENV 19 (35.2) - - - 1 (1.9) 

33.288 (33) CLIN 16 (48.5) - 1 (3.0) - - 

 
VET/ENV 16 (48.5) - - - - 

OTHER (11) CLIN 4 (36.4) 1 (9.1) - - 6 (54.5) 

 
 Total 147 (71.0) 7 (3.4) 5 (2.4) 1 (0.5) 47 (22.7) 

 

Origin: CLIN, clinical; VET, veterinary; ENV, environmental.  
 

Other AMR loci 

Further analysis of the draft genomes revealed all isolates harboured cme, a multidrug efflux 

resistance gene which confers resistance to erythromycin, safranin O and ethidium bromide in 

E. faecalis566. All isolates also harboured tellurium (terC and terD1-4) and bacitracin (uppP2) 

resistance genes. No genomes contained resistance mutations within rpoB (encoding RNA 

polymerase). Finally, all strains harboured a gene encoding a β-lactamase inducing penicillin-

binding protein (blaR). 

6.3.6 In vitro antimicrobial susceptibility and phenotype-genotype concordance 

Of the 207 strains analysed in this study, 185 were available for phenotypic testing. MICs 

were determined by a panel of 13 agents including vancomycin, metronidazole, fidaxomicin, 

rifaximin, clindamycin, erythromycin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, piperacillin-tazobactam, 

ceftriaxone, meropenem, moxifloxacin, tetracycline and trimethoprim. Summary MIC data for 

all RT lineages is presented in Table 6.9. MIC distributions for all 13 agents, broken down by 

RT lineage, are shown in Figure 6.13.  

Overall, rifaximin was the most active agent (GM MIC=0.005 mg/L, Kruskal-Wallis H-test p 

< 0.0001), followed by fidaxomicin (GM MIC=0.03 mg/L, p < 0.0001), amoxicillin-

clavulanate (GM MIC=0.27 mg/L, p < 0.0001), metronidazole (GM MIC=0.42 mg/L, p < 

0.0001) and vancomycin (GM MIC=0.97 mg/L, p < 0.0001). All isolates were fully 
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susceptible, with no significant variation between the major RT lineages, to first-line therapies 

vancomycin, metronidazole and fidaxomicin, as well as rifaximin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, 

trimethoprim and piperacillin-tazobactam (Table 6.9 and Figure 6.13). 

Comparison of the major RTs lineages found notable differences in MIC for moxifloxacin, 

tetracycline, erythromycin, and clindamycin, with RT126 and RT078 generally more resistant 

than RT127 and RT033.288 lineages. Non-susceptibility to moxifloxacin was found in 49.3% 

of RT126 and 40.0% RT078 isolates (GM MIC=3.68 mg/L and, GM MIC=3.25 mg/L, 

respectively), and was significantly higher than seen in those of RT127 and RT033.288 

(5.6%, GM MIC=1.17 mg/L and 3.0%, GM MIC=1.11 mg/L, respectively, p < 0.0001, H-

test). Non-susceptibility to tetracycline was found in 77.6% of RT126 and 70.0% of RT078 

isolates (GM MIC=6.01 mg/L and, GM MIC=4.88 mg/L, respectively), and was significantly 

higher than seen in those of RT127 and RT033.288 (14.9%, GM MIC=0.30 mg/L and 3.0%, 

GM MIC=0.18 mg/L, respectively, p < 0.0001, H-test).  

Non-susceptibility to clindamycin was found in 55.0% of RT078 and 31.3% of RT126 

isolates (GM MIC=4.12 mg/L and, GM MIC=1.83 mg/L, respectively), and was significantly 

higher than seen in RT033.288 and RT127 lineages (15.2%, GM MIC=1.11 mg/L and 5.6%, 

GM MIC=0.47 mg/L, respectively, p < 0.0001, H-test).  Non-susceptibility to erythromycin 

was found in 70.2% of RT126 and 60.0% of RT078 isolates (GM MIC=41.85 mg/L and, GM 

MIC=27.86 mg/L, respectively), and was significantly higher than seen in RT033.288 and 

RT127 lineages (11.3%, GM MIC=1.18 mg/L and 7.0%, GM MIC=1.41 mg/L, respectively, p 

< 0.0001, H-test).  

Phenotype-genotype concordance 

Concordance between MICs (phenotypic data) and in silico AMR screening (genotypic data) 

was generally high but did vary with different antimicrobial classes. For tetracycline 

resistance/susceptibility, in silico AMR genotyping appeared a good predictor of phenotype. 

Overall, 42.7% of tested isolates (n=79) presented a tetR phenotype (MIC ≥16 mg/L) and all 

harboured one or more of tetM, tet-40, tetO, and tet-44. Two isolates were tetracycline 

intermediate (tetI, MIC 8 mg/L) and harboured tetM or tet-40. Of the remaining 104 

tetracycline susceptible (tetS) isolates, all but 5 (2 x tet-40, 3x tetM) were negative for any 

tetR genes.  

For FQ resistance/susceptibility, in silico QRDR analysis appeared a good predictor of 

phenotype, however, there were notable exceptions. Overall, 27.6% of tested isolates (n=51) 
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presented an FQR phenotype (MIC ≥8 mg/L), all of which harboured gyrA/B alleles with 

QRDR mutations (allele combinations 2/93, 2/96 and 31/12) indicating these loci are good 

indicators for FQ phenotype. Conversely, of the 134 FQ-susceptible (FQS) isolates, 94.8% 

(n=127) harboured gyrA/B allele combination 2/12. Interestingly, despite allele gyrB 12 

possessing 2 QRDR mutations (Ser366Val and Ser416Ala) no phenotypic resistance was 

observed and all discordant results were repeated with the same result. Similarly, the 

remaining 7 FQS isolates (all belonging to ST258) harboured gyrA/B alleles 2/39, a 

combination which does include QRDR mutations (GyrB: Ser366Ala and Ser416Ala). Again, 

discordant MICs were repeated with the same result. In light of these data, it would appear 

that, at least for moxifloxacin, resistance is determined by the presence of ≥3 mutations in the 

QRDR of gyrB, as seen with alleles 93 and 96 (FQR, three QRDR mutations each) vs 12 and 

39 (FQS, two QRDR mutations each), as well as the well-known gyrA mutation (Thr82Ile, 

gyrA allele 31). 

For clindamycin and erythromycin, in silico AMR genotyping appeared a poor predictor of 

resistance/susceptibility phenotype. Overall, 38.9% of tested isolates (n=72/185) showed 

resistance to clindamycin (MIC ≥8 mg/L) and/or erythromycin (MIC ≥8 mg/L). Nonetheless, 

of these strains just 36.1% (n=26) of these strains harboured ermB thus a large proportion of 

MLSB phenotypes (63.8%, n=46) could not be attributed to the presence of ermB. The 26 

MLSB +/ermB+ strains were predominantly cliR/eryR (n=25) with one cliS/eryR isolate. The 

46 MLSB
+/ermB- strains were predominantly cliS/eryR (n=33) but also cliR/eryR (n=7), 

cliI/eryR (n=3) and cliR/eryS (n=3). Also, a single MLSB
- isolate harboured ermB+ and is 

described further in 6.3.7.  

In C. difficile, ribosomal proteins (L4/L22) and 23S rRNA gene mutations may also confer 

reduced susceptibility to macrolides and lincosamides254. All 207 C. difficile genomes yielded 

full-length L4 (rplD, 336bp) and L22 (rplV, 654bp) ribosomal genes, and all rplD and rplV 

sequences were conserved across all ST11/258 isolates, irrespective of antimicrobial 

phenotype. Further, a total of 125 full-length 23 rRNA genes (2894 bp) could be recovered 

from the 207 genomes, encompassing 39 MLSB
+ and 86 MLSB

- isolates. Two 23S rRNA gene 

mutations (C2097T and C2795T) were identified. C2097T was present in strains irrespective 

of MLSB phenotype or genotype (the presence of ermB); whereas C2795T was restricted to 

ST258 isolates (all MLSB
-).  

These data indicate that, in this population, these mutations do not play a role in resistance to 

clindamycin and/or erythromycin, a finding which corroborates the work of Spigaglia et al.254. 
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However, it should be noted that C. difficile actually possesses multiple alleles of 23S 

rRNA599, a feature which forms the basis of PCR ribotyping. However, analysis of all copies 

from each genome was not possible with the Illumina short-read sequencing approach 

implemented in this study. Moreover, these MLSB
+/ermB- genomes were also parsed for other 

erm class gene-encoded methylases e.g. ermA and ermC. All strains were negative for ermC 

and all but three (all RT078) harboured a subclass of ermA, ermTR (detailed further in 6.3.7). 

Taken together, these findings suggest that for the vast majority of strains an alternative 

mechanism of macrolide and lincosamide resistance was at play, most probably a yet to be 

identified efflux pump.  

Lastly, the absence of rpoB mutations appeared a good indicator of phenotype as no rifaximin 

resistance (MIC ≥32 mg/L) was observed422.  

 

Table 6.9 Antimicrobial susceptibility data summary, analysed by RT lineage  

Lineage (n) Agent Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

RT126 (67†) VANa 0.25-1 1/1 0.94 100 0 

 
MTZb 0.12-1 0.5/0.5 0.43 100 0 

 
FDXc 0.004-0.25 0.03/0.06 0.03 100 0 

 
RFXb,d 0.002-0.008 0.004/0.008 0.004 100 0 

 
CLIb 0.12->32 1/>32 1.83 68.7 31.3 

 
ERYb 0.12->256 >256/>256 41.85 29.8 70.2 

 
AMCb 0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.21 100 0 

 
CROb 8-64 16/16 14.88 91.0 9.0 

 
MEMb 0.5-4 2/2 1.41 98.5 1.5 

 
MXFb 0.5-16 2/16 3.68 50.7 49.3 

 
TETb 0.06-32 16/32 6.01 22.4 77.6 

 
TZPb 1-8 4/8 3.43 100 0 

 
TMP 8-64 64/64 52.04 nr nr 

Lineage (n) Agent Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

RT127 (54) VANa 1-2 1/1 1.01 100 0 

 
MTZb 0.12-0.5 0.5/0.5 0.36 100 0 

 
FDXc 0.004-0.12 0.03/0.06 0.03 100 0 

 
RFXb,d 0.002-0.008 0.004/0.008 0.005 100 0 

 
CLIb 0.12->32 0.5/>32 0.47 94.4 5.6 

 
ERYb 0.25->256 1/2 1.41 93.0 7.0 

 
AMCb 0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.29 100 0 

 
CROb 8-32 16/32 16.63 83.3 16.7 

 
MEMb 0.5-2 2/2 1.67 100 0 

 
MXFb 1-16 1/1 1.17 94.4 5.6 

 
TETb 0.06-16 0.25/16 0.30 85.1 14.9 

 
TZPb 0.5-8 4/8 5.17 100 0 

 
TMP 32-64 64/64 57.02 nr nr 

Continued on next page 
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Lineage (n) Agent Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

RT078 (20†) VANa 1 1/1 1.00 100 0 

 
MTZb 0.12-1 0.5/1 0.50 100 0 

 
FDXc 0.008/0.12 0.06/0.12 0.04 100 0 

 
RFXb,d 0.002-0.015 0.004/0.008 0.005 100 0 

 
CLIb 0.12->32 4/>32 4.12 45.0 55.0 

 
ERYb 0.5->256 >256/>256 27.86 40.0 60.0 

 
AMCb 0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.27 100 0 

 
CROb 8-64 16/32 18.38 75.0 15.0 

 
MEMb 0.5-4 2/2 1.80 95.0 5.0 

 
MXFb 1-16 1/16 3.25 60.0 40.0 

 
TETb 0.06-32 16/32 4.88 30.0 70.0 

 
TZPb 2-8 4/8 4.59 100 0 

 
TMP 32-64 64/64 59.71 nr nr 

Lineage (n) Agent Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

RT033.288 (33) VANa 0.5-2 1/1 1.00 100 0 

 
MTZb 0.25-1 0.5/0.5 0.51 100 0 

 
FDXc 0.004-0.25 0.06/0.12 0.05 100 0 

 
RFXb,d 0.002-0.004 0.004/0.008 0.005 100 0 

 
CLIb 0.25-8 1/4 1.11 84.8 15.2 

 
ERYb 0.12->256 1/128 1.18 88.7 11.3 

 
AMCb 0.25-0.5 0.5/0.5 0.38 100 0 

 
CROb 4-32 16/32 18.93 56.0 44.0 

 
MEMb 0.5-2 2/2 1.92 100 0 

 
MXFb 1-16 1/1 1.11 97.0 3.0 

 
TETb 0.06-16 0.12/0.25 0.18 97.0 3.0 

 
TZPb 1-8 8/8 5.48 100 0 

 
TMP 8-64 64/64 45.73 nr nr 

Lineage (n) Agent Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM % S % NS 

Other (11) VANa 0.5-1 1/1 0.83 100 0 

 
MTZb 0.12-1 0.5/0.5 0.39 100 0 

 
FDXc 0.008-0.12 0.03/0.12 0.03 100 0 

 
RFXb,d 0.002-0.008 0.008/0.008 0.005 100 0 

 
CLIb 0.12->32 1/8 1.18 72.7 27.3 

 
ERYb 0.12->256 1/>256 6.53 82.0 18.0 

 
AMCb 0.12-0.5 0.25/0.5 0.26 100 0 

 
CROb 8-32 16/32 15.02 82.0 18.0 

 
MEMb 0.5-2 2/2 1.29 100 0 

 
MXFb 1-16 1/16 2.27 73.0 27.0 

 
TETb 0.06-32 16/32 1.73 45.5 54.5 

 
TZPb 1-8 4/4 3.76 100 0 

 
TMP 32-64 64/64 49.74 nr nr 

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; MEM, meropenem; AMC, 

amoxicillin-clavulanate; CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; CRO, ceftriaxone;; MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, 

tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin-tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim. S, susceptible; NS non-susceptible (intermediate 

and resistant breakpoints). †Some strains not available for testing; GM, Geometric mean; nr, breakpoints are 

currently available. aBreakpoint for VAN is recommended by EUCAST and is based on epidemiological cut-off 

values that distinguish wild-type isolates from those with reduced susceptibility. bBreakpoints are those 

recommended for anaerobes by CLSI. cProposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 mg/L as recommended by EMA 

(http://www.ema.europa.eu/). dResistance (≥32 mg/L) is as described by O’Connor et al.422. 

 

http://www.ema.europa.eu/
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Figure 6.13 MIC distributions for 13 antimicrobial agents against 185 C. difficile 

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; AMC, amoxicillin-clavulanate; 

CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; CRO, ceftriaxone; MEM, meropenem; MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, 

tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin-tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim. 
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6.3.7 Genomic context for AMR: transposon characterisation 

To provide a genomic context for AMR, genomes were screened for the presence of Tns.  

ermB 

All ermB+ strains were negative for conjugative transposons Tn5398, Tn6215 and Tn6218, 

the former being the most common ermB-carrying genetic element reported in this species246. 

Of the 27 ermB+ strains, 77.8% (n=21) harboured elements resembling conjugative 

transposon Tn6194 (HG475346.1). As in the RT014 lineage (Chapter 5), the 28 kbp element 

was often fragmented, particularly in the tail region. Therefore, Tn6194 was identified on the 

presence of 35 characteristic CDS including the following defining genetic signatures: (i) a 

single copy of ermB (unlike Tn5398 which has two copies), (ii) excisionase (xis, 258 bp) and 

integrase (int, 1446 bp) genes, and (iii) toxin (ζ)/anti-toxin (ε) genes (see Figure 5.14, 

Chapter 5)255,570. Moreover, as seen in the RT014 lineage, the int/xis genes were invariably 

found adjacent to a tRNA gene (Arg). 

Of the 6 strains negative for Tn5398 and Tn6194, 4 possessed significant homology [99% ID 

match over 7566 bp (n=2) and 9116 bp (n=2) regions] to a 12 kbp AMR gene cluster from 

the foodborne pathogen Campylobacter coli (strain ZTA09/02204, accession KT953380.1, 

erythromycin MIC ≥1024 mg/L)600. The genetic context for ermB in strains C015 and C042 

was unusual and could not be determined. In C015 (RT126 from Australia), the ermB gene 

was phenotypically silent and syntenic with tetM, co-located between two tRNAs (Lys and 

Gly) and surrounded by numerous phage elements (data not shown). In C042 (RT126 from 

Italy), the ermB gene was found adjacent to several cas (CRISPR-associated protein) genes 

common to C. difficile M120 (including Cas1-5 and Cse4, data not shown). Interesting, C042 

did present a resistant phenotype, indicating either the presence of an upstream promoter or 

alternative efflux mechanism.  

tetM, tet-O and tet-40 

All tetM positive isolates harboured identical elements showing >99% sequence identity and 

near perfect synteny with Tn6190 (previously termed CTnCD3a by He et al.26), a member of 

the Tn916 (tetM-encoding) family of conjugative transposons and, to date, only identified in 

C. difficile lineages RT126 and RT078253,597. Tn6190 shares >97% sequence ID with other 

Tn916-family elements including Tn916 (accession U09422.1, from E. faecalis) and Tn5397 

(AF333235.1) as well as CW459tet(M) from C. perfringens (AF329848.1)601. Analysis of the 

modular components of Tn6190 permits its differentiation from these other closely related 

elements (Figure 6.14). First, the recombination module in Tn6190 contains integrase and 
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excisionase genes (int and xis, respectively). These features distinguish Tn6190 from Tn5397 

(which contains a single site-specific recombinase gene, tndX), the element seen in RT014 

lineage and the predominant tetM encoding element in C. difficile244. Further, Tn6190 lacks 

the presence of a group II intron in orf14, a characteristic feature of Tn5397. Second, Tn6190 

differs from the archetypal tetM element Tn916 in only the absence of orf12 which is located 

immediately adjacent to tetM and encodes a leader peptide understood to be involved in the 

regulation of tetM expression by a mechanism of transcriptional attenuation244,253,601. 

 

Figure 6.14 Genome architecture of tetM+ conjugative transposon Tn6190 

Artemis visualisation of genome region of tetM+ C. difficile strain C001 showing the presence and genetic 

composition of conjugative transposon Tn6190. Coloured boxes indicate ORFs and arrows indicate the direction 

of transcription. Key features are highlighted: tetM (in red) encodes a ribosomal protective protein, and integrase 

(int, 1218 bp) and excisionase (xis, 204 bp) genes (in purple) comprise the integration module. Other Tn6190 

ORFs are shown in green.  
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For tet-40 and tet-O, no discernible transposons were identified. All 76 tet-40 genes in this 

population were conserved and shared 100% sequence identity with tet-40 sequences from 

ruminal species Megasphaera elsdenii (accession CP009240) and Streptococcus suis 

(KC790465.1 and NG_048141.1). Analysis of the flanking region of the tet-40 gene in C. 

difficile revealed partial homology to M. elsdenii strain DSM 20460602. The single tet-O gene 

found in C. difficile strain C110 (RT078) shared 100% and 99% sequence identity with tet-O 

from S. suis and C. jejuni, respectively. Analysis of the flanking region identified a 99% 

match over 32062 bp to the genome of S. suis strain NSUI060 (CP012911.1)603. The genetic 

context for tet-44 was determined to be a 100 kb genetic island and is discussed below. 

Aminoglycoside/streptothricin cassettes 

Four different combinations of aminoglycoside/streptothricin genes were identified across the 

dataset (i) aph3-III-sat4A-ant6-Ia, (ii) aac6-aph2, (iii) aac6-Im-aph2-Ib, and (iv) ant6-Ib-

ant9-Ia, each with a different underlying genetic context. A total of 82 C. difficile strains 

harboured the syntenic aph3-III-sat4A-ant6-Ia cassette encoding a phosphotransferase, 

adenylyltransferase and acetyltransferase, respectively. As seen in the RT014 lineage, all 

sequences were conserved and shared 99% sequence identity to 7269 bp fragment of an MDR 

cassette from ruminant anaerobe E. rhusiopathiae (accession KP339868.1)598.  

A total of 4 C. difficile strains harboured the syntenic aac6-aph2 cassette encoding a 

bifunctional enzyme with acetyltransferase and phosphotransferase units. All cassettes were 

identical and showed significant homology (99% sequence ID) with sequences from E. 

faecalis (accession M13771)604. Two C. difficile strains harboured the syntenic aac6-Im-aph2-

Ib encoding a bifunctional enzyme with acetyltransferase and phosphotransferase units. Both 

cassettes were identical and showed significant homology (99% sequence ID) with sequences 

from E. faecalis (accession M13771) and E. coli605. The genetic context for ant6-Ib and ant9-

Ia was determined to be a 100-kb genetic island and is discussed below. 

100 kb genetic island (tet-44, ant6-Ib, and ant9-Ia) 

A total of six C. difficile strains, all RT078 [C109, C111-112, C124-C125 and C137 

(reference M120)] harboured genes encoding a ribosomal protection protein (tet-44), a 

streptomycin nucleotidyltransferase (ant6-Ib) and a spectinomycin adenyltransferase (ant9-

Ia). In all six strains, the underlying genomic context for these AMR genes was conjugative 

transposon Tn6164‒a 106 kb genetic island first described in strain M120253 and found to 

occur sporadically, and to date, exclusively in this lineage253,597. Tn6164 is a huge complex 

element comprising 5 distinct modules and 90 ORFs encoding proteins originating from 
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multiple phages, and transposons and plasmids from diverse bacterial genera253,597. In these 

RT078 strains, the Tn6164 element ranged from 102–105 kb in size with an average GC 

content of 34%, significantly higher than that of the host genome (~29%), indicating the 

element likely originated from a foreign species253. Further, Tn6164 can excise and circularise 

and carries multiple genes associated with conjugation, however, the element could not be 

transferred through filter-mating experiments253. Although the element was not always intact 

in these draft genomes, careful curation revealed that all 6 RT078 strains did indeed possess 

the 5 characteristic Tn6164 modules (A-E, Figure 6.15). 

 

 

Figure 6.15 Genetic architecture of genomic island Tn6164 

Schematic view of Tn6164 from C. difficile strain M120 (accession NC_017174) showing the 5 characteristic 

modules. Various parts of the element are coloured according to their homology: white, C. difficile; red, module 

A; yellow, module B; purple, module C; orange, module D; blue, module E; black, unknown. Total size in M120 

is 106711 bp. Figure reproduced from Corver et al.253.  

 

Module A is 7.3 kb in size and located at the 5’ end of the element (Figure 6.15). It contains 

6 ORFs, 3 of which are known to be part of a restriction-modification (RM) system‒a 

mechanism where the process of methylation confers protection to the element from host 

endonucleases and, following integration, will protect the host chromosome from 

endonucleases present on other MGEs (also known as resistance to superinfection)253,597. 

Notably, however, the origin of these sequences within module A has yet to be identified due 

to a maximum of 60-70% sequence identity to known sequences253. Module B is a large 39.5 

kb region comprising over 30 ORFs with >92% sequence identity to a complete prophage of 

spore-forming anaerobe Thermoanaerobacter sp. 513X (accession CP002210) and significant 

similarity to phage Φ1207 of Streptococcus pyogenes (AY657002.1, (Figure 6.15). Module C 

is ~4.5 kb in size and contains 5 ORFs with 99% sequence identity to part of plasmid pEF418 

originating from E. faecalis (accession AF408195.1) including spectinomycin 

adenyltransferase gene ant9-Ia (Figure 6.15).  
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Module D is also around 4.5 kb in size and contains 4 ORFs with 90% sequence identity to a 

pathogenicity island of Campylobacter fetus606. This region contains tet-44 and ant6-Ib 

encoding a ribosomal protection protein and a streptomycin nucleotidyltransferase, 

respectively (Figure 6.15). Notably, module D is inserted within the sequence of Tn1806 

(module E, see below). Module E is ~51 kb in size and located at the 3’ end of the element, 

but is interrupted near its 5’ end by module D. The module contains 21 ORFs and remarkably 

is homologous to an entire conjugative transposon from S. pneumoniae, Tn1806607 (Figure 

6.15). Tn1806 carries ermA subclass ermTR, a common macrolide resistance determinant in S. 

pyogenes but rare in S. pneumoniae. Of the 6 RT078 harbouring Tn6164 (and thus a complete 

Tn1806), 3 were characterised as MLSB+/ermB- indicating, in those instances, resistance to 

erythromycin and clindamycin may be due to an efflux mechanism mediated by ermTR. 

6.3.8 In-depth analysis of vanB2-like element in C. difficile strain AI0499 

In silico AMR analysis of V035 (originally known as AI0499) identified seven vancomycin 

resistance genes with >99% sequence identity to vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB, vanSB 

and vanRB (see 6.3.5). Vancomycin is an important first-line therapy for CDI and the 

emergence of resistance would have significant clinical consequences. These finding of these 

vancomycin genes in C. difficile have never been described and their discovery in strain 

AI0499 prompted further investigation of the host strain and secondary independent 

verification of the presence and genomic context of the resistance genes.  

C. difficile strain AI0499 was sourced from the abattoir study (Chapter 4) and isolated from 

the carcass of a calf (aged <7 days) in Victoria in April 201312. Importantly, the identification 

and molecular epidemiology of AI0499 was confirmed, first by characteristic morphological 

and phenotypic traits and by MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry and, second, by PCR for toxin 

genes and RT, both using freshly extracted DNA. AI0499 was confirmed as C. difficile 

RT033 and was negative for genes encoding large clostridial toxins A and B (tcdA-/tcdB-) but 

positive for genes encoding binary toxin (cdtA+/B+). Next, to corroborate the initial 

genotyping result, WGS of AI0499 was repeated at a second independent institution.  

The first sequence run was performed at UWA on an Illumina MiSeq with 250 bp PE 

chemistry, generating 406204 reads and 36X coverage. The second was performed at the 

AGRF on an Illumina HiSeq with 100 bp PE chemistry, generating 3684407 reads and 131X 

coverage. PE data have been deposited to the NCBI Short Read Archive under accession 

SRP067713. Both sequenced genomes were assembled, annotated and curated using the 

pipeline described in methods section 3.7.7. The high coverage HiSeq assembly revealed a 
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single chromosome of 4095918 bp, 28.75% GC, 3960 CDS and an overall coverage of 

~130X.  

Congruent with RT033, strain AI0499 was confirmed to be ST11 and harboured a complete 

CdtLoc comprising cdtR, cdtA and cdtB genes. Strain AI0499 possessed an uncommon PaLoc 

identified as toxinotype XI (Figure 6.16) and defined by the complete absence of tcdB, a 

fragmented and truncated tcdA (A2 fragment, 3231 bp; A3 fragment, 915 bp)165 and a variant 

tcdC gene (tcdC-A1; C184T, 39bpΔ)220.  

 

 

Figure 6.16 Uncommon PaLoc of strain AI0499 compared to toxinotype 0 

Strain AI0499 contains a 111 bp deletion within the PaLoc as shown above; a trait exhibited by toxinotype XI 

strains164,165. The remaining fragments of the tcdA gene are 3231 bp and 915 bp in size and correspond to the A2 

and A3 fragments of the C. difficile VPI 10463 (toxinotype 0)608 tcdA gene, respectively. PaLoc analysis and 

figure preparation kindly provided by Miss Grace Androga (Riley laboratory, UWA). 

 

Corroborating the initial SRST2 finding, the newly sequenced genome of AI0499 harboured a 

cluster of seven syntenic vancomycin resistance genes with >99% sequence identity to 

vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB, vanSB, and vanRB. AI0499 was negative for vanGCd
567. 

Sequence analysis of regions flanking the vanB gene cluster in AI0499 is shown in Figure 

6.17 and revealed an element of 42375 bp showing significant sequence identity and synteny 

with Tn1549 (accession AF129329), a conjugative transposon linked with the emergence and 

global dissemination of vancomycin-resistant enterococci609.  

The element designated Tn1549-like contained 38 ORFs and, like Tn1549, was organized into 

three functional regions: (i) the right extremity contained excisionase (xis) and integrase (int) 
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genes required for transposition; (ii) the central AMR region, comprising the vanB2 operon; 

and (iii) the left extremity, 22 ORFs, several of which are implicated in conjugation (Figure 

6.17). Defining the left (L) and right (R) terminal ends of the element were 11 bp inverted 

repeats matching those found in Tn1549 and likely representing excision/integration sites610. 

The IRR was located between the int gene and a gene encoding an alpha-glucoside-specific 

IIA component of C. difficile phosphotransferase (PTS) system, and the IRL was found at the 

at the 3’ end of another PTS gene. The nucleotide sequence of the Tn1549-like element from 

AI0499 has been submitted to GenBank (accession KU558763). 

 

 

Figure 6.17 Genetic architecture and comparative analysis of Tn1549-like element 

Comparative analysis of Tn1549-like element in C. difficile strain AI0499 and archetypal Tn1549 of E. faecalis. 

Arrows indicate open reading frames (ORFs) and direction of transcription. Excisionase (xis) and integrase (int) 

genes are shown in yellow, genes comprising the vanB2 operon (vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB, vanSB and 

vanRB) are shown in green, with the remaining ORFs shown in blue. Figure prepared using Easyfig508 (minimum 

blast hit length of 100 bp and a maximum e-value of 0.001). Vertical blocks between sequences indicate regions 

of homology with Blast nucleotide identity shown on a coloured scale ranging from 70 % (light grey) to 100 % 

(dark grey). Bm3R1 and ORFs KU558763_5, KU558763_6, KU558763_7, KU558763_10, and KU558763_25 

are shown to be present in AI0499 but absent from AF192329 with Bm3R1 and KU558763_7 interrupting vanRB 

(vanRB_1 and vanRB_2 fragments shown). The overall size of elements in AI0499 and AF192329 are 42375 bp 

and 33805 bp, respectively. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/KU558763
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Comparing the vanB2 operon in AI0499, to that of Tn1549 revealed significant homology in 

vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB and vanSB (Figure 6.17). However, in AI0499 vanRB 

appeared fragmented into a 525 bp fragment located adjacent to vanSB and a 134 bp fragment 

some 2.1 Kb away (Figure 6.17). Notably, two CDS present in strain AI0499 but absent in 

Tn1549 were found interrupting the vanRB gene. Bm3R1 (582 bp) and orf7 (1032bp) encode a 

transcriptional repressor and decarboxylase originating from Bacillus megaterium and B. 

cereus, respectively.  

The Tn1549-like element contained four additional CDS completely absent from Tn1549 

(Figure 6.17). Orf5 (684 bp) and orf6 (702 bp) co-located between the transposition and 

vancomycin resistance regions encode hypothetical proteins originating from C. 

clostridioforme. Orf10 (1803 bp), located ~3Kb into the conjugation region and orf25 (1665 

bp) located near the far-left extremity, both encode group II introns originating from an 

unidentified Clostridiales and C. clostridioforme, respectively. Despite repeated attempts by 

agar incorporation and Etest methods, both performed in triplicate, strain AI0499 did not 

show any resistance or reduced susceptibility to vancomycin in vitro (MIC 1 mg/L). Strain 

AI0499 was susceptible to all 12 other antimicrobials tested including metronidazole, 

fidaxomicin, rifaximin, meropenem, moxifloxacin, clindamycin, and erythromycin. 

6.3.9 Prophage discovery 

A total of 221 intact, 73 questionable and 478 incomplete prophages were identified in the 

study population (207 genomes). A summary of the distribution of intact prophages are shown 

in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19 and their genetic features are individually detailed in 

Supplementary Table 6, APPENDIX VI.  

The 221 intact prophages were made up of 14 different ‘phage types’ with a varied 

distribution across all host populations and RT lineages. Clostridial prophage ϕMMP03 was 

most commonly found (n=57) followed by ϕCD506 (n=45), ϕCDHM19 (n=41), CDMH1 

(n=25), ϕCD27 (n=17), ϕMMP02 (n=12) and ϕMMP01 (n=7) with some strains possessing 

multiple copies of some types. Notably, unlike in the RT014 population analysed in Chapter 

5, ϕC2 did not predominate, accounting for less than 1% (n=2) of the total number of intact 

phages detected. The mean number of intact prophages per-genome for ST11 and ST258 

populations was 1.10 and 0.14, respectively (p < 0.001, T-test). Similarly, more prophages 

were found in LCT- RTs vs.  LCT+ RTs; RT127 lineage vs. RT126 and 078 lineages; and 

veterinary vs. clinical strains (p < 0.001, T-test, data not shown) 
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Figure 6.18 Prophage diversity in C. difficile RTs 126 and 078 

Heatmap visualising the distribution of prophages in RT126 (n=68) and  RT078 (n=39). Coloured cells denote 

the presence (), absence () and multiple copies () of prophages. ST258 (n=6) are designated with †. Origin 

is indicated: CLIN, clinical; ENV, environmental; and VET, veterinary. 

RT126 

RT078 
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Figure 6.19 Prophage diversity in C. difficile RTs 127, 033, 288 and Other 

Heatmap visualising the distribution of prophages in RT127 (n=54), RTs 033 and 288 (n=33), and 13 other 

ST11 strains. Coloured cells denote the presence (), absence () and multiple copies () of prophages. RT288 

(n=5) are designated with *. ST258 (n=1) is designated with †. Origin is indicated: CLIN, clinical; ENV, 

environmental; and VET, veterinary. 
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The mean number of intact prophages per-genome for clinical, veterinary and environmental 

isolate populations was 0.83, 1.63 and 2.40, respectively (p < 0.001, T-test). The mean 

number of intact prophages per-genome for RTs 126, 127, 078, 033, 288 and ‘other’ 

populations was 0.55, 1.39, 0.55, 2.21, 3.60, 0.54 and 1.07, respectively. Notably, LCT- RTs 

(033/288) harboured, on average, more phages than any of the LCT+ RT lineages (p < 0.001, 

T-test).  

Further, RTs 126 and 078 harboured, on average, more phages compared to RT127 (p < 

0.001, T-test) but were not significantly different from each other (p = 0.95, T-test). Prophage 

size ranged between 14.3 kb to 184.6 kb in length (median of ~49.7 kb). GC content of the 

prophages ranged between 27.3 and 32.8 % (median of 29.9 %), which is comparable to the 

average GC content for the C. difficile host (28.7%). 

6.3.10 Comparative analysis of virulence- and pathogenicity-associated loci 

All 207 genomes were examined for genetic diversity in a selection of important virulence- 

and pathogenicity-associated loci.  

Loci associated with C. difficile toxins: tcdR, tcdB, tcdA, tcdC, cdtR, cdtA and cdtB  

Isolates were previously characterised by PCR for the presence of genes encoding major C. 

difficile virulence factors TcdA (tcdA+) and TcdA (tcdB+) as well as genes encoding binary 

toxin, cdtA/B- (Figure 6.2). In silico analysis corroborated these results, confirming the toxin 

gene profiles for all 16 RTs (Table 6.10).  

 

Table 6.10 In silico toxin profiling  

Toxin gene profile RT lineages n 

  
 

LCT+, CDT+ 
(tcdA+, tcdB+, cdtA+, cdtB+) 

RTs 078, 126 and 127, and QX types 124, 149, 
216, 220, 360, 399, 404, 528 and 538  

172 

   
LCT-, CDT+ 
(tcdA-, tcdB-, cdtA+, cdtB+) 

RTs 033 and 288 33 

   
Variant LCT, CDT+ 
(tcdA-, tcdB+, cdtA+, cdtB+) 

QX009, QX060 2 
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Next, genetic diversity and conservation in loci common to the PaLoc (tcdR, tcdB, tcdE and 

tcdC) and CdtLoc (cdtR, cdtA and cdtB) were investigated (Figure 6.20). Comparative 

analysis of tcdA was not attempted due to the difficulties in sequencing repetitive stretches of 

DNA found within the CROP domain of tcdA.  

 

Located at the C-terminus of TcdB, the receptor binding domain (RBD, nucleotides 6286-

6882, Figure 6.21) is a critical region for interaction with host epithelial cell membranes, and 

variations in the RBD have been associated with a hypervirulence phenotype288,611. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.20 Genetic Organisation of the C. difficile PaLoc and CdtLoc 

Figure adapted from Carter et al.86. 

 

 

Figure 6.21 tcdB domain structure 

Organisation of the four functional domains of the 2366 amino acid TcdB protein. The sequenced fragment of 

the RBD is 597 bp in length and is indicated by a horizontal black bar. Figure adapted from Dingle et al.170. 

 

The tcdB-RBD for RT078 has been previously established as allele 1 according to the scheme 

of Dingle et al.170, but to date, other ST11 RTs have not been examined. Here, screening of 

the 174 tcdB+ genomes identified three distinct tcdB alleles corresponding to allele 1 (n=123) 

and novel variants designated as alleles 20 (n=44) and 21 (n=7, Table 6.13). As anticipated, 

all tcdB negative strains belonged to LCT- lineages RT033 and RT288. Novel allele 
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sequences were confirmed and assigned new numbers by Dr Kate Dingle (Oxford University) 

and are available at http://pubmlst.org/cdifficile.  

Analysis found that tcdB-RBD allele varied across genotype, host species and country of 

origin (Table 6.11 and Figure 6.22). Supporting an earlier study170, 100% of RT078 strains 

were positive for allele 1, however, for other prominent ST11 lineages RT126 and RT127, 

that figure dropped to 87.3% and 35.2%, respectively. The remaining ST11 RT126 and 

RT127 (all of Australian origin) harboured novel allele 20, whilst all but one QX ribotype 

(QX124, allele 20) possessed allele 1. Notably, all ST258 strains harboured novel allele 21. 

As depicted in Figure 6.23, novel RBD allele types 20 and 21 share a recent evolutionary 

history with allele type 1 (RT078) and appear quite divergent from alleles found in other 

MLST clades. In both novel alleles, nonsynonymous substitutions result in notable changes in 

amino acid sequence and alteration in the protein biochemistry (Table 6.12). 

 

Table 6.11 Distribution of tcdB-RBD alleles, by strain lineage and genotype 

ST 
Toxin gene 
profile 

RT 
tcdB-RBD Allele 

Total 
1 20 21 Absent 

11 A+B+CDT+ RT078 40 
   

40 

  
RT126 55 8 

  
63 

  
RT127 19 35 

  
54 

  
QX124 

 
1 

  
1 

  
QX149 1 

   
1 

  
QX216 1 

   
1 

  
QX220 1 

   
1 

  
QX399 1 

   
1 

  
QX404 1 

   
1 

  
QX528 1 

   
1 

  
QX538 1 

   
1 

 
A-B+CDT+ QX009 1 

   
1 

  
QX060 1 

   
1 

 
A-B-CDT+ RT033 

   
28 28 

    RT288 
   

5 5 

Total     123 44 0 33 200 

258 A+B+CDT+ RT126 
  

6 
 

6 

    QX360 
  

1 
 

1 

Total     0 0 7 0 7 

Grand Total   123 44 7 33 207 

http://pubmlst.org/cdifficile
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Figure 6.22 Distribution of tcdB-RBD alleles, by host and country 

Summary distributions of tcdB-RBD alleles from 174 tcdB+ genomes by host (left) and by country (right). 

 

 

Figure 6.23 tcdB-RBD phylogeny  

Neighbor-Joining phylogeny for 21 tcdB-RBD alleles. Tips are coloured according to MLST clade, see legend. 

Novel alleles identified in this study (open green circles) are clustered with known clade 5 allele type 1 (RT078). 

Each sequence is 198 amino acid residues in length. Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE and tree was 

generated in MEGA6 with evolutionary distances calculated using the Tajima-Nei model. Scale bar shows the 

number of amino acid substitutions per site. Tree is mid-point rooted and supported by 500 bootstrap replicates. 
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Table 6.12 Summary of nucleotide and amino acid changes in novel tcdB-RBD variants   

Allele 
Nucleotide 
substitution 

Domain Mutation AA change 
Change in 
Chemistry 

20 G6364A RBD Non-synonymous Val2122Ile Both non-polar 

20 G6658A RBD Non-synonymous Asp2220Asn Acidic to polar 

21 A6500G RBD Non-synonymous Glu2167Gly Acidic to non-polar 

 

 

tcdE was present and conserved in all LCT+ RT lineages, but absent from LCT- RTs 033 and 

288 (Table 6.13). Similarly, tcdR, which encodes an RNA polymerase sigma factor, was 

present only in LCT+ strains. There was some diversity in tcdR sequences with two aa 

sequence groups identified (Table 6.13), however, no particular cluster of RT, genotype or 

geographic location could be found.  

All strains, irrespective of harbouring LCTs, were positive for full-length cdtA (1392 bp) and 

cdtB (2631bp) genes. cdtA encodes the adp-ribosyltransferase enzymatic component of binary 

toxin (CDTa) and was conserved across all strains and RTs (allele 6 according to the scheme 

of Dingle et al.170, Table 6.13). As for cdtB, which encodes the adp-ribosyltransferase binding 

component of binary toxin (CDTb), sequence diversity was high with a total of 5 alleles 

identified, including three novel variants (*) designated 14, 21, 48*, 51* and 52* (Table 

6.13). Novel allele sequences were confirmed and assigned new numbers by Dr Kate Dingle 

(Oxford University) and are available at http://pubmlst.org/cdifficile. Interestingly, all LCT- 

strains (RTs 033 and 288, n=33) possessed allele 14, whilst 97.1% (169/174) of LCT+ strains 

carried allele 21. A total of 5 strains carried the three novel alleles; allele 48 (RT127 x 3), 

allele 51 (RT126) and allele 52 (RT078).  

cdtR is a regulatory gene located adjacent to genes binary toxin subunits cdtA and cdtB and 

encodes a LytTR family response protein required for optimal expression of binary toxin229. 

Sequence analysis showed two distinct cdtR alleles, one full length at 747 bp (n=98), the 

other half that length (324 bp, n=109, Figure 6.24)612. At this time, an official allele database 

for cdtR does not exist so these alleles have been designated AM3 and AM15, respectively, 

using in-house nomenclature developed by Mr Alan McGovern (Riley laboratory, UWA). 

Sequence variation in cdtR was associated with RT lineage, with the smaller variant AM3 

found exclusively in RTs 078 and 126, whilst the larger wildtype allele (AM15) was found 

only in non-078/126 strains. It is interesting to note that the smaller allele contains a stop 

codon at position 322 (TAA) which results in a significantly truncated CdtR (248  > 108 aa).  

http://-pubmlst.org/cdifficile
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Figure 6.24 Comparison of wild-type and variant CdtR 

Pairwise sequence alignment of CdtR alleles AM15 (249 aa) and AM3 (108 aa). Alignment performed using 

ClustalOmega509. A stop codon at position 108 is indicated with *. 

 

Loci associated with the bacterial cell wall: cwp66, cd2790, cwp2, secA2 and slpA 

The C. difficile S-layer cassette lies within the cell wall protein (cwp) gene cluster and, at its 

core, comprises syntenic cwp66, cd2790, cwp2, secA2 and slpA genes613. S-layer diversity is 

extremely high and numerous cassette types have been identified by the studies of Dingle et 

al.170,186. Here, diversity within the core S-layer cassette of ST11 was characterised.  

Overall, four distinct S-layer cassettes were identified; cassette 3, cassette 8, cassette H2/6 (a 

hybrid of cassettes 2 and 6) and a novel cassette type designated DK1 (in-house 

nomenclature, Figure 6.25 and Table 6.13). Cassette diversity was in some instances 

congruent with RT and/or ST lineage, for example, cassette 3 was exclusively found in LCT- 

RTs 033 and 288, all RT127 harboured cassette 8, and the novel cassette DK1 was found 

exclusively in ST258. Moreover, all RT078 and the vast majority of RT126 harboured the 

hybrid cassette H2/6.  

There was significant diversity within cassette types with 2, 8 and H2/6 with 2, 3 and 3 allele 

profiles, respectively. Of these, four novel alleles were identified; cwp66 (allele 28), cwp2 

(alleles 29 and 31) and slpA (allele 225). Also, for cassette DK1, a single allele profile was 

identified comprising novel alleles for cwp66 (allele 30), cd2790 (allele 26), cwp2 (allele 32), 

secA2 (allele 30) and slpA (allele 276). Novel S-layer allele sequences were confirmed and 

assigned new numbers by Dr Kate Dingle (Oxford University) and are available at 

http://pubmlst.org/cdifficile. 

http://-pubmlst.org/cdifficile
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Figure 6.25 Architecture and genetic diversity in C. difficile S-layer cassettes 

(A) Genetic architecture of C. difficile cwp/S-layer locus. The core variable S-layer cassette region is indicated. 

Figure adapted from Kirk et al.613. (B) Summary of cwp66, cd2790, cwp2, secA2 and slpA alleles which 

comprise the four S-layer cassettes identified in this study. Alleles are characterised according to the scheme of 

Dingle et al.170,186. Novel cwp66, cwp2 and slpA alleles are indicated with *. H2/6 indicates a hybrid of cassettes 

2 and 6. (C) Distribution of S-layer cassettes by RT and ST lineage. 
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Loci associated with quorum sensing: agrA, agrB, agrC and agrD 

All 207 genomes, irrespective of RT lineage, were positive for accessory gene regulator locus 

type 3 (agr3), a quorum sensing operon comprising syntenic agrC, agrB and agrD genes, 

encoding a sensor kinase, an accessory gene regulator and cyclic autoinducer peptide, 

respectively. The gene encoding a transcriptional regulator, agrA, which is common to 

epidemic RT 027 and 017 lineages (agrBDAC+) was not found. Some differences in agr gene 

conservation across the RT lineages was observed (Table 6.13).  For agrD, two aa sequence 

groups were found corresponding to LCT- RT lineages (n=33 strains) and LCT+ RT lineages 

(n=174 strains). Similarly, for agrC, a small number of variations at nucleotide level 

corresponded to LCT- and LCT+ RT lineages; however, these nucleotide changes were silent 

i.e. did not result in amino acid changes. Finally, agrB was conserved across all RT lineages.  

 

Loci associated with sporulation (spo0A), motility (fliC and fliD) and AMR (blaR and cme) 

For spo0A and BlaR, which encode stage 0 sporulation protein A and β-lactamase inducing 

penicillin-binding protein, respectively, sequences were conserved across all RT lineages 

(Table 6.13). For cme which encodes a multidrug resistance transporter protein566, two 

sequence groups were found corresponding to ST11 (n=200) and ST258 lineages (n=7, Table 

6.13). Sequence variation was observed for both fliC and fliD, loci which encode flagellin C 

and a flagellar hook-associated cap protein, respectively (Table 6.13). For fliD, two aa 

sequence groups were found. The smaller group comprised 7 RT127 isolates originating from 

Italy and Japan whilst the second group comprised all remaining strains including other 

RT127s from Italy and Japan. For fliC, three aa sequence groups were found (Table 6.13). 

One group comprised 7 isolates from RT127 (n=5) and QX220/QX538, whilst the second 

contained exclusively isolates belonging to RT033 (n=8); although for both groups, no 

particular geographic association could be identified. The fliC sequences for the remaining 

192 isolates were conserved. 
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Table 6.13 Sequence analysis for 21 virulence- and pathogenicity-associated loci 

Gene Locus tag 
nt 

 
aa 

 Comment 
Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID 

Toxin genes [Pathogenicity locus (PaLoc) and Binary toxin locus (CdtLoc)] 
         

tcdB CD630_06600 7101 99.8  2366 99.7  Three aa sequence groups identified (tcdB-RBD alleles 1, 20 and 
21), some clustered by RT/ST lineage 

tcdE CD630_06610 423 100.0  166 100.0  Conserved across all RTs 

tcdC CD630_06640 699 100.0  232 100.0  Conserved across all RTs, tcdC-A1220 

tcdR CD630_06590 555 99.6  184 98.9  Two aa sequence groups identified, however not clustered by 
genotype or geography 

cdtA CDR20291_2491 1392 100.0  463 100.0  Conserved across all RTs 

cdtB CDR20291_2492 2631 99.8  877 99.7  Five aa sequence groups identified designated (cdtB alleles 14, 
21, 48, 51 and 52). All LCT- strains (RT033.288) had allele 14; all 
but 5 LCT+ strains had allele 21. The remaining 5 strains, of three 
RTs harboured the novel cdtB alleles 48, 51 and 52. 

cdtR CDR20291_2490 324-747 43.2  108-248 43.5  Two aa sequence groups identified designated AM15 (249 aa) 
and AM3 (108 aa, truncated), corresponding to RT078/126 
lineages, and all other RT lineages, respectively.  

Cell wall (S-layer and cwp cluster) 
         

slpA CD630_27930 2127-2328 ‡  709-775 ‡  Major genetic diversity observed. Six aa sequence groups/alleles 
identified (2 novel), each specific to a particular S-layer cassette 
and clustered to some degree by RT/ST lineage see Figure 6.25. 

sec2A CD630_27920 2346 81.3  782 89.3  Four aa sequence groups/alleles identified (1 novel), each specific 
to a particular S-layer cassette and clustered to some degree by 
RT/ST lineage see Figure 6.25. 

         Continued on next page 
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Gene Locus tag 
nt 

 
aa 

 Comment 
Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID 

Cell wall (S-layer and cwp cluster) 
         

cwp66 CD630_27890 1827-2145 ‡  609-715 ‡  Major genetic diversity observed. Five aa sequence groups/alleles 
identified (2 novel), each specific to a particular S-layer cassette 
and clustered to some degree by RT/ST lineage see Figure 6.25. 

cwp2 CD630_27910 1872 96.0  624 95.2  8 aa sequence groups/alleles identified (3 novel), each specific to a 
particular S-layer cassette and clustered to some degree by RT/ST 
lineage see Figure 6.25. 

CD2790 CD630_27900 708 94.5  235 96.2  Four aa sequence groups/alleles identified (1 novel), each specific 
to a particular S-layer cassette and clustered to some degree by 
RT/ST lineage see Figure 6.25. 

         

Quorum sensing (agr locus) 
 

agrB CDR20291_03187 579 100.0  192 100.0  Conserved across all RTs 

 
agrD CDR20291_03187A 147 99.3  48 97.9  Two aa sequence groups identified, clustered by 

presence/absence of LCTs 

agrC CDR20291_03188 1380 99.9  460 100.0  Variations at nt level clustered by presence/absence of LCTs. 
Conserved at aa level across all RTs (silent) 

Motility 
         

fliD CD630_02370 1524 99.9  507 99.8  Two aa sequence groups identified, one containing only RT127 
(n=7) and the other containing all other strains (n=200) 

fliC CD630_02390 873 99.7  290 99.3  Three aa sequence groups identified; one containing RT127 (n=7) 
and single strains of QX220/QX538, one containing only RT033 
(n=8) and third containing all other strains (n=192) 

Continued on next page 
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Gene Locus tag 
nt 

 
aa 

 Comment 
Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID 

Sporulation 

spo0A CD630_12140 810 100.0  274 100.0  Conserved across all RTs 

AMR 
         

BlaR CD630_04700 1800 100.0  599 100.0  Conserved across all RTs 

cme CD630_31980 1251 99.8  416 99.7  Two aa sequence groups identified, clustered by ST lineage, ST11 
vs. ST258 

nt, nucleotide 

aa, amino acid 

Locus tag, systematic gene identifier in sequenced genomes 

CD630, RT012 reference strain (Genbank AM180355) 

CDR20291, RT027 reference strain (Genbank FN545816) 

agrB, Accessory gene regulator 

agrC, Sensor kinase 

agrD, Cyclic autoinducer peptide 

blaR, β-lactamase inducing penicillin binding protein 

CD2790, Putative LmbE-like deacetylase 

cdtA, adp-ribosyltransferase enzymatic component 

cdtB, adp-ribosyltransferase binding component 

 

cdtR, binary toxin regulator 

cme, Multidrug resistance transporter protein 

cwp2, Cell surface binding protein 2 

cwp66, Cell surface binding protein 66 

fliC, Flagellin C; fliD, Flagellar hook-associated cap protein 

sec2A, Cell surface secretory translocase subunit 

slpA, S-layer protein 

spo0A, Stage 0 sporulation protein A 

tcdB, cytotoxin B 

tcdC, negative regulator; tcdE, holin-like pore forming protein 

tcdR, RNA polymerase sigma factor 
‡, vast number of single and multiple nucleotide variants 
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6.3.11 Pan-genome analysis 

To explore the entire genomic repertoire of the C. difficile ST11 population, estimates of the 

pan, core, and accessory genome were generated. The core genome is defined as orthologous 

loci conserved across the whole data set, i.e. genes present once in every isolate. The 

accessory genome contains partially shared and strain-specific genes and the pan-genome 

encompasses the full complement of genes489. 

Plots visualising the number of total genes, shared genes, and distinct new genes as a function 

of the number of sequenced genomes are shown in Figure 6.26. The ST11 pan-genome was 

vast, comprising a total of 10378 genes, whilst the core and accessory genomes were 2058 

and 8320 genes, respectively. The ST11 pan-genome showed characteristics of an ‘open’ pan-

genome488. As depicted in Figure 6.26, the size of the pan-genome increased unboundedly 

with progressive sampling of new genomes.  

Remarkably, at n=207, the pan-genome exceeded more than double the average number of 

genes found in a single ST11 genome (3640) and the plot is yet to reach a plateau indicating 

more sequenced strains are needed to capture the complete gene complement. Moreover, as 

shown in Figure 6.26, the number of new genes does not converge to zero upon sequencing 

of new strains (at n=207, an average of 16 new genes are contributed to the gene pool). 

Supporting these observations, analysis of the pan-genome curve using a power-law 

regression model found the pan-genome is certainly open (Bpan = 0.46, see Heaps law, 

methods section 3.7.9).  

The core genome curve depicts a trend of core genome size contraction with progressive 

addition of sequential genomes (Figure 6.26). Exponential regression analysis shows the core 

genome decreases steadily with each sampled genome, converging at 2058 genes at n=207 

and appearing to begin to plateau. Notably, the core genome accounts for just 19.8% of the 

total gene repertoire and 56.5% of an average ST11 genome (range 49.8-60.2). The relaxed or 

soft-core genome, defined as those genes present in only 90% or 95% of strains was 

calculated as 3170 and 3132 genes, respectively573,574. Analysis of the accessory genome for 

this data set identified a collection of strain-specific genes also known as singletons (33.5%, 

n=3477). Many of these were annotated with hypothetical or putative gene functions, mainly 

of phage origin (data not shown).  

The core and pan-genomes of the RT126, 078, 127 and 033/288 lineages were also 

determined, and are summarised in Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29. Individually, all four 
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lineages showed similar characteristics as seen for the overall analysis. All lineages showed 

large open pan-genomes (range 5265-6568 genes, Bpan = 0.45-0.54), with large accessory 

components (range 1999-3811 genes) and core genomes comprising 42.0-62.0% (range 2757-

3266 genes) of the pan-genome or gene pool (Figure 6.28 and Figure 6.29). The most diverse 

lineage (with the largest gene repertoire) was that of RT126 (n=6568 genes), 42% of which 

were common to all isolates. The most clonal lineage (with the smallest gene repertoire) was 

that of RT078 (n=5265 genes), 62% of which were common to all isolates.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.26 Core and pan-genome analysis for 207 C. difficile  

The total number of genes in the pan and core genomes are plotted as a function of the number of genomes 

sequentially added (n=207). Box plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles with medians shown as horizontal lines 

and whiskers set at 10 and 90th percentiles. The pan-genome curve shows the fit (r2 = 0.999) of the power-law 

regression model. The pan-genome size is calculated at 10378 genes at n=207 and displays characteristics of an 

open genome: (i) the trajectory of the pan-genome increases unboundedly as the number of genomes are added 

and (ii) Bpan (≈ γ,489) was estimated as 0.46 (see methods section 3.7.9). The core genome curve shows the fit (r2 

= 0.985) of the exponential regression model. The number of core genes converges to 2058 at n=207, accounting 

for just 19.8% of the total gene repertoire. 

n=207 
Pan: 10378 genes 

Accessory: 8320 genes 
Core: 2058 genes 

(19.8% of Pan) 
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Figure 6.27 Strain-specific genes in core genome 

A plot of the number of new ‘strain-specific’ genes contributing to the gene pool per additional sequenced strain 

as a function of the number of strains (n=207). Consistent with an open pan-genome, the number of new genes 

does not converge to zero upon sequencing of additional genomes (at n=207, an average of 16 new genes are 

contributed to the gene pool). 

 

Number of new genes added to gene 
pool at n=207: 16 
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RT126 

RT078 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.28 Lineage-specific gene analysis for RT126 and RT078 lineages 

Plots A-B: Core and pan-genome projections for the RT126 (A) and RT078 (B) lineages (n=69 and n=40, 

respectively). Plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles with medians shown as horizontal lines and whiskers set at 

10 and 90th percentiles. Calculations of gene content in the core, accessory and pan-genome are also 

summarised and the value for Bpan, a parameter used in estimating the open or closed nature of a pan-genome is 

shown (see Heaps law, see methods section 3.7.9). The fit of the regression curves for the core and pan-genomes 

(r2) are all >0.8 (data not shown). Plots C-D: Plots of the number of new ‘strain-specific’ genes contributing to 

the RT126 (C) and RT078 (D) gene pools, per additional sequenced strain. 

n=69 
Pan: 6568 genes 

Accessory: 3811 genes 
Core: 2757 genes  

(42.0% of Pan) 

Number of new genes added to 
gene pool at n=69: 26 

A C 

B D 

n=40 
Pan: 5265 genes 

Accessory: 1999 genes 
Core: 3266 genes  

(62.0% of Pan) 
B 

Number of new genes added to 
gene pool at n=40: 26 

Bpan = 0.50 (open) 

Bpan = 0.54 (open) 
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RT127 

n=54 
Pan: 5810 genes 

Accessory: 3048 genes 
Core: 2762 genes  

(47.5% of Pan) 

n=54 
Pan: 5810 genes 

Accessory: 3048 genes 
Core: 2762 genes  

(47.5% of Pan) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.29 Lineage-specific gene analysis for RT127 and RT033.288 lineages 

Plots A-B: Core and pan-genome projections for the RT127 (A) and RT033.288 (B) lineages (n=54 and n=33, 

respectively). Plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles with medians shown as horizontal lines and whiskers set at 

10 and 90th percentiles. Calculations of gene content in the core, accessory, and pan-genome are also 

summarised and the value for Bpan, a parameter used in estimating the open or closed nature of a pan-genome is 

shown (see Heaps law, see methods section 3.7.9). The fit of the regression curves for the core and pan-genomes 

(r2) are all >0.9 (data not shown). Plots C-D: Plots of the number of new ‘strain-specific’ genes contributing to 

the RT127 (C) and RT033.288 (D) gene pools, per additional sequenced strain. 

RT033.288 

n=33 
Pan: 5508 genes 

Accessory: 2317 genes 
Core: 3191 genes  

(57.9% of Pan) 

Number of new genes added to 
gene pool at n=54: 22 

Number of new genes added to 
gene pool at n=33: 33 

A C 

B D 

Bpan = 0.45 (open) 

Bpan = 0.47 (open) 
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6.4 DISCUSSION 

C. difficile RT078 is a virulent ST11 sub-lineage that has emerged as a significant cause of 

HA-CDI and CA-CDI in North America and Europe16,18,195. RT078 has also established 

significant reservoirs in various production animal species in those and other regions (Table 

2.3), raising concerns of significant genetic overlap between these populations and possibility 

that CDI may have a zoonotic or foodborne aetiology351,393. 

Current evidence suggests RT078 is not endemic to Australia, it is infrequently seen in 

humans (~100 per annum, nationally) and is notably absent from production animals12,13,17,337 

and wild and performance animals (T.V. Riley, unpublished data). However, earlier work has 

shown that Australian production animals, particularly young calves and piglets, are 

reservoirs for a heterogeneous population of CDT+ RTs (126, 127, 033 and 288) which also 

belong to ST1112,13,17. Albeit in relatively low numbers, each of these non-078 ST11 RTs has 

been isolated from humans with CDI in Australia (T.V. Riley, unpublished data). Similarly, in 

Europe and Asia, these non-078 ST11 RTs are prevalent in some livestock populations (Table 

2.3) and sporadically recovered from patients with CDI18,188,397,398,554-557,559. Taken together, 

these data clearly show that ST11 is a heterogeneous lineage of emerging One Health 

importance. However, almost nothing is currently known about the phylogenomics of non-

078 ST11 RTs. Specifically, the exact evolutionary and epidemiological relationship between 

these RTs and RT078 and the AMR repertoire and zoonotic potential of these sublineages 

remain significant, open questions. 

In this Chapter, high-resolution core genome phylogenetics was used to investigate population 

structure and clonal transmission in over 200 strains of major ST11 RTs 078, 126, 127, 033 

and 288 sourced from humans and animals within and outside Australia. Furthermore, the 

overall genetic repertoire of this strain collection was investigated by the characterisation of 

the ST11 resistome, pan-genome, and prophage content, as well as diversity in key virulence 

loci. 

6.4.1 Intra- and inter-species transmission of globally disseminated ST11 clones 

provides compelling evidence that CDI may be a foodborne or zoonotic infection 

In this study, the phylogenetic structure and clonal subpopulations of 200 ST11 isolates and 7 

ST258 isolates were explored by building maximum-likelihood phylogenies based on the 

alignment of 1276 orthologous genes and on 1076 core genome non-recombinant SNVs. Both 

approaches provide significantly higher discriminatory power compared to conventional C. 
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difficile bacterial typing schemes such as PCR ribotyping, PFGE and MLST9. In particular, 

SNV analysis provides ultra-fine scale resolution of C. difficile populations and is the current 

gold-standard for microevolutionary studies of this species7,9,31. C. difficle SNV analysis uses 

a fixed-rate molecular clock estimated to be in the region of 1.47x10-7 to 5.33x10-7 mutations 

per site per year to identify signatures of clonal transmission7,31, and a clonal group is 

therefore defined as 2 or more C. difficile strains differing by <2 SNVs in their core genome. 

Both phylogenies revealed similar population structures, showing 6 distinct evolutionary 

clusters largely congruent with RT/ST lineage and toxin gene profile [RT126.078 cluster 

(LCT+), RT127 clusters I-III (LCT+), ST258 cluster (LCT+) and RT033.288 cluster (LCT-)]. 

Both phylogenies were in agreement in identifying two defining features of the ST11 

population structure. First, for each of the six evolutionary clusters, there was a notable 

absence of significant geographic grouping with strains originating from multiple sites spread 

across local, national and international distances. Second, for each of the six evolutionary 

clusters, there was a significant genetic overlap of clinical and non-clinical strains (some 

differentiated by <2 SNVs in their core genome) and a distinct absence of subpopulations that 

were exclusively associated with human, porcine or bovine hosts. Taken together, these 

findings reveal an internationally disseminated transmission network that is characterised by 

bi-directional exchange of several RT sublineages between production animals and humans 

with CDI. 

Overall, SNV analysis identified 25 distinct clonal groups (CG1-25) comprising distinct C. 

difficile clones of major ST11 RTs 078, 126 127, 033 and 288. The 25 CGs encompassed 

58.9% (122/207) of the strains under analysis and of these, 19 and 6 CGs showed signatures 

of intra-species transmission (clonal strains isolated from the same host species) and inter-

species transmission (clonal strains isolated from different host species), respectively. Below, 

the prevalence, clinical significance, and clonal dissemination for each of the major ST11 RT 

lineages are discussed. 

RTs 126 and 078 

The virulence potential of RT078 has been likened to that of epidemic RT027 with which it 

shares similar genetic features (LCT+, CDT+ and an aberrant TcdC) and disease phenotype 

(increased mortality and morbidity)16,98,199,326. Also, RT078 strains are often MDR14,254 and 

show remarkable resilience to extremes of temperature (-80°C to 71°C)544,614. Between 2005 

and 2008, RT078 had risen from 11th to become the third most frequently encountered RT in 

European hospitals18, an increase particularly evident in the Netherlands, where from 2005-
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2008 Dutch hospitals would see the total prevalence of RT078-associated cases increase from 

3% to 13%16. European studies also showed that RT078 was associated with CDI in younger 

patients and community onset16,321. Comparable rates have been found in North America5,6,322-

325 with one study reporting 46% of all RT078 isolates were community acquired195. As 

shown in Table 2.3 (Chapter 2), RT078 has also established significant reservoirs in various 

production animal species, primarily in Europe and North America but also more recently in 

Asia. Furthermore, with rates varying between 3% in Europe and 42% in the USA, the 

recovery of RT078 from retail pork, beef, and chicken has contributed to the theory that C. 

difficile has the potential for zoonotic transmission351,393 and CDI may have foodborne 

aetiology10,12-14,17,596. 

Genetic studies using MLST171, MLVA16,29,30,334,371,374,558, Rep-PCR380, AFLP 

fingerprinting615 and more recently WGS and high-resolution core genome SNP typing14 have 

provided significantly higher strain resolution of RT078 populations compared to 

conventional PCR ribotyping, revealing isolates of RT078 common to humans, animals and 

food are very closely related and in some cases indistinguishable. Notably, in 2014, Knetsch 

and colleagues found zero core genome SNPs differences between RT078 isolated from a pig 

and an asymptomatic farm worker, providing the first ever confirmation that inter-species 

transmission of C. difficile had occurred14.  

In this current study, a total of 40 RT078 strains of clinical and veterinary origin from the 

Netherlands and Australia were analysed, including 18 isolates from the previous WGS study 

of Knetsch et al.14. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that clinical RT078 isolates from Australia 

did not form a distinct subpopulation; rather they showed a recent shared ancestry with 

European strains of clinical and veterinary RT078. Since RT078 is not endemic to Australia, 

this suggests periodic transmission from Europe into Australia, most likely via international 

travel or possibly imported food. Overall, SNV analysis identified 4 RT078 CGs (1-2 and 8-

9). Two of these (CGs 1 and 9) comprised clinical isolates from geographically distinct 

hospitals that were indistinguishable in their core genome (0 SNVs), a signature that is 

consistent with recent patient to patient (intra-species) transmission. CG1 showed 

international transmission of an RT078 clone between 2 CDI cases in hospitals in Australia 

(NSW and WA) and a CDI case in the Netherlands (Rotterdam). CG9 showed transmission of 

an RT078 clone between 2 CDI cases in WA and NSW, Australia.  

The SNV phylogeny revealed a single instance of inter-species transmission between pig and 

human isolates of RT078. CG2 comprised 2 previously published isolates from the study of 
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Knetsch et al.14 (isolate B17.3 from a pig, and isolate H88 from an asymptomatic farm 

worker). Here, these isolates are designated V042 and V048, respectively. Importantly, in this 

study, zero core genome SNV differences were found between these isolates, supporting the 

data from the earlier study14 and corroborating evidence that inter-species transmission had 

indeed taken place. Overall the SNV data presented here was in very good agreement with 

that earlier Dutch publication. For example, the number of core genome SNV differences 

between RT078 strain V046 (formally H122 from a farm worker in the town of Rijen14) was 

17 and 16 SNVs, for this current study and the earlier study, respectively.  

Prevalence of RT126 in clinical populations varies between geographic regions. In a 2008 

pan-European survey, RT126 accounted for 3% of all CDI cases18. A similar figure was seen 

in Germany554 and Slovenia555, whereas in Italy, RT126 was the most frequently encountered 

RT in clinical populations from 2002 to 2005 and was invariably FQR188,556,557. Outside of 

Europe, a report from Taiwan found RT126 had caused a cluster of three severe CDI cases397, 

whilst another study from Kuwait found that over a 3-year period 2003 to 2005, 10.5% of 

CDI cases were attributable to RT126398. To date, the only report of clinical RT126 from 

Australia is that of a single clone of RT126 isolated from two unrelated patients with severe 

oncological malignancies559 (see ST258 section below). Prevalence of RT126 in production 

animals also varies according to geographic region as well as host species. In pigs, RT126 

accounts for 20% and 28% of isolates from Taiwan380,558 and Germany334, respectively. In 

cattle, RT126 accounts for 37% of isolates from Belgium353, but much lower rates in 

Germany (4%)334 and Australia (2-6%)12,17. 

RT126 shares a very similar ISR banding pattern with RT078 (separated by just a single 

band). Consequently, these two RTs are often reported in the literature as a single group 

(078/126)198,551-553, and thus the true prevalence of RT126 may be underestimated. Other 

techniques have had mixed success with differentiating these RTs, for example, subtyping of 

RT126/078 is possible by MLVA334 and AFLP fingerprinting615, but not by MALDI-ToF 

MS554 or MLST171. These RTs also share the same toxinotype (type V) and tcdC deletion (39 

bp)165,172,198. Moreover, there are some indications that, like RT078, RT126 can also cause 

severe CDI. Jamal et al.398 noted that many of the Kuwaiti CDI cases attributed to RT126 

were associated with PMC, mortality within 30 days, colectomy or admission to an intensive 

care. In the case study of Hung et al., one of the three patients infected with C. difficile RT126 

developed relapsing PMC397. 
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In this current study, a total of 69 RT126 strains of clinical and veterinary origin were 

analysed, primarily from the Australia but also the USA, Italy and Taiwan. Phylogenetic 

analysis revealed multiple strains of RT126 from HCFs in Australia, Taiwan, USA and Italy 

clustered together, indicative of a recent shared ancestry and potential transmission of this RT 

over local, national and international distances. Indeed, some of these RT126 strains from 

geographically distinct HCFs were indistinguishable (0 SNVs) or very closely related (1-2 

SNVs) in their core genome, indicating clonal transmission had occurred. Overall, 6 RT126 

CGs were identified (CGs 3-7 and 10). CG3 comprised CDI cases from 3 hospitals in 

Australia (WA, VIC and NSW) and a single hospital in Taiwan. CG4 was the second largest 

CG identified in this study and the largest within the RT126.078 cluster. It comprised 12 

clinical isolates from Italy (3 HCFs located in Tuscany), USA (a single hospital from 

Chicago) and Australia (3 hospitals in WA and NSW). CGs 5-7 comprised pairs of RT126 

isolates from Australia: CG5 and CG6 comprised CDI cases from a single HCF in NSW, 

collected in 2012 and 2006, respectively, whilst CG7 comprised a pair of RT126 isolates from 

two different HCFs in VIC and NSW in 2011. Finally, CG10 comprised a pair of RT126 

isolates from a single HCF in Chicago, USA.  

Importantly, none of these clonal groups showed evidence of inter-species transmission. Of 

the 69 RT126 included in this study, 79% (55/69) were located within the RT126.078 cluster, 

however, none of these was of Australian livestock origin. Some RT126 from porcine, bovine 

and leporine species isolated in Italy were highly related to the international clinical strains 

but were not clonal. The absence of Australian livestock RT126 strains in this cluster is 

significant as it implies that RT126 isolates from cattle in Australia are evolutionarily distinct 

from these major internationally disseminated RT126 clones. Conversely, these data also 

suggest that the few clinical cases of RT126 in Australia are likely not to have arisen from 

domestic production animals. This means cases of CDI attributable to RT126 should be 

considered like RT078-associated cases in Australia, which are nearly always treated as 

importation events i.e. international travel from the Northern hemisphere or imported food 

such as pork. There are likely to be exceptions to this, for example, the 14 other RT126s did 

show some degree of inter-species clonal transmission, but were notably located within 

alternate ST11 clusters (RT127 and ST258) and are discussed in the respective sections 

below.  

More broadly, the finding that strains of RT126 and RT078 did not cluster into distinct 

subpopulations is very interesting. Both RTs appear to have coevolved, at least over their core 
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genome, from a common ancestor. Also, these two RTs are located at the base of the ST11 

phylogeny, indicating that they may be the more ancient of the ST11 sublineages. Many 

strains of RT078 and RT126 harbour conserved AMR and virulence loci including identical 

S-layer cassette types not found in any other ST11 sublineage (see discussion below).  Given 

these substantial similarities, the reasons for divergence in the ISR for these RTs are not clear. 

A working hypothesis is that at their core these RTs are the same evolutionary lineage, but 

recombination within the ISR276 has led to some strains presenting an alternate ISR banding 

pattern. 

 

RT127 

RT127 has established significant reservoirs in calf populations in Australia comprising 

50.2% and 30.7% of isolates in 2013 and 2016 prevalence studies, respectively12,17. Also, 

while RT127 has been recovered from humans with CDI in Australia, its overall prevalence 

appears low (< 1% in recent national surveillance studies127,187,560,561. In Taiwan, RT127 is the 

most prevalent RT found in swine herds, accounting for 37-43% of isolates in two recent 

studies380,558 and unpublished data estimates RT127 accounts for 3.4% of isolates from CDI 

patients. In another recent study from Taiwan, Wu and colleagues616 recovered two isolates of 

RT127 from slaughterhouse pig colon and retail ground pork (the first such report of this RT 

from meat). Using MLVA, the authors compared these two isolates to multiple RT127 

recovered from pigs and humans with CDI from various regions in Taiwan. Human and pig 

isolates of RT127 and the strain from the pig colon were genetically related, indicating serious 

risk for cross-contamination and the possibility of a common community reservoir616. 

In this current study, phylogenetic analysis resolved three independent RT127 clusters. The 

three clusters were quite divergent from each other and broadly corresponded to domestic 

populations of RT127 (Australia, clusters I and II) and international populations of RT127 

(SE-Asia, Europe and Australia, cluster III). RT127 cluster I comprised 44 isolates of animal 

and clinical origin from Australia and a total of 4 CGs were identified (CG11-14). 

Interestingly, both phylogenies were in agreement that 8 strains of RT126 (all of Australian 

origin and comprising CG11) were located within RT127 cluster I and thus appear not to 

share a recent evolutionary history with the other 61 RT126s located within the RT126.078 

cluster. Furthermore, these 8 strains harboured a different S-layer cassette type to the 

remaining 61 RT126s (cassette H2/6), instead possessing the same type seen in all RT127s 

(type 8, see 6.4.4). Obviously, this raises the possibility that these strains are in fact RT127 

and not RT126. Repeat PCR ribotyping was performed and confirmed these 8 strains 
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presented a 16S-23S rRNA ISR pattern congruent with RT126 (Figure 6.2). Potentially these 

are, at least in their core genome, bona fide RT127s that show a divergent ISR. Of these 

strains, 7 were found to be clonal (CG11) and showed signatures of inter-species 

transmission: 6 RT126 isolates from calf faeces and calf carcases in 3 geographically distinct 

Australian farms were indistinguishable from each other and from a single RT126 isolated 

from a human with CDI in Australia. Also within RT cluster I, CGs 12 and 14 also showed 

evidence of inter-species transmission. CG12 comprised a large collection of human (n=8) 

and calve (n=16) RT127 isolates originating from multiple geographically distinct hospital 

and farms in Australia. Similarly, CG14 comprised RT127 isolated from bovine and clinical 

sources in two Australian states. The remaining CG (CG13) comprised 4 CDI cases 

originating from three geographically distinct Australian hospitals.  

RT127 cluster II comprised just 3 clinical isolates from Australia. All three were highly 

related but two isolates from two CA-CDI patients from the same HCF in 2006 were clonal 

(CG15). RT127 cluster III contained a mixture of exclusively clinically derived RT127 from 

Japan, Italy, Thailand, Taiwan and Australia. A total of 3 CGs were identified (CG16-19), 

each showing local intra-species transmission and although retrospective, they further 

highlighted the ultra-high resolution provided by SNV typing for resolving clusters and 

outbreaks of CDI. CG16 comprised 6 strains of RT127 isolated from CDI patients in the same 

Japanese hospital. Although available patient information was minimal, the 6 cases were 

epidemiologically related as all patients had extended and overlapping stays in the same 

hospital ward, suggesting intra-species (patient-patient) clonal transmission had occurred. 

CG17 comprised 2 strains of RT127 isolated from CDI patients in the same Taiwanese 

hospital over a 14 month period. Notably, all RT127 from Taiwan (n=7) were resistant to 

moxifloxacin, corroborating earlier publications380,558,616. Finally, CG18 comprised 4 strains 

of RT127 isolated from CDI patients in 2005-06 in three geographically distinct hospitals in 

WA. The high degree genetic relatedness with the Asian strains of RT127 suggests these WA 

CDI cases may have occurred as a result of international travel.  

 

LCT-, CDT+ RTs 033 and 288 

Like other ST11 RTs, strains of RT033 and RT288 produce binary toxin however they exhibit 

atypical arrangement of the PaLoc with tcdE, tcdR and tcdB absent, and tcdC and a partial 

tcdA remaining165. Both RTs have been found in Australian livestock. RT033 is the second 

most common RT in pigs (13% of isolates) and comprises 6-20% of isolates from 

calves12,13,17, whilst RT288 has been found in a third of isolates from Australian calves12. 
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Overseas, RT033 predominates in calves in Germany (57%)334 and Slovenia (76%)358 and is 

sporadically present in other European studies341,353,361. Despite the absence of TcdA and 

TcdB, the virulence and clinical importance of RT033 strains have been confirmed in studies 

from Australia99, Italy564, USA563 and France96. Moreover, the prevalence and clinical burden 

of LCT-, CDT+ strains may be underestimated by current molecular diagnostic assays which 

rely on amplification of toxin A and B genes226. 

In this current study, RT033 and RT288 strains did not cluster into distinct subpopulations. 

Analogous to the RT126.078 cluster, it is evident that the ISR of RT033 and RT288 have 

diverged relatively recently and their core genome remains highly conserved. Within the 

RT033.288 cluster (n=33 isolates), 6 CGs were identified (CG20-25). Four CGs revealed 

signatures of intra-species transmission comprising: CDI cases at the same Australian hospital 

(RT033, CG20 and CG21); calves at the same Australian abattoir (RT288, CG25); and, 

remarkably, a series of 6 CDI cases in French hospitals previously described in a 2015 study 

by Eckert et al.96 (CG24). In that study, all six CDI cases were attributed to 033 or 033-like 

strains (toxinotypes XIa and XIb) yet were epidemiologically unrelated, originating from 6 

distinct hospitals in northern, central and southern regions of France, and collected between 

December 2011 and February 2013. Three patients were of advanced age (>65 years), 5 had 

received previous broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy, 1 case was community-onset and 1 

was suffering from carcinoma. SNV analysis showed that the 6 strains were not all identical, 

but nonetheless only differed by 1-2 SNVs in their core genome, indicating a very recent 

shared ancestry and likely common source. CG22 comprised Australian isolates and showed 

signatures of intra-species transmission between RT033 (and notably RT288) isolated from 

calves in 4 states and CDI cases at 2 hospitals in different states. The remaining CG, (CG23) 

comprised RT033 isolated from pigs, treated effluent, and soil irrigated with effluent, from 

two farms in SA. Collectively, these data show that LCT-, CDT+ strains are common to 

humans and animals in Australia and given the extent of genetic relatedness, it is likely there 

has been a reciprocal exchange between these populations.  

 

ST258: a novel, potentially community-associated ST 

Unexpectedly, 6 RT126 strains and the single QX360 strain (all of Australian origin), were 

ST258, a novel ST and DLV of ST11. Prior to this study, all sequenced RT126 (either by 

WGS or targeted Sanger methodology) had been reported in the literature as 

ST11171,334,380,397,554,558. Further, in our reference laboratory, QX360 presents an ISR band 

pattern very similar to RT126 and RT127, so much so that it was anticipated that they would 
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also belong to ST11. The finding of a second ST within RT126 and so closely related to ST11 

further demonstrates the extent of genetic diversity within this RT078 family. Within the 

ST258 cluster (n=7 isolates), a single inter-species CG was identified (CG19), comprising 5 

RT126 isolated from CDI cases in three distinct WA hospitals in 2012 and a single RT126 

isolated from the faeces of a WA kangaroo in 2009. In 2015, two of these CDI cases (strains 

C017 and C018) were published as an independent case report559. At the time of publication, 

the additional ST258 sequence data had not been completed so the three other strains in this 

CG were not included. Nevertheless, the case report highlighted the potential for community 

acquisition of RT126 and the increased risk of CDI acquisition in patients with oncological 

malignancies.  

Patients undergoing chemotherapy and antibiotic treatment for cancer are at great risk of 

developing CDI65. In particular, paediatric cases of CDI are significantly more common in 

children with malignancy64,617. Both patients had severe oncological malignancies (59-year-

male with grade IV glioblastoma/astrocytoma, and a 2-year-old female with stage 4 

neuroblastoma) and were undergoing chemotherapy and antibiotic treatment prior to isolation 

of a single clone of C. difficile RT126. Examination of their respective clinical histories found 

no evidence of direct contact between patients. The respective treating hospitals (PMH and 

SCGH) are located several km apart and the single visit by patient 2 to SCGH in October 

2012 was several months after diarrhoea for patient 1 had resolved and thus transmission via 

this route seems highly unlikely.  

For many oncology patients, treatment takes place over long periods of time in both 

community and hospital environments. C. difficile is now ubiquitous in the environment and 

patients would be exposed to a wide range of strain types that have a provenance in the 

community, particularly ST11 RTs. Whilst we cannot rule out transmission between hospital 

staff or other patients, the molecular epidemiology of the strain strongly suggests transmission 

did not occur by nosocomial exposure; rather acquisition took place in the community setting. 

Additionally, the finding that these two cases are also clonally related to 2 other WA RT126s, 

one of which is also community-acquired, as well as a strain from kangaroo faeces is 

remarkable and indicates a more significant community source and the possibility that 

macropodine species may be a reservoir for C. difficle. Currently, no data exist on the natural 

history and epidemiology of C. difficile in Australian native animals and this should, 

therefore, be made a future research priority. 
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Taken together, these phylogenetic analyses show a heterogeneous and globally disseminated 

network of ST11 clones that show the capability and high propensity for reciprocal clonal 

transmission between different host species. The nature and mechanisms of such transmission 

between human and animal populations are discussed further in Chapter 7, but this study 

provides compelling evidence that CDI may have a foodborne or zoonotic aetiology. 

6.4.2 ST11 show high levels of AMR mediated by DNA gyrase mutations and a 

diverse reservoir of clinically important transposable elements 

AMR is a key factor in driving genetic diversity and epidemiological changes in C. difficile. 

In this species, the two main mechanisms for which resistance to clinically important 

antimicrobials can occur are (i) mutations in target genes such as DNA gyrase (conferring 

fluoroquinolone resistance) and RNA polymerase (conferring rifamycin resistance), and (ii) 

the acquisition of exogenous transposable elements harbouring resistance genes e.g. ermB and 

tetM, conferring macrolide and tetracycline resistance, respectively125,244. 

In this study, 185 isolates of ST11 encompassing 16 distinct RTs were screened for in vitro 

susceptibility to a panel of 13 antimicrobials. All tested isolates were fully susceptible to first-

line human CDI therapies vancomycin, metronidazole, and fidaxomicin, as well as rifaximin, 

amoxicillin-clavulanate, trimethoprim and piperacillin-tazobactam. These data are consistent 

with our recent national surveillance study127, are comparable with the antibiogram reported 

for the RT014 lineage (Chapter 5) and generally agree with C. difficile surveillance studies 

conducted in the Northern hemisphere188,618,619. Importantly, no reduced susceptibility to 

vancomycin or metronidazole was observed and no rifaximin resistance was detected. 

Fidaxomicin is a relatively new non-systemic macrocyclic antibiotic that has several 

favourable pharmacodynamic and microbiological characteristics which make it an excellent 

candidate for treating CDI including: a low propensity for resistance development, a novel 

mechanism of action (inhibition of RNA polymerase-mediated transcription at a site distinct 

from where rifamycins interact) and an ability to inhibit toxin and spore production in 

vitro126,127. Overall, the in vitro activity of fidaxomicin was superior to recommended first-

line treatment agents for CDI, metronidazole and vancomycin, and supports the in vivo 

efficacy demonstrated in clinical trials126,127. 

Overall, 48.1% of isolates showed phenotypic resistance to one or more of tetracycline, 

moxifloxacin, clindamycin or erythromycin, 25.4% of which, predominantly RTs 126 and 

078, were classified as MDR i.e. resistant to three or more of these agents.  
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Fluoroquinolone resistance 

Fluoroquinolone resistance (FQR) in European populations is as high as 40%, associated with 

hospital outbreaks and is a hallmark of globally disseminated RT027/BI/NAP1 strains2,188,254. 

In this study, non-susceptibility to moxifloxacin was high (27.6%) and significantly higher in 

RT126 and RT078 than in RT127 and RT033.288 groups (49.3%, 40.0%, 5.6% and 3.0%, 

respectively, p <0.0001, χ² test). These data contrast with our recent Australian baseline 

surveillance127 where only 3.4% of clinical isolates (15 of 440) were moxifloxacin-resistant, 

although limited numbers of clade 5 RTs and no animal strains were examined in that study. 

Contrasting with animal isolates from Europe and SE-Asia, all C. difficile from Australian 

livestock were susceptible to moxifloxacin, reflecting the current ban on fluoroquinolone 

usage of any kind in food animals in this country523. Phenotypic resistance to 

fluoroquinolones occurs as a result of non-synonymous mutations within DNA gyrase, the 

enzyme responsible for supercoiling bacterial DNA, specifically mutations within the QRDRs 

of DNA gyrase subunit genes gyrA and gyrB556,620. In silico analysis of gyrA and gyrB 

revealed multiple previously described non-synonymous QRDR mutations which are known 

to abrogate drug-target binding. gyrA/B allele profiling generally appeared to be a good 

predictor of phenotype alleles with moxifloxacin resistance determined by the presence of ≥3 

mutations in the QRDR of gyrB (alleles 93 and 96), as well as the well-known Thr82Ile 

mutation in the QRDR of gyrA (allele 31). Interestingly, it has been recently shown that the 

Thr82Ile mutation in GyrA does not have a detectable cost on the fitness of C. difficile, a 

finding which suggests this change can be maintained even in the absence of selective 

pressure e.g. fluoroquinolone exposure621.  

MLSB resistance 

Clindamycin exposure has long been associated with an increased risk of developing CDI and 

much of the outbreaks in the 1990s are attributed to the international spread of virulent 

clindamycin-resistant strain lineages39,622. Nowadays, clindamycin-resistant clinical strains of 

C. difficile are common throughout the world and usually also show resistance to 

erythromycin127,244. In this study, non-susceptibility to clindamycin was high (22.1% overall) 

and significantly higher in RT126 and RT078 than in RT127 and RT033.288 groups (31.3%, 

55.0%, 15.2% and 5.6%, respectively, p <0.0001, χ² test).  

Non-susceptibility to erythromycin was even higher (37.3% overall) with significantly higher 

rates in RT126 and RT078 than in RT127 and RT033.288 groups (70.2%, 60.0%, 11.3% and 

7.0%, respectively, p <0.0001, χ² test). In silico analysis revealed 37.5% (n=27) of MLSB
+ 
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strains were positive for the methylase gene ermB, of which 77.8% (n=21) harboured 

conjugative transposon Tn6194. This element is the most common ermB-containing element 

in European clinical isolates244. In particular, this element is one of the important genetic 

features of epidemic RT027 sublineage FQR1, which caused major outbreaks throughout 

North America and sporadic cases in Asia2. In Chapter 5, Tn6194 was identified in 75% of 

porcine RT014 (MLST clade 1)‒the first such report in animals worldwide. The element has 

also been reported in clinical isolates of the RT017 lineage (clade 4). In this clade 5 ST11 

population, Tn6194 was predominantly harboured by clinical isolates of RT126, including 

several of Australian origin. The presence of Tn6194 in such divergent MLST clades 

demonstrates its capacity for horizontal transmission between C. difficile strains and further 

supports in vitro data showing Tn6194 is capable of intra-species transfer to different C. 

difficile RTs as well as inter-species transfer to E. faecalis255.  

Interestingly, in silico AMR genotyping appeared a poor predictor of MLSB phenotype as a 

large proportion of MLSB
+ strains (63.8%); predominantly belonging to clinical isolates of 

RTs 126 and 078, but also veterinary isolates of RT033 did not harbour ermB. The vast 

majority of these strains were negative for alterations in ribosomal proteins or 23S rRNA, 

both alternative mechanisms for which reduced susceptibility to macrolides and lincosamides 

can arise254. A few non-synonymous mutations were identified in 23S rRNA allele sequences; 

however, the presence of the identical changes in MLSB
- isolates precludes their role in 

resistance. It is possible resistance was mediated by uncharacterised efflux pumps, but assays 

to detect this were not performed. Spigaglia and colleagues254 did perform such studies and 

were able to show that MLSB+, ermB- strains treated with two pump inhibitors, reserpine and 

carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazone, did not lead to reductions in MICs, indicating 

resistance in those strains was not mediated by efflux mechanisms. Taken together, the 

findings of this current study suggest that in the ST11 lineage, ermB is not the primary 

mechanism for phenotypic resistance to clindamycin and/or erythromycin, and other 

mechanisms, potentially efflux, but maybe something altogether different may be at play. 

Tetracycline resistance 

Tetracycline antimicrobials exhibit low toxicity and a broad spectrum of activity against 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria including many anaerobes and are used widely 

throughout the world in clinical and veterinary medicine. Although tetracycline exposure is 

considered to be relatively low risk for CDI induction, tetracycline resistant strains of C. 

difficile are prevalent (found in up to 41% of clinical C. difficile isolates244) and are of clinical 
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significance since they represent reservoirs for a diverse collection of horizontally acquired 

genes encoding efflux and ribosomal protective proteins. In this study, non-susceptibility to 

tetracycline was high (30.8%) and as seen with FQR and MLSB phenotypes, there were big 

differences between RT lineages; tetR was significantly higher in RT126 and RT078 than in 

RT127 and RT033.288 groups (75.3%, 35.0%, 14.8% and 3.0%, respectively, p <0.0001, χ² 

test).  

Genomic analysis revealed a large and diverse collection of tetR genes encoding ribosomal 

protection proteins and efflux types which confer protection against the translational 

inhibition activity of tetracyclines. These included tetM (92 isolates), tet-40 (75 isolates), tet-

44 (6 isolates) and tet-O (1 isolate). A total of 61 isolates, predominantly of RT 126 harboured 

both tetM and tet-40. For all tetM+ strains, the underlying genetic element was determined to 

be conjugative transposon Tn6190, a member of the Tn916 (tetM-encoding) family of 

conjugative transposons which also includes Tn916, Tn5397 and the novel Tn5397-like 

element identified in the RT014 population (Chapter 5). This element, previously termed 

CTnCD3a, was first identified in strain RT078 strain M120 isolated from an Irish diabetic 

patient26 and has to date, only been reported in C. difficile lineages RT126 and RT078253,597. 

Corroborating these observations, this current study shows that Tn6190 certainly has a strong 

affiliation with the RT126 and RT078 lineages (present in 79.7% and 55.0% of strains, 

respectively) and could be a contributing factor in the success of these virulent C. difficile 

lineages.  

Similarly, tet-40, which also encodes a tetracycline transporter protein (efflux pump) was 

highly prevalent in RT126 and RT078 populations (significantly higher in the former, 75.4% 

vs. 50.0%, p <0.007, χ² test) but notably absent from RT127 and RT033.288 strains. 

Unfortunately, no underlying genetic element could be found for any of the 75 tet-40+ isolates 

or for the single tet-O gene which also encodes a tetracycline transporter protein. Whilst this 

study does provide clues as to the origin of these elements (tet-40 likely originated from 

ruminal species M. elsdenii or S. suis, and tet-O likely originated from S. suis or the 

foodborne pathogen C. jejuni), further studies are required to understand the genetic context 

of these resistance loci.  

The genetic context for the tet-44 (encoding a ribosomal protection protein) is fascinating. All 

6 tet-44+ strains were RT078 and were found to harbour a 100 kb genetic island designated 

Tn6164253,597─the first description of this element outside of Europe (5 of the 6 Tn6164+ 

strains were isolated in WA hospitals). Tn6164 is a composite MGE comprising genetic 
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modules from diverse bacterial genera including a pathogenicity island from C. fetus, a 

complete prophage of spore-forming anaerobe Thermoanaerobacter sp., a plasmid originating 

from E. faecalis (pEF418) and a complete conjugative transposon from S. pneumoniae 

(Tn1806). Tn6164 was initially described in C. difficile strain M120 by Corver et al.253. To 

determine the prevalence of this element, the authors used PCR to screen a collection of 231 

RT078s from human and porcine origin from multiple European countries and 66 isolates 

representing commonly encountered PCR ribotypes in Europe, including 10 isolates of 

RT078’s close relative, RT126. Tn6164 was found to occur sporadically and exclusively in 

the RT078 lineage (9 of 297 isolates positive for the full genetic island and 9 isolates positive 

for around half the element). In addition to tet-44, Tn6164 also harbours genes encoding 

streptomycin nucleotidyltransferase (ant6-Ib) and a spectinomycin adenyltransferase (ant9-

Ia). The same authors found that despite the presence of these genes, the element did not yield 

a readily distinguishable phenotype. In this study, all 6 Tn6164+ strains were tetR; however, 

since they co-harboured Tn6190 the phenotype cannot be attributed to the presence of the 

genetic island. Lastly, Corver et al. suggest that there may be an association between the 

presence of Tn6164 and enhanced virulence in RT078 strains. Although preliminary, it was 

noted that although CDI cases with and without the element present in the underlying strain 

suffered from severe diarrhoea in similar proportions, CDI associated mortality was more 

common in patients infected with C. difficile strains harbouring Tn6164 (29% vs 3%)253. 

As observed in Chapter 5, a large proportion of C. difficile isolates harboured one or more 

discrete aminoglycoside/streptothricin gene cassettes originating from other bacterial species 

including ruminant anaerobe E. rhusiopathiae (aph3-III-sat4A-ant6-Ia cassette), E. faecalis 

(aac6-aph2) and E. faecalis/E. coli (aac6-Im-aph2-Ib). C. difficile is inherently resistant to 

aminoglycosides as the species lacks the genetic apparatus necessary for oxygen-dependent 

cellular uptake of aminoglycoside peptides. The advantage and fitness cost for maintaining 

these genes is not known, but taken together with the extensive AMR content within this 

species, C. difficile is likely serving as a reservoir of AMR loci, both for other C. difficile 

lineages and other commensal bacteria in the human and animal gut.  

6.4.3 C. difficile strain AI0499 harbours a cryptic vanB2 resistance operon, the first 

such report for this species 

Vancomycin has been a first-line therapy for CDI for almost 30 years retaining good activity 

against C. difficile including strains belonging to epidemic lineages and those with increased 

resistance to metronidazole125. Despite sporadic reports in Europe of reduced susceptibility to 
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vancomycin (MIC ≥ 4 mg/L, CLSI susceptibility breakpoint: ≤ 2 mg/L418), to date no 

underlying mechanisms have been identified125. Sequencing of C. difficile genomes has 

revealed the widespread presence of a vancomycin resistance operon (vanGCd)
569. Although 

often referred to as cryptic or phenotypically silent, transcriptional and biochemical studies 

showed that vanGCd is functional, and inducible by vancomycin, conferring a modest increase 

in MIC in C. difficile (from 1 mg/L to 2 mg/L)567. This Chapter provides the first description 

of a vanB2 operon in C. difficile, found in the genome of a strain of RT033 isolated from an 

Australian veal calf at slaughter in Australia (strain AI0499). The operon was located on a 

~42 Kb element showing significant homology and synteny to Tn1549, a conjugative 

transposon linked with the emergence and global dissemination of vancomycin-resistant 

enterococci609,623. 

In Gram-positive species such as S. aureus and Enterococcus spp., vancomycin resistance is 

mediated by several van operons and arises as a result of a concomitant mechanism of (i) 

biosynthesis of modified peptidoglycan precursors ending in D-ala-D-lac or D-ala-D-ser to 

which vancomycin shows reduced binding, and (ii) the elimination of high-affinity natural D-

ala-D-ala precursors624. Tn1549 (AF192329) is member of the Tn916 family of conjugative 

transposons and harbours a vanB subtype 2 operon (vanB2) comprising genes encoding a D-

alanyl-D-alanine dipeptidase (vanXB, 609 bp), D-alanine-D-lactate ligase (vanB, 1029 bp), 

lactate dehydrogenase (vanHB, 972 bp), a putative hydrolase (vanW, 828 bp) and a 

carboxypeptidase (vanYB, 807 bp). Two further genes vanSB (1344 bp) and vanRB (663 bp), 

also co-located within the vanB2 operon, play a crucial role in the phenotypic expression of 

vancomycin resistance624. A membrane-bound histidine kinase encoded by vanSB detects the 

extracellular presence of vancomycin and initiates a signal cascade resulting in 

phosphorylation of a vanRB encoded cytoplasmic response regulator which consequently acts 

as a transcriptional activator624. Tn1549 has a broad host range and has been described in a 

number of phylogenetically divergent genera610,625,626. Interestingly, several clostridial species 

including C. bolteae, C. hathewayi, C. innoculum, C. clostridioforme and C. symbiosum 

harbour vanB-like elements and demonstrate vancomycin resistance in vitro610,625,626. Notably, 

cloning or conjugation of the vanB-like element of C. symbiosum into glycopeptide-

susceptible strains of E. faecalis and E. faecium is sufficient to promote vancomycin 

resistance626.  

Interestingly, strain AI0499 did not show any reduced susceptibility to vancomycin in vitro 

(MIC 1 mg/L), however, this was not unexpected. C. difficile possesses an inducible and 
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functionally active vanGCd operon, yet the bacterium still synthesises native D-Ala–D-Ala 

peptidoglycan precursors and thus retains vancomycin susceptibility567,569. It is possible that 

in strain AI0499, vanB mediated resistance is indeed induced by vancomycin but a yet-to-be-

identified mechanism prevents any modifications to the peptidoglycan structure567. Equally, it 

is likely that the presence of Bm3R1 and orf7 within the vanRB gene, result in a loss of 

function and subsequent lack of transcription of vancomycin resistance genes. The isolation of 

a Tn1549-like element from C. difficile further confirms anaerobes of the animal gut 

microbiota are a reservoir of clinically important vanB-like resistance operons. 

Notwithstanding that the faecal concentration of this vancomycin in vivo is very high 

(typically exceeding 1000 mg/L after oral administration125), expression of this element and 

its widespread dissemination could have major consequences for CDI therapy. Further 

collaborative studies are underway to elucidate if the element is functionally active and if so, 

can promote resistance in other species and genera. Also, this study emphasises the need for 

continued surveillance of C. difficile populations, in order to identify and monitor the 

emergence and spread of new phenotypic and genotypic traits. 

6.4.4 ST11 is characterised by an immense open pan-genome, a large heterogeneous 

population of temperate prophages and diversity in major virulence and 

pathogenicity-associated loci 

The C. difficile PaLoc contains genes encoding TcdA and TcdB, both major virulence factors 

in this species which play an essential role in the pathogenesis of CDI78. The CdtLoc is 

chromosomally distinct from the PaLoc and encodes a third major toxin (CDT) which is 

formed of two distinct protein subunits, CDTa and CDTb89,229. In silico toxin profiling 

corroborated earlier PCR results, confirming the high virulence potential and genotype 

diversity of this ST11 population. Irrespective of host species or geography, all isolates of 

major ST11 RTs 078, 126, 127 were confirmed as harbouring genes encoding the LCTs TcdA 

and TcdB and binary toxin subunits CDTa and CDTb (genotype tcdA+, tcdB+, cdtA+, cdtB+). 

All isolates of RTs 033 and 288 were negative for genes encoding LCTs, but positive for 

CDTa and CDTb (genotype tcdA-, tcdB-, cdtA+, cdtB+). Of the 9 QX RTs included in this 

study, 7 were confirmed as genotype tcdA+, tcdB+, cdtA+, cdtB+ and 2 (QX009 and QX060) as 

tcdA-, tcdB+, cdtA+, cdtB+.  

Next, sequence analysis of the genes common to the PaLoc (tcdB, tcdC, tcdE, tcdR but not 

tcdA), the CdtLoc (cdtR, cdtA and cdtB) was performed. Analysis revealed several new alleles 
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and significant diversity which in some cases was highly congruent with RT lineage and/or 

genotype.  

TcdB is a potent cytotoxin, structurally and mechanistically similar to other large 

glucosylating toxins found in C. perfringens, C. novyi and C. sordellii75.  Located at the C-

terminus of TcdB, the receptor binding domain (RBD) is a critical region for interaction with 

host epithelial cell membranes and CDI pathogenesis76,80. In this study, screening of 174 

tcdB+ genomes (all RTs other than 033 and 288) revealed diversity within tcdB-RBD. Overall, 

three distinct alleles were identified including 2 novel variants designated alleles 20 and 21. 

The analysis found that tcdB-RBD allele varied across genotype, host species and country of 

origin. As shown previously by Dingle and colleagues170, all RT078 harboured allele type 1‒

to date the only known tcdB-RBD allele within evolutionary clade 5. The majority of 

international RT126s and RT127s described in the SNV analysis also possessed this type. 

Interestingly, the novel alleles were found exclusively in human and bovine isolates of RT126 

and RT127 (allele 20) and in ST258 (allele 21) from Australia. Phylogenetic analysis showed 

novel alleles 20 and 21 share a recent evolutionary history with allele type 1, differing by only 

2 and 1 nucleotide substitutions, respectively. Dingle et al.170 found that allele type was 

highly congruent with ST and to date, 19 tcdB-RBD alleles have been described, with clades 1 

and 2 showing the highest diversity (7 and 9 alleles, respectively).  

Prior to this study, only RT078 had been investigated for RBD mutations170, thus the finding 

of these two novel alleles has considerably increased the diversity of alleles found in clade 5. 

Moreover, the nonsynonymous mutations present in these alleles result in significant 

alterations in the protein biochemistry for this critical binding domain [allele 20, acidic to 

polar change (Asp2220Asn); allele 21, acidic to non-polar change (Glu2167Gly)]. Previous 

studies have shown that for RT027 (MLST clade 2), variations within the tcdB-RBD are 

associated with enhanced virulence as a result of broader cell tropism and rapid cell 

entry288,611. Although this will need to be determined experimentally, potentially these new 

clade 5 variant TcdB proteins may result in an alternate disease phenotype from RT078. 

Although its exact role in toxin expression remains contentious, aberrant TcdC has been 

linked with a reduction in log phase repression of toxin expression and a hypervirulent 

phenotype i.e. more toxin, severe and refractory disease and higher mortality217,218,220,222. All 

isolates, irrespective of RT lineage, possessed a variant tcdC allele designated tcdC-A1 as 

described by Curry et al.220. The variant tcdC-A1 allele is defined by two notable genetic 

changes which result in an aberrant TcdC protein. First, tcdC-A1 has several non-synonymous 
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nucleotide substitutions, one of which (C184T) introduces a stop codon at amino acid position 

62 resulting in a significantly truncated TcdC (232 residues to 61 residues). Second, tcdC-A1 

has an in-frame deletion of 39 bp at nucleotides 341 to 379bp220. It is clear tcdC allele A1 

appears highly associated with ST11 and further confirms the pathogenic potential of this 

livestock-associated lineage.  

tcdE encodes a holin-like pore-forming protein thought to play a role in the secretion of TcdA 

and TcdB into the extracellular environment224. Here, tcdE was conserved across all LCT+ 

strains and, as expected for toxinotype XI, was absent from all isolates of RTs 033 and 288165. 

Despite lacking genes encoding TcdA, TcdB and TcdE, studies have shown that LCT-, CDT+ 

RTs demonstrate enterotoxic effects on cell lines and rabbit ileum, and have been recovered 

from patients with CDI (and PMC), findings which confirm their pathogenic potential96-99. 

Present in all RTs in this study, CDT genes appear strongly associated with the ST11 lineage. 

The exact role of CDT in CDI pathogenesis remains unclear; however, it is closely related to 

ι-toxin of C. perfringens and recent evidence suggests CDT elicits host inflammation and 

suppression of a protective host eosinophilic response94. Clinically, CDT+ strains are 

associated with more severe diarrhoea, a higher case-fatality rate, recurrence and an increase 

in the prevalence of CA-CDI89,95. Sequence analysis found cdtA was conserved across all 

strains and RT lineages (allele 6170). For cdtB, sequence diversity was notably high with 5 

alleles identified (including three novel variants) that largely clustered by genotype e.g. all 

LCT- strains possessed allele 14170, whereas all but 5 LCT+ strains possessed allele 21170. cdtB 

encodes the binding component of binary toxin (CDTb), thus diversity in this locus may 

reflect differences host cell binding in vivo for these different genotypes.  

cdtR encodes a LytTR family response protein required for optimal expression of binary 

toxin229. In this study, cdtR diversity was clearly associated with RT lineage. The smaller 

variant (324 bp) was found exclusively in RTs 078 and 126, whereas the larger wildtype allele 

(747 bp) was found in all other RTs. Interestingly, the smaller allele contains a stop codon 

(TAA) at position 322 which results in a significantly truncated CdtR (248 > 108 aa). Since 

DNA binding for LytTR family response regulators is predicted to occur within the C-

terminal domain612,627, it is likely that the truncated CdtR may be non-functional as a positive 

regulator of cdtA/B. Moreover, its strong association with RT078, a known virulent lineage, 

and its close relative RT126 which has also been found to cause severe disease397,559, suggests 

that this truncated CdtR may indeed be functional and might even confer a fitness advantage 
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in these strains. Alternatively, a yet to be identified regulator of the binary toxin may be 

present in these strains. 

Forming a key interface between the bacterium and its host, the C. difficile S-layer is under 

constant immunological selection and its evolution is critical to successful adaption to life in 

diverse host environments31. The C. difficile S-layer is formed from multiple copies of the 

major immunodominant protein, SlpA (encoded by slpA), and is further decorated by an 

additional 28 related proteins all encoded within the cwp gene cluster613. Previous studies 

show there is enormous diversity within the core S-layer cassette (comprising syntenic cwp66, 

cd2790, cwp2, secA2 and slpA) with numerous alleles for each loci170,186. Moreover, diversity 

within the S-layer cassette show congruence with MLST clade, suggesting the S-layer plays 

an important role in clade evolution186,197.  

In this study, four distinct S-layer cassettes were identified, including a novel cassette type 

and 9 new cwp/slpA alleles. Cassette diversity did show an association with RT and/or ST 

lineage. For example, all LCT- RTs 033 and 288 harboured cassette 3, whereas the novel 

cassette (DK1) was found exclusively in ST258. As for cassettes 8 and H2/6, the latter a 

hybrid of cassettes 2 and 6170, the distribution of strains and RTs in these groups are in 

agreement with the findings of the SNV analysis. For example, all isolates of RT078 and all 

but 8 isolates of RT126 possessed cassette H2/6. The remaining 8 isolates of RT126 were 

indeed those found within RT127 phylogeny cluster 2 and, like all other RT127s possessed 

cassette 8. Supporting earlier work, the findings from this study show diversity within the C. 

difficile S-layer to be highly congruent with ST lineage and indicate that S-layer cassette 

typing could be a useful additional discriminatory typing tool for the numerous RTs within 

ST11.  

Recent studies show that toxin synthesis and sporulation in C. difficile are modulated by an 

accessory gene regulator (agr) locus also located on the chromosome, but distinct from the 

PaLoc230,231. This quorum signalling mechanism is advantageous for C. difficile as it 

coordinates information about cell density and synchronising gene expression on a population 

level rather than on a single cell level230,231. In this study, all 207 isolates harboured the agr3 

locus comprising syntenic agrC, agrB and agrD genes. This locus type has been previously 

identified in strains of RT078231, the RT014 lineage (Chapter 5) and even a prophage (C. 

difficile ϕCDHM1231), but prior to this study no other clade 5 lineages have been investigated. 

Notable differences in agr loci between non-hypervirulent strains (RT012 - agrBD, agr1 

locus) and hypervirulent strains (RT027, RT017 - agrBDAC, agr2 locus) have been described 
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which may suggest a role for quorum sensing in the evolution of virulent lineages230,232. 

Although recent evidence suggests the agr1 locus is essential for virulence and 

pathogenesis233, the in vivo phenotype and clinical significance of agr3+ strains has yet to be 

determined experimentally. 

Pan-genome 

In this study, the repertoire and conservation of the ST11 gene pool were investigated by pan-

genome analysis. The ST11 lineage was characterised by a large pan-genome of 10378 genes, 

itself comprising a core of 2058 genes and an accessory gene repertoire totalling 8320 loci. Of 

the major RT lineages, RT126 possessed the largest pan-genome (6568 genes), whilst RT078 

was most clonal lineage i.e. had the smallest repertoire at 5265 genes. It is possible that the 

larger genetic repertoire seen in RT126 compared to RT078 is due to the larger number of 

isolates tested (69 and 40, respectively) and/or the inclusion of the 6 ST258-RT126 isolates 

within the analysis. Conversely, over 40% of the RT078 population is sourced from a single 

Dutch study14 which may contribute the lower overall diversity seen in this lineage.  

Representing just 19.8% of the total genetic content, the core genome of this lineage is 

remarkably small, indicating ultra-low genome conservation and plasticity across the major 

RTs. This figure is comparable with previous estimates of the shared core genome of C. 

difficile which range between 16-40% including the RT014 lineage analysed in Chapter 5 

(~30%)185,200,235,238. The wide range of core genome estimates for this species is likely due to 

differences in methodology, sample size and strain diversity, for example, some studies used 

hybridization approaches whilst some were WGS based; various gene prediction and ortholog 

clustering algorithms are used; some studies used strict vs. relaxed core genome definitions 

and many were limited to only a few isolates or an individual genotype31. Nevertheless, these 

estimates are considerably lower than other pathogens known to have significant genomic 

variability e.g. H. pylori (~59%), C. jejuni (~53%), S. pneumoniae (~47%), E. coli (~40%) 

and L. pneumophila (~33%)239-241,628,629. 

At almost 10400 genes, the ST11 pan-genome is comparable with that of Salmonella enterica 

(10000 genes)630 and much higher than that of S. aureus (4221 genes), S. pneumoniae (3934 

genes) and L. pneumophila (2956 genes)236,628. The ST11 pan-genome was determined to be 

open, an important finding since even after sampling >200 strains from 16 RTs spread over 4 

continents; the complete gene complement of this lineage was not captured. Currently, C. 

difficile has over 420 STs and greater than 600 RTs. Taken together, the findings of this study 

(STs 11 and 258) and the RT014 study (STs 2, 13 and 49) suggest that the complete species 
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pan-genome for C. difficile could be astonishingly high. However, it must be noted that the 

massive diversity seen between the divergent C. difficile lineages e.g. clades 1-4 and 5 is more 

typical for phylogenetic distances between genera within a family, rather than strains within a 

species. As hinted at by recent taxonomic revisions42-44,242, C. difficile may, in fact, be a 

complex of sub-species divided along the major evolutionary clades. 

Finally, the size and openness of a pan-genome is also a very useful proxy for characterising 

the lifestyle of a bacterial species628. We know C. difficile shows remarkable adaption to life 

within a diverse array of host environments. Its primary habitat is the mammalian 

gastrointestinal tract where it can be found in over a dozen different species and 

opportunistically causes disease31. However, this most versatile of bacteria is also present in 

several secondary habitats such as water, sand, soil and compost, as well as numerous non-

mammalian species including poultry, molluscs and insects31. C. difficile is, therefore, a 

model sympatric species‒occupying niches in extremely diverse environments that are 

enriched with mixed microbial communities of prokarya and archea. In contrast to allopatric 

and intracellular species such as Rickettsia rickettsii and Chlamydia trachomatis, which have 

small closed pan-genomes and live in isolated niches with limited exchange with the global 

microbial gene pool, sympatric species like C. difficile (and C. botulinum) have larger, more 

complex open pan-genomes. Sympatry also means a higher frequency of gene acquisition 

events and a higher probability of acquiring parasitic DNA i.e. transposons and 

bacteriophages, both contributing to an increase in pan-genome size628,631. 

Prophage diversity 

The large accessory genome and presence of many singletons (33.5% of the accessory 

genome) suggests the ST11 genome is highly submissive to lateral transfer of exogenous 

DNA, a trait exemplified by the large heterogeneous population of temperate prophages found 

within the lineage. Overall, 14 different prophage types were identified compared to the 7 

types found in the RT014 lineage (Chapter 5). Interestingly, φC2 was present in only two 

strains, contrasting markedly from the RT014 lineage where it dominated. Instead, clostridial 

prophages ϕMMP03, ϕCD506 ϕCDHM19, CDHM1 were most commonly found, accounting 

for 76% of the 221 intact prophages identified. Prophage distribution was varied across all 

host species and RT lineages. Overall, significantly more prophages were found in (i) LCT- 

RTs vs. LCT+ RTs; (ii) veterinary vs. clinical strains; (iii) RT127 lineage vs. RT126 and 078 

lineages; and (iv) ST11 strains vs. ST258 strains (all p < 0.001, T-test). To date, relatively 
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few ST258 strains have been described. It is possible that higher prophage content within 

ST11 may contribute to the successful diversification and dissemination of that lineage.  

All 14 prophage types belonged to Caudovirales, the order of dsDNA tailed temperate 

bacteriophages. Of these, all but one (CD6356) belonged to the Myoviridae, a family of 

phages characterised by nonflexible and contractile tails. Phage CD6356 belonged to the 

Siphoviridae, a family of phages characterised by long, flexible, and noncontractile tails263. 

Each type possessed putative integrase genes suggesting they have access to the lysogenic 

lifestyle, a typical feature of temperate bacteriophages263. Furthermore, all prophage types 

contained GC content not dissimilar to that of the C. difficile genome (28-30%), indicating a 

history of co-evolution with the host species. These prophages not only represent a major 

source of genetic diversity this species, but many also have putative roles in the fitness and 

virulence of the host bacterium. For example, myovirus CD119 was first C. difficile phage to 

be fully sequenced and annotated632 but is more notable because of a possible interconnection 

with the C. difficile PaLoc. During lysogeny, CD119 encodes a transcriptional regulator, 

RepR, which is capable of binding to a promoter region upstream of tcdR, ultimately leading 

to a decrease in the expression of tcdA, tcdB, tcdR, tcdE, and tcdC in the host lysogen633. 

When in its prophage state, φCD27 expresses a candidate repressor which appears, at least in 

vitro, to be involved in the modulation of toxin production and maintenance of lysogeny247.  

Myovirus φCDHM1 encodes predicted homologs of AgrD, AgrB and AgrC (the first example 

of a quorum-sensing cassette to be discovered within a phage genome) and therefore has the 

potential during phage lysogeny to influence the expression of multiple genes associated with 

toxin synthesis and flagella assembly231. Studies by Goh and colleagues show that C. difficile 

lysogens carrying myovirus φC2 were able to increase toxin B production634 and φC2 could 

mediate the transduction of Tn6215-encoded erythromycin resistance (ermB) between 

laboratory strains of C. difficile260. Lastly, the four recently recognized myoviruses φMMP01, 

φMMP02, φMMP03, and φMMP04 have all been recovered as free viral particles from stool 

samples obtained from patients with CDI (indicating these phages are induced during 

infection), and were also found in the chromosomes of the C. difficile strains (RTs 023, 026 

and 006) present in the corresponding stool samples635. Further, when the lysogens of 

φMMP01-4 were grown in the presence of sub-inhibitory concentrations of fluoroquinolones, 

phage titres increased by several orders of magnitude above those of non-induced cultures, 

which the authors suggest may represent an increase in both the frequency of prophage 

induction in vivo, and the frequency of phage-mediated HGT during episodes of CDI635. 
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Other notable prophage types were identified in this lineage including CD6356, the first C. 

difficile phage of the Siphoviridae family to be sequenced636; and myoviruses ϕCD506, 

ϕCD505 and ϕCD481-1, all previously found to infect C. difficile strains (RTs 014 and 

N050) isolated from equine and canine hosts, and display a considerable range of propagating 

host RTs of clinical and animal origin264. Lastly, very little is known about the biology of 

myoviruses CDHM19 and CDHM11. The former was present in around 19% of ST11 strains, 

therefore this strain population could be useful dataset for further comparative and 

evolutionary analyses of these prophages. 

6.4.5 Chapter summary 

This Chapter provides the most comprehensive genomic examination of the C. difficile ST11 

lineage to date. WGS and core genome phylogenetics were performed on a diverse collection 

of 207 ST11 isolates of clinical (n=150) and veterinary/environmental (n=57) origin from 

Australia and 12 countries across Asia, Europe and North America (16 RTs including major 

ST11 sublineages 078, 126, 127, 033 and 288).  

Phylogenies based on core orthologous genes (1276 loci) showed clustering of clinical and 

veterinary isolates indicative of very recent shared ancestry. Core genome SNV analysis 

provided ultra-fine scale resolution of this lineage, identifying multiple intra-species and 

inter-species clonal groups (isolates separated by ≤ 2 SNVs in their core genome) in all the 

major RT sublineages. Many clonal groups comprised isolates spread over a vast geographic 

area (different states, countries, and continents), indicative of reciprocal long-range 

dissemination and possible zoonotic/foodborne transmission.  

AMR genotypes and phenotypes varied across host species, geographic regions and RTs, and 

included macrolide/lincosamide resistance (Tn6194; ermB), tetracycline resistance (Tn6190; 

tetM and Tn6164; tet44), fluoroquinolone resistance (gyrA/B mutations) as well as several 

aminoglycoside resistance cassettes. C. difficile ST11 is defined by a massive ‘open’ pan-

genome (10378 genes) comprising a core genome of 2058 genes (remarkably, accounting for 

only 19.8% of the total gene repertoire) and an accessory genome of 8320 genes containing a 

large and diverse collection of clinically important temperate prophages of the Siphoviridae 

and Myoviridae. This study provides novel and critical insights on strain relatedness and 

genetic variability of C. difficile ST11, a lineage of significant One Health importance. 
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C. difficile is a formidable opportunistic pathogen of humans and various animal species. CDI 

has grown to epidemic proportions in recent years, characterised by significant increases in 

the incidence and severity of disease, the economic burden to global healthcare systems and 

the insidious rise of CDI in the community. Furthermore, genetically diverse sources of C. 

difficile play an important and previously under-recognised role in CDI transmission, 

challenging the existing paradigm and long-held misconception that CDI is primarily a 

healthcare-associated infection7-9.  

In both the Northern hemisphere and in Australia, livestock has been identified as an 

important amplification reservoir for C. difficile. Belonging to MLST clade 5, ST11 is a 

diverse evolutionary lineage of emerging One Health importance comprising at least 5 major 

RTs that contribute considerably to the global burden of CDI in humans and production 

animals. Outside Australia, the recovery of genetically indistinguishable strains of C. difficile, 

predominated by the virulent ST11 sublineage RT078, from humans, production animals and 

food, has fuelled speculation that CDI may have foodborne or zoonotic aetiology. To date, 

RT078 has not been isolated from livestock in Australia; however, several other ST11 RTs 

(126, 127, 033 and 288) are well established in cattle populations in Australia12,17. These 

lineages have all been isolated from humans with CDI in Australia in recent years, yet almost 

nothing is currently known about their evolution and zoonotic potential. In pig herds in 

Australia, the situation is different with the most prevalent lineage (RT014, MLST clade 1) 

also the most common RT isolated from humans with CDI in Australia13,19, yet the true extent 

of genetic overlap and potential for transfer between these populations remains unknown. 

In this PhD project, state-of-the-art genomics was employed to provide novel and critical 

insights on genetic variation, evolution and zoonotic potential in livestock-associated lineages 

of C. difficile. The objectives of the research were (i) to advance understanding of the 

prevalence and genotypes of C. difficile in Australian veal calves; (ii) to define the extent of 

genetic overlap and potential transmission between animal and human C. difficile populations 

in Australia; (iii) to characterise the phenotype, genotype and underlying genomic context for 

AMR in these populations; (iv) to characterise genetic diversity in clinically important loci; 

and (v) to describe the first pan-genomes for livestock-associated lineages.  

The key findings are discussed below. 
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7.1 KEY FINDINGS 

7.1.1 Australian livestock are a significant reservoir of clinically important, zoonotic 

lineages of C. difficile 

Chapter 4 examined the prevalence, concentration and genetic diversity of C. difficile on the 

carcasses and in the faeces of neonatal veal calves at three abattoirs in Australia. The overall 

prevalence of C. difficile in calve faeces was high (60.0%) and a significant proportion of calf 

carcasses (25.3%) were positive. A total of 17 unique, predominantly toxigenic RTs were 

detected; however, RT078 (ST11) was not. In the absence of RT078, the strain population 

was dominated by four other CDT+ ST11 sublineages (RTs 033, 126, 127 and 288), 

comprising 70.3% of isolates. Given the genetic similarity to and shared ancestry of these RTs 

with RT078, and their clear epidemiological links to animals, it is likely these RTs are 

occupying a similar ecological niche in livestock in Australia as that occupied by RT078 

outside Australia28. Moreover, all four RTs have been recovered from humans with CDI in 

Australia and several other countries in recent years (see 6.4.1) and are clearly lineages of 

emerging One Health importance. The concentration of C. difficile spores on the carcases and 

in faeces was also high, up to 33 CFU/cm2 and 2.3 × 106 CFU/mL, respectively. These data 

confirm that Australian neonatal calves are contaminated with C. difficile spores during the 

slaughter process and further support the role of livestock as amplification reservoirs for C. 

difficile.  

Chapter 5 examined clonal transmission and inter-species transfer in a collection of 40 

contemporaneous isolates of RT014 of human and porcine origin in Australia. Phylogenies 

based on MLST (7 loci, STs 2, 13, and 49) and core orthologous genes (1260 loci) showed 

clustering of human and porcine strains indicative of very recent shared ancestry. A 

phylogeny based on non-recombinant core genome SNVs provided ultra-fine scale resolution 

of the RT014 population. Overall, 42% of human strains showed a clonal relationship (either 

indistinguishable (0 SNVs) or very closely related (1-2 SNVs) in their core genome) with one 

or more porcine strains, consistent with recent inter-species transmission. In some cases, C. 

difficile clones from humans and pigs originated from Australian regions separated by 

thousands of kilometres and collected many months apart, and 50% of the human isolates in 

these clonal groups originated from cases classified as CA-CDI. Together, these data strongly 

suggest that over an extended period there has been frequent, long-range transmission of C. 

difficile RT014 between pigs and humans in Australia.  
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Chapter 6 defined the population structure and degree of clonal transmission in over 200 

strains of major ST11 RTs 078, 126, 127, 033 and 288 sourced from humans and animals 

within and outside Australia. Phylogenies based on 1276 core orthologous genes and 1076 

core genome non-recombinant SNVs showed a near identical population structure, revealing 6 

distinct evolutionary clusters that were broadly congruent with RT/ST lineage and toxin gene 

profile and, remarkably, in all clusters, there was significant intermingling (genetic overlap) 

of clinical and non-clinical strains. Interestingly, RTs 126 and 078 did not cluster into distinct 

subpopulations, suggesting they have coevolved, at least over their core genome, as a single 

heterogeneous lineage, a finding which supports their frequent reporting as a single RT 

group554. A similar observation was made for RTs 033 and 288. Surprisingly, several isolates 

of ST258, a novel DLV of ST11, were described that appeared to be associated with CA-CDI 

and haematological/oncological malignancies. Overall, SNV analysis identified 25 distinct 

CGs comprising distinct C. difficile clones of major ST11 RTs 078, 126 127, 033 and 288. 

The 25 CGs encompassed 58.9% of the strains under analysis and, of these, 19 and 6 CGs 

showed signatures of intra-species transmission and inter-species transmission, respectively. 

Also, many CGs revealed long-range transmission of C. difficile clones, across local, national 

and international/intercontinental distances. These data reveal a heterogeneous and globally 

disseminated network of ST11 clones that show the capability and high propensity for 

reciprocal transmission between livestock and humans. 

Taken together, these results show that C. difficile common to humans and production 

animals do not form distinct populations but actually share a recent evolutionary history.  

Moreover, these findings provide compelling evidence that CDI may have a foodborne or 

zoonotic aetiology338,349,351,393. For both ST11 and RT014, genomic analyses indicate a 

persistent community reservoir with extensive long-range dissemination. However, CDI is a 

complex phenomenon encompassing pathogen, host, anthropomorphic and environmental 

factors, and our understanding of CDI transmission dynamics between production animals 

and humans is still not completely clear. In the case of Australian neonatal veal calves, the 

presence of C. difficile on 25% of carcasses is likely a result of spore contamination from 

faecal and gastrointestinal contents during the slaughter process. Australia is one of the very 

few countries that cull male neonatal dairy calves, a practice that exists because they are 

considered surplus to industry requirements. With C. difficile prevalence highest in this 

neonatal period327, the unique slaughter age of these animals presents a significant and 

perhaps under-appreciated risk factor for contamination of carcasses during the slaughter 

process. Further, C. difficile shows remarkable resilience to extremes of temperature (-80°C to 
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71°C)544,614 and thus spores contaminating carcases would likely survive chilling, freezing and 

cooking processes and may compromise the quality of veal for domestic and export markets. 

To date, C. difficile has not been recovered from retail meat in Australia. Consumer demand 

for newborn veal meat in Australia is low, thus there is likely to be limited exposure of 

contaminated meats to the domestic consumer. However, Australia is the third largest beef 

and veal producer in the world548, exporting 1.9 million tonnes of beef and veal per annum to 

over 100 countries, particularly in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. It is possible that 

contaminated Australian veal may be contributing to CDI in these regions, however, CDI 

surveillance is lacking in many of these countries. Whatever the level of risk to the domestic 

and export consumer, it can be significantly mitigated by increasing the age that the animal is 

slaughtered to >3 or more weeks17. On the other hand, clones of RTs 078 and 126 are likely 

being periodically transmitted into Australia via either travel or imported pork from the 

Northern hemisphere.  

In the case of Australian piglets and dissemination of RT014, a growing body of evidence is 

setting the scene for a zoonotic transmission chain extending from the farrowing shed to the 

community. First, Australian piglets are major amplification reservoirs for C. difficile (67% 

prevalence nationwide with RT014 comprising 23% of isolates)13. Second, C. difficile spores 

are abundant in treated biosolids, effluent and piggery waste water576-579 which are 

subsequently recycled to pasture and to agriculture for composting and direct 

irrigation/fertilisation of crops and turf. Third, C. difficile has been recovered from 30% of 

retail compost samples (T.V. Riley, unpublished data), 20% of various root vegetables from 

mainstream and organic markets580, and 59% of lawn samples in Australia637. In these studies, 

RT014 comprised 7%, 10% and 39% of isolates, respectively. Finally, the use of potent, late 

generation cephalosporins in human and veterinary medicine is a major driver and 

undoubtedly exacerbator of (i) C. difficile colonisation and onset of disease in pigs; (ii) 

amplification and persistence of C. difficile in piggeries; (iii) spill-over of spores into the 

environment; and (iv) onset of CDI in the community11,22,310.  

The One Health paradigm connects human health to that of animals and their shared 

environment, and is the optimal model for understanding evolution and spread of bacterial 

pathogens24. In this regard, C. difficile should be considered a major One Health pathogen and 

collaboration between human and veterinary medicine will be essential if we are to safeguard 

the health of humans and production animals22. First and foremost, measures which reduce the 

levels of C. difficile spores in the piggery environment are of paramount importance, not only 
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for mitigating the risk of community acquisition but also for improving animal health22. In 

human medicine, these measures comprise stringent infection control policies such as case 

isolation, reduced use of late-generation cephalosporins, hand hygiene and deep 

environmental cleaning522,595. Analogous interventions have been employed in the veterinary 

hospital setting with a significant reduction in CDI cases332; however, the vast scale of 

modern production animal systems may hinder successful implementation. Also, the frequent 

disagreement between clinicians, veterinarians and the livestock industry regarding 

appropriate risk management of C. difficile in animal populations remains an additional, 

significant hurdle to overcome22,343.  

With several candidate C. difficile vaccines in development638, the immunisation of livestock 

could be a highly effective way to reduce the overall prevalence of C. difficile and is a good 

example of an integrative One Health approach to tackling CDI22. Finally, continued genetic 

and phenotypic surveillance of C. difficile is critical to an enhanced understanding of 

epidemiological and genetic factors contributing to the emergence, evolution and spread of 

CDI9,31. Crucially, if we are to identify improved infection prevention and control strategies, 

and public health interventions designed to mitigate the risk of C. difficile transmission, it is 

imperative that such studies should have a strong One Health focus by including analysis of 

C. difficile strains derived from humans, animals and food, and their shared environment. As 

illustrated in this thesis, WGS will surely play a central role in this, providing a level of 

discrimination far beyond that achievable by conventional molecular typing methodologies. 

 

7.1.2 Livestock-associated lineages of C. difficile harbour a diverse repertoire of 

clinically important AMR elements 

Antimicrobials are a crucial component in the aetiology of CDI; they play a central role in the 

establishment of infection and, paradoxically, remain the preferred option for treatment125. 

AMR can evolve rapidly in C. difficile and is a key factor in driving genetic diversity and 

epidemiological changes in this pathogen31. This current work provides a comprehensive 

characterization of the resistomes for C. difficile lineages RT014 and ST11. All isolates were 

fully susceptible to rifaximin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, meropenem and piperacillin-

tazobactam and, importantly, no reduced susceptibility to first-line human CDI therapies 

vancomycin, metronidazole and fidaxomicin was observed. These data are consistent with a 

previous Australian surveillance study127 and are in general agreement with other recent 

studies conducted in the Northern hemisphere188,618,619. Both lineages possessed genetic loci 
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conferring resistance to tetracycline, clindamycin/erythromycin and aminoglycosides, with 

the ST11 lineage also displaying significant levels of FQR.  

CliR clinical strains of C. difficile are common throughout Europe, North America, Australia, 

Asia and the Middle East, and usually also show resistance to erythromycin (MLSB 

phenotype)127,244. In this current study, 33% of RT014 isolates and 38% of ST11 isolates 

presented an MLSB phenotype conferred by the methylase gene ermB, or as was the case in 

~64% of ST11 isolates, by an unknown but potentially efflux-mediated mechanism. The 

genomic context for ermB+ was conjugative transposon Tn6194, the most common ermB-

containing element in European clinical isolates244 and one of the defining genetic features of 

the epidemic RT027 sublineage FQR12. Moreover, to date, this element has not been isolated 

from humans in Australia, or from animals elsewhere in the world, emphasising the need for 

continued AMR surveillance of C. difficile from diverse sources.  

tetR strains of C. difficile comprise up to 41% of European clinical isolates244. In this current 

study, 69% of RT014 isolates and 31% of ST11 isolates presented a tetR phenotype conferred 

by a variety of resistance genes encoding efflux and ribosomal protective proteins, including 

tetM, tetW, tetA(P), tetB(P), tet-40, tetO and tet-44. The genomic context of these genes was a 

diverse array of genetic elements most notably a novel variant of Tn5397 (tetM) found 

exclusively in RT014; Tn6190 (tetM) found exclusively in RTs 126 and 078; and a 100 kb 

genetic island, Tn6164 (tet-44) found exclusively in RT078. Overall, 36% of RT014 isolates 

and 39% of ST11 isolates harboured clusters of aminoglycoside and streptothricin resistance 

genes that appear to have originated from the ruminant facultative anaerobe E. rhusiopathiae. 

C. difficile is intrinsically resistant to aminoglycosides, so the high prevalence of these gene 

clusters in C. difficile is intriguing and most likely reflects a long history of reciprocal lateral 

gene transfer within the ruminant environment. In European populations of C. difficile, FQR 

can be as high as 40% and is usually associated with hospital outbreaks of RT0272,188,254. In 

this current study, 28% of ST11 isolates were FQR, predominantly RT126 and RT078, 

possessing previously described non-synonymous mutations within DNA gyrase subunits 

which are known to abrogate drug-target binding. FQR was notably absent from the RT014 

population and indeed from any Australian livestock strains, and is likely a reflection of 

Australia's conservative policies on fluoroquinolone use in humans and animals523.  

As a result of recent technological advances, WGS of bacterial pathogens is positioned to 

become an essential tool in the control of AMR, particularly the rapid prediction of 

antimicrobial phenotype from genome data in a routine setting639. In this current study, 
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concordance between MICs and in silico AMR screening was generally high, however, it did 

vary with different antimicrobial classes. For example in silico genotyping appeared a good 

predictor of tetracycline and fluoroquinolone phenotype, but a poor predictor of 

resistance/susceptibility to erythromycin and clindamycin. 

Many of the underlying resistance elements described in these livestock-associated lineages 

show provenance in different commensal species residing within the ruminant gut, including 

M. elsdenii, E. faecalis S. suis, C. coli, C. jejuni, C. fetus, E. rhusiopathiae, B. fibrisolvens and 

C. perfringens. Genetic studies show some of these elements are fully mobilisable with the 

capability of both intra-species transfer to different C. difficile RTs and inter-species transfer 

to other genera2,26,255,256. Taken together with the microevolutionary analysis, this suggests 

these particular C. difficile lineages have the capability and propensity to move freely between 

production animals and humans and in doing so are able to access and exchange DNA with an 

enormously diverse metagenome found in the ruminant and human gut microbiota.  

In an era when the development of new antimicrobial drugs is slow, vancomycin remains the 

preferred antimicrobial therapy for CDI125. Thus the emergence of resistance to vancomycin 

would undoubtedly have significant clinical consequences. This thesis describes, for the first 

time, a vanB2-like vancomycin resistance gene cluster in C. difficile. The cluster was carried 

on a ~42-kb MGE showing significant homology and synteny to Tn1549, a conjugative 

transposon linked with the emergence and global dissemination of VRE609. Fortunately, the C. 

difficile strain did not show any reduced susceptibility to vancomycin in vitro (MIC, 1 mg/L), 

possibly as a result of an aberrant cytoplasmic response regulator gene, vanRB. Further 

genetic studies would help to clarify if this gene is indeed functional and inducible and if the 

transfer of this element into glycopeptide-susceptible strains of E. faecalis and E. faecium is 

sufficient to promote vancomycin resistance. Notably, the strain harbouring this element was 

recovered from an Australian veal calf at slaughter. This finding further confirms anaerobes 

of the animal gut microbiota are a reservoir of clinically important vancomycin resistance 

genes610,625,626 and signals that we may be very close to seeing a fully vancomycin-resistant 

strain of C. difficile. Moreover, with global consumption of antimicrobials increasing rapidly 

in clinical and veterinary medicine, and particularly so in animal husbandry523,590,591, now 

more than ever there is an urgent need for surveillance of C. difficile from diverse hosts and 

environments in order to identify and monitor the emergence and spread of new resistance 

phenotypes and genotypes. 
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7.1.3 Livestock-associated lineages of C. difficile are characterised by huge open pan-

genomes, large heterogeneous populations of temperate prophages and diversity 

in virulence and pathogenicity-associated loci 

The PaLoc, CdtLoc and S-layer are complex genetic loci which play important roles in the 

pathology of CDI. This study provides a comprehensive characterization of the genes 

common to the PaLoc, CdtLoc and S-layer from over 250 RT014 and ST11 strains (Table 5.4 

and Table 6.13). A number of novel alleles were described and, for some, nucleotide and 

amino acid sequence divergence were highly congruent with evolutionary lineage (RT or ST) 

and/or genotype, a finding which further extends the concept of clonal C. difficile 

lineages170,198. In RT014, all isolates of human and porcine origin harboured identical alleles 

of tcdB, tcdE, cdtR, and cdtA/B (pseudogenes) indicating a similar virulence potential, at least 

in silico. However, notable sequence divergence was observed in tcdR, slpA (and the beta-

lactamase gene, blaR), that was highly congruent with the 3 ST lineages (2, 13 and 49).  

In ST11, 3 unique alleles of the tcdB receptor binding domain were identified that were 

broadly congruent with RT lineage. All RT078 and human strains of RT126 and RT127 

harboured allele type 1, to date the only tcdB-RBD allele described within clade 5170. Two 

novel tcdB-RBD alleles identified in this study were found exclusively in human and bovine 

isolates of RT126 and RT127 (allele 20), and in ST258 (allele 21) from Australia. Variations 

within the tcdB-RBD have been associated with enhanced virulence288,611. It is possible that 

C. difficile strains with tcdB-RBD alleles 20 and 21, which have nonsynonymous substitutions 

that result in notable changes in protein biochemistry, may display an alternate potentially less 

virulent (less successful) disease phenotype compared to RT078.  

Diversity in the genes within the CdtLoc also appeared to be lineage-specific. For cdtR, 2 

novel alleles were described, one full-length ‘wildtype’ at 747 bp present only in non-078/126 

strains, the other half that length at 324 bp (due to a stop codon, resulting in a significantly 

truncated CdtR) was found exclusively in RTs 078 and 126. Whilst cdtA was conserved 

across all strains and RT lineages, 5 cdtB alleles were identified (including 3 novel variants) 

that largely clustered according to whether the strain also harboured tcdA/B e.g. all LCT- 

strains possessed allele 14, whereas all but 5 LCT+ strains possessed allele 21. The gene cdtB 

encodes the binding component of binary toxin and thus diversity in this locus may reflect 

differences host cell binding in vivo for these different genotypes89. 

Unique S-layer cassette types (comprising 9 novel cwp/slpA alleles) were found for the 

RT078/126 (cassette H2/6), RT127 (8), RT033/288 (3) and ST258 lineages (novel). The C. 
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difficile S-layer evolves in response to host immunological selection and plays a central role 

in adaption to life in the gastrointestinal tract112,113,186; thus such lineage-specific variability 

may reflect evolution in different (original) host species. Also, these data indicate that S-layer 

cassette typing could be a useful additional discriminatory typing tool for the numerous RTs 

within ST11 and clade 5. 

C. difficile can be defined by its pan-genome, the genetic repertoire of the species or ‘gene 

pool’489. This thesis provides the first estimates of the core and pan-genomes of livestock-

associated lineages RT014 and ST11. Comprising just 30.3% (2296 genes) and 19.8% (2058 

genes) of their respective genetic repertoire, the core genomes of RT014 and ST11 lineages 

are remarkably small, a finding that supports earlier studies describing ultra-low genome 

conservation in this species (16-40%)185,200,235,238. Moreover, these figures are considerably 

lower than those seen in other genetically diverse pathogens such as C. jejuni (~53%), S. 

pneumoniae (~47%), and E. coli (~40%). At 7587 and 10378 genes, respectively, the RT014 

and ST11 lineages had large open pan-genomes, considerably higher than that of S. aureus 

(4221 genes), S. pneumoniae (3934 genes) and L. pneumophila (2956 genes)236,628 and, in the 

case of ST11, comparable with that of S. enterica (10000 genes)630, one of the most diverse 

species in the bacterial kingdom.  

Underlying the incredible diversity in both lineages is a substantial population of Siphoviridae 

and Myoviridae prophages including φC2, φCD38-2, φCD27, φMMP02, φCDHM1, 

φMMP03, φCD506 and φCDHM19, with distribution varying across host species and RT 

lineages. These phages have coevolved with C. difficile over very long periods263,588, and have 

putative roles in the fitness and virulence of the host bacterium including modulation of toxin 

production (φC2, φCDHM1, φCD38-2, CD119 and φCD27) during infection247,632-634, and 

transduction of AMR elements between C. difficile lineages (φC2)260.  

The scale and open nature of the RT014 and ST11 pan-genomes predict a species with a 

sympatric lifestyle, occupying niches in extremely diverse environments that are enriched 

with mixed microbial communities of prokarya and archea628. This is true of C. difficile, a 

versatile species which shows remarkable adaption to life within a diverse array of host 

environments including the gastrointestinal tract of multiple mammalian hosts (its primary 

habitat)31, and several secondary habitats such as water, soil, and composts and invertebrate 

species31. This thesis has provided substantive evidence that livestock-associated lineages of 

C. difficile have the capability and propensity to move freely between livestock and human 

populations. Also, the diverse population of transposons and prophages present within these 
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lineages further demonstrates that C. difficile is highly submissive to lateral transfer of 

exogenous DNA263,588. By occupying niches within multiple host species, these lineages are 

able to access and exchange DNA with an enormously diverse metagenome, particularly the 

ruminant gut and soil microbiota. Such promiscuous behaviour provides C. difficile with a 

potential selective advantage over taxa inhabiting the same gut ecosystem, be it the pig, calf 

or human intestinal tract, therefore greatly enhancing their ability to adapt to fluctuating 

environmental factors and their likelihood of success. Finally, it is remarkable that even after 

sampling >200 ST11 strains from 16 RTs spread over 4 different continents; the complete 

gene complement of this lineage was not captured. With over 420 STs and greater than 600 

RTs currently recognised, it is likely that the complete species pan-genome for C. difficile 

could be astonishingly high. Such enormous diversity is more typical for phylogenetic 

distances between genera within a family, rather than strains within a species31. In light of 

recent calls for recent taxonomic revisions42-44,242, it is possible that C. difficile may, in fact, 

be a complex of sub-species divided along the major evolutionary clades.  

 

7.2 STUDY LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH PRIORITIES 

There are some limitations to this work that must be acknowledged.  

In the abattoir study (Chapter 4), it was not possible to collect data on the health of the animal 

at the time of sampling or farm-specific risk factors such as antimicrobial exposure, housing 

or diet, nor was it possible to investigate environmental contamination within the abattoir 

before and after the arrival of calves. Such data would be useful in assessing the source of the 

C. difficile contamination and the relative risk of particular livestock husbandry and 

slaughtering practices, and should certainly be considered in future studies.  

In the RT014 study (Chapter 5), the number of isolates investigated (n=40) was low relative 

to this RTs contribution to human CDI and its prevalence in pig herds in Australia. Greater 

numbers of isolates from piggeries and from regional and tertiary hospitals would enhance our 

understanding of the complex transmission dynamics in these populations. Samples from 

food, piggery workers or the community environment were not included, which may have 

provided additional information about transmission chains and risk for consumers.  

In the ST11 study (Chapter 6), 16 different ST11 RT lineages were analysed however, this 

collection did not include any strains belonging to RT lineages 066 and 045, which also 
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belong to ST11 and have been recovered from livestock and humans in the Northern 

hemisphere171,198,334,549,562. It is possible that these lineages may also demonstrate some degree 

of zoonotic potential, and it is highly likely that analysis of these RTs will further increase the 

size of the ST11 pan-genome and add to the diversity of MGEs reported in this lineage.  

In Chapters 5 and 6, the C. difficile molecular clock was used to identify clonal transmission, 

an approach which is widely recognised as the current gold standard for such analyses7,31,174-

176.  It is important to note that this method uses an approximation based on within-host 

variation and the assumption of a constant rate of evolution. It does not account for the 

genetically quiescent nature of C. difficile spores and may underestimate the evolutionary 

distance between strains174. Also, the ML approach used for phylogenetic construction is 

limited in that it does not permit detection of temporal signatures. In future studies, a 

Bayesian approach640,641 should be employed, enabling construction of time-scaled 

phylogenies and estimation of divergence time between strains (e.g. between RT078 and 

RT126 lineages) and would permit a greater understanding of the evolutionary history of 

MLST clade 5 in Australia. Also, genomes were sequenced using short-read illumina 

technology. Therefore, comparative analysis of tcdA was not attempted due to the inherent 

limitations of this technology to resolve long stretches of repetitive DNA found within the 

CROP domain of tcdA. 

Other future research priorities include:  

(i) SNV analysis of RT014 isolated from humans, animals, lawn, compost and food, 

(ii) Assessment of the virulence potential of ST11 and RT014 lineages from different host 

species in a murine model of infection, 

(iii) Genetic experiments to explore the transfer potential of the rare and novel MGEs 

identified in this study, particularly the Tn1549-like element in strain AI0499, 

(iv) Use long-read (Nanopore642) or single-molecule real-time sequencing (PacBio209) 

technology to close chromosomes and resolve plasmids for important ST11 strains of C. 

difficile from veterinary and environmental sources, and, 

(v) Comprehensive analysis of CRISPR diversity and function and their potential as a novel 

high-resolution typing tool for C. difficile. 
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7.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

C. difficile is a formidable bacterial pathogen, a quintessential One Health species. This thesis 

provides novel and critical insights into the prevalence, molecular epidemiology, evolutionary 

history, AMR, and overall genetic diversity of C. difficile isolated from humans and animals 

in Australia. The studies presented here show Australian livestock are significant reservoirs 

for clinically important strains of C. difficile and, for the first time, substantiate inter-species 

transfer of RT014 and ST11, major C. difficile lineages of One Health importance, between 

livestock and humans in Australia. Taken together these findings provide compelling 

evidence that CDI has a foodborne or zoonotic aetiology.  

Furthermore, these studies reveal that the RT014 and ST11 lineages are characterised by 

ultra-conserved core genomes, massive open pan-genomes, a large complex population of 

temperate prophages, an extensive array of clinically important AMR elements, and 

significant heterogeneity in key virulence loci such as the S-layer, CdtLoc and PaLoc. In the 

coming years, WGS will continue to provide greater insight into the diversity and evolution of 

C. difficile common to humans, animals and their shared environment, providing researchers, 

clinicians, and veterinarians with vital information that can be used to reduce its overall 

burden of disease. Ultimately, the better we understand the nature of CDI, the closer we come 

to preventing it. 
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SUMMARY

Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is the leading cause of antimicro-
bial and health care-associated diarrhea in humans, presenting a signifi-
cantburdentoglobalhealthcaresystems. Inthe last2decades,PCR-and
sequence-based techniques, particularly whole-genome sequencing
(WGS), have significantly furthered our knowledge of the genetic diver-
sity, evolution, epidemiology, and pathogenicity of this once enigmatic
pathogen. C. difficile is taxonomically distinct from many other
well-known clostridia, with a diverse population structure com-
prising hundreds of strain types spread across at least 6 phyloge-
netic clades. The C. difficile species is defined by a large diverse
pangenome with extreme levels of evolutionary plasticity that has
been shaped over long time periods by gene flux and recombina-
tion, often between divergent lineages. These evolutionary events
are in response to environmental and anthropogenic activities and
have led to the rapid emergence and worldwide dissemination of
virulent clonal lineages. Moreover, genome analysis of large clin-
ically relevant data sets has improved our understanding of CDI
outbreaks, transmission, and recurrence. The epidemiology of
CDI has changed dramatically over the last 15 years, and CDI may
have a foodborne or zoonotic etiology. The WGS era promises to
continue to redefine our view of this significant pathogen.

INTRODUCTION

Clostridium difficile Infection

C
lostridium difficile is a spore-forming, Gram-positive, anaero-
bic bacillus found ubiquitously in the environment and the

gastrointestinal tracts of humans and animals. C. difficile is a for-
midable pathogen and currently the leading cause of antimicro-

bial and health care-associated infectious diarrhea in humans (1).
The incidence and severity of C. difficile infection (CDI) present a
significant burden to global health care systems due to increasing
costs associated with treatment, infection control, disease recur-
rence, patient length of hospital stay, and mortality, especially
among the elderly (2). A recent report from the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) ranks C. difficile as the most
important antimicrobial-resistant threat to public health in the
United States, with 250,000 infections and 14,000 deaths per year
and annual excess medical costs (attributable to the cost of extra
bed days and associated treatment) totaling $1 billion (3). An-
other North American study reports that in 2011 alone, the clini-
cal burden of CDI accounted for almost 500,000 infections and
29,000 associated deaths (4).

Originally named Bacillus difficilis due to difficulties in cultiva-
tion in vitro, the bacterium was first described in 1935 as a com-
ponent of the healthy neonatal intestinal microflora (5). Later,
investigators verified its toxigenic potential through toxin studies
in guinea pigs (6), and in the 1970s, work by John Bartlett et al.
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identified C. difficile as the cause of antibiotic-associated pseu-
domembranous colitis (PMC) (7). CDI is a toxin-mediated dis-
ease of the colon, with three or more watery, nonbloody stools per
24-h period being the hallmark of symptomatic illness (8). Clini-
cal characteristics of CDI include abdominal pain, cramps, and
fever (9), and extraintestinal manifestations are rare (10). CDI is
also associated with leukocytosis, hypoalbuminemia, and high se-
rum creatinine levels (8). Disease severity can vary from mild or
self-limiting to severe and, in some instances, fatal sequelae, in-
cluding PMC, toxic megacolon, bowel perforation, and sepsis (7–
9). Asymptomatic carriage of C. difficile is also common in health
care settings and may play a role in CDI transmission (11).

There are many risk factors for the development of CDI, includ-
ing comorbidities, surgical and nonsurgical gastrointestinal pro-
cedures, duration of hospital stay, admission to an intensive care
unit (ICU), immunocompromised status (particularly oncology
and hematology patients), and advanced age (�65 years of age)
(12, 13). Antimicrobial exposure is the single most important risk
factor for the acquisition of CDI due to the disruption and dys-
biosis of endogenous colonic microbiota (colonization resis-
tance), allowing C. difficile to colonize and proliferate (12). Almost
all antimicrobials have been implicated, especially those with high
gut concentrations and activity against bowel flora to which C.
difficile is resistant, including clindamycin, penicillin, ampicillin,
amoxicillin, cephalosporins, and, for some strains, fluoroquino-
lones (14, 15).

C. difficile forms spores that are resistant to desiccation, ex-
tremes of temperature, and many chemicals and disinfectants (16,
17). Spores are highly transmissible and responsible for contami-
nation of health care environments, often persisting for long pe-
riods of time and contributing to the burden of disease (2, 17, 18).

Current treatment options for CDI include antimicrobial ther-
apy (vancomycin, metronidazole, or fidaxomicin) and restoration
of colonic microbiota through fecal microbiota transplantation
(FMT) (19–21). Phage therapy and treatment with monoclonal
antibodies are also active areas of interest (22, 23). In up to 20% of
fulminant colitis cases, surgical intervention (subtotal colectomy,
resection, and/or ileostomy) is required (24).

CDI is mediated by the production of two large clostridial tox-
ins (LCTs), TcdA and TcdB, which, following expression, inacti-
vate host cell GTP-binding proteins, resulting in actin disassem-
bly, enterocyte apoptosis, and severe inflammation (25–27). In
some strains, a third unrelated binary toxin (cytolethal distending
toxin [CDT]) is produced. The exact role of CDT in pathogenesis
remains unclear; however, it is thought to be involved in epithelial
adhesion (25, 27, 28). Additionally, variations in flagella, sporula-
tion factors, and adhesins are thought to play a role in virulence
(27, 29, 30).

An optimal diagnostic strategy for laboratory detection of CDI
remains controversial (31). Current guidelines recommend PCR-
based methods to detect the toxin-encoding genes tcdA and tcdB,
either alone or in conjunction with a toxin detection enzyme im-
munoassay (EIA) (20, 24, 32). Culture of the bacterium from feces
does not differentiate toxigenic from nontoxigenic bacteria or
asymptomatic carriers from those with CDI; however, it provides
an isolate for epidemiological typing.

Methods for Determining Strain Relatedness

Several typing methods have been used to investigate the epide-
miology, genetic diversity, and evolution of C. difficile. Some

methods are based on macroanalysis of genome architecture (re-
striction endonuclease analysis [REA] and pulsed-field gel elec-
trophoresis [PFGE]), while some focus on analysis of single re-
gions within the genome (PCR ribotyping and toxinotyping).
Sequence-based methods provide differentiation of strains on a
single-nucleotide level and can target multiple loci (multilocus
sequence typing [MLST] and multilocus variable-number tan-
dem-repeat analysis [MLVA]) or even the entire length of the
bacterial genome (whole-genome sequencing [WGS]) (33, 34).
Strain nomenclature is often based on one or more of these
schemes, as shown by the designation for epidemic strain C. diffi-
cile 027/BI/NAP1, where 027 refers to the PCR ribotype (RT), BI
refers to the restriction endonuclease group, and NAP1 refers to
the North American pulsotype. The applications, limitations, and
future perspectives of these techniques have been extensively de-
scribed elsewhere (33–38), including an excellent 2013 review by
Knetsch and colleagues (33).

For C. difficile, PFGE and PCR ribotyping have been most
widely adopted methods in North America and the rest of the
world, respectively. In PFGE, chromosomal DNA is digested by
restriction endonucleases such as SmaI, and DNA fragments are
separated in an agarose medium under a pulsed electric current,
producing a strain-specific fingerprint or pulsotype (33). PFGE
provides a highly discriminatory method for surveillance of CDI
outbreaks and tracking of patient transmission events (33, 34).
PCR ribotyping exploits the variations in the intergenic spacer
region (ISR) located between the 16S and 23S rRNA genes, result-
ing in a RT-specific set of amplicons after PCR amplification (39).
It is worth noting, however, that the use of the word “intergenic”
in this context may be misleading, as for some isolates, numerous
tRNA genes have been identified in this region (40). The collation
of existing and the assignment of new RTs were the responsibilities
of the Public Health Laboratory Service Anaerobe Reference Unit
in Cardiff, United Kingdom; however, these responsibilities have
now moved to the Health Protection Agency-funded C. difficile
Ribotype Network (CDRN) based in Leeds, United Kingdom.
Currently, there are �600 RTs in the CDRN database (W. Fawley,
personal communication). RT nomenclature is under constant
review, and recently, there has been a concerted effort to reconcile
conventional (agarose-based) and newer (capillary-based) library
data.

Toxinotyping is a restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP)-based PCR method for differentiating C. difficile strains
on the basis of variability in restriction sites in the 19.6-kb patho-
genicity locus (PaLoc) (with respect to a reference strain, VPI
10463, toxinotype 0). Currently, 31 variant toxinotypes have been
described (types I to XXXI) (41, 42).

MLST is a robust and accurate typing method for identifying
clonal relationships among strains of bacteria. For C. difficile,
MLST has discriminatory power comparable to that of PCR ri-
botyping and provides unambiguous data that are easily shared
between laboratories (33). Based on an earlier scheme described
by Lemee et al. (43), the scheme developed by Griffiths et al. (44),
in which sequence types (STs) are assigned based on allelic vari-
ants of seven highly conserved housekeeping genes (adk, atpA,
dxr, glyA, recA, sodA, and tpi), has been widely adopted for study-
ing CDI epidemiology (44–47). Furthermore, a large, well-cu-
rated database (PubMLST [http://pubmlst.org/]) provides simple
and rapid ST assignment and allows submission of novel alleles.

MLVA and in silico typing based on WGS (single nucleotide
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polymorphism [SNP] typing, MLVA, and MLST) currently offer
the highest level of bacterial strain discrimination and are power-
ful tools for studying transmission events in C. difficile (35) and
other important global pathogens, including Staphylococcus au-
reus (48), Mycobacterium tuberculosis (49), and Escherichia coli
(50). In the last decade, with the advent of high-throughput or
“next-generation” sequencing (NGS) methods such as the Roche
454 and Illumina methods, the number of sequenced C. difficile
genomes has risen sharply. To date, several fully “closed” high-
quality genomes have been reported (see the section on the C.
difficile genome, below); however, of the thousands of individual
genomes currently archived in online depositories such as
GenBank and the Sequence Read Archive (SRA), the vast majority
remain incomplete or “draft” genomes. While adequate for most
studies, these draft genomes present some challenges in determin-
ing “complete” genomic content, and whole-genome phyloge-
netic inferences should be made with this limitation in mind (51).

For C. difficile, the NGS era has contributed to significant ad-
vances in a number of key areas, many of which are discussed
below. WGS has helped to define the architecture, diversity, con-

servation, and plasticity of the C. difficile genome; describe the

mechanisms and forces influencing the evolution of the C. difficile

core and pangenome; and provide a robust global phylogeny, par-

ticularly of virulent and epidemic lineages. Moreover, WGS has

built upon knowledge from MLST studies; improved our under-

standing of CDI outbreaks, transmission, and recurrence; and fur-

ther highlighted the potential for zoonotic transmission of C. dif-

ficile.

C. DIFFICILE PHYLOGENOMICS AND STRAIN DIVERSITY

The C. difficile Genome

In 2006, Sebaihia and colleagues described the first fully se-

quenced and annotated closed genome of C. difficile (strain 630;

RT012) (52). This virulent, highly transmissible, and multidrug-

resistant strain of C. difficile was originally isolated in 1982 from a

patient with PMC in Zurich, Switzerland. Sequencing and anno-

tation of strain 630 revealed a large circular chromosome of

4,290,252 bp (4.3 Mb), 3,776 putative protein-coding sequences

(CDSs), and a GC content of 29.06% (Fig. 1) (52). A circular

FIG 1 Circular illustration of the 4.3-Mb chromosome of C. difficile strain 630. The concentric circles are as follows (from the outside in): circles 1 and 2, 3,776
putative CDSs (transcribed clockwise and counterclockwise); circle 3, CDSs shared with other sequenced Clostridia (blue); circle 4, CDSs unique to C. difficile
(red); circle 5, mobile elements (red/pale red, transposons; pink, prophages; brown, partial prophages/transposons; blue, skin element; magenta, genomic
island); circle 6, RNA genes (blue, rRNAs; red, tRNAs; purple, stable RNAs); circles 7 and 8, G�C content/GC deviation (plotted using a 10-kb window).
(Reproduced from reference 52 by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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plasmid (pCD630) of 7,881 bp containing 11 CDSs was also iden-
tified (52). Five years later, Monot and colleagues (53) reanno-
tated the genome of strain 630 by using a combined transcrip-
tomic and proteomic approach to update the putative functions of
�500 previously putative or unknown genes. Since this time, sev-
eral other genomes ranging in size from 4.1 to 4.3 Mbp have been
fully sequenced and annotated: CD37 (RT009; isolated in the
United States in 1980), M68 (RT017; isolated in Ireland in 2006),
CF5 (RT017; isolated in Belgium in 1995), M120 (RT078; isolated
in the United Kingdom in 2007), G46 (RT027; isolated in the
United Kingdom in 2006) (54), R20291 (RT027; isolated in the
United Kingdom in 2006), 196 (RT027; isolated in France in
1985), 2007855 (RT027; isolated in the United States in 2007), and
BI1 (RT027; isolated in the United States in 1988) (55–57). Refer-
ence genomes such as those of strains 630 and M120 play an im-
portant role in the NGS data analysis pipeline. They comprise an
unambiguous and contiguous sequence of known nucleotides
spanning the entire chromosome and plasmids (if present), there-
fore providing an extremely high-quality reference for mapping of
draft genomes.

As was the case with strain 630, WGS of these C. difficile strains
revealed much about the architecture of the C. difficile genome. C.
difficile has a highly dynamic and mosaic genome comprising a
high proportion (�11% in strain 630) of mobile genetic elements.
These include bacteriophages, group I introns, insertion se-
quences (IS), sigK intervening (skin) elements, clustered regularly
interspersed short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-cas elements,
genomic islands, and transposable and conjugative elements, ac-
companied by an extensive range of accessory genes (52, 53, 55, 58,
59).

Many of the CDSs identified in the genome of C. difficile are
associated with adaptation and proliferation in the gastrointesti-
nal tract (germination, adhesion, and growth) and survival in
challenging suboptimal environments (endospore formation)
(52, 53). These findings support the view that C. difficile lives
within a highly dynamic niche and is able to spend a long time
coexisting with its host (52). This is in contrast to the genome of
Clostridium botulinum, where many of the genes unique to this
species encode proteins associated with rapid killing (cytolysins
and neurotoxin) and saprophytic feeding (extracellular proteases
and chitinases). Moreover, the genome of C. botulinum is much
more stable than that of C. difficile, reflecting the short-lived host
association compared to that of C. difficile (60).

Large genomes are typically indicative of a bacterium that is able
to adapt to and thrive in multiple, often adverse, environments, as
seen with Pseudomonas aeruginosa (genome size, 6.3 Mb) (61).
This is also true for C. difficile, with a genome up to 42% larger
than those of other closely related clostridial species such as C.
bifermentans and C. sticklandii and larger than those of most other
Firmicutes (62, 63). This large, complex genome reflects the ability
of the bacterium to survive, often for long periods of time, within
a diverse range of human, animal, and abiotic environments.

The PaLoc

Encompassing a 19.6-kb region of the chromosome, the PaLoc has
received significant attention, as it contains the genes encoding the
major virulence factors toxin A and toxin B and thus plays an
essential role in the pathogenesis of CDI. The PaLoc is present in
all toxigenic strains but absent in nontoxigenic strains, where it is
replaced by a 115-bp noncoding and highly conserved region

known as the integration site (26, 64, 65). In addition to tcdA and
tcdB, which encode toxins A and B, respectively, the PaLoc con-
tains three other genes, tcdR, tcdE, and tcdC, as well as
CD630_06620, a putative N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase
identified during the reannotation of the C. difficile 630 genome
(53). While tcdR encodes an RNA polymerase sigma factor, a pos-
itive regulator of toxin expression (66), tcdE encodes a protein
structurally and functionally similar to holin proteins found in
bacteriophages (67), and tcdC is considered to be a negative regu-
lator of toxin expression (68–70). For several years, strains with an
aberrant tcdC gene (deletions and premature stop codons) have
been linked to hypervirulence, although this has been disputed
(71, 72). In addition to tcdC mutations, variations in tcdB (specif-
ically the receptor-binding domain [RBD]) have also been associ-
ated with a hypervirulence phenotype (45, 73). These hyperviru-
lence-promoting locus variants are common in certain RTs and
have a strikingly congruent association with specific clades (45).

Interestingly, there has been very recent direct evidence that
toxin synthesis in C. difficile is modulated by an accessory gene
regulator (agr) quorum-signaling system distinct from the PaLoc
(74). In C. difficile, the agr locus comprises genes encoding a quo-
rum signal generation pathway (agrB and agrD) and genes encod-
ing a quorum response pathway (agrA and agrC) (74). agr-medi-
ated quorum signaling presents an advantageous mechanism for
C. difficile toxin production, as there is a fitness advantage through
coordinating information about cell density and synchronizing
gene expression on a population level rather than on a single-cell
level (74). Notably, significant differences in agr locus content
between hypervirulent strains (RT027 and RT017 [agrBDAC])
and nonhypervirulent strains (RT012 [agrBD]) have been de-
scribed, which may suggest a role for quorum sensing in the evo-
lution of virulent lineages (74, 75).

Ultralow Level of Genome Conservation

C. difficile can be defined by its pangenome, the genetic repertoire
of the species or “gene pool.” The pangenome is comprised of a
core genome (those genes present in all isolates) and an accessory
or adaptive genome (genes absent from one or more strains or
unique to a particular strain) (76). Scaria et al. (77), using mi-
croarray and WGS data derived from a small but diverse collection
of clinical and animal strains, estimated that the C. difficile pange-
nome is comprised of 9,640 CDSs. This figure is comparable to
that for Salmonella enterica (n � 9,966) and higher than those for
Staphylococcus aureus (n � 4,221) and Streptococcus pneumoniae
(n � 3,934) (78). However, this figure is likely an underestimate
based on the narrow geographic area (United States and United
Kingdom) from which most of the strains originated. Further-
more, as discussed below, C. difficile possesses an “open” genome
with extreme levels of plasticity, with access to and frequent ex-
change with multiple host environments and bacterial gene pools.
Consequently, as more C. difficile strains from divergent lineages
and diverse animal and environmental sources are sequenced, this
estimate will likely increase.

Estimates of the size of the core genome of C. difficile are many
orders of magnitude lower (�600 to 3,000 CDSs) (57, 77, 79).
Stabler et al. (73) and Janvilisri et al. (80) showed that much of the
core CDSs in C. difficile encode proteins involved in essential cel-
lular processes such as metabolism, biosynthesis, DNA replica-
tion, transport, and cell division as well as processes associated
with pathogenicity (colonization, adhesion, motility, and antibi-
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otic resistance), indicating their essential role. In addition, many
of the core genes show divergent sequences that may indicate host
adaption and specificity (80). As with the pangenome, the size of
the core genome is influenced by the strains analyzed. Thus, it is
probable that as strains belonging to divergent phylogenetic lin-
eages are sequenced, the size of the core genome will likely de-
crease further.

The contrasting estimates of the sizes of the pan- and core ge-
nomes of C. difficile highlight the ultralow levels of genome con-
servation in this species. To date, three studies have used compar-
ative genomic hybridization (CGH) to measure the size of the
genome in C. difficile, with estimates that the amount of shared
core genome of C. difficile might be as low as 16%, lower than that
of any bacterial species described to date (52, 73, 80). An ultralow
level of conservation is rare in bacteria, even in species considered
to have high levels of genetic variability, e.g., Campylobacter jejuni
(59.2%), Helicobacter pylori (58.5%), Streptococcus pneumoniae
(46.5%), and E. coli (�40.0%) (81–83), and is more typical for
phylogenetic distances between genera within a family rather than
strains within a species. Such large phylogenetic distances be-
tween C. difficile lineages threaten the very definition of C. difficile
as a species and support recently suggested taxonomic revisions
(84–87).

Taxonomy

The Clostridium group represents an ancient prokaryotic lineage,
estimated to have diverged from the bacterial domain 2.34 Ga
(billion years) ago, earlier than the Escherichia, Campylobacter,
and Helicobacter groups (ca. 1.37 to 1.89 Ga) and around the time
when concentrations of molecular oxygen in the atmosphere be-
gan to increase (88). Described under the phylum Firmicutes, the
class Clostridia incorporates a group of obligately anaerobic, en-
dospore-forming (and thus resistant to desiccation), Gram-posi-
tive organisms. Classification of Clostridia was initially made
based on these phenotypic characteristics; however, 16S rRNA
sequencing showed that the Clostridia were phylogenetically inco-
herent and required significant taxonomic revision (86). Accord-
ing to the scheme of Collins et al. (86), C. difficile belongs to cluster
XI, which represents a taxonomically heterogeneous group more
closely related to the non-spore-forming species Peptostreptococ-
cus anaerobius and Eubacterium tenue than the type species of the
Clostridia, Clostridium butyricum. Notably, by this scheme, C. dif-
ficile does not cluster with many other familiar clostridial species,
such as C. botulinum, C. tetani, and C. perfringens, all of which can
be pathogenic for humans and animals via toxin-mediated viru-
lence mechanisms.

Bergey’s Manual of Systematic Bacteriology (87) now places C.
difficile in the Peptostreptococcaceae along with a number of other
Clostridium species, including C. bifermentans, C. glycolicum, C.
bartlettii, C. sordellii, and C. sticklandii, as well as members of the
genera Eubacterium, Peptostreptococcus, Sporacetigenium, and Fili-
factor. In 2013, further taxonomic revision of the Clostridia was
called for, with a proposed name change from Clostridium to Pep-
toclostridium (85) for C. difficile. Despite NCBI taxonomy adopt-
ing this name change, it appears unlikely that the C. difficile com-
munity will follow.

Phylogenetics and Molecular Epidemiology

C. difficile has a clonal population structure. In 2004, Lemee et al.
(43) conducted the first analysis of C. difficile isolates using MLST.

Those authors identified three distinct phylogenetic lineages but
noted that geographical affiliation, host species, or a particular
phenotype (e.g., strains causing severe disease) was not associated
with any particular lineage. In 2006, Stabler and colleagues (73),
using DNA microarrays, a Bayesian evolutionary model, and a
more diverse C. difficile population, identified four phylogenetic
lineages or clades. The majority of STs clustered into a single het-
erogeneous lineage, but the remaining three represented emergent
virulent lineages: RT017 (ST-37), RT027 (ST-1), and a more dis-
tantly related group, RT078 (ST-11) (73). Later, the same authors
undertook a phylogenetic analysis of C. difficile WGS data and
confirmed the lineage topology known at that time (four clades)
and, in addition, provided a more in-depth and robust phylogeny
(57). Through evaluation of WGS data from six strains represent-
ing these four clades, calculations of the evolutionary distance
between the clades were made. Based on these and other data, the
last common ancestor was estimated to have emerged somewhere
between 1.1 and 85 Ma (million years) ago (57). However, it is
worth noting that methods for dating bacteria are imperfect and
based on models and assumptions about evolutionary rates (in
this case divergence of orthologous genes between C. difficile and
C. tetani), which may not be entirely accurate.

Using a different MLST scheme, Griffiths and colleagues (44)
identified an additional lineage containing toxigenic RT023
(ST22), bringing the total number of clades to five. This popula-
tion structure has since been confirmed by other studies, includ-
ing some using WGS (45, 46, 89), and has been summarized in a
recent review by Janezic and Rupnik (90). MLST clade 1 repre-
sents a highly heterogeneous cluster of toxigenic and nontoxigenic
STs (numbering over 100) and RTs, including many of clinical
significance, such as RT014 (tcdA positive [A�], tcdB positive
[B�], and cdtA and cdtB negative [CDT�]; STs 2, 14, and 49),
RT002 (A� B� CDT�; ST8), and RT018 (A� B� CDT�; ST17), all
of which are RTs consistently among the most frequently recov-
ered from patients with CDI (91–94). Clade 2 contains hyperviru-
lent RT027 (A� B� CDT�; ST1) and several other RTs of clinical
importance, including RT244 (A� B� CDT�; ST41) and RT176
(A� B� CDT�; ST1) (95, 96). To date, clade 3 has received little
interest in comparison, but this clade contains RT023 (A� B�

CDT�; ST5 and ST22), which has been isolated from humans in
Europe (92). Clade 4 contains RT017 (ST37), which has a variant
toxin profile (A� B� CDT�) and is often clindamycin and fluo-
roquinolone resistant. Despite the absence of toxin A and binary
toxin expression, RT017 causes widespread disease; has been as-
sociated with outbreaks in Europe (97, 98), North America (99),
and Argentina (100); and is responsible for much of the CDI bur-
den in Asia (94). Clade 5, containing RT078 (ST11), has been the
focus of much interest because of its significant divergence from
the other clades and its association with animals, particularly live-
stock (101). However, recent MLST and WGS studies have shown
that clade 5 is more heterogeneous than first thought, including
not only RT078 but also numerous RTs (RT033, RT045, RT066,
RT126, RT127, RT237, RT280, RT281, and RT288) from a diverse
collection of clinical, animal, and food sources worldwide (46,
102, 103).

Some clade 5 strains show an atypical arrangement of the
PaLoc, specifically the genes for LCTs A and B. RT237, which has
been recovered from pigs and humans in Australia, is positive for
toxin B but negative for toxin A (A� B�) while also possessing
binary toxin (CDT�) (104). In RT033 and RT288, CDT is present;
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however, the entire tcdB gene and the majority of tcdA are absent
(41, 105). RT033 was recently isolated from a cluster of six epide-
miologically unrelated cases of CDI in France, suggesting that de-
spite the absence of LCTs, there remains a pathogenic potential
(105). Additionally, the prevalence and clinical burden of these
two LCT-negative, CDT-positive RTs are likely to be underesti-
mated. A recent study by Androga et al. (106) found that current
molecular diagnostic assays (which rely on amplification of the
toxin A and B genes) fail to detect C. difficile RT033.

More recently, there have been reports of two novel lineages.
One lineage, designated clade 6, contained a single ST (ST122;
RT131) and appeared as a sister lineage to clades 1 and 2 (47).
Recently, its status has been questioned, as in another study, ST-
122 was not an outlier but rather part of heterogeneous clade 1 or
possibly a hybrid of clades 1 and 2 (107). The other novel lineage,
designated C-I, as it was reminiscent of the cryptic clades of E. coli
(107), was highly divergent, entirely nontoxigenic, and potentially
a new species or subspecies of C. difficile (107). Figure 2 shows the
currently described C. difficile population structure of six clades
(107).

MLST demonstrates the high level of genetic diversity within
the species and shows that RTs are clade specific (45). Recently,
however, the concept of clonal C. difficile lineages has been ex-
tended to include more than just RT affiliations. Kurka et al. (108)
examined the genomes of strains belonging to 21 different RTs
from different MLST lineages, looking at differences in a number
of conserved genes, including rpoA and gyrB, encoding RNA poly-
merase A and gyrase B, respectively. Those authors found that
strains with the same sequence deviations in these and many other
genes clustered into groups which mirrored the RT diversity in-
ferred by MLST; e.g., all strains of RT126, RT127, and RT033
(clade 5) clustered together. This is interesting, as it shows that RT
is indicative of not only differences in the amplified 16S-23S rRNA
gene ISR but also specific differences in the nucleotide sequences
of a number of conserved genes. Similarly, gene variations in hy-
pervirulent RT027 and RT078 are MLST lineage specific (109).

MECHANISMS SHAPING DIVERSITY AND EVOLUTION IN C.

DIFFICILE

The remarkable genetic diversity in the C. difficile genome mirrors
the wide variety of phenotypes, ecological adaptations, and phys-
iological versatilities seen in this species. This diversity is a result of
the acquisition of foreign DNA coding for novel phenotypes and
has been shaped over long and short time periods by mechanisms
of lateral gene flux, such as homologous recombination and hor-
izontal gene transfer (HGT) (45, 57, 107, 110).

Transposable Elements

Of the numerous genetic elements found in the genome of C.
difficile, many are transposable and can change their position
within the genome. Some C. difficile transposons (Tns) are mobi-
lizable, meaning that they rely on complex host-mediated mech-
anisms for conjugation and full mobility (111, 112). Some ele-
ments are self-transmissible and are known as conjugative
transposons (CTns) or integrative and conjugative elements
(ICEs). CTns are capable of excision, transfer, and integration into
the genome of C. difficile and species of other genera through the
expression of integrase (int), excisionase (xis), and, in some ele-
ments, a site-specific recombinase (tndX) (113). Consequently,
there is the potential for various bacteria to acquire new DNA

from the highly diverse C. difficile pangenome as well as allowing
C. difficile to acquire genes from the intestinal metagenome (114).
Many C. difficile mobilizable transposons and CTns have been
found throughout different lineages, including those that are sep-
arated by large phylogenetic distances, e.g., clades 1 to 4 and clade
5, suggesting insertion of the element prior to clade divergence
(45, 57).

The introduction of these elements into the C. difficile genome
leads to numerous heritable changes not only in the acquisition of
new, possibly advantageous genes but also, as in the case of inser-
tion within an open reading frame (ORF), in gene disruption and
phenotypic alteration (112, 114). Dissemination of these elements
and their accessory genes by lateral transfer has significantly con-
tributed to the genetic diversity seen in C. difficile and possibly
contributed to the success of C. difficile as an opportunistic patho-
gen (52, 73, 112, 114, 115).

Exposure to antimicrobials has a significant role in the patho-
genesis of CDI, and resistance should be considered a virulence
factor, as it is in other nosocomial infections such as those caused
by extended-spectrum-�-lactamase- and carbapenemase-pro-
ducing Enterobacteriaceae (12, 116). Unlike these and other re-
lated pathogens, resistance to antimicrobials in C. difficile is un-
usual in that it is mediated predominantly by Tns as opposed to
plasmids (52, 112, 114). Through traditional PCR- and, more re-
cently, WGS-based studies, numerous Tns associated with anti-
microbial resistance in C. difficile have been described, including
Tn916 {tetracycline resistance [tet(M)]} (117), Tn4453a/b (chlor-
amphenicol resistance) (118), Tn5397 [tet(M)] (119), TnB1230
[tet(W)] (120), and Tn5398. Tn5398, first described in 1995, con-
tains two copies of erm(B), which encodes a 23S rRNA methylase
conferring the MLS (macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin B)
phenotype, the most common resistance type in C. difficile (112,
121). Tn6215 also carrying erm(B) was reported to be transferred
between C. difficile strains by bacteriophage-mediated transduc-
tion (115). Tn6218 is a stably integrated transposon with a num-
ber of described variants occupying different PaLoc-independent
chromosome locations in different RTs (107). In addition to
erm(B), some variants of Tn6218 also possess the cfr gene. cfr en-
codes a methyltransferase that alters binding sites within the bac-
terial ribosome, resulting in resistance to clindamycin, florfenicol,
and chloramphenicol (122). The cfr gene has been found previ-
ously in many Gram-positive and -negative bacteria (122), partic-
ularly in plasmids of Staphylococcus spp. (123), but this was the
first description of it in C. difficile (107). Recently, Marin et al.
(124) reported reduced susceptibility to linezolid (MIC, 6 to 16
mg/liter) in 9/891 clinical isolates of C. difficile. These 9 strains
belonged to RT001, RT017, and RT078, and they all possessed the
cfr gene, which showed 100% sequence identity with a fragment of
Tn6218 (124).

Several other putative transposons have also been described.
Analysis of the genome of C. difficile strain 630 identified six pu-
tative CTns (CTn1, CTn2, CTn4, CTn5, CTn6, and Ctn7) associ-
ated with genes encoding efflux pumps and ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporters, which confer resistance to tetracycline, chlor-
amphenicol, and erythromycin (52, 53). One of these putative
CTns, Tn6164, contains aminoglycoside and tetracycline resis-
tance genes. In reference strain M120, Tn6164 is located in a novel
106-kb genetic island that is made up largely of mobile elements
from nonclostridial species such as Streptococcus pneumoniae, En-
terococcus faecalis, and Thermoanaerobacter sp. (125). The pres-
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ence of this element was found to vary in porcine and human
strains of RT078, and this element was absent from other RTs.
Notably, although patient numbers were small, patients infected
with strains containing Tn6164 had higher rates of mortality (29%

versus 3%) (125). Another CTn of interest is Tn6194, the most
common erm(B)-containing element in clinical isolates in Euro-
pean hospitals (126). Tn6194 has been associated with epidemic
RT027, particularly in strains belonging to a lineage isolated in the

FIG 2 Phylogenetic tree showing representatives of six currently described C. difficile clades and the relationship between toxigenic and nontoxigenic isolates. A
maximum likelihood tree was generated from the alignment of 1,426 core genes of 73 C. difficile isolates. Isolates represented extremes of clinical severity,
geographic diversity, and toxigenic status. Clades are indicated by their designated number. Nontoxigenic isolates are indicated by black branches. Toxigenic
isolates are indicated by branches colored according to clade. The ST and RT (in parentheses) of a well-characterized representative of each clade are indicated.
(Reproduced from reference 107 by permission of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution.)
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United States and Asia (57). In addition to erm(B), Tn6194 carries
genes proposed to function as recombinases and integrases, sug-
gesting the potential to travel laterally between C. difficile strains
(intraspecies transfer) (57, 127). This potential has been con-
firmed by the successful excision and transfer of Tn6194 in strain
630 (114). More recently, Tn6194 has been shown to be capable of
inter- and intraspecies transfer. Wasels and colleagues (128)
transferred a variant of Tn6194 (identified in the genome of a
RT001 strain) into the genomes of strains with two different C.
difficile RTs as well as a strain of E. faecalis (128).

630�erm is a macrolide-susceptible C. difficile mutant derived
from strain 630, which has often been used as a tractable strain for
genetic analysis of C. difficile. In a recent study by van Eijk et al.
(129), WGS revealed that CTn5 is one of several genetic features
that might explain the underlying phenotypic differences between
630 and its erythromycin-sensitive derivative. Specifically, it was
shown that in 630, CTn5 resides within an adhesin (CD1844);
however, in 630�erm, the same transposon can be found inter-
rupting the methyltransferase gene rumA (129).

Bacteriophages

Another important component of the C. difficile mobilome is bac-
teriophages (phages). Phages have coevolved with C. difficile over
very long periods of time, and phage infection is an inherent part
of the natural history and biology of C. difficile (22, 130). Phages
are capable of mediating HGT via a process known as transduc-
tion, whereby host DNA is packaged into the head particle of a
phage and subsequently inserted into the genome of a recipient
cell. Consequently, the acquisition of phages by and their loss
from the C. difficile genome are significant genetic events that have
impacted host evolution (22, 130).

C. difficile carries a diverse collection of phages, including numer-
ous members of the Siphoviridae and Myoviridae families, such as
	C2, 	MMP04, 	CD119, 	CDHM1, 	CD38-2, and 	CD27,
ranging in size from 31 to 56 kbp with a GC content not dissimilar
to that of the C. difficile genome (28 to 30%) (52, 57, 73, 113,
131–133). Despite the absence of proven virulence factors in C.
difficile phage genomes, there is increasing evidence that phages
may play a role in C. difficile pathogenesis. All sequenced phages
identified in the genome of C. difficile have contained putative
integrase genes, suggesting that they have access to the lysogenic
life-style (113). Recently, phage 	C2, which is common to clinical
strains of C. difficile, has been shown to mediate the transfer of
Tn6215 containing erm(B) between two laboratory strains of C.
difficile (115). Viral DNA identical to that of phages (	MMP02
and 	MMP04) found within C. difficile has been recovered from
stool samples obtained from patients with CDI, indicating that
these phages are induced during infection. Furthermore, the in
vitro induction of these phages was increased significantly in the
presence of fluoroquinolone antimicrobials, demonstrating how
the established CDI risk factor of antimicrobial exposure may in-
fluence phage biology and may ultimately promote phage-medi-
ated HGT (113). Notably, Hargreaves et al. (134) describe the
presence of agr homologues in the genome of phage 	CDHM1. In
C. difficile, the agr locus is responsible for modulating the expres-
sion of 75 genes associated with various cellular functions, such as
flagellum assembly and toxin synthesis, particularly during late
exponential growth (113). It is hypothesized that the expression of
these agr-like genes during phage lysogeny may influence gene
expression in the host bacterium through a quorum-signaling

mechanism (113, 134). Moreover, phages 	CD119, 	CD38-2,
and 	CD27 have been shown to modulate toxin production in C.
difficile; however, the genetic basis of these interactions is not yet
understood (113, 134).

Few studies to date have investigated the host range of C. difficile
phages. Some phages have been shown to infect strains of multiple
RTs, and phages have been recovered from human, animal, and
environmental populations of C. difficile (131, 132). As a result of
the coevolution of phages and their hosts, many species of bacte-
ria, including C. difficile, have developed ways to resist infection.
In C. difficile, it was recently shown that strain specificity for
phages and the host’s ability to resist infection are likely defined by
the number, distribution, and diversity of CRISPRs (135). Often
associated with cas proteins, the CRISPR-cas system utilizes a se-
ries of phage-specific spacers (CRISPR array) to identify and de-
grade spacer homologues found in phage DNA, a mechanism
reminiscent of RNA interference (RNAi) in eukaryotes and hy-
pothesized to be a putative bacterial adaptive immunity system
(135, 136). Hargreaves and colleagues (135) recently showed that
some phages can evade CRISPRs through polymorphisms in
spacer regions. Remarkably, those authors also showed that some
C. difficile prophages possess CRISPR arrays of their own, which, if
fully functional, present a mechanism that can influence infection
by other phages. Given the role of phages in mediating HGT, the
interaction between C. difficile CRISPR arrays and phages has un-
doubtedly impacted the evolution of C. difficile, particularly the
extent of HGT.

Homologous Recombination

Homologous recombination is a powerful driver for shaping ge-
netic diversity in a wide variety of bacteria and archaea, ranging
from commensal opportunistic pathogens to free-living terrestrial
and marine extremophiles (110). The ratio of the nucleotide sub-
stitution rate as a result of recombination to that as a result of
mutation (r/m) is a measure of the rate of homologous recombi-
nation in sequence diversification in bacteria, which varies con-
siderably among species (110). For C. difficile, this rate has been
estimated to be 0.2 (110) or slightly higher (0.63 to 1.13) (57).
These rates are low compared to those of other gut pathogens such
as Vibrio parahaemolyticus (39.8), S. enterica (30.2), and H. pylori
(13.6) but comparable to those of other Firmicutes such as E.
faecalis (0.6) and S. aureus (0.1) (110). For C. difficile, the r/m is
perhaps an underestimation resulting from the geographical seg-
regation of global C. difficile populations, and as many studies
have now illustrated, homologous recombination has played a
very significant role in shaping the evolution of genes associated
with gastrointestinal adaptation and virulence potential in C. dif-
ficile.

Many C. difficile genes and associated operons show a mosaic
structure that could have arisen only by homologous recombina-
tion. In recent years, much attention has been paid to investigating
the evolution and phylogeny of these areas of the genome, partic-
ularly the PaLoc. Recently, Brouwer et al. (137) demonstrated that
the PaLoc is capable of being transferred between C. difficile
strains by a conjugation-like mechanism. Those authors were able
to demonstrate the transfer of the PaLoc from a toxigenic C. dif-
ficile strain (630�erm) to three nontoxigenic strains (RT009
[CD37], RT138, and RT140). Analysis by a cytotoxic assay re-
vealed that the resulting transconjugants produced toxin B at lev-
els similar to that of the donor strain (137). Analysis of the
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transconjugants showed that the PaLoc was transferred on vari-
ably sized DNA fragments (range, 66 to 272 kbp) and was not
contained within an obvious mobile element. Those authors
noted that in 630�erm strains, the regions immediately upstream
and downstream of the PaLoc were homologous to regions of
chromosomal DNA in nontoxigenic strain CD37, thus facilitating
recombination and integration of the PaLoc within this region
(137). Such chromosomal transfer of the PaLoc is reminiscent of
the high-frequency recombination (Hfr) of bacterial chromo-
somes mediated by CTns and followed by homologous recombi-
nation, as seen in bacteria such as Vibrio cholerae (138) and Bac-
teroides sp. (139). CTn1, CTn2, and Tn5397 are possible
candidates for Hfr-mediated transfer, as they are in close proxim-
ity to the PaLoc and are transfer proficient (137). Evidence of
PaLoc transfer between strains by this mechanism is thought to be
occurring in wild populations and is a key driver of evolution in
the C. difficile genome (45, 57). Furthermore, there are elements
analogous to the C. difficile PaLoc in other closely related species,
notably the tcdA- and tcdB-related toxin genes in C. novyi, C.
perfringens, and C. sordellii (140), which suggests that the PaLoc in
C. difficile may have arisen by interspecies recombination. When
present, the PaLoc is always found at the same chromosomal lo-
cation (45, 64); however, the presence and composition of the
PaLoc vary between isolates and in some instances even among
isolates of the same ST (107), again reflecting the genetic diversity
within the species.

Recently, the evolutionary history of the PaLoc has been recon-
structed (107). Dingle and colleagues compared the core genomes
and PaLoc phylogenies of �1,600 toxigenic and nontoxigenic iso-
lates from the United Kingdom and Australia. By using a subset of
these isolates with mixed toxigenic statuses representing all previ-
ously described clades, the distribution of the PaLoc among the C.
difficile population was assessed. Interestingly, the resulting phy-
logeny (which was based on a maximum likelihood alignment of
1,426 concatenated “core” genes) showed a highly divergent lin-
eage comprised only of nontoxigenic strains (C-I), while the re-
maining nontoxigenic strains were distributed alongside toxigenic
isolates in several clades (107) (Fig. 2).

Remarkably, further analysis of this data set identified 26 inde-
pendent events of PaLoc acquisition, exchange, and loss, the most
recent being �30 years ago in clade 1 (107). The overall PaLoc
phylogeny showed numerous clade-specific acquisitions, many
occurring after clades had diverged. For the most recent instances
of PaLoc exchange, several clade-specific homologous recombina-
tion events involved very long chromosomal fragments (up to 232
kb). Such large-scale recombination in the C. difficile genome has
been reported previously (57). In that instance, several large re-
gions of SNPs were observed throughout the core genome, sug-
gesting recent exchange between RTs, some of which were sepa-
rated by large phylogenetic distances. Such findings are significant
since they indicate that homologous recombination is a key driver
of C. difficile (and PaLoc) evolution and, thus, the virulence po-
tential of C. difficile (107).

The 16S-23S ISRs of C. difficile are highly variable, and differ-
ences in ISRs define the PCR ribotype (39, 141). Recently, it was
proposed that both inter- and intrastrain recombination events
have influenced the evolution of, and account for, the heteroge-
neity and mosaicism seen in the ISR (40). Similar recombination
events have been described for rRNA operons in other bacterial

species, including E. coli, Haemophilus parainfluenzae, and Vibrio
cholerae (40, 142).

Another example of homologous recombination driving ge-
netic diversity can be seen in the C. difficile S layer, a paracrystal-
line immunodominant cell surface antigen that is the basis of S-
layer typing and a component of serological typing in C. difficile
(143). The S layer forms an important interface between the bac-
terium and its host. It is thought that the S layer has a central role
in adaptation to life within the gastrointestinal tract and evolves in
response host immunological selection (144). The S layer is made
up of a number of S-layer proteins (SLPs), principally SlpA. SlpA
is encoded by the slpA gene located within a 36.6-kb cell wall
protein (cwp) gene cluster. In addition to slpA, the genes secA2
(encoding a secretory protein) and cwp66 (encoding an adhesin)
comprise a genetically variable 10-kb cassette (89). Recently,
through an analysis of genome sequence data, the extent of cwp
cluster diversity has been determined, at the same time providing
clues about the evolution of these important loci (89). Analysis of
the nucleotide sequences of the 10-kb slpA-cwp66-secA2 cassettes
from 58 genetically diverse C. difficile strains revealed 12 distinct
stable variants spread across five phylogenetic clades. These find-
ings suggest that frequent and independent horizontal transfer of
the cwp cluster has taken place throughout the C. difficile popula-
tion, a process referred to by the authors of that study as S-layer
switching (89). Adding to the diversity in this locus is the finding
of a novel cassette in three of the five clades that appeared to
encode components of a putative S-layer-glycosylating cluster, the
first such finding for a Clostridium species (89).

Forces of Selection

Clonal diversification is influenced by the process of natural selec-
tion, whereby synonymous nucleotide changes in CDSs evolve
under a neutral model of selection, while mutations that provide a
reproductive advantage or “fitness” are fixed in a bacterial lineage
by positive or Darwinian selection, and deleterious mutations in
the genome are subject to purifying or negative selection (145). To
date, a single study by He and colleagues (57) investigated the
selective forces acting on the C. difficile genome. To do so, those
authors used a robust codon-based substitution model of molec-
ular evolution to analyze CDSs from the nonrepetitive core ge-
nomes of 9 C. difficile isolates representing divergent clonal lin-
eages (MLST clades 1 to 5). The calculation of the relative ratio
(
 � dN/dS) of nonsynonymous substitutions (dN) and synony-
mous substitutions (dS) in these core CDSs allowed for inference
of signatures of selection. Between highly divergent lineages such
as clade 5 (strain M120) and clades 1 to 4 (including strains BI,
630, CD196, CF5, and M68), there was evidence of strong purify-
ing selection (mean 
 � 0.08). This paucity of dN in the core
genome of divergent strain M120 suggests a long divergence time
and further supports its status as an ancient lineage. In contrast,
between recently diverged clones (strains representing clades 1 to
4), the value of 
 was close to 1, indicating enrichment of dN in the
core genome of these lineages. While this may suggest that these
core CDSs were under neutral selection, it is probable that puri-
fying selection is somewhat delayed in these recently divergent
lineages due to insufficient evolutionary time passing for purging
of nonsynonymous substitutions (57). Those authors also noted
that selection was not homogenous in the core genome, with 12
CDSs under positive selection. These CDSs encode proteins asso-
ciated with the bacterial cell surface, membrane, and response
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regulators and likely reflect the influence of host immune selec-
tion on the C. difficile genome (57). It is worth pointing out that
this analysis was restricted to the core nonrepetitive genome of a
select group of C. difficile clones. It is highly likely that the acces-
sory genome and recombinant/repetitive parts of the core genome
that are heavily enriched with SNPs (40, 45, 57, 89, 107, 146, 147)
are under various degrees of purifying and Darwinian selection.

THE COMPLEX AND DYNAMIC EPIDEMIOLOGY OF CDI

Evolutionary History of Epidemic Lineage RT027

In the last 2 decades, RT027 (toxinotype III; ST-1 [MLST clade 2];
BI/NAP1; A� B� CDT�) has emerged as a major pathogen of
humans that has been associated with large, highly publicized out-
breaks of CDI, initially in North America and later in Europe
(148–150). One notable example was an outbreak of CDI at the
Stoke Mandeville hospital in the United Kingdom. In a 3-year
period spanning April 2003 to March 2006, 498 patients were
diagnosed with CDI while admitted to the hospital, 127 of whom
died (151). RT027 possesses a number of attributes that result in a
hypervirulent phenotype, including increased production of
LCTs (152), the presence of binary toxin (28), higher sporulation
rates (153, 154), aberrant forms of tcdC (69), production of toxin
B variants with an enhanced spectrum of cytotoxicity (155), and
mutations in the DNA gyrase resulting in fluoroquinolone resis-
tance (FQR) (156). Consequently, patients with RT027 infection
showed a poor response to treatment and a marked increase in
morbidity and mortality (148, 149).

The emergence and dissemination of RT027 brought about a
massive change in the global molecular epidemiology of C. diffi-
cile. This was likely a result of the culmination of a number of
events related to epidemiological, host, and pathogen factors, in
particular the selective pressure applied by the extensive use of
fluoroquinolone antimicrobials in health care settings as well as
human travel (157, 158). WGS has played a significant role in the
underlying genetic reasons behind this change. In 2009, Stabler
and colleagues (56) undertook a three-way genomic comparison
of a nonepidemic “historic” (1985) RT027 C. difficile strain
(CD196), a recent epidemic and hypervirulent RT027 strain
(R20291), and an RT012 strain (630), the genome of which had
been reported previously. Those authors aimed to relate genetic
differences in the genomes of these strains to phenotypic differ-
ences in antibiotic resistance, toxicity, survival, and motility. The
study identified five large genetic regions present within the recent
RT027 strain but absent from the preepidemic CD196 counter-
part, including transcriptional regulators, a unique phage island,
and a two-component regulatory system (56). Those authors
looked for the presence of these genetic markers in a larger set of C.
difficile RT027 genomes and found that many were acquired very
recently, potentially explaining the genetic basis for the emergence
of RT027 and its successful dissemination (56). In addition to the
acquisition of new genes, numerous point mutations and nucleo-
tide inversions have been identified within or upstream of putative
coding regions in epidemic strains of RT027, which likely result in
changes in gene functionality and phenotype (59).

In 2013, He et al. (127) sequenced the genomes of 151 C. difficile
RT027 strains collected from 1985 to 2010 with the aim of accu-
rately inferring the population structure. Those authors demon-
strated that RT027 acquired fluoroquinolone resistance indepen-
dently on two separate occasions, resulting in two distinct

epidemic lineages (FQR1 and FQR2) with different patterns of
global spread (Fig. 3). The FQR1 lineage was thought to have
originated in Pittsburgh, PA (earliest isolate dated 2001) and con-
tained epidemic strains associated with severe outbreaks through-
out the United States and later sporadic cases in South Korea and
Switzerland. The majority of epidemic strains belonged to the
FQR2 lineage. FQR2 showed a notable star-like topology in North
America, suggestive of a rapid population expansion, likely from a
single progenitor clone. Transcontinental dissemination epi-
demic of FQR2 occurred on no fewer than four occasions in Eu-
rope and once in Australia (Fig. 3). The separate acquisitions of
FQR and a novel conjugative transposon (CTn5-like, Tn6194)
common to both lineages were thought to be the key genetic
changes responsible for the rapid emergence and subsequent suc-
cessful worldwide dissemination of this lineage (127).

The RT027 lineage is more variable than first thought. Previ-
ously presumed to be RT027-REA type BI, three novel and clini-
cally relevant RTs (RT176 [BI-6], RT198 [BI-11], and RT244 [BI-
14]), first isolated in the United States between 2001 and 2004,
appear to have emerged from the RT027 lineage (96). Of these
emergent RTs, RT244 has generated much recent interest, specif-
ically in its pathogenic potential and community acquisition.
RT244 infection is associated with a higher mortality rate, and
patients with RT244 infection are more likely to develop severe
disease and hypoalbuminemia and to have renal impairment (95,
159). WGS of a RT244 strain isolated from a patient who died of
severe CDI in Australia revealed a variant toxin B resulting in an
enhanced cytopathic effect in vitro (95). In another recent study by
Eyre et al. (160), 15 outbreak isolates of RT244 from across Aus-
tralia were sequenced. All strains were genetically highly related
(within 16 single-nucleotide variants [SNVs] of each other), and
isolates from a cluster of seven cases from three states differed by
just 4 SNVs. However, despite this high degree of genetic similar-
ity, no geographic clustering could be identified, suggesting a sin-
gle source, possibly in the food chain. Furthermore, these out-
break strains were found to be highly related to a strain isolated
from a patient with CDI in the United Kingdom who had recently
returned from Australia (160). These findings highlight both the
pathological and dissemination potential of RT244 and emphasize
the need for ongoing surveillance of strains of this lineage and
other newly emergent RTs. The study by Eyre et al. (160) also
provided a novel insight into the evolution of this RT. Initially
thought to be a relatively recent evolutionary event (96), RT244
and RT027 lineages actually share a relatively ancient common
ancestor with current outbreak strains CD196 (RT027) and
MDU-064e (RT244), separated by 12,026 SNVs and many hun-
dreds/thousands of years of evolution (160).

Microevolution and Transmission in the Hospital

Environment

CDI has traditionally been considered hospital acquired (161,
162), and it was a widely held assumption that much of the C.
difficile transmission in hospitals occurs horizontally between
symptomatic patients (162, 163). In the past, examination of the
molecular epidemiology of CDI outbreaks by MLVA, MLST, and
PCR ribotyping has supported this view. However, while MLVA is
useful in outbreak investigations, MLST and PCR ribotyping are
not sufficiently discriminatory to distinguish between strains or
investigate patterns on an ultrafine scale (35, 36, 164, 165). WGS
and estimates of the C. difficile molecular clock (within-host mu-
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tation rate) have begun to reshape C. difficile surveillance and
outbreak investigations (36). Didelot et al. (166) estimated the C.
difficile evolutionary rate to be 3.2 � 10�7 mutations per nucleo-
tide per year (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.3 � 10�7 to 5.3 �

10�7 mutations per nucleotide per year), equating to �1.4 muta-
tions per genome per year. This estimate of the within-host mu-
tation rate is based on the application of a complex evolutionary
model based on coalescent theory to the genomes of serially iso-
lated strains from 91 cases of CDI. Those authors analyzed a total
of 486 C. difficile genomes obtained from CDI cases arising in
Oxfordshire, United Kingdom, during 2006 to 2010. By combin-
ing this estimate with meaningful epidemiological data (hospital
admission and patient ward movement), those authors were able
to generate a genealogical timeline for pairs of genomes with sim-
ilar STs and identify plausible transmission events. As expected,
these events were all highly associated with pairs of patients shar-
ing the same space and time in hospital. Surprisingly, there was a
large proportion of genome pairs, isolated within 30 days of each
other and matched by traditional typing, e.g., MLST or PCR ri-
botyping, that were too distantly related to be direct transmis-
sions. This was an important finding and suggested that transmis-
sion between symptomatic patients in hospitals contributed far
less to the overall rate of infection than first thought (166).

In light of these results, the question remained as to the extent
that alternative sources, such as patients with asymptomatic col-

onization, or community and environmental sources of C. difficile
contribute to the overall burden of disease. In a 2013 landmark
study by Eyre and colleagues (167), �1,200 isolates of C. difficile
obtained from symptomatic patients in Oxford University Hospi-
tals throughout 2007 to 2011 were sequenced, with the aim of
identifying the genetic relationship between strains. Those au-
thors began by estimating the evolution rate and mean within-
host diversity by evaluating the genomes of isolates from the first
and last samples of 145 patients. By applying a coalescent model of
evolution and taking into account the interval between the collec-
tion times of individual samples, those authors estimated an evo-
lutionary rate of 0.74 SNVs (95% CI, 0.22 to 1.40 SNVs) per ge-
nome per year and a mean within-host diversity of 0.30 SNVs
(95% CI, 0.13 to 0.42 SNVs). By using these prediction intervals,
pairs of isolates separated by �124 days from each other and dif-
fering by 0 to 2 SNVs were considered to be a result of direct
transmission. A comparison of 957 isolates collected between
2008 and 2011 revealed that just 35% of isolates showed evidence
of direct transmission from an earlier case (2007 to 2011), a figure
significantly lower than anticipated. Moreover, in one-third of
these patients, no plausible epidemiological link could be made
(e.g., no contact with another patient in the hospital or in the
community) (Fig. 4). Remarkably, 45% of isolates had �10 SNVs,
indicating that they were genetically distinct from all other cases
(Fig. 4) and likely from a source other than the hospital environ-

FIG 3 Transcontinental dissemination of epidemic RT027. Shown is the global spread (arrows) of lineages FQR1 and FQR2 inferred from phylogeographic
analysis. The width of the arrow is approximately proportional to the number of descendants from each sublineage. The inset shows an enlarged view of
transmission in Europe. (Reproduced from reference 127 by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.)
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ment. Importantly, these data demonstrated that genetically di-
verse sources of C. difficile play a more substantial role in C. diffi-
cile transmission than first thought. Although asymptomatic
carriage may be an important source of CDI and could account for
many unexplained cases (11), these recent findings (11, 166, 167)
represent a significant milestone in C. difficile transmission re-
search, as they challenge the prevailing view that horizontal trans-
mission from symptomatic patients is the source of most cases of
CDI in health care settings, a concept that is currently the basis for
infection control and prevention guidelines (163, 168).

Historically, recurrent or refractory CDI occurs in �20 to 25%
of CDI patients after treatment of primary infection with metro-
nidazole or vancomycin (169). In the past decade, however, coin-
ciding with increases in the frequency and severity of CDI caused
primarily by the emergence of the epidemic RT027 strains, the
rates of recurrent CDI have also increased, presenting clinicians
with a difficult challenge (169, 170). To better understand the
epidemiology of CDI recurrences, Eyre and colleagues applied
WGS to 93 paired isolates of C. difficile from patients with recur-

rent CDI (65 treated with vancomycin and 28 treated with fidax-
omicin), with the aim of resolving the nature of the recurrence
(171). By using a methodology similar to the one used in their
previous study (167), an evolutionary rate of 0.74 SNVs/called
genome/year was used to define relapse (�2 paired SNVs) and
reinfection (�10 SNVs) (171). For 79.6% of participants, there
were �2 SNVs between paired isolates, which is indicative of in-
fection with the same strain. Interestingly, for cases of recurrent
CDI attributable to RT027, fidaxomicin showed levels of protec-
tion comparable to those with vancomycin; however, for non-
RT027 strains, fidaxomicin was superior to vancomycin in pre-
venting both reinfection with a new strain and relapse (171).

Animal Reservoirs and Zoonotic Potential

The incidence of community-acquired CDI (CA-CDI) has been
increasing globally, in some regions accounting for up to a quarter
of all cases (172). Individuals acquiring disease in the community
setting do not have the classic risk factors for CDI acquisition and
are generally young and healthy, without contact with hospital-

FIG 4 Diverse sources of C. difficile in the hospital environment. Shown are the genetic variation and epidemiological relationships among 957 isolates obtained
from patients with CDI. (A) Numbers of single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) between each sample obtained during the period from 1 April 2008 through 31 March
2011 and the most closely related previous sample obtained after 1 September 2007. (B) Percentages of isolates that were classified as genetically related, according
to the different SNV thresholds, along with the epidemiological links between related isolates. (Reproduced from reference 167 with permission from the
Massachusetts Medical Society.)
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ized patients and often without prior antimicrobial exposure
(173–175). Notably, the genotypes of C. difficile strains acquired in
the community differ from those of predominant hospital strains.
In particular, RT078 (toxinotype V; ST-11 [MLST clade 5];
NAP7/8; A� B� CDT�) has emerged as a significant pathogen
associated with the majority of CA-CDI cases in the Northern
Hemisphere (1, 37). It is currently among the top three most fre-
quently encountered RTs in European hospitals (92, 93, 176). Fur-
thermore, RT078 shares similar genetic features (binary toxin and
tcdC mutations) and disease phenotypes (increased mortality and
morbidity) with RT027 (28, 109, 176, 177).

In an attempt to understand the changing epidemiology of CDI
in humans, particularly in the community setting, numerous
studies have sought to determine if CDI has a foodborne etiology
by investigating the prevalence and genotype of C. difficile in ani-
mals and food. C. difficile is widely recognized as a commensal and
enteric pathogen in a wide range of host species (178–180). To
date, C. difficile been recovered from numerous animal sources,
including livestock (pigs, piglets, cows, calves, sheep, lambs, goats,
and chickens), domestic animals (cats and dogs), equines (horses
and foals), wildlife (rabbits, wild birds, shrews, raccoons, feral
swine, ostriches, Kodiak bears, zebras, kangaroos, elephants, ibex,
tamarin monkeys, and chimpanzees), and marine organisms (bi-
valve molluscs) (103, 178, 181–196). Many of these studies de-
scribed differences in prevalence (particularly a decline with age),
toxigenic status, antibiotic resistance, clonal lineage, and host sus-
ceptibility to disease, as well as differences in veterinary and agri-
cultural practices (178, 180). Furthermore, these studies highlight
the ability of C. difficile to adapt to a wide range of host immune
systems and gastrointestinal environments, again reflecting the
diversity seen in the pangenome.

The predominant strain of C. difficile identified in many of these
studies was an RT078 strain. In particular, RT078 is well estab-
lished in food-producing animals, comprising 75 to 100% of por-
cine and �90% of bovine isolates (187, 197–199). Detection of C.
difficile in livestock has raised concerns that animals are a potential
source of CDI in humans and that spores could be transmitted
through either direct contact, shedding, or contamination of meat
products with fecal material during slaughter (200). RT078 and
RT027 strains have been isolated from pork, beef, and chickens in
the Northern Hemisphere, with recovery rates varying from 3% in
Europe to 42% in North America (201, 202). These data are
alarming and provide support for the theory that C. difficile has the
potential for zoonotic transmission (178, 201, 203).

Interestingly, RT078 has not been isolated from livestock in
Australia (103, 191, 204). However, several other RTs belonging to
MLST clade 5 have been found in 7-day-old calves (RT126 [A� B�

CDT�] and RT127 [A� B� CDT�]) and in neonatal pigs (RT033
[A� B� CDT�] and RT237 [A� B� CDT�]) (103, 204). Albeit in
low numbers, these non-RT078 clade 5 RTs have all been isolated
from humans with CDI in Australia in recent years and are of
emerging One Health importance (205, 206). In the absence of
RT078 in Australian livestock, other RTs have become established.
In a recent Australian study of C. difficile RTs in neonatal pigs, the
predominating RT was found to be RT014 (A� B� CDT�) (204).
This is noteworthy because RT014 belongs to MLST clade 1, is
binary toxin negative, and for many years has been the most com-
mon RT isolated from humans with CDI in most geographic re-
gions (91–93, 204).

Characterization of the genetic overlap of C. difficile strains iso-

lated from different reservoirs facilitates a better understanding of
possible transmission routes. Several studies have attempted to
determine the extent of genetic relatedness between C. difficile
isolates of human, animal, and food origins. Initially, isolates of C.
difficile sharing the same RT or PFGE pattern (e.g., RT078 or
NAP7/8, respectively) were typed by MLVA or MLST, providing
greater discriminatory power than non-sequence-based methods.
Bakker et al. (207) found that 85% of RT078 isolates of human and
porcine origins were genetically related by MLVA. Stabler et al.
(46) used MLST to analyze a large collection of isolates (n � 385)
from different geographical locations (Europe, North America,
and Australia) and sources (humans, food, and animals). Isolates
from diverse sources belonged to the same lineage, and many iso-
lates from humans, food, and animals were indistinguishable (46).
Most recently, Dutch researchers used whole-genome SNP typing
to compare the genomes of 65 C. difficile RT078 isolates of human
and porcine origins (208). Analysis of the core genomes of these
isolates revealed a total of 401 phylogenetic SNPs, which were used
for phylogenetic tree building. The RT078 population-specific
mutation rate was estimated to be 2.72 � 10�7 substitutions per
site per year (95% CI, 1.43 � 10�7 to 3.99 � 10�7 substitutions
per site per year), which is equivalent to 1.1 SNPs per genome per
year, a figure comparable with previous estimates (166, 167).
Maximum likelihood phylogeny showed isolates of human and
porcine origins clustering together. Furthermore, the genomes of
pigs and humans harbored identical antimicrobial resistance
genes (tetracycline and streptomycin). Notably, these analyses
showed a pair of human and pig isolates from the same pig farm in
The Netherlands to be indistinguishable (zero SNP differences),
suggesting that interspecies transmission had occurred. While this
certainly contributes to the theory that CDI is a zoonosis, a com-
mon source cannot be ruled out. Moreover, it is possible that
zooanthropomorphic (human-to-animal) transmission may have
occurred.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

C. difficile remains a formidable pathogen, and the financial and
clinical burden of CDI continues to challenge health care systems
the world over. In this review, we have described how sequencing
of the genomes of strain 630 and other clinically important refer-
ence strains has been a key milestone in unraveling the complex-
ities of this once enigmatic species. We have also described how
the application of genomic techniques such as MLST and WGS to
robust clinically relevant data sets has significantly advanced our
knowledge of both the epidemiology of CDI and the genetics of C.
difficile.

The genome of C. difficile is large and genetically diverse, show-
ing remarkable levels of plasticity and ultralow levels of conserva-
tion among strains. Complex mechanisms of HGT and recombi-
nation between close and distantly clonal lineages, and also
between different genera, have had a profound effect on the evo-
lution of many clinically important loci, such as the PaLoc, ISR, S
layer, CRISPR-cas, and antimicrobial resistance genes. Many of
these mechanisms are mediated by an extensive and diverse col-
lection of transposons and phages that have coevolved with C.
difficile over long time periods. These evolutionary events have
occurred numerous times and collectively led to the species diver-
sifying into hundreds of strains types spread over at least 6 phylo-
genetic lineages. WGS and estimates of the in-host mutation rate
(molecular clock) have provided novel insights into important
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aspects of CDI, including ward-based transmission, outbreaks,
refractory disease, and the diverse nature of C. difficile in the hos-
pital environment. Moreover, recent studies have used WGS to
elucidate the genetic basis of the microevolution and transconti-
nental dissemination of epidemic RT027 strains and have shown
for the first time the possibility of interspecies transmission of C.
difficile between pigs and humans.

Notwithstanding these advances, numerous areas of study of
C. difficile biology are still in their infancy, and there remains
much to learn. Further studies are needed to elucidate the com-
plexities of CRISPR-cas elements and the agr locus in C. difficile.
With mounting evidence that livestock are a potentially significant
reservoir of CDI, further work is needed to investigate the extent
and direction of C. difficile transmission between animals and hu-
mans as well as genetic exchange between animal and human iso-
lates. In particular, there is a need for a genealogical timeline for
the emergence of livestock-associated clones with clinical rele-
vance, such as RT126, RT127, RT237, and RT033, and a greater
understanding of their relationship to RT078. There is a need to
better understand the overall phylogeny of clade 2, particularly the
global epidemiology of RTs other than RT027, and determine
their contribution to CA-CDI. By occupying niches within multi-
ple host species, C. difficile is able to access and exchange DNA
with an enormously diverse metagenome. Further analysis of the
vast array of mobile elements such as phages and CTns present in
C. difficile from diverse sources will advance our understanding of
C. difficile pathogenesis and diversification of lineages and at the
same time expand our knowledge of the C. difficile pangenome. In
the coming years, WGS will continue to provide insights into this
important pathogen, providing researchers and clinicians with in-
formation that can be used to reduce the overall burden of disease
caused by C. difficile in humans and animals.
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Community-acquired Clostridium difficile

infection and Australian food animals

Michele M SquireA, Daniel R KnightA and Thomas V RileyA,B
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Clostridium difficile is an anaerobic Gram positive spore-

formingbacterium, the leadingcauseof infectiousdiarrhoea

(C. difficile infection; CDI) in hospitalised humans. The

assumption that CDI is primarily a hospital-acquired infec-

tion isbeingquestioned.Community-acquiredCDI (CA-CDI)

is increasing1particularly ingroupspreviouslyconsideredat

low risk2,3. In Australia, CA-CDI rates doubled during 2011

and increased by 24% between 2011 and 20124. Two poten-

tially high-risk practices in Australian food animal husband-

ry may present a risk for CA-CDI: slaughtering of neonatal

animals for food, and effluent recycling to agriculture.

CA-CDI strains are genetically diverse, dominated by previously

unidentified PCR ribotypes5. These strains often cause hospital

outbreaks when patients are admitted with CDI from the commu-

nity. Awhole genomesequencing (WGS) studyof isolates from1250

patients with CDI at hospitals and in the community aroundOxford,

UK, found that 45% were genetically diverse and distinct from all

previous human cases6. Recent local studies showed a range of

unique PCR ribotypes (RTs) in humans not previously described in

Australia orelsewhere7,8. TransmissionofC.difficilehasbeen linked

to non-healthcare sources bymolecular typing. In The Netherlands,

WGS demonstrated RT 078 (toxinotype V, NAP 7/8, REA group BK)

strains isolated from pigs and pig farmers were identical9. However,

this is not surprising; RT 078 is the predominant genotype isolated

from food production animals outside Australia10, and this strain is

now commonly isolated from human infections11,12.

Increasing CA-CDI and genetic diversity of circulating C. difficile

strains suggest a reservoir of C. difficile outside healthcare facilities.

Similarity between community and animal strains has focussed

attention on animals, or environmental sources common to animals

and humans, as potential infection reservoirs.

C. difficile in animals and food

C. difficile is an enteric pathogen of companion animals (cats, dogs,

horses) and food animals (cattle, sheep, goats, pigs)13,14. Neonates

are typically colonisedwithC. difficiledue to the lackof colonisation

resistance afforded by mature intestinal microflora; hence preva-

lence decreases with age15,16.

C. difficile spores contaminate retail meat and meat products

outside Australia10,17–23, ostensibly via gut contamination of car-

cases at slaughter. Food-borne transmission is possible as spores

survive the recommended cooking temperature for ground meat

(718C)24. Salads and vegetables are also contaminated with

C. difficile spores14,25–27. A plausible explanation for this is that

C. difficile spores resist pond-based effluent treatment, the by-

products of which are applied to agricultural land and used in

compost manufacture; there is evidence for this in Australian

livestock operations28.
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Potential sources of CDI in Australian food

production animals

C. difficile is commonly found in Australian piglets, with 67% period

prevalence in a study of neonatal herds29. These rates are higher

than that reported in major pork-producing countries30–32. RT 078

has not been isolated from Australian piglets. Instead there is a

heterogeneous mix of RTs, the majority of which (61%) have not

been previously described in animals or humans. Piglet strains are

overwhelmingly toxigenic (87%). Human and piglet RTs overlap but

epidemiological links have not been determined.

Suckling piglets are not slaughtered formeat on a large scale, so the

risk of carcass contamination is low. Contamination of the piggery

environment with C. difficile spores poses a risk for spore dissem-

ination however. Spore contamination in an affected farrowing unit

is high (average: 4.08� 105 spores/ pen in 82% of pens) (M. Squire,

in prep.), likely a result of high-pressure hosing of sheds using

treated liquid effluent. This is presumably true for other intensively

farmed animal settings where C. difficile is endemic and effluent

reuse occurs. Airborne spore dispersal and exposure of workers

to bioaerosols could occur via pumping of raw effluent in open

channels, use of treated liquid effluent for flushing under-pen

gutters and irrigating crops/pasture, and tunnel ventilation of

sheds. Manure storage facilities, compost bunds or treatment

lagoons also provide the potential for bioaerosols to disseminate

in high winds. Runoff from treatment ponds to local water courses

and application of pond sludge to land are direct mechanisms of

dispersal.

C. difficile prevalence in Australian cattle at slaughter ranges from

56% in veal calves <7 days of age to 1.8% in adult cattle33. This is

higher than other cattle producing countries34–38, possibly because

ofdifferences in slaughter age. SomeAustralian veal is slaughtered at

<7days comparedwith 21weeksof age inNorthAmerica, increasing

the risk of carcass contamination with C. difficile. Recycled effluent

fromabattoirsprocessing veal calves anddairy feedlots alsopresents

a risk. Three toxigenic RTs predominate (77%) in veal calves in

Australia: RT127, RT033 and RT126. Along with RT 078, these

genotypes form part of the genetically divergent clade 539. These

RTs have been isolated from humans with CDI in Australia although

RT033 may be underreported as it is poorly detected by commonly

used molecular tests40.

Based on a small sample, sheep and lambs present a lower risk for

CDI spillover with an overall prevalence rate of 4% (lambs 6.5% and

sheep 0.6%)41; however, effluent treatment and reuse on intensive

lamb finishing lots may present an opportunity for expansion and

dissemination of C. difficile.

Conclusion

C. difficile is commonly isolated from food production animals in

Australia, although prevalence is species- and age-dependent. Cir-

cumstantial evidence based on similarity of RT isolated from food

animals, their effluent, and humans in the community suggests that

spillover of C. difficile strains is occurring in Australia. Plausible

avenuesof transmission includeeffluent recycling andconsumption

of neonatal animals. Targeted research using highly-discriminatory

WGS is required to confirm this. One stumbling block to learning

more about CDI in animals is that most diagnostic tests used for

laboratory diagnosis of CDI in humans do not perform well in

animals42. Further work is required to address this problem.
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Introduction: Clostridium difficile is a significant gastrointestinal pathogen and a leading cause

of life-threatening diarrhoea in the developed world. Antibiotic therapy and immunodeficiency are

key risk factors for C. difficile infection (CDI); consequently, oncology patients are at high risk.

Case presentation: We present two cases of CDI in unrelated oncology patients from different

Western Australian hospitals in 2012. The first, a 59-year-old male, presented with diarrhoea 3

weeks after admission to hospital for treatment of a grade IV glioblastoma. Symptoms

commenced after receiving prophylactic perioperative cephazolin. The second case was a 2-

year-old female who presented with several episodes of diarrhoea after extended hospitalization

following treatment for a stage 4 neuroblastoma. The patient had been exposed to regimens of

piperacillin/tazobactam and ciprofloxacin for febrile neutropaenia and intra-abdominal sepsis.

In both cases, the diarrhoea resolved after commencement of oral metronidazole. Both patients

had an uncommon strain of C. difficile (PCR ribotype 126) detected in stool specimens, and

both strains belonged to an unusual multilocus sequence type (ST), ST258. Comparison of the

genomes of both strains by whole-genome sequencing showed them to be indistinguishable (no

single-nucleotide variants). No epidemiological link between the patients was identified.

Conclusion: These data suggest that both cases resulted from exposure to a common source,

most likely food contaminated with livestock faeces. Moreover, this is the first report of ribotype

126 isolates belonging to a ST (ST258) other than ST11. Our cases highlight the need for

continued molecular surveillance of C. difficile, and the genetic analysis of emerging ribotypes.

Keywords: antibiotics; Clostridium difficile infection (CDI); diarrhoea; oncology; PCR

ribotyping; whole-genome sequencing; zoonosis.
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Introduction

Clostridium difficile is a significant gastrointestinal patho-
gen, the leading cause of life-threatening infectious diar-
rhoea in the developed world (Khanna & Pardi, 2014).

Abbreviations: CDI, Clostridium difficile infection; PMH, Princess
Margaret Hospital for Children; NR, normal range; RT, ribotype; SCGH,
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital; ST, sequence type; WA, Western
Australian; WGS, whole-genome sequencing.
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C. difficile infection (CDI) is a toxin-mediated disease
that manifests as a variety of disorders ranging in severity
from diarrhoea, cramps and nausea to more serious
sequelae including pseudomembranous colitis, toxic
megacolon and sepsis (Heinlen & Ballard, 2010). Risk fac-
tors for the development of CDI are well defined
and include immunodeficiency, hospitalization and
perturbation of the colonic microbiota by antibiotic
exposure (especially with cephalosporins and clindamycin)
(Heinlen & Ballard, 2010). Consequently, oncology
patients undergoing chemotherapy and antibiotic treat-
ment are at great risk of developing CDI (Palmore et al.,
2005). In particular, paediatric cases of CDI are signifi-
cantly more common in children with malignancy (Kim
et al., 2012).

Surveillance of current and emerging C. difficile strains is a
key component in the strategy for understanding and ulti-
mately reducing the burden of CDI on global healthcare
systems. In the past 20 years, CDI has come to prominence
in the developed world due to large epidemics in North
America and Europe attributable to PCR ribotypes (RTs)
RT027 and RT078, which are associated with increased
mortality and morbidity (Goorhuis et al., 2008; He
et al., 2013; Walker et al., 2013). In Australia, RT027
and RT078 have not become established, yet CDI rates
have increased in all states since mid-2011 (Slimings
et al., 2014). In Western Australia (WA), epidemiological
typing of all C. difficile isolates has been performed since
2011. During this time, we have observed an increase in
the frequency of cases of CDI in haematology/oncology
patients (Foster et al., 2014) and also the emergence of
previously uncommon strain types belonging to the
same hypervirulent clonal lineages as RT027 (Eyre et al.,
2015; Lim et al., 2014). This case report details the iso-
lation and genetic characterization of a single clone of
an uncommon C. difficile RT from two unrelated oncology
patients with CDI in WA. These CDI cases were geo-
graphically and epidemiologically distinct, and there was
no opportunity for direct transmission between the
patients.

Case report

Case 1

In late 2011, a 59-year-male from Kalgoorlie, WA, was
admitted to Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital (SCGH) in
Perth, WA, with acute-onset right-sided hemiplegia.
A computed tomography scan demonstrated a left subcor-
tical parietal mass. A biopsy of the mass by stealth-guided
craniotomy revealed a grade IV glioblastoma/astrocytoma.
The patient received 2 g cephazolin intravenously perio-
peratively for surgical prophylaxis but no other antibiotics
during this admission. He was treated with dexamethasone
and did not receive chemotherapy. Approximately 3 weeks
after the initial admission, he developed non-severe CDI:
he was afebrile, and had diarrhoea and abdominal pain,

and laboratory investigations revealed a white cell count
of 12.30|109 l21 [normal range (NR) 4|109–11|109

l21], neutrophil count of 11.28|109 l21 (NR 2|109–
7.5|109 l21), normal serum creatinine of 8 mmol l21

(NR 60–110 mmol l21) and normal serum albumin of 38
g l21 (NR 35–50 g l21). There was no evidence of shock,
ileus or megacolon. The patient was commenced on oral
metronidazole 4 days after symptom onset, by which time
the diarrhoea had already improved. The patient’s stool
tested positive for C. difficile glutamate dehydrogenase by
enzyme immunoassay (C. DIFF CHEK

TM

-60; Alere) and
positive for C. difficile toxin genes by real-time PCR (Gen-
eOhm Cdiff Assay; Becton Dickinson). The stool sample
was cultured forC. difficile on cycloserine-cefoxitin-fructose
agar, and putative colonies were subcultured on blood agar
for confirmation. Bacterial identification and isolation was
based on characteristic colony growth and morphology,
odour and fluorescence under long-wave UV light as
described previously (Boseiwaqa et al., 2013). The
C. difficile isolate was submitted to the C. difficile reference
laboratory (PathWest Laboratory Medicine, Perth, WA)
for epidemiological typing.

Case 2

In 2012, a 2-year-old female from rural WA was admitted
to Princess Margaret Hospital for Children (PMH), also in
Perth, WA, but located several kilometres away from
SCGH, for treatment of stage 4 neuroblastoma. Over a
period of approximately 18 months, she was treated as
both an inpatient and outpatient at PMH with multiple
courses of intensive chemotherapy, including megatherapy
with autologous stem-cell rescue, tumour resection, radio-
therapy and immunotherapy. Treatment was complicated
by extended hospital admissions requiring multiple
courses of broad-spectrum antibiotics. This included an
admission for Klebsiella pneumoniae bacteraemia from
intra-abdominal sepsis after tumour resection, when she
was treated with intravenous piperacillin/tazobactam and
a short course of metronidazole, followed by oral cipro-
floxacin. During these admissions, the patient repeatedly
grew C. difficile from stool samples, with cytotoxin not
detected by a cell culture cytotoxicity neutralization
assay. As she did not have diarrhoea during these episodes,
she was not specifically treated for CDI. Prolonged
excretion of norovirus was also detected by PCR in all
her stool specimens from April 2012 to January 2013.
In December 2012, she was admitted with non-severe
CDI: she had fluid diarrhoea and fever, and laboratory
tests revealed a white cell count of 17.7|109 l21 (NR
6|109–17.5|109 l21), neutrophil count of 10.21|109

l21 (NR 1|109–8.5|109 l21), hypoalbuminaemia of
25 g l21 (NR 32–48 g l21) and normal serum creatinine
of 17 mmol l21 (NR v45 mmol l21), and C. difficile was
again isolated. There was no evidence of shock, ileus or
megacolon. She was treated with oral metronidazole and
the diarrhoea resolved. The C. difficile isolate was sent
for typing.
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Investigations

In both cases, characterization of the C. difficile isolates by
PCR (Hart et al., 2014) showed the presence of the main
C. difficle virulence factors tcdA (toxin A), tcdB (toxin B)
and cdtA/B (ADP-ribosyltransferase, binary toxin). PCR
ribotyping was performed as described previously (Knight
et al., 2013), and both isolates yielded a 16S–23S rRNA
gene spacer banding pattern congruent with RT126
(Fig. 1) (Knight et al., 2013). RT126 is an uncommon RT
in humans in Australia, and the finding of two isolates of
this RT within a short time period in seemingly unrelated
oncology patients prompted further investigation. We
examined the genetic background of both isolates using a
variety of genomic and bioinformatic methods including
whole-genome sequencing (WGS) (Eyre et al., 2013), de
novo assembly (Zerbino & Birney, 2008), in silicomultilocus
sequence typing (Griffiths et al., 2010) and tcdC characteriz-
ation (Curry et al., 2007). The phylogenetic relationship
between these isolates and a collection ofC. difficile reference
sequence types (STs) including ST11 (RT078) and ST1

(RT027) was examined by ClonalFrame (Didelot & Falush,
2007). Furthermore, using a calculated C. difficile in-host
mutation rate of 0.74 single-nucleotide variants per
genome per year, the genomes of both isolates were com-
pared for evidence of transmission (Didelot et al., 2012;
Eyre et al., 2013).

Both isolates were determined to be ST258. Micro-evol-
utionary analysis of ST by ClonalFrame showed that
ST258 belongs to clade 5, sharing a recent common ances-
tor with ST11, the clonal lineage containing RT078. Both
STs appeared quite divergent from other STs in clade 5.
Both isolates possessed a variant tcdC gene (C184T, D39
bp), which resulted in a significantly truncated TcdC pro-
tein – a negative regulator of toxin expression. Notably,
WGS showed that the genomes of the two isolates were
indistinguishable (no single-nucleotide variants identified),
indicating that either transmission of a single C. difficile
clone between patients had occurred, or that both cases
were the result of exposure to a common source.

Outcome and follow-up

The first patient was transferred to a palliative care service
and was not readmitted to hospital. The second patient
had on-going C. difficile growth from stools throughout
2013 but did not require treatment.

Discussion

The global molecular epidemiology of CDI is complex and
is continually evolving, with several new strain types emer-
ging from existing virulent clonal lineages (Cairns et al.,
2012). Concomitantly, CDI in the community setting has-
emerged as a previously unrecognized but significant issue,
which in the Northern Hemisphere has been reported to be
frequently associated with C. difficile RT078 (Freeman
et al., 2010; Leffler & Lamont, 2012).

Our case report documents the isolation of a single clone
of uncommon C. difficle RT126 from two apparently unre-
lated cases of non-severe, non-recurrent CDI in oncology
patients in WA. Both isolates possessed genes encoding
toxins A and B, key virulence factors in C. difficile (Heinlen
& Ballard, 2010). In addition, the presence of binary toxin
genes and a variant tcdC gene may have clinical signifi-
cance, as they have been associated with severe and recur-
rent disease (Barbut et al., 2005; Stewart et al., 2014).

In Europe, the incidence of CDI attributable to RT126
appears to be relatively low, accounting for 3 % of infections
in a 2008 European survey (Bauer et al., 2011). Outside of
Europe, there are very few reports of RT126. In a recent
study from Taiwan, Hung et al. (2014) describe three cases
of C. difficile-associated diarrhoea attributed to RT126,
one of which developed pseudomembranous colitis and
refractory disease suggesting virulence potential. Notably,
one of these patients was receiving treatment for rectal
cancer. A small number of cases have also been reported in

Fig. 1. 16S–23S rRNA gene spacer banding pattern of

C. difficile PCR RT126, RT078 and RT027.
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the Middle East (Jamal et al., 2010). RT126 belongs to clade
5, as does RT078 (ST11) (Stabler et al., 2012). In addition,
RT126 has a very similar ribotyping banding pattern to
RT078 (Fig. 1), and these two RTs are often reported
together as RT078/126 (Lipovsek et al., 2013; Schneeberg
et al., 2015). Interestingly, in this current study, both
RT126 isolates belonged to an unusual ST (ST258) rather
than the more common ST11. The finding of a second ST
within RT126 so closely related to ST11 (two-locus variant)
further demonstrates the extent of genetic diversity within
C. difficile. Further characterization of this ST is under way
to examine its evolutionary relationship to ST11.

RT078 is not a common cause of human CDI in Australia,
and this RT is not found in Australian production animals
(Knight et al., 2013, 2014). However, in recent years, sev-
eral uncommon RTs of the same genetic lineage (clade
5) have been isolated from patients with CDI in Australia
including RT033, RT237, RT127 and RT126 (Elliott et al.,
2011; Thomas V. Riley, unpublished data). These RTs are
increasing in frequency and appear to have a provenance
in the community (Thomas V. Riley, unpublished data).
Moreover, CDI caused by these clade 5 isolates of C. difficile
may have a zoonotic origin. We have previously identified a
potential reservoir of this lineage in the gastrointestinal
tracts of Australian veal calves and piglets (Knight & Riley,
2014; Knight et al., 2013, 2014). These data corroborate
findings of European studies (Schneeberg et al., 2013a, b;
Zidaric et al., 2012) and support the hypothesis that CDI
has a food-borne aetiology and is a potential zoonosis
(Rupnik, 2007).

WGS permits ultrafine resolution of strain types by compar-
ing genomes at the single-nucleotide level.WGS is becoming
an accessible and essential tool for infection control and out-
break investigations (Eyre & Walker, 2013) that can assist
hospitals in identifying sources of infection, tracking trans-
mission and providing meaningful strain characterization
(Didelot et al., 2012; Eyre et al., 2013). Comparative analysis
of the isolates from both cases found no differences in the
core genome (no single-nucleotide variants), supporting
the hypothesis of direct transmission (Eyre et al., 2013).
Examination of the clinical histories of each case found no
evidence of direct contact between patients. The respective
treating hospitals (PMHand SCGH) are located several kilo-
metres apart and the single visit by patient 2 to SCGH in
October 2012 was several months after the diarrhoea in
patient 1 had resolved; thus, transmission via this route
seems highly unlikely. Whilst we cannot rule out trans-
mission between hospital staff or other patients, themolecu-
lar epidemiology of the strain strongly suggests that
transmission did not occur in the hospital, rather that acqui-
sition took place in the community setting.

Many studies have shown CDI to be highly prevalent
among adults and children with cancer (Chopra et al.,
2010). For some oncology patients, treatment takes place
over long periods of time in both community and hospital
environments. C. difficile is ubiquitous in the environment,

and patients would be exposed to a wide range of strain
types in the community. Prior and continuing exposure
to broad-spectrum antibiotics would render the patients
highly susceptible to C. difficile colonization and onset of
disease. Early recognition of CDI and treatment with anti-
microbial agents effective in CDI (e.g. oral metronidazole
and vancomycin) is imperative to reduce recurrences and
the severity of disease. In both patients, symptoms resolved
after the commencement of oral metronidazole.

In conclusion, in this study we identified a single clone of
C. difficile, of an uncommon but emerging RT, in the stool
of two unrelated oncology patients with diarrhoea. This
provides evidence that either transmission of a single
C. difficile clone between patients had occurred, or that
both cases were the result of exposure to a common
source. The genetic background of the RT suggests that
the source is likely to be in the community, and the
patients were possibly exposed to contaminated food of
production animal origin. These cases highlight the need
for continued molecular surveillance of C. difficile and
for the genetic analysis of emerging RTs.
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Abstract

In North America and Europe, reports of a genetic overlap between toxigenic strains of Clostridium difficile isolated from humans, livestock

and retail meat suggest that food-borne transmission may be occurring. We investigated the prevalence, concentration and genetic diversity

of C. difficile on the carcasses (n = 300) and in the faeces (n = 30) of neonatal veal calves at three abattoirs in Australia in 2013. Selective

culture (both direct and enrichment) was performed, and all isolates were characterized by PCR for the toxin genes tcdA, tcdB and cdtA/B

and by PCR ribotyping. Prevalence of C. difficile was 25.3% (76/300) on carcasses and 60.0% (18/30) in faeces. Multiple PCR ribotypes

(RT) were detected, with four binary toxin-positive RTs accounting for 70.3% (71/101) of isolates; 127 (A+, B+, CDT+, 32.7%), 288 (A– ,

B– , CDT+, 28.7%), 033 (A–, B– , CDT+, 6.9%) and 126 (A+, B+, CDT+, 2.0%). Viable counts of a subset of samples revealed detectable

numbers of C. difficile in 66.7% (10/15) of faecal samples (range 2.0 × 103 to 2.3 × 106 CFU/mL, median count 2.5 × 104 CFU/mL) and in

16.7% (25/150) of carcase samples (range 3 to 33 CFU/cm2, median count 7 CFU/cm2). These data further confirm that Australian

neonatal veal calf carcasses are contaminated with potentially significant strains of C. difficile at slaughter.
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Introduction

Clostridium difficile is a formidable enteric pathogen and a leading

cause of diarrhoea in humans in the developed world [1].

Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) is a toxin-mediated disease of

the colon and manifests as a wide spectrum of conditions from

self-limiting diarrhoea to life-threatening colitis. CDI onset

typically follows after disruption to the gut microbiome, most

often as a result of exposure to broad-spectrum antibiotics [2].

In the last two decades, CDI has come to prominence because

of the emergence and transcontinental spread of an epidemic

strain, PCR ribotype (RT) 027 in the hospital environment [3].

Increasingly, studies have shown that genetically diverse

sources of C. difficile play a significant role in CDI transmission,

with settings outside the hospital being identified as important

reservoirs of toxigenic C. difficile [3]. In particular, in North

America and Europe, genetically indistinguishable isolates of

C. difficile strain RT 078 have been recovered from humans,

production animals and retail meat destined for human con-

sumption, suggesting that food-borne transmission may be

occurring [4,5]. To date, RT 078 has not been recovered from

livestock in Australia; however, we have previously identified

several related RTs (126, 127 and 033) predominating in the

gastrointestinal tracts of piglets and calves [6,7]. This study

Clin Microbiol Infect 2016; 22: 266.e1–266.e7
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extends our observations on C. difficile recovered from

newborn calves at slaughter and, importantly, quantifies the

extent of carcase contamination in this population.

Materials and Methods

Test population

Carcase sponges (n = 300) and faeces (n = 30) were collected

from veal calves (Friesian cross and Jersey bulls) aged <14 days

from three abattoirs (A1–A3) in South Australia (SA, n = 1) and

Victoria (VIC, n = 2). Sampling took place in April 2013 and was

performed by staff at Food Safety Services (Lyndoch, SA). To

maximize farm coverage, at each abattoir, samples were taken

from at least two ‘lots’ with each lot having originated from a

geographically distinct veal farm, the identity of which remained

confidential. Samples were collected in six batches (A–F), with

abattoir A3 sampled twice (Table 1).

Sampling of veal calf carcasses and faeces

Sampling of carcasses followed the meat industry standard

carcase swabbing technique for calves as outlined in the

Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS) Meat

Notice 2003/06 [8]. For context, carcasses are defined as all

parts of the animal’s skeletal musculature and bone extending

to and including the tarsus and carpus joints, all cervical

vertebrae and up to five coccygeal vertebrae [8].

Briefly, a total of 3 × 25 cm2 (75 cm2) areas (sites) were

swabbed per carcase using Polywipes™ sponges (Medical Wire

and Equipment, Corsham, UK). To prevent cross-over

contamination between carcasses, sampling templates were

disinfected before swabbing by immersion in a 3.5% solution of

sodium hypochlorite (household bleach) for approximately

30 s. Despite a short contact time, this concentration of hy-

pochlorite significantly exceeds the 3000 ppm required to

generate > 6 log10 reduction in C. difficile spore viability [9].

Afterwards, the template was rinsed with potable water and

shaken dry.

Sampling of carcasses was perfromed at three standardized

locations; the lateral side of the sternum (S1), the flank region

below the caudal edge of the 13th rib (S2) and the mid-loin area

(S3), (see Supplementary material, Fig. S1) [8]. Sampling took

place immediately after slaughter, either at the end of the

processing line or as the carcase entered the chiller after hosing

or washing of the whole carcase was complete. It was not

possible to select carcasses randomly and carcasses were

sampled as they became available. Sponges were placed in a

sterile plastic bag after swabbing. Samples of calf faeces (~50 g)

were collected aseptically, directly from the rectum immedi-

ately after the carcase left the viscera-processing area of the

slaughter line, but not necessarily from the same animal from

which carcase samples were to be taken. Samples of carcase

sponges and faeces were transported under ambient conditions

to The University of Western Australia, stored at 4°C and

processed within 24 h.

Culture for C. difficile and viable counts

Each carcase sponge (three per animal) was added to a Stom-

acher bag (Colworth, London, UK) containing 25 mL of

peptone saline and homogenized in Stomacher 400 (Colworth)

for 30 s. A volume of 100 μL was then plated directly onto

C. difficile ChromID™ agar (bioMérieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France)

and spread with a sterile hockey-stick spreader. In addition, to

maximize recovery of C. difficile, the remainder of the carcase

washing (24.9 mL) was concentrated by centrifugation (3000 g

for 10 min), the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was

resuspended in ~200 μL of remaining liquid. Half of this volume

was plated directly on ChromID and the other half was added

to an enrichment broth containing gentamicin (5 mg/L), cyclo-

serine (200 mg/L) and cefoxitin (10 mg/L). Broths were incu-

bated at 37°C for 14 days, before being shocked with an equal

volume of alcohol (for spore selection) and plated onto

TABLE 1. Recovery of Clostridium difficile from carcase sponges and faeces

Sample Abattoir State Batch ID n No. positivea n (%) Direct and enrichment Enrichment only No. of isolatesa

Carcase washing A1 SA A 50 29 (58.0) 29 0 34
A2 VIC B,C 100 32 (32.0) 23 9 33
A3 VIC D,E 100 10 (10.0) 10 0 10
A1 SA F 50 5 (10.0) 5 0 5

Total 300 76 (25.3) 67 9 82

Faeces A1 SA A 5 4 (80.0) 0 4 4
A2 VIC B,C 10 3 (30.0) 1 2 4
A3 VIC D,E 10 9 (90.0) 6 3 9
A1 SA F 5 2 (40.0) 1 1 2

Total 30 18 (60.0) 8 10 19

SA, South Australia; VIC, Victoria .
aSome samples contained multiple strains.
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ChromID. Non-inoculated broths were included as negative

controls. Faeces were cultured directly onto ChromID and in

enrichment broth, as described above. All plates were

processed as previously described [7].

Viable counts for carcase sponges (n = 150) were deter-

mined by counting the number of colonies identified on direct

culture (100 μL on ChromID) and values are given in CFU/cm2

[8]. For faeces (n = 15), serial dilutions were made in 0.85%

saline. A 10-μl loop of each dilution was spread-plated onto a

ChromID and incubated anaerobically for 48 h before per-

forming total plate counts. For this study, the limit of detection

was considered to be a concentration of C. difficile spores that

yielded a positive count, that is, �1 CFU per plate.

PCR characterization for toxin genes and PCR

ribotyping

All isolates were characterized by PCR for detection of tcdA/

tcdB (toxin A and B genes), cdtA/B (binary toxin genes) and by

amplification of the 16S-23S rRNA intergenic spacer regions

(PCR ribotyping) as previously described [7]. To assign RT and

to assess the clostridial diversity in the isolates collected, PCR

ribotyping patterns were compared as previously described [7],

with our reference library, consisting of a collection of over 300

distinct RTs including reference strains from the European

Centre for Disease Prevention and Control Brazier collection.

Results

C. difficile from faeces and carcasses of veal calves at

slaughter

Clostridium difficile was recovered from 25.3% (76/300) of

carcase sponges and 60.0% (18/30) of faecal samples (Table 1).

Recovery of C. difficile from carcasses varied across the abat-

toirs sampled (range 10.0–58.0%, Table 1). In addition, marked

differences were observed with the two batches sent from

abattoir A1—batch A (58.0%) and batch F (10.0%). Of those

samples that were positive for C. difficile, 88.2% (67/76) were

by direct culture methods (ChromID). Several samples (n = 6)

contained more than one strain (Table 1). Recovery of

C. difficile from faeces varied across the abattoirs sampled

(range 30.0–90.0%) (Table 1); however, the number of sam-

ples of this type was small (n = 30) as they were collected to

determine gastrointestinal concentration. Of those samples

that were positive for C. difficile, 44.4% (8/18) were found by

direct culture methods. One sample contained two different

strains. No growth was recorded in non-inoculated control

broths.

Concentration of C. difficile on carcasses and in faeces

Viable counts on ChromID were performed on 50% of faecal

(15/30) and carcase (150/300) samples. For faecal samples,

66.7% (10/15) had detectable levels of C. difficile spores above

the limit of detection. Levels of C. difficile ranged from 2.0 × 103

to 2.3 × 106 CFU/mL, with a median concentration of

2.5 × 104 CFU/mL (Fig. 1). For carcase samples, 16.7% (25/150)

had concentrations of C. difficile spores above the limit of

detection. Of these, the median count was 7 CFU/cm2. The

highest concentration detected was 33 CFU/cm2 (Fig. 1).

Toxin gene profiling and PCR ribotyping

Of the 101 isolates of C. difficile recovered from calves, 59

(58.4%) were positive for tcdA and tcdB (A+B+), of which 59.3%

(35/59) were also positive for binary toxin genes cdtA/B (CDT+)

(Table 2). Notably, a large proportion of isolates (35.6%, 36/

101) were negative for both tcdA and tcdB but were CDT+

FIG. 1. Concentration of viable Clostridium difficile in faeces (a) and on carcase sponges (b). ΔNumber of isolates above the limit of detection.
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(A–B–CDT+) and the remaining six isolates (5.9%) were non-

toxigenic (A–B–CDT–) (Table 2).

Seventeen RTs were identified in this study and are shown

along with their respective toxin profiles and abattoir distri-

butions in Table 2. PCR banding patterns for all RTs are shown

in Fig. 2. Of the 101 isolates of C. difficile recovered from calves,

89.1% (90/101) were assigned one of eight internationally

recognized RTs, prefixed with UK; 033, 052, 056, 070, 126,

127, 137 and 288 (Table 2). Two further isolates (2%) were

very close, but not exact, matches with known UK type RTs

053 and 103, and were identified as 053-like and 103-like,

respectively (Table 2). Nine isolates (8.9%) yielded ribotyping

banding patterns that we were unable to match to our available

reference library and these were designated with internal

nomenclature prefixed with QX; 006, 104, 141, 231, 232, 233

and 234 (Table 2). UK 127 was the most prominent ribotype,

comprising 32.7% of isolates, followed by UK 288 (28.7%) and

UK 137 (14.9%). UK 288 was found almost exclusively in the

first batch of abattoir A1 (Table 2). RT 244, a strain associated

with recent community-acquired CDI outbreaks in Australia,

was not recovered; neither were RT 027 or RT 078.

Discussion

This study determined the prevalence and genotypic charac-

terization of C. difficile in and on Australian veal calves at

slaughter. In addition, we provide an estimate of viable C. difficile

concentration on the carcasses of veal calves at slaughter.

Overall prevalence of C. difficile in faeces was high (60.0%) and a

large proportion of carcasses (25.3%) were positive. The

prevalence was consistent with our previous study [7] but

differed from reports in North America and Europe where

prevalence ranged from 0.5% to 20.7% [10–15].

These contrasting levels of C. difficile may be due to meth-

odological, geographical or seasonal variations [4,7]. The age of

animals significantly influences recovery of C. difficile and may

partially explain the reported differences [7,11,14,16]. In this

current study, calves were slaughtered 7–14 days after birth. In

North America and Europe, calves are routinely slaughtered

between 21 and 27 weeks of age [14,17]. In a recent

TABLE 2. Summary of Clostridium difficile PCR ribotypes and

toxin profiles

PCR

ribotype

Toxin profile Abattoir (Batch ID)

n (%)tcdA tcdB cdtA/B

A1

(A)

A1

(F)

A2

(B,C)

A3

(D,E)

UK 127 + + + 7 17 9 33 (32.7)
UK 288 – – + 26 1 2 29 (28.7)
UK 137 + + – 1 5 7 2 15 (14.9)
UK 033 – – + 1 4 2 7 (6.9)
UK 126 + + + 2 2 (2.0)
QX 006 + + – 2 2 (2.0)
QX 233 – – – 2 2 (2.0)
UK 056 + + – 2 2 (2.0)
QX 104 – – – 1 1 (1.0)
QX 234 – – – 1 1 (1.0)
QX 232 – – – 1 1 (1.0)
UK 052 + + – 1 1 (1.0)
QX 141 – – – 1 1 (1.0)
QX 231 + + – 1 1 (1.0)
UK 070 + + – 1 1 (1.0)
UK 053-like + + – 1 1 (1.0)
UK 103-like + + – 1 1 (1.0)

Total 38 7 37 19 101

FIG. 2. (a) Dendrogram cluster analysis of PCR ribotyping banding

patterns for 17 unique C. difficile RTs identified in this study. Patterns for

epidemic reference RT 078, 244 and 027 are added for comparison.

Dendrogram produced using BioNumerics v6.5 and the Unweighted

Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA) clustering method

with Dice coefficient (assigned band peak positions shown, optimiza-

tion, 1.00%; tolerance, 0.5%). (b) Graphical representation of PCR

ribotyping banding patterns for the four clade 5 CDT+ RTs and their

similarity to RT 078.
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longitudinal study in calves, Zidaric et al. found that C. difficile

prevalence peaked at 18 days of age (16%), before a significant

decline at day 25 (2%) [17]. Similarly, Magistrali et al. [14]

sampled calves at three separate time points and found a

prevalence of 20% at 0–16 days, 0.7% prevalence at

90–120 days and 0% prevalence at slaughter (150 days), a trend

corroborated by other groups [16,18].

The age of slaughter is a significant and perhaps underap-

preciated risk factor for carcase contamination during the

slaughter process. From a public health standpoint, this finding

suggests that there may be a risk of contamination of retail meat

destined for human consumption. Quantifying this risk is diffi-

cult. Currently, the infectious dose for C. difficile is unknown

and there are no established guidelines for recommended

maximum levels in animals at slaughter. CDI is further

complicated by the requirement for gastrointestinal tract

perturbation, usually following exposure to antimicrobials.

Hence host factors are equally if not more important than

organism factors in the initiation of disease [2].

We found median concentrations of viable C. difficile in both

faeces and on carcasses of 2.5 × 104 CFU/mL and 7 CFU/cm2,

respectively. Importantly, sampling of carcasses occurred after

washing of the whole carcase was complete and before

refrigeration.

A limitation of this study is that faecal samples were taken

independent of whether the same calf would later be sampled

for carcase contamination. As such we were unable to corre-

late recovery or enumeration data from the faeces and

carcasses.

During the slaughter process, abattoirs implement a variety

of sanitation procedures aimed at the removal of faecal debris

from carcasses and the prevention of cross-contamination of

meat products with food-borne pathogens. Hot water decon-

tamination treatments and acid washes are effective measures

for controlling levels of common enteric pathogens on cattle

and pig carcasses [11,19,20]. In particular, Cutter and Rivera-

Betancourt [20] reported that spray treatments with triso-

dium phosphate, lactic acid or acetic acid resulted in significant

reductions in pathogen counts for Salmonella Typhimurium

DT104 and enterohaemorrhagic Escherichia coli. Collection of

E. coli and Salmonella data was beyond the scope of this project;

however, a recent survey of Australian cattle by Barlow et al.

[21] found E. coli and Salmonella in 98% (294/300) and 12% (36/

300) of veal calf faeces, respectively. Spores of C. difficile present

a difficult challenge to hygiene control in the abattoir envi-

ronment, and to the quality control of meat products. Spores

are extremely durable and can persist in many environments

[22]. They are resistant to commonly used surface disinfectants

and can survive for extended periods of time at up to 160°F

(71°C)—the recommended cooking temperature for meat and

the temperature needed for killing of non-spore-forming food-

borne pathogens [23].

In recent years, initially in North America and later in

Europe, reports began to emerge of strains of toxigenic

C. difficile, including the epidemic RTs 027 and 078, being iso-

lated from retail pork, turkey, beef and chicken [4]. Moreover,

toxigenic strains of C. difficile isolated from humans and live-

stock in the Netherlands were indistinguishable by whole

genome sequencing [5], fuelling speculation about zoonotic

transmission of CDI [3,4,24].

The PCR ribotyping of all 101 isolates revealed a diverse

strain population comprising 17 different RTs, and multiple

toxin profiles. RT 127 was the most common RT identified,

comprising 32.7% of isolates, followed by RT 288 (28.7%) and

RT 137 (14.9%). Consistent with our previous study, no RT 078

was detected; however, four binary toxin positive RTs (033,

126, 127 and 288) predominated, comprising 70.3% of isolates.

RT 126 shares a very similar banding pattern with RT 078

(Fig. 2) and these two RTs are often grouped together. Prev-

alence of RT 126 in this study was low (2%), but consistent with

our earlier study (6%) [7] and a recent study from Germany

(4%) [13]. Zidaric et al. [17] found that RT 126 and RT 078

predominated in cattle on a single veal farm in Belgium. RT 126

has also been found in 20% of pigs in Germany but not in our

recent cross-sectional study in Australian piggeries [6]. Preva-

lence of RT 126 in humans is relatively low, accounting for 3%

of infections in a 2008 European survey [25]. However, there

are reports of increasing incidence in Taiwan [26], as well as

small numbers recovered from patients in Kuwait [27] and

Australia [28].

RT 288 comprised 28.7% of isolates in this study. RT 288 has

only been reported once previously, in Europe [29], and was

not identified in our earlier study [7]. Its prevalence in human

infection appears very low, however; it shares similar genetic

features with RT 033. Both RT 033 and RT 288, like many other

clade 5 RTs, produce binary toxin; however, they lack the large

clostridial toxins (LCTs). Prevalence of RT 033 in this study was

6.9%, lower than we have previously seen in Australian calves

(20%) and Australian pigs (13%) where it was the second most

common RT [6,7]. RT 033 predominated in diarrhoeic calves in

Germany (57%, 103/181) [13] but was present in lower pro-

portions in another European study [17]. The prevalence and

clinical burden of these two LCT– , CDT+ RTs is likely to be

underestimated: current molecular diagnostic assays (which

rely on amplification of tcdA/B) fail to detect RT 033 [30].

In conclusion, the prevalence and viable count data pre-

sented in this study confirm that Australian neonatal calf car-

casses are contaminated with C. difficile at slaughter and further

support the role of livestock as amplification reservoirs for

C. difficile. Furthermore, the slaughter age of these animals
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increases the risk of contamination of carcasses during the

slaughter process.
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Objectives: Increasing reports of genetic overlap between animal and human sources of Clostridium difficile
necessitate an understanding of antimicrobial susceptibility and resistance in these populations. In this study,
we sought to investigate the in vitro activities of 13 antimicrobials against a unique collection of clade 5
C. difficile isolates of Australian animal and human origin.

Methods: The collection comprised 171 C. difficile strains of human (n¼91) and animal (n¼80) origin in
Australia in the last decade. The collection encompassed seven different clade 5 PCR ribotypes (RTs; 033,
078, 126, 127, 237, 281 and 288), seven STs and three toxin gene profiles. MICs were determined by agar
incorporation methodology.

Results: All isolates were fully susceptible, with little variation between strain populations, to vancomycin, metro-
nidazole, fidaxomicin, rifaximin, amoxicillin/clavulanate, meropenem and piperacillin/tazobactam. Resistance to
one or more of tetracycline, moxifloxacin, clindamycin or erythromycin was seen in 26.9% (46 of 171) of isolates,
predominantly RTs 126 and 078 of human origin. Fifty per cent of this group were MDR. Human and animal
isolates belonging to RTs 033, 237, 281 and 288 presented very similar and generally susceptible phenotypic
profiles.

Conclusions: Similar pan-susceptible phenotypic profiles seen for a large proportion of human and animal
isolates of RTs 033, 237, 281 and 288 support the hypothesis of a common source. Conversely, human strain
populations of RTs 126 and 127 show high proportions of antimicrobial resistance and limited phenotypic overlap
with their animal counterparts.

Introduction

Clostridium difficile presents a significant burden to public health
systems worldwide.1 Exposure of the gut microbiota to antimicro-
bial therapy, particularly clindamycin, cephalosporins and amino-
penicillins, is the major risk factor for developing C. difficile
infection (CDI) in humans and non-human animals.2 Australia
has in recent years seen a substantial increase in the rate of
CDI, particularly the proportion of cases attributed to community
acquisition (CA-CDI).3 In both the northern hemisphere and in
Australia, livestock have been identified as potential reservoirs
for CDI, with increasing reports of significant genetic overlap
between C. difficile isolates of animal and human origin.4

Outside Australia, PCR ribotype (RT) 078 is well-established in por-
cine and bovine populations and greatly contributes to the burden
of CA-CDI.5 We have previously shown that Australian livestock
are reservoirs for a heterogeneous population of C. difficile RTs
belonging predominantly to the same lineage as RT 078, MLST

clade 5.6–8 Many of these clade 5 RTs have been isolated from
humans with CDI in Australia and are of emerging One Health
importance (www.onehealthinitiative.com/).9

In this study, to define further the extent of overlap, a unique
collection of clade 5 RTs originating from human and non-human
sources was investigated for phenotypic susceptibility and resist-
ance to 13 antimicrobial agents.

Materials and methods

Clade 5 strain collection

The collection comprised 171 C. difficile strains isolated from human
(cases of CDI, n¼91) and animal (porcine, bovine, equine and macropo-
dine, n¼80) origin in Australia in the last decade (see Table S1, available
as Supplementary data at JAC Online). Previous molecular analysis for RT,
toxin gene profile and MLST ST characterized the strains as belonging to
the evolutionarily divergent lineage MLST clade 5, encompassing seven
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different RTs (033, 078, 126, 127, 237, 281 and 288), seven STs (11, 167,
169, 174, 258, 315 and 316) and three toxin gene profiles (tcdA+/tcdB+/
cdtAB+, tcdA2/tcdB+/cdtAB+ and tcdA2/tcdB2/cdtAB+) (see Table S1).

MIC determination using agar incorporation

MICs of fidaxomicin, vancomycin, metronidazole, rifaximin, clindamycin,
erythromycin, amoxicillin/clavulanate, ceftriaxone, meropenem, moxi-
floxacin, tetracycline, piperacillin/tazobactam and trimethoprim were
determined by agar incorporation methodology as previously described.10

Where available, clinical breakpoints for antimicrobial agents are shown in
Table 1 and are based on recommendations of EUCAST and CLSI.11,12

Results and discussion

All isolates were fully susceptible, with little variation between
strain populations, to vancomycin, metronidazole, rifaximin,
amoxicillin/clavulanate, meropenem and piperacillin/tazobactam
(Table 1). These data are consistent with our recent C. difficile
national surveillance study10 and generally agree with C. difficile
surveillance studies conducted in the northern hemisphere.13–15

However, we did not observe any reduced susceptibility to mero-
penem or metronidazole (Table 1), which has often been reported
in some European populations.14–16

Fidaxomicin showed potent in vitro activity against all isolates,
irrespective of host origin or strain type (MIC range 0.004–
0.25 mg/L), inhibiting 97.1% (166 of 171) of isolates at 0.12 mg/L
and all isolates at 0.25 mg/L (Table 1). The in vitro activity of fidax-
omicin (MIC50/MIC90 0.03/0.12 mg/L) was superior to recom-
mended first-line treatment agents for CDI [metronidazole
(MIC50/MIC90 0.5/1 mg/L) and vancomycin (MIC50/MIC90 1/1 mg/L)]
(Table 1) and supports the in vivo efficacy demonstrated in clinical
trials.2 Currently there are no clinical breakpoints for fidaxomicin;
however, the MICs presented herein are several orders of mag-
nitude lower than the concentrations of fidaxomicin that are
achieved in the gut lumen and stool.2 Importantly, no vancomy-
cin or metronidazole resistance was observed. Fidaxomicin,
vancomycin and metronidazole were all less active than rifaximin
(MIC50/MIC90 0.004/0.008 mg/L) (Table 1). MICs of both trimetho-
prim and ceftriaxone ranged from 8 to 64 mg/L for all isolates
(Table 1).

Overall, the human and animal isolates showed little variation
and no significant difference in MICs of vancomycin, metronida-
zole, fidaxomicin, rifaximin, amoxicillin/clavulanate, meropenem,
piperacillin/tazobactam, ceftriaxone or trimethoprim (Table 1).
Approximately 27% (46 of 171) of isolates showed resistance to
either tetracycline, moxifloxacin, clindamycin or erythromycin
with significant differences observed between human and animal
populations [human resistant isolates (44 of 91) and animal
resistant isolates (2 of 80) (Fisher’s exact P≤0.05)]. ST 11 RTs
dominated this resistant group; RTs 126 (50%), 078 (23.9%),
127 (21.7%) and 033 (2.2%) (Figure 1).

Multidrug resistance, defined as resistance to three or more of
tetracycline, moxifloxacin, clindamycin or erythromycin, was
observed in 50% (23 of 46) of resistant isolates, all of human
origin and only within ST 11 (RTs 078 and 126).

Fluoroquinolone resistance in European populations is as high
as 40%, and is associated with hospital outbreaks and with trans-
continental dissemination of epidemic lineage RT 027.13,17,18 In
this current work, resistance to moxifloxacin was observed in

25% (4 of 16) of RT 078 and 39.3% (11 of 28) of RT 126 strains
originating fromhumans, but was notably absent from the animal
strain population (Figure 1). These data contrast with our recent
baseline surveillancewhere only 3.4% (15of 440)weremoxifloxacin
resistant, although limited numbers of clade5 RTswere examined in
that study.10

Clindamycin exposure has been documented as a specific risk
factor for CDI and clindamycin-resistant C. difficile are common in
Europe, Asia and Australia.10,13,17,19 Clindamycin-resistant iso-
lates of C. difficile are usually also resistant to macrolide antimi-
crobials such as erythromycin. Overall, combined clindamycin
and erythromycin resistance in human clade 5 strains was 50%,
comparable to the findings of a recent pan-European study.13

Clindamycin resistance was observed exclusively in the human
strain population in: 31.3% (5 of 16) of RT 078; 35.7% (10 of 28)
of RT 126; and 6.5% (2 of 31) of RT 127. Erythromycin resistance
was observed in 56.3% (9 of 16) of RT 078, 82.1% (23 of 28) of RT
126 and 6.5% (2 of 31) of RT 127 of humanorigin, and 4.5% (1 of 22)
of animal RT 127 strains.

Although tetracycline is considered low risk for CDI induction,
tetracycline-resistant strains of C. difficile are clinically important
as they represent genetic reservoirs for a range of resistance
genes encoded on mobile genetic elements, capable of moving
between bacterial species within the human and animal gut.18

Reports from Europe show tetracycline resistance varies widely
between country and RT.13 Resistance to tetracycline was
observed in 56.3% (9 of 16) of RT 078, 82.1% (23 of 28) of RT
126, 22.6% (7 of 31) of RT 127 and 10% (1 of 10) of RT 033 strains
originating from humans. For the animal strain population, tetra-
cycline resistance was seen in a single isolate of RT 237 only
(Figure 1).

This work presents the first phenotypic evaluation of Australian
animal and human clade 5 C. difficile strains, and is the first to
include non-078 RTs from animal origin. The vast majority of iso-
lates belonging to RTs 033, 237, 281 and 288 originating from
both humans and animals shared similar, pan-susceptible pheno-
typic profiles. These data further contribute to the hypothesis that
human and animal clade 5 strains in Australia have a common
origin. Interestingly, these RTs all have uncommon toxin profiles;
RTs 033 and 288 are both large clostridial toxin negative (A2B2)
and binary toxin positive (CDT+), whilst RTs 237 and 281 are nega-
tive for tcdA (A2B+CDT+).

Based on antimicrobial phenotype, the majority of strains of
human RT 126 and to a lesser extent human RT 127 appear
quite different from their animal counterparts and this may sug-
gest the absence of a common source. However, acquired resist-
ance to antimicrobials in C. difficile is conferred by a wide range of
mobile genetic elements including Tn5397 (tetR) and Tn5398
(eryR).18 These mobile genetic elements form part of the highly
dynamic accessory genome and their acquisition and loss from
the bacterium occurs readily under forces of selection such as
antimicrobial exposure.18

It is possible that acquisition of resistance may have occurred
within the healthcare system and was driven by differences in
antimicrobial selection pressure in piggery and hospital envi-
ronments. For example, ciprofloxacin is among the 20 most
commonly prescribed antimicrobial agents in Australian hospitals
accounting for ≏2.8% of all prescriptions in 2013 and 2014,20

but fluoroquinolones are banned from use in food animals
of any kind in Australia.21 These data could account for the
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Table 1. Susceptibility and summary MIC data for 13 antimicrobials against 171 clade 5 C. difficile isolates, by strain origin

Agent Host N

MIC range

(mg/L)

MIC50
(mg/L)

MIC90
(mg/L)

Clinical breakpoints

S, n (%) I, n (%) R, n (%)S I R

VANa human 91 0.5–2 1 1 ≤2 — .2 91 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

animal 80 0.5–2 1 1 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.5–2 1 1 171 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

MTZb human 91 0.12–1 0.5 0.5 ≤2 — .2 91 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

animal 80 0.12–1 0.5 1 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.12–1 0.5 1 171 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

FDX human 91 0.004–0.25 0.03 0.12 — — — — — —

animal 80 0.008–0.25 0.03 0.06 — — —

total 171 0.004–0.25 0.03 0.12 — — —

RFXc human 91 0.002–0.008 0.004 0.008 — — ≥32 — — —

animal 80 0.001–0.015 0.004 0.008 — — —

total 171 0.001–0.015 0.004 0.008 — — —

CLIb human 91 0.12 to .32 1 .32 ≤2 4 .8 70 (76.9) 4 (4.4) 17 (18.7)

animal 80 0.12–4 1 4 70 (87.5) 10 (12.5) 0 (0)

total 171 0.12 to .32 1 4 140 (81.9) 14 (8.2) 17 (9.9)

ERYb human 91 0.12 to .256 1 .256 — — .8 — — 34 (37.4)

animal 80 0.12 to .256 0.5 1 — — 1 (1.3)

total 171 0.12 to .256 1 .256 — — 35 (20.5)

AMCb human 91 0.12–0.5 0.25 0.25 ≤4 8 ≥16 91 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

animal 80 0.12–0.5 0.25 0.5 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.12–0.5 0.25 0.5 171 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

CROb human 91 8–64 16 16 ≤16 32 ≥64 87 (95.6) 2 (2.2) 2 (2.2)

animal 80 8–32 16 32 66 (82.5) 14 (17.5) 0 (0)

total 171 8–64 16 32 153 (89.5) 16 (9.4) 2 (1.2)

MEMb human 91 0.5–2 2 2 ≤4 8 ≥16 91 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

animal 80 0.5–2 2 2 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.5–2 2 2 171 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

MXFb human 91 0.5–16 1 16 ≤2 4 ≥8 75 (82.4) 1 (1.1) 15 (16.5)

animal 80 0.5–1 1 1 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.5–16 1 2 155 (90.6) 1 (0.6) 15 (8.8)

TETb human 91 0.06–32 0.25 32 ≤4 8 ≥16 51 (56) 1 (1.1) 39 (42.9)

animal 80 0.06–16 0.12 0.25 79 (98.8) 0 (0) 1 (1.3)

total 174 0.06–32 0.12 16 130 (76) 1 (0.6) 40 (23.4)

TZPb human 91 0.5–8 4 8 ≤32 64 ≥128 91 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

animal 80 1–8 4 8 80 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

total 171 0.5–8 4 8 171 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)

TMP human 91 8–64 64 64 — — — — — —

animal 80 16–64 64 64 — — —

total 171 8–64 64 64 — — —

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; AMC, amoxicillin/clavulanate; CRO,
ceftriaxone; MEM, meropenem; MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin/tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim; S, susceptible; I, intermediate;
R, resistant.
No breakpoints are currently available for fidaxomicin or trimethoprim.
aBreakpoints are those recommended by EUCAST11 and are based on epidemiological cut-off values that distinguish ‘WT’ isolates from those with
reduced susceptibility.
bBreakpoints are those recommended for anaerobes by CLSI.12
cResistance (≥32 mg/L) is as described by O’Connor et al.22
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discordant fluoroquinolone-resistant phenotypes of RT 126
seen in this study [animal isolates (0%) and human iso-
lates (39.3%)].

Human strains of RT 126 and RT 127 share a very similar and
generally antimicrobial-resistant phenotype to RT 078. This RT is
well established in porcine and bovine populations in Europe
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Figure 1. Percentage susceptibility data for moxifloxacin, tetracycline, clindamycin and erythromycin, grouped by host and RT. (a) Humans. (b) Animals.
Breakpoints are those recommended for anaerobes by CLSI.12 MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, tetracycline; CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; S, susceptible;
I, intermediate; R, resistant.
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and North America, but is notably absent from livestock popula-
tions in Australia.6–8 The number of CDI cases attributable to RT
078 in Australia is low3,10 and the limited number of cases is likely
a result of importation from overseas where this RT is among the
most common in human carriers or on food.13,14,17 Given the
phenotypic overlap, it is possible that strains of RT 126, and to a
lesser extent RT 127, are also imported strains. This would be an
interesting avenue for further investigation. Ultimately, the
fine-scale resolution offered by WGS and core genome phyloge-
netics will resolve the true ancestral relationship of this strain
collection. This is currently underway and will elucidate the under-
lying genetic mechanisms conferring the resistance seen in
this study.

In conclusion, the pan-susceptible phenotypic profiles seen for
the large proportion of human and animal isolates of RTs 033,
237, 281 and 288 suggest genetic overlap and further support
the hypothesis of a common source. Conversely, human popula-
tions of RTs 126 and RT 127 show high proportions of antimicro-
bial resistance and limited genetic overlap with their animal
counterparts.
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Review Article

Clostridium difficile Infection
in Production Animals and Avian Species:

A Review

Peter Moono,1 Niki F. Foster,2 David J. Hampson,3 Daniel R. Knight,1

Lauren E. Bloomfield,4 and Thomas V. Riley1–5

Abstract

Clostridium difficile is the leading cause of antibiotic-associated diarrhea and colitis in hospitalized humans.
Recently, C. difficile infection (CDI) has been increasingly recognized as a cause of neonatal enteritis in food
animals such as pigs, resulting in stunted growth, delays in weaning, and mortality, as well as colitis in large
birds such as ostriches. C. difficile is a strictly anaerobic spore-forming bacterium, which produces two toxins A
(TcdA) and B (TcdB) as its main virulence factors. The majority of strains isolated from animals produce an
additional binary toxin (C. difficile transferase) that is associated with increased virulence. C. difficile is
ubiquitous in the environment and has a wide host range. This review summarizes the epidemiology, clinical
presentations, risk factors, and laboratory diagnosis of CDI in animals. Increased awareness by veterinarians
and animal owners of the significance of clinical disease caused by C. difficile in livestock and avians is needed.
Finally, this review provides an overview on methods for controlling environmental contamination and po-
tential therapeutics available.

Introduction

C
lostridium difficile is a strictly anaerobic Gram-
positive bacillus that is the leading cause of antibiotic-

associated diarrhea in humans, emerging as a significant
cause of gastrointestinal infection in animals. An important
property of C. difficile is its ability to form highly resistant
spores that survive for a long time (*5 months) on con-
taminated surfaces (Kramer et al., 2006).C. difficile infection
(CDI) is transmitted by the fecal–oral route through the in-
gestion of these spores. The clinical presentation of CDI in
humans and livestock varies from asymptomatic/subclinical
carriage to mild diarrhea, severe diarrhea, and sometimes,
life-threatening pseudomembranous colitis in humans (Hur-
ley and Nguyen, 2002; Keessen et al., 2011b). Disease arises
due to the activity of two exotoxins TcdA and TcdB that are
expressed in the gut by toxigenic strains of C. difficile. The
presence of toxin receptors is required for toxin uptake by
colonocytes (Keel and Songer, 2006). Different animal spe-
cies vary in the type of toxin receptors present in the gut (Keel
and Songer, 2006), but this does not correlate with disease

severity. In addition, some C. difficile strains produce a bi-
nary toxin (C. difficile transferase, CDT) that has been as-
sociated with enhanced virulence in human disease (Schwan
et al., 2009). Some strains also differ in nucleic acid com-
position of tcdC, a toxin regulatory gene, which may result
in an increased toxin production (Merrigan et al., 2010).
However, the significance of these latter features (CDT and
tcdC mutations/deletions) continues to be debated (Carter
et al., 2011; Goldenberg and French, 2011).

The incidence and severity of CDI in humans have in-
creased over recent years. In Europe and North America, this
change has been attributed to the emergence since the early
2000s of a ‘‘hypervirulent’’ strain ofC. difficile, ribotype (RT)
027 (NAP1/BI), which is fluoroquinolone resistant (Loo et al.,
2005). In addition, RT 078, a similarly virulent predominantly
animal strain, is increasingly responsible for human infection
in Europe (Goorhuis et al., 2008; Bauer et al., 2011). C. dif-
ficileRT 027 and RT 078 both produce all three toxins, TcdA,
TcdB, and CDT (Merrigan et al., 2010; Bauer et al., 2011),
and some strains have reduced susceptibility to various antibi-
otics used for treatment such as metronidazole (Álvarez-Pérez
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et al., 2013). Countries outside Europe and North America,
including Australia, have seen a similar, but more recent rise
in the incidence of CDI (Slimings et al., 2014). Furthermore,
CDI has been reported in people who have not been exposed
to traditional CDI risk factors such as antibiotics, hospitali-
zation, and living in an aged care facility (Khanna et al.,
2013).

Some strains ofC. difficile recovered from different animal
species and humans are indistinguishable by conventional
molecular typing techniques, including polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) ribotyping, multilocus sequence typing, and
multilocus variable tandem repeat analysis (Goorhuis et al.,
2008; Bakker et al., 2010; Marsh et al., 2011; Janezic et al.,
2014; Knetsch et al., 2014). More recently, this genetic
overlap was further confirmed by whole-genome sequencing
and core genome single-nucleotide polymorphism typing,
which showed that pigs and pig farmers were colonized by
indistinguishable strains of C. difficile (Knetsch et al., 2014).
These findings have raised concerns that cases of CDI could
arise by zoonotic transmission. Transmission could occur by
direct contact with live animals or their environment (Kees-
sen et al., 2013), and during or after slaughter, since C. dif-

ficile has been isolated from animals at slaughterhouses
(Knight et al., 2013) and also from retail meat (Houser et al.,
2012). The possibility that meat andmeat products could play
a role in human CDI although zoonotic transmission has not
yet been conclusively proven. In addition, contamination of
predominantly root vegetables has been reported to a lesser
extent, despite early evidence of these foods as a potential
source of C. difficile (Al Saif and Brazier, 1996).

Pathogenesis of and Host Susceptibility to CDI

C. difficile causes disease through expression of two main
virulence factors, the toxins TcdA and TcdB (Merrigan et al.,
2010). The corresponding genes, tcdA and tcdB, are located
on the chromosome alongside three accessory genes tcdR,
tcdC, and tcdE that together form a 19.6-kb pathogenicity
locus (PaLoc) (Britton and Young, 2014). Most toxigenic
C. difficile isolates possess tcdA and tcdB, however, some
variant isolates do not produce TcdA (Squire et al., 2013)
and others are missing the PaLoc altogether, instead having
a 115 bp insertion.

TcdA has been described as an enterotoxin because it
causes exudative colitis. TcdB is cytotoxic and causes epi-
thelial cell collapse, apoptosis, and cell death. TcdA and
TcdB are both large molecular weight toxins (308 and
209 kDa, respectively) belonging to the large clostridial toxin
family ( Jank and Aktories, 2008). Some strains ofC. difficile,
particularly those associated with livestock, produce binary
toxin, the function of which remains speculative even though
it has been associated with so-called ‘‘hypervirulence’’
(Kuehne et al., 2014). It is thought to enhance microtubule
protrusion from gut epithelial cells, leading to formation of a
network of mesh around the bacterial cells resulting in ad-
hesion (Schwan et al., 2009).

As in humans, the intestinal microbiota is likely to play an
important role in the susceptibility of animals to CDI. The
intestinal microbiota prevents overgrowth of C. difficile and
other enteric pathogens by competing for nutrition or acting
as a mechanical blockade of enterocytes in a process that is
often referred to as colonization resistance (Theriot and

Young, 2015). Furthermore, the gut microbiome plays a role
in the deconjugation of taurocholate to chenodeoxycholate, a
key component in inhibiting spore germination in the small
intestine and ceca (Giel et al., 2010; Britton and Young,
2014), and the biosynthesis of secondary bile salts such as
deoxycholate, which inhibit vegetative cell growth in the
colon (Giel et al., 2010; Theriot and Young, 2015). When the
commensal intestinal microbiota has been disrupted, there is
an increased production of cholate from bile salts that pro-
motes spore germination (Giel et al., 2010). This was recently
demonstrated in a murine model and expanded to human
studies. Mice treated with clindamycin developed an altered
gut microbiome with a reduced ability to convert primary bile
salts into secondary bile salts that correlated with the sus-
ceptibility to infection by C. difficile (Buffie et al., 2015).

Disruption of the normal gut microbiota by antibiotics is
the best known predisposing mechanism leading to C. diffi-

cile colonization of the large intestine (Theriot and Young,
2015). In particular, later generation cephalosporins, peni-
cillins, carbapenems, clindamycin, trimethoprim/sulphona-
mides, and fluoroquinolones (in the United States) have been
associated with greater risk (Slimings and Riley, 2014). Re-
cently, an epidemiological study in veal calves found an as-
sociation between antibiotic exposure and C. difficile

shedding (Magistrali et al., 2015), however, the association
between antibiotic exposure and CDI has not been commonly
reported in livestock as animals can develop diarrhea asso-
ciated with antibiotic therapy that is unrelated to CDI.

Animals that rely on fermentation in the hindgut, known as
pseudomonogastric animals (hamsters, horses, guinea pigs,
and rabbits), are highly dependent upon commensal bacterial
populations for digestion of fiber. Interestingly, most pseu-
domonogastrics are more susceptible to severe colitis and
death associated with CDI compared with true monogastric
animals (Keel and Songer, 2006). The evidence so far sug-
gests that antibiotics may play a significant role in precipi-
tating colonization of livestock by C. difficile and antibiotics
may escalate CDI in animals without clinical disease. It is
possible that the impact of antibiotics on the normal gut
microbiota for pseudomonogastrics such as hamsters is more
sudden than for true monogastric animals.

Clinical Signs of CDI

Intestinal colonization with C. difficile, and disease, is
common in neonatal piglets within 7 days of farrowing
(Norman et al., 2009; Weese et al., 2010b; Moono et al.,
2016). The most common clinical sign for CDI in livestock is
diarrhea, which may be acute or chronic; however, many
neonatal animals remain without clinical disease probably
due to acquired colostral immunity (Squire and Riley, 2013).
CDI may be self-limiting, intermittent, or continuous in na-
ture. Piglets infected byC. difficilemay present with a yellow
pasty or watery, nonhemorrhagic diarrhea. Ostrich chicks
often experience anorexia, weight loss (Shivaprasad, 2003),
acute diarrhea, and sudden death within 3 days (Frazier et al.,
1993; Cooper et al., 2013). CDI should be considered in the
differential diagnosis in poultry, as one of many diarrhea-
causing enteropathogens (Cooper et al., 2013). Obstipation
and constipation, scrotal edema, and dyspnea occur uncom-
monly in piglets (Steele et al., 2010). In humans, CDI occurs
in older people as neonates are thought not to have toxin
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receptors. Clinical presentation in humans is similar to ani-
mals and patients may present with malaise, abdominal pain,
nausea, anorexia, watery diarrhea, low-grade fever, and pe-
ripheral leukocytosis (Hurley and Nguyen, 2002).

Laboratory Diagnosis of CDI

The diagnostic tests available for detection ofC. difficile in
humans can broadly be classified into three categories
(Crobach et al., 2016). First, there are tests such as toxigenic
culture to isolate toxin-producing C. difficile; second, tests
that detect C. difficile products such as glutamate dehydro-
genase (GDH) and toxins A and/or B; and last, tests that
detects C. difficile genes.

Although toxigenic culture forC. difficile is labor intensive
with a long turnaround time, it is still regarded as one of the
gold standards for diagnosis of human CDI (Crobach et al.,
2016). Toxigenic culture involves isolating C. difficile from
feces by using selective culture media and determining if the
isolate is toxin producing (Burnham and Carroll, 2013; Lund
and Peck, 2015). The methods for isolating C. difficile from
feces either by direct plating on selective media and/or se-
lective enrichment in broth, followed by plating on selective
media, have been extensively reported (Lund and Peck,
2015). By direct culture, chromogenic agar (bioMérieux,
Marcy l’Etoile, France) gives a shorter turnaround time (24 h)
compared to prereduced cycloserine-cefoxitin-fructose agar
with added sodium taurocholate (Carson et al., 2013). Pre-
sumptive C. difficile colonies on blood agar are identified by
chartreuse fluorescence under UV light (*360 nm wave-
length), colonial morphology (ground glass appearance), and
horse dung odor. Identification of uncertain isolates can be
achieved by Gram staining and detection of l-proline ami-
nopeptidase (Knight et al., 2014), or more commonly, re-
cently, MALDI-TOF-MS (Kim et al., 2016).

Other assays for diagnosing CDI include commercially
available enzyme immunoassays (EIA) (Crobach et al.,
2016). Despite the limitations associated with these tests
(Tenover et al., 2010; Burnham and Carroll, 2013), they are
popular in laboratories because they are easy to use, relatively
cheap, and have a short turnaround time. Some EIA are de-
signed to detect GDH in feces, the ‘‘common antigen’’ on C.
difficile strains, in addition to TcdA and TcdB, even though
there are reports of reduced sensitivity for these tests (Ten-
over et al., 2010). EIA that target GDH were initially said to
have a higher sensitivity than those that only target TcdA or
TcdB (Crobach et al., 2016). Furthermore, some studies have
suggested that EIA vary in their ability to detect certain RTs
of C. difficile in human disease (Tenover et al., 2010).

In addition, while there is no correlation between strain
type, toxin in feces, and disease severity both in humans and
animals (Yaeger et al., 2002), a large study by Planche et al.
(2013) showed that the presence of toxins in feces predicted
poorer outcomes in humans. Although EIA that target GDH
and PCRmethods that detect toxin genes have relatively high
sensitivity, they lack specificity for disease. Therefore, a two-
step diagnostic algorithm has been suggested that involves
retesting positive samples with a toxin EIA, which increases
specificity and positive predictive value. A complete diag-
nosis of CDI in pigs or indeed other animal species will
include a clinical history, toxigenic culture of C. difficile, and
detection of free toxins in feces or detection of toxin genes or

enzyme in isolates. Further, the European Society for Clinical
Microbiology and Infectious Disease (ESCMID) recom-
mends testing feces that are not formed and are negative for
other enteropathogens (Crobach et al., 2016). Currently, no
single standalone diagnostic test for CDI with suitable sen-
sitivity and specificity is available (Bloomfield and Riley,
2016).

Most of the CDI diagnostic tests available on the market
have been validated for human medicine and these perform
suboptimally on animal samples. For example, some human
commercial molecular diagnostic assays showed low sensi-
tivity in the range of 25% to 50% on animal samples (Knight
et al., 2014). The reason for suboptimal performance of
molecular diagnostic tools in animal samples is unclear and
requires further research. Better diagnostic tools are crucial
for the early detection of many veterinary pathogens, in-
cluding C. difficile.

Epidemiology of C. difficile in Production Animals

Although diarrhea is common in neonatal livestock, there
are potentially many pathogens that may be involved apart
from C. difficile, such as enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli,
C. perfringens, Coccidia sp., Cryptosporidium sp., Giardia
sp., and rotavirus, among others. In Australia (Squire et al.,
2013), Europe, and North America (Yaeger et al., 2002;
Hammitt et al., 2008), it is rare for other pathogens to be
present with C. difficile in fecal samples, suggesting that
C. difficile alone was associated with diarrhea. However,
the importance of screening for other pathogens when un-
dertaking C. difficile surveys should not be ignored.

C. difficile in Pigs

The earliest published report of natural infection with C.

difficile in swine was that of two piglets diagnosed with en-
terocolitis in the 1980s ( Jones et al., 1983). A decade later,
there was a major outbreak of CDI at a farm in Canada with a
weekly mortality rate in the range 7% to 58% in piglets aged
1–14 days (Waters et al., 1998). C. difficilewas isolated from
feces and toxins were detected, however, strain types were
not determined. Postmortem findings consistent with CDI,
such as mesocolonic edema and typhlocolitis, were common.
The significance of CDI in piglets became prominent after a
12-year surveillance study of enteric pathogens in neonatal
pigs at the Iowa Veterinary Hospital. This study showed a
decline in the relative frequency of traditional enteric path-
ogens such as transmissible gastroenteritis virus, E. coli, and
C. perfringens type C from 70% to 21%, and an increase inC.
difficile (55%) (Yaeger et al., 2002).

The prevalence ofC. difficile in piglets aged between 1 and
2weeks has been reported in the range of 50% to nearly 100%
in asymptomatic piglets (Keel and Songer, 2006; Weese
et al., 2010b; Moono et al., 2016). This high prevalence is
followed by a gradual decline as piglets grow older (Norman
et al., 2009; Weese et al., 2010b; Moono et al., 2016). Piglets
infected with C. difficile (diarrheic) can be underweight by
10–15% and also have an extendedweaning time (Songer and
Uzal, 2005). Squire et al. (2013) reported a monthly mortality
rate of 14% in piglets. Even though sporadic outbreaks of
CDI in adult pigs are rare, they can have significant conse-
quences because adult pigs can also die from infection (Kiss
and Bilkei, 2005).
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Risk factors for CDI in pigs

Few studies have adequately investigated the risk factors
contributing to CDI in pigs. Pig age is the most commonly
reported factor associated with risk of CDI. The prevalence of
C. difficile is typically highest in piglets up to 7 days post-
partum (Norman et al., 2009; Weese et al., 2010b; Moono
et al., 2016). Infection is likely to be acquired from the sur-
rounding environment rather than by vertical transmission
since piglets born by caesarean section were culture negative
(Hopman et al., 2011). A longitudinal study in the United
States found higher C. difficile prevalence in cooler months
(16.2%) than in warmer months (10.3%) in a vertically in-
tegrated pig farm (Norman et al., 2009). Whether the sea-
sonal variation in CDI seen in swine in North America is due
to temperature, humidity, or other seasonal factors and
whether this impacts exposure or host susceptibility are un-
clear. In addition, airborne dispersal of C. difficile spores in a
piggery has been reported (Keessen et al., 2011a).

Vermin may play a role in the spread of C. difficile on pig
farms. A survey on a pig farm in The Netherlands was un-
dertaken to determine whether mice (Mus musculus linnaeus)
were competent vectors for C. difficile (Burt et al., 2012).
Mice on the farm were trapped and their skin, muscles, and
gut contents aseptically sampled for C. difficile. In addition,
dead insects (drain flies, lesser house flies, and yellow meal
worms) and birds were also sampled. The external body
surface of mice had a culture prevalence rate of 51–66%
compared to 8% for the gastrointestinal contents, with the
predominant strain of C. difficile being RT 078. Although
Burt et al. (2012) did not sample pigs, the finding of RT 078
in vermin is significant because it is a well-established animal
pathogen. Given that the contamination rate of the body
surfaces was higher than the gut, mice may be more likely to
spread C. difficile mechanically in the environment than
through the fecal route. The prevalence of C. difficile in wild
bird droppings was 4%, in dead sparrows 66%, and in various
insects 56–100% (Burt et al., 2012). C. difficile has since
been isolated from urban rats, further highlighting the role
vermin could play in dissemination of C. difficile in the en-
vironment (Himsworth et al., 2014). Furthermore, a recent
study showed that raccoons could play a role in C. difficile

transmission at pig farms and the environment (Bondo et al.,
2015).

C. difficile in Cattle

C. difficile was first isolated from cattle in the early 1980s.
Preweaning neonatal calf enteritis and mortality is a common
problem in the cattle industry (Gunn, 2003). Although there
are many pathogens associated with neonatal calf enteritis,C.
difficile was only described as a potential causative agent in
the early 2000s (Hammitt et al., 2008). In addition, a study
found a poor recovery rate of pathogens from feces of diar-
rheic calves; 25% to 45% samples did not yield any pathogen
(Gunn, 2003). This study was limited by the small number of
pathogens covered in the surveillance program and, in par-
ticular, there was no C. difficile detection protocol in place.
Using culture, Rodriguez-Palacios et al. (2006) reported a C.
difficile prevalence rate of 7.6% (11/144) in diarrheic calves
and 15% (20/134) in control calves. Toxins were more likely
to be detected in diarrheic calves, 39.6% (57/144) compared
to 20.9% (28/134) in controls. In a subsequent study,

Rodriguez-Palacios et al. (2007b) did not find an association
between C. difficile colonization in calves and disease.
Hammitt et al. (2008) reported a C. difficile prevalence of
25.3% (64/253) in feces of diarrheic calves compared to
nondiarrheic calves, 13% (7/53). Furthermore, 22.9% (58/
253) of specimens from diarrheic calves were toxin positive
compared to 30.2% (16/53) from nondiarrheic calves
(Hammitt et al., 2008). Although idiopathic enteritis in calves
aged 1–14 days is well described, few studies have screened
for C. difficile and those that did failed to find a correlation
between C. difficile colonization and disease.

In the dairy industry, male calves are considered surplus
and used for veal production. They are either slaughtered
quite young (<4 weeks) or kept for*6 months. Longitudinal
studies of veal calves showed that young animals were col-
onized soon after birth, with the prevalence gradually de-
clining as the calves grew older (Costa et al., 2011; Zidaric
et al., 2012; Houser et al., 2012; Magistrali et al., 2015).
Zidaric et al. (2012) reported a great diversity of C. difficile
strains in veal calves (RTs 078, 126, 012, 045, 010, and 033)
similar to Costa et al. (2011), with this diversity diminishing
as they grew older. A cross-sectional study of 7-day-old veal
calves conducted in Australia found a C. difficile prevalence
of 56% with three predominant RTs (126, 033, and 127)
(Knight et al., 2013). These RTs belong to clade 5 of C.

difficile, as do RTs 078 and 237, and are frequently isolated
from livestock and occasionally from human cases of CDI
(Magistrali et al., 2015; Tsai et al., 2016). The high preva-
lence of C. difficile in calves could increase the risk of meat
contamination at the abattoir.

Risk factors for CDI in cattle

Putative risk factors for CDI in cattle include younger age
and antibiotic use. Magistrali et al. (2015) found that veal
calves aged 13–28 days were twice as likely to shed C. dif-

ficile than those aged 36–45 days (odds ratio 4.57 vs. 2.79).
Elsewhere, calves reached a peak of C. difficile shedding by
at least 14–18 days of age (Costa et al., 2011; Zidaric et al.,
2012). Antimicrobial use appears to be a common practice in
veal production in Europe (Zidaric et al., 2012; Magistrali
et al., 2015) and United States (Costa et al., 2011). The use of
multiple antimicrobials, or polymixin E, or a beta-lactam
antimicrobial was highly associated withC. difficile shedding
in veal calves (odds ratio 5.83) (Magistrali et al., 2015). In-
terestingly, Costa et al. (2011) in the United States demon-
strated no association between C. difficile shedding by calves
and housing type, however, this requires further investigation
as production systems for veal calves vary immensely within
and between countries.

C. difficile in Goats and Sheep

Although there are few studies on the prevalence of C.
difficile in sheep and goats (0–8.5%) (Knight and Riley, 2013;
Avberšek et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2016), the available
literature does not suggest that they pose a major risk of CDI
in humans.

C. difficile in Farmed Birds

Prevalence studies show that poultry can be colonized
with C. difficile (Simango, 2006; Simango and Mwakurudza,
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2008). In a cross-sectional study of poultry in Zimbabwe, the
C. difficile culture prevalence was reported as 29% and, of the
strains isolated, 90% were toxigenic (Simango and Mwa-
kurudza, 2008). However, these prevalence studies did not
state the age of the chickens sampled and neither was there
evidence of enteritis in the poultry. In addition,C. difficile has
been reported in captive ostriches (Frazier et al., 1993; Shi-
vaprasad, 2003).

Risk factors for CDI in farmed birds

CDI in avian species appears similar to the manifestation
in other animal species (Frazier et al., 1993; Shivaprasad,
2003). In one study, 19-day-old captive ostrich chicks treated
with amikacin, piperacillin, and enrofloxacin were diagnosed
with CDI (Shivaprasad, 2003). In another study, an outbreak
of CDI in 9-day-old ostrich chicks treated with sulfamerazine
in North America was reported (Frazier et al., 1993). This is
consistent with literature reporting the association of antibi-
otic therapy and CDI in humans (Slimings and Riley, 2014).
Although C. difficile colonization has been reported in
poultry (Simango, 2006; Simango and Mwakurudza, 2008),
there are no reports of enteritis associated with C. difficile

colonization. Cephalosporins, which have been associated
with CDI amplification in humans, are widely used in poultry
production in North America (Webster, 2009). The rela-
tionship between exposure to antibiotics in poultry and C.

difficile shedding needs further investigation.

C. difficile in Food Animals and Foodborne CDI

The majority of research about C. difficile in food has been
conducted on meat and meat by-products, particularly, beef,
poultry, and pork (Songer et al., 2009; Weese et al., 2010a;
Rahimi et al., 2014; Varshney et al., 2014). In these studies,
the prevalence of strains of C. difficile associated with illness
in hospitalized patients varied from high, predominantly in
North America, to lower figures, usually in Europe. The
common RTs from animal studies have been found in meat,
suggesting that the contamination is occurring somewhere
during processing, rather than from another external source
(Rodriguez et al., 2016). Contamination of meat likely results
from gut content spillage during evisceration or perhaps ac-
cumulation of spores within abattoir environment (Houser
et al., 2012). However, the data on C. difficile are limited
within the abattoir environment. A recent study found high
counts of spores in feces of slaughtered 5- to 7-day-old veal
calves with a median concentration of 2.5 · 104 cfu/mL
(Knight et al., 2016). Furthermore, 16.7% (n = 25/150) of the
carcass samples were contaminated with the median count of
spores detected 7 cfu/cm2 (Knight et al., 2016), suggesting
that the abattoir environment could contribute to contami-
nation of meat with C. difficile spores.

In North America (Varshney et al., 2014) and elsewhere
(Rahimi et al., 2014), the most prevalent C. difficile strain
detected in meat is RT 078, although earlier studies high-
lighted significant levels of RT 027 (Rodriguez-Palacios
et al., 2007a; Marsh et al., 2011). In Australia, harvesting
meat from neonatal animals has been identified as a potential
risk for community-associated CDI (Squire and Riley, 2013).
The prevalence of C. difficile in production animals declines
as they age (Knight et al., 2013) and meat from older animals
may pose a minimal risk. This conclusion is supported by a

recent study coordinated by the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention showing no contamination of meat
from adult animals (Limbago et al., 2012). Nonetheless, fu-
ture research should target the abattoir environment as it has
great potential for risk reduction in the food chain with, for
example, comprehensive disinfection protocols.

The use of effluent from animals on crops could contam-
inate vegetables (Squire and Riley, 2013). Al Saif and Brazier
(1996) detected C. difficile in raw vegetables 20 years ago. In
2009, C. difficile was detected in ready to eat organic and
nonorganic salads in Scotland (Bakri et al., 2009). More re-
cently, C. difficile has been detected in nonroot vegetables
such as lettuce, green peppers and eggplant (Eckert et al.,
2013; Rodriguez-Palacios et al., 2014). The overall preva-
lence of C. difficile in vegetables was reported as being up to
7.5% (Rodriguez-Palacios et al., 2014). The reason for the
variations in C. difficile prevalence in vegetables is unclear,
although differences in culture methods may be an important
contributor.

The infectious dose and host factors are critical for disease
manifestation in susceptible hosts. The infectious dose of C.
difficile for humans is unknown and CDI is complicated
further by the requirement for an insult to the gut microflora
to occur before exposure. In addition, the frequency and
quantity of contaminated food ingested might be a higher risk
than the prevalence ofC. difficile in food, and even low levels
of contamination may be sufficient to cause CDI. Last, to
address potential confounders such as laboratory contami-
nation with C. difficile (Marsh, 2013), highly discriminatory
finger printing techniques like whole-genome sequencing
should be used in future studies.

Control of C. difficile in the Veterinary Environment

C. difficile spores can persist in the environment for more
than 5 months (Kramer et al., 2006). Like other pathogenic
organisms, lower temperatures (4–5�C), high humidity, and
quantity of inoculum have been suggested as potential causes
of persistence (Kramer et al., 2006). Although still contro-
versial, some studies have shown that epidemic strains of C.
difficile have a higher sporulation capacity than nonepidemic
strains and may persist in the environment longer (Merrigan
et al., 2010). However, a study conducted by Robinson et al.
(2014) did not find a difference in the sporulation capacity
between hypervirulent and nonhypervirulent strains. The
thymidine synthase gene in RT 027 strains could confer a
growth advantage for its competitive fitness (Robinson et al.,
2014), however, the majority of factors that enhance fitness
among epidemic strains of C. difficile are unknown.

In the United States, Norman et al. (2009) reported C.

difficile from human and swine composite sewage samples
from closed integrated human and swine populations and a
study in Australia found C. difficile in treated pig effluent
(Squire et al., 2011). There is a high likelihood that animal
and human effluent can contribute to environmental con-
tamination. Studies investigating the efficacy of disinfectants
and treatment regimens for effluent in livestock operations to
achieve better control of CDI are needed.

Many humans treated with antibiotics for CDI experience
a recurrence of infection and this has accelerated the need to
identify alternative treatment regimens, including therapy
that uses fecal microbiota transplantation (Britton and
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Young, 2014). In a recent study, Buffie et al. (2015) dem-
onstrated that there is a specific microbiome that assists
colonization resistance against infection by toxigenic strains
of C. difficile. Harvey et al. (2006) showed that enterally fed
neonatal piglets had better colonization resistance against C.
difficile than those parenterally fed. Kim et al. (2014) showed
that tigecycline altered microbiota balance of gnotobiotic
piglets (increased Proteobacteria and reduced Firmicutes),
but this did not predispose piglets to CDI. In contrast, others
have found that mice treated with tigecycline or hamsters
with clindamycin were susceptible to CDI, despite showing a
similar shift in microbiota to piglets (Peterfreund et al., 2012;
Bassis et al., 2014). A recent study using metagenomics
showed that the underlying ecological dynamics of gut mi-
crobiome (i.e., intra and interspecies) communities are in-
dependent of host influence (Bashan et al., 2016). Overall, it
appears that no single community of microbiota determines
the mechanism by which the gut provides colonization re-
sistance (Theriot and Young, 2015), however, determining
the beneficial components in the microbiota of production
animals may be important.

There have also been studies of the potential benefits of
probiotics (Schoster et al., 2015; Arruda et al., 2016), al-
though they show varied performance against CDI in animals
and humans (Collado et al., 2005). In addition, vaccines for
humans are at various stages of development, although none
is currently available for livestock.

Conclusions

C. difficile is an important pathogen of humans and ani-
mals. The fact that indistinguishable strains of C. difficile
have been detected from humans, animals, and crops irri-
gated with manure suggests that C. difficile could be acquired
from a common source or zoonotically transmitted. The de-
velopment of tools that can accurately diagnose CDI in
livestock will be crucial in improving our understanding of
the evolving epidemiology of CDI and thus its control.
However, the most important issue is likely to be the misuse
of antimicrobials in production animals that is driving the
amplification ofC. difficile. Some research should be directed
toward understanding the functionality of various host mi-
crobiomes as a treatment option for many infectious diseases,
including C. difficile. In addition, manure used on crops
should be screened forC. difficile and appropriately treated to
prevent community-acquired CDI. Surveillance of animal
populations forC. difficile is needed to clarify the relationship
between livestock-associated CDI, contamination of food or
the environment, and human CDI. Sophisticated molecular
techniques involving whole-genome sequencing will be re-
quired to prove these relationships. Ultimately, the promotion
of a dialogue between physicians, veterinarians, and food
scientists in the development of a One Health approach will
be essential to control CDI.
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ABSTRACT In the last decade, Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) has reached an

epidemic state with increasing incidence and severity in both health care and com-

munity settings. Vancomycin is an important first-line therapy for CDI, and the emer-

gence of resistance would have significant clinical consequences. In this study, we

describe for the first time a vanB2 vancomycin resistance operon in C. difficile, iso-

lated from an Australian veal calf at slaughter. The operon was carried on an ~42-kb

element showing significant homology and synteny to Tn1549, a conjugative trans-

poson linked with the emergence and global dissemination of vancomycin-resistant

enterococci (VRE). Notably, the C. difficile strain did not show any reduced suscepti-

bility to vancomycin in vitro (MIC, 1 mg/liter), possibly as a result of an aberrant

vanRB gene. As observed for other anaerobic species of the animal gut microbiota,

C. difficile may be a reservoir of clinically important vancomycin resistance genes.

IMPORTANCE In an era when the development of new antimicrobial drugs is

slow, vancomycin remains the preferred antimicrobial therapy for Clostridium difficile

infection (CDI), the most important health care-related infection in the world today.

The emergence of resistance to vancomycin would have significant consequences in

relation to treating patients with CDI. In this paper, we describe for the first time a

complete set of vancomycin resistance genes in C. difficile. The genes were very sim-

ilar to genes found in vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE) that were associated

with the emergence and global dissemination of this organism. Fortunately, the C.

difficile strain did not show any reduced susceptibility to vancomycin in vitro (MIC, 1

mg/liter), possibly because of a small difference in one gene. However, this observa-

tion signals that we may be very close to seeing a fully vancomycin-resistant strain

of C. difficile.

KEYWORDS: antimicrobial resistance, Clostridium difficile infection, mobile genetic

element, vanB

S
ince its first description as the causative agent of pseudomembranous colitis in

1978, Clostridium difficile has emerged as a major enteropathogen of humans and

a significant burden to global health care systems (1). Vancomycin has been a first-line

therapy for C. difficile infection (CDI) for almost 30 years, retaining good activity against

C. difficile, including strains belonging to epidemic lineages and those with increased

resistance to metronidazole (2). Despite sporadic reports of reduced susceptibility to

vancomycin (MIC, �4 mg/liter; CLSI susceptibility breakpoint, �2 mg/liter), to date no
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underlying mechanisms have been identified (2). Sequencing of C. difficile genomes

revealed the widespread presence of a vancomycin resistance operon (vanGCd) (3).

Although it is often referred to as cryptic (phenotypically silent), transcriptional and

biochemical studies showed that vanGCd was functional, conferring a modest increase

in MIC in C. difficile (from 1 mg/liter to 2 mg/liter) (4). Here, we present the first

description of a cryptic vanB2 operon in C. difficile, carried on an ~42-kb element

showing significant homology and synteny to Tn1549, a conjugative transposon (CTn)

linked with the emergence and global dissemination of vancomycin-resistant entero-

cocci.

C. difficile strain AI0499 was recovered from the carcass of a calf (aged �7 days) in

Victoria, Australia, in April 2013, identified as C. difficile by morphological and pheno-

typic traits as previously described (5), and confirmed by matrix-assisted laser desorp-

tion ionization–time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry. By PCR ribotyping, strain

AI0499 was identified as ribotype (RT) 033 and thus negative for genes encoding large

clostridial toxins A and B (tcdA� tcdB�) but positive for genes encoding binary toxin

(cdtA� cdtB�) (5).

Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of AI0499 was performed in duplicate at two

independent institutions. Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted using a Gentra Puregene

kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), and libraries were created using Nextera XT protocols

(Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA). The first sequence run was performed on an Illumina

MiSeq sequencer with 250-bp paired-end (PE) chemistry, generating 406,204 reads and

36� coverage. The second was performed on an Illumina HiSeq sequencer with 100-bp

PE chemistry, generating 3,684,407 reads and 131� coverage. Multilocus sequence

typing (MLST) and antimicrobial gene profiling were performed using SRST2 (6).

Genomes were assembled, annotated, and curated using a pipeline comprising SPAdes,

Prokka, Artemis, and Easyfig (7–10). In vitro susceptibility to vancomycin was investi-

gated in triplicate using the CLSI agar dilution methodology as previously described

(11) and in triplicate using Etest methodology.

WGS and de novo assembly of the AI0499 genome revealed a single chromosome of

4,095,918 bp and 28.75% GC with 3,960 coding sequences (CDS) and an overall

coverage of ~130�. Strain AI0499 was characterized as sequence type (ST) 11 (MLST

clade 5) and harbored a complete binary toxin locus comprising cdtR, cdtA, and cdtB

genes. Strain AI0499 possessed an uncommon pathogenicity locus identified as toxi-

notype XI and defined by the complete absence of tcdB, a fragmented and truncated

tcdA gene (A2 fragment, 3,231 bp; A3 fragment, 915 bp), and a variant tcdC gene (allele

tcdC-A1 as described by Curry et al.) (12, 13). SRST2 identified seven vancomycin

resistance genes with �99% sequence identity to vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB,

vanSB, and vanRB. AI0499 was negative for vanGCd.

In Gram-positive bacteria, vancomycin resistance is mediated by several van oper-

ons and arises as a result of both (i) biosynthesis of modified peptidoglycan precursors

ending in D-Ala-D-Lac or D-Ala-D-Ser to which vancomycin shows reduced binding and

(ii) the elimination of high-affinity natural D-Ala-D-Ala precursors (13). Tn1549 (GenBank

accession no. AF192329) is a member of the Tn916 family of conjugative transposons

and harbors a vanB subtype 2 operon (vanB2) comprising genes encoding a dipepti-

dase (vanXB, 609 bp), a ligase (vanB, 1,029 bp), a dehydrogenase (vanHB, 972 bp), a

putative hydrolase (vanW, 828 bp), and a carboxypeptidase (vanYB, 807 bp). Two

further genes, vanSB (1,344 bp) and vanRB (663 bp), also colocated within the vanB2

operon, play a crucial role in the phenotypic expression of vancomycin resistance (14).

Sequence analysis of regions flanking the vanB2 gene cluster in AI0499 revealed an

element of 42,375 bp showing significant sequence identity and synteny with the

prototypical Tn1549 (GenBank sequence accession no. AF192329) (Fig. 1). Notably, this

element differed markedly, particularly in its accessory region, from other putative

Tn1549-like CTns, CTn2, CTn4, and CTn5, previously described in C. difficile (data not

shown) (15, 16).

The element designated Tn1549-like contained 38 open reading frames (ORFs) and,

like Tn1549, was organized into transposition, accessory (antimicrobial resistance), and
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conjugation regions (Fig. 1). Defining the left and right terminal ends of the element

were 11-bp inverted repeats matching those found in Tn1549 and likely representing

excision/integration sites (14). Comparing the vanB2 operon in AI0499 to that of Tn1549

revealed significant homology in vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB, and vanSB (Fig. 1).

However, in AI0499 vanRB was fragmented into a 525-bp fragment located adjacent to

vanSB and a 134-bp fragment some 2.1 kb away (Fig. 1). Notably, two CDS present in

strain AI0499 but absent in Tn1549 were found interrupting the vanRB gene. Bm3R1

(582 bp) and KU558763_7 (1,032 bp) encode a transcriptional repressor and decarbox-

ylase originating from Bacillus megaterium and Bacillus cereus, respectively. The Tn1549-

like element contained four additional CDS completely absent from Tn1549 (Fig. 1).

KU558763_5 (684 bp) and KU558763_6 (702 bp), colocated between the transposition

and vancomycin resistance regions, encode hypothetical proteins originating from

Clostridium clostridioforme. KU558763_10 (1,803 bp), located ~3 kb into the conjugation

region, and KU558763_25 (1,665 bp), located near the far left extremity, both encode

group II introns originating from an unidentified Clostridiales member and C. clostrid-

ioforme, respectively.

Several clostridial species, including C. bolteae, C. hathewayi, C. innocuum, C. clos-

tridioforme, and C. symbiosum, harbor vanB-like elements and demonstrate vancomycin

resistance in vitro (17–19). Notably, strain AI0499 did not show any reduced suscepti-

bility to vancomycin in vitro (MIC, 1 mg/liter), most likely due to the fragmentation of

vanRB; however, this first description of a phenotypically silent vanB2 operon in

C. difficile further confirms that anaerobes of the animal gut microbiota are a reservoir

of clinically important vanB-like resistance operons.

FIG 1 Comparative genomic analysis of Tn1549-like element in C. difficile strain AI0499 and prototypical Tn1549 of Enterococcus faecalis

(GenBank accession no. AF192329). Arrows indicate open reading frames (ORFs) and direction of transcription. Excisionase (xis) and

integrase (int) genes are shown in yellow, and genes comprising the vanB2 operon (vanXB, vanB, vanHB, vanW, vanYB, vanSB, and vanRB)

are shown in green, with the remaining ORFs shown in blue. The figure was prepared using Easyfig (minimum blast hit length of 100 bp

and a maximum E value of 0.001) (10). Vertical blocks between sequences indicate regions of homology with Blast nucleotide identity shown

on a colored scale ranging from 70% (light gray) to 100% (dark gray). Bm3R1 and ORFs KU558763_5, KU558763_6, KU558763_7,

KU558763_10, and KU558763_25 are shown to be present in strain AI0499 but absent from the sequence with accession no. AF192329 with

Bm3R1 and KU558763_7 interrupting vanRB (vanRB_1 and vanRB_2 fragments shown). Overall sizes of elements in strain AI0499 and the

sequence with accession no. AF192329 are 42,375 bp and 33,805 bp, respectively.

vanB2 Element in C. difficile
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Accession number(s).The nucleotide sequence of the Tn1549-like element from

strain AI0499 has been submitted to GenBank (accession no. KU558763). The HiSeq PE

sequence reads have been deposited in the NCBI Short Read Archive under accession

no. SRP067713.
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Clostridium difficile PCR ribotype (RT) 014 is well-established in both human and porcine

populations in Australia, raising the possibility that C. difficile infection (CDI) may have

a zoonotic or foodborne etiology. Here, whole genome sequencing and high-resolution

core genome phylogenetics were performed on a contemporaneous collection of 40

Australian RT014 isolates of human and porcine origin. Phylogenies based on MLST

(7 loci, STs 2, 13, and 49) and core orthologous genes (1260 loci) showed clustering

of human and porcine strains indicative of very recent shared ancestry. Core genome

single nucleotide variant (SNV) analysis found 42% of human strains showed a clonal

relationship (separated by ≤2 SNVs in their core genome) with one or more porcine

strains, consistent with recent inter-host transmission. Clones were spread over a vast

geographic area with 50% of the human cases occurring without recent healthcare

exposure. These findings suggest a persistent community reservoir with long-range

dissemination, potentially due to agricultural recycling of piggery effluent. We also

provide the first pan-genome analysis for this lineage, characterizing its resistome,

prophage content, and in silico virulence potential. The RT014 is defined by a large

“open” pan-genome (7587 genes) comprising a core genome of 2296 genes (30.3%

of the total gene repertoire) and an accessory genome of 5291 genes. Antimicrobial

resistance genotypes and phenotypes varied across host populations and ST lineages

and were characterized by resistance to tetracycline [tetM, tetA(P), tetB(P) and

tetW ], clindamycin/erythromycin (ermB), and aminoglycosides (aph3-III-Sat4A-ant6-Ia).

Resistance was mediated by clinically important mobile genetic elements, most notably

Tn6194 (harboring ermB) and a novel variant of Tn5397 (harboring tetM). Numerous

clinically important prophages (Siphoviridae and Myoviridae) were identified as well as

an uncommon accessory gene regulator locus (agr3). Conservation in the pathogenicity

locus and S-layer correlated with ST affiliation, further extending the concept of clonal
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C. difficile lineages. This study provides novel insights on the genetic variability and

strain relatedness of C. difficile RT014, a lineage of emerging One Health importance.

Ongoing molecular and genomic surveillance of strains in humans, animals, food, and

the environment is imperative to identify opportunities to reduce the overall CDI burden.

Keywords: CDI, phylogenomics, zoonosis, pan-genome, antimicrobial resistance, porcine, One Health

INTRODUCTION

Clostridium difficile is one of the most important causes of
healthcare-associated infections worldwide, responsible for a
quarter of all cases of infectious diarrhea and an array of
serious complications including sepsis, toxic megacolon, and
pseudomembranous colitis (Barbut and Petit, 2001). The last two
decades have seen a paradigm shift in the epidemiology of C.
difficile infection (CDI). The disease came to global prominence
in the early 2000s due to the emergence and transcontinental
spread of strains of a virulent lineage PCR ribotype (RT) 027
in the hospital environment (He et al., 2013). CDI reached an
epidemic state in many developed countries with high incidence
and severe disease in healthcare settings and in the community.
In some regions of the world, including Australia, community-
associated CDI (CA-CDI) now accounts for up to 25% of all cases
(Slimings et al., 2014; Bloomfield and Riley, 2016).

The C. difficile genome (∼4.3 Mbp) contains a high
proportion of mobile genetic elements (11% in strain 630) and
the species displays a large pan-genome estimated at over 9000
coding sequences (CDS), but remarkably shows an ultra-low
level of genome conservation (as low as 16%; Sebaihia et al.,
2006; Scaria et al., 2010; Forgetta et al., 2011; Treangen et al.,
2014).

Increasingly, studies show that genetically diverse sources
of C. difficile play a role in CDI transmission, challenging
the assumption that CDI is primarily a healthcare-associated
infection. In the 2013 landmark study of Eyre and colleagues,
whole genome sequencing (WGS) of 957 isolates from 1250
patients with CDI at hospitals and in the community around
Oxford, UK, found that 45% were genetically diverse (differing
by >10 single nucleotide variants (SNV) in their core genome;
Eyre et al., 2013). Over a third of these cases were erroneously
linked by contact with another symptomatic case, staff contact
or epidemiological type e.g., RT and sequence type (ST). Using
an estimated molecular clock of ∼1 SNV per-genome per-
year the authors concluded that these isolates were genetically
distinct from all other cases and likely originated from either
asymptomatic carriage or a source other than the hospital
environment (Eyre et al., 2013).

Possible reservoirs of CDI external to the healthcare
system include wild animals, domesticated animals, performance
animals, food, water, soil, farm animals, and their effluent
or effluent by-products including compost (Hensgens et al.,
2012; Squire et al., 2015; Bloomfield and Riley, 2016). C.
difficile is particularly prevalent in production animals such as
piglets and calves both in Australia (Knight et al., 2014, 2016)
and other countries (Hensgens et al., 2012; Rodriguez et al.,
2016). Furthermore, genetically similar strains of C. difficile

(characterized by RT, MLST, MLVA, and WGS), particularly
toxinotype V (RT078), have been recovered from humans,
production animals and retail meat, fuelling speculation that CDI
may have a foodborne or zoonotic etiology (Rupnik and Songer,
2010; Knetsch et al., 2014).

Five C. difficile evolutionary clades are currently recognized
and are increasingly associated with specific continents; clade 1
(Europe), clade 2 (North America), clade 3 (potentially Africa),
clade 4 (Asia), and clade 5 (Australia; Knight et al., 2015a). RT014
[toxinotype 0, North American Pulsotype (NAP) 4] is a highly
successful clade 1 lineage of C. difficile consistently among the
most common RTs causing CDI in Europe (Bauer et al., 2011;
Freeman et al., 2014) and is predominant in some pediatric
populations (Schwartz et al., 2014). RT014 is also currently the
most prevalent RT in Australia, accounting for ∼25% of CDI
cases (Foster et al., 2014; Knight et al., 2015b; Collins et al.,
in press). In 2013, we conducted a prevalence study of C. difficile
in 21 piggeries across five states in Australia and found RT014 to
be the most prevalent RT in neonatal pigs, accounting for 23%
(n= 26/154) of isolates (Knight et al., 2014). To date, assessment
of the genetic overlap between these two populations has been
limited to low-resolution genotyping tools and the analysis of
small discrete regions of the C. difficile genome such as the 16S–
23S rRNA intergenic spacer region (ISR) and the pathogenicity
and binary toxin loci (Knight et al., 2015a). Based on RT and
toxin gene profiles alone, one could suggest that zoonotic (animal
to human) or anthroponotic (human to animal) transmission of
RT014 is occurring.

In this study, to further define the extent of genetic overlap and
detect evidence of potential transmission events, we performed
WGS and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics on a
contemporaneous collection of Australian RT014 isolates of
human and porcine origin. In addition, the overall genetic
repertoire of this RT014 strain collection was investigated by
pan-genome analysis and characterization of the C. difficile
RT014 resistome, prophage content and in silico virulence
potential.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strain Collection
A total of 40 C. difficile RT014 isolates from humans and pigs in
Australia were included in this study. Porcine isolates (P1–P16)
were sourced from pigs aged< 14 days from six piggeries (farms)
during the period April 2012 and December 2012 (Knight et al.,
2014). The farms were located in four states; Victoria [VIC; n =

7 isolates, n = 2 farms (MAR, BRM)], New South Wales [NSW;
n = 4 isolates, n = 2 farms (YNG1, YNG2)], Queensland [QLD;
n = 3 isolates, n = 1 farm (MDB)], and South Australia [SA; n
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= 2 isolates, n = 1 farm (SHK)]. All piglets, with the exception
of P1–4 (farms YNG1, YNG2), were from farms with a history of
idiopathic neonatal scouring.

Human isolates (H1–H24) were sourced from CDI patients as
part of a national CDI surveillance program conducted between
November 2012 and April 2013 (Collins et al., in press). Isolates
originated from seven laboratories (sites) associated with tertiary
hospitals in the same four states; VIC [n = 9 isolates, n = 2 sites
(MLB, CLN)], NSW [n = 8 isolates, n = 3 sites (MQP, RWK,
SLD)], QLD [n = 4 isolates, n = 1 site (TNG)] and SA [n = 3
isolates, n = 1 site (ADL)]. CDI cases were defined according to
guidelines proposed by Cohen et al. (2010); 11 were identified as
healthcare-associated CDI (HA-CDI), 11 as CA-CDI and two as
indeterminate (INDET).

For comparative analysis, the genomes of previously
sequenced clinical C. difficile RT014 strains from European
studies; ATCC43600 (GenBank accession SRP044633; Knetsch
et al., 2012), Ox1533 (ERS139376), Ox593 (ERS139417) and
Ox1475 (ERS139420; Dingle et al., 2013) were included in all
bioinformatics analyses, making a total of 44 genomes. Details
of all isolates and genomes analyzed in this study are shown in
Table 1.

Genomic DNA Preparation and Whole

Genome Sequencing
C. difficile culture was performed as previously described (Knight
et al., 2015b). After subculture on blood agar for 24 h, 1–3
colonies of each isolate were inoculated into pre-reduced brain-
heart infusion broth containing 0.1% L-Cysteine and incubated
anaerobically at 37◦C overnight (∼16 h). Cells were pelleted,
resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline and genomic DNA
was extracted using a Gentra Puregene Kit [Qiagen GmbH,
Hilden, Germany]. Multiplexed paired-end (PE) sequencing
libraries were generated using standard Nextera XT protocols
[Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA] and sequencing was
completed on MiSeq and HiSeq 2500 platforms [Illumina],
generating 250 and 100 bp PE reads, respectively. Sequencing
yielded a median PE read count of 5,259,522 (99% ≥Q30),
resulting in a theoretical fold coverage of 99X across all isolates.
Fastq files were trimmed for quality and adapter content using
Trimmomatic v0.33 (Bolger et al., 2014). Illumina PE reads
have been submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive
under study PRJEB12970 (sample accessions ERS1078744—
ERS1078783).

In silico Multilocus Sequence Typing and

Antimicrobial Resistance Gene Profiling
PE sequence reads were interrogated for multi-locus sequence
type (MLST) and acquired antimicrobial resistance genes using
pubMLST and ARG-ANNOT databases respectively, compiled
within SRST2 v0.1.8 (Griffiths et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2014;
Inouye et al., 2014). A maximum-likelihood (ML) tree was
generated from MUSCLE-aligned concatenated allele sequences
(seven loci, 3501 bp) using PhyML v3.0 with an Hasegawa-
Kishino-Yano (HKY) evolutionary model and 1000 random
bootstrap replicates (Edgar, 2004; Guindon et al., 2009).

De novo Assembly and Annotation
Trimmed reads were assembled de novo using SPAdes v3.6
(Bankevich et al., 2012) or in cases where contiguity was low, the
A5 pipeline (Coil et al., 2015). ABACAS v1.3.1 (Assefa et al., 2009)
was used to order and orientate contigs relative to the genome of
reference strain CD630 (GenBank accession AM180355.1, ST54,
clade 1) and GMcloser v1.3 (Kosugi et al., 2015) was used for gap
closure and contig extension. Finally, ab initio annotation was
performed using the rapid genome annotation pipeline Prokka
v1.11 (Seemann, 2014). Annotated C. difficile assemblies are
freely available at the online research data repository FigShare
[https://figshare.com] using the following link http://dx.doi.org/
10.6084/m9.figshare.4290266.

Orthologous Gene Clustering and

Microevolutionary Analysis
To identify a core set of orthologous genes for microevolutionary
analysis, de novo assembled RT014 genomes were analyzed using
three independent orthology-calling algorithms; COGtriangles
(COG), OrthoMCL (OMCL), and bidirectional best-hit (BDBH),
all implemented in the program GET_HOMOLOGUES
v2.0.6 (Contreras-Moreira and Vinuesa, 2013), following the
approaches of previous studies of the C. difficile core genome
(Scaria et al., 2010; Forgetta et al., 2011; Treangen et al., 2014).
To ensure confidence in clustering of homologous and not
paralogous gene families the following stringent conditions were
applied; (i) minimum BLAST pairwise alignment coverage of
90%, (ii) minimum BlastP sequence identity of 95%, (iii) E-value
threshold of 1e−10, and (iv) inparalogs were excluded. Finally,
an intersection of the results generated by all three algorithms
was performed resulting in a consensus set of orthologous
gene clusters. Gene-by-gene alignment was performed using
MAFFT v2.273 (L-INS-I mode; Katoh et al., 2002). The resulting
alignment was concatenated and used for ML inference in
RAxML v7.0.4 with a general time reversible (GTR) model
of evolution and GAMMA approximation for substitutional
heterogeneity (Stamatakis, 2006).

Homologous recombination has the potential to distort
bacterial phylogenies and can result in exaggerated branch
lengths and an elevation of the evolutionary distance between
strains (Knight et al., 2015a). In order to mitigate its effects,
the RAxML best fit tree and MAFFT alignment were used
as input for ClonalFrameML (v1.0) (Didelot and Wilson,
2015). ClonalFrameML simultaneously detects clusters of loci
containing elevated densities of base substitutions, identifies
them as recombination events and generates a final tree that has
been corrected for recombination. Default parameters were used
and the reliability of each node was supported by 1000 random
bootstrap resamplings of the data. Trees were mid-point rooted
and curated using FigTree v1.4.2 (Rambaut, 2007).

Single Nucleotide Variant Analysis
Short read mapping, variant calling, and filtering were
performed using methods developed for transmission analysis of
Staphylococcus aureus (Harris et al., 2010). The pipeline has since
been developed and widely implemented in microevolutionary
studies of C. difficile (Didelot et al., 2012; Eyre et al., 2013,
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TABLE 1 | Strain collection.

Strain ID Host Sample type Country Source Farm/hospital† CDI exposure Date of isolation ENA accession

P1 Porcine Piglet Australia NSW YNG1 – Apr-2012 ERS1078766

P2 Porcine Piglet Australia NSW YNG1 – Apr-2012 ERS1078744

P3 Porcine Piglet Australia NSW YNG1 – Apr-2012 ERS1078745

P4 Porcine Piglet Australia NSW YNG2 – Apr-2012 ERS1078746

P5 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC MAR – Jul-2012 ERS1078769

P6 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC MAR – Apr-2012 ERS1078767

P7 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC MAR – Jul-2012 ERS1078770

P8 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC MAR – Jul-2012 ERS1078771

P9 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC MAR – Jul-2012 ERS1078772

P10 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC BRM – Aug-2012 ERS1078773

P11 Porcine Piglet Australia VIC BRM – Aug-2012 ERS1078774

P12 Porcine Piglet Australia QLD MDB – Dec-2012 ERS1078747

P13 Porcine Piglet Australia QLD MDB – Dec-2012 ERS1078748

P14 Porcine Piglet Australia QLD MDB – Dec-2012 ERS1078749

P15 Porcine Piglet Australia SA SHK – Jun-2012 ERS1078758

P16 Porcine Piglet Australia SA SHK – Jun-2012 ERS1078759

H1 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MQP HA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078762

H2 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW MQP CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078763

H3 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC RWK INDET Dec-2012 ERS1078764

H4 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW MQP INDET Dec-2012 ERS1078768

H5 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW MQP CA-CDI Dec-2012 ERS1078750

H6 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI Mar-2013 ERS1078754

H7 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI Mar-2013 ERS1078755

H8 Human Adult-CDI Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI Mar-2013 ERS1078756

H9 Human Adult-CDI Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078760

H10 Human Adult-CDI Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078761

H11 Human Adult-CDI Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI Jan-2013 ERS1078751

H12 Human Adult-CDI Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI Jan-2013 ERS1078752

H13 Human Adult-CDI Australia SA ADL HA-CDI Dec-2012 ERS1078765

H14 Human Adult-CDI Australia SA ADL CA-CDI Mar-2013 ERS1078753

H15 Human Adult-CDI Australia SA ADL CA-CDI Apr-2013 ERS1078757

H16 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078775

H17 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI* Nov-2012 ERS1078776

H18 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI* Nov-2012 ERS1078777

H19 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078778

H20 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC MLB CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078779

H21 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC CLN CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078780

H22 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC CLN CA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078781

H23 Human Child-CDI Australia VIC CLN HA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078782

H24 Human Adult-CDI Australia VIC CLN HA-CDI Nov-2012 ERS1078783

Ox1533 Human Adult-CDI UK OXF – HA-CDI Oct-2008 ERS139376a

Ox593 Human Adult-CDI UK OXF – HA-CDI Aug-2007 ERS139417a

Ox1475 Human Adult-CDI UK OXF – HA-CDI Sep-2008 ERS139420a

43600‡ Human Adult-CDI ECDC ECDC – – – SRP044633b

NSW, New South Wales; VIC, Victoria; SA, South Australia; QLD, Queensland; OXF, Oxford, United Kingdom; CDI, Clostridium difficile infection; CA-CDI, community-associated CDI;

HA-CDI, healthcare-associated CDI; INDET, indeterminate.
†
de-identified farms and hospital labs.

ECDC, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control reference library.
‡
ATCC reference strain.

*Residential aged care facility (RACF) onset.

ENA, European Nucleotide Archive.
aDingle et al. (2013).
bKnetsch et al. (2012).
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2015; Knetsch et al., 2014; Mac Aogáin et al., 2015; Stone et al.,
2016).

Trimmed PE reads from each isolate were mapped to
the finished reference genome CD630 using Smalt v0.7.6
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0). Candidate core
genome SNVs were identified across all mapped sites using a
Bayesian statistical framework implemented by the algorithms
mpileup and view within SAMtools v0.1.12–10 (Li et al., 2009).
Using a combination of VCFtools v0.1.13 (Danecek et al., 2011),
SnpEff v4.2 (Cingolani et al., 2012) and in-house Unix scripts, a
series of stringent filtering steps was performed on the raw base
calls to remove false positives and to extract only high quality
bona fide variant sites for subsequent downstream analyses.

SNVs had to be of high quality (Phred-scaled QUAL score
≥200), supported by a read consensus of 75%, a minimum of five
reads (including one in each direction) and SNVs were required
to be homozygous under a diploid model (GT = 1/1). SNVs
occurring in regions of unusual depth (>threshold of 3×median
depth for that isolate) were not called. Indels were removed
and SNVs were only called if they fell within unique (non-
repetitive) regions of the reference chromosome, determined
by constructing a mask of CD630 sequence regions with self-
similarity (Morgulis et al., 2006). To alleviate the confounding
effect of homologous recombination in the SNV data set we used
Gubbins v1.4.5 (Croucher et al., 2015). Firstly, to generate the
required input for Gubbins, consensus fasta files were produced
for each sample with variant sites positioned on the CD630
backbone, resulting in a final pseudomolecule for each sample of
4,290,252 bp. Gubbins rapidly and iteratively scans the sequence
alignment, identifying regions of heightened base substitution
density. These putative recombination “hotspots” were then
removed resulting in a final set of high quality concatenated SNVs
in “clonal frame” (Didelot et al., 2012).

Finally, SNVs were annotated using SnpEff (Cingolani et al.,
2012) and pairwise SNV differences (1SNVs) between all isolates
was calculated using a custom python script kindly provided
by David W. Eyre (University of Oxford). Using this approach
an average of 93.5% of sites within the CD630 chromosome
(4,012,699 bp) were mapped to a median depth of 98.4X. A final
alignment of concatenated SNVs was used as input for RAxML as
described above, except a CAT approximation for substitutional
heterogeneity was used (Stamatakis, 2006).

Comparative Genomic Analysis of

Transposons and Prophage Discovery
De novo assemblies were interrogated for the presence of
transposons (Tns) using a custom sequence library comprising
Tns previously identified in C. difficile and other related
Firmicutes. The library included but was not limited to, Tn916
(accession U09422), Tn1549 (AF192329), Tn4451 (U15027),
Tn4453a (AF226276.1), Tn5397 (AF333235.1), Tn5398
(AF109075.2), Tn6194 (HG475346.1), Tn6215 (KC166248.1),
Tn6218 (HG002387.1), and TnB1230 (AJ222769.3). Genomes
with matches to known Tns were manually investigated for
the presence of signature genes and CDS, sequence homology
and overall synteny. Comparative analysis was performed using
MUMmer v3.0 (Kurtz et al., 2004), Blastn v2.3.0 (Altschul et al.,

1990), Artemis (Carver et al., 2012), and Easyfig v2.1 (Sullivan
et al., 2011). Plasmids were not specifically investigated in this
study.

Predictions of prophage sequences within the RT014 genomes
was investigated using PHASTER [http://phaster.ca/], a new
implementation of the PHAST (PHAge Search Tool) web server
(Arndt et al., 2016). Prophages were detected by querying of
contigs against viral and prophage databases in Genbank and
scored on the principle of completeness, i.e. the presence, quality
and synteny of known phage genetic features including length,
gene content, GC content, and attachment sites. Results were
recorded as intact (scoring between 90 and 150), questionable
(scoring between 60 and 90) and incomplete (scoring < 60) as
previously described (Arndt et al., 2016).

In vitro Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing
Minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) were determined
for a panel of 16 antimicrobial agents against all RT014
isolates (n = 40) using CLSI agar dilution methodology
as previously described (Knight et al., 2015b). The
panel included vancomycin, metronidazole, fidaxomicin,
rifaximin, clindamycin, erythromycin, amoxicillin-clavulanate,
piperacillin-tazobactam, ceftriaxone, meropenem, moxifloxacin,
tetracycline, trimethoprim, gentamicin, tobramycin, and
spectinomycin. Where available, clinical breakpoints for
antimicrobial agents are those based on recommendations
of CLSI and EUCAST as previously detailed (Knight
et al., 2015b). For fidaxomicin, a European Medical Agency
proposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 mg/L was used (report

WC500119707, http://www.ema.europa.eu/).

Comparative Analysis of Virulence Factors,

Conserved Genes, and Clinically Relevant

Loci
To corroborate PCR toxin gene profiling results, genomes were
screened for the presence and synteny of genes common to the
Pathogenicity locus (PaLoc; tcdR, tcdB, tcdE, tcdA, and tcdC)
and binary toxin locus (CdtLoc; cdtR, cdtA, cdtB). De novo
assemblies were also submitted to the Bacterial Isolate Genome
Sequence Database (BIGSdb) (Jolley andMaiden, 2010) for allelic
characterization of clinically relevant loci including (i) slpA and
the cell wall protein (cwp) gene cluster, (ii) the receptor binding
domain (RBD) of tcdB, (iii) PaLoc negative regulator tcdC,
(iv) RNA polymerase (rpoB), and (v) the quinolone resistance-
determining regions (QRDR) of gyrA and gyrB.

We also investigated nucleotide sequence conservation in a set
of 45 genes present in all RT014 genomes that are associated with
virulence and host-pathogen interaction (see Section Results,
Table 4). Sequences were aligned using MUSCLE and Neighbor-
Joining (NJ) trees supported by 500 bootstrap replicates were
generated in MEGA6 with evolutionary distances calculated
using the Tajima-Nei model (Edgar, 2004; Tamura et al., 2013).

Pan-Genome Estimation, Regression

Analysis, and Functional Annotation
Analysis of the C. difficile RT014 pan, core, and accessory
genome was performed using Roary v3.6.0 (Page et al., 2015)
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and PanGP v1.0.1 (Zhao et al., 2014). Roary was run with
default parameters. PanGP was run using a distance guide
(DG) subsampling algorithm with 100 replicates and 1000
permutations of genome order generating distribution plots of (i)
total genes, (ii) conserved genes and (iii) new genes found upon
progressive sampling of “n” genomes.

Definitions of the core and pan-genome and estimates of
their respective size and trajectory were made using models
and regression algorithms proposed by Tettelin and colleagues
(Tettelin et al., 2005, 2008; Rasko et al., 2008), and used in
previous C. difficile core and pan-genome studies (Scaria et al.,
2010; Forgetta et al., 2011; Treangen et al., 2014). The curve fitting
of the pan-genome was performed using a power-law regression
model based on Heaps law [y = Apanx

Bpan + Cpan] as previously
described (Tettelin et al., 2008), where y denotes pan-genome
size, x the genome number and Apan, Bpan, and Cpan are fitting
parameters. Here, Bpan is equivalent to the parameter γ used by
Tettelin et al. in estimating the open or closed nature of a pan-
genome (Tettelin et al., 2008). When 0 < Bpan < 1, the size of
the pan-genome increases unboundedly with sequential addition
of new genomes and can be considered open. Conversely, when
Bpan < 0 or > 1 the pan-genome trajectory approaches a plateau
as further genomes are added and can be considered closed. The
curve fitting of core-genome was performed using an exponential
regression model [y = Acoree

(Bcorex) + Ccore] (Rasko et al., 2008;
Tettelin et al., 2008). New gene plots were derived from the
pan-genome showing the number of new “strain-specific” genes
contributing to the pan-genome per additional sequenced strain
as a function of the number of strains.

Functional categorization of the RT014 proteome was
performed by comparison of amino acid sequences from all
CDS found in the pan-genome against the Kyoto Encyclopedia
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database using the web
tool blastKOALA (Kanehisa et al., 2016). Similar analysis was
performed on CDS comprising the pan-genome of the human
and porcine groups.

RESULTS

C. difficile RT014 Genome Characteristics
Metrics and general features for 44 RT014 genomes evaluated
in this study are presented in Table 2 and Supplementary Table
1. Variations in genome size and content were found across the
RT014 genomes. Genomes ranged in size from ∼4.0 to ∼4.4
Mb, harboring between 3654 and 4248 CDS and an average
of 53 tRNAs, 13 rRNAs, and 11 CRISPRs (Clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats). Overall, CDS accounted
for 79–87% of the average genome size (4.26 Mb) and GC
percentage ranged between 28 and 30% (median 28.6).

MLST
An MLST phylogeny for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes is shown
in Figure 1. RT014 was differentiated into three sequence types
(STs): ST2 (H strains, n= 20, P strains, n= 1), ST13 (H strains, n
= 6, P strains, n= 10), and ST49 (H strains, n= 2, P strains, n=

5). Notably, human and porcine populations were intermingled,
particularly in the ST13 group. All STs display allelic conservation

TABLE 2 | Genome metric summary.

Metric Median (Range)

Genome size (Mbp) 4.26 (4.02–4.40)

GC% 28.64 (28.26–29.46)

N genes 3910 (3728–4305)

N CDS 3832 (3654–4248)

CDS length 768 (63–8877)

Total CDS length (Mbp) 3.49 (3.33–3.75)

Coding % (of genome) 82.40 (79.39–87.17)

Coding density (CDS/Mbp) 906 (869–979)

N tRNA 53 (32–77)

N rRNA 13 (7–26)

N CRISPRs 11 (8–19)

N Contigs 124 (27–422)

N50 100,109 (18,427–564,959)

CRISPRs, Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats.

in five of the seven housekeeping genes (adk, atpA, glyA, recA,
and sodA) but differed by single polymorphisms in tpi and dxr
genes (data not shown).

Phylogenetic Analysis of Core Orthologous

Gene Clusters
We employed a stringent consensus orthology-calling approach
to identify a set of homologous genes present in all 44 RT014
strains that could be used for robust high-resolution phylogenetic
analysis. A total of 1296, 1334, and 1296 orthologous gene
clusters were identified by OMCL, COG, and BDBH algorithms,
respectively (see SectionMaterials andMethods). An intersection
of these three estimates yielded a robust consensus set of 1260
orthologous genes (1,019,160 bp) used for ML tree building
with ClonalframeML. Microevolutionary analysis of 44 RT014
strains is shown in Figure 2. The 21 strains comprising the
ST2 group were resolved into multiple strain clusters (Figure 2).
Some strains that shared a common geographic and temporal
relationship were located on distant parts of the phylogeny
suggesting significant genetic heterogeneity e.g., H21–22 and
H23–24 (all Nov-12, VIC-CLN). Conversely, some strains
showed clustering despite an absence of a common geographic
and temporal relationship e.g., H4 (NSW-MQP, Dec-12), H9
(QLD-TNG, Nov-12), and H21–22 (both VIC-CLN, Nov-12).
Most notable was the clustering of eight human ST2 strains (H3,
H10–12, H15, H17–18, and H20) with a single porcine strain
(P16) (Figure 2, Box A). These strains originated from multiple
states (NSW, QLD, SA, and VIC) and were collected over an 11-
month period (Jun-12–Apr-13). These data suggest a very recent
shared ancestry and possible long-range transmission events.

The 16 strains comprising the ST13 group were resolved into
numerous distinct clusters (Figure 2). The phylogeny revealed
a cluster of three human and five porcine strains (H1, H6,
H13, P1–4, and P15; Figure 2, Box B). These strains originated
from NSW and SA and were collected over a 12-month period
(Apr-12–Mar-13), again suggesting long-range transmission
but also short-range inter-farm transmission (P1–3 and P4).
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FIGURE 1 | MLST, antimicrobial resistance, and prophage analysis for C. difficile RT014 from humans and animals in Australia. (A) Maximum likelihood

MLST phylogeny. Scale shows the number of substitutions per site, based on concatenated MLST allele sequences (7 loci, 3501bp). For global phylogenetic context,

well-characterized representatives of MLST clades 1 (ST54, RT012), 2 (ST1, RT027), 3 (ST22, RT023), 4 (ST37, RT017), and 5 (ST11, RT078) are also shown (*). For

comparative purposes ST14 (RT020), an RT often grouped with RT014 is also included. Tree is mid-point rooted and is supported by 1000 bootstrap replicates (only

values >50 are shown). The branch depicting divergent ST 11 contains a break; the overall length of this branch is 0.0144. Branch and taxa coloring/labeling for

RT014 strains; teal, human (H); purple, porcine (P); red, ST2 (n = 21); green, ST13 (n = 16); blue, ST49 (n = 7). (B) Heatmap visualizing the distribution of

antimicrobial resistance elements, associated phenotypes and prophage content. Presence ( ), absence ( ), MICs were not determined for UK strains Ox1533,

Ox1475, Ox1593, and ATCC43600 ( ). Some genomes harbored duplicate copies of prophages; P3 (2x 8C2), P7 (2x 8C2), P15 (3x 8C2), H8 (2x 8C2), H19 (2x

8C2 and 2x 8MMP02), and Ox1475 (2x 8C2).

Two other clusters were exclusively of porcine origin: P12–14
(QLD-MDB, Dec-12) and P10–11 (VIC-BRM, Aug-12). A third
cluster contained H7 (NSW-SLD, Mar-13) and H19 (VIC-MLB,
Nov-12).

The seven strains comprising the ST49 group were
differentiated into three distinct clusters, one containing all
five porcine strains (P5–9) (Figure 2). The phylogenetic distance
between P5–9 and the two human strains (H8 and Ox593)
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FIGURE 2 | Population structure of 44 C. difficile RT014 based on core orthologous genes. ClonalframeML radial phylogram constructed from gene-by-gene

alignment of 1260 orthologous gene clusters (1,019,160 bp). Tree is mid-point rooted and the nodes are supported by 1000 bootstrap replicates (only values >50 are

shown). Scale bar represents the number of the number of substitutions per nucleotide site. Branch and taxa coloring/labeling for RT014 strains; teal, human (H);

purple, porcine (P); red, ST2 (n = 21); green, ST13 (n = 16); blue, ST49 (n = 7). Boxes (A,B) indicate interspecies clustering in ST lineages 2 and 13, respectively.

Legend shows corresponding information for strain ID, origin, site, and date of collection.

suggest a lack of recent common ancestry and limited genetic
overlap. The four international strains (Ox1533, Ox1475, Ox593,
and ATCC-43600) did not show significant clustering with any
of the Australian RT014s (Figure 2).

Single Nucleotide Variant Analysis
SNV analysis provides ultra-fine scale resolution of bacterial
populations and when interpreted in the context of a species
molecular clock (a theoretical approximation of evolutionary
change over time) is a powerful tool for identifying subtle genetic
variability and signatures of clonal transmission (Didelot et al.,
2012; Eyre andWalker, 2013). For C. difficile, a number of studies
have calculated a fixed-rate molecular clock in the region of 1.47
× 10−7–5.33 × 10−7 mutations per site per-year, equating to 1–
2 SNVs per-genome per-year (Didelot et al., 2012; Eyre et al.,
2013; He et al., 2013; Knetsch et al., 2014). Therefore, a cut-off
of 0–2 SNVs has been proposed as a signature of a recent clonal
transmission event (Didelot et al., 2012; Knetsch et al., 2014; Mac
Aogáin et al., 2015; Stone et al., 2016).

Reference mapping and a stringent filtering pipeline yielded
1287 high-quality bona fide SNVs across the 44-sample data set.
Of these, 24.2% (n = 311) coded for non-synonymous gene

changes, 69.5% (n = 894) coded for synonymous (silent) gene
changes and 6.4% (n = 82) of sites were intergenic. A SNV
based ML phylogeny of 44 RT014 in clonal frame is shown in
Figure 3. A heatmap of pairwise SNV differences between all 44
genomes is shown in Figure 4. The ML tree is in agreement with
the de novo phylogeny revealing (i) ST specific branches, (ii) a
general absence of geographic clustering, and (iii) intermingling
of human and animal strains in all three lineages. Applying a
fixed-rate molecular clock of 1–2 SNVs per-genome per-year, six
clonal groups (CGs) were identified, defined as strains differing
by ≤2 SNVs in their core genome (Figure 3, CG1–6). Overall,
42% of human strains (12/28) showed a clonal relationship with
one or more porcine strain (Figure 3). Based on geographic
and temporal distributions, CGs 2 and 3 show signatures of
long-range intra- and inter-species transmission events.

CG3 comprised three human and five porcine strains (all
ST13) collected over a 12-month period (Apr-12–Mar-13). The
strains originated from six distinct sites in NSW and SA separated
by an average distance of 696 km, ranging from ∼2 km (farms
YNG1 and YNG2, both in NSW) to 1162 km (hospital sites ADL
and SLD in SA and NSW). Within CG3, all human strains were
classified as HA-CDI. Furthermore, we observed an apparent
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FIGURE 3 | Single nucleotide variant analysis of 44 C. difficile RT014. Maximum-likelihood phylogeny based on non-recombinant SNVs (n = 1287) identified

after mapping all sequence reads against the CD630 reference genome (accession AM180355, 4,290,252 bp). RAxML tree is mid-point rooted and is supported by

1000 non-parametric bootstrap replicates (only values >50 are shown). Branch and taxa coloring/labeling for RT014 strains; teal, human (H); purple, porcine (P); red,

ST2 (n = 21); green, ST13 (n = 16); blue, ST49 (n = 7). Taxa labels include ID: ORIGIN-SITE, ISOLATION DATE, and ACQUISITION STATUS (if known). The black

boxes indicate a clonal group (CG) where all isolates differ by no more than two SNVs (0–2). To enhance the visual resolution of the relative evolutionary distances

(branch lengths/tips) between test genomes, CD630 was omitted from the final phylogeny (mean 1069 SNV differences from test genomes).

directionality in transmission events with all porcine strains
isolated in Apr-12/Jun-12 prior to the human cases were in
Nov-12, Dec-12, and Mar-13 (Figure 3).

CG2 was the largest CG, comprising nine human and a
single porcine strain (all ST2). The majority (75%) of human
strains were classified as CA-CDI. As with CG3, strains originated
from sites distributed across a vast geographic area. The average
distance between sites was 894 km with the largest distance
(1597 km) found between sites TNG (QLD) and ADL (SA). Three
human strains originated from a single site in QLD (TNG, Nov-
12–Jan-13), three from a single lab in VIC (MLB, Nov-12), and
two from different sites in NSW (MQP and RWK, Nov-12 and
Dec-12, respectively; Figure 3). The single porcine strain (P16)
originated from site SHK in SA and was collected in Jun-12
prior to all human strains. Overall, 50% of the human strains
within CGs 2 and 3 originated from cases classified as CA-CDI
whilst a seventh strain (H3) was categorized of indeterminate
origin (Cohen et al., 2010), which in all probability, represents

acquisition outside of the hospital system (onset > 4 weeks after
leaving hospital).

The remaining four CGs showed clustering by host origin.
Three CGs contained exclusively porcine strains indicating clonal
populations in the respective piggeries: CG1 (n = 5, ST49, VIC-
MAR, Apr/Jul-12); CG4 (n = 3, ST13, QLD-MDB, Dec-12), and
CG5 (n= 2, ST13, VIC-BRM, Aug-12; Figure 3). CG6 contained
three human ST2 strains collected in Nov-12 (n = 2, CA-CDI)
and Dec-12 (n = 1, INDET) from geographically distinct sites in
NSW and VIC (∼711 km apart).

As observed in the de novo phylogeny, the ST2 group showed
significant genetic diversity with strains H4, H9 and H21–22
present on a branch distinct from the other ST2 strains. The
extent of variation in the ST2 group is illustrated by a distance of
133 SNVs between strains H9 and H23, which are found on most
peripheral parts of the tree. Lastly, as seen in Figure 2, the four
international RT014 strains were found to be distantly related to
the Australian strains and an average of 1069 SNVs were found
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FIGURE 4 | Core genome SNV distances between 44 C. difficile RT014. Heatmap of pairwise core genome SNV differences (∆) between all 44 isolates, sorted

by ST: red, ST2 (n = 21); green, ST13 (n = 16); and blue, ST49 (n = 7).

between RT014 strains and reference strain CD630 (ST54, RT012;
data not shown).

In silico Antimicrobial Resistance Profiling
Sequenced RT014 genomes were surveyed for the presence of
acquired antimicrobial resistance (AMR) genes. SRST2 identified
61 AMR genes with 60 (98.4%) found exclusively in porcine
strains of ST lineages 13 and 49 (Figure 1). Themethyltransferase
gene ermB was found in 75% (n= 12/16) of porcine strains (ST2,
n= 1/1; ST49, n= 5/5; ST13, n= 5/10) and a single human strain
of ST2 (p < 0.005, χ

2-test). A diverse collection of tetracycline
resistance (tetR) genes was identified with a varied distribution in
porcine strains of ST13 and ST49 but notably absent from human
strains. Resistance elements tetM, tetW, tetA(P), and tetB(P)were
found in 68.8% (n= 11/16), 50.0% (n= 8/16), 18.8% (n= 3/16),
and 18.8% (n= 3/16) of porcine strains, respectively (Figure 1).

Despite C. difficile being inherently resistant to
aminoglycosides, 56.3% (n= 9/16) of porcine strains carried one
or more genes belonging to an aminoglycoside-streptothricin
resistance cassette (aph3-III-Sat4A-ant6-Ia). Seven porcine
strains (five from ST49 and two from ST13) carried the
complete cassette, whilst two (both ST49) retained only aph3-III
(Figure 1). A single porcine strain (P12, ST13) harbored the
lincomycin resistance gene, lnuC (Achard et al., 2005). Manual
curation of the draft assemblies found all isolates harbored
bacitracin (uppP2) and tellurium (terD1–4) resistance genes, the
multidrug efflux resistance gene cme (Lebel et al., 2004), and a
complete (cryptic) vanGCd operon (vanR, vanS, vanG, vanY, and
vanTG; Ammam et al., 2013). All genomes were negative for
resistance mutations within rpoB or the QRDR of gyrA and gyrB.

Finally, as is characteristic for C. difficile, all strains harbored a
gene encoding a β-lactamase inducing penicillin-binding protein
(blaR).

In vitro Antimicrobial Susceptibility
Summary MIC data for 40 RT014 strains are presented in
Table 3. Overall, rifaximin was the most active agent [geometric
mean (GM) MIC = 0.004 mg/L, Kruskal-Wallis H-test p <

0.0001], followed by fidaxomicin (GM MIC = 0.03mg/L, p <

0.0001), metronidazole (GM MIC = 0.33mg/L, p < 0.0001),
and then vancomycin (GM MIC = 0.89 mg/L, p < 0.0001).
All isolates were fully susceptible, with no significant variation
between human and porcine populations, to the first-line human
therapies vancomycin, metronidazole, and fidaxomicin, as well as
rifaximin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, moxifloxacin, trimethoprim,
and piperacillin-tazobactam (Table 3). Comparison of human
and porcine groups found differences in MIC for tetracycline
(humanGMMIC= 0.08mg/L vs. porcine GMMIC= 5.85mg/L,
respectively; p < 0.0001); erythromycin (GM MIC = 0.65mg/L
vs. GM MIC = 24.42 mg/L; p < 0.05); clindamycin (GM MIC =

0.99 mg/L vs. GM MIC = 8.72mg/L; p < 0.05) and meropenem
(GM MIC = 1.09 mg/L vs. GM MIC = 1.68 mg/L; p < 0.05;
Table 3).

In vitro antimicrobial activity for tetracycline, erythromycin,
and clindamycin were largely congruent with the results of
resistance gene profiling, with markedly different susceptibility
profiles observed for human and porcine populations (Table 3).
Overall, 32.5% of isolates, predominantly of porcine origin (H,
n = 1/24, P, n = 12/16; p < 0.005, χ2-test), presented an MLSB
phenotype. Of these, 92.3% (n = 12/13) harbored a concordant
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TABLE 3 | Antimicrobial susceptibility data summary.

Agent Human RT014 (n = 24)† Porcine RT014 (n = 16) P-value‡

Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM %S %NS Range (mg/L) MIC50/90 (mg/L) GM %S %NS

VANa 0.5–1 1/1 0.94 100 0 0.25–1 1/1 0.81 100 0 p > 0.05

MTZb 0.12–0.5 0.5/0.5 0.36 100 0 0.12–0.5 0.25/0.5 0.28 100 0 p > 0.05

FDXc 0.004–0.12 0.03/0.06 0.03 100 0 0.004–0.12 0.06/0.06 0.03 100 0 p > 0.05

RFXd 0.002–0.008 0.004/0.008 0.004 100 0 0.002–0.015 0.004/0.008 0.004 100 0 p > 0.05

AMCb 0.12–0.5 0.25/0.5 0.23 100 0 0.12–0.5 0.25/0.5 0.25 100 0 p > 0.05

CLIb 0.12–8 2/4 0.99 88 12 0.25–>32 >32/>32 8.72 31 69 p < 0.05

ERYb 0.06–>256 0.5/4 0.65 96 4 0.12–>256 >256/>256 24.42 31 69 p < 0.05

CROb 4–>128 16/32 13.85 79 21 8–32 16/32 16.71 81 19 p > 0.05

MEMb 0.5–2 1/2 1.09 100 0 0.5–2 1/2 1.68 100 0 p < 0.05

MXFb 0.5–2 1/2 1.22 100 0 0.5/1 1/1 0.84 100 0 p < 0.05

TETb 0.06–0.25 0.06/0.12 0.08 100 0 0.06–32 32/32 5.85 31 69 p < 0.0001

TZPb 0.5–8 4/8 3.89 100 0 0.5–8 4/8 4.18 100 0 p > 0.05

TMP 8–64 32/64 28.51 NR NR 16–64 32/64 33.42 NR NR p > 0.05

GEN 16–64 16/64 20.16 NR NR 16–32 16/32 19.03 NR NR p > 0.05

TOB 16–128 32/128 31.09 NR NR 16–32 16/32 22.63 NR NR p > 0.05

SPC 16–128 32/128 57.02 NR NR 32–128 32/128 47.26 NR NR p > 0.05

VAN, vancomycin; MTZ, metronidazole; FDX, fidaxomicin; RFX, rifaximin; AMC, amoxicillin-clavulanate; CLI, clindamycin; ERY, erythromycin; CRO, ceftriaxone; MEM, meropenem;

MXF, moxifloxacin; TET, tetracycline; TZP, piperacillin-tazobactam; TMP, trimethoprim, GEN, gentamicin; TOB, tobramycin; SPC, spectinomycin; S, susceptible; NS non-susceptible

(intermediate and resistant breakpoints).
aBreakpoint for VAN is recommended by EUCAST and is based on epidemiological cut-off values that distinguish “WT” isolates from those with reduced susceptibility.
bBreakpoints are those recommended for anaerobes by CLSI.
cProposed susceptible breakpoint of 1 mg/L as recommended by EMA (report WC500119707, http://www.ema.europa.eu/).
dResistance (≥32 mg/L) is as described by O’Connor et al. (2008).
NR, No breakpoints are currently available for trimethoprim, gentamicin, tobramycin, or spectinomycin.

GM, Geometric mean.
‡
Kruskal-Wallis H-test.

†
testing not performed on UK isolates.

Values in bold are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

genotype (ermB), whilst a single strain (P10) was negative for
ermB. Overall, 27.5% of isolates, exclusively of porcine origin
(H, n = 0/24, P, n = 11/16) presented a tetR phenotype. Overall
concordance with genotype was only 69% (n = 11/16) as several
strains harboring only tetW (n = 2) or tetA(P) and tetB(P) did
not show resistance in vitro. As expected, all isolates showed
high MICs to the aminoglycosides gentamicin, tobramycin and
spectinomycin, irrespective of harboring aph3-III, Sat4A, or
ant6-Ia.

Genomic Context for Antimicrobial
Resistance
To provide a genomic context for antimicrobial resistance, draft
genomes were screened for the presence of Tns. A summary of
identified Tns is shown in Figure 1. All 11 tetM positive isolates
harbored identical elements showing >99% sequence identity
and near perfect synteny with Tn5397 (accession AF333235.1),
the primary tetM encoding conjugative transposon found in C.
difficile (Figure 5; Mullany et al., 2015). The archetypal Tn5397
element is 20,658 bp in length and possesses three characteristic
features: tndX (a serine recombinase used for excision and
integration), tetM and ORF 14∗ which is interrupted by a 1831
bp group II intron (Roberts and Mullany, 2011). The RT014
Tn5397-like elements showed conservation in 16 of 17 ORFs
present in Tn5397. ORF 14 was truncated by 2648 bp and did

not contain the classical Tn5397 group II intron (Figure 5).
The variant ORF 14 encodes a 333 amino acid (aa) product
with 100% identity to a peptidase of the N1pC/P60 superfamily
of peptidoglycan hydrolytic enzymes and is present in several
Firmicute genera (accession WP_002324551.1).

In C. perfringens, tetA(P) and tetB(P) genes are carried on
plasmid pCW3 and found complemented and overlapping by 22
bp. In RT014 strains P12–14, tetA(P) and tetB(P) were found
in the same configuration only no discernible plasmid or Tn
could be identified. The nucleotide sequences for tetA(P) was
only a 92% match for C. perfringens (accession L20800) but
a 100% match to C. septicum (AB054982) and Turicibacter
sp. (CP013476.1). The nucleotide sequences for tetB(P) was a
99% match for C. perfringens (L20800) and Turicibacter sp.
(CP013476.1).

We were not able to identify any discernible transposon upon
detailed genomic analysis of the eight strains harboring tetW. All
tetW genes in this population were identical and shared 100%
sequence identity with tetW of transposon TnB1230 originating
from the ruminant anaerobe Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens (accession
AJ222769.3; Supplementary Image 1). The genes comprising the
aminoglycoside-streptothricin cassette (aph3-III-Sat4A-ant6-Ia)
were not found on any known mobilizable element. However,
for the seven strains harboring all three genes, we were able to
identify a 7272 bp region sharing 99% sequence identity with a
multi-drug resistance cassette found in a strain of Erysipelothrix
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FIGURE 5 | Genetic organization of Tn5397 in RT014 genomes. A representative Tn5397-like element from porcine strain P5 is shown compared to conjugative

transposon Tn5397 (AF333235.1). Arrows indicate open reading frames (ORFs) and direction of transcription. Characteristic features tetM (tetracycline resistance

gene), tndX (site-specific recombinase gene) and ORF 14 are shown in brown, orange and pink respectively, with the remaining ORFs shown in green. ORF 14 is

significantly truncated in P5 and completely lacks the 1831 bp group II intron (ORF 14*), a characteristic feature of Tn5397. Figure prepared using Easyfig (Sullivan

et al., 2011). Gray vertical blocks between sequences indicate regions of homology (Blast nucleotide identity, >99%). Overall size (and GC%) of elements in P5 and

AF333235.1 are 18,011 bp (38.5%) and 20,658 bp (38.4%), respectively.

rhusiopathiae isolated from swine (accession KP339868.1). The
genomic origin for the aph3-III genes found in P10 and P11 were
also matches for other E. rhusiopathiae genomes.

All 12 ermB positive strains harbored elements resembling
the uncommon conjugative transposon Tn6194 (HG475346.1).
We found that this 28 kbp element was often fragmented in the
RT014 genomes. Therefore, we identified Tn6194 on the presence
of 35 characteristic CDS including the following defining genetic
features: (i) a single copy of ermB (unlike Tn5398 which has
two), (ii) excisionmodule comprising integrase (int, 1446 bp) and
excisionase (xis, 258 bp) genes, (iii) toxin/antitoxin genes, and
(iv) 3′ cell surface protein (3045 bp).

Prophage Discovery
A total of 73 intact, 85 questionable, and 223 incomplete
prophages were identified in the 44 RT014 genomes. A summary
of the distribution and genetic features of intact prophages are
shown in Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 2, respectively. The
73 intact prophages were made up of seven different prophage
“types” with a varied distribution across all host populations
and ST lineages. Clostridial prophage ΦC2 was most commonly
found (n = 38) followed by ΦMMP02 (n = 14), CDMH1 (n
= 9), ΦCD6356 (n = 7), ΦCD27 (n = 3), ΦCD38-2 (n = 1),
and ΦSM101 (n = 1) with some strains possessing multiple
copies of some types, particularlyΦC2 (Figure 1; Supplementary
Table 2). The mean number of intact prophages per-genome for
human and porcine populations was 1.29 and 2.31, respectively
(p = 0.48, T-test). Prophage size ranged between 12.2 and
108.2 kb in length (median of ∼50.5 kb). GC content of the
prophages ranged between 26.7 and 37.4% (median of 29.4%),
which is comparable to the average GC content for the C. difficile
host (28.6%).

Presence and Sequence Conservation of
Genes Associated with Virulence and
Host-Pathogen Interaction
Isolates had previously been characterized by PCR as positive
for the major virulence factors toxin A (tcdA+) and toxin B

(tcdB+), but negative for binary toxin genes (cdtA/B−; Knight
et al., 2014; Collins et al., in press). In silico analysis corroborated
these results, confirming all strains harbored genes common to
the typical RT014 PaLoc (tcdR, tcdB, tcdE, tcdA, and wildtype
tcdC) and CdtLoc (cdtR and cdtA/B pseudogenes). Comparative
and phylogenetic analysis of tcdA was not attempted due to
the difficulties in sequencing repetitive stretches of DNA found
within the CROP domain of tcdA (Kurka et al., 2014).

We also investigated nucleotide sequence conservation in a set
of 45 genes present in all RT014 genomes. The genes included
14 highly conserved “phylogenetic marker” genes previously
described by Kurka et al. (2014) and 31 additional genes
associated with the bacterial cell wall (n = 10), antimicrobial
resistance (n = 7), C. difficile toxins (n = 5), quorum sensing (n
= 3), motility (n = 2), sporulation (n = 2) and other functions
(n = 2). Details of the 45 genes, their products, and the results of
the sequence conservation analysis are shown in Table 4. Overall,
68.9% (n= 31) of the 45 analyzed genes showed 100% nucleotide
conservation across all 44 RT014 genomes, irrespective of host
species or ST lineage (Table 4). The remaining 14 genes (atpA,
rpoA, rpoB, rpoC, blaR, tcdR, tcdB, tcdC, slpA, cwp66, cwp2,
cwp11, cwp25, and agrB) showed variations in their nucleotide
sequences (range 72.0–99.9%) across the RT014 genomes.
Phylogenies for each of the aforementioned genes are shown in
Supplementary Image 2, trees A–N.

Notably, variations in nucleotide sequence for some genes
were congruent with one or more ST lineages. For example,
there were two distinct and conserved clusters corresponding to
ST lineages 49 and 2/13 for each of the genes encoding RNA
polymerases (rpoA, rpoB, rpoC; Supplementary Image 2, trees B–
D). For blaR, three distinct clusters were identified corresponding
to STs 2, 13, and 49 with a single divergent sequence seen for
strain H9 (Supplementary Image 2, tree E). Similarly, for atpA,
three distinct sequences were found, largely congruent with ST
lineage (Supplementary Image 2, tree A).

Three genes within the PaLoc showed sequence divergence
across the data set (tcdR, tcdB, and tcdC; Supplementary Image 2,
trees F–H). Three main clusters, highly congruent with the three
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TABLE 4 | Sequence conservation analysis.

Gene Product Locus tag nt aa Gene phylogeny

Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID

PHYLOGENETIC MARKER GENES ANALYZED IN Kurka et al. (2014)

atpA(V) V-type ATP synthase subunit Alpha CD630_29560 1779 100.0 592 100.0 –

atpA ATPase subunit Alpha CD630_34700 1503 99.7 500 100.0 SI 2A

atpD V-type ATP synthase subunit D CD630_29540 699 100.0 222 100.0 –

atpB ATPase subunit Beta CD630_29550 1374 100.0 457 100.0 –

rpoA RNA polymerase A CD630_00980 948 99.8 315 100.0 SI 2B

rpoB RNA polymerase B CD630_00660 3717 99.9 1238 99.9 SI 2C

rpoC RNA polymerase C CD630_00670 3486 99.9 1161 100.0 SI 2D

gryA Gyrase A CD630_00060 2427 100.0 807 100.0 –

gyrB Gyrase B CD630_00050 1902 100.0 633 100.0 –

infB Translation initiation factor IF-2 CD630_13090 1941 100.0 646 100.0 –

recA Recombinase A CD630_13280 1047 100.0 348 100.0 –

dnaK Heatshock protein 70 CD630_24610 1848 100.0 615 100.0 –

groEL Heatshock protein 60 CD630_01740 1629 100.0 542 100.0 –

fusA Elongation factor G CD630_00700 2067 100.0 688 100.0 –

MOTILITY

fliD Flagellar hook-associated cap protein CD630_02370 1524 100.0 507 100.0 –

fliC Flagellin C CD630_02390 873 100.0 290 100.0 –

SPORULATION

spo0A Stage 0 sporulation protein A CD630_12140 810 100.0 274 100.0 –

sodA Spore coat protein-superoxide dismutase CD630_16310 705 100.0 234 100.0 –

ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE

blaR β-lactamase inducing penicillin binding protein CD630_04700 1800 98.7 599 97.8 SI 2E

cme Multidrug resistance transporter protein CD630_31980 1251 100.0 416 100.0 –

vanR vanGcd: response regulator CD630_16240 702 100.0 233 100.0 –

vanS vanGcd: sensor histadine kinase CD630_16250 1143 100.0 380 100.0 –

vanG vanGcd: D-alanine–D-alanine ligase CD630_16260 1099 100.0 366 100.0 –

vanY vanGcd: D-alanyl–D-alanine

decarboxypeptidase

CD630_16270 807 100.0 268 100.0 –

vanTG vanGcd: alanine racemase CD630_16280 2139 100.0 712 100.0 –

TOXIN GENES [PATHOGENICITY LOCUS (PaLoc) AND BINARY TOXIN LOCUS (CdtLoc)]

tcdR PaLoc: RNA polymerase sigma factor CD630_06590 555 99.3 184 98.9 SI 2F

tcdB PaLoc: cytotoxin B CD630_06600 7101 99.9 2366 99.8 SI 2G

tcdE PaLoc: holin-like pore forming protein CD630_06610 501 100.0 166 100.0 –

tcdC PaLoc: negative regulator CD630_06640 699 99.9 232 99.6 SI 2H

cdtR CdtLoc: binary toxin regulator CD630_26030 747 100.0 248 100.0 –

CELL WALL (S-LAYER AND cwp CLUSTER)

slpA S-layer protein CD630_27930 2199-2304 78.1 720-768 65.3 SI 2I

sec2A Cell surface secretory translocase subunit CD630_27920 2346 100.0 781 100.0 –

cwp84 Cell surface binding protein 84 CD630_27870 2412 100.0 803 100.0 –

cwp66 Cell surface binding protein 66 CD630_27890 1833 72.0 611 63.0 SI 2J

cwp2 Cell surface binding protein 2 CD630_27910 1872 90.4 623 89.2 SI 2K

CD2790 Putative LmbE-like deacetylase CD630_27900 708 100.0 234 100.0 –

cwp5 Cell surface binding protein 5 CD630_27860 1578 100.0 525 100.0 –

cwp11 Cell surface binding protein 11 CD630_27950 1602 98.9 533 99.2 SI 2L

cwp13 Cell surface binding protein 13 CD630_17510 2388 100.0 795 100.0 –

cwp25 Cell surface binding protein 25 CD630_27910 942 99.6 313 99.7 SI 2M

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Gene Product Locus tag nt aa Gene phylogeny

Length (bp) % ID length (aa) % ID

QUORUM SENSING (agr LOCUS)

agrC Sensor kinase CDR20291_02638 1380 100.0 459 100.0 –

agrB Accessory gene regulator CD630_27500 579 99.8 192 99.5 SI 2N

agrD Cyclic autoinducer peptide CD630_27491 147 100.0 48 100.0 –

OTHER

fbpA Fibronectin-binding protein A CD630_25920 1776 100.0 591 100.0 –

gluD NAD-specific glutamate dehydrogenase CD630_01790 1266 100.0 411 100.0 –

nt, nucleotide; aa, amino acid.

Locus tag, systematic gene identifier in sequenced genomes.

CD630, RT012 reference strain (Genbank AM180355).

CDR20291, RT027 reference strain (Genbank FN545816).

SI, Supplementary Image.

ST lineages were found for tcdR, a positive regulator of toxin
expression. The majority (91%) of strains shared an identical
tcdC sequence, with four human ST2 strains (H4, H9, H21,
and H22) showing identical but divergent sequences. For tcdB,
two conserved clusters were identified (ST13 and STs 2/49). As
with tcdC, strains H4, H9, H21, and H22 possessed distinct tcdB
sequences. Inspection of the 597 bp C-terminus RBD found that
all RT014 tcdB were identical (allele type three according to the
scheme of Dingle et al., 2011).

C. difficile genes involved in the production and regulation of
the bacterial surface layer (S-layer) are co-located within a 36.6
kb cassette known as the cell wall protein (cwp) gene cluster.
According to the scheme of Dingle et al. (2013), we found that
with the exception of strain Ox1475 (detailed below), all RT014
strains were S-layer cassette type variant 10, harboring identical
allele types for the major cwp genes CD2790 (allele 7), cwp2
(allele 8), cwp66 (allele 9), cwp84 (allele 12), and secA2 (allele
8). There was significant sequence divergence in the principal
cwp gene slpA, encoding the major S-layer precursor protein
and immunodominant antigen slpA (Dingle et al., 2013). A
total of four slpA allele types were identified showing broad
congruence with ST lineage: allele type 7 (n = 8, human/animal
STs 49/2), allele type 9 (n = 29, human/animal STs 13/2), allele
type 41 (n = 6, human/animal ST13) and allele type 241 (n = 1,
strain Ox1475, ST2; Supplementary Image 2, tree I). We found
evolution in slpA occurred under purifying selection (Tajima’s D,
p < 0.001; Nei-Gojobori Z-test, p < 0.001). Strain Ox1475 also
showed divergent sequences for other slpA locus genes cwp2,
cwp11, and cwp66 (Supplementary Image 2, trees J–L) and two
distinct variant groups were found for cwp25 corresponding
to mixtures of STs 2/49 and 2/13 (Supplementary Image 2,
tree M).

Finally, we found that all RT014 genomes harbored an
uncommon agr locus type (type agr3) comprising syntenic agrC,
agrB and agrD genes. Within agr3, sequence variation was only
observed in the agrB gene (encoding a quorum sensing peptide)
with two separate groups corresponding to STs 13 and 2/49
(Supplementary Image 2, tree N).

Pan-Genome and Proteome Analysis
To explore the entire genomic repertoire of the C. difficile RT014
population, estimates of the pan, core and accessory genome
were generated. The core genome is defined as orthologous loci
conserved across the whole data set, i.e., genes present once in
every isolate. The accessory genome contains partially shared and
strain-specific genes, and the pan-genome encompasses the full
complement of genes (Tettelin et al., 2005).

Plots visualizing the number of total genes, shared genes and
distinct new genes as a function of the number of sequenced
genomes are shown in Figure 6. The RT014 pan-genome
comprised a total of 7587 genes, whilst the core and accessory
genomes were 2296 and 5291 genes, respectively. The RT014
pan-genome shows characteristics of an “open” pan-genome
(Tettelin et al., 2005). As depicted in Figure 6, the size of the
pan-genome increases unboundedly with progressive sampling
of new genomes. At n= 44, the pan-genome has already exceeded
double the average number of genes found in a single RT014
genome (3832) and the plot is yet to reach a plateau indicating
more sequenced strains are needed to capture the complete gene
complement. Moreover, as shown in Figure 7, the number of new
genes does not converge to zero upon sequencing of new strains
(at n= 44, an average of 48 new genes are contributed to the gene
pool). Supporting these observations, analysis of the pan-genome
curve using a power-law regressionmodel found the pan-genome
is certainly open (Bpan= 0.43).

The core genome curve depicts a trend of core genome
size contraction with progressive addition of sequential
genomes (Figure 6). Exponential regression analysis shows the

core genome decreases steadily with each sampled genome,
converging at 2296 genes at n = 44 but does not reach a plateau.
The core genome accounts for 30.3% of the total gene repertoire
and 57.8% of an average RT014 genome CDS (range 50.1–60.63).
Some studies report results in the context of a relaxed or soft-core
genome, defined as those genes present in only 90 or 95% of
strains (Ozer et al., 2014; Vernikos et al., 2015). We estimated the
C. difficile RT014 soft-core genome to be 3322 and 3150 genes,
respectively. Analysis of the accessory genome for this data set
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FIGURE 6 | Core and pan-genome analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014

genomes. The total number of genes in the pan (blue) and core (green)

genomes are plotted as a function of the number of genomes sequentially

added (n = 44). Box plots indicate 25th and 75th percentiles with medians

shown as horizontal lines and whiskers set at 10th and 90th percentiles. For

the pan-genome, the continuous curve (blue) shows the fit (r2 = 0.999) of the

power-law regression model. The pan-genome size is calculated at 7587

genes at n = 44 and displays characteristics of an open genome: (i) the

trajectory of the pan-genome increases unboundedly as the number of

genomes are added and (ii) Bpan (≈ γ, Tettelin et al., 2008) was estimated as

0.43. For the core genome, the continuous curve (green) shows the fit (r2 =

0.979) of the exponential regression model. The number of core genes

converges to 2296 at n = 44, accounting for 30.3% of the total gene

repertoire.

FIGURE 7 | Strain-specific gene analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014

genomes. A plot of the number of new “strain-specific” genes contributing to

the gene pool per additional sequenced strain as a function of the number of

strains (n = 44). Consistent with an open pan-genome, the number of new

genes does not converge to zero upon sequencing of additional genomes (at

n = 44, an average of 48 new genes are contributed to the gene pool).

identified a collection of strain-specific genes also known as
singletons (41.1%, n = 2169). Of these, over 850 were annotated
with hypothetical or putative gene functions, many of phage
origin (data not shown). Finally, we compared the pan-genomes
of human and porcine RT014 groups (Supplementary Images 3,

4). The estimated pan, core and accessory genome sizes for 28
human strains and 16 porcine strains are 6278, 2935 and 3343,
and 5688, 2546, and 3142 respectively.

Proteomic analysis of the pan-genome was also performed in
which a single representative sequence from each gene cluster (n
= 7587) was interrogated against the KEGG database (Figure 8).
Overall, 44.2% (n = 3355) of the predicted CDS were assigned
to a functional category by KEGG. The functional categories
with the largest number of assigned CDS are genetic information
processing (7.84%) and environmental information processing
(7.66%). Together, 17.3% of CDS belong to varied metabolism-
based categories. Near identical proteomic profiles were obtained
for human and porcine groups (≤0.75% difference in any of the
17 categories; Supplementary Image 5). A large proportion of
CDS (∼55%) were unidentified by KEGG, a result corroborated
by an alternative database, the RAST Server (Aziz et al., 2008; data
not shown). This suggests that the biological and physiological
function of a large proportion of the C. difficile RT014 pan-
genome/gene pool remains to be experimentally verified.

DISCUSSION

C. difficile RT014 Genome Characteristics
RT014 is a highly successful lineage of C. difficile and among
the most common RTs causing CDI in healthcare systems
throughout the developed world (Bauer et al., 2011; Freeman
et al., 2014; Schwartz et al., 2014; Lessa et al., 2015). We
have previously reported that RT014 has established significant
reservoirs in both human and porcine populations in Australia
(Foster et al., 2014; Knight et al., 2014, 2015b; Collins et al.,
in press). These findings, together with a notable increase in
CA-CDI in Australia, particularly in populations not considered
to be at risk of CDI, have fuelled speculation that zoonotic
transmission is a potential source of human infection (Slimings
et al., 2014; Squire et al., 2015; Bloomfield and Riley, 2016).
Using WGS and high-resolution core genome phylogenetics we
describe for the first time the evolutionary relationships and
extent of genetic overlap between strains of RT014 sourced
from human and pigs in Australia. Furthermore, we provide

characterization of the RT014 resistome, prophage content and
virulence potential as well as the first pan-genome analysis for
this important lineage.

Microevolutionary Analysis Reveals
Signatures of Long-Range Intra- and
Inter-Species Transmission
In silicoMLST differentiated the 44 RT014 strain population into
three STs (2, 13, and 49), all found within MLST clade 1 and
all containing both human and animal strains. MLST is limited
in genetic resolution as it focuses on just 0.1% of a typical 4.3
Mb C. difficile genome (7 genes, 3501 bp). Phylogenies based on
the alignment of large sets of orthologous genes and on SNVs in
the core genome provide ultra-fine scale resolution of C. difficile
populations (Dingle et al., 2011; Eyre et al., 2013). We utilized
both approaches, which were in agreement in identifying two
defining features of the RT014 population structure.
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FIGURE 8 | Proteome analysis for 44 C. difficile RT014 genomes. Functional proteomic characterization of CDS identified in the C. difficile RT014 pan-genome

(n = 44). A total of 3355 CDS (44.22%) were classified by KEGG. CDS categorized as “unclassified” were identified by but no functional classification currently exists.

Firstly, there was a general absence of geographical and
temporal clustering for human strains and some porcine
strains, indicating diversity exists between strains that are
indistinguishable by RT. This is particularly evident for the
isolates from MQP and SLD (NSW) and MLB and CLN
(VIC) that were dispersed throughout the phylogeny (Figure 3).
Secondly, there were multiple instances of human and porcine
strains, some originating from Australian towns separated by
thousands of kilometers and collected many months apart, that
were either indistinguishable (0 SNVs) or very closely related
(1–2 SNVs) in their core genome. Together, these data strongly
suggest that over an extended period there has been frequent,
long-range transmission of C. difficile RT014 between pigs and
humans in Australia. Overall, SNV analysis substantiated inter-
species transmission events for 42% of human strains and 37.5%
of porcine strains. Strains belonging to the two interspecies clonal
groups (CG2 and CG3) were isolated over long time periods;
11- and 12-months, respectively. In each case, porcine strains
were collected several months prior to the corresponding human
clone, possibly demonstrating a directionality and therefore
evidence of zoonotic transmission. Moreover, 50% of the human
strains within CGs 2 and 3 originated from cases classified as CA-
CDI, which represents acquisition outside of the hospital system
(onset > 4 weeks after leaving hospital).

The exact mode of transmission between pigs and humans
remains unclear. In one study, the authors suggested that
individuals working in pig husbandry or living in (or visiting)
areas with a high density of pigs are at increased risk for
acquiring C. difficile due to exposure to pig feces (Knetsch
et al., 2014). To our knowledge, none of the human cases were
linked to livestock occupations, or lived or worked close to
piggeries; however, the transmission may have occurred via an
asymptomatic intermediate (Durham et al., 2016). The finding
that over half of the clonal cases of CDI occurred without recent

healthcare exposure, and were separated by vast geographic
distances, suggest a persistent community reservoir. A similar
observation was made for a 2010–2012 outbreak of infection with
C. difficile RT244 in Australia (Eyre et al., 2015).

Outside Australia, studies show retail meat, salads and
vegetables are contaminated with C. difficile spores (Rupnik
and Songer, 2010). Within Australia, two livestock/agricultural
practices have been identified which could present significant
risk for CA-CDI: (i) slaughtering of neonatal animals destined
for human consumption, and (ii) the recycling of effluent to
agriculture and compost manufacture with dissemination of
contaminated vegetables and compost in the community setting
(Squire and Riley, 2013; Squire et al., 2015).

Porcine CDI is almost exclusively a disease of neonates with
C. difficile prevalence highest during the first 2 weeks of life,
resulting in extensive spore contamination of the farrowing
environment (Squire and Riley, 2013). However, unlike the
Australian dairy industry where there remains a consumer
demand for neonatal veal products (Knight et al., 2013, 2016),
suckling age piglets are not slaughtered for meat on a large
scale and are unlikely to contribute to a persistent or substantial
community reservoir.

There are opportunities for long range C. difficile spore
dissemination and contamination of food destined for human
consumption including airborne transmission (Keessen et al.,
2011) and avian, rodent, or arthropod vectors (Burt et al.,
2012). In Australia, compost manufactured from pig feces and
piggery effluent pond sludge is widely available for retail sale.
Treated effluent pond wastewater is applied to land used for
agriculture or pasture, or recycled for use within the facility.
There is abundant evidence that C. difficile is found in treated
biosolids and effluent (Viau and Peccia, 2009; Romano et al.,
2012; Xu et al., 2014), including piggery effluent and wastewater
treated in an on-site ponding system (Squire et al., 2011). C.
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difficile also survives land application of biosolids (Xu et al.,
2016). Windrow composting reduces C. difficile spore load in
biosolids but this is dependent on the endogenous strain and
strict adherence to best-practice composting methodology (Xu
et al., 2016). In Australia, C. difficile has been isolated from 20%
(14/71) of vegetables grown in soil enriched with organic material
and obtained from 11 diverse retailers. This comprised 5% (1/19)
of carrots, 6% (1/18) of onions, 22% (4/18) of beetroot, and 50%
(8/16) of potatoes (Lim et al., manuscript in preparation). This is
a higher prevalence than that reported in studies using a similar
methodology in the USA (0% in root vegetables, 2.4% in other
vegetables; Rodriguez-Palacios et al., 2014) and Canada (4.5%;
Metcalf et al., 2010).

Notably, we found a small number of instances of clonal
transmission between piggeries in different states. Live animals,
including suckling age piglets, are routinely moved between
farms, sale yards, breeding centers, and abattoirs, and could
contribute to the long-range dissemination of spores. Sow
movement poses a particular risk, as they are housed on-
farm in environments heavily contaminated with C. difficile.
Unsurprisingly, C. difficile spores can be isolated from the feces
and skin of healthy sows (Hopman et al., 2011).

There are several limitations to this analysis. The number
of isolates investigated (n = 40) is low relative to this
RTs contribution to human CDI and its prevalence in pig
herds in Australia. Greater numbers of isolates from piggeries
and from regional and tertiary hospitals would enhance our
understanding of the complex transmission dynamics in these
populations. We acknowledge that we did not include samples
from food or piggery workers, which may have provided
additional information about transmission chains and risk for
consumers. Finally, the C. difficile molecular clock used to assess
potential transmissions is an approximation based on within-
host variation and the assumption of a constant rate of evolution.
It does not account for the genetically quiescent nature of C.
difficile spores and may underestimate the evolutionary distance
between strains (Didelot et al., 2012; Eyre et al., 2013).

C. difficile RT014 Harbors a Diverse

Repertoire of Antimicrobial Resistance

Genes and Mobile Genetic Elements of

Clinical Importance
Antimicrobial resistance plays a central role in driving
epidemiological changes in C. difficile populations, a
phenomenon exemplified by the emergence and global
dissemination of fluoroquinolone-resistant epidemic RT027 (He
et al., 2013). In this study, we found all Australian RT014 isolates
susceptible to first-line human CDI therapies vancomycin,
metronidazole and fidaxomicin, as well as rifaximin, amoxicillin-
clavulanate, meropenem, moxifloxacin, piperacillin-tazobactam,
and trimethoprim. These data are consistent with our earlier
study (Knight et al., 2015b) and a large multi-site European study
(Freeman et al., 2014). Acquired antimicrobial resistance in the
RT014 population was limited to clindamycin, erythromycin,
and tetracycline and mediated by clinically important mobile
genetic elements.

Clindamycin exposure is recognized as a specific risk
factor for CDI and clindamycin-resistant clinical strains of C.
difficile are common throughout Europe, Asia, North America,
Australia, and the Middle East (Knight et al., 2015b; Spigaglia,
2016). Clindamycin-resistant isolates usually show resistance
to macrolide antimicrobials such as erythromycin (MLSB
phenotype) and resistance is most often mediated by ermB
methylation of bacterial 23S rRNA (Spigaglia, 2016). In this
study, 75% of porcine strains and a single human strain presented
a MLSB phenotype, all but one of which carried the ermB gene
on a conjugative transposon, Tn6194. To our knowledge, this
element has not been isolated from clinical strains in Australia,
or from animals elsewhere in the world. Tn6194 is the most
common ermB-containing element in European clinical isolates,
particularly epidemic RTs 027, 001, and 017 (Spigaglia, 2016).
Moreover, this element is recognized as one of the defining
genetic features of the epidemic RT027 sublineage FQR1 which
disseminated and caused outbreaks with high mortality in
North America and sporadic cases in Asia (He et al., 2013).
Furthermore, genetic studies show this Tn is fully mobilisable
with the capability of both intra-species transfer to different C.
difficile RTs and inter-species transfer to E. faecalis (Wasels et al.,
2014).

Despite a broad spectrum of activity against both Gram-
positive and negative bacteria including many gut anaerobes,
tetracycline exposure is considered to be low risk for CDI
induction (Spigaglia, 2016). However, tetR can be found in up
to 41% of clinical C. difficile isolates and may be clinically
significant since they represent reservoirs for genes encoding
efflux and ribosomal protective proteins (Spigaglia, 2016). In this
study, 69% of porcine strains presented a tetR phenotype, all of
which carried the tetM gene on a conjugative transposon very
similar to Tn5397. This element is the primary tetM encoding
conjugative transposon found in C. difficile and like Tn6194
is capable of intra- and inter-species transfer in vitro (Roberts
and Mullany, 2011). The group II intron interrupting orf14
is a defining characteristic for Tn5397 which was the first
element of its kind to be found in a Gram-positive organism
(Mullany et al., 1996; Spigaglia, 2016). Genetic studies show
that in Tn916 (a close relative of Tn5397), orf14 encodes a
putative protein homologous in the C-terminal region to the
invasion-associated protein p60 from Listeria monocytogenes
(Köhler et al., 1991). Moreover, the p60 homolog of Tn916
is essential for intercellular transposition, providing indirect
evidence that the intron in Tn5397, which contains reverse
transcriptase, RNA-binding, RNA splicing and zinc finger-like
domains, undergoes splicing in vivo (Clewell et al., 1995; Roberts
et al., 2001). The p60 homolog present in the Tn5397 variant
belongs to a large superfamily of N1pC/P60 peptidoglycan
hydrolytic enzymes and is present within many Firmicutes
including Enterococcus and Clostridium. To our knowledge, the
variant Tn5397 described in this study is novel and further
demonstrates the heterogeneity seen among the Tn916 family
of transposons (Roberts and Mullany, 2011). The absence of
the intron in the Tn5397-like element is unlikely to affect the
element’s ability to conjugate; however, further studies will be
necessary to verify this.
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tetW also encodes a ribosomal protective protein and can be
found in a wide range of environmental and clinical bacteria
(Spigaglia et al., 2008). The tetW element we report is different
to that previously described in C. difficile (Spigaglia et al., 2008)
but identical to the tetW gene from TnB1230 in Butyrivibrio
fibrisolvens. This obligate anaerobic species is a predominant
rumen commensal and capable of genetic exchange (ermB) with
C. difficile in vitro (Robinson et al., 1981; Spigaglia et al., 2005).
The absence of an upstream promoter necessary for tetracycline
resistance may explain why those porcine strains harboring tetW
but not tetM (P10 and P11) failed to show resistance in vitro
(Spigaglia et al., 2005). This study also provides the first report
in C. difficile of tetA(P) and tetB(P), elements encoding efflux
and ribosomal protective proteins, respectively. Further studies
will be necessary to verify if the absence of genetic architecture
provided by pCW3, the plasmid that normally harbors these
elements in C. perfringens, is the reason strains harboring only
tetA(P)/tetB(P) did not show resistance in vitro.

The acquisition and genomic integration of bacteriophages
represent a major source of genetic diversity in C. difficile
(Shan et al., 2012; Hargreaves and Clokie, 2014). The RT014
population in this study harbored numerous complete prophages
belonging the Caudovirales, the order of tailed bacteriophages.
All detected prophages contained a GC content not dissimilar to
that of the C. difficile genome (28–30%) and putative integrase
genes suggesting they have access to the lysogenic lifestyle.
Several of the C. difficile phages identified in this study have
been extensively studied in vitro revealing putative roles in
the fitness and virulence of the host species. Studies show
ΦC2, which was common to almost all RT014 genomes in
this study is capable of mediating the transduction of Tn6215-
encoded ermB resistance between laboratory strains of C.
difficile (Goh et al., 2013). Siphovirus ΦCD38-2 and myovirus
ΦCD27 have been shown to modulate toxin production in C.
difficile in vitro, however, the genetic basis of the interaction
is not yet understood (Roberts et al., 2014). Viral DNA
identical to that of the Clostridium myovirus ΦMMP02 has
been recovered from stool samples obtained from patients
with CDI, indicating these phages are induced during infection
(Roberts et al., 2014). Lastly, myovirus ΦCDHM1 has been
found to contain agr gene homologs and therefore has the
potential during phage lysogeny to influence expression, by
a quorum signaling mechanism, of multiple genes associated
with flagella assembly and toxin synthesis (Hargreaves et al.,
2014).

Pigs are well-known amplification reservoirs for C. difficile
and other enteric pathogens (Malik et al., 2011; Squire and Riley,
2013). Our data further confirms pigs are reservoirs for clinically
important antimicrobial resistance elements, many of which are
capable of reciprocal genetic exchange across large phylogenetic
distances. Such promiscuous behavior provides C. difficile with
a potential selective advantage over taxa inhabiting the same gut
ecosystem, be it the pig or human intestinal tract.

The marked differences in antimicrobial resistance between
the human and animal RT014 populations suggest limited
genetic overlap and an absence of a common source, a finding
which contrasts with the results of our evolutionary and

phylogenetic analyses. However, it is important to note that the
genomic elements mediating antimicrobial resistance as well as
prophages are discrete parts of the highly dynamic accessory
genome and their acquisition and loss from C. difficile occur
under forces of selection such as antimicrobial exposure. Thus,
the observed discordance may reflect different selective pressures
in their most recent host environment (e.g., livestock vs. hospital
and community settings). Use of tetracyclines and macrolides
in animal husbandry is widespread, particularly for disease
treatment and prevention (metaphylaxis; Jordan et al., 2009; Van
Boeckel et al., 2015). Such use creates a massive selective pressure
and an ideal environment for the development and spread of
antibiotic resistance (Robinson et al., 2016). Conversely, the use
of these agents in human medicine is relatively low, with neither
antimicrobial ranking among the 10 most commonly prescribed
antimicrobial agents in Australian hospitals (ACSQHC, 2015),
however, they remain popular in the community. It is conceivable
that within the healthcare system, the RT014 accessory genome
is changing in vivo in response to a reduction in antimicrobial
selective pressure. Furthermore, discordant phenotypes between
bacterial clones are not without precedent. In a 2011 UK study,
WGS was able to identify an S. aureus transmission event
between patients during an MRSA outbreak, a connection which
was initially refuted due to discordant tetracycline (tetK+/−)
and penicillin (BlaZ+/−) genotypes and phenotypes (Eyre et al.,
2012).

Strains of RT014 from Humans and Pigs

Show Similar Virulence Potential
The finding of similar and in some cases identical virulence
loci in human and porcine strains of RT014 indicates a very
similar virulence potential. Most significantly, all RT014 strains
irrespective of host species or ST, harbored genes encoding large
clostridial glucosylating toxins TcdA and TcdB, both major C.
difficile virulence factors important for disease (Kuehne et al.,
2010). Consistent with other clade 1 RTs, all RT014 genomes
were negative for mutations in tcdC, a putative negative regulator
of toxin production, and the genes encoding binary toxin
(cdtA/cdtB) were both present as non-functional pseudogenes,
having accumulated numerous frameshift mutations and in-
frame stop codons (Curry et al., 2007; Gerding et al., 2014).

Additionally, we found all human and animal RT014 strains
harbored similar, and sometimes identical alleles for virulence
loci associated with motility (fliC, fliD), adhesion (groEL and
fbpA), sporulation (spoA) as well as type IV pilin genes
(Hennequin et al., 2001; Barketi-Klai et al., 2011; Pettit et al.,
2014; Piepenbrink et al., 2015; Stevenson et al., 2015).

Another notable finding was presence in all RT014 genomes
of an uncommon accessory gene regulator (agr) locus, agr3,
the first such report in this lineage. Via a complex quorum-
sensing system, the agr locus can both bolster and subvert
C. difficile toxin synthesis and sporulation (Hargreaves et al.,
2014). Locus type varies between different C. difficile lineages,
for example, epidemic RTs 027 and 017 harbor an agr2 locus
(agrBDAC genes), whilst strains of RT012 harbor an agr1 locus
(agrBD only). Moreover, using isogenic mutants, agr1 has been
shown to be essential for pathogenesis in C. difficile (Darkoh
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et al., 2016). The agr3 locus comprises syntenic agrC, agrB and
agrD genes and has been found in strains of RTs 078 and 027
but also notably within the genome of both the prophage and
natural lysogen of C. difficileΦCDHM1, a finding which suggests
horizontal gene transfer and a potentially novel way for phages
to manipulate host behavior (Hargreaves et al., 2014). Further
studies are ongoing to elucidate if the agr3 locus is present
exclusively within the RT014 host chromosome or lies within
with any of the numerous prophage sequences found in this
lineage.

Sequence Divergence in Genes Associated

with Pathogenicity and Host-Pathogen

Interaction Largely Correlate with ST

Affiliation
Sequence deviations in numerous conserved genes correlate with
RT affiliation, a finding which further extends the concept of
clonal C. difficile lineages (Dingle et al., 2011; Kurka et al.,
2014). Taking this approach a step further, we analyzed sequence
divergence in the same 14 genes from the study of Kurka et al.
(2014) but also included a further 31 genes associated with
pathogenicity, mobility, sporulation, antimicrobial resistance,
and host-pathogen interaction. In our analysis, over two-thirds of
the gene set showed 100% sequence conservation irrespective of
host species or ST lineage, but differed from homologs in closely
related clade 1 reference CD630. The majority of conserved loci
encoded proteins involved in the essential host functions such as
motility, sporulation, and protein synthesis but also antimicrobial
resistance. These data complement the results of Kurka et al.
indicating evolution in these genes is strongly associated with RT
affiliation.

Conversely, we did find that genetic variability in a number
of genes (and their proteins) correlated with two or three of the
RT014 sublineages STs 2, 13, and 49. Variation was most notable
in genes involved in pathogenicity (PaLoc) and host interaction
(S-layer cassette) both regions of the C. difficile chromosome
that have been shown to translocate by recombination and play
an important role in clade evolution (Dingle et al., 2013, 2014).
The RT014 S-layer cassette was particularly variable with four
slpA allele types identified and was evolving under purifying
selection. Forming an important interface between the bacterium
and its host, the C. difficile S-layer evolves in response host
immunological selection and plays a central role in adaption
to life in the gastrointestinal tract. It is possible that sequence
variability seen in this locus reflects time spent within different
host species.

The C. difficile RT014 Lineage Is

Characterized by a Large Diverse

Pan-Genome and Low Levels of Genome

Conservation
C. difficile is one of the most versatile bacterial pathogens
and a model sympatric species. It possesses a large complex
genome which diversifies through genetic exchange with a
vast community of prokarya and archea present in both its
primary habitat, the mammalian gastrointestinal tract, and a

wide range of secondary habitats including soil, water, and
non-mammalian species (Knight et al., 2015a). Here, we show
C. difficile RT014 is characterized by a large pan-genome of
7587 genes, itself comprising a core of 2296 genes (representing
30.3% of the pan-genome) and an accessory gene repertoire
totalling 5291 genes. Previous studies have yielded varying
estimates of the C. difficile core genome ranging from ∼600
to 4100 genes, comprising anywhere between 16 and 40% of
the C. difficile genomes under analysis (Janvilisri et al., 2009;
Scaria et al., 2010; Treangen et al., 2014). Such variation in
size is due to inherent differences in (i) methodology (some
used microarray and others used different gene prediction
and ortholog clustering algorithms), (ii) the use of strict vs
relaxed core genome definitions, and (iii) sample size/diversity
(some were limited to only a few isolates or an individual
strain lineage). Nonetheless, taken together these studies show
C. difficile displays ultra-low levels of genome conservation,
a trait rarely seen in bacteria and lower than other bacterial
species considered to have high levels of genetic variability such
as Campylobacter jejuni (59.2%), Helicobacter pylori (58.5%),
Streptococcus pneumoniae (46.5%), and E. coli (∼40.0%; Welch
et al., 2002; Hiller et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2013; Vernikos et al.,
2015).

The open or closed nature of a bacterial pan-genome is
dependent on a number of factors including the host species’
capacity to acquire and replicate exogenous DNA, the relative
rate of evolution, and diversification and lifestyle of the species
(Tettelin et al., 2008). Our analysis shows the RT014 pan-
genome is open and characterized by significant variability and
plasticity, a remarkable finding considering the relatively small
number of strains analyzed, and one which will likely only
increase as more RT014 genomes are sequenced. The large
accessory genome and presence of a large number of singletons
(41% of the accessory genome) suggests the RT014 genome is
highly submissive to lateral transfer of exogenous DNA, a trait
emphasized by the diverse collection of transposons and phages
(intact and incomplete) identified in this study.

The respective pan-genomes (and proteomes) of the porcine
and human RT014 strain populations were very similar. Taken
together with our microevolutionary analysis, this suggests
RT014 has the capability and propensity to move freely between
porcine and human populations. This lineage appears well-
adapted to multiple animal hosts having been recovered from
numerous diseased and colonized species including cattle, horses,
cats, dogs, hares, rabbits, goats, racoons and multiple avian
species (Janezic et al., 2014). By occupying niches within multiple
host species, the RT014 lineage is able to access and exchange
DNA with an enormously diverse metagenome, therefore greatly
enhancing its ability to adapt to fluctuating environmental factors
and its likelihood of success.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, the present study provides novel insights on the
genetic variability and strain relatedness of RT014, a C. difficile
lineage of emerging One Health importance. We show for the
first time that human and porcine strains of RT014 do not form
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distinct populations; rather strains share a recent evolutionary
history with evidence of long-range inter-species transmission.
Moreover, we show that the RT014 lineage is characterized by
a large open pan-genome, the presence of numerous prophages
and clinically important antimicrobial resistance elements.

Throughout Australia, gross contamination of the piggery
environment with C. difficile spores and agricultural recycling of
piggery effluent are now commonplace and undoubtedly result
in spillover contamination of vegetables grown in organically
enriched soil and compost in the community setting. Reducing
the levels of C. difficile spores in the piggery environment
is of paramount importance, not only for mitigating the
risk of community acquisition but also for improving animal
health. In hospitals, C. difficile spore transmission and overall
CDI rates can be significantly reduced through stringent
infection control measures such as case isolation, reduced
use of third-generation cephalosporins and fluoroquinolones,
hand hygiene and deep environmental cleaning (Thomas
et al., 2002; Price et al., 2010). In pig populations, the
sheer scale of the potential C. difficile reservoir combined
with the extreme resilience and high transmissibility of C.
difficile spores and relatively unfettered use of antibiotics means
infection control measures cannot be easily implemented and
maintained. This is further complicated in Australia by a
lack of acceptance of C. difficile as a pathogen in animal
populations (despite abundant evidence to the contrary) and
at times disagreement between clinicians, veterinarians and the
livestock industry regarding appropriate risk management of C.
difficile in animal populations (Riley, 2009; Squire and Riley,
2013).

Finally, CDI is a complex phenomenon and our
understanding of CDI transmission dynamics, particularly
in the food chain and community setting is still in its infancy.
Ongoing molecular and phenotypic surveillance of C. difficile
strains in humans, animals, food, and the environment is
imperative if we are to identify opportunities for interventions
and reduce the overall CDI burden. As we have seen with RT014,
WGS will surely play a central role in this, providing a level

of discrimination far beyond that achievable by conventional
typing methodologies.
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Over the recent decades, Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) has emerged as a global public health threat. Despite

growing attention,C. difficile remains a poorly understood pathogen, however, the exquisite sensitivity offered by

next generation sequencing (NGS) technology has enabled analysis of the genome of C. difficile, giving us access

tomassive genomic data on factors such as virulence, evolution, and genetic relatednesswithin C. difficile groups.
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large-scale applications. This review summarizes themolecular epidemiology, evolution, and phylogeny of C. dif-

ficile, one of the most important pathogens worldwide in the current antibiotic resistance era.
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1. Introduction

C. difficile is a spore-forming, anaerobic, Gram-positive bacterium

found in the both environment and intestinal tracts of animals and

humans. It is the most common cause of infectious healthcare-associat-

ed diarrhoea, and has emerged as a leading nosocomial pathogen in de-

veloped countries. The increased incidence and severity of C. difficile

infection (CDI) has led to a major economic burden on healthcare sys-

tems due to the costs associated with treatment, and extended stays

of patients in hospital. This economic burden is estimated to be $5.4 bil-

lion in healthcare settings and $725 million in community settings in

North America (Desai et al., 2016).

First described in 1935 following isolation from the faeces of ne-

onates, the bacterium was named Bacillus difficilis to reflect the diffi-

culty of culturing it (Hall and O'Toole, 1935). Although shown to be

lethal in a number of species due to the production of an exotoxin

(Hall and O'Toole, 1935; Snyder, 1937), it was only occasionally iso-

lated in humans in whom its role as a pathogen was considered ten-

uous (Smith and King, 1962). Following the introduction of

clindamycin, a broad-spectrum antibiotic with significant anti-an-

aerobic activity, colitis emerged as a serious complication associated

with treatment (Tedesco et al., 1974). Prior to this, Staphylococcus

aureuswas regarded as the main etiological agent of antibiotic-asso-

ciated colitis (Altemeier et al., 1963; Hummel et al., 1964; Khan and

Hall, 1966; Wakefield and Sommers, 1953). When S. aureus was ex-

cluded as the cause of clindamycin-associated colitis, a race began

to identify the organism responsible. Bartlett and colleagues were

the first to suggest toxigenic C. difficile as the cause of clindamycin-

associated colitis (Bartlett et al., 1978), while the presence of toxin

similar to that of C. sordellii was noted by other groups (Larson and

Price, 1977; Rifkin et al., 1977).

CDI is a toxin-mediated disease, characterised by diarrhoea. Symp-

toms range from mild to severe diarrhoea, pseudomembranous colitis

(PMC), toxic megacolon, or even death. Despite the potential for severe

disease, the majority of infected individuals remain asymptomatic

(Donskey et al., 2015). The distinctive PMC lesions are usually limited

to the colon, however, there have been caseswith the small intestine in-

volved (Jacobs et al., 2001; Keel and Songer, 2006). Extraintestinal infec-

tions are rare (Byl et al., 1996). There are a number of risk factors

involved in the development of CDI, including admission to healthcare

facilities, advanced age (immune senescence), the presence of comor-

bidities and, principally, exposure to antibacterial agents (Bignardi,

1998). Almost all antibacterial agents have been implicated due to

their effects on the intestinalmicrobiota. Disruption of the intestinalmi-

crobiota, typically but not only by antibiotics, is essential for the estab-

lishment of the organism and toxin production, following ingestion of

spores (Kelly et al., 1994; Moore et al., 2013; Sorg and Sonenshein,

2008). Also required for disease development is the failure to mount

an efficient immune response against C. difficile toxins (Sanchez-

Hurtado et al., 2008). The primary virulence factors of C. difficile are

toxin A (TcdA) and toxin B (TcdB), two closely related proteins belong-

ing to the clostridial glucosylating toxin or Large Clostridial Toxin (LCT)

family which target host small GTPases. At least 20% of C. difficile strains

produce an additional binary toxin (CDT), an actin-specific ADP-

ribosyltransferase. CDT has been associated with more severe disease

(Barbut et al., 2005), but not proven to cause disease on its own

(Eckert et al., 2015; Gerding et al., 2014). While strains that produce

CDT in the absence of toxins A and B have recently been linked to symp-

tomatic CDI in immunocompromised individuals, their pathogenicity in

general still remains unclear (Androga et al., 2015; Eckert et al., 2015;

Grandesso et al., 2016).

Treatment of CDI is preferably by oral administration of metronida-

zole or vancomycin (Kociolek and Gerding, 2016), if the inciting antibi-

otic cannot be stopped. These antibiotics also disrupt intestinal

microbiota, leaving the patient susceptible to recurrent infection, either

relapse or re-infection. Although non-antibiotic therapeutics such as

toxin-binding agents showed initial promise, they have not performed

as well as traditional treatments in clinical trials. One new antibiotic,

fidaxomicin, has been associated with lower recurrence rates, but has

not been widely adopted. Although probiotics have been investigated

in preventing CDI, results have only shown limited success in

preventing recurrences. There has been an increasing interest in faecal

microbiota transplantation (FMT) as a means of restoring normal

microbiota and preventing recurrent episodes in patientswho have suf-

fered multiple and debilitating recurrences. A number of other treat-

ment options, such as immunological therapies, biotherapeutics,

improved probiotics, phage therapy, and oral bacteriotherapy with

non-toxigenic C. difficile strains, may eventually offer better treatment

solutions in preventing disease recurrence and treating initial episodes

(Gerding, 2009, 2012; Kociolek and Gerding, 2016). Other more recent

alternative therapeutic strategies for CDI include administration of

monoclonal antibodies, more new antibiotics, molecular inhibitors e.g.

quorum sensing and riboswitch ligands and new probiotics (Gerding,

2012; Hargreaves and Clokie, 2014; Vickers et al., 2016; Zanella

Terrier et al., 2014).

Diagnosis of CDI can be quite challenging. A combination of algorith-

mic laboratory testing and clinical analysis is recommended. Cell cyto-

toxicity neutralisation assay was the initial mode of detection of C.

difficile cytotoxin and still remains a gold standard, although laborious

and time-consuming to perform (Chang et al., 1978). Enzyme immuno-

assay (EIA)s targeting TcdAwere popular, however, had lower sensitiv-

ity and were unable to detect A−B+ strains. Although TcdA/TcdB EIAs

became the norm, and in smaller laboratories remain popular, they

have been largely replaced by molecular methods. There are currently

numerous molecular tests to detect C. difficile, most of which target

tcdB. With the exception of the Cepheid Xpert and Hain GenoType

CDiff systems, however, there are currently no routine diagnostic

methods for the detection of C. difficile strains that only produce CDT,

largely because they are considered irrelevant clinically (Babady et al.,

2010; Moore et al., 2013). Nonetheless, a CDT inclusive C. difficile detec-

tionmethod is relevant for surveillance purposes. The reader is directed

to these reviews for an in-depth look into laboratory diagnosis of CDI

(Collins et al., 2015; Rodriguez et al., 2016)

Previously a neglected pathogen, dramatic changes in the epidemi-

ology of CDI over the last 15 years have led to a re-evaluation of this

pathogen. Thiswas largely drivenby the emergence of a “hypervirulent”

strain, NAP1/BI/027 (North American PFGE type 1, REA type BI, PCR

ribotype 027) in North America in the 2000s associated with higher

morbidity and mortality, which spread to other countries and caused

outbreaks on a global scale. There have been other disturbing changes

in CDI epidemiology. Although considered a nosocomial disease, CDI

has also begun to emerge in the community, and in younger individuals

who lack the traditional risk factors, often with a higher incidence in fe-

males (Aronsson et al., 1985;McDonald et al., 2006; Rupnik et al., 2009).

At the same time as this expansion of CDI in humans, there has also been

a significant increase in animal disease caused by C. difficile. C. difficile is

now the most common cause of enteritis in neonatal piglets in the USA

(Songer and Uzal, 2005) aswell as frequently causing diarrhoea in adult

horses (Båverud et al., 2003). The increase in CDI in food animals has led

to the suggestion that community-acquired CDI might be a foodborne

disease (Weese, 2010) although this has yet to be proven. In support

of this notion is the fact that ribotype 078, which is commonly isolated
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from food animals in the Northern Hemisphere, was the 3rd most fre-

quent human isolate in a multi-country study in Europe published in

2011 (Bauer et al., 2011).

2. Phylogeny of C. difficile

2.1. Taxonomy

Until a recent rearrangement of the Firmicutes, the Clostridium

genus was paraphyletic and divided into clusters based on 16S rDNA

analysis for convenience. C. difficile belonged to cluster XI, along with

other closely related Clostridium spp. such as C. sordellii and C.

bifermentans, as well as other species such as Peptostreptococcus

anaerobius and Eubacterium tenue (Collins et al., 1994). After a brief in-

carnation as Peptoclostridium difficile (Yutin and Galperin, 2013), a

name that was never “validly published”, it has been renamed very re-

cently as Clostridioides difficile (Lawson et al., 2016), andmoved towith-

in the Peptostreptococcaceae family (Ludwig et al., 2009) (Fig. 1).

Whether the new name will be accepted by the C. difficile community

around the world remains to be seen.

2.2. Clade structure

C. difficile consists of at least six phylogenetic clades: clades 1

through 5, and a sixth cryptic clade, named C-I. A recent examination

of PubMLST data (http://pubmlst.org/cdifficile/) shows at least two

other cryptic clades which we will term C-II and C-III (Fig. 2). Clade 5,

the most divergent of the non-cryptic clades is estimated to have di-

verged from the rest of the species between 1.1 and 85 million years

ago (He et al., 2010). Given the lack of research inmanygeographical re-

gions, there are likely other clades that have yet to be discovered. Nota-

ble strains from each clade are shown in Table 1.

2.3. PaLoc and evolution

2.3.1. Description of PaLoc

The genes for the two main virulence factors of C. difficile, toxins A

and B, are encoded on a 19.6-kb chromosomally-located element

known as the Pathogenicity Locus (PaLoc) (Braun et al., 1996). Also

encoded are three accessory genes: two putative regulatory genes

(tcdC and tcdR) and a holin-like gene (tcdE) (Hundsberger et al., 1997)

required for toxin-release (Govind and Dupuy, 2012) (Fig. 3). Also

Fig. 1. Evolutionary relationships of taxa. Neighbor-Joining tree based on 16S rRNA gene sequence data, showing the phylogenetic position ofmembers of the family Peptostreptococcaceae.

The tree was constructed using the Neighbor-Joining method using the Kimura 2-parameter method and are in the units of the number of base substitutions per site. All ambiguous

positions were removed for each sequence pair. There were a total of 1425 positions in the final dataset. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7. The percentage of replicate

trees in which the associated taxa clustered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) are shown next to the branches. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths in the

same units as those of the evolutionary distances used to infer the phylogenetic tree. The outgroup used was Bacteroides fragilis. Figure from (Lawson et al., 2016).
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downstream of the tcdE is a partialN-acetyl-muramoyl alanine amidase

of unknown significance (Monot et al., 2011). In non-toxigenic strains,

the PaLoc is replaced by a 115/85-bp sequence (Braun et al., 1996;

Dingle et al., 2014). Although reminiscent of a Pathogenicity Island,

the PaLoc lacks any known mobility genes and repeats at its borders.

Large insertions (~9kB) unrelated to the PaLoc are found at the PaLoc in-

tegration site in strains from clade C-I (Dingle et al., 2014), and one

clade 5 isolate (Elliott et al., 2008).

2.4. Other LCT elements

Other LCT members include the lethal and haemorrhagic toxins

(TcsL and TcsH) from C. sordellii, and alpha toxin (TcnA) from C. novyi.

There has been limited study into LCT-carrying elements from other

Clostridium spp. In C. novyi, TcnA is encoded by a phage situated on a

plasmid (Skarin and Segerman, 2014), whereas both C. difficile and C.

sordellii have two toxins arranged on very similar elements. TcsH and

TcsL are homologous and antigenically cross-reactive with TcdA and

TcdB, respectively. The C. sordellii and C. difficile PaLoc elements are

closely related enough to undergo allelic exchange (Elliott et al.,

2014), and probably share a common ancestor. The two toxins are

thought to have evolved from a gene duplication event.

Fig. 2. Maximum likelihood tree generated using MLST data from all known clades present in the PubMLST database. The evolutionary history was inferred by using the Maximum

Likelihood method based on the Tamura-Nei model. The tree with the highest log likelihood (−8568.3698) is shown. Initial tree(s) for the heuristic search were obtained by applying

the Neighbor-Joining method to a matrix of pairwise distances estimated using the Maximum Composite Likelihood (MCL) approach. The tree is drawn to scale, with branch lengths

measured in the number of substitutions per site. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA6 (Tamura et al., 2013).

Table 1

Notable types within the phylogenetic clades.

Clade Notable types

1 UK 014 (ST-14),a UK 020 (ST-11)a, UK 002 (ST-8),a UK 015 (ST-44),a UK

018 (ST-17)a

2 UK 027 (ST-1),b UK 244 (ST-41),b UK 176 (ST-1),b UK 251 (ST-231)b

3 UK 023 (ST-5)b

4 UK 017 (ST-37)c, UK 047 (ST-37)c

5 UK 078 (ST-11),b UK 126 (ST-11),b UK 033 (ST-11),d UK 237 (ST-167)e

C-I ST-181,e ST-206e

C-II ST-200,c,g

C-III Unknownf

NB: Where ribotypes are associated with multiple sequence types, the most common se-

quence types is given (Dingle et al., 2011; Stabler et al., 2012).
a Toxin profile: A + B + CDT−.
b Toxin profile: A + B + CDT+.
c Toxin profile: A− B + CDT−.
d Toxin profile: A− B− CDT+.
e Toxin profile: A− B + CDT+.
f Very little is known about the three cryptic clades. Although some do contain unusual

toxigenic strains, the majority are apparently non-toxigenic.
g Toxin profile: A + B− CDT− (unusual monotoxin locus).

Fig. 3. The twomain toxin loci of C. difficile. (A) The PaLoc which encodes the toxin A and toxin B, as well as three accessory proteins. A partial pseudogene is present downstream of tcdE,

shown with a dashed fill. (B) The CdtLoc which encodes the two binary toxin genes and one accessory gene.
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2.4.1. Variant forms

The most common variant types of the PaLoc are the toxin A-nega-

tive, toxin B-positive (A−B+) versions. Although both toxin genes con-

tain repeats within the receptor-binding domain region, they are better

conservedwithin tcdA, making it more susceptible to deletion due to re-

combination. The most common A−B+ strain is RT 017 (ST 37) which

has a 1.8 kb deletion that abrogates that function of the repetitive recep-

tor-binding domain (Kato et al., 1999). A second receptor-binding do-

main recently discovered upstream (Lambert and Baldwin, 2016) is

not affected however, so the RT 017 toxin A may still be active. The

toxin A gene of toxinotypes VI and VII possesses smaller deletions due

to recombination of repeats, which do not affect function (Rupnik et

al., 1998), but do result in the loss of an epitope and a decrease of immu-

nogenicity in vitro (Barbut et al., 2002). The much larger deletions

resulting in loss of most or all of toxin A are the result of the activity of

mobile elements, as indicated by DNA remnants at deletion sites

(Elliott et al., 2014; Geric Stare and Rupnik, 2010). The largest deletion

known is that occurring in toxinotype XI strains, where only tcdC and

a fragment of tcdA remains (Geric Stare and Rupnik, 2010). Several in-

tact mobile elements have also been identified within the PaLoc.

Toxinotypes XIVa, Xb, XXII and IXc, all belonging to clade 2, possess a

large 2000 bp IStron in tcdA (Geric et al., 2004; Mehlig et al., 2001), a

type of mobile element first discovered in C. difficile (Hasselmayer et

al., 2004b). The clade 3 PaLoc has a stably integrated transposon

Tn6218 which does not interfere with toxin production (Dingle et al.,

2014). Strains producing just toxin A have only described relatively re-

cently and carry an unusual monotoxin locus consisting of toxin A and

the holin UviB instead of tcdE, found elsewhere in the genome than at

the PaLoc integration site (Monot et al., 2015). In toxinotype XXXII

strains, which belong to clade C-II, a variant version of the PaLoc lacking

tcdA and tcdC is also found at an alternative location in the genome

(Janezic et al., 2015b).

Toxin A and toxin B are heterogeneous at a sequence level, and such

variation can give rise to changes in immunoreactivity, substrate speci-

ficity and visible cytopathic effect (Rupnik, 2008). Due to the large size

of the toxins, and the difficulty in resolving the repeats in tcdA, the

study of such variation has relied mostly on the PCR-RFLP-based meth-

od toxinotyping, which currently describes 34 toxinotypes (I-XXXIV)

(Rupnik and Janezic, 2016). Variations with the most visible effects

are those that occur in a small region of the catalytic domain known

as the substrate specificity region, and alter the pattern of intracellular

targets. This results in two types of cytopathic effect, known as “diffi-

cile-like” and “sordellii-like”. The traditional difficile-like cytopathic

effect is characterised by cell rounding accompanied by long protru-

sions. With the sordellii-like cytopathic effect, so named because it re-

sembles that seen with TcsL and TcsH, complete cell rounding occurs

without the protrusions (Chaves-Olarte et al., 1999). The sordellii-like

effect is dependent on the ability to glucosylate members of the Ras

family of small GTPases in addition to those from the Rho family

(Chaves-Olarte et al., 2003).

2.4.2. Toxigenic status and clade

Clades 1, 2, 3 and 5 consist mainly of toxigenic strains, whereas

clades 4 and C-I remain largely non-toxigenic. Less is known about the

other cryptic clades, but clade C-II contains ST 200, toxinotype XXXII

(A−B+) (Janezic et al., 2015a). Clade C-III, represented by ST 204, is

non-toxigenic (Kuwata et al., 2015). Clades 2, 3 and 5 strains also

often carry binary toxin genes and a variant form of binary toxin has

been identified in clade C-I (Monot et al., 2015).

2.4.3. Acquisition of the PaLoc

The PaLoc is capable of being transferred horizontally in vitro, how-

ever, this occurs via homologous recombination, typically accompanied

by large flanking regions (Brouwer et al., 2013). The different clades of

C. difficile appear to have acquired the PaLoc separately after divergence.

Clade 4, which comprises mainly non-toxigenic STs, has acquired the

PaLoc relatively recently, estimated at ~500 years ago (Dingle et al.,

2014). The cryptic clades have largely been regarded as non-toxigenic,

attributed to their lack of a PaLoc integration site, at least in clade C-I

(Dingle et al., 2014). The PaLoc can also be lost via homologous recom-

bination with non-toxigenic strains (Dingle et al., 2014).

2.5. CdtLoc

Some strains produce an additional actin-specific ADP-ribosyltrans-

ferase, known as binary toxin or CDT. The toxin consists of an enzymatic

component and a binding component, CdtA and CdtB, respectively, and

belongs to the family of clostridial binary toxins that also includes C.

spiroforme CST and C. perfringens iota toxin. The cdtA and cdtB genes

are situated on a 6.2 kb chromosomally-located element known as the

CdtLoc, along with cdtR, a regulatory gene required for expression

(Carter et al., 2007). The CdtLoc is similar to the PaLoc in the sense

that in contains no known genes associated with mobility, lacks direct

repeats at its termini, and is replaced by a 68 bp sequence in strains

that lack the element (Carter et al., 2007). A partial form of the CdtLoc

(4.2 kb) containing an intact cdtR alongside fragments of cdtA and cdtB

is common within clade 1, but does not occur in the other binary

toxin-negative PaLoc-positive clade, clade 4 (Geric Stare et al., 2007).

The presence of an intact CdtLoc is associated with changes in the

PaLoc, and these occur in clades 2, 3 and 5, as well as in clade C-I

(Monot et al., 2015). Interestingly, CdtR has been shown to regulate

the production of toxins A and B, but only in some strains (Lyon et al.,

2016).

2.6. Other virulence factors

Virulence factors of C. difficile other than toxins A and B, and binary

toxin have had very little study, but have been recently reviewed else-

where (Awad et al., 2014). Those that have attracted study are mostly

cell-surface structures such as capsules, the S-layer, and other potential

adhesins. C. difficile can possess an extracellular polysaccharide capsule,

although its significance in the pathogenesis of disease is unclear

(Baldassarri et al., 1991; Strelau, 1989). In addition to the capsule, C. dif-

ficile has an S-layer, a proteinaceous paracrystalline array composed of

two components, a high molecular weight component, and low molec-

ularweight component, both formed frompost-transcriptional cleavage

of the slpA gene (Calabi et al., 2001). Also present in the S-layer are up to

28 paralogous proteins (Fagan et al., 2011) which have been implicated

in a number of virulence-related activities including adhesion, biofilm

formation and degradation of host proteins (Cafardi et al., 2013;

Pantaleon et al., 2015; Waligora et al., 2001). Flagella and motility are

not essential for the pathogenesis of CDI as they are absent from clade

5 strains, but have been shown to play a role in colonisation in clade 2

strains (Stevenson et al., 2015).

2.7. Regulation of virulence

Expression of the LCTs and other virulence factors is regulated by the

quorum-sensing-controlled accessory gene regulator (Agr) locus

(Darkoh et al., 2016). Some C. difficile strains encode a second copy of

the agr locus (agr-2), such as the hypervirulent NAP1/027 strain, but

most strains, including str. 630, encode one copy, known as agr-1

(Darkoh et al., 2016). The classical Agr system, best described in S. aure-

us, is a four gene locus (agrABCD). It encodes AgrD, a prepeptide that is

processed by AgrB to form a mature autoinducing peptide (AIP) which

is excreted into the intracellular environment.When there is a sufficient

number of bacteria, and a thus a sufficiently high concentration of AIP

for the histidine kinase AgrC to bind, AgrC activates the response regu-

lator AgrA which regulates transcription. Whereas the agr-1 locus in C.

difficile comprises of agrBD lacking the response genes, agr-2 has the

full complement of genes. Deletion of the agr-1 locus results in loss of

the ability to express toxin A and toxin B and the ability to cause disease
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in the murine model (Darkoh et al., 2016). Toxin expression occurs

again upon either the restoration of agr-1 by complementation, or by

exposure to purified AIP in cell culture (Darkoh et al., 2016). The induc-

tion of toxin expression by AIP in agr-1 mutants of strain 630, suggests

that although agr-1 lacks the response genes agrAC, there must exist

an alternative sensor and response genes elsewhere in the genome. A

number of other virulence genes are under control of the agr-2 locus

in the NAP1/027 strain, with mutants poorly flagellated and less able

to colonise (Martin et al., 2013). Interestingly, alternative agr loci have

also been detected in C. difficile bacteriophages, although the signifi-

cance of these is unknown (Hargreaves et al., 2014b).

2.8. Mechanisms driving evolution

2.8.1. Genome architecture and mobile elements

C. difficile is characterised by a large open pan-genome comprised of

a small core component and a large number of accessory genes. The

pan-genome is the entire repertoire of genes carried by the species,

comprising of the core genome, consisting of genes found in all strains,

and accessory genes present in only some strains (Tettelin et al., 2008).

It has been estimated that the core genome may be as low as 16%, the

lowest for any bacterial species (Janvilisri et al., 2009; Scaria et al.,

2010).

Usingmicroarray and a small but diverse collection of isolates, Scaria

et al. estimated the core genome was composed of 947 to 1033 genes,

while the pan-genome comprised of 9640 genes (Scaria et al., 2010).

The genome is also comprised of a large proportion of mobile elements.

In the first C. difficile genome to be sequenced, str. 630 (RT 012), mobile

elements accounted for ~10% of the genome and included a plasmid,

prophages, transposons, IStrons, genomic islands, CRISPRs and a skin el-

ement (Sebaihia et al., 2006). This has remained consistent in the anno-

tated genomes of other strains published since, including M120 (clade

5), and R20291 (clade 2) (He et al., 2010; Stabler et al., 2009).

The genome of str. 630 contained seven conjugative transposons

(CTn1–CTn7), and one mobilisable transposon Tn5398 (Sebaihia et al.,

2006). The conjugative transposons are divided into two main families

based on their conjugation modules, the Tn916 family, and the Tn1549

family (Sebaihia et al., 2006). CTn3 (Tn5397) and Tn5398mediate tetra-

cycline and macrolide-lincosamide-streptogramin B (MLSB) resistance,

respectively. Another transposon, Tn4453, has been found to mediate

chloramphenicol resistance in C. difficile (Lyras et al., 1998). Other

than resistance arising from mutations in target genes, transposons ap-

pear to be the most common mechanism of acquired antibiotic resis-

tance in C. difficile. Numerous other transposons have been identified

in C. difficile genomes (Brouwer et al., 2012; Brouwer et al., 2011),

most of which are cryptic in function, with some capable of intra- and

interspecies transfer, most notably the vanB2 Tn1549-like element in

strain AI0499 (Knight et al., 2016a)

Most investigation of plasmids in C. difficile has been for epidemio-

logical investigations and typing purposes. Although early typing

schemes based on plasmids found them to be plentiful, with anywhere

up to six plasmids per strain (Mulligan et al., 1988), this has not been

borne out by genome sequencing. The very limited number of plasmids

that have been sequenced, such as the plasmid from str. 630, pCD630,

have all been cryptic in function (Sebaihia et al., 2006). Genesmediating

virulence or antibiotic resistance have not been identified on C. difficile

plasmids as they have in other Clostridium spp.

Prophages reported in C. difficile so far belong to the Myoviridae

or Siphoviridae family, although myoviruses tend to dominate

(Hargreaves et al., 2013; Shan et al., 2012). There has been some ev-

idence that prophages are involved in regulation of toxin production,

possibly via quorum sensing loci (Goh, 2005; Sekulovic et al., 2011),

but they do not carry virulence genes. They can be involved in the

transduction of other elements, as phiC2 is with the ermB-carrying

Tn6215 (Goh et al., 2013). Nearly all detected prophages have a GC

content not dissimilar to that of the C. difficile genome (28–30%),

and putative integrase genes suggesting they have access to the lyso-

genic lifestyle (Knight et al., 2015). Many phages also have CRISPR

arrays of their own suggesting long term evolution with the host C.

difficile and defence against secondary phage infection (Hargreaves

et al., 2014a).The IStron, is a hybrid of a group I intron and an inser-

tion element (Hasselmayer et al., 2004a; Hasselmayer et al., 2004b)

apparently particular to C. difficile. Insertion in genes does not result

in their disruption, as it excises from the transcript.

2.8.2. Rate of evolution

The molecular clock, the rate at which an organism mutates, is es-

sential for examining the relatedness of isolates, and investigating

transmission. The within-host evolutionary rate of C. difficile has been

calculated at 3.2 × 10−7 mutations per nucleotide per year (95% CI,

1.3 × 10−7 to 5.3 × 10−7), equating to approximately 1.4 mutations

per genome annually (Didelot et al., 2012). Similar rates have been cal-

culated for RT 078 and RT 027 (He et al., 2013; Knetsch et al., 2014).

These rates aremuch higher than the estimated long-term evolutionary

rate (He et al., 2010). This differencemay be due to the effects of purify-

ing selection purging deleterious mutations over time. Given that C. dif-

ficile can exist in the environment as a dormant endospore for long

periods of time, a rate calculated from strains replicating in hosts may

not be relevant over larger time scales.

2.8.3. Homologous recombination

The rate of homologous recombination (r) in C. difficile is estimated

to be relatively low, and is estimated to have effect ~4 times lower

than point mutation (m), (r/m = 0.25) (Dingle et al., 2011; Vos and

Didelot, 2009). This rate could be an underestimation, however, if bar-

riers between lineages existed, such as geographical separation. The

PaLoc itself shows evidence of mosaicism resulting from homologous

recombination between lineages of C. difficile, and even with C. sordellii

(Dingle et al., 2014; Elliott et al., 2014). Investigation of PaLoc gain/loss

events shows that very large regions (N200 kb) of DNA can be involved

in homologous recombination (Dingle et al., 2014), and probably utilise

the conjugativemachinery of other elements (Brouwer et al., 2013). The

ST-122 lineage is the result of amassive recombination event between a

clade 1 strain and a clade 2 strain, as is seen in the combination of a non-

variant PaLoc alongside CdtLoc, and the combination of MLST alleles

present (Dingle et al., 2014). It is thus not a true independent clade as

some have suggested (Knetsch et al., 2012), but a hybrid clade. Homol-

ogous recombination is an important driver of diversity in the S-layer

cassette, which consists of slpA and 11 of the 28 S-layer paralogs

(Dingle et al., 2013). Recombination is so common in this cassette that

the S-layer type does not correlate with core genome, or even phyloge-

netic clade (Dingle et al., 2013). This S-layer is dominant at the host-

bacteria interface, and likely under great selective pressure, with

switching analogous to polysaccharide switching seen in other species.

3. Epidemiology of C. difficile infection

3.1. Typing methods

Typing is not only important for understanding the epidemiology of

CDI on a larger scale, but investigating outbreaks and transmission in

general. A wide array of methods has been used to type C. difficile iso-

lates, andmany remain in routine use around theworld. Initial methods

for C. difficile strain typing and outbreak investigations were based on

phenotypic characteristics. They included antibiogram patterns,

serotyping, immunoblotting, plasmid analysis, bacteriophage and bac-

teriocin susceptibility patterns, soluble protein pattern using polyacryl-

amide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), autoradiography (Radio PAGE)

and pyrolysis mass spectroscopy (PyMs) (Brazier, 1998; Cohen et al.,

2001; Delmée et al., 1985; Tabaqchali et al., 1986; Toma et al., 1988;

Wust et al., 1982). These methods were pivotal in determining the epi-

demiology of local outbreaks of CDI, however, they did not have the
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capacity for investigating epidemiology at a larger scale (Brazier, 1998).

Genetic fingerprinting of chromosomal C. difficile DNA became a substi-

tute for phenotypically indistinguishable isolates (Kuijper et al., 1987).

Restriction endonuclease analysis (REA), which uses different restric-

tion enzymes, becameapopularmethod for demonstrating strain diver-

sity and patient cross-infection and/or transmission (Devlin et al., 1987;

Johnson et al., 1990; Kuijper et al., 1987; Peerbooms et al., 1987; Wren

and Tabaqchali, 1987). Although highly discriminatory and reproduc-

ible, REA is complex to interpret due to the large number of bands pro-

duced. Restriction length polymorphism (RFLP) of amplified 16S rDNA,

also known as ribotyping, was not as laborious as REA, but was less dis-

criminatory (Bowman et al., 1991; O'Neill et al., 1993). In 1992,

McMillin & Muldrow recommended the use of arbitrarily primed PCR

(AP-PCR), also known as random amplified polymorphic DNA

(RAPD)-PCR, to type C. difficile isolates and this was successfully

adopted by numerous investigators (Barbut et al., 1993; Killgore and

Kato, 1994;McMillin andMuldrow, 1992;Wilks and Tabaqchali, 1994).

During the same period PCR ribotyping involving amplification of

the 16S-23S intergenic spacer region (ISR) was introduced (Gurtler,

1993). This was then modified by Cartwright et al. and O’Neil et al. for

easier routine use and is still widely used for C. difficile typing in Europe,

Australia and Asia (Cartwright et al., 1995; O'Neill et al., 1996). Current-

ly, Public Health England's C. difficile Ribotyping Network (CDRN)main-

tains the reference library, but patterns are not readily available. Amove

away fromagarose-based resolution to capillary-based resolution on se-

quencers has made the exchange of patterns easier, but assigning a uni-

versally recognized type is still hampered by access to reference

patterns and strains.

PFGE is the primary method used for C. difficile typing in North

America (Knetsch et al., 2013). Although initially plagued by untypeable

strains due to the instability of C. difficile DNA, this has now largely re-

solved by the inclusion of thiourea (Corkill et al., 2000). Multilocus var-

iable number of tandem repeats (VNTR), also known as multilocus

variable analysis (MLVA), has been used as a method of discriminating

strains with identical PFGE types or PCR ribotypes, but has been largely

superseded by sequencing-based technologies.

MLST is based on the assignment of alleles based on nucleotide se-

quence of multiple housekeeping genes. It is best used to represent phy-

logenetic diversity and genetic relationships e.g. potential zoonosis

(Maiden et al., 1998). An initial C. difficile MLST scheme (Lemee et al.,

2004) was later revised and applied to several large-scale C. difficile epi-

demiological studies (Griffiths et al., 2010). MLST has the advantage that

it can easily be performed in silico from whole genome sequence data.

With the advent ofmore affordable sequencing, typingmethods that

utilise whole genome sequencing data have become feasible for routine

use. Analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms, or SNP typing, allows

the high resolution of relationships between strains. Whole genome se-

quencing also generates a large amount of data that can be used to as-

sess the carriage of genes involved in antibiotic resistance and

virulence. Current challenges are the expertise required to process the

data appropriately and interpret it correctly. Another issue is back-

translating it to current typing systems. Unfortunately PCR ribotyping,

the most widely used typing method currently in use, is based on a re-

petitive element (the 16S-23S intergenic region) that cannot be re-

solved readily with current read lengths. With the array of typing

methods available for C. difficile, there is need for a universal standard-

ized typing method that allows easy exchange or comparison of types

between laboratories, improving our knowledge regarding the epide-

miology of C. difficile on a global scale. Whole genome sequencing is

the future for C. difficile typing for both evolutionary and epidemiologi-

cal investigations, and for routine clinical pathology laboratories aswell.

It can still be improvedwith amore robustmolecular clock, as estimates

ofmutation rates are needed for each lineage and different hosts.Whole

genome sequencing will only improve with the introduction of long

read sequencing chemistries such as the Nanopore and PacBio

(Hargreaves et al., 2016).

3.2. Global epidemiology

Most of the data on themolecular epidemiology of C. difficile and CDI

has been derived from the United Kingdom, North America, and

Australia. Thus, there is lack of representativeness in many of the strain

collections that have been used to examine the epidemiology of C. diffi-

cile at a global level, with many areas of the world lacking isolates let

alone typing data. The use of different typing methods (e.g. PCR

ribotyping in Europe and Australia, and PFGE in North America)

makes the comparison of typing data difficult. Even with PCR

ribotyping, it is difficult to compare data between laboratories without

reference strains. PCR ribotyping data from the UK shows that circulat-

ing strains change over time (Health Protection Agency, 2011; Public

Health England, 2016). Much of the systematically collected typing

data in the UK was collected following the introduction of RT 027 into

the UK (Brazier et al., 2007), where it dominated in the following

years. A small collection of strains from between 1979 and 2004 in

South East Scotland found RTs 002, 014, 012, 015, 020 and 001 were

the most common strains (Taori et al., 2010). A month-long survey in

2008 of 34 countries found that RTs 014/020, 001, 078, 018, 106, 027

and 002 were the most common types circulating in Europe at the

time (Bauer et al., 2011). Because of the difficulties with ribotyping,

there has been a move towards sequencing and in silico MLST as a sub-

stitute (Dingle et al., 2011). The limited amount of whole genome se-

quencing-based epidemiological data currently available nearly all

comes from Oxfordshire, UK (Didelot et al., 2012; Dingle et al., 2014;

Dingle et al., 2011; Eyre et al., 2013), although there have been smaller

scale studies performed elsewhere in the world.

Much of the typing data from North America is PFGE or REA-based,

however, a study over 2011–2013 found the most common ribotypes

among 32 USA hospitals to be RTs 027, 014/020, 106, 001, 053 and

002 (Tickler et al., 2014). No large-scale study of Asian typing data has

yet to be published, but a comprehensive review of the epidemiology

of CDI in Asia found RT 017 to be predominant in many countries,

with RTs 018, 002 and 001 also common (Collins et al., 2013). In an Aus-

tralian survey completed in 2010, thefivemost common ribotypeswere

RTs 014/020, 002, 054, 056 and 070 (Cheng et al., 2016). Data from

other regions such as South America, Africa, and the Middle East is

largely limited to single hospital studies or small multicentre studies.

While there are some strains that seem to be universally successful,

particularly in hospitals (RTs 014, 020, 002), there do seem to be region-

al differences. Certain phylogenetic clades appear to be associated with

particular regions of theworld in a type of phylogeographic tropism. Al-

though RT 017, one of the few toxigenic strains within clade 4, has been

associatedwith outbreaks across the globe (van den Berg et al., 2004), it

has been consistently found in Asia. More tellingly, non-toxigenic

strains of clade 4, which lack the selective mechanisms of disease-caus-

ing strains, are almost without exception reported in Asia. Interestingly,

toxinotype XXI (A+B+) which is apparently the parent strain of RT 017,

and the first of clade 4 to undergo recombination, is still in existence

(Janezic et al., 2015a), but has been nowhere as successful as its

progeny.

Clade 5 is strongly associatedwith Australia, with the greatest diver-

sity of clade 5 strains found there. Themost prominent ribotype 078 (ST

11), is a global strain however, particularly associated with animals, but

emerging in humans (Bauer et al., 2011). In other areas, RT 078 related

strains such as RTs 033, 126 and 127 are commonly found in animals

(Janezic et al., 2014). It is possible that the divergence of the clades oc-

curred following continental separation after the breakup of Pangaea.

C. difficile is an ancient species that evolved prior to the evolution of an-

imals let alone humans. Although C. difficile does colonise human neo-

nates, such a transient relationship is unlikely to have favoured its

spread along ancient human migration patterns. Until the introduction

of broad-spectrum antibiotics and its emergence of a pathogen in the

context of global travel, the movement of the clades was probably

quite restricted. However, the acquisition of the PaLoc by clade 4 from
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another clade approximately 500 years ago (Dingle et al., 2014) does

demonstrate that some spread was occurring in the past.

3.3. Emerging strains

In the early 2000s, an increase in the severity and incidence of CDI in

North America was attributed to the emergence of a previously rare

strain NAP1/BI/027 (Loo et al., 2005; McDonald et al., 2005). Although

this strain was first detected in Quebec, Canada, it had likely originated

from across the border in the USA at about the same time (Pepin et al.,

2004). It quickly spread globally via two main lineages causing out-

breaks in diverse geographic areas (He et al., 2013). Unlike historic RT

027 isolates, this strain was fluoroquinolone-resistant, and its associa-

tion with higher morbidity and mortality led to being labelled “hyper-

virulent” (Loo et al., 2005). Because the strain possessed a variant tcdC,

the putative negative regulator of toxin production, that had a nonsense

mutation as well as distinctive 18 bp deletion (Loo et al., 2005), it was

initially assumed that increased toxin production was responsible for

the apparent increase in virulence. Although initial data did show an in-

crease in toxin production (Warny et al., 2005), these resultswere even-

tually disproved by allelic exchange experiments showing tcdC had no

effect on toxin production (Cartman et al., 2012). A microarray study

identified a region that was either absent or divergent in the receptor-

binding domain of the RT 027 strain (Stabler et al., 2006), which was

shown to be the result of significant polymorphisms as opposed to a de-

letion (Stabler et al., 2008). Lanis et al. demonstrated that this variant

TcdB displayed increased toxicity in vivo due to a broader cell tropism

and an ability to enter the cytosol of cells at an earlier stage of endocy-

tosis (Lanis et al., 2010; Lanis et al., 2013). The use of third-generation

fluoroquinolones was the likely driving factor behind the emergence

of fluoroquinolone-resistant RT 027 (Clements et al., 2010). In Australia,

where such drugs are used infrequently, the strain did not become

established, with only a limited number of imported cases reported

(Riley et al., 2009). In the wake of RT 027, several other clade 2 strains

have emerged, some of which have also been associated with increased

disease severity. These include the emergence of RT 244 in Australia and

NewZealand (DeAlmeida et al., 2013; Eyre et al., 2015; Lim et al., 2014),

RT 176 in parts of Europe (Polivkova et al., 2016), and RT 251 in

Australia (unpublished data). What is driving the emergence of these

strains is unclear, however, their increased virulence may also be due

to polymorphisms in the tcdB RBD, in which clade 2 has the highest di-

versity of all the clades (Dingle et al., 2014).

Another emerging strain, long associated with animals is RT 078

(Bakker et al., 2010; Rupnik et al., 2008). It has been associated with a

wide range of species, including several production animals (Moono

et al., 2016). Previously rare in humans (Health Protection Agency,

2011), it has risen to become the third most common strain in Europe

(Bauer et al., 2011) and linked to increased mortality (Goorhuis et al.,

2008). The strong association with animals has led to the suggestion

of zoonotic transmission (Hensgens et al., 2012; Lund and Peck, 2015).

Detection of C. difficile in meat is rare (Knight et al., 2016b; Lund and

Peck, 2015), however, and it may simply be that the rise of this strain

is due to amplification in production herds and contamination of the en-

vironment (Casey et al., 2015).

4. Conclusions

C. difficile remains a formidable and poorly understood pathogen,

with pathogenesis of infection the result of a complex interplay be-

tween host and bacterium. Although there has been a large amount of

genomic data generated in recent years, allowing insight into the evolu-

tion and phylogeny of C. difficile, it is not representative of the global

population. The species has diversified into at least eight lineages,

with others probably yet to be discovered. The genome of C. difficile is

characterised by a small core component, and a large proportion of mo-

bile elements, giving the organism potential access to a large repertoire

of genes. The emergence of new multidrug-resistant hypervirulent

strains highlights the need for further work and constant surveillance

of C. difficile.
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APPENDIX IV PRESENTATIONS AND AWARDS 

Poster presentations 

I. August 2017: Genomic and evolutionary analysis of Clostridium difficile ST11: a 

genetically diverse lineage of significant One Health importance. Proc. 10th Int. Conf. 

Mol. Biol. Pathog. Clostridia (CLOSTPATH). Ann Arbor, MN, USA. Poster abstract 

1.10. Authors: KNIGHT DR, Androga GO, Barbut F, Eckert C, Johnson S, Spigaglia 

P, Tateda K, Tsai P-J, Riley TV.  

II. July 2016: A cryptic vanB2 operon carried on a Tn1549-like element in C. difficile. 44th 

Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Microbiol. (ASM). Perth, Australia. Poster abstract 302. 

Authors: Androga GA, KNIGHT DR, Ballard SA, Howden BP, Riley TV.  

III. July 2016: Characterisation of a ribotype 251 strain of Clostridium difficile causing 

severe disease in the community. 44th Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Microbiol. (ASM). 

Perth, Australia. Poster abstract 221. Authors: Hong S, Wehrhahn M, Keighley C, 

KNIGHT DR, Hutton M, Lyras D, Riley TV.  

IV. July 2016: Antimicrobial susceptibility of Clostridium difficile isolated in Thailand. 44th 

Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Microbiol. (ASM). Perth, Australia. Poster abstract 252. 

Authors: Putsathit P, KNIGHT DR, Kiratiin P, Riley TV.  

V. March 2016: A cryptic vanB2 operon carried on a Tn1549-like element in Clostridium 

difficile. The Inaugural West Coast Microbiome Network (WCMN) Symposium - 

WCMN 2016. Perth, Australia. Poster abstract A-1. Authors: Androga GA, KNIGHT 

DR, Ballard SA, Howden BP, Riley TV.  

VI. March 2016: Characterisation of a ribotype 251 strain of Clostridium difficile causing 

severe disease in the community. The Inaugural West Coast Microbiome Network 

(WCMN) Symposium: WCMN 2016. Perth, Australia. Poster abstract A-3. Authors: 

Hong S, KNIGHT DR, Lyras D, Riley TV.  

VII. May 2015: Comparative genomics and antimicrobial susceptibility of Clostridium 

difficile PCR ribotype 014 isolated from humans and piglets in Australia. Proc. 5th Int. 

C. difficile Sympos. (ICDS) Bled, Slovenia. Poster abstract P48. Authors: KNIGHT 

DR, Perkins TT, Merritt AJ, Peters F, Tay ACY, Chang BJ, Elliott B, Riley TV.  
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VIII. May 2015: Emerging Clostridium difficile PCR ribotype 251 infection in Western 

Australia. Proc. 5th Int. C. difficile Sympos. (ICDS) Bled, Slovenia. Poster abstract P23. 

Authors: Hong S, KNIGHT DR, Eyre DW, Crook DW, Tracey L, Riley TV.  

IX. February 2015: Antimicrobial resistance surveillance in Australian isolates of 

Clostridium difficile. Antimicrobials 2015. Proc. 16th Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. 

Antimicrob. (ASA). Brisbane, Australia. Poster abstract P1.2. Authors: KNIGHT DR, 

Giglio S, Huntington PG, Korman TM, Kotsanas D, Paterson DL, Prendergast L, Huber 

CA, Robson J, Waring L, Wehrhahn MC, Weldhagen GF, Wilson RM, Riley TV.  

X. July 2014: Prevalence, concentration and molecular epidemiology of Clostridium 

difficile on neonatal calf carcasses in Australia. Proc. 42nd Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. 

Microbiol. (ASM). Melbourne, Australia. Poster abstract A323. Authors: KNIGHT 

DR, Riley TV.  

XI. November 2013: Prevalence and molecular characterization of C. difficile in neonatal 

piglets in Australia. Proc. 14th Biann. Conf. Aus. Pig Science Assoc. (APSA). 

Melbourne, Australia. Poster P198. Authors: KNIGHT DR, Squire MM, Riley TV.  

XII. October 2013: Evaluation of diagnostic tests to detect Clostridium difficile in piglets. 

Proc. 8th Int. Conf. Mol. Biol. Pathog. Clostridia (CLOSTPATH). QLD, Australia. 

Poster abstract 117. Authors: KNIGHT DR, Squire MM, Riley TV.  

XIII. October 2013: Clostridium difficile: The most common cause of infectious diarrhoea but 

where is it coming from and how can we stop it. Proc. Science Lands in Parliament. 

Perth, Australia. Authors: Foster NF, KNIGHT DR, Slimings C, Squire MM, Elliott B, 

Carson KC, Riley TV. 

Proffered papers 

I. July 2016: Microevolutionary analysis of C. difficile PCR ribotype 014 lineage in 

Australian porcine and humans reveals signatures of long-range intra- and inter-species 

transmission. 44th Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Microbiol. (ASM). Perth, Australia. 

Award plenary session, Proffered paper #85. Authors: KNIGHT DR and Riley TV.  
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II. February 2016: Intrinsic and acquired antimicrobial resistance repertoire of Australian 

isolates of Clostridium difficile identified on whole-genome sequencing. Proc. 17th Ann. 

Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Antimicrob. (ASA). Melbourne, Victoria. Proffered paper 

PP2.1. Authors: KNIGHT DR and Riley TV.  

III. November 2013: Prevalence and molecular characterization of C. difficile in neonatal 

piglets in Australia. Proc. 14th Biannual Conference Australian Pig Science Association 

(APSA). Melbourne, Australia. Authors: KNIGHT DR, Squire MM, Riley TV. 

Seminars/oral presentations 

I. August 2017: KNIGHT DR. Clostridium difficile ‒ the quintessential One Health 

pathogen. The Marshall Centre for Infectious Diseases Research and Training Seminar 

series 2017. UWA, Perth, Western Australia. 

II. December 2016: KNIGHT DR. Genomic signatures of inter-species transmission in the 

enteric pathogen Clostridium difficile. West Coast Microbiome Network (WCMN) 

Students Evening. Curtin University, Bentley, Western Australia. 

III. October 2016: KNIGHT DR. Microevolutionary analysis of C. difficile PCR ribotype 

014 lineage in Australian porcine and humans reveals signatures of long-range intra- 

and inter-species transmission. PaLM-PathWest Research Day. UWA, Perth, Western 

Australia. 

IV.  August 2015: KNIGHT DR. Comparative phylogenomics and AMR in livestock-

associated strains of Clostridium difficile. Marshall School Seminar Series. UWA, 

Perth, Western Australia. 

V. April 2015: KNIGHT DR. Genetic diversity and evolutionary biology of Clostridium 

difficile. EMBL-EBI-Wellcome Trust. Hinxton, Cambridgeshire, UK.  

VI. August 2014: KNIGHT DR. Genetic diversity and evolutionary biology of C. difficile. 

PhD proposal seminar, School of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, UWA, Perth, 

Western Australia. 
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VII. September 2013: KNIGHT DR. Clostridium difficile from Australian cattle - all will be 

re(veal)ed! UWA Bacteriology Research Group Seminar Series. School of Pathology 

and Laboratory Medicine, UWA, Perth, Western Australia. 

VIII. September 2013: KNIGHT DR. Clostridium difficile from Australian cattle: all will be 

re(veal)ed! PathWest Continued Education Program (CEP). PathWest Laboratory 

Medicine, QEII Medical Centre. Perth, Western Australia. 

Awards, prizes, scholarships and fellowships 

I. October 2017: KNIGHT DR, Peter Doherty Early Career Biomedical Research 

Fellowship. National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) . $322,952. 

II. August 2017: KNIGHT DR, Trainee travel award for attendance at the 10th Int. Conf. 

Mol. Biol. Pathog. Clostridia (CLOSTPATH), Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA. $815. 

III. August 2017: KNIGHT DR, Best One Health Presentation. 10th Int. Conf. Mol. Biol. 

Pathog. Clostridia (CLOSTPATH), Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA. Book prize. 

IV. July 2016: KNIGHT DR, West Australian Becton Dickinson Student Travel Award. 

44th Ann. Sci. Meeting Aust. Soc. Microbiol. (ASM). Perth, Australia. $470. 

V. April 2015: KNIGHT DR, Wellcome Trust scholarship for attendance at EMBL-EBI-

Wellcome Trust Advanced Training Course: Computational Molecular Evolution. 

Hinxton, Cambs, UK. $1320. 

VI. April 2015: KNIGHT DR, Student Travel Award. Graduate Research School, UWA. 

$1850. 

VII. November 2013: Research Travel Award, Co-operative Research Centre for Australian 

Pork/Australian Pork Limited. 14th Bi-annual Conference of the Australasian Pig 

Science Association (APSA). Nov 2013, Melbourne, Australia. $1,000. 

VIII. October 2013: KNIGHT DR, Student travel prize for attendance at the 8th Int. 

Conference on the Molecular Biology and Pathogenesis of the Clostridia 

(CLOSTPATH) QLD, Australia. $250. 
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IX. August 2013: Knight DR, Research Training Program Scholarship, formally known as 

an Australian Postgraduate Award (Australian Government Department of Innovation, 

Industry, Science and Research). $86,000. 

X. August 2013: KNIGHT DR, Postgraduate scholarship (School of Pathology and 

Laboratory Medicine, UWA). $63,000. 
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APPENDIX V SUPPLEMENTARY DATA, CHAPTER 5 

Supplementary Table 1 RT014 strain collection metadata 

Strain 
ID 

Host Sample type RT Country Source 
Farm/ 
Hospital† 

CDI exposure 
Date of 
isolationa WGS platform 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

         
    

P1 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia NSW YNG1 Diarrhoeic piglet 04-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078766 

P2 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia NSW YNG1 Diarrhoeic piglet 04-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078744 

P3 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia NSW YNG1 Diarrhoeic piglet 04-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078745 

P4 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia NSW YNG2 Diarrhoeic piglet 04-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078746 

P5 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC MAR Diarrhoeic piglet 07-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078769 

P6 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC MAR Diarrhoeic piglet 04-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078767 

P7 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC MAR Diarrhoeic piglet 07-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078770 

P8 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC MAR Diarrhoeic piglet 07-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078771 

P9 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC MAR Diarrhoeic piglet 07-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078772 

P10 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC BRM Diarrhoeic piglet 08-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078773 

P11 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia VIC BRM Diarrhoeic piglet 08-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078774 

P12 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia QLD MDB Diarrhoeic piglet 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078747 

P13 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia QLD MDB Diarrhoeic piglet 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078748 

P14 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia QLD MDB Diarrhoeic piglet 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078749 

P15 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia SA SHK Diarrhoeic piglet 06-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078758 

P16 Porcine Neonatal pig 014 Australia SA SHK Diarrhoeic piglet 06-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078759 

H1 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW MQP HA-CDI 11-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078762 

H2 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW MQP CA-CDI 11-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078763 

H3 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW RWK Indeterminate 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078764 

H4 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW MQP Indeterminate 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078768 

H5 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW MQP CA-CDI 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078750 

H6 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI 03-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078754 

H7 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI 03-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078755 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

Host Sample type RT Country Source 
Farm/ 
Hospital† 

CDI exposure 
Date of 
isolationa WGS platform 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

H8 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia NSW SLD HA-CDI 03-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078756 

H9 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI 11-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078760 

H10 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI 11-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078761 

H11 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI 01-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078751 

H12 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia QLD TNG CA-CDI 01-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078752 

H13 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia SA ADL HA-CDI 12-12 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078765 

H14 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia SA ADL CA-CDI 03-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078753 

H15 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia SA ADL CA-CDI 04-13 HiSeq, 100 bp ERS1078757 

H16 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078775 

H17 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI* 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078776 

H18 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI* 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078777 

H19 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC MLB HA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078778 

H20 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC MLB CA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078779 

H21 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC CLN CA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078780 

H22 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC CLN CA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078781 

H23 Human Child-CDI 014 Australia VIC CLN HA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078782 

H24 Human Adult-CDI 014 Australia VIC CLN HA-CDI 11-12 MiSeq, 250 bp ERS1078783 

Ox1533 Human Adult-CDI 014 UK OXF - HA-CDI 10-08 HiSeq, 150 bp ERS139376 [170] 

Ox593 Human Adult-CDI 014 UK OXF - HA-CDI 08-07 HiSeq, 150 bp ERS139417 [170] 

Ox1475 Human Adult-CDI 014 UK OXF - HA-CDI 09-08 HiSeq, 150 bp ERS139420 [170] 

43600‡ Human Adult-CDI 014 ECDC ECDC - - Unknown HiSeq, 150 bp SRP044633 [172] 

NSW, New South Wales; VIC, Victoria; SA, South Australia; QLD, Queensland; OXF, Oxford, United Kingdom; CDI, Clostridium difficile infection; CA-CDI, 

community-associated CDI; HA-CDI, healthcare-associated CDI; INDET, indeterminate; ECDC, European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control reference library 
†, de-identified farms and hospital labs 
‡, ATCC reference strain; amm-yy 

*, Residential aged care facility (RACF) onset 

ENA, European nucleotide archive (study PRJEB12970) 
170, Dingle et al. (2013); 172, Knetsch et al. (2012) 
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Supplementary Table 2 Detailed metrics for 44 RT014 genomes 

ID 
Genome 
size 
(bp) 

GC% 
N 
genes 

N 
CDS 

Median 
CDS 
length 

Min 
CDS 
length 

Max 
CDS 
length 

N 
tRNA 

N 
rRNA 

N 
CRISPR 

CDS 
Length 
(Mbp) 

Coding 
% 

Coding 
density 
(CDS/Mbp) 

N 
Contigs 

Largest 
Contig 
(bp) 

N50 

                 

P1 4306274 28.73 4119 4034 753 74 7101 70 14 12 3.60 83.5% 937 142 679621 107246 

P2 4357743 28.62 4074 4004 768 74 7101 58 11 12 3.61 82.9% 919 100 785945 111724 

P3 4375492 28.75 4106 4020 759 63 7101 70 15 12 3.60 82.2% 919 196 414802 75262 

P4 4393795 28.75 4069 3986 756 74 7101 67 15 11 3.54 80.7% 907 184 421420 68581 

P5 4366415 29.12 4305 4248 744 74 8133 42 14 11 3.75 85.8% 973 289 940433 38916 

P6† 4175123 28.63 3792 3748 786 74 8133 32 11 13 3.44 82.4% 898 152 289992 73148 

P7 4293431 29.19 4261 4204 741 74 8133 41 15 10 3.68 85.6% 979 360 679500 33918 

P8 4216883 29.46 4175 4120 690 74 8133 41 13 9 3.59 85.0% 977 401 730980 19469 

P9 4397662 29.28 4127 4070 717 74 7680 44 12 10 3.57 81.1% 925 390 748992 32136 

P10 4245597 28.88 3870 3793 768 74 7959 62 14 11 3.45 81.3% 893 321 526705 31341 

P11 4324910 29.15 3906 3840 738 74 8133 51 14 11 3.43 79.4% 888 422 540246 26246 

P12 4303866 28.39 4044 3967 768 74 7101 63 13 11 3.58 83.2% 922 64 1036193 201820 

P13 4242084 28.38 3932 3883 777 74 7101 41 7 11 3.53 83.3% 915 61 1399922 234188 

P14 4246188 28.41 3913 3841 774 67 7101 59 12 10 3.50 82.3% 905 103 851845 112932 

P15 4316672 28.53 4017 3963 771 74 7101 42 11 12 3.56 82.6% 918 101 1429538 135018 

P16† 4318597 28.65 4270 4207 702 74 8007 49 13 19 3.49 80.9% 974 259 233681 41795 

H1 4260101 28.64 3916 3822 777 71 7101 77 16 11 3.49 81.9% 897 110 688013 126300 

H2† 4343405 28.48 4074 4018 768 74 7101 43 12 10 3.62 83.4% 925 83 310868 139344 

H3 4159157 28.54 3834 3756 783 74 7101 65 12 13 3.44 82.7% 903 90 745387 184247 

H4 4171144 28.43 3825 3752 792 74 7101 59 13 10 3.48 83.3% 900 59 1317818 202408 

H5 4111116 28.5 3754 3671 786 72 7101 71 11 10 3.39 82.4% 893 92 517042 139312 

H6 4213817 28.42 3846 3792 789 74 7101 44 9 11 3.49 82.8% 900 70 782378 229392 

H7 4140387 28.43 3769 3705 792 74 7101 56 7 8 3.44 83.0% 895 65 651455 164735 

H8 4276164 28.44 3976 3901 765 74 7101 66 8 11 3.51 82.2% 912 119 455052 98541 

Continued on next page 
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ID 
Genome 
size 
(bp) 

GC% 
N 
genes 

N 
CDS 

Median 
CDS 
length 

Min 
CDS 
length 

Max 
CDS 
length 

N 
tRNA 

N 
rRNA 

N 
CRISPR 

CDS 
Length 
(Mbp) 

Coding 
% 

Coding 
density 
(CDS/Mbp) 

N 
Contigs 

Largest 
Contig 
(bp) 

N50 

H9 4023709 28.33 3883 3821 783 74 7101 53 8 8 3.51 87.2% 950 86 320737 109457 

H10† 4321348 29.29 3976 3916 773 74 8007 46 13 17 3.55 82.2% 906 64 601448 209929 

H11 4188619 28.56 3845 3766 777 74 7101 65 13 13 3.43 81.9% 899 127 356540 84471 

H12† 4092688 28.49 3888 3824 750 74 7101 51 12 12 3.36 82.2% 934 120 242455 71487 

H13 4240966 28.49 3896 3815 780 74 7101 65 15 11 3.49 82.4% 900 98 547759 107981 

H14 4261108 28.74 3872 3799 774 66 7101 61 11 12 3.45 81.0% 892 174 529871 77959 

H15 4159033 28.53 3820 3751 786 74 7101 57 11 13 3.44 82.8% 902 85 1519890 199533 

H16 4181626 28.76 3782 3722 768 74 8133 41 18 11 3.42 81.7% 890 168 326021 73022 

H17† 4175123 28.63 4047 3972 702 68 8133 52 22 13 3.55 85.0% 951 152 297923 73148 

H18 4201620 28.86 3806 3745 762 71 8133 41 19 13 3.44 81.9% 891 184 487487 51608 

H19 4318953 28.95 4032 3965 753 74 8133 53 13 12 3.49 80.9% 918 350 452553 27075 

H20 4304209 29.25 3885 3809 723 71 8877 53 22 13 3.45 80.2% 885 254 339779 45013 

H21 4284079 28.95 3877 3785 762 72 8133 66 25 10 3.52 82.1% 884 112 444046 125344 

H22 4106423 28.69 3733 3663 780 74 7101 57 12 10 3.33 81.0% 892 398 296973 21492 

H23 4259443 29.3 3800 3731 738 72 8133 42 26 11 3.43 80.5% 876 164 671044 101677 

H24 4205942 29.12 3728 3654 765 72 8133 49 24 10 3.44 81.7% 869 152 776075 135789 

Ox1533 4266433 28.26 3933 3866 783 74 8577 53 13 12 3.53 82.7% 906 82 464892 104490 

Ox593 4257373 28.5 3980 3914 770 74 7101 53 12 12 3.53 82.8% 919 59 906054 19178 

Ox1475 4302598 28.77 4001 3933 780 74 7101 53 14 11 3.59 83.3% 914 385 492254 18427 

43600‡ 4202469 28.58 3863 3816 789 74 8007 32 14 14 3.50 83.2% 908 27 1854258 564956 
                 

‡, ATCC reference strain 
†, A5 assembly (all other genomes were assembled using SPAdes) 
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Supplementary Table 3 Complete prophages detected in 44 RT014 genomes 

Genome Origin ST Most common prophage Score† Length (Kb) N ORFs GC% 

        

P1 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 40.8 83 32.11 

P1 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 57.3 90 29.85 

P2 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 16.6 29 30.13 

P3 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 105.7 143 27.77 

P3 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 21.4 32 34.20 

P3 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 72.7 114 30.35 

P5 Porcine 49 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 80.0 101 28.74 

P5 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 130 50.5 70 30.06 

P5 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 87.6 106 29.59 

P5 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 100 27.4 29 31.67 

P7 Porcine 49 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 100 17.6 29 29.49 

P7 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 51.7 79 28.83 

P7 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 46.7 53 29.61 

P7 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 59.7 80 29.82 

P7 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 94.1 103 32.73 

P8 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 59.9 74 31.33 

P8 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 89.0 116 29.36 

P9 Porcine 49 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 110 31.1 37 29.06 

P9 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 100 32.1 37 29.99 

P9 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 54.2 66 28.05 

P9 Porcine 49 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 100 70.6 87 27.08 

P10 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 73.9 101 29.16 

P11 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 110 30.1 56 31.61 

P12 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 41.9 59 28.78 

P12 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 67.5 110 29.60 

P12 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 39.0 46 30.18 

P13 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 41.9 59 28.78 

P13 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 49.9 80 29.25 

P13 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 47.4 68 29.42 

P14 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 41.9 58 28.78 

P14 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 64.8 77 30.32 

P15 Porcine 13 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 100 17.2 30 30.27 

P15 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 130 34.0 51 30.20 

P15 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 120 49.6 49 29.13 

P15 Porcine 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 110 24.8 43 29.55 

P16 Porcine 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 140 24.3 40 29.74 

P16 Porcine 2 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 110 53.0 76 30.35 

H1 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 48.7 78 28.85 

H2 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 56.7 89 28.57 

H2 Human 2 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 32.9 57 28.77 

Continued on next page 
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Genome Origin ST Most common prophage Score† Length (Kb) N ORFs GC% 

H2 Human 2 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 96.6 108 28.75 

H3 Human 2 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 100 12.2 18 29.33 

H3 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 130 39.4 63 31.16 

H5 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 72.5 95 28.39 

H6 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 56.5 88 28.53 

H8 Human 49 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 28.6 30 28.89 

H8 Human 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 130 63.8 73 29.81 

H8 Human 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 103.7 125 30.37 

H9 Human 2 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 50.7 76 28.74 

H9 Human 2 Clostr_ϕSM101_NC_008265 100 29.9 30 26.67 

H10 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 34.8 61 28.09 

H11 Human 2 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 140 51.8 74 30.99 

H11 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 67.8 108 31.26 

H12 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 34.7 64 28.16 

H13 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 48.7 77 28.85 

H14 Human 2 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 110 51.6 77 29.04 

H15 Human 2 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 130 16.9 26 29.44 

H19 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 120 52.2 77 37.37 

H19 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 22.5 38 30.11 

H19 Human 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 140 84.1 85 32.24 

H19 Human 13 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 41.6 73 35.07 

H21 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 56.8 86 28.55 

H22 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 99.6 101 28.88 

H23 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 64.6 95 28.23 

H24 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 140 55.7 86 28.99 

Ox1475 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 101.2 130 27.12 

Ox1475 Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 100 32.2 54 28.41 

Ox1475 Human 2 Clostr_ϕCD38_2_NC_015568 120 55.0 61 31.34 

Ox1533 Human 13 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 140 44.0 73 28.12 

Ox893 Human 49 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 110 27.3 39 28.80 

Ox893 Human 49 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 108.2 157 29.97 

Ox893 Human 49 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 89.4 133 29.10 

43600‡ Human 2 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 120 16.9 23 29.60 

CD630 Human 54 Clostr_ϕC2 140 55.8 88 28.45 

CD630 Human 54 Clostr_ϕC2 140 57.3 68 29.45 

‡, ATCC reference strain 

CD630, RT012 reference strain (Genbank AM180355)  

ORF, open reading frame  
†, prophages were scored on the principle of completeness492,493 (see 3.7.10.1) 
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APPENDIX VI SUPPLEMENTARY DATA, CHAPTER 6 

Supplementary Table 4 ST11 strain collection metadata  

Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

         
    

C001 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF01 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C002 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF02 CA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C003 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 CA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C004 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C005 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C006 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C007 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS SA HCF11 CA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C008 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C009 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF04 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C010 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF04 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C011 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF17 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C012 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C013 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C014 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C015 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C016 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF17 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C017 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C018 UK126 CLI Human, CDI (child) AUS WA HCF24 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C019 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF20 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C020 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF06 HA-CDI 2006 V PRJEB22563 

C021 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C022 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C023 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF06 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C024 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2007 II PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

C025 UK126 CLI Human, CDI (child) AUS WA HCF24 HA-CDI 2008 II PRJEB22563 

C026 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUT Unknown HCF46 HA-CDI Unknown IV * [198] 

C027 UK126 CLI Human, CDI CAN Alberta HCF45 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C028 UK126 CLI Human, CDI FRA Paris HCF56 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C029 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Emilia Romagna  HCF37 HA-CDI 2002 III PRJEB22563 

C030 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Toscana HCF33 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C031 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Trentino Alto Adige HCF39 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C032 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF36 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C033 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Toscana HCF35 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C034 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Veneto HCF41 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C035 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF31 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C036 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF31 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C037 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF36 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C038 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF40 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C039 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Toscana HCF35 HA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C040 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lombardia HCF30 HA-CDI 2008 III PRJEB22563 

C041 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Puglia HCF34 HA-CDI 2010 III PRJEB22563 

C042 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Lazio HCF38 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C043 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Emilia Romagna  HCF32 HA-CDI 2008 III PRJEB22563 

C044 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ITA Toscana HCF35 HA-CDI 2013 IV ** [198] 

C045 UK126 CLI Human, CDI ESP Madrid HCF44 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C046 UK126 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C047 UK126 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C048 UK126 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C049 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C050 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C051 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C052 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C053 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

C054 UK126 CLI Human, CDI USA Illinois HCF47 HA-CDI Unknown III PRJEB22563 

C055 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2006 III PRJEB22563 

C056 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2006 III PRJEB22563 

C057 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF16 CA-CDI 2006 III PRJEB22563 

C058 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF01 HA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C059 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C060 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C061 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2014 III PRJEB22563 

C062 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF21 CA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C063 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C064 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2006 III PRJEB22563 

C065 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C066 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 CA-CDI 2013 III PRJEB22563 

C067 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF23 HA-CDI 2006 III PRJEB22563 

C068 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2005 III PRJEB22563 

C069 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF18 HA-CDI 2014 III PRJEB22563 

C070 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C071 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF07 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C072 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

C073 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2006 V PRJEB22563 

C074 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2005 II PRJEB22563 

C075 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C076 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF16 CA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C077 UK127 CLI Human, CDI (pediatric) AUS WA HCF24 HA-CDI 2008 II PRJEB22563 

C078 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C079 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2005 II PRJEB22563 

C080 UK127 CLI Human, CDI ITA Emilia Romagna  HCF37 HA-CDI 2001 III PRJEB22563 

C081 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

C082 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

C083 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

C084 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

C085 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

C086 UK127 CLI Human, CDI JPN Tokyo HCF27 HA-CDI 2010 VII PRJEB22563 

C087 UK127 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2011 III PRJEB22563 

C088 UK127 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C089 UK127 CLI Human, CDI TWN Taipei HCF29 HA-CDI 2014 III PRJEB22563 

C090 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C091 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2012 II PRJEB22563 

C092 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C093 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C094 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C095 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 1980 II PRJEB22563 

C096 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 1982 II PRJEB22563 

C097 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF14 HA-CDI 2007 II PRJEB22563 

C098 UK033 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2007 II PRJEB22563 

C099 UK033 CLI Human, CDI (pediatric) AUS WA HCF24 HA-CDI 2013 VIII PRJEB22563 

C100 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Creteil HCF57 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C101 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Versailles HCF58 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C102 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Bourg-en-Bresse HCF59 HA-CDI 2011 VIII PRJEB22563 

C103 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Bordeaux HCF60 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C104 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Marseille HCF61 CA-CDI 2013 VIII PRJEB22563 

C105 UK033 CLI Human, CDI FRA Paris HCF62 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C106 UK288 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF05 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C107 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF15 CA-CDI 2010 V PRJEB22563 

C108 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2016 VIII PRJEB22563 

C109 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2016 VIII PRJEB22563 

C110 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2016 VIII PRJEB22563 

C111 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 CA-CDI 2016 VIII PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

C112 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 CA-CDI 2016 VIII PRJEB22563 

C113 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2011 II PRJEB22563 

C114 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF08 HA-CDI 2012 II PRJEB22563 

C115 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS TAS HCF12 HA-CDI Unknown II PRJEB22563 

C116 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF13 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C117 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF14 HA-CDI 2007 II PRJEB22563 

C118 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2006 II PRJEB22563 

C119 UK127 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2007 II PRJEB22563 

C120 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2006 VIII PRJEB22563 

C121 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS QLD HCF10 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C122 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C123 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C124 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2013 VIII PRJEB22563 

C125 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C126 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS VIC HCF14 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C127 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF22 HA-CDI 2011 VIII PRJEB22563 

C128 UK078 CLI Human, CDI IRE Unknown HCF43 HA-CDI Unknown IV *** [198] 

C129 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Leiden HCF51 HA-CDI 2006 II ERR171309 14 

C130 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Groningen HCF49 HA-CDI 2007 II ERR171312 14 

C131 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Zwolle HCF55 CA-CDI 2007 II ERR171316 14 

C132 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Utrecht HCF53 HA-CDI 2008 II ERR171321 14 

C133 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Breda HCF48 HA-CDI 2008 II ERR171325 14 

C134 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Harderwijk HCF50 HA-CDI 2009 II ERR171326 14 

C135 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Rotterdam HCF52 HA-CDI 2010 II ERR171330 14 

C136 UK078 CLI Human, CDI NLD Zeeland HCF54 HA-CDI 2011 II ERR171332 14 

C137 UK078 CLI Human, CDI (strain M120) IRE Dublin HCF42 HA-CDI 2007 I ERR027342 26 

C138 UK126 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF09 HA-CDI 2007 V PRJEB22563 

C139 QX060 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF01 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C140 QX124 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF01 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
exposure 

Year of 
isolation WGS≈ 

ENA accession 
[ref] 

C141 QX149 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

C142 QX216 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

C143 QX220 CLI Human, CDI AUS WA HCF19 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C144 UK078 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 III PRJEB22563 

C145 QX360 CLI Human, CDI (pediatric) AUS WA HCF24 HA-CDI 2008 VIII PRJEB22563 

C146 QX528 CLI Human, CDI AUS QLD HCF10 HA-CDI 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

C147 QX009 CLI Human, CDI AUS NSW HCF03 HA-CDI 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

C148 QX399 CLI Human, CDI NZL Auckland HCF25 HA-CDI 2012 VIII PRJEB22563 

C149 QX404 CLI Human, CDI TWN Tainan HCF28 HA-CDI 2011 VIII PRJEB22563 

C150 QX538 CLI Human, CDI THA Bangkok HCF26 HA-CDI 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

E001 UK033 ENV Soil irrigated with effluent AUS SA FRM05 N/A 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

E002 UK033 ENV Soil irrigated with effluent AUS SA FRM05 N/A 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

E003 UK033 ENV Treated liquid effluent AUS SA FRM05 N/A 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

E004 UK033 ENV Treated liquid effluent AUS SA FRM05 N/A 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

E005 UK033 ENV Organic potato (farmers market) AUS WA FRM16 N/A 2015 VIII PRJEB22563 

V001 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

V002 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

V003 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V004 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V005 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM08 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V006 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 III PRJEB22563 

V007 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 III PRJEB22563 

V008 UK126 VET Macropodine (Kangaroo), faeces AUS WA FRM11 N/A 2009 II PRJEB22563 

V009 UK126 VET Porcine (pig), faeces ITA Emilia Romagna FRM12 N/A 2008 III PRJEB22563 

V010 UK126 VET Bovine (calf), faeces ITA Umbria FRM13 N/A 2008 III PRJEB22563 

V011 UK126 VET Leporine (hare), faeces ITA Veneto FRM14 N/A 2007 III PRJEB22563 

V012 UK127 VET Equine (foal), faeces AUS NSW FRM01 N/A 2009 II PRJEB22563 

V013 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

V014 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

Continued on next page 
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Strain 
ID 

RT Source Host, sample type Country† State/ Province‡ 
Farm/ 
Hospital§ 

CDI 
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Year of 
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ENA accession 
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V015 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V016 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V017 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM08 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V018 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM08 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V019 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS NSW FRM02 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V020 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM08 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V021 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM08 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V022 UK033 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS NSW FRM03 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V023 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS NSW FRM03 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V024 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS NSW FRM03 N/A 2012 VII PRJEB22563 

V025 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V026 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V027 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V028 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V029 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V030 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V031 UK127 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V032 UK127 VET Porcine (pig), faeces ITA Emilia Romagna FRM12 N/A 2008 III PRJEB22563 

V033 UK033 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2012 II PRJEB22563 

V034 UK033 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS QLD FRM04 N/A 2012 II PRJEB22563 

V035 UK033 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2013 III PRJEB22563 

V036 UK033 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces AUS SA FRM05 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

V037 UK033 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces AUS SA FRM06 N/A 2012 VI PRJEB22563 

V038 UK288 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VIII PRJEB22563 

V039 UK288 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS VIC FRM09 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V040 UK288 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS SA FRM07 N/A 2013 VII PRJEB22563 

V041 UK288 VET Bovine (calf), carcase washing AUS SA FRM07 N/A 2013 VIII PRJEB22563 

V042 UK078 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces NLD Heino FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257046 [14] 

V043 UK078 VET Human, (asymptomatic farmer) NLD Baarle-Nassau FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257049 [14] 

Continued on next page 
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V044 UK078 VET Porcine (pig), faeces NLD Lierop FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257051 [14] 

V045 UK078 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces NLD Hardenberg FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257053 [14] 

V046 UK078 VET Human, (asymptomatic farmer) NLD Rijen FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257056 [14] 

V047 UK078 VET Human, (asymptomatic farmer) NLD Raamsdonksveer FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257060 [14] 

V048 UK078 VET Human, (asymptomatic farmer) NLD Heino FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257061 [14] 

V049 UK078 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces NLD Moergestel FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257064 [14] 

V050 UK078 VET Porcine (piglet), faeces NLD Aaele-Rixtel FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257067 [14] 

V051 UK078 VET Human, (asymptomatic farmer) NLD Houten FRM15 N/A 2011 II ERR257072 [14] 

V052 UK033 VET Bovine (calf), faeces AUS VIC FRM10 N/A 2012 II PRJEB22563 

CDI, Clostridium difficile infection; CA-CDI, community-associated CDI; HA-CDI, healthcare-associated CDI; ENA, European nucleotide archive 
†, AUS, Australia; AUT, Austria; CAN, Canada; ESP, Spain; FRA, France; IRL, Ireland; ITA, Italy; JPN, Japan; NZL, New Zealand; THA, Thailand; NLD, Netherlands; 

TWN, Taiwan; USA, United States of America 
‡, NSW, New South Wales; VIC, Victoria; SA, South Australia; QLD, Queensland; WA, Western Australia; TAS, Tasmania;  
§, De-identified farm (FRM) and healthcare facility (HCF) sites 
≈, NGS platform used for WGS: I (combination of 454 Life Sciences GS-FLX sequencer and Solexa Genome Analyzer System26); II (Illumina HiSeq 2000, 100bp PE); III 

(HiSeq 2500, 100bp PE); IV (HiSeq, 36bp SE); V (MiSeq, 100bp PE); VI (MiSeq, 150bp PE); VII (MiSeq, 250bp PE); VIII (MiSeq, 300bp PE) 

NCBI assemblies: * (CAMD00000000, Biosample SAMEA3138953); ** (CAMC00000000, SAMEA3138817) and *** (CAMB00000000, SAMEA3146273) 
 ENA study number, PE data to be assigned individual accession numbers and released at time of publication 
14 Knetsch et al. 2014; 198 Kurka et al. 2014; 26 He et al. 2010 
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Supplementary Table 5 Detailed metrics for 207 ST11 genomes 

ID 
Genome 
size (bp) 

GC% 
N 
genes 

N 
CDS 

Median 
CDS 
Length 

Min 
CDS 
length 

Max 
CDS 
length 

N 
tRNA 

N 
rRNA 

N 
CRISPR 

CDS 
Length 
(Mbp) 

Coding 
% 

Coding 
density 
(CDS/Mbp) 

N 
Contigs 

Largest 
Contig 
(bp) 

N50 

                 C001 4054618 28.90 3684 3615 789 74 7680 63 5 6 3.35 82.59% 892 118 384555 93035 
C002 3967159 28.81 3729 3658 753 74 7680 57 13 7 3.26 82.06% 922 129 199243 61807 
C003 4002791 28.85 3712 3643 771 74 7794 54 14 6 3.30 82.50% 910 103 196895 82735 
C004 4078919 28.94 3690 3615 783 62 7101 64 10 6 3.33 81.64% 886 130 227060 73028 
C005 4085847 28.94 3710 3637 780 73 7680 68 4 6 3.33 81.40% 890 147 262838 67343 
C006 3966715 28.32 3647 3581 774 75 7101 51 14 6 3.24 81.68% 903 99 284506 102172 
C007 4089839 28.98 3734 3665 785 74 7680 57 11 6 3.38 82.68% 896 74 293830 126987 
C008 3986630 28.80 3731 3660 765 74 7794 56 14 6 3.29 82.59% 918 100 293093 74609 
C009 4027953 28.85 3654 3571 792 74 7680 77 5 6 3.33 82.71% 887 76 544727 138440 
C010 4069403 28.87 3713 3640 786 73 7101 67 5 6 3.37 82.80% 894 78 555590 134020 
C011 4026924 28.86 3662 3566 789 74 7680 90 5 6 3.33 82.67% 886 81 520210 125746 
C012 3973486 28.81 3760 3686 756 74 7680 59 14 6 3.27 82.28% 928 187 301072 40418 
C013 3950236 28.55 3594 3509 786 74 7101 80 4 6 3.24 81.95% 888 94 293641 100557 
C014 4043649 28.91 3667 3589 792 74 7680 72 5 6 3.34 82.57% 888 81 439115 123916 
C015 3901073 28.52 3548 3475 789 73 7101 67 5 9 3.22 82.48% 891 101 258952 103925 
C016 4086954 28.90 3757 3656 783 74 7101 87 13 7 3.38 82.63% 895 62 404687 148288 
C017 3954767 28.39 3675 3591 771 72 7101 75 8 5 3.27 82.67% 908 55 298461 166372 
C018 3914411 28.33 3609 3532 780 72 7101 69 7 5 3.24 82.86% 902 51 298313 157035 
C019 4132550 28.87 3839 3749 768 63 7680 78 11 6 3.41 82.46% 907 56 443837 148331 
C020 4053800 28.92 3700 3641 786 74 7680 53 5 6 3.36 82.77% 898 78 379044 130374 
C021 4024490 28.84 3639 3569 795 74 7680 64 5 6 3.33 82.69% 887 75 540738 140738 
C022 4062625 28.95 3688 3617 789 74 7101 66 4 6 3.36 82.70% 890 81 294088 125551 
C023 4142939 28.94 3863 3796 765 73 7680 61 5 6 3.41 82.38% 916 73 576752 141568 
C024 4100039 28.94 3751 3677 783 74 7101 67 6 6 3.39 82.75% 897 79 466354 134019 
C025 4050466 28.90 3672 3603 792 74 7680 64 4 6 3.34 82.56% 890 80 423400 134197 
C026 3945725 28.78 3568 3531 798 82 7680 32 4 6 3.26 82.65% 895 212 203313 38456 
C027 4125833 28.84 3743 3654 792 71 7680 82 6 6 3.41 82.75% 886 111 398299 89865 
C028 4060348 28.92 3684 3613 789 74 7680 65 5 6 3.35 82.46% 890 104 345596 89834 
C029 4121858 29.07 3737 3657 789 74 7101 69 10 6 3.40 82.43% 887 109 237533 87180 
C030 4063374 28.85 3697 3623 789 74 7680 67 6 6 3.36 82.72% 892 98 294249 119691 
C031 4015261 28.87 3638 3570 792 74 7680 61 6 6 3.32 82.76% 889 125 322557 80510 

Continued on next page 
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(bp) 
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C032 4166789 28.97 3820 3746 765 74 7680 63 10 8 3.38 81.12% 899 167 277535 72407 
C033 4072570 28.86 3702 3631 789 74 7101 64 6 6 3.37 82.64% 892 91 461677 125789 
C034 4097579 28.98 3732 3656 780 74 7680 68 7 6 3.35 81.70% 892 121 488334 89469 
C035 4091277 28.95 3726 3662 786 74 7101 55 8 6 3.37 82.45% 895 84 293483 125746 
C036 4012814 28.67 3809 3742 752 74 7101 52 14 6 3.29 81.91% 933 120 271845 75453 
C037 4116381 28.88 3791 3719 780 73 7680 67 4 6 3.41 82.82% 903 80 294087 125746 
C038 4178340 28.96 3856 3784 771 74 7101 64 7 7 3.43 82.10% 906 122 430476 89572 
C039 4067410 28.85 3705 3632 786 74 7680 67 5 6 3.36 82.71% 893 78 476741 123916 
C040 4069716 28.94 3690 3629 789 74 7680 54 6 6 3.36 82.66% 892 86 297656 107568 
C041 4081644 28.89 3716 3654 786 74 7101 56 5 6 3.38 82.70% 895 74 293667 134730 
C042 4092663 28.92 3727 3661 786 68 7680 60 5 6 3.38 82.58% 895 89 406509 119726 
C043 4170623 29.27 3812 3724 786 72 7101 82 5 6 3.45 82.80% 893 79 357537 134019 
C044 3815975 28.26 3455 3418 798 82 7101 32 4 6 3.15 82.46% 896 210 125089 38353 
C045 4025679 28.85 3645 3568 792 74 7680 70 6 6 3.33 82.69% 886 79 543965 125789 
C046 3966510 28.55 3587 3539 795 72 7101 42 5 6 3.28 82.62% 892 75 293537 119768 
C047 4013852 28.64 3648 3563 780 64 7101 72 12 9 3.25 81.03% 888 152 253789 62026 
C048 3971739 28.79 3637 3572 786 74 7794 52 12 7 3.29 82.87% 899 304 134902 25150 
C049 4052376 28.92 3675 3597 789 74 7680 71 6 6 3.35 82.57% 888 121 327310 89713 
C050 4057551 28.87 3694 3622 789 74 7101 60 11 6 3.36 82.83% 893 142 228080 65644 
C051 4056956 28.92 3662 3592 792 74 7101 65 4 6 3.34 82.30% 885 85 373723 119726 
C052 4057764 28.91 3674 3609 792 74 7680 59 5 6 3.35 82.66% 889 83 293537 124100 
C053 4048426 28.89 3683 3605 789 71 7389 71 6 6 3.35 82.86% 890 79 293676 119726 
C054 4096663 28.94 3719 3631 768 73 6021 76 11 7 3.29 80.21% 886 199 244010 53214 
C055 3955868 28.44 3636 3558 777 74 7101 64 13 6 3.24 81.91% 899 135 137655 66212 
C056 3996354 28.32 3714 3657 771 74 7101 52 4 6 3.29 82.28% 915 83 321097 115001 
C057 4199500 29.00 3964 3868 759 74 8853 89 6 9 3.46 82.29% 921 84 330967 125745 
C058 4118625 28.89 3764 3662 759 66 7101 82 19 6 3.28 79.67% 889 122 254323 81747 
C059 3966687 28.36 3704 3626 771 74 7101 71 6 6 3.27 82.51% 914 135 287639 69616 
C060 4095166 28.80 3813 3726 762 68 7101 69 17 5 3.33 81.32% 910 109 283814 99318 
C061 4038714 28.33 3760 3680 762 74 7101 74 5 6 3.29 81.53% 911 86 320737 109457 
C062 3883918 28.30 3542 3471 789 74 7101 58 12 5 3.22 82.87% 894 69 291172 125753 
C063 3930789 28.42 3652 3555 768 74 7101 89 7 6 3.22 81.86% 904 301 193828 28585 
C064 4006083 28.31 3736 3682 765 73 7101 46 7 6 3.30 82.25% 919 71 322647 105655 
C065 3986790 28.27 3713 3634 771 74 7101 72 6 8 3.28 82.37% 912 117 287641 85642 

Continued on next page 
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C066 4068998 28.48 3804 3702 750 72 5211 93 8 8 3.27 80.25% 910 194 219882 48495 
C067 4198982 28.83 3911 3819 768 74 8982 86 5 7 3.48 82.78% 910 122 307769 70268 
C068 4194071 28.82 3894 3815 771 74 8982 74 4 7 3.47 82.80% 910 128 281909 75506 
C069 4068543 28.52 3855 3741 759 74 7101 106 7 12 3.35 82.44% 919 87 297518 104015 
C070 3982291 28.25 3702 3638 771 73 7101 53 10 7 3.29 82.54% 914 69 320971 125744 
C071 3997415 28.30 3769 3670 765 72 7101 88 10 7 3.30 82.45% 918 66 255157 103380 
C072 3990157 28.41 3736 3648 765 72 7101 80 7 5 3.29 82.41% 914 50 392093 166372 
C073 4184729 28.76 3888 3835 777 74 8982 46 6 7 3.49 83.34% 916 100 216965 81974 
C074 3957622 28.21 3684 3617 774 74 7101 61 5 7 3.28 82.79% 914 79 320763 102742 
C075 3999708 28.51 3665 3576 786 68 8982 83 5 6 3.32 83.03% 894 81 333697 141210 
C076 4314213 29.06 4127 4045 741 74 8853 76 5 14 3.53 81.85% 938 109 405988 126800 
C077 3962669 28.21 3688 3618 774 72 7101 64 5 7 3.28 82.71% 913 80 321058 107389 
C078 3962103 28.22 3700 3627 771 74 7101 67 5 6 3.28 82.79% 915 72 320823 125744 
C079 4190553 28.77 3917 3811 771 74 8982 100 5 7 3.49 83.20% 909 78 293761 125508 
C080 4029718 28.53 3654 3601 789 70 8982 46 6 6 3.32 82.45% 894 76 354133 141138 
C081 4037051 28.59 3685 3585 783 72 8982 87 12 6 3.33 82.38% 888 74 268651 141619 
C082 4092593 28.56 3751 3650 771 74 8982 85 15 6 3.34 81.70% 892 87 322771 157410 
C083 4325320 29.16 4140 3820 719 73 8982 291 28 6 3.43 79.22% 883 127 603826 158269 
C084 4048220 28.47 3699 3611 780 74 8982 75 12 6 3.33 82.32% 892 72 322715 148102 
C085 4040618 28.52 3717 3607 777 72 8982 95 14 6 3.33 82.47% 893 69 322687 157195 
C086 4071848 28.62 3715 3615 780 74 8982 85 14 6 3.33 81.86% 888 84 322615 157231 
C087 4086334 28.85 3771 3699 786 74 8115 57 14 6 3.41 83.34% 905 76 294633 105760 
C088 4009238 28.59 3762 3683 768 74 7101 65 13 7 3.33 82.95% 919 79 323318 102487 
C089 4086559 28.72 3749 3668 786 70 8982 74 6 6 3.39 82.92% 898 81 471028 111866 
C090 3982162 28.51 3760 3685 765 74 5949 63 11 5 3.32 83.35% 925 50 395967 149182 
C091 4168161 28.59 4019 3938 738 74 5949 76 4 17 3.42 82.06% 945 119 286304 122708 
C092 3933282 28.46 3694 3618 770 74 5949 71 4 5 3.27 83.12% 920 72 283384 107403 
C093 3933708 28.46 3691 3622 771 74 5949 63 5 5 3.27 83.15% 921 77 247235 108006 
C094 3943647 28.47 3702 3628 768 74 5949 68 5 6 3.27 82.95% 920 77 283280 107918 
C095 3984685 28.47 3809 3722 753 74 5949 81 5 5 3.30 82.91% 934 78 261681 101654 
C096 3938887 28.46 3699 3624 768 74 5949 69 5 5 3.27 83.02% 920 76 247127 107882 
C097 4039041 28.57 3833 3753 759 74 5949 69 10 5 3.36 83.14% 929 72 288013 111022 
C098 3979923 28.47 3760 3683 762 74 5949 71 5 6 3.30 82.93% 925 79 247091 107411 
C099 3971268 28.51 3750 3663 768 74 5949 74 12 6 3.31 83.37% 922 55 382795 141924 

Continued on next page 
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C100 4026342 28.50 3820 3738 762 74 5949 69 12 5 3.36 83.38% 928 53 313258 142731 
C101 3963151 28.51 3716 3637 774 74 5949 66 12 6 3.30 83.30% 918 43 503733 249341 
C102 3952825 28.49 3714 3629 771 74 5949 72 12 6 3.30 83.37% 918 50 442382 149182 
C103 4039511 28.53 3836 3751 762 74 5949 72 12 5 3.37 83.43% 929 47 412668 149182 
C104 4157194 28.60 4012 3924 753 74 5949 75 12 5 3.47 83.38% 944 52 458967 150824 
C105 4181440 28.67 3988 3901 753 74 5949 74 12 6 3.44 82.38% 933 51 362956 152909 
C106 4011177 28.47 3801 3733 762 72 5949 62 5 6 3.34 83.25% 931 76 230447 110872 
C107 4129534 28.86 3832 3753 771 74 8436 73 5 7 3.41 82.65% 909 101 296337 88410 
C108 4115019 28.76 3815 3735 777 74 7101 68 11 6 3.42 83.09% 908 55 554035 152910 
C109 4006440 28.49 3655 3576 792 74 8133 66 12 6 3.34 83.25% 893 52 342764 148892 
C110 4094536 29.01 3721 3642 789 74 7101 66 12 7 3.39 82.83% 889 49 381465 156613 
C111 4005863 28.48 3654 3577 792 74 8133 64 12 6 3.34 83.29% 893 52 342401 150112 
C112 4003257 28.47 3649 3574 792 74 7644 62 12 7 3.33 83.17% 893 51 369266 152910 
C113 4011602 28.80 3653 3554 789 74 7680 92 6 6 3.32 82.71% 886 71 442078 133967 
C114 4073801 28.87 3735 3646 783 71 7680 82 6 6 3.37 82.67% 895 84 490488 133990 
C115 3926814 28.47 3627 3527 783 74 7101 92 7 5 3.26 83.07% 898 66 298224 141702 
C116 4045962 28.38 3834 3692 759 72 7101 136 5 6 3.34 82.56% 913 73 322218 125508 
C117 4150526 28.77 3860 3787 770 74 7101 67 5 6 3.44 82.85% 912 80 585201 119768 
C118 3983283 28.74 3593 3524 795 72 7680 63 5 6 3.29 82.72% 885 74 573048 141383 
C119 3960693 28.23 3713 3610 771 59 7101 93 9 7 3.28 82.74% 911 77 320787 125732 
C120 4103874 28.84 3762 3690 783 74 8436 67 4 7 3.39 82.68% 899 84 320484 133770 
C121 4050951 28.82 3691 3592 792 74 7680 85 13 6 3.35 82.69% 887 59 491379 125701 
C122 3989022 28.73 3624 3532 792 74 8133 79 12 6 3.31 82.98% 885 101 219775 77045 
C123 3993800 28.74 3641 3534 792 74 7680 93 13 6 3.31 82.92% 885 67 476337 119914 
C124 4009363 28.46 3676 3578 792 74 8133 85 12 6 3.34 83.36% 892 65 519693 139931 
C125 4016268 28.51 3696 3581 789 71 7644 102 12 6 3.34 83.13% 892 63 295737 142424 
C126 3955985 28.45 3625 3527 789 74 8133 85 12 7 3.28 83.01% 892 63 420701 131694 
C127 4042908 28.90 3697 3582 786 74 8133 100 14 6 3.34 82.59% 886 74 448491 134068 
C128 3961322 28.83 3586 3549 795 82 7101 32 4 6 3.27 82.58% 896 227 132457 35723 
C129 3912737 28.36 3526 3482 798 74 7101 35 8 6 3.24 82.74% 890 70 294182 133896 
C130 4071215 28.72 3738 3685 783 74 7680 45 7 6 3.37 82.80% 905 74 481155 134019 
C131 4063214 28.75 3705 3651 786 70 7680 45 8 6 3.37 82.86% 899 67 421374 111871 
C132 3978415 28.56 3601 3541 795 74 8070 51 8 6 3.31 83.16% 890 69 355364 133946 
C133 3958700 28.68 3554 3499 798 74 7680 47 7 6 3.28 82.78% 884 67 381417 140902 
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C134 3851206 28.20 3485 3434 795 74 7101 42 8 6 3.19 82.84% 892 76 293333 125476 
C135 4029636 28.84 3635 3588 798 74 7101 39 7 6 3.34 83.01% 890 62 423163 134088 
C136 4111526 28.70 3787 3748 780 74 7101 32 6 6 3.41 82.90% 912 70 505941 119813 
C137 3977219 28.44 3612 3548 795 74 7644 55 8 6 3.30 83.02% 892 75 295668 125789 
C138 4088025 28.94 3721 3691 786 74 7680 24 5 7 3.38 82.80% 903 87 262443 97819 
C139 4070437 28.56 3760 3672 783 74 8982 75 12 6 3.40 83.50% 902 40 586510 205666 
C140 4001548 28.26 3782 3693 767 74 8133 76 12 5 3.33 83.20% 923 42 374055 166266 
C141 4155710 29.12 3799 3719 780 74 7680 67 12 7 3.43 82.59% 895 49 458882 194193 
C142 4197966 28.68 3915 3834 768 74 8115 68 12 8 3.49 83.20% 913 49 949061 292273 
C143 4212594 28.80 3927 3843 780 74 8982 71 12 7 3.53 83.74% 912 37 688690 258696 
C144 3950711 28.58 3590 3532 789 74 7101 51 6 6 3.26 82.43% 894 107 294249 93829 
C145 3891963 28.36 3557 3479 789 74 7101 65 12 5 3.24 83.18% 894 53 298022 152912 
C146 4151268 29.23 3796 3715 783 74 7680 68 12 7 3.45 83.02% 895 45 381464 174614 
C147 3994475 28.93 3597 3549 786 74 7680 40 7 6 3.26 81.59% 888 334 186831 24196 
C148 3989242 28.76 3617 3531 792 74 7680 73 12 6 3.31 82.90% 885 55 446470 152152 
C149 4094059 28.71 3762 3677 786 74 8115 72 12 6 3.42 83.51% 898 46 506656 173916 
C150 4072438 28.68 3734 3650 791 74 8982 71 12 6 3.41 83.66% 896 35 573536 284801 
E001 4051537 28.95 3821 3731 768 74 5949 77 12 6 3.38 83.48% 921 48 450736 158519 
E002 4045873 28.92 3805 3723 768 74 5949 69 12 6 3.37 83.37% 920 56 462154 152909 
E003 4079923 28.93 3866 3779 762 74 5949 74 12 6 3.40 83.38% 926 50 450022 170991 
E004 4053965 28.94 3821 3734 768 74 5949 74 12 6 3.38 83.41% 921 46 834282 164078 
E005 4055921 28.51 3885 3800 756 74 5949 72 12 5 3.38 83.41% 937 48 348982 157204 
V001 4007818 28.27 3776 3681 762 65 7101 80 14 6 3.29 82.16% 918 76 419207 102941 
V002 4068159 28.30 3917 3798 744 72 7101 107 11 7 3.34 82.08% 934 69 323169 121834 
V003 4030279 28.45 3793 3670 759 73 7101 107 15 6 3.28 81.50% 911 175 139017 57277 
V004 3981599 28.30 3750 3632 762 72 7101 104 13 5 3.27 82.15% 912 153 164108 55339 
V005 3997600 28.36 3758 3650 765 74 7101 90 17 6 3.29 82.33% 913 110 287785 93437 
V006 3971081 28.24 3719 3652 771 59 7101 56 10 5 3.28 82.56% 920 83 284261 93279 
V007 3971631 28.30 3729 3655 765 74 7101 66 7 5 3.27 82.44% 920 95 321119 102630 
V008 3886357 28.30 3562 3485 786 74 7101 70 6 5 3.22 82.93% 897 66 298260 135630 
V009 4084164 29.06 3712 3627 786 74 7680 72 12 6 3.35 82.05% 888 124 293640 102135 
V010 4061171 28.92 3670 3618 792 75 7680 45 6 6 3.36 82.67% 891 73 294088 134019 
V011 4045100 28.91 3665 3592 792 73 7101 66 6 6 3.34 82.55% 888 86 294088 120203 
V012 3961829 28.22 3698 3617 771 72 7101 73 7 6 3.28 82.84% 913 71 320918 125512 
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V013 4046579 28.37 3859 3740 756 72 7101 109 9 6 3.34 82.55% 924 59 322775 126513 
V014 4020139 28.34 3785 3703 765 72 7101 74 7 6 3.32 82.70% 921 60 322733 126117 
V015 3867566 28.37 3609 3516 738 74 7050 80 12 6 3.06 79.05% 909 458 126095 18971 
V016 3879866 28.37 3618 3518 747 74 7050 86 13 5 3.09 79.68% 907 416 126095 24627 
V017 3948608 28.46 3673 3579 759 74 7389 81 12 7 3.22 81.43% 906 281 251929 30593 
V018 3968207 28.31 3703 3593 765 74 7101 98 11 7 3.24 81.55% 905 289 126032 39137 
V019 3981580 28.26 3723 3630 771 74 7101 80 12 7 3.29 82.62% 912 126 233492 71826 
V020 3975664 28.36 3716 3630 762 74 7101 73 12 7 3.25 81.77% 913 296 184368 38004 
V021 4008989 28.36 3761 3654 768 74 7101 94 12 6 3.32 82.70% 911 112 243803 68896 
V022 4107297 28.80 3944 3839 750 71 5949 92 12 6 3.38 82.41% 935 318 126023 27788 
V023 3967406 28.31 3694 3599 759 74 7101 82 12 6 3.21 81.03% 907 306 115181 26018 
V024 3971616 28.32 3722 3608 759 74 7101 101 12 7 3.23 81.40% 908 291 172088 36851 
V025 3989568 28.24 3732 3640 768 74 7101 78 13 7 3.29 82.45% 912 109 288432 93117 
V026 4000903 28.27 3750 3652 768 74 7101 84 13 7 3.30 82.52% 913 85 286232 105156 
V027 4122918 28.49 3997 3766 738 74 7101 212 18 6 3.35 81.36% 913 124 252062 82614 
V028 4019051 28.50 3855 3613 747 72 7101 217 24 5 3.28 81.50% 899 144 235575 80797 
V029 4084596 29.12 3868 3666 753 69 7101 186 15 6 3.31 81.14% 898 135 205371 71176 
V030 3970845 28.42 3747 3570 765 73 8133 164 12 5 3.28 82.49% 899 75 287791 126833 
V031 3986408 28.33 3763 3630 765 74 7101 117 15 6 3.29 82.44% 911 146 168752 67800 
V032 4007826 28.56 3642 3559 786 72 8982 71 11 7 3.30 82.26% 888 135 345300 89649 
V033 4004355 28.46 3803 3730 759 74 5949 67 5 5 3.33 83.13% 931 79 283589 100356 
V034 4012297 28.46 3778 3721 764 74 5949 51 5 6 3.33 83.01% 927 82 230447 104916 
V035 4095918 28.75 3870 3818 756 70 5949 45 6 6 3.38 82.42% 932 186 410494 58582 
V036 4087163 28.92 3885 3798 759 66 5949 75 11 5 3.39 82.94% 929 60 437581 138524 
V037 4067138 28.90 3849 3769 762 62 5949 71 8 5 3.38 83.05% 927 70 377069 111718 
V038 3963868 28.51 3736 3652 771 74 5949 72 11 5 3.31 83.41% 921 47 495599 165986 
V039 4303716 28.80 4268 4134 713 73 5949 119 14 5 3.51 81.60% 961 176 572208 61678 
V040 3981726 28.59 3744 3693 747 74 5949 42 8 5 3.23 81.24% 927 359 303272 24776 
V041 4197872 28.86 4136 3924 705 69 5949 199 12 5 3.37 80.32% 935 353 506124 30769 
V042 3961438 28.68 3601 3531 792 74 7680 56 13 6 3.29 83.06% 891 65 429344 136934 
V043 4248825 28.88 4048 4007 738 74 7680 33 7 6 3.48 81.98% 943 72 634839 119998 
V044 4104562 28.75 3798 3732 780 74 7794 52 13 6 3.41 83.10% 909 70 445403 119926 
V045 4001155 28.33 3685 3637 783 73 7101 39 8 6 3.32 82.95% 909 66 294088 132946 
V046 3907695 28.39 3530 3486 795 74 8133 36 7 5 3.24 82.84% 892 65 283867 134156 

Continued on next page 
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ID 
Genome 
size (bp) 

GC% 
N 
genes 

N 
CDS 

Median 
CDS 
Length 

Min 
CDS 
length 

Max 
CDS 
length 

N 
tRNA 

N 
rRNA 

N 
CRISPR 

CDS 
Length 
(Mbp) 

Coding 
% 

Coding 
density 
(CDS/Mbp) 

N 
Contigs 

Largest 
Contig 
(bp) 

N50 

V047 4046948 28.71 3693 3644 786 74 7101 40 8 6 3.36 82.98% 900 61 426530 134019 
V048 3946759 28.68 3577 3508 795 74 7680 55 13 6 3.28 83.16% 889 58 430839 140837 
V049 3903135 28.55 3541 3472 795 74 7680 55 13 6 3.25 83.29% 890 55 385234 147530 
V050 3879079 28.30 3540 3471 792 74 7101 55 13 7 3.23 83.23% 895 56 366704 140977 
V051 3922100 28.30 3592 3537 783 74 7101 47 7 6 3.23 82.35% 902 65 293675 134019 
V052 4107876 28.54 3949 3885 753 73 5949 54 9 5 3.42 83.28% 946 76 246560 100240 
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Supplementary Figure 1 SNV heatmap: RT126.078 cluster 

Summary of pairwise core genome SNV distances between 99 strains within RT126.078 cluster. Strain M120 (RT078) and C100 (outgroup) also included.  
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Supplementary Figure 2 SNV heatmap: RT127 cluster I 

Summary of pairwise core genome SNV distances between 44 strains in RT127 cluster I. Strain M120 (RT078) is included as an outgroup.  
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Supplementary Figure 3 SNV heatmaps: RT127 clusters II and III, and ST258 cluster 

Summary of pairwise core genome SNV distances between strains in (left to right) RT127 clusters II (n=21), III (n=3) and the ST258 cluster (n=7). For each cluster, strain 

M120 (RT078) is included as an outgroup.  
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Supplementary Figure 4 SNV heatmap: RT033.288 cluster 

Summary of pairwise core genome SNV distances between 33 strains in the RT033.288 cluster. Strain M120 (RT078) is included as an outgroup.  
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Supplementary Table 6 Complete prophages detected in 207 ST11 genomes 

Genome RT ST Most common prophage Score† Length (Kb) N ORFs GC% 

        

C001 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 65.0 74 31.65 

C006 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 51.3 81 28.66 

C006 126 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM11_NC_029001 150 17.6 23 34.56 

C010 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 118 40.6 60 29.75 

C013 126 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 110 24.2 21 34.91 

C023 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD481_1_NC_028951 150 116.3 153 31.53 

C023 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 78.6 119 33.16 

C024 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 104 59.6 52 29.97 

C030 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 113 40.9 54 30.09 

C032 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 49.4 61 29.64 

C032 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 110 62.6 56 36.08 

C033 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 120 38.2 55 30.02 

C035 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 140 31.3 43 34.43 

C036 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 30.9 53 27.84 

C036 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 55.2 86 29.97 

C037 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 116 35.5 53 30.70 

C037 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 53.7 84 30.28 

C038 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 38.7 59 28.04 

C038 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 120 34.8 64 32.76 

C038 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 120 37.3 52 32.42 

C039 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 50.0 64 29.64 

C040 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP04_NC_019422 100 27.2 25 33.65 

C041 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 120 34.5 52 29.63 

C042 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 72.4 74 33.40 

C050 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 118 38.0 52 29.79 

C055 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 50.4 79 28.80 

C056 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 69.9 108 31.68 

C057 127 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 140 39.8 45 27.60 

C057 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 120 36.5 56 29.04 

C057 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 140 56.0 53 33.41 

C058 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 55.5 83 35.60 

C059 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 98.2 147 31.89 

C060 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 39.3 51 36.00 

C060 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 150 62.5 129 36.37 

C061 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 43.8 81 32.17 

C061 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 150 63.7 112 30.92 

C061 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 27.9 42 30.00 

C063 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 110 42.0 60 29.02 

C063 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 48.2 78 29.95 

C064 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 120 51.0 81 28.69 

C064 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 79.4 103 30.95 

C064 127 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM11_NC_029001 150 27.9 47 33.48 

C065 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 67.7 97 29.85 

C066 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 70.2 110 31.11 

C067 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 101.1 113 30.51 

C067 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 27.8 39 31.12 

C068 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 37.4 49 30.92 

C068 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 110 29.5 44 30.59 

C069 127 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 129.9 161 32.61 

C070 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 40.5 49 27.63 

C070 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 57.8 89 30.64 

C070 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 100 24.8 33 28.67 

Continued on next page 
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Genome RT ST Most common prophage Score† Length (Kb) N ORFs GC% 

C071 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 46.9 91 27.71 
C071 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 41.4 72 32.32 

C073 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 91.7 116 30.83 

C074 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 65.9 93 29.47 

C076 127 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 65.9 81 28.20 

C076 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 34.7 53 31.16 

C076 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 120 71.9 97 32.88 

C076 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 43.4 66 31.42 

C077 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 84.1 120 29.22 

C078 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 91.9 126 29.53 

C079 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 48.8 74 29.75 

C079 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 100 30.8 36 29.93 

C090 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 130 46.1 69 28.27 

C090 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 110 48.4 76 28.76 

C090 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 38.8 59 32.57 

C091 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 84.4 128 30.85 

C091 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 140 47.2 65 30.22 

C091 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 55.3 75 30.49 

C092 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 117.2 141 29.90 

C093 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 85.8 124 30.07 

C094 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 110 28.4 34 29.80 

C094 033 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 130 36.0 55 29.88 

C095 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 30.2 44 29.27 

C095 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 106.8 185 30.11 

C096 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 110.0 153 29.93 

C097 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 33.2 70 29.21 

C098 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 50.2 66 29.75 

C098 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 72.9 109 30.58 

C099 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 110 48.4 64 28.51 

C100 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 54.0 70 28.69 

C100 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 49.3 73 28.44 

C100 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 49.7 76 28.67 

C100 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 38.7 58 30.11 

C101 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 51.6 82 28.62 

C101 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 67.6 110 27.47 

C102 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 51.6 82 28.62 

C102 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 67.6 109 27.47 

C103 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 140 46.4 70 28.32 

C103 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 49.7 76 28.67 

C103 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 61.9 88 29.48 

C103 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 140 63.1 72 30.03 

C104 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 42.2 67 29.19 

C105 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 120.2 168 30.72 

C105 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 76.3 119 29.75 

C105 033 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 100 23.0 31 34.14 

C106 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 100 39.2 57 28.74 

C106 288 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 34.7 76 30.10 

C106 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 110 26.4 34 30.26 

C106 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 130 47.4 72 30.91 

C107 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 52.3 61 32.20 

C107 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 113 59.7 85 32.95 

C108 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 109.8 135 30.01 

C114 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 43.7 62 30.24 

C116 078 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 40.7 60 30.34 

Continued on next page 
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Genome RT ST Most common prophage Score† Length (Kb) N ORFs GC% 

C116 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 78.7 121 30.81 

C117 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 86.0 135 29.13 

C117 078 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 47.5 72 29.34 

C119 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 59.2 90 29.78 

C120 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 55.5 87 28.43 

C130 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 67.7 81 29.32 

C130 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 56.4 101 28.45 

C131 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 45.7 70 27.85 

C131 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 140 42.2 63 30.96 

C136 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 110 35.9 56 28.41 

C136 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 96.5 159 29.46 

C138 126 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 127 49.5 59 32.77 

C139 Other 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 110 59.0 74 28.28 

C140 Other 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 49.9 74 27.69 

C140 Other 11 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 120 27.6 48 29.91 

C143 Other 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 37.4 70 31.36 

C143 Other 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 61.8 90 30.16 

C147 Other 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 116 43.1 50 30.02 

E001 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 51.1 79 28.68 

E001 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 72.8 110 27.60 

E002 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 120 50.1 79 28.70 

E002 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 67.6 110 27.47 

E003 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 47.4 79 29.08 

E003 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 67.6 109 27.47 

E004 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 50.1 79 28.70 

E004 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 72.8 111 27.60 

E005 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 110 38.6 58 28.93 

E005 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 48.3 75 28.69 

E005 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 99.1 155 29.46 

E005 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 140 35.0 61 29.61 

V001 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 52.8 91 30.52 

V002 126 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 100 48.7 69 27.62 

V002 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 63.3 108 30.04 

V002 126 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 110 35.5 67 30.75 
V003 126 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 41.9 45 30.75 

V003 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 150 103.1 155 32.85 

V004 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 97.7 149 30.44 

V005 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 73.5 125 30.93 

V006 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 112.0 180 30.45 

V007 126 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 32.1 53 31.62 

V007 126 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 74.8 131 31.37 

V008 126 258 Clostr_ϕCDHM11_NC_029001 110 14.3 21 30.39 

V012 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 55.1 75 29.54 

V012 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 27.5 41 29.31 

V013 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 34.1 58 27.84 

V013 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 61.3 81 28.19 

V014 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD505_NC_028764 120 67.0 86 28.01 

V015 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 51.7 84 30.32 

V015 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 24.4 21 27.61 
V016 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 76.4 132 29.63 

V017 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 98.1 154 30.18 

V018 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 30.4 58 28.25 

V018 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 56.5 89 28.94 

V019 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 45.1 78 28.22 
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V019 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 74.6 91 28.24 
V020 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 41.4 72 27.31 

V020 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD6356_NC_015262 150 48.9 73 28.63 

V020 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 60.4 91 29.60 

V021 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 120 45.1 77 28.28 

V021 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 31.7 53 28.71 

V022 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 100.3 152 29.21 

V022 033 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 28.1 49 29.37 

V022 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 80.6 160 28.47 

V023 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 45.4 78 28.30 

V024 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD505_NC_028764 110 43.9 63 27.95 

V024 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 28.8 44 28.72 

V025 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 130 31.7 53 28.47 

V025 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 73.2 110 29.91 

V026 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 100 36.4 56 28.18 

V026 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 54.4 75 29.87 

V026 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 120 23.8 29 30.75 

V027 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP01_NC_028883 150 35.7 58 31.14 

V027 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 74.1 75 33.04 

V027 127 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 31.0 44 30.53 

V027 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 120 16.7 29 32.96 

V028 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 120 62.5 79 29.72 

V029 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 48.3 78 28.95 

V030 127 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 130 47.9 79 28.86 

V031 127 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 150 41.4 72 27.29 

V031 127 11 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 150 46.2 65 29.87 

V033 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 100 15.6 22 28.85 

V033 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 125.3 165 30.00 

V034 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 103.0 144 30.03 

V034 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 140 43.5 62 30.13 

V035 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP02_NC_019421 150 93.4 118 28.95 

V035 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 86.1 147 29.50 

V035 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 68.8 116 30.04 

V036 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 140 51.5 80 28.63 

V036 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 67.6 109 27.47 

V037 033 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 120 49.1 78 28.79 

V037 033 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 130 64.7 109 27.48 

V038 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 72.8 108 27.60 

V038 288 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 57.2 88 29.11 

V039 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 100 19.2 29 34.03 

V039 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 113.6 168 31.03 

V039 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 57.7 101 32.03 

V039 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 184.6 324 31.76 

V039 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 79.8 110 29.66 

V040 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 150 54.7 78 29.08 

V040 288 11 Clostr_ϕMMP03_NC_028959 150 74.3 92 31.57 

V040 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 50.9 71 30.41 

V041 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 120 38.3 61 30.79 

V041 288 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 86.2 144 32.33 

V041 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 104 46.5 50 31.92 

V041 288 11 Clostr_ϕCD119_NC_007917 130 43.1 76 30.65 

V043 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 130 27.6 41 29.27 

V043 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD119_NC_007917 140 34.2 68 30.60 

V044 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 74.9 105 29.74 
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V045 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 73.1 78 30.26 

V045 078 11 Clostr_ϕCDHM19_NC_028996 150 48.6 74 29.58 

V047 078 11 Clostr_CDMH1_NC_024144 140 43.7 68 28.93 

V047 078 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 104 34.3 50 29.58 

V052 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD27_NC_011398 100 49.6 66 28.71 

V052 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD506_NC_028838 150 136.5 205 29.48 

V052 033 11 Clostr_ϕCD119_NC_007917 130 35.9 76 28.51 

CD630 012 54 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 140 55.8 88 28.45 

CD630 012 54 Clostr_ϕC2_NC_009231 140 57.3 68 29.45 
        

CD630, RT012 reference strain (Genbank AM180355). Note: RT078 reference M120 accession NC_017174 

was negative for intact phages) 

ORF, open reading frame  
†, prophages were scored on the principle of completeness (see 3.7.10.1) 
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APPENDIX VII CUSTOM BIOINFORMATICS SCRIPTS 

The custom Python script used to calculate pairwise SNV differences (see 3.7.6.5) can be 

found at https://gist.github.com/danknight (titled PairwiseSNV.py). Full credit for this code 

goes to Dr David W. Eyre (University of Oxford, UK). 
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